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bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) Cv/+ (or ±/±) A/a-
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indicated plant. In the second cross, the test 
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A/a-mrh X sh bz wx +/sh bz wx + a-mrh/a-mrh, 
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activity. In the test for the presence of Mrh (+) 
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colorless kernels) in the indicated plant and (-) 
designates the absence of Mrh activity (no spots 
on colorless kernels), In this cross bronze 
kernels record C% activity. In the test for the 
presence of (-) designates the absence of 
activity (no spots on bronze kernels) in the 
indicated plant 
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bz/sh bz Cv/+ (or ±/±) with two testers, bz-mut. 
and bz-rcv. In the first cross, the test for the 
presence of Mut. (-) designates the absence of Mut 
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the second cross, the test for the presence of Cv: 
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in the indicated plant. 
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testers, bz-rcv. and bz-mut. In the first cross, 
the test for the presence of Cy, (-) designates 
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indicated plant. In the second cross, the test 
for the presence of Mut, (+) designates the 
presence of Mut activity (spots) in the indicated 
plant and (-) designates the absence of Mut 
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Table 4,2,27. Test for an interaction between c2-m3 and bz-rcv. 546 
Results of crosses of plants with the genotype Sh 
bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) c2-m3/C2 (or c 2 / C 2 )  
with two testers, bz-rcv. and c2. In the first 
cross, the test for the presence of Cy, (-) 
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in the indicated plant. In the second cross, the 
test for the presence of c2-m3. (+) designates the 
presence of c2-m3 (spots) in the indicated plant 
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Mutator and bz-rcv (Figure 3.5). Results of 
assays for Mutator activity and Cy content in five 
outcross families with the genotype bz/bz derived 
from Mutator stocks. Each outcross family was 
produced by D. Robertson by crossing the Mutator-
related plant indicated in column 1 onto an 
unrelated line. In the test for Mutator activity 
(+) designates the presence of Mutator activity 
(the appearance of new seedling mutants) in selfed 
families within the indicated outcross family and 
(-) designates the absence of Mutator activity 
(the failure of new seedling mutants to appear) in 
selfed families within the indicated outcross 
family. In the test for Cy activity (+) 
designates the presence of C% activity (the 
appearance of spots in at least one ear crossed 
with bz-rcv) in the indicated outcross family and 
(-) designates the absence of C% activity (no 
spots in all ears crossed with bz-rcv) in the 
indicated outcross family 
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8225-10 (line 1, Table 4.2.28). Many plants 
within this outcross family were prolific; it was 
therefore possible to obtain both a self and a 
testcross ear from many plants. Only ears with 
greater than 100 kernels are included. Analysis 
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Figure 2.1. The Saedler and Nevers model of plant-transposable- 709 
element excision. The wavy lines represents the 
transposable element which contains inverted 
terminal repeats (IR). The thick regions on either 
side of the transposable element represent direct 
duplication of host-site DNÂ that form as a result 
of transposable element insertion (Figure 2.2). A: 
Excision from the host site (solid lines) is 
initiated by a transposable-element-encoded 
transposase which recognizes all members of a family 
of transposable elements by their unique IR an 
creates staggered nicks (arrows) on both ends of the 
transposable element. Shown are both a linear and a 
cruciform representation of the transposable element 
and its insertion site. B: The single-stranded 5' 
and 3' ends of the transposable element that result 
from transposase-induced staggered cuts are 
susceptible to a 5' exonuclease and a 3' polymerase. 
The action of the exonuclease results in degradation 
of the host-site duplication (open areas of the 
thick regions). The polymerase uses the single-
stranded fringes of the host-site duplication as 
templates to synthesize DNA (thick solid lines). It 
is expected that polymerase stuttering occurs, which 
would result in duplications. Template switching as 
shown in the figure can result in inverted repeats. 
Shown are both a linear and a cruciform 
representation of the transposable element and its 
insertion site. C: Depending on the resolution of 
the single-stranded region formed by template 
switching in Part B, two excision products are 
possible. The excision product on the left would 
arise if the single-stranded region was filled in to 
produced double-stranded DNA. On the right is the 
excision product that would result if the single-
stranded region is removed (Modified after Caldwell, 
1986 which was modified after Saedler and Nevers, 
1985) (*• 5' end of DNA; > 3' end of DNA; \SZZi 
insertion-site duplication; gg# newly synthesized 
DNA; CrZI3 exonuclease-degraded regions) 
xli 
Figure 2.2. The Saedler and Nevers plant-transposable-element 711 
integration model. A: Following excision of a 
transposable element (Figure 2.1) the transposase of 
the transposable element/transposase complex 
generates staggered nicks at the target site (new 
insertion site). B: The transposable element and 
staggered cuts are aligned for ligation and repair 
synthesis. C: Repair synthesis fills in the 
single-stranded regions to form direct repeats 
flanking the newly inserted element. Both a linear 
and a cruciform representation of the transposable 
element are shown (modified after Caldwell, 1986 
which was modified from Saedler and Nevers, 1985) 
(#» 5' end of DNA;>3' end of DMA; W7\ insertion-site 
duplication; ••ll^ newly synthesized DNA; 
transposable element) 
Figure 2.3. A listing of all possible phenotypes resulting from 713 
the tranposition of Me from a replicated P-w 
allele. Transposition of away from P-w results 
in a stable P-RR allele. Following completion of 
chromosome replication and a mitotic division, the 
P-RR allele yields a red sector. If the new Mp 
insertion site replicated prior to M£ insertion and 
the tr-Mp (transposed M^) segregates with the P-w 
allele (A), a twinned sector of red and light 
variegated results. The red twin lacks Me in this 
situation. If the tr-Mp segregates with the newly 
arisen P-RR allele (B), an untwinned red sector that 
contains a tr-Mp forms. Alternatively, if the new 
Mp insertion site has not replicated prior to Mp 
insertion (C), {Je duplication occurs. In this 
situation both daughter cells receive a tr-Mp and a 
twinned sector of red and light variegated results. 
The red sector contains a tr-Mp in this event. 
Finally, if Me does not reinsert anywhere in the 
chromosome complement (D), an untwinned red sector 
that lacks Me forms (modified after Greenblatt, 1968) 
Figure 2.4. A listing of all possible phenotypes resulting from 715 
the transposition of Me away from an unreplicated 
w allele. All transposition events result in 
untwinned red sectors. If transposition occurs to 
an unreplicated site (A), all of the red sector will 
contain a tr-Mp. Otherwise, if transposition occurs 
to a previously replicated site (B), only a portion 
of the red sector will contain a tr-Mp (modified after 
Greenblatt, 1968) 
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Figure 3.1. Pedigree and origins of sh bz lines. All crosses 716 
and selections were sh bz/sh bz self or sib and sh 
bz nsp unless otherwise noted. A * denotes an entry 
in column 2 of Table 3.1A. See Table 3.1A for 
descendants of these rows, Table 3.IB for a 
description of the lines, and Table 3.1C for the 
origins of the important Ames accessions 
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associated with Chapter 4, bz-rcv and indicate 
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of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory 
Element). XX XXXX/XXXX refers to a cross (or the 
ear resulting from a cross). In all figures 
associated with Chapter 4, bz-rcv and Cy indicate 
the progenitor states 
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Figure 3.12. The series of tests performed on changes of state 731 
(excetional spotting patterns) that arise as 
discordant individuals : Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the Receptor 
and the Test of the Regulatory Element). XX 
XXXX/XXXX refers to a cross (or the ear resulting 
from a cross). In all figures associated with 
Chapter 4, bz-rcv and gy indicate the progenitor 
states 
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All selections unless otherwise noted were bz rd 
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Figure 4.1.3. Pedigree of lines used in the test of one-Cv 738 
lines. All selections unless otherwise noted were 
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bz-rcv/sh bz Cv/+ Cv/4- X sh bz/sh bz 
Figure 4.1.4. Pedigree of 82 2350-1 which gave rise to a Type II 740 
aberrant ratio. All crosses are: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
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Figure 4.2.1. Flow diagram of the pedigree of the line in which 741 
Ac-flow was first uncovered 
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Figure 4.2.3. Flow diagram showing the pedigree of the line used 743 
to demonstrate Ac - flow is incapable of triggering 
mutability at bz-rcv 
Figure 4.2.4. Flow diagram showing the pedigree of 82 4324z and 745 
84 2259, two lines which contain Ac-flow. All 
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Figure 4.2.5. Flow diagram showing the pedigrees of three lines 746 
that do not contain or Ac-flow. All selections 
were bronze and nonspotted 
Figure 4.2.6. Flow diagram showing the pedigree of the line that 747 
gave rise to a gamete that exhibited Ac 
activation. All selections were bronze 
Figure 4.3.1. Flow diagram which outlines the organization of 749 
figures associated with Cy loss events 
Figure 4.3.2. Origin of 21 losses of mutability used to 750 
calculate frequency of Cy loss (Table 4.3.2). All 
selections were bronze round spotted 
Figure 4.3.3. Flow diagram showing the origin of the rows 751 
containing the kernels that gave rise to the 
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Figure 4.3.4. Pedigree of primary family 80g37-3 as it relates 752 
to 2% loss events. Unless otherwise noted 
selections were bronze round spotted, and crosses 
were: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz. Number 
in parentheses designates the number of kernels 
planted. Only rows with this designation, (), fit 
the criteria outlined in Figure 4.3.2. Underlined 
entries are Cjr loss events, see Table 4.3.1 for 
index. 
Figure 4.3.5. Pedigree of primary family 80g38-3 as it relates 753 
to loss events. Unless otherwise noted 
selections were bronze round spotted, and crosses 
were: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz. Number 
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to Cy loss events. Unless otherwise noted 
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were: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz. Number 
in parentheses designates the number of kernels 
planted. Only rows with this designation, (), fit 
the criteria outlined in Figure 4.3.2. Underlined 
entries are Cy loss events, see Table 4.3.1 for 
index. 
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Figure 4.3.7. Pedigree of primary family 80g38-6 as it relates 756 
to C% loss events. Unless otherwise noted 
selections were bronze round spotted, and crosses 
were: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz. Number 
in parentheses designates the number of kernels 
planted. Only rows with this designation, (), fit 
the criteria outlined in Figure 4.3.2. Underlined 
entries are loss events, see Table 4.3.1 for 
index. 
Figure 4.3.8. Pedigree of primary family 812012-1 as it relates 757 
to Çx loss events. Unless otherwise noted 
selections were bronze round spotted, and crosses 
were: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz. Number 
in parentheses designates the number of kernels 
planted. Only rows with this designation, (), fit 
the criteria outlined in Figure 4.3.2. Underlined 
entries are C% loss events, see Table 4.3.1 for 
index. 
Figure 4.3.9. Flow diagram which outlines the organization of 758 
figures associated with cases of loss of receptor 
function. All figure numbers within this flow 
diagram should be prefaced by 4.3. Figures marked 
with an asterisk are associated with the multiple 
9s gene loss phenomenon 
Figure 4.3.10. Pedigree of the multiple 9s gene loss phenomenon 759 
line 
Figure 4.3.11. Pedigree of bz-rcv tester related to multiple 9s 760 
gene loss phenomenon. Unless otherwise noted, 
selections were bronze round nonspotted 
Figure 4.3.12. Flow diagram showing the bz-nfrcv) derivatives 761 
from primary family 80g37-4 
Figure 4.3.13. Flow diagram showing the bz-nfrcv^ derivatives 762 
from primary family 80g37-7 (Figure 4.3.3) 
Figure 4.3.14. Flow diagram showing the bz-nfrcv^ derivatives 764 
from primary family 80g38-2 
Figure 4.3.15. Flow diagram showing the bz-nfrcv) derivatives 765 
from primary family 80g38-5 
Figure 4.3.16. Flow diagram showing the bz-nfrcv^ derivative 767 
from primary family 80g38-7 
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Figure 4,3.17. Flow diagram showing the bz-nfrcv') derivatives 768 
from primary family 80g38-8 
Figure 4.3.18. Flow diagram showing the bz-nfrcv'^ derivative 769 
from primary family 80g401-l 
Figure 4.3.19. Flow diagram showing the bz-n^rcv) derivatives 770 
from primary family 80g401-2 
Figure 4.3.20. Flow diagram showing the bz-nfrcv) derivative 771 
from primary family 80g401-6. Unless otherwise 
noted, selections were spotted bronze round 
Figure 4.3.21. Flow diagram showing the bz-nfrcv') derivative 772 
from primary family 812012-5. Unless otherwise 
noted, selections were spotted bronze round 
Figure 4.3.22. Flow diagram showing the bz-nfrcv^ derivative 773 
from primary family 812012-9 
Figure 4.3.23. Analysis of bz-n<'rcv)835305v-l. Unless otherwise 774 
noted, selections were bronze round nonspotted 
Figure 4.3.24. Analysis of bz-nfrcv)835305v-3. Unless otherwise 775 
noted, selections were bronze round nonspotted 
Figure 4.3.25. Analysis of bz-n(rcv)835305v-4. Unless 776 
otherwise noted, selections were bronze round 
nonspotted 
Figure 4.3.26. Analysis of bz-n(rcv)835305z-l. Unless 777 
otherwise noted, selections were bronze round 
nonspotted 
Figure 4.3.27. Analysis of bz-n(rcv')83 5306w-l. Unless 778 
otherwise noted, selections were bronze round 
nonspotted 
Figure 4.3.28. Analysis of bz-n(rcv)835306v-l. Unless otherwise 779 
noted, selections were bronze round nonspotted 
Figure 4.3.29. Analysis of bz-nfrcv>844609z-l 781 
Figure 4.3.30. Analysis of bz-nfrcv')851730v-l 782 
Figure 4.3.31. Analysis of bz-n('rcv)851730w 783 
Figure 4.3.32. Analysis of bz-nfrcv')851730x 784 
Figure 4.3.33. Analysis of bz-nfrcv'>851730v 785 
xlvii 
Figure 4.3.34. Analysis of a putative deficiency: shbz82g759 786 
(Table 4.3.11) 
Figure 4.3.35. Analysis of a putative deficiency: shbz835211x-l 787 
(Table 4.3.11) 
Figure 4.3.36. Analysis of a putative deficiency: cshbz835211v- 788 
2 (Table 4.3,11) 
Figure 4.3.37. Analysis of a putative deficiency: shbz835212x-l 789 
(Table 4.3.11) 
Figure 4.3.38. Analysis of bz-n(rcv)80g37-7 790 
Figure 4.3.39. Analysis of bz-nfrcv)824328z-3. Unless otherwise 791 
noted, selections were bronze round nonspotted 
Figure 4.3.40. Analysis of bz-n(rcv^B32834x-l. Unless otherwise 793 
noted, selections were bronze round nonspotted 
Figure 4.3.41. Analysis of bz-n(rcv')839503-23. Unless otherwise 795 
noted, selections were bronze round nonspotted 
Figure 4.3.42. Analysis of a putative deficiency: shbz82g760 796 
(Table 4.3.11) 
Figure 4.3.43. Analysis of a putative deficiency: cshbz835211w 797 
(Table 4.3.11) 
Figure 4.3.44. Analysis of bz-nfrcv')835340v-lt. Unless 798 
otherwise noted, selections were bronze round 
nonspotted 
Figure 4.3.45. Analysis of bz-n(rcv^824333x. Unless otherwise 799 
noted, selections were bronze round 
Figure 4.3.46. Analysis of bz-nCrcv)832618-3. Unless otherwise 801 
noted, selections were bronze round 
Figure 4.3.47. Analysis of bz-nfrcv^835218v-2. Unless otherwise 802 
noted, selections were bronze round 
Figure 4.4.1. Primary family 80g37-2: Origins and 803 
interrelationships of the three primary changes of 
state. All selections were bronze round spotted 
(the pattern is indicated within the figure) and 
all crosses were: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh 
bz. 
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Figure 4.4.2. Receptor state 832850x-l: The series of tests 804 
performed on a change of state that arose as a 
discordant individual: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the Receptor 
and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.3, Receptor state 832850y-l: The series of tests 805 
performed on a single kernel exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the Receptor 
and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.4. Receptor state 832850y-2: The series of tests 807 
performed on a single kernel exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the Receptor 
and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.5. Receptor state 822347-2: The series of tests 810 
performed on a change of state that arose as a 
discordant individual: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the Receptor 
and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.6. Primary family 80g37-6: Origins and 811 
interrelationships of the two primary changes of 
state, two secondary changes of state and three 
germinal high spotted revertants. Selections were 
for bronze round spotted, unless otherwise noted 
(if applicable, pattern selected is indicated in 
within the figure) and crosses were, unless 
otherwise noted: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh 
bz. Underlined entries represent changes of state 
Figure 4.4.7. Receptor state 822447-5: Origin and confirmation. 813 
Unless otherwise noted selections were bronze 
round nonspotted 
Figure 4.4.8. Receptor state 824327x-2: The series of tests 815 
performed on a single kernel exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the Receptor 
and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.9. Receptor state 832815y: The series of tests 817 
performed on kernels with an exceptional pattern 
which arose as an ear sector on the ear 82 4327x-
2/4315-7: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test 
of the Regulatory Element) 
xlix 
Figure 4.4.10. Receptor state 844816x: Tests of a kernel which 819 
exhibited an exceptional pattern: Test of 
Heritability and Validation Test. The 
predominant spotting pattern on 83 2817y-1/2727-4 
was 4-5, b-c/9a 
Figure 4.4.11. Receptor state 822444-3: Origin and 820 
confirmation. Unless otherwise noted selections 
were bronze round nonspotted 
Figure 4.4.12. Primary family 80g38-5: Pedigrees and origins of 821 
receptor states. Underlined entries represent 
new states 
Figure 4.4.13. Receptor state 812051-9: The series of tests 823 
performed on an ear sector exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.14. Receptor state 812051-10: The series of tests 825 
performed on a change of state that arose as a 
discordant individual: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.15. Receptor state 824332y: The series of tests 826 
performed on a single kernel exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.16. Receptor state 824333w: The series of tests 827 
performed on a single kernel exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.17. Receptor state 824333y: The series of tests 828 
performed on a single kernel exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern; Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.18. Receptor state 824334x-l: The series of tests 829 
performed on an plant sector exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
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Figure 4.4.19. Receptor state 832624y-l: The series of tests 830 
performed on a change of state that arose as a 
discordant individual: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.20. Receptor state 832628-St; The series of tests 831 
performed on a change of state that occurred in a 
plant sector: Test of Heritability and Tests of 
Basis (including the Test of the Receptor and the 
Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.21. Primary family 80g38-7: Pedigrees and origins of 833 
receptor states 
Figure 4.4.22. Receptor state 824326w-l: The series of tests 835 
performed on a single kernel exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.23. Receptor state 824326w-2: The series of tests 837 
performed on a single kernel exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.24. Receptor state 835341x-4: The series of tests 838 
performed on an ear sector exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.25. Receptor state 80g402-l: The series of tests 840 
performed on a single kernel exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.26. Receptor state 832840x-l: The series of tests 842 
performed on a single kernel exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
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Figure 4.4.27. Receptor state 824325w-l; The series of tests 844 
performed on a single kernel exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.28. Regulatory element state 824405-23: The series 846 
of tests performed on an ear sector exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis 
Figure 4.4.29. Regulatory element state 824335y-lt: The series 847 
of tests performed on a plant sector exhibiting 
an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Test of Basis 
Figure 4.4.30. Regulatory element state 83 2833-3: The series 849 
of tests performed on a change of state that 
arose as a discordant individual: Test of 
Heritability and Test of Basis 
Figure 4.4.31. Regulatory element state 832627-11: The series 851 
of tests performed on a change of state that 
arose as a discordant individual: Test of 
Heritability and Tests of Basis (including the 
Test of the Receptor and the Test of the 
Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.32. Primary family 80g38-7: Pedigrees and origins of 852 
three regulatory element states 
Figure 4.4.33. Regulatory element state 824328v: The series of 853 
tests performed on a single kernel exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.34. Regulatory element state 824328y: The series of 855 
tests performed on a single kernel exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.35. Regulatory element state 832826x-4: The origin 857 
of a change of state that arose in a single 
kernel or as a discordant individual 
Ill 
Figure 4.4.36. Regulatory element state 824324v: The series of 858 
tests performed on a single kernel exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.37. Regulatory element state 832840z-4: Origin and 860 
Tests of Basis 
Figure 4.4.38. Regulatory element state 822359-lOt: The series 862 
of tests performed on a plant sector exhibiting 
an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and 
Test of Basis 
Figure 4.4.39. Receptor state 844816y-l: Tests of a kernel 864 
which exhibited an exceptional pattern: Test of 
Heritability and Validation Test. The 
predominant spotting pattern on 83 2817y-1/2727-4 
was 4-5,b-c/9a 
Figure 4.4.40. Receptor state 844816y-2: Tests of a kernel 865 
which exhibited an exceptional pattern: Test of 
Heritability and Validation Test. The 
predominant spotting pattern on 83 2817y-1/2727-4 
was 4-5,b-c/9a 
Figure 4.4.41. Receptor state 844816z: Tests of a kernel which 866 
exhibited an exceptional pattern: Test of 
Heritability and Validation Test. The 
predominant spotting pattern on 83 2817y-2/2727-2 
was 4-5,b-c/9a 
Figure 4.4.42. Receptor state 844816w: The series of tests 867 
performed on a single kernel exhibiting an 
exceptional pattern; Test of Heritability and 
Tests of Basis (including the Test of the 
Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.43. Receptor state 80g402-l: Pedigree of lines which 868 
gave rise to germinal high-spotted revertants 
(bz-rcv# represents bz-rcv80g402-l') . Unless 
otherwise noted selections were low spotted 
bronze round 
Figure 4.5.1. Flow diagram which outlines the pedigrees of the 869 
populations used to test the rate of germinal 
reversion of the bz-rcvCosh> state and the origin 
of the two Bz' alleles derived from this state 
lili 
Figure 4.5.2. Flow diagram which outlines the pedigrees of the 871 
populations used to test the rate of germinal 
reversion of the bz-rcv80g402-l state, bz-rcv# 
represents bz-rcv80g402-l 
Figure 4.5.3. Flow diagram which outlines the pedigrees of the 872 
populations used to test the rate of germinal 
reversion of the bz-rcv824333v state and the 
origin of the 24 Bz' alleles derived from this 
state, bz-rcv# represents bz-rcv824333v 
Figure 4.5.4. Development of the embryo sac which gave rise to 874 
the Type I discordant revertant Bz'855655z. Since 
segregation of nuclei is random, the reversion 
events (X) depicted in B2, B3, B5 and B6 need not 
result in Type I discordant revertants such as 
Bz'855655z and as depicted in Figure 4.5.4B. In 
fact a reversion in the nucleus marked by X in B2 
will result in a Type I discordant revertant only 
50% of the time, while reversions in the nuclei 
marked by X in B3, B5 and B6 will result in Type I 
discordant revertants only 25% of the time. 
Figure 4.5.5. Pedigree of Bz'-pale832633v-2 and its descendants 877 
Figure 5.1. Confirmed Cg changes of state. Members of Group II 878 
can cycle back to 9b spotting 
Figure 5.2, Mutations of bz-rcv 879 
Figure 5.3. Confirmed bz-rcv changes of state. Underlined 880 
entries can cycle back to 9b spotting 
Figure 5.4. Stable, null mutations of bz-rcv (bz^nXrc^l 882 
alleles). Dashes in genotypic designations indicate 
putative deficiencies 
liv 
Figure 5.5. Nine stages (designated by Roman numerals) in the 883 
life cycle of a corn plant. Stage I begins at 
tiller initiation and ends at tiller-ear initiation. 
Mutations that occur within Stage I result in plant 
sectors. Stage II begins at main-stalk ear 
initiation and ends at ear spikelet initiation. 
Mutations that occur during Stage II result in ear 
sectors. Stage III begins at ear spikelet 
initiation and ends before the DNÂ replication 
following meiosis II. Mutations that occur during 
Stage III result in single exceptional kernels. 
Stage IV begins after the DNA replication following 
meiosis II and ends at the time of main-stalk ear 
initiation. The division following meiosis II 
establishes two lineages. Stage IV occurs in the 
lineage that includes the egg. Mutations that occur 
during Stage IV result in Type II discordant 
individuals. Stage V begins after the DNA 
replication following meiosis II and ends prior to 
the DNA replication preceding the first cell 
division of the endosperm following fertilization. 
Mutations that occur during Stage V result in Type I 
discordant kernels. Stage VI begins after the first 
cell division in the endosperm and before DNA 
replication in the final cell division. Mutations 
that occur during Stage VI result in multi-cellular 
kernel sectors. Stage VII begins after DNA 
replication in the final cell division of the 
endosperm and continues up to the point at which a 
newly arisen Bz' allele could not express color. 
Mutations that occur during Stage VII result in 
single-cell sectors (modified after Kiesselbach, 
1949) 
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LIST OF PHOTOGRAPHS 
Photograph 3,1. 'Able' atomic bomb explosion at the Bikini atoll 
on 1 July 1946 
Photograph 3.2. Spotting scale: 1-9 designate increasing rates 
of spotting. Present on some kernels are both 
a- and b-spotting. Kernel 4 exhibits a clear 
example of b-spotting. The smaller spots on 
kernels 7-9 are a-spots 
Photograph 4.1.1. 
Photograph 4.2.1. 
Photograph 4.3.1. 
The interaction of Cjr with bz-rcv. A: 
rev without C% (nonspotted bronze), B: 
rev with C% (9b spotting on a bronze 
background) 
hzz 
bz-
A-C; A comparison of the interactions 
between bz-m4 and the standard ^  versus bz-
m4 and Ac-flow. All kernels are bz-m4/bz-
m4/bz. A: two doses of standard Ac, B: four 
doses of standard Ac, C: two doses of Ac-
flow. A and B are from the cross bz-m4/bz 
AÇ/+ W± X bz/bz (84 4556z/3002z-l), 
while C arose from the cross bz-m4/bz-m4 Ac-
flow/Ac-flow X bz/bz (84 2358-2/4719-3t, 
Table 4.2.4). D-E: The dosage interaction 
of Cv832840x-4. D: two doses of bz-rcv and 
two doses of Cv832840x-4. E: one dose of 
bz-rcv and one dose of Cv832840x-4. D arose 
from the cross Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 Cv832840x-4 
X sh bz/sh bz (84 4707-5/4720-4, Table 
4.4.40A) and E arose from the reciprocal 
cross (84 4722-9t/4707-5, Table 4.4.40B) 
State 851712z of the multiple 9s gene loss 
phenomenon, from the cross c sh Bz/c sh Bz X 
C Sh bz-rcv/c sh Bz (85 1717/1712z, Table 
4.3.8). The multiple 9s gene loss phenomenon 
breakpoint is in coupling with G. The 
colorless sectors arise via the loss of the 
single copy of the Ç allele contributed by 
the pollen parent 
Page 
885 
886 
887 
888 
889 
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Photograph 4.4.1. The interaction of selected states of bz-rcv 890 
with Cg. A: bz-rcv824327x-2 (from ear 82 
4327X-2/4315-7, Table 4.1.15). A close-up 
view of this kernel is provide in Photograph 
4.4.2. B: bz-rcv832815v (from ear 83 2815y-
4/2729-2, Table 4.4.4), a derivative of bz-
rcv824327x-2. C: bz-rcv844816x-t (from ear 
84 4816x-t/4722-10t, Table 4.4.5), a 
derivative of bz-rcv824327x-2. The reduced 
a-matrix (as compared to kernel A) can be 
readily discerned if the photograph is 
examined under a lOX magnifying lens. D: 
bz-rcvB24326w-l (from ear 84 2160-22/2159z-l, 
Table 4.4.20A). Note pale sector (marked 
with arrow) that contains fully colored 
spots. E: bz-rcv824325w-l (from ear 84 
4909Z-21/2256, Table 4.4.43). Note 
characteristic 9b revertant sector (marked 
with arrow). F; bz-rcy824333y (from ear 82 
4333y/4318-l, Table 4.4.12A). This kernel 
has a single-cell a-matrix slmlllar to that 
seen in Photograph 4.4.2 
Photograph 4.4.2. Close-up view of kernel A from Photograph 892 
4.4.1, the interaction of Cy with the 
receptor state bz-rcv824327x-2. Note the 
single-cell a-matrlx and the b- and c-
spottlng 
Photograph 4.5.1. Kernel from 85 1844-34/1822 (line 4, Table 893 
4.6.3) which is entirely nonspotted with the 
exception of a small sector of high (9b) 
spotting. This sector represents a change of 
state of C% from weak to strong or an 
activation of 0% 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The transposable elements of maize are characterized by their 
ability to move from one genomic site to another. As a consequence of 
such transpositions these elements can generate unstable (mutable) gene 
mutations. The spotted phenotype evidenced by these transposable-
element-induced mutable alleles follows from two events. First, the 
initial insertion of a transposable element into a locus usually alters 
gene function. Second, excision of the transposable-element insert from 
the unstable allele in some cells during development often restores gene 
function and generates mosaic tissue. 
Two classes of transposable element exist, receptor and regulatory 
elements. Receptors are not autonomously transposition-competent; they 
cannot transpose in the absence of a trans-acting factor supplied by 
regulatory elements. In contrast, regulatory elements are autonomously 
transposition-competent; they do not require a second factor in order to 
transpose. 
Because both classes of elements can disrupt gene function upon 
their insertion at a locus, two classes of unstable alleles arise. 
Unstable alleles of the first class arise by the insertion of receptor 
elements. Mutability of this class is therefore under two-element or 
independent control. Such unstable alleles exhibit mutability only when 
a second factor, a regulatory element is also present in the genome. 
Unstable alleles of the second class arise by the insertion of 
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regulatory elements. Mutability of this second class is therefore 
autonomously controlled; a second factor is not needed for such alleles 
to exhibit mutability. 
Receptor elements cannot respond to the trans-active signals of all 
regulatory elements; the receptor-regulatory element interaction is 
specific. The specificity of receptor-regulatory element interactions 
defines systems of transposable elements. A regulatory element of a 
given system can only trigger receptor elements of the corresponding 
system. To date, nearly a dozen such systems have been described in 
maize. 
Unstable alleles exhibit losses of mutability that cannot be 
explained by segregation. Such losses at an unstable allele that arose 
via a receptor element insert can result from the loss or inactivation 
of either the cis-located receptor or the independently segregating 
regulatory element. 
Another feature of unstable alleles is their ability to exhibit 
altered patterns of mutability (spotting patterns). These altered 
patterns arise via changes of state. Because a given spotting pattern 
is a consequence of the timing (spot size) and frequency (number of 
spots) of excision of the insert from the unstable allele, alterations 
in either the receptor's response to the regulatory element or in the 
quality or quantity of the regulatory element's signals can result in 
altered spotting patterns. Hence, a given exceptional pattern can be 
the result of either a change of state of either the receptor or 
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regulatory element. 
If the excision events which result in wild-type sectors in somatic 
tissue occur early enough in development to contribute to sporogenous 
tissue, the revertant allele (excision product) can be rescued as a 
germinal derivative. Unstable alleles vary in the rates at which they 
generate these germinal revertants. Further, derivative states of a 
given unstable allele can exhibit varied rates of germinal excision. 
The distribution of the various transposable element systems varies 
among maize lines. Some are widely distributed, while others exist in 
only one or a few lines. 
The objectives of this study are to determine: 
(1) the mode of inheritance (autonomous versus two-element) of 
mutability at bz-m805137: 
(2) the transposable element system responsible for mutability at 
bz-m805137: 
(3) the basis for unexpected losses of mutability; 
(4) the heritability and basis for altered patterns of mutability 
and to characterize these changes of state; 
(5) the rate at which germinal colored revertants are produced by 
bz-m805137 and some derivative receptor element states; 
(6) the distribution among maize lines of the transposable element 
system responsible for mutability at bz-m805137. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1. Overview of Transposable Elements 
2.1.1. Genetic characteristics 
Transposable elements, first discovered in maize (McClintock, 
1946), have since been found in all species examined (reviews by 
Kleckner, 1977, 1981; Shapiro and Cordell, 1982; Finnegan, 1985). The 
definitional characteristic of these elements is their ability to 
transpose from one site in the genome to another. As a consequence of 
transposition, these elements can cause both gross chromosomal changes, 
including translocations, deficiencies, duplications and inversions and 
both stable and unstable gene mutations (McClintock, 1956a). Some of 
these effects were first recognized as the basis of bizarre patterns of 
pigmentation in maize kernels. 
Transposable elements cause variegation in maize tissue in two ways : 
first, through the the loss of distal markers due to transposable-
element-mediated site-specific chromosome breakage. And second, via the 
consequences of their insertion into genes and their subsequent 
excision. This latter variegation is a consequence of two events. 
First, an initial insertion of a transposable element at a gene locus 
affects gene function, leading to an altered, usually null phenotype. 
Second, relatively precise excision of this element from the locus in 
some cells during development restores gene function to the clones of 
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such cells. In somatic tissue, these excisions can result in 
variegation. If, for example, the initial insertion was into a gene 
necessary for anthocyanin production in aleurone tissue, the phenotype 
exhibited will be one of colored spots on a colorless or pale aleurone. 
Such an allele, generated by an insertion, is termed a mutable or 
unstable allele. 
In some cases excision products can be rescued as germinal 
derivatives. If the excision events which result in colored sectors in 
somatic tissue occur early enough to contribute to sporogenous tissue, 
the revertant allele will be present in both the aleurone, resulting in 
a completely colored kernel, and in the embyro, from which it can be 
rescued for genetic tests. Alleles of this type at the Bz locus (a gene 
involved in the quality of pigment in the aleurone and discussed later), 
are designated Bz'. Imprecise excisions can generate nonresponsive 
alleles, which are stable and null. Nonresponsive null alleles of the 
Bz locus are designated bz-nfr). Imprecise excisions can also, 
depending upon the insertion site, generate Bz' alleles. 
An additional class of alleles arise, which although they do not 
condition full color as do Bz'. they do condition some, unlike bz-nfr). 
Members of this class are designated Bz'-pale and comprise an allelic 
series ranging from light to dark pale. 
The transposable elements of maize have been well characterized at 
the genetic level (reviews by Fedoroff, 1983; Fincham and Sastry, 1974; 
Freeling, 1984; Nevers, Shepherd and Saedler, 1985; Peterson, 1986b). 
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They are usually composed of two classes of elements: receptors (Fincham 
and Sastry, 1974), such as Ds or %, which are not autonomously 
transposition-competent and regulatory elements (McClintock, 1961b), 
such as Ac or En, which are autonomously transposition-competent. 
Autonomously transposition-competent means that regulatory elements can 
condition the transposition of themselves and of receptors. They can do 
this by coding for a hypothesized trans-active functional unit here 
termed a transposase, a term borrowed from prokaryotic transposon 
genetics, which although presumably a protein, has not yet been 
identified. Both classes of elements can disrupt gene function upon 
their insertion at a gene. A receptor can usually be monitored only 
when it resides at a marker gene, where it generally interrupts gene 
expression. The regulatory element can reside either at a marker gene 
or elsewhere in the genome. When the regulatory element resides at a 
marked locus, the resulting allele is said to be autonomously mutable 
because the two capacities, that of disruption of gene function and that 
of transposition competence, are inherited as a single unit. 
Alternatively, the regulatory element can reside away from the locus at 
which the the receptor is inserted. In such cases mutability is 
independently controlled. Because the receptor element is not 
autonomously transposition-competent, it is unable to transpose in the 
absence of a regulatory element and the associated trans-acting 
transposase. Only when the regulatory element is present and supplying 
its trans-acting transposase function can the receptor excise. This 
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activation of a receptor by a regulatory element is an example of a 
receptor-regulatory element interaction. 
The two modes of control, autonomous and independent (or two 
element) can thus be distinguished in testcrosses. In the first case, 
autonomous control, mutability at an allele cosegregates with the 
mutable locus. In the second case, independent or two-element control, 
mutability at an allele segregates as two factors, one of which is the 
mutable allele. The second factor is the regulatory element which 
segregates independently of the mutable allele and is required for 
mutability. 
Nearly a dozen transposable element systems have been described in 
maize. These systems are defined by their specific receptor-regulatory 
element interactions. In eight of these systems AcCMp^. Dt. En(Spm). 
Feu. Be. Uq. Mrh. Mut, receptor elements have been described. For two 
remaining systems. Mutator and the regulatory element at c2-m3. no 
receptor elements have been identified. 
A conspicuous feature of transposable elements of maize is the 
frequent appearance of distinct spotting patterns reflecting differences 
in the regulation of the timing, frequency and tissue specificity of 
mutational events. These diverse patterns are due to states of the 
transposable elements. States can arise through changes in either the 
receptor or regulatory element. 
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2.1.2. Molecular characteristics 
Transposable elements of maize have now entered the molecular phase 
of investigation. Initial molecular characterization of three 
transposable element systems (^, En(Spm), and Mutator) has demonstrated 
that transposable elements have three distinctive molecular features. 
First, they all have terminal inverted repeats (TIRs). These repeats 
consist of three or more nucleotides in opposite orientations at the 
termini of an element. The size and composition of the TIRs is a 
diagnostic feature of a transposable element system. The second 
distinctive feature is the presence of duplication and/or inversion rich 
termini (DIRT sequences, Starlinger et al., 1985). The third 
distinctive feature of transposable elements is that they generate a 
target-site duplication (TSD) when they insert into a DNA sequence. The 
number of base pairs (bp) that are duplicated is also a characteristic 
feature of a transposable-element system. These molecular studies have 
also demonstrated that some receptor elements of both the Ac and the En 
systems are deletion-derivatives of regulatory-elements. That is, their 
inability to code for their own transposition is due to the loss of 
certain necessary coding sequences. 
2.1.3. Markers used in the study of transposable elements 
There seem to be no restrictions on where transposable elements can 
insert. Mutable alleles have been recovered from all genes that have 
been targeted for an insert. However, most studies of transposable 
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elements in maize have involved mutable alleles of loci involved in 
determining the color, composition or morphology of kernels. Ease of 
analysis requires markers that exhibit sharp delineations of contrasting 
phenotypes and that are capable of being expressed as small sectors 
(McClintock, 1950a). For this reason morphological markers and those 
that require biochemical assays are usually not ideally suited to these 
studies. 
To understand why loci affecting kernel traits are particularly 
well suited to genetic studies it must be understood that two (the 
endosperm and the embryo) of the three components of a kernel arise 
through the fusion of the haploid nuclei derived from the male and 
female gametophytes and therefore represent the succeeding generation 
and register the progeny genotype. Hence, very large progenies can be 
obtained with little difficulty. 
Numerous loci are known that affect the pigmentation of the 
aleurone layer and the composition and morphology of the endosperm (type 
and amount of starch, accumulation of carotenoids). Because some of 
these loci affect both the endosperm and the sporophyte, the tissue 
specificity of mutations may be assayed. Further, it is possible to 
precisely locate, spatially and temporally, changes that occur at these 
loci (McClintock, 1951a), The third component, the pericarp-the outer 
layer of a kernel-is derived from the ovary wall and is therefore 
maternal tissue. 
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Loci affecting anthocyanins are particularly well-suited to studies 
of transposable elements because these loci influence a diverse range of 
tissues. Anthocyanins can be produced in both the aleurone and in 
nearly all other parts of a maize plant. In a given plant their 
distribution is genetically determined. The production of anthocyanin 
pigments in maize requires the functioning of a host of loci. In the 
aleurone, at least the following seven known loci are necessary: A, A2. 
Ç, Ç2, R, Clf. In addition, several known loci modify the 
expression (either qualitatively or quantitatively) of anthocyanin 
production in the aleurone layer. These include Pr, Bz, Bz2. and In. 
Any alterations in the genes responsible for the production of these 
pigments may be traced throughout the maize life cycle. The phenotypic 
consequences of these alterations are several; the quantity, quality and 
distribution of pigments may be modified. 
Another useful feature of the endosperm is its triploid nature. 
This feature permits the characterization of dosage series. 
Because certain marker loci have been used extensively in the 
genetic characterization of transposable elements a brief description of 
their effects will be helpful to an understanding of the following 
review. As stated previously, A2, G and Ç2 are among the loci 
necessary for the production of pigment in the aleurone. If any one is 
homozygous recessive no pigment will form. Additionally, A, A2 and C2 
and a number of other loci are involved in the quality and quantity of 
pigment formed in other plant parts. Another locus affecting 
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pigmentation is P, which is necessary for coloration of the pericarp and 
cob. Assuming the genotype of a tissue permits pigment to form, the 
locus affects the quality of that pigment in both the aleurone and many 
other plant parts. The recessive allele, bz, conditions bronze aleurone 
and plant parts. This is in contrast to the purple or red coloration 
found in tissues carrying Bz. Bz is the structural gene for an enzyme 
which acts late in the anthocyanin pathway. 
Two other loci need to be considered. Both affect starch 
biosythesis in the endosperm. The first, Wx, affects the starch 
composition by coding for an enzyme that catalyzes the synthesis of 
amylose. Endoperm tissue homozygous for the recesssive wx allele 
contains only amylopectin. Tissue containing amylose is more 
translucent than tissue with only amylopectin. Additional 
discrimination can obtained with the application of iodine-potassium 
iodide which stains amylose a heat-stable black and amylopectin a brown 
which fades to colorless upon heating. 
The second locus, Sh, codes for an enzyme necessary for starch 
biosynthesis. Endosperms homozygous for the recessive sh allele develop 
a distinctive shrunken appearance at maturity as a result of an 
abnormally low starch content. 
Maize has been and continues to be an ideal model organism for the 
study of transposable elements, due to its ease of culture, the facility 
with which controlled pollinations are performed, and the broad 
understanding of the basic genetics of the species. Now, with the 
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advent of the molecular phase of investigation, maize will continue to 
serve as an ideal model organism for these studies since the 
transposable elements of this species have been so well characterized at 
the genetic level. 
2.2. Initial Discovery of a Transposable Element System 
2.2.1. Origin of Ds 
Although a number of early studies of mutable alleles fP-w and a-
dt) were conducted in maize (Anderson and Eyster, 1928; Emerson, 1914, 
1917, 1929; Eyster, 1926; Rhoades, 1936, 1938, 1941, 1945) it was not 
until McClintock characterized the Ac/Ds system that the basis of these 
mutable alleles was correctly ascribed to the action of transposable 
elements. For this reason her initial discovery and characterization of 
the Ac/Ds system will be outlined here. 
McClintock first observed the action of transposable elements in 
the selfed progeny of plants with the genotype C-I/C and which had 
undergone the chromosome-type of breakage-fusion-bridge (BFB) cycle 
early in their development until the two ends healed (McClintock, 1946). 
The chromosome BFB cycle is initiated in a sporophyte when each gamete 
contributes a chromosome with a broken end. The transposable element Ds 
(Dissociation) was initially detected because of its site-specific 
ability to cause chromosome breaks. This phenomenon was first noted 
when some colorless kernels (C-I/?) on one of the selfed ears from the 
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BFB experiment exhibited colored spots. When these spotted kernels were 
tested, it was determined that they were heterozygous for C-I (C-I/O. 
Because Ç codes for colored aleurone and C-I is a dominant inhibitor of 
color, heterozygotes are expected to be completely colorless. This 
sectoring phenomenon can be explained by chromosome breakage of the 
short arm of chromosome 9 and the subsequent loss in some cells, of the 
acentric fragment comprising the distal portion of this arm. Such a 
loss, if it included C-I. would expose the Ç allele and result in 
colored spots. Cytological examination of microsporocytes from plants 
derived from these spotted kernels established that the distal two-
thirds of chromosome 9s was often lost and that the breaks responsible 
for this loss occurred at a specific locus McClintock termed Ds, and not 
at various positions along the chromosome arm (McClintock, 1946). This 
position at which Ds was first isolated, which is one to two map units 
proximal to the Wx locus (McClintock, 1948), has been referred to as the 
'standard position'. 
2.2.2. Independent control of Ds 
Soon after the discovery of Ds it was found that breaks occur at Ds 
only when a second, independently segregating factor, kc (Activator), is 
present (McClintock, 1947). In the absence of Ac, Ds can not be 
detected, Ds is therefore a receptor element and ^  is a regulatory 
element. 
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2.2.3. Proof of Ds transposition 
While screening kernels that were heterozygous for several markers 
on chromosome 9s and thought to be carrying Ds at its standard position, 
e.g., C-I Sh Bz Wx Ds/C sh bz wx. aberrant types were occasionally 
uncovered. These, instead of displaying the sectoring expected when Ds 
is in its standard position (shrunken bronze waxy sectors on a colorless 
round starchy background), expressed novel types of sectoring. One 
example would be a colorless round starchy kernel with colored shrunken 
starchy sectors. Often present within the colored shrunken starchy 
sectors were smaller sectors involving the loss of more proximal 
markers. For example, bronze regions within the colored shrunken 
starchy sectors would indicate the subsequent loss of Bz. It is 
apparent that in this example only the two distal most markers (C-I and 
Sh) are initially lost. The secondary sectors which signal the 
subsequent loss of more proximal markers can be explained by the BFB 
cycle which follows the initial loss (McClintock, 1948). This novel 
breakage phenomenon can be explained by the appearance of a new Ds site. 
Concomitant with the appearance of these new Ds sites, the standard 
position no longer displayed Ds activity. McClintock (1949) termed this 
phenomenon, which only occurs in the presence of Ac, "transposition" 
Although most observed transpositions were intra-chromosomal, i.e., 
from one position on chromosome 9 to another, this is not to say that 
inter-chromosomal transpositions do not occur. They do, but 
McClintock's transposition-detection scheme selected for new Ds sites on 
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9s. In the absence of appropriate markers on other chromosomes, new Ds 
sites elsewhere in the genome would not be detected. 
Although McClintock (1950a, 1951a) uncovered over 20 intra-
chromosomal transpositions of Ds as indicated by the appearance of new 
breakpoints, the origin of c-ml first conclusively demonstrated the 
ability of Ds to transpose. This allele arose (McClintock, 1948) in a 
single pollen grain from a plant homozygous for Ç and which carried ^  
at a position in the proximal third of 9s (the standard position) and Ac 
elsewhere in the genome. This pollen grain did not carry a functional Ç 
allele as would be expected, but carried instead an allele Cc-ml') which 
in the absence of ^  conditions colorless aleurone. In the presence of 
Ac. this allele can revert to a functional Ç allele. This phenomenon is 
evidenced as fully colored spots on a colorless background. Concomitant 
with the induction of mutability at the Ç locus, chromosome breaks began 
to occur at a position on 9s, which, on the basis of cytological and 
genetic tests, McClintock (1949) was able to determine was in agreement 
with the position of the C locus. Because breaks no longer occurred at 
the standard position, it could be determined that ^  had left its 
standard position and transposed to a more distal location of 9s, the Ç 
locus. The G locus was disabled, to use McClintock's (1949) words "by 
(the) insertion of a foreign bit of chromatin" (Ds). McClintock was 
able to correctly hypothesize that excisions of the Ds insert at c-ml 
(which would restore the locus to a functional status) would account for 
the ability of this allele to revert to Ç and would explain the observed 
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mutability. Excision of the Ds element often results in its 
transposition. This is known because it was recognized that 
simultaneously with the restoration of the G locus, Ds often inserted 
elsewhere in the genome (McClintock, 1950b). 
However, McClintock (1948) and others (Fincham, 1967) later evoked 
Callan's model (Callan, 1967) of a gene to explain at least some of the 
observed mutability, particularly those cases where graded derivative 
alleles arise. According to Callan's model a gene consists of serially 
repeated copies of DNA. sequences. This explanation was effectively 
refuted by Peterson (1969) prior to the advent of the molecular 
investigations of transposable elements. 
2.3. The Origins and Characteristics of the Systems 
2.3.1. Delineation of svstems 
Following McClintock's initial characterization of the Ac/Ds 
system, Brink and Nilan (Brink, 1954; Brink and Nilan, 1952) initiated a 
reexamination of the mutable P-w allele first studied by Emerson (1914, 
1917, 1929). Brink and Nilan found that although the element 
responsible for the mutable phenotype of the P-w allele, Mg, and ^  
were isolated from unrelated stocks, their behavior shares certain 
similarities. Both elements exhibit similar dosage effects (Brink, 
1954; McClintock, 1948), and both M£ and ^  have the capacity to 
transpose (Brink and Nilan, 1952; McClintock, 1949, 1951a). This led 
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Barclay and Brink (1954) to test whether Ac were functionally 
homologous. This was done by determining that Me shares with Ac the 
ability to promote Ds-mediated chromosome breaks (Barclay and Brink, 
1954). 
This points to an important characteristic of regulatory elements, 
their specificity. The trans-active transposase of a given regulatory 
element such as Ac will only act on a certain class of receptors 
(Peterson, 1981). In the case of Ac, only Ds elements are triggered. 
Classically, this specificity is the definitional basis of a system. A 
system is usually composed of both receptors and regulatory elements. 
The transposase of a regulatory element defines the system. To be 
included in a such a system a receptor element must serve as a substrate 
for the transposase of that definitional regulatory element. Additional 
isolates of regulatory elements are added to the system if they trigger 
receptors of that system. 
To illustrate, the transposase produced by Ac defines the Ac/Ds 
system (which for simplicity is often referred to as the Ac system). If 
receptor elements are triggered by Ac they are designated Ds elements 
and belong to the Ac system. Because bz2-m responds to it could be 
determined that a Ds element had inserted into the Bz2 locus (Nuffer, 
1953, 1955b). A newly isolated regulatory element is included in the Ac 
system if it triggers Ds elements. Such is the case with the Me element 
which was isolated as an insert at the P locus. Because Me triggers Ds 
elements (Barclay and Brink, 1954), Me belongs to the Ac system. 
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If a receptor is uncovered which does not respond to any of the 
described regulatory elements it must belong to a new system. 
Similarly, if a regulatory element is found which does not trigger 
receptors of any of the described systems it must represent a new 
system. 
Such was the case when the En element was first uncovered as an 
insert at the pg-m allele (G2 locus, Whalen, 1983, 1986) in a stock that 
had been exposed to the 'Able' atomic bomb explosion (Anderson, 1948). 
This mutant was unstable and was designated pg-m (Peterson, 1953a) 
because it conditioned pale green leaves with dark green stripes. 
Mutability at this locus appeared to be autonomously controlled in the 
initial isolate (Peterson, 1960). However, derivative lines, in which 
mutability of the pg-m allele was controlled by an independently 
segregating element, arose at a high rate. This independent element was 
designated En (Enhancer) and the insert at G2 was designated I 
(Inhibitor). En is a regulatory element and 1 is a receptor. 
In 1952 Peterson (1953a, 1956, 1957, 1961) isolated a mutable 
allele (a-m) of the A locus from pg-m stocks. Mutability at this new 
m is controlled autonomously by En which had presumable excised from 
some unknown location in the genome and inserted at A. 
McClintock (1951b) independently isolated the Spm system at the A 
locus. Peterson (1965) later demonstrated that Spm was functionally 
homologous to the En. 
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The molecular validity of the genetic definitions of the 
transposable element systems of maize has been confirmed with the advent 
of molecular investigations of the Ds/Ac (Fedoroff et al,, 1983), 
I/EnfSpm) (Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1984), and Mutator (Bennetzen et al., 
1984) systems. At the molecular level, the definitional characteristics 
are the size and composition of the inverted terminal repeats and the 
size of the direct host DNA duplication at the insertion site. These 
characteristics define families of transposable elements. 
2.3.2 Discovery of the other systems 
The origins of the Ac and En(Spm) systems have already been 
described. Both arose in lines that had been exposed to chromosome 
breakage, which resulted from either the cytogenetic constitution which 
induced chromosome breakage (Ac) or radiation (En), Rhoades and Dempsey 
(1982, 1983) uncovered two new transposable-element systems, Mrh and 
Mut, in stocks expressing an interaction of B chromosomes and A 
chromosome knobs that resulted in the formation of dicentric bridges and 
which caused a high rate of chromatin loss. 
Friedemann and Peterson (1982) found Ug in lines derived from 
plants that had been exposed to an RNA virus (Sprague, 1963), in this 
instance. Wheat Streak Mosaic Virus (WSMV) and which had displayed the 
aberrant ratio (AR) phenomenon (Sprague and McKinney, 1966, 1971; 
Nelson, 1981, review by Brakke, 1984). This system has been well 
characterized at the genetic level (Peterson and Friedemann, 1983; 
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Peterson, 1985b; Pereira and Peterson, 1985; Caldwell, 1986). 
Three new systems were uncovered in lines that had not been 
subjected to any unusual treatment. Dt was found by Rhoades (1936, 
1938) in the open-pollinated variety Black Mexican Sweet, Feu was found 
in a tribal corn by Gonella and Peterson (1977) and Salamini (1980) 
found Bg in commercial OP2 lines. These systems have been further 
characterized (Rhoades, 1941, 1945; Doerschug, 1973, 1976; Neuffer, 
1966; Nuffer, 1955a, 1961; Pryor, 1985; Gonella and Peterson, 1978; 
Salamini, 1981; Salamini et al., 1982; Montanelli et al., 1984). 
The final system which has been well characterized genetically is 
Mutator which was uncovered in a W23 background during the course of 
linkage studies. 
A poorly characterized system consisting of the regulatory element 
at c2-m3 was isolated by McClintock (McClintock, personal communication, 
cited in Schnable and Peterson, 1986) and shown to represent a new 
system by Peterson (Peterson, 1984). No receptor elements responsive to 
this regulatory element have been found. 
In addition to the systems which have been characterized by genetic 
tests, two families of transposable elements, which may represent new 
systems have been defined by molecular studies. However, because 
neither of these families have been tested against the established 
systems via genetic assays they cannot be classified as new systems. 
The first members of each of these families of elements, Bsl (Mottinger 
et al., 1984a; Johns et al., 1985;) and Tz86 (Mottinger et al., 1984b; 
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Dellaporta et al., 1982, 1983, 1984a, 1984b) were, like Ug, first 
isolated after viral infection. In these cases the infection was with 
barley stripe mosaic virus (BSMV). 
2.3.3. Heterogeneity within systems 
Although the tests described in Chapter 2.3.1 group similar 
elements together, and thereby establish systems, in some instances 
these tests can detect heterogeneity within systems. For example Reddy 
(1982) has found I elements that can distinguish between En and Spm 
elements. Nine derivatives of a-m2(7977B') failed to exhibit mutability 
in the presence of Spm. but did so when exposed to This 
demonstrates that although En and Spm usually behave as if they are 
functionally homologous, they are not identical. 
Similarly, although Ac2 can readily trans-activate some Ds elements 
it is considerably less effective against others (Rhoades and Dempsey, 
1982, 1983). Because Ac readily trans-activates this second group, 
against which Ac2 is less effective, it can be seen that Ac and Ac2 are 
not functionally identical. Additionally, this finding demonstrates the 
heterogeneity among Ds elements. 
A third example of heterogeneity within a system was provided by 
Gonella and Peterson (1978) who found that although Feu triggers both 
rcu and R-r#2. Spf (Sastry and Kurmi, 1970; Singh et al., 1975) triggers 
only R-r#2. not rcu. 
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2.3.4. Description of the Ac element 
It was established quite early that Ac has all the properties of 
Ds: breaks occur at (McClintock, 1950a), although not very often 
(McClintock, 1956a); it can undergo changes of state (McClintock, 1948, 
1950a); and Ac can itself transpose (McClintock, 1949, 1951a) and 
thereby cause insertion mutations (McClintock, 1955). However it has in 
addition one other capacity, that of coding for the transposition of 
itself and of Ds. 
Four Ac elements CAc wx-m9. Ac wx-m7. Ac bz-m2. and P-w) have been 
cloned (Behrens et al., 1984; Fedoroff et al., 1983; Fedoroff et al., 
1984b; Lechelt et al., 1986; Peterson and Schwartz, 1986). The first 
two of these have been sequenced (Pohlman et al., 1984; MÛl1er-Neumann 
et al., 1984) and have been shown to contain 4563 bp and three open 
reading frames (ORFs). Both elements are bordered by 11 bp imperfect 
TIR with the sequences TAGGGATGAAA and CAGGGATGAAA. Both created 8 bp 
TSD upon insertion. The partially sequenced Ac from P-w has imperfect 
TIR identical to those present in the other Ac elements but lacks the 
TSD (Lechelt et al., 1986; Peterson and Schwartz, 1986). Lechelt et al. 
(1986) hypothesize that the absence of the TSD is the result of an 
adjacent deletion subsequent to the insertion of Ac at the P locus. 
2.3.5. Description of the EnCSpm) system 
The En(Spm) system is substantially more complex than the Ac 
system. The regulatory element of this system was designated Spm by 
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McClintock (1954) because, unlike Ac, it has two primary functions, that 
of supressor (S) and that of mutator (M). These have also been termed 
component 1 and component 2 by McClintock (1965a). However, the earlier 
terminology will be used in this review. The S function both suppresses 
the expression of alleles such as a2-ml and activates the expression of 
alleles such as a-m2. which codes for colorless in the absence of Spm. 
The M function is equivalent to the transposase produced by all 
regulatory elements. The M function is also responsible for effecting 
changes of state (McClintock, 1965a, 1967). 
Both the S, and M functions are themselves subject to mutations that 
will be discussed in Chapter 2.7. The changes in S and M function occur 
independently, demonstrating that the two functions, although inherited 
as a single genetic unit, are independent at the the control level. 
Simultaneous changes also occur, e.g.. En-crown (Peterson, 1966). 
The Spm element probably encodes a number of trans-active functions 
in addition to the S and M functions. One of these, which will be 
discussed in Chapter 2.8, is the A (Activator) function which is 
responsible for the transient activation of Spm that are in an inactive 
phase. A fourth possible function is involved in the permanent 
activation of silent Spm and will be discussed in Chapter 2.10. 
The cloning and sequencing of the En-1 element demonstrated that it 
is 8287 bp in length, contains 13 bp TIRs and generates a 3 bp TSD upon 
insertion (Pereira et al., 1985). Three other En elements, cloned from 
a-m(papu) (O'Reilly et al., 1985), c-m668655 (Paz-Ares et al., 1986), 
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and c-ni668613 (Paz-Ares et al., 1986) appear to be identical to En-1 
within the limits of resolution of heteroduplex and restriction 
analysis. 
2.3.6. Description of the Mutator system 
The Mutator phenomenon was uncovered in a W23 background during the 
course of linkage studies (Robertson, 1978). In lines exhibiting this 
phenomenon (Mutator stocks) new mutants at a given locus are recovered 
at a frequency of 1 out of 10,000-100,000 (Robertson, 1978, 1985a), 
which is a 50-fold or higher increase over the spontaneous rate 
(Robertson, 1983). This mutation rate is the definitional 
characteristic of Mutator lines and it increases in early generations of 
inbreeding for the Mutator trait, but then stabilizes and decreases upon 
further inbreeding (Robertson, 1983). About 40% of the new mutants 
recovered from Mutator stocks are unstable (Robertson, 1978), which 
suggests that they arose via insertions. The Mutator trait is 
transmitted to approximately 90% of outcross progeny generation after 
generation regardless of whether the Mutator plant is the male or female 
parent (Robertson, 1978, 1981b). Hence, Mutator differs from the other 
transposable element systems based on its non-Mendelian inheritance. 
2.3.6.1. Isolation and characterization of Mu elements 
Freeling et al. (1982) isolated from a Mutator stock an unstable allele 
they designated Adhl-S3034. This mutation was later shown to have been 
caused by a insert (Strommer et al., 1982), designated Mul. which has 
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been cloned (Bennetzen et al., 1984), sequenced (Barker et al., 1984) 
and shown to have several of the features of the other transposable 
elements characterized in maize. It consists of 1367 bp and has near 
perfect TIRs of 213 and 215 bp and a DIRT region (Barker et al., 1984). 
Like the other elements it created a TSD upon insertion, which in this 
case consisted of 9 bp (Barker et al., 1984). Multiple copies of (10-
70, Bennetzen, 1984) DNA sequences that are homologous to Mul (Mu 
elements) are dispersed thoughout the genomes of Mutator plants. Mu 
elements exist in several size classes. Most of the Mu sequences found 
in Mutator lines are similar in size to Mul (1.4kb) but some are smaller 
and larger (Taylor and Walbot, 1985b). One of the larger elments is 
1.7kb and is designated Mul.7 (Walbot, 1986). Mul.7 differs from Mul in 
having a 300 bp insert of unique DNA as well as having a few restriction 
site changes and small deletions relative to Mul (Taylor and Walbot, 
1985b; Taylor et al., 1986, cited in Taylor et al., 1986). Zero to 20 
copies of Mul.7 are present in Mutator stocks (Alleman and Freeling, 
1986; Robertson et al., 1985). Both the 1.4kb and the 1.7kb Mu elements 
transpose (Barker et al., 1984) as demonstrated by their appearance on 
different genomic restriction fragments in closely related individuals 
(Bennetzen, 1985) and by their appearance as inserts in mutable loci 
(Taylor et al., 1986). 
Alleman and Freeling (1986) have characterized the behavior of the 
Mu elements found in Mutator lines. In Mutator outcrosses the ratio of 
Mu copy number in parent-progeny comparisons was close to 1:1 in all 
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cases. Ten to fifteen new Mu insertions appeared per gamete per 
generation and the parental bands segregated as Mendelian factors. This 
rate of new Mu insertions is equivalent to each Mu element transposing 
each generation. In crosses between Mutator plants, however, the Mu 
copy number in the progeny was twice that in the parents. A second 
generation of inbreeding for Mutator did not increase the copy number 
further. Similar results have been described by Bennetzen et al. (1985, 
cited in Bennetzen, 1985). Because the high rate of Mu transposition is 
apparently related to the high mutation rate of Mutator lines (Bennetzen 
1984; Alleman and Freeling, 1986), these findings agree with the 
inbreeding studies of Robertson (1983) who found a substantial increase 
in the mutation rate after the first generation of inbreeding for 
Mutator, but only a small increase after the second. In the third and 
subsequent generations of inbreeding the mutation rate declined 
precipitously. 
2.3.6.2. Relationship between Mu elements and the Mutator 
phenomenon Mu elements are responsible (Bennetzen, 1985), at least in 
part, for the Mutator phenomenon. The relationship between Mu elements 
and the Mutator phenomena is demonstrated by three facts. First, 
Mutator lines have 10 to 70 intact, dispersed and transposing Mu 
sequences. In non-Mutator lines these elements, if present, are found 
only in low copy numbers (Chandler et al., 1985). Second, Bennetzen et 
al. (1985, cited in Bennetzen, 1985) have demonstrated a tight 
correlation between the transposition of Mul-homologous elements and 
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Mutator activity. Third, the rate of Mu transposition obseirved by 
Alleman and Freeling (1986) can explain the observed rate of insertion 
mutations in Mutator lines. This relationship between the transposition 
of elements and the high mutation rate is confirmed by the fact that 
all mutants that have arisen in Mutator stocks and that have been 
subjected to molecular characterization contain Mu inserts. These 
mutants include the original source of Mul. Adhl-S3034 (Bennetzen et 
al., 1984), three other Adhl mutants (Johns et al., 1983; Strommer and 
Johns, unpublished results, cited in Alleman and Freeling, 1986; Chen, 
Oshi, and Freeling, unpublished results cited in Alleman and Freeling, 
1986; Rowland and Strommer, 1985), a Shi mutant fshl-mu9626. Robertson, 
Burr and Freeling, unpublished results, cited in Alleman and Freeling, 
1986), a-mum2 (O'Reilly et al., 1985) and three Bzl mutants (Taylor et 
al., 1986; Ralston and Dooner, 1986). 
2.3.6.3. Three assays for Mutator activity (la. lb. and II') 
Two indicators of Mutator activity exist: transposition and excision. 
Transposition can be assayed in two fashions. The first and classical 
method described by Robertson (1978) measures the rate of forward 
mutation at loci affecting (usually) seedling characters and is 
dependent upon the transposition of mobile elements which by their 
insertion at loci create mutations. If new mutants are not recovered in 
levels above the background rate Mutator activity is said to have been 
lost. However the absence of new mutants does not absolutely indicate 
that transposition has ceased; it may be that none of the transpositions 
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happened to result in insertion mutations in loci affecting seedling 
traits. Activity assayed by the appearance of new mutants will be 
referred to as Mutator activity la. 
The second assay for transposition is the appearance of novel 
restriction fragment size classes in the progeny of a Mutator plant 
(Walbot et al., 1985). These new bands are the result of transposition. 
If the progeny contain no new bands and have only a subset of the 
parental bands, transposition has not occurred and it can be concluded 
that Mutator activity has been lost. This is a more sensitive assay 
than the seedling test, but measures the transposition of only Mu 
sequences, while the seedling test measures all transposition that 
results in insertion mutations. Activity assayed by the appearance of 
novel restriction fragment sizes will be referred to as Mutator activity 
lb. 
The alternative indicator of Mutator activity is excision. This is 
scored by the mutability exhibited by a mutable allele of a marker gene, 
e.g., one affecting aleurone pigmentation. Nonmutable kernels that 
carry the mutable allele have lost Mutator activity. Activity assayed 
by the presence of somatic instability will be referred to as Mutator 
activity II. 
The various assays are generally consistent. For example the loss 
of Mutator activity la and II are always associated with the loss of 
Mutator activity lb (Robertson et al,, 1985; Ralston and Dooner, 1986). 
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Robertson et al. (1985) found a correlation between the loss of Mutator 
activities la and II. 
However, because the assays rely on two different Indicators 
(transposition and excision), exceptions are to be expected. The 
difference between the two Indicators of Mutator activity is that while 
the first (tranposition) measures the activity of all transposable 
elements (Mutator activity la) or all Mu sequences (Mutator activity lb) 
the second assay (excision) measures the activity of only one element, 
that which is Inserted at the mutable allele under study. For example, 
if the Mu element at a marker locus were deactivated by some process 
while the remainder of the Mu elements remained active, an inconsistency 
between assays could be observed (Chandler and Walbot, 1986). 
Alternatively, enough excision could occur at a given unstable allele to 
result in Mutator activity II, even in the absence of Mutator activity 
la. Such a situation would explain the results of Robertson (1986a), 
who found Mutator activity II in the absence of la. 
2.3.6.4. Losses of Mutator activity Although Mutator activity 
is transmitted to most of the progeny of a Mutator plant, some progeny 
do not exhibit Mutator activity. These losses of Mutator activity can 
take several forms: about 10% of the progeny of a Mutator plant will not 
exhibit an elevated mutation rate (Mutator activity la) (Robertson, 
1981); the plants which have lost Mutator activity la also lack 
transposing Mu sequences (Mutator activity lb) (Alleman and Freellng, 
1986); and a variable percentage of nonspotted kernels arise on 
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predominantly spotted ears (Mutator activity II) (Robertson et al., 
1985; Bennetzen, 1985). The loss lines do not recover Mutator activity 
in subsequent generations (Robertson, 1986b; Alleman and Freeling, 
1986). These losses arise in the progeny of both Mutator outcrosses 
(outcross losses) and Mutator by Mutator crosses (inbred losses). 
Although both outcross loss and inbred loss plants still contain 
Mul-homologous sequences, these sequences no longer transpose in either 
kind of loss plants (Bennetzen et al., 1985, cited in Bennetzen, 1985). 
The Mul-homologous sequences in inbred loss lines and sometimes in 
outcross loss lines, but generally not in Mutator-active lines show a 
form of hyper-modification which is evidenced by the resistance of 
certain sites to restriction enzyme digestion (Chandler and Walbot, 
1985, 1986; Bennetzen, 1985). In a study of losses of Mutator activity 
II, Chandler and Walbot (1986) found that while progeny from ears 
showing normal transmission of a mutable phenotype (bzZ^mul) exhibited 
the normal Mu restriction pattern in Southern blot hybridizations, all 
52 progeny from ears with reduced transmission of mutability exhibited 
an altered restriction pattern. In this altered pattern some or all of 
the characteristic 1.3 kb Hinfl fragments are replaced by larger 
fragments. This occurs in several tissues, suggesting that it is not a 
tissue-specific phenomenon. Chandler and Walbot (1986) have concluded 
that this phenomenon is the result of cytosine methylation (5-methyl 
deoxycytosine). However, other explanations could account for the 
difference in susceptibility to digestion (Bennetzen, 1985). Because 
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two classes of plants are observed, those in which all Mu sequences are 
modified and those in which only some are, Chandler and Walbot (1986) 
concluded that methylation occurs in a progressive manner. The process 
can be completed in one generation or extend over several generation. 
Similar findings have been reported for other Mutator-derived mutable 
alleles (Walbot et al., 1985; Bennetzen, 1985). For example, in studies 
performed by Ralston and Dooner (1986) on bz-mum4 it was found that 
stable exceptional kernels contain modified Mu elements. In these cases 
it was noted that the modification did not extend into the adjacent Bz 
sequences. 
In some cases Mutator activity la can be restored in Mutator loss 
lines. Robertson (1986b) has found that when outcross loss lines are 
crossed by active Mutator stocks the loss lines behave like non-Mutator 
lines; the Mu elments from the Mutator parent seem to function as they 
would in any outcross. In similar crosses Mutator activity II can be 
restored in exceptional stable derivatives (Robertson, 1985b; Robertson 
et al., 1985; Bennetzen, 1985). 
In striking contrast, when inbred loss lines are crossed by active 
Mutator lines, the Mu elements from the active Mutator parent are 
inactivated (Robertson, 1986b). On the basis of the two responses to 
reactivation attempts it appears that two different processes are 
involved in the loss of Mutator activity. 
Bennetzen (1985) has formed a hypothesis to explain the losses that 
always follow inbreeding and sometimes occur after outcrossing. This 
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hypothesis explains the three observed characteristics of this type of 
loss: Mu element copy number increases in early generations of 
inbreeding followed by DNA modification and loss of Mutator activity in 
later generations. According to Bennetzen's hypothesis Mul-homo1ogous 
elements have the ability to restrict their own copy number. Copy 
number elevation, resulting from inter-crossing, triggers the regulatory 
mechanism and leads to hypermodification and ultimately to the 
inactivation of all Mul-homologous sequences. This copy number 
regulation system is capable of inactivating unmodified Mu elements 
introduced from a Mutator plant. This ability would explain Robertson's 
(1986b) inability to reactivate some lines. However, the regulation 
system does not always inactivate the introduced active Mu elements. 
Ralston and Dooner (1986) were able to reactivate stable modified 
derivatives of bz-mum4 by crosses with Mutator plants. This 
reactivation was coincident with a loss of modification of the Mu 
element at bz-mum4. 
Segregation of master elements has been used to explain those 
losses of Mutator activity that can be reactivated and which only arise 
in outcrosses. Two explanations exist for the lack of transposition in 
these loss plants. The first is that only some of the Mul-homologous 
sequences are autonomously transposition-competent. Loss of these 
elements by segregation would result in a loss of Mutator activity 
(Bennetzen, 1984). The second explanation is that the trans-acting 
function may be supplied by a non-Mul-homologous sequence. Its absence 
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would not be detected in the studies of Bennetzen et al. (1985, cited in 
Bennetzen, 1985). 
However, to date, the Mutator phenomenon and the Mu elements have 
not been resolved into regulatory and receptor elements by either 
genetic or molecular tests. Because at least two size classes of Mu 
elements are present in Mutator lines, the question arises of whether 
the larger Mul.7 element, which differs from Mul in having an additional 
300 bp of unique DNA (Taylor et al., 1986, cited in Taylor et al., 
1986), encodes for both its own transposition and that of Mul. The 
absolute copy numbers of both Mul and Mul.7 varies among Mutator lines, 
as does the ratio of the two size classes. Hence, a simple dosage-
dependent model is not adequate to explain the observed losses of 
Mutator activity (Walbot et al., 1985). A single master element may be 
sufficient to mobilize all the members of the remaining class. However, 
because both Mul and Mul.7 were present in all Mutator lines examined 
initially (Walbot et al., 1985), it was not possible at that time to 
determine whether one of these elements is required for activity. Later 
studies demonstrated that Mul.7. although itself transposable, is not a 
master element because plants without Mul.7 still exhibit Mul 
transposition (Alleman and Freeling, 1986). 
An alternative explanation for the reactivatable outcross losses is 
based on the idea that reduced copy number per se can result in the loss 
of Mutator activity (Robertson et al., 1985). Two lines of evidence 
support this view. First, many outcross loss plants have reduced ^  
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copy number. However, the reduced copy number could be a consequence 
rather than the cause of a cessation of Mu transposition. Second, 
crosses between two outcross loss lines sometimes exhibit a restoration 
of Mutator activity (Robertson, 1985b). Of course, this observation 
could be explained by the presence of two classes of elements, both of 
which are needed for transposition. However, if this is the case, both 
classes must be present in multiple copies because no Mendelian 
segregation was observed in subsequent generations. 
2.4. The Origins and Natures of Receptor Elements 
It was established quite early that Ds has all the capabilities of 
Ac (McClintock, 1948, 1949, 1950a, 1951a, 1955, 1956a), but one; unlike 
Ac. Ds cannot code for its own transposition. Similarly, I has all of 
the features of En except that it has neither the M nor the S function 
(Peterson, 1965). McClintock (1955, 1956c, 1962, 1963) and Peterson and 
co-workers (Peterson, 1961, 1968, 1970a; Fowler and Peterson, 1974; 
Gorman and Peterson, 1978) also noted that regulatory elements can 
mutate to become receptor elements, i.e., an autonomously controlled 
allele can give rise to two-element derivatives. Most often two-element 
derivatives have been rescued fortuitously in progeny tests of kernels 
which exhibited exceptional spotting patterns. This is true of one of 
the derivatives of an unstable allele (McClintock, 1955) that had been 
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previously identified as bz-m2 (McClintock, 1951b), one from a-m5 
(McClintock, 1962) and one from a-m2 (McClintock, 1962). 
Based on these observations it was reasonable to assume that the 
molecular structures of regulatory elements and receptors must be 
closely related. Molecular characterization of a series of elements 
from both the Ac and the En systems has elucidated the nature of 
receptors. And in several cases, these elements have features which 
suggest they are indeed crippled regulatory elements (Fedoroff et al., 
1983; Dooner et al., 1985; Pereira et al., 1985). 
2.4.1. Ds elements 
The first observed mutation of an Ac to a Ds occurred at an 
unstable allele (McClintock, 1955) that had previously been designated 
bz-m2 (McClintock, 1951b), which consists of an ^  insert into the 
locus. Two addditional two-element derivatives have been isolated from 
the Ac present at bz-m2 (McClintock, 1956c). Molecular analyses have 
demonstrated that at least one of these Ds elements is in fact a 
deletion derivative of Ac (Dooner et al., 1985). The Ac element at wx-
m9 has also given rise to a Ds element (McClintock, 1963). Molecular 
investigations have since demonstrated that this derivative appears to 
be a perfect deletion derivative of Ac wx-m9; it differs from Ac wx-m9 
only in having a 194 bp deletion in ORFl and does contain the single 
mismatch in the right TIR (Fedoroff et al., 1983) which is a distinctive 
feature of Ac wx-m9. 
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However, not all Ds elements are simple deletion derivatives of Ac. 
The adhl-2Fll allele (Doring et al,, 1984b) carries a 1319 bp insert 
which has been designated Ds2 and which is bordered by a pair of perfect 
11 bp TIRs with complete homology to one of the TIRs from the Ac 
elements and with several hundred bp of near perfect Ac-homologous DNA 
at either end (Merckelback and Starlinger, 1986). Other sequences are 
derived from Ac via duplications and other rearrangements. However, a 
200 bp sequence of the centric region of this Ds is unrelated to Ac. A 
Ds element which is identical at the sequence level to Ds2 is present at 
bz2-m (Theres and Starlinger, 1986). This is not surprising because 
adhl-2Fll was derived from stocks carrying bz2-m (Doring et al., 1984b). 
Even less related to A£ is the 405 bp Dsl. which was isolated from 
adhl-Fm335 (Osterman and Schwartz, 1981). Apart from having the TIRs 
that define the Ac/Ds system, it is totally unrelated to the Ac sequence 
and does not even hybridize to Ac (Sutton et al., 1984). The Ds 
elements at wx-ml (Dellaporta and Wessler, 1984) and Bz-wm (Schiefelbein 
et al., 1985a) are approximately 95% homologous to Dsl (personal 
communication, Schiefelbein and Furtek, Department of Genetics, 
University of Wisconsin, Madison). 
Related to Ac, but more complicated than a simple deletion 
derivative is the double Ds, Ds6233. cloned from sh-m6233 (Doring et 
al., 1984a). This element consists of the insertion of a 2040 kb 
element into an identical copy of itself but in the reverse orientation. 
The 2040 kb element is a deletion derivative of Ac. The double Ds has 
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also been found as part of a much more complex transposon-like structure 
of considerable size as an insert in sh-m5933 (Courage-Tebbe et al., 
1983). Courage et al. (1984) have presented pedigree evidence to 
suggest that the Ds first isolated by McClintock (1946) which was at the 
standard position was itself a double Ds. There is evidence to suggest 
that both Ds6233 (Courage et al., 1984) and Ds5933 (Doring et al., 1985) 
are capable of transposition. 
The observation that the only common feature among all Ds elements 
is the common TIRs demonstrates that these structures are the minimal 
requirements for transposition via an Ac-encoded transposase (Sachs et 
al,, 1983; Pohlman et al., 1984; Doring et al., 1984a). 
2.4.2. I elements 
The original isolate of a-m5 (McClintock, 1961a) which is 
autonomously controlled by Spm (McClintock, 1962), i.e., there is an Spm 
insert at gave rise to two independently controlled isolates 
(McClintock, 1962). One of these is particularly interesting because it 
behaves as a class II state (see Chapter 2.7); it no longer responds to 
the M function of Spm. Likewise the original Spm autonomously 
controlled a-m2 allele has given rise to several receptor derivatives 
(McClintock, 1962). Peterson (1961) found an exceptional colorless 
kernel in which a-m(dense> had mutated to a-m(r'). A c-mfr> arose from 
c-mll702 (Gorman and Peterson, 1978). The a2-mfll511) allele isolated 
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by Peterson has given rise to two receptors, a2-mfr) (Peterson, 1968) 
and a2-mfr-paou) (Fowler and Peterson, 1974). 
The sequences of three receptor elements of the EnCSpm^ system have 
been characterized at the molecular level. The Spm-I8 element from wx-
m8 (Gierl et al., 1985), is 2241 bp in length (Pereira et al., 1986) 
contains 13 bp TIRs and generates a 3 bp TSD (Schwarz-Sommer et al., 
1984). The dSpm element at bz-ml3 (Fedoroff et al., 1984b; Schiefelbein 
et al., 1985a) and the I element at a-mf6078) (Schwarz-Sommer et al., 
1985a) are homologous to Spm-I8. Although there are a few small 
sequence differences between these three receptors and En-l. these 
receptors appear to be deletion derivatives of an En element (Pereira et 
al., 1985). 
A fourth receptor, Spm-I5719A-1. was selected as a phenotypic 
variant related to a-m(6078) by McClintock (Reddy, 1982) and this origin 
is reflected at the molecular level; Spm-15719A-1 is a deletion 
derivative of Spm-16078 (Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1985a). 
2.5. Consequences of Insertion, Excision and Reinsertion 
2.5.1. Initial insertion 
The insertion of transposable elements at or near gene loci 
usually, but not always, modifies their phenotypic expression 
(McClintock, 1956a). McClintock was the first to suggest that 
transposable elements actually integrated themselves into the DNA 
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sequence (McClintock, 1949). Others had suggested that the transposable 
elements were merely "accessory" or "associated" with genes, that they 
were somehow bound to chromosomes (Neuffer, 1966; Brink and Nilan, 
1952). 
Peterson (1970a) later expanded on the case for the insertion of a 
foreign sequence within the gene being the cause of the initial 
inactivation. The insertion was thought to interrupt the reading frame. 
This view arose from findings in the gal operon of a bacterial system 
(Jordan, Saedler and Starlinger, 1968) 
Support for the fact that transposable elements are actually 
inserts, and are not just "associated" with the chromosome near a 
mutable gene locus, came from the intragenic recombination studes of 
Nelson (1968) who studied I and Ds inserts at Wx. It was found that 
these mutable alleles participate in recombination in a manner 
indistiguishable from nonmutable alleles. The conclusions regarding the 
insertion of transposable elements within genes have since been 
validated by the molecular characterization of a number of mutable 
alleles. 
Insertion-mediated modifications of gene functions can take several 
forms, A given locus can be completely or partially shut-off following 
the insertion of a transposable element. This repression can occur in 
all tissues and developmental stages or only in certain tissues or 
developmental stages. Another parameter that can be affected is the 
timing of the activity of a locus. 
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As stated previously, insertion of a transposable element at a 
locus need not result in alterations of phenotypic expression. One 
example is provided by the origin of a-m3 (McClintock, 1951b, 1956a). 
Insertion of a Ds element at A did not result in any immediate 
modification of the this locus. It was only after further exposure to 
Ac that the ^  element present at the A locus underwent a change that 
resulted in a detectable alteration of the behavior of this locus. 
Such a phenomenon might account for the puzzling observation that 
many of the spontaneous op2 mutants are Bp-responsive. i.e., they are 
o2-mfr) alleles (Salamini, 1980, 1981). According to this hypothesis, a 
receptor element of the Bg system inserted at or near the 02 locus 
without causing any pronounced phenotypic change. If this occurred 
early in the evolution of corn, founder's effect could have resulted in 
much the world's maize germplasm carrying this unusual 02 allele which 
can give rise to o2-m(r) derivatives and which, in the absence of Bg. 
behave like stable recessive alleles. 
Because transposable elements do not have bilateral symmetry they 
have two possible insertion orientations. Members of the Ac/Ds system 
can insert and function in either orientation, e.g., Ds9 versus Ds6 
(Fedoroff et al., 1983). 
2.5.2. Insertion-site specificity 
There is no consensus sequence among the insertion sites of the 
several Ac and Ds insertions that have been analyzed (Courage et al., 
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1984; Peacock et al., 1984) which suggests there is no insertion-site 
specificity for members of this system. And there is no strong evidence 
for insertion-site specificity among elements of the other systems 
either. 
2.5.3. Excision 
Following the initial insertion of a transposable element into a 
locus it can excise. Excision has the potential of generating three 
kinds of stable alleles: nulls, partially active and fully active 
alleles. If excision occurs in sporogeneous tissue the excision 
products can be rescued for genetic analysis. The alleles produced by 
the excision of a transposable element can mimic alleles found in nature 
(McClintock, 1971) or can represent novel variation. These excision 
products can be analyzed on three levels. The first is the product 
level or phenotypic expression. Consider for example a-mfoanu') which 
gives a high rate of germinal changes; approximately one-fourth of the 
gametes from a heterozygote (a-mfuapu)/a) carry a derivative allele. 
The largest class of these derivative alleles consists of stable nulls 
fa-mfnr)). with pales following close behind. Colored revertants are 
rare from this mutable allele (Peterson, 1970b). The nulls and the 
fully colored alleles are indistinguishable from the stable recessive 
and dominant alleles. In contrast, the pales are novel variants. 
More striking are the excision products rescued from a-dt. Prior 
to the discovery of a-dt. four alleles of A had been described (Emerson 
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and Anderson, 1932). These alleles were distinguished by their 
differential action on pigment formation in the three tissues upon which 
A exerts an influence (aleurone, plant and pericarp). By isolating 
germinal mutation of a-dt Rhoades (1941) was able to uncover three new 
alleles of A that differed in their effects on the three tissues and 
that had not been observed in nature. Nuffer (1961) expanded on these 
studies. 
The second level of analysis is to assay the enzyme levels and 
quality coded for by the excision products over development and at 
maturity. This type of analysis has been performed most extensively 
with the ^  locus. Dooner (1981) has outlined the evidence which 
demonstrates that Bz is the structural gene for UDP glusose: 3-0-
glycosyltransferase (UFGT). Late in the anthocyanin pathway UFGT 
catalyzes the glycosylation of cyanidin to produce cyanidin 3-glycoside 
which is the anthocyanin found in the maize aleurone. 
Dooner and Nelson (1979) have characterized both qualitatively and 
quantitatively the UFGT at maturity from 15 Bz' alleles derived from bz-
m2(DI). Bz' alleles are colored excision products. Based on the heat 
stability, electrophoretic mobility, total enzyme activity and percent 
CRM (cross-reactive material) the 15 alleles fell into two groups. 
Those in group I did not differ from the progenitor of bz-m2. i.e., 
Bz:McC. Those in group II were found to differ substantially from the 
progenitor. Although the size of the UFGT produced by these alleles was 
similar to the progenitor enzyme, they were considerably more heat 
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labile and unstable to electrophoresis. Enzyme activities and percent 
CRM were also reduced as compared to the the progenitor. All five Bz' 
from bz-m2(DII) were of the group II type. Group II types represent 
novel variants. 
Five stable Bz' alleles from bz-m4 have been characterized by 
Dooner (1981). At maturity no qualitative or quantitative differences 
were observed between these alleles and the progenitor. However, Gerats 
et al. (1983) have shown that the UFGT developmental profile of one of 
these five differs from that of the wild type. 
The third and final level is to examine the DNA sequences of 
excision products. This has been done for a number of mutable alleles 
in maize and is summarized by Saedler and Nevers (1985). If excision is 
precise, and the gene is to be restored to its pristine (wild-type) 
condition, the transposable element and one of the TSDs must be removed. 
Although some precise events have been recorded (for example, see 
Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1985), most are imprecise and involve additions, 
deletions and inversions of short sequences. To explain these excision 
products Saedler and Nevers have developed a transposition model (Figure 
2.1). This model also explains insertion (Figure 2.2). 
Imprecise excision can explain the variety of excision products 
obtained from a mutable allele (Courage et al., 1984; Peacock et al., 
1984). The addition, deletion and inversion of short DNA sequences 
would be expected to cause a variety of effects at the gene product 
level depending on the insertion site. If the insertion site is within 
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regulatory sequences imprecise excision might alter the regulation of 
the gene. The consequences of excision from within an exon can range 
from the addition, deletion and substitution of one or a few amino 
acids, which could explain the novel variants, to a frame shift 
mutation, which would be expected to generate a stable null allele. If 
the insertion was within an intron, imprecise excision should have 
little effect on the gene product unless the altered sequence interferes 
with splicing. 
2.5.4. Abortive excision 
It was also shown that breaks and excisions of the Ds at c-ml are 
alternate outcomes of the same event (McClintock, 1949). It was 
determined early in the study of Ds that alterations of the Ds element 
could occur which would result in changes in the frequency of chromosome 
breaks. These alterations proved heritable and were termed "changes of 
state" (Chapter 2.7). Two general classes of Ds states were isolated. 
State I induces many breaks, but exhibits few reversions, while State II 
induces few breaks and exhibits many reversions. State I Ds elements 
sometimes cause gross chromosomal aberrations. 
It was later established that the breaks which occur at Ds initiate 
the chromatid-type of BFB cycle (McClintock, 1951a) and this or related 
phenomena can lead to gross chromosomal aberrations such as internal 
deletions (which vary from minute to large), translocations, 
duplications, inversions and the formation of ring chromosomes 
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(McClintock, 1956a). It is known that these phenomena are associated 
with Ds because one of the endpoints in the deletions, translocations, 
duplications, inversions and ring chromosomes is the known position of 
Ds (McClintock, 1950a) and because these aberrations only arise when Ac 
is present. The deletions usually, but not always, remove Ds. 
Robertson (1986d) and Robertson and Stinard (1986) have isolated a 
number of deletions from Mutator stocks that were likely caused by the 
Mu element, possibly by abortive excision, and that include the Yg2 
locus. 
Abortive excision or related phenomenon are likely the result of 
several deletions that have arisen adjacent to transposable elements. 
Dooner (1985) has isolated a stable derivative of bz-in2 in which the Ac 
insert is still present and functional, but which contains a 1 kb 
deletion of the Bz gene proximal to the insertion. Because the analysis 
of this derivative has not progressed beyond the restriction mapping 
stage it is not yet clear how close the the distal deletion endpoint is 
to the kc insert. However, in the case of the Ac insert at P-w it 
appears that an adjacent deletion occurred that included the Ac element 
as one of the endpoints (Lechelt et al., 1986; Peterson and Schwartz, 
1986). 
In a similar manner, one of the deletion endpoints of a 74 bp 
deletion adjacent to a Mul insert in the Adh gene, is precisely at the 
Mul insertion site (Taylor and Walbot, 1985a). 
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2.5.5. Characteristics of transposition 
2.5.5.1. Timing of transposition during the cell cvcle 
Excision of a transposable element followed by its reintegration will be 
termed excision-dependent transposition for the purposes of this review. 
Greenblatt and Brink (1962, 1963) and Greenblatt (1966, 1968, 1974, 
1984) have proposed a model for the excision-dependent transposition of 
MP (Modulator-of-P). Mg is functiônally homologous to ^  (Barclay and 
Brink, 1954) and was originally isolated at an allele of the P locus, P^ 
w. which is P with an Mg, insert. The insertion of into P disrupted 
the locus such that it no longer functions. Excisions of Mg from P-w 
usually but not always (Greenblatt, 1968) restore the locus to a wild-
type expression (red pericarp). Because excisions only occur in some 
cells, the pericarp of a plant carrying P-w is variegated. The typical 
pattern of mutability is termed medium variegated. Occasionally ear 
sectors or entire ears will be red. Such instances arise when 
excises early in the development of an ear. Anywhere from 26% to 90% of 
red ear sectors have adjacent light variegated sectors (Brink and Nilan, 
1952). The light variegated phenotype differs from medium variegated in 
having fewer and later red sectors. Two such sectors in juxtaposition 
are termed twin sectors. 
The transposition model was developed on the basis of studies 
involving twin sectors. The light variegated phenotype differs from 
medium variegated in having fewer and later red sectors and occurs when 
in addition to the Mgt at P-w. another a tr-Mp (transposed Me), is 
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present in the nucleus (Brink and Nilan, 1952). This reverse dosage is 
typical of the Ac system. It has already been said that red sectors 
arise when excises from P-w. 
Brink and Nilan (1952) noted the similarities between the behavior 
of P-w and McClintock's early studies on transposable elements and 
recognized the significance of twin spots; the origin of a tr-Mp is 
coincident with the reversion of P-w to P-rr. They correctly 
hypothesized that tr-Mp elements arise via transposition of Mg away from 
P-w. 
After examining the tr-Mp constitution of twin sectors Greenblatt 
and Brink (1962, 1963) found that the twins fell into two classes with 
respect to their tr-Mp constitution. In all cases the light variegated 
sector carried tr-Mp: the tr-Mp is the basis of the light variegated 
phenotype. However, approximately one-third of the red sectors did not 
carry tr-Mp. Sufficient kernels from within the red sectors were tested 
to ensure that this finding was not merely the result of sampling 
variation. Therefore, red sectors without tr-Mp must have arisen from a 
daughter cell that did not receive a tr-Mp in the original mitosis that 
gave rise to the twin sectors. 
In the other two-thirds of the cases the red twin carried an tr-Mp. 
In all of these instances it was determined that the tr-Mp in the red 
sector was allelic to the tr-Mp in the light variegated twin. Hence, it 
could be concluded that the tr-Mp present in each sector of a pair of 
twins arose from a single transposition event. 
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These results were interpreted as follows (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). 
In both case it was postulated that Mn excised from one of the P-w 
alleles after the £ locus replicated in a mitotic division. Because the 
genome does not replicate simultaneously the newly excised Mg could 
insert into either an unreplicated or a replicated region. The 
consequences of these two options are different. Insertion into an 
already replicated region, followed by the passage of chromatid carrying 
a tr-Mp into the daughter cell which contains an unchanged P-w allele 
would explain those instances in which a tr-Mp is not found in the red 
twin. Alternatively, if Mg inserts into an unreplicated region, 
subsequent replication would yield two daughter chromatids, each of 
which would carry a tr-Mp. In such a situation each daughter cell will 
receive a tr-Mp and this would explain the appearance of tr-Mp in both 
members of a pair of twin sectors. 
Hence, the causative transposition of twin sectors must occur after 
replication of the P locus. However, in addition to twin sectors, 
untwinned red or light variegated sectors appear. Although attempts 
have been made to characterize the events that must precede the 
development of these apparently untwinned sectors (Greenblatt, 1966, 
1968, 1974, 1984) the results have not been altogether satisfactory and 
do not adequately explain the origin of red sectors that lack Mp. 
Untwinned red sectors could conceivably arise in either of two 
ways. Untwinned sectors arising from either of these two processes will 
be referred to as morphologically untwinned sectors. First, because the 
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pericarp is only one surface of the three-dimensional space defined by 
an ear, if a light variegated sector is entirely interior to a red 
sector, the latter will appear untwinned. This will be referred to as 
the random loss model. Morphologically untwinned sectors that arise via 
the random loss model will be referred to as genetically twinned. 
Second, three types of transposition events would be expected to 
lead to untwinned red sectors. Each of the transposition events would 
result in the presence of a tr-Mo in each morphologically untwinned red 
sector (Figures 2,3B, and 2.4A-B). Morphologically untwinned red 
sectors that arise by this process will be referred to as genetically 
untwinned. Genetically untwinnedd red sectors can also arise via Mg 
loss (Figure 2.3D), Red sectors that arise via loss will lack a tr-Mp. 
If the random loss model is operating, the frequency of untwinned 
red sectors should equal the frequency of untwinned light variegated 
sectors because either sector has a 50% chance of being internal to the 
other. In constrast, if genetically untwinned red sectors do occur, 
more red than light variegated ears and ear sectors would be expected. 
That this does not occur, i.e., the frequency of morphologically 
untwinned red sectors equals the frequency of morphologically untwinned 
light variegated sectors (Greenblatt, 1974) supports the conclusion that 
genetically untwinned sectors do not arise at a very high rate or at 
all. This conclusion was supported by the fact that in the progeny of a 
cross (P-w/P-w X P-ww/P-ww) the frequency of light variegated and 
red ears is equal (Greenblatt, 1966, 1968, 1974). 
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Based on these findings, Greenblatt (1974) concluded that when Mp 
transposes it always inserts into an unreplicated segment of the 
chromosome complement. However this mechanism does not explain the 
occurrence of red sectors (both morphologically untwinned and twinned) 
that do not contain a tr-Mp. If îîe transposes after P-w has replicated 
and inserts in an unreplicated region, both daughter cells should 
receive a tr-Mp. but approximately 40% of the red sectors do not contain 
MP (Greenblatt, 1968). This cannot be explained by loss of Mg, which 
would be expected to result in untwinned red sectors that lack a tr-Mp. 
because if losses were occurring the ratio of morphologically untwinned 
red to light variegated sectors would not be 1:1. 
Although it is therefore clear that transpositions of Me occur 
after the donor site has replicated and morphologically untwinned 
sectors arise via the random loss model, it is not clear how red sectors 
arise that lack a tr-Mp. The important point is that some daughter 
cells from a parental cell that underwent a transposition carry no 
If the ÊÎE model is applicable to other systems, e.g., EnCSpm^. then 
increases and decreases in the number of En(Spm) elements should be 
observed. These events would follow transposition from a previously 
replicated donor site to unreplicated or replicated sites respectively. 
Both increases (McClintock, 1956a, 1957, 1958; Nowick and Peterson, 
1981) and losses (McClintock, 1956a) of EnfSpm) have been observed. 
Increase have also been observed in the Ug and Dt systems (Friedemann 
and Peterson, 1982; Doerschug, 1976). 
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2.5.5.2. Timing of transposition during plant development 
Transpositions of JDs (McClintock, 1947, 1952) and Ac (McClintock, 1956c) 
usually occur late in the development of sporogenous tissue; early 
occurring transpositions are generally rare, although Ac states that 
transpose early in development have been recovered (McClintock, 1951a). 
McClintock (1954) has recorded losses of Spm activity early enough in 
ear development to result in ear sectors, but transpositions usually 
occur relatively late (McClintock, 1956c). However an Spm linked to Wx 
has been isolated that exhibits frequent and early transpositons 
(McClintock, 1957, 1958). Even after transposition away from near wx, 
this Spm maintains its high rate of early transpositions (McClintock, 
1958). 
Robertson (1980, 1981a, 1986c, 1986e) has determined that Mutator 
activity la (see Chapter 2.3,6.3), which is a measure of Mu element 
transposition is triggered by a plant's developmental stage (rather than 
by its chronological age). Mutator becomes active just prior to meiosis 
and remains active until early in plant development of the next 
generation, after which it becomes inactive again. He found that ear 
and tassel sectors which carried new mutants were invariably small, 
demonstrating that the event which generated these mutants occurred late 
in ear and tassel development, i.e., just prior to the onset of meiosis. 
Additionally, few new mutants were induced early in kernel development, 
and none were observed in mature sporophytic tissues. However, the 
Mutator-induced mutable loci generate reversions at other developmental 
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stages, for example in aleurone tissue, in which reversions typically 
occur very late (Bennetzen, 1985). If these reversions are the result 
of the excision of Mii elements they must not result in subsequent 
insertions which would be recorded as new mutants. 
2.5.5.3. Insertion-site distribution Another feature of the 
transposition of Mg is its preference for sites linked to the donor site 
(Van Schaik and Brink, 1959; Greenblatt and Brink, 1962). Similar 
observations have been made with Ac (McClintock, 1956c, 1962; Schwartz, 
1985) and En (Peterson, 1970b; Nowick and Peterson, 1981) and this 
feature has been exploited in transposon-mutagenesis prior to gene 
cloning via transposon-tagging (Dellaporta et al., 1984c; Nelson and 
Klein, 1984). 
In the En studies about 28% of the excisions from a-mfpapu) 
resulted in an insertion at a site linked to A. In the remaining 
instances En either transposed to an unlinked location (34%) or was lost 
(38%). (Peterson, 1970b) In a study of secondary transpositions from 
these primary transposition sites, Nowick and Peterson (1981) found that 
En has no tendency to favor distal or proximal secondary insertion 
sites. It does appear to favor shorter distances (less than 16 map 
units), however their methodology is not suited to detecting very short 
transpositions (less than 5 map units), and these were seldom observed. 
It appeared that once En had entered certain primary sites it had a 
reduced tendency to undergo excisions. This could be due to either a 
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position effect or compositional changes in the En at these locations 
(Nowick and Peterson, 1981). 
2.5.6. Detection of transpositions 
McClintock (1956a) has outlined six methods of detecting 
transposition. The first has already been discussed and involves 
alterations in which distal markers are lost following chromosome 
breakage and is therefore only useful only for Ds. The second method is 
transposon-mutagenesis; if it can be shown that a transposable element 
has inserted within a gene it must have transposed to that position from 
another site. The third method takes advantage of the dosage-detecting 
capacities of the receptors of several system. Aberrant kernels are 
selected that show evidence of two elements where only one is expected. 
The second element arises either from transposition (as described for 
Mg, Chapter 2.5.5.1) or less likely from an activation event. The 
fourth method is suitable for use with a mapped transposable element and 
depends on detecting changes in linkage. The fifth method is to examine 
germinal excision products for the presence of a transposed element. 
Attempts to map transposable elements are often frustrated by the 
appearance of excess numbers in the crossover classes, Some of these 
individual represent transpositions rather than crossover. Hence, the 
sixth method is to examine putative recombinant individuals for the 
presence of a transposed element. 
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2.5.7. Transposition of Mu elements 
The results of Alleman and Freeling (1986) have been interpreted as 
evidence of excision-independent (nonexcisional) transposition of Mu 
elements and well regulated copy number control. Excision-independent 
transposition means that JJu elements need not leave the donor site as a 
consequence of the transposition process. It was concluded that 
transposition of Mu elements is excision-independent because in Mutator 
outcrosses the ratio of Mu copy number in parents versus progeny was 
close to 1:1 in all cases. Ten to fifteen new Mu insertions appeared 
per gamete per generation and the parental bands segregated as Mendelian 
factors. This rate of new Mu insertions is equivalent to each Mu 
element transposing each generation. It is, however, difficult to 
reconcile excision-independent transposition with the appearance of 
germinal and somatic revertants which are presumably the result of 
excision of a Mu element from a marker gene, unless both excision-
independent and excisional transposition occur. 
Alleman and Freeling (1986) suggest that transposition of Mu 
elements occurs after meiosis and prior to fertilization. Their 
reasoning follows from observations of copy number in progeny from 
Mutator outcrosses and from Mutator by Mutator crosses. Mu copy number 
was well maintained in the progeny of Mutator outcrosses. In contrast, 
in crosses between Mutator plants the Mu copy number in the progeny was 
twice that in the parents. A second generation of inbreeding for 
Mutator did not increase the copy number further. These results are 
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consistent with copy number restitution to a regulated value following 
meiosis. 
2.6. Regulation of Excision 
2.6.1. The role of the environment 
Several investigations have shown that the external environment can 
affect the rate and timing of excisions at mutable loci. In these 
studies the excision rate and timing were measured by the mutation 
frequency and the size of revertant sectors. Eyster (1926) found 
pronounced differences in the patterns of mutability at P-w on groups 
of sibs grown in two localities. The timing of excisions was 
substantially altered by the very different climates. Rhoades (1941) 
has shown that increased temperatures during seed formation have a 
strong negative effect on the mutation rate of a-dt. While in contrast, 
Peterson (1952, 1958) has shown that higher temperatures during seedling 
development substantially increase the rate of mutability at the En-
controlled pg-m allele. Van Schaik (1955) found that plants grown under 
stress conditions, induced by high plant densities, exhibit reduced P-w 
mutability as compared to their sibs grown under more favorable 
densities. 
Several studies have shown that the internal environment of a plant 
or kernel can turn regulatory elements on and off. This phenomenon is 
referred to as phase variation and will be discussed in Chapter 2.8. 
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Another example of the ability of the internal environment to affect 
transposable elements comes from the studies of Fowler and Peterson 
(1978). They isolated from a strong En, a new state of En, designated 
En-v. which conditions a low to intermediate frequency of excisions. 
En-v undergoes a heritable change to a stronger state when it passes 
through a tiller. The increased level of mutability is maintained even 
when the new state experiences a main-stalk environment. 
2.6.2. The role of genetic modifiers 
Numerous gentic modifiers which affect the timing and rate of 
excision of transposable elements. Some of them are themselves 
transposable and have other features of regulatory elements. Rhoades 
(1938) uncovered evidence of two types of modifiers. These were a 
dominant modifier ({!) of ^  that decreases the rate of mutability at a^ 
dt, and a recessive modifier that delays the timing of mutations, 
resulting in extremely small spots (Rhoades, 1941). Nuffer (1954) has 
found two modifiers. Id and Md, which, depending on the specific 
modifier and the dosage of Dt, either eliminate or reduce Dt spotting. 
McClintock (1957) isolated from a single exceptional kernel a 
modifier of Spm action. This modifier increases the rate of spotting 
expressed by certain states of a-ml when Som is present (McClintock, 
1958). It has no effect on other states of a-ml and acts only when an 
Spm with an active S is present. Modifier can complement an Spm that 
lacks a functional M (McClintock, 1965a). Modifier shows no dose-
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response (McClintock, 1965b). This modifier is capable of transposition 
which can occur either early or late in plant development and can result 
in increases or decreases in the number of modifiers present in a given 
tissue. 
Reddy and Peterson (1983) have isolated an independently 
segregating modifier of several En-controlled, autonomously mutable c-m 
alleles. This modifier, termed En-malt, delays En excision at the 
several c-m alleles tested. En-malt has M function on c-mCr"). It has 
not been tested for S function. Another modifier Rst (Restrainer) 
behaves like En-malt, but does not have any M function (Peterson, 1976a, 
1978). It has not been tested for S function. 
2.6.3. The role of genetic background 
Genetic background has been shown to have a pronounced effect on 
the rate at which Mg excises from P-w (Brawn cited in Greenblatt and 
Brink, 1962). The same P-w allele in W22 and W23 backgrounds exhibits 
strikingly different behavior. The rate of transposition in W22 is 
nearly half that seen in W23. An even higher rate is observed in a 
4Co63 background (Greenblatt, 1985). This effect is likely the result 
of uncharacterized modifiers. 
Bennetzen et al. (1985, cited in Bennetzen, 1985) have stated that 
the self-regulating copy number maintenance mechanism of Mu elements, 
which depends upon regulation of Mu transposition, (Chapter 2.5.7) is 
not active in some genetic backgrounds. 
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2.6.4. The role of transposable element dosage 
The regulatory elements of four systems (Dt, En, and Ug) have 
been shown to exhibit some form of dosage. The effect on the rate of 
mutability at a-dt to increasing the Dt dosage is exponential and 
positive (Rhoades, 1936). In contrast McClintock (1948) noted that 
increasing the number of doses of ^  reduced the frequency and delayed 
the occurrence of Ds breaks. This relationship also holds for Type II 
events. Schwartz (1984) has proposed a model based on competition among 
numerous Ac for a gene-activating factor to explain this reverse dosage. 
The a-rug allele yields fine-low spotting with one Ug and coarse-
high when two Ua are present (Friedemann and Peterson, 1982). Hence 
dosage of Ug affects both timing and frequency of excision. 
Peterson (1955) has determined that the mutation rate at pg-m. 
unlike other En-controlled alleles, which do not show a response to 
increasing doses of the M function (McClintock, 1955), decreases as En 
elements are added to the genome. 
Although Spm does not normally exhibit dosage to the M function 
(McClintock, 1955), with some alleles, for example, a class II state 
(Chapter 2.7) of a2-ml. it is possible to record the number of Spm 
present in a kernel (McClintock, 1957). In the absence of Spm this 
state conditions a nearly fully colored kernel, but in the presence of 
Spm it conditions a colorless aleurone. Because the Spm present in this 
culture undergoes frequent changes to an inactive phase (see Chapter 
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2.7), colored areas appear on the colorless background. These colored 
areas represent loss of supressor function by the Spm element present in 
these cultures and permits the number of Spm to be determined. If more 
than one Spm is present, both must be deactivated for a colored area to 
appear. Because the probability of two elements being deactivated is 
smaller than the probability of only one, the colored areas on a kernel 
carrying two Spm are smaller and less frequent than on a kernel carrying 
a single Spm. 
Spm dosage can also be recorded with the 8004 state of a-m2 
(McClintock, 1967). Kernels with one Spm have rimmed areas. Kernels 
with more than one Spm lack the rimmed areas. The rims arise as the 
result of a complementation reaction between a sector without an active 
Spm and the adjacent tissue that has an active Spm. 
Response to changes in the dosage of receptors is less widespread 
and has been observed only in the Dt system. Dt mutability is 
additively and positively correlated with the dosage of a-dt (Rhoades, 
1936). 
Evidence has already been presented (Chapter 2.5.7) that indicates 
Mu copy number is self-regulating in Mutator stocks (Alleman and 
Freeling, 1986). If this regulatory mechanism is circumvented by 
Mutator by Mutator crosses a deactivation of some or all Mu elements 
occurs (Robertson, 1983; Chandler and Walbot, 1986; Bennetzen, 1985). 
There is some evidence that Mutator activity II is lost when Mu 
copy number decreases below a certain point (Robertson et al., 1985), 
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but it is not clear whether the low copy number triggers a cessation of 
transposition or whether a cessation of transposition results in reduced 
Mu element copy number. 
2.7. Changes of State 
2.7.1. First descriptions of changes of state 
It was determined early in the study of Ds that alterations of the 
Ds element could occur which would result in changes in the frequency of 
chromosome breaks (McClintock, 1949). These alterations proved 
heritable and were termed "changes of state". Two general classes of Ds 
states were isolated. State I induces many breaks, but exhibits few 
reversions, while State II induces few breaks and exhibits many 
reversions. 
Two general classes of changes of state can occur: those affecting 
the receptor and those which affect the regulatory element. States of 
autonomously controlled mutable alleles have features of both receptor 
and regulatory element states. This is because they have both the cis 
functions associated with receptors (response to S and M functions, 
effect of insertion on gene expression) and the trans functions 
associated with regulatory elements (S and M functions). States of 
regulatory elements have been recovered in the En (Reddy and 
Peterson, 1985), Bg (Salamini et al., 1982), and Dt (Doerschug, 1973, 
1976) systems. 
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Although changes of state were first observed in the AcZDs system, 
most studies of these events have been performed with components of the 
En/I system, because of the greater complexity of this latter system. 
In the AcZDs system, control of the consequences of an excision reside 
with the Ds element, while control of timing and frequency of excision 
resides with the regulatory element (McClintock, 1965b). This is unlike 
the situation in the Sgm(En)/I sytem, where changes of state of either 
the receptor or regulatory element can affect the timing and frequency 
of excision. 
2.7.2. Parameters that define I states 
Although many parameters (McClintock, 1967) define I states and the 
cis functions of an autonomously mutable allele, they can all be 
included under three general headings, response to the M function of En. 
response to the S function of En and the phenotype conditioned in the 
absence of En. In terms of response to M, four parameters define states 
of I. The first is whether an I state responds at all to M. McClintock 
(1952) isolated states of the a2-ml allele that no longer respond to the 
M function. She collectively termed these derivatives class II states. 
Because the M function is responsible for changes of state, class II 
states of a2-ml do not undergo secondary changes of state (McClintock, 
1971). 
The second parameter is the timing during development when a state 
responds to M, i.e., when excisions occur. This is reflected in the 
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size of spots in aleurone and plant tissue and whether germinal 
excisions occur and if so, whether they occur as single kernel events or 
as ear or plant sectors. This parameter and the next, the frequency at 
which excisions occur, are the most labile of the four. Hence, numerous 
examples of changes in this parameter exist, e.g., several states of a^ 
ml have been isolated that differ in the timing of their excision events 
(McClintock, 1967). 
The third parameter is the frequency at which excisions occur. 
This parameter affects both the rate of spotting in aleurone and plant 
tissue and also the rate at which germinal excisions arise. Changes of 
this parameter have also been observed at a-ml: several states have been 
isolated that differ in the frequency of their excision events 
(McClintock, 1967), 
The fourth and final parameter associated with the M function that 
defines states of I is the quality of the excision products, i.e., the 
level of gene activity present following their excision (null, partial, 
full, or greater than wild-type). Some alleles, such as a-mCdense*) 
produce excision products which are either fully functional or null 
(Peterson, 1961). Others, such as a-m(papu'). a derivative of a-mCdense') 
produce in addition to the two classes produced by a-mfdense"). a third 
class which are intermediate between null and full function (Peterson, 
1970a). 
Under the heading of response to S function only two parameters are 
applicable. These are the quality and degree of response elicited from 
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I by S. The S function both suppresses the expression of alleles such 
as a2-tnl and stimulates the expression of alleles such as a-ni2. which 
codes for colorless aleurone in the absence of Spm. These two alleles 
exhibit different qualities of response. Two mutable a alleles, a-
mlf5719A) and a-m-ualefmr) serve as an example of the differing degrees 
of response (Peterson, 1985a). In the absence of S_, both a-mlf5719A) 
and a-m pale fmr) code for pale aleurone. However in the presence of S 
their different degree of response becomes evident. a-mlf5719A) is 
completely suppressed, while a-m-nalefmr) is only partially suppressed. 
The third heading that defines states of I is the phenotype 
conditioned in the absence of En. This can range from null to wild-
type. Several states of a-ml have been isolated that differ in their 
pigment levels in the absence of Sum. The range is from colorless to 
colored (McClintock, 1967). 
2.7.3. Parameters that define En(Spm) states 
Parameters that define states of Spm include alterations in the M 
and S functions, timing and rate at which secondary changes of the M and 
S function occur (their stability), and the time during development and 
rate at which self-transposition occur. An additional feature is their 
tissue specificity. 
McClintock (1957) isolated an Spm element that has a reduced 
ability to suppress a-ml (reduced S function) and which conditions a low 
rate of spotting on this allele (reduced M function). Additionally 
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excision occurs later than in the presence of the standard Spm (altered 
timing). She designated this regulatory element Spm-w to distinguish it 
from the standard state, Spm-s. Many Spm-w elements have been isolated 
as independent events and they differ in their effects (degree of 
reduction in frequency and retardation of mutation) on a given mutable 
allele (McClintock, 1961b). Another Spm-w.allele, like En' (En-weak). 
has a reduced M function but an unaltered g (McClintock, 1963; Peterson, 
1966). Yet another Spm-w transposes only rarely (McClintock, 1965a). 
Additionally, the Spm-w differ in the stability of their 
expression; some appear to cycle back to Spm-s expression in a single 
step and at a high rate, other only rarely (McClintock, 1963, 1965a). 
The frequency at which they do so is under genetic control. However 
there is some doubt as to whether Spm-w can actually revert to Spm-s. 
Two observations argue against reversions. First is that one Spm-w has 
been shown to be a deletion derivative of Spm-s (Nina Fedoroff, 
Department of Embryology, Carnegie Institute of Washington, Baltimore, 
personal communication) and the second is that Fedoroff (1986) has shown 
that numerous putative reversions of Spm-w were actually activations of 
Spm-s or of Modifier. Hence, some Spm-w clearly cannot revert to Spm-s 
and the ability of the remainder do so is unclear. 
A final feature of some regulatory element states is their ability 
to undergo changes of phase. Changes of phase differs from cycling 
because changes of phase implies mutations from an active to an inactive 
mode while cycling involves a changes from one level of activity to 
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another (but not to or from an inactive mode), The ability to change 
phase is a feature of some regulatory element states; several 
investigators (McClintock, 1957, 1958; Peterson, 1966; Doerschug, 1973; 
Pereira and Peterson, 1985) have isolated regulatory elements that 
exhibit changes of phase. The rate, timing, stability and tissue 
specificity of changes of phase are parameters that help to define these 
states. Changes of phase will be discussed in the next chapter. 
2.7.4. The occurrence of changes of state 
Most changes of state are initially detected as exceptional kernels 
that exhibit altered spotting patterns. However, the effects of many 
changes of state are so minor that an alteration in pattern is not 
visible (Peterson, 1977). In such instances other characteristics of 
the mutable allele may change such as the rate at which germinal colored 
derivatives are produced. For example, Schiefelbein et al. (1985a) 
isolated a state of bz-ml3 that has a reduced rate of germinal reversion 
without any detectable change in somatic variegation. 
McClintock (1954, 1957) has stated that changes of state occur at I 
only when an Spm with active S (McClintock, 1971) and M functions is 
present. Similarly, changes of state of ^  occur only when Ac is 
present (McClintock, 1956b). 
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2.7.5. The interaction of states 
If a plant carries an active Spm and two allelic states of a 
mutable locus, each state behaves in its own characteristic fashion and 
can, in the absence of changes of state, be recovered from the 
heterozygote association unchanged (McClintock, 1961b, 1965b). States 
also behave in this fashion even if they are not allelic. In the 
EnfSpm) system timing of excision is limited by either the receptor or 
the regulatory element; whichever becomes active last limits the 
earliest time of excision (McClintock, 1965b). 
2.7.6. The basis of states 
Peterson (1977) first formulated the Position Hypothesis to explain 
the diverse phenotypes obtained when three ^  elements that had had 
similar trans-active functions while located at donor site(s) inserted 
into the A2 locus as three independent events and yielded a2-m alleles 
with strikingly different patterns (cis-active functions). This 
hypothesis states that the different patterns are a consequence of the 
different insertion sites within the ^  locus (and possibly the 
orientation of the element at the insertion site) locus which is in 
contrast to the Composition Hypothesis which argues that different 
states are the result of changes in the transposable elements 
themselves. Such alterations in composition could be either 
quantitative or qualitative (McClintock, 1948, 1956a). 
Evidence, both genetic and molecular, can be found to support 
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either hypothesis. It is most likely that both of these hypotheses are 
valid in certain instances (Peterson, 1981), 
2.7.6.1. Support for the Position Hypothesis In the following 
paragraphs a series of studies will be outlined. In each study a 
collection of regulatory elements, all derived via transposition, from a 
single element were assayed for their trans-active and in some instances 
their cis-active functions. The assumption in these studies was that 
the transposed regulatory elements differed only in their position. 
Hence, any differences observed in their functions should be a 
consequence of their altered positions. These observations therefore 
all support the Position Hypothesis. 
The transposed En from a-mCpapu) show varied trans effects 
(unpublished observation, cited in Peterson, 1976a). The En at a2-
m41629 is not capable of triggering a2-mfr). a-mfr). or a-ml. however 
when this En transposes it again expresses its trans-active functions 
(Peterson, 1976b). 
Kedharnath and Brink (1958) established that the Mg, that arise via 
transposition away from P-w (tr-Mo^ differ in their capacity to reduce 
the rate of mutation at P-w. Interestingly, the tr-Mg, did not differ 
in their effect on the timing of mutations. Van Schaik and Brink (1959) 
have demonstrated that tr-Mg differ in their tendency to undergo 
secondary transpositions. Orton and Brink (1966) obtained 146 newly 
reconstituted P-w alleles from nine common sources that were obtained 
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following excision of Me from a common P-w allele to yield stable P 
alleles. A common tr-Mp was therefore present within each of these nine 
P sources. Because of the homogeneity among the tr-Mp. differences in 
expression among the 146 resulting P-w alleles could be attributed to 
presumed differences in Me insertion sites within the P locus among the 
146 derivatives. Brink and Williams (1973) performed a similar 
reconstitution study on stable derivatives of an autonomously mutable 
Mp-R-Navaio allele. Again the 26 newly derived mutable alleles varied 
among each other and from their common progenitor. Like Orton and Brink 
(1966), Brink and Williams (1973) also attributed these phenotypic 
differences to presumed differences in insertions sites within the R 
locus. In contrast to the varied cis effects apparent among the 26 
reconstituted R-Navaho alleles, they all behaved alike in their trans 
effects as measured by Ds^mediated chromosome breaks (Brink and 
Williams, 1973). 
Coincident with the transposition of Ac2 from its initial position 
on chromosome 8 to a new position on chromosome 3 its trans-active 
functions change (Dempsey, 1985). Schwartz (1985) has studied the 
trans-active effects of 27 Ac transposed from wx-m9 and found that they 
differ in their ability to cause excisions at wx-m9Ds and breaks at a 
state I Ds in its standard position. Although he evokes a compositional 
explanation for these results they could more easily be seen as 
supporting the Position Hypothesis. 
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Coincident with the transposition of Dtl from chromosome 9s to 
another chromosome arm its behavior changed (Doerschug, 1973). In its 
new position this element, now designated Dtl-in-ac. undergoes 
cyclical changes in its activity (change of phase). Similarly, 
coincident with their transposition from the Dtl site, several Dt-T 
(transposed ^ ) show rates of secondary transpositions substantially 
higher than the very low rate of transposition of their progenitor 
element, Dtl (Doerschug, 1976). Pryor (1985) has also described a 
change of state of Dt coincident with its transposition. 
Support for the Position Hypothesis also exists at the molecular 
level. wx-m7 and wx-m9 each arose via an insertion of an Ac element 
into the % locus. Because the two Ac inserts are identical, and only 
their insertion sites differ (Pohlman et al., 1984; MÛller-Neumann et 
al., 1984), the difference in their phenotypes must be a consequence of 
the different insertion sites. 
2.7.6.2. Support for the Composition Hypothesis In support of 
the Composition Hypothesis is McClintock's observation that Spm-w arose 
as a derivative of an Spm-s on chromosome 5 and appears to be an in situ 
change of state, i.e., it is allelic to the progenitor Spm-s 
(McClintock, 1957). Numerous Spm-w alleles have arisen in McClintock's 
cultures. One of these alleles transposes rarely. However, it can be 
stimulated to do so at a relatively high rate by the presence of an Spm-
s. In support of the Composition Hypothesis it was found that this Spm-
w maintains the characteristics that initially differentiated it from 
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Spm-s (reduced M function) even after transposition. Additional support 
for the Composition Hypothesis comes from the finding that some Spm 
elements exhibit a great deal of phase variation both before and after a 
transposition (McClintock, 1958). 
Although as first formulated by Peterson (1977) the Position 
Hypothesis dealt only with autonomously controlled alleles the 
hypothesis could conceivably be expanded so that it explains receptor 
based states too. However, the available molecular evidence does not 
permit this. 
Molecular characterization of two quite distinct states of a-ml. a-
ml(6078) and a-ml(5719A'). has demonstrated that the I elements 
associated with the two states differ in their composition rather than 
in their respective insertion sites with the A locus (Schwarz-Sommer et 
al,, 1985a). 
Schiefelbein et al. (1985a, 1985b) isolated six changes of state at 
bz-ml3. In four instances the change of state is attributable to an 
alteration in the composition of the dSpm element (deletions) rather 
than its position within the Bz locus. In the remaining two instances 
no gross alterations in either composition or position could be 
detected. From these data they conclude that although the initial 
pattern of mutability of a new unstable allele is dependent upon both 
the composition of the insert and its position within the targeted gene, 
subsequent changes of state occur mainly by alteration in the 
composition of the insert. 
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This is supported by early genetic studies with Ds. Although State 
I can change to a State II Ds in a single mitosis, the opposite 
change, i.e., from a State II to a State I, does not occur in a single 
step, but requires several (McClintock, 1949). If the difference 
between the two states was a matter of position State II Ds elements 
would be expected to be capable of becoming State I Ds elements in a 
single transposition. 
2.8. Changes of Phase 
Changes of phase are alterations in the functioning of regulatory 
elements from an active to an inactive mode, or vice-versa. Phase 
variation is cyclical changes of phase (Peterson, 1966). McClintock 
(1957, 1958) was the first to describe changes of phase and phase 
variation. The initial studies were performed with an Snm element 
Fedoroff (1983) has since designated Spm-c. 
2.8.1. Genetic characterization of phase variation 
Peterson (1981) has also noted phase variation and shown that the 
two functions of En can undergo this process independently. The S 
function can disappear and then return again. This behavior has also 
been observed for the M function (McClintock, 1965b; Peterson, 1981). 
These observations of phase variation demonstrate that the 
disappearances of S and M functions are not the result of true losses, 
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but rather transient inactivations. This is also demonstrated by the 
Activation function of EnfSpm) (Nevers and Saedler, 1977) which has the 
capacity to transiently activate EnfSpm) elements that are in their 
inactive phase. 
McClintock (1958) was able to observe the Activation function in 
conjunction with the dosage-detecting capacity of class II states of a2-
ml• This function was first observed in crosses between plants with 
a2m-l and without Spm and plants carrying a2 and one Spm. As expected, 
on some of the resulting ears, the a2-ml heterozygotes fell into two 
groups. Those which did not receive an Spm (half) were colored and 
those which did receive an Spm (half) exhibited the one -Spm pattern of 
colored areas on a colorless background, demonstrating the presence of a 
single Spm. However, on other ears the a2-ml heterozygotes fell into 
three groups. The first group (half) did not receive Spm from the 
pollen parent and so were colored. The second and third groups did 
receive an Spm from the pollen parent, so they exhibited colored sectors 
on a colorless background. The difference between the second and third 
groups was that the second group expressed the one-Spm pattern, while 
the third group expressed the three-Spm pattern. The second and third 
group each constituted one-fourth of the total. The three-Spm pattern 
arises because an inactive Spm from the female is activated by the 
active Spm contributed by the pollen parent. 
These results were confirmed with a plant (a2-ml (class ID Bt/a2 
bt wx/Wx) derived from a parent which had carried an active Spm closely 
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linked to on chromosome 9. Tests with this plant determined, first 
that it did not carry an active Som. and second, that it behaved as if 
it carried an Som in an inactive phase based on the presence of kernels 
with three-Spm patterns. This inactive Spm must have been closely 
linked to wx on chromosome 9 because most of the three-Spm patterned 
kernels from a cross with a2 bt wx were waxy. Confirmation of the 
presence of an inactive Spm in the main stalk ear came from the presence 
of an active Spm in the tiller ear and from the fact that this Spm was 
closely linked to wx. 
This activation phenomenon is transient and functions only while 
the activating Spm is present in the same genome as the activated Spm 
(McClintock, 1959). After meiotic segregation removes the activating 
Spm the activated Spm returns to its original inactive state. 
The Activation function has also been observed by Peterson (1966). 
The Activation function of En' can activate a-mfflow) in the crown (top 
of the kernel), where it is normally Inactive. a-mCflow) conditions a 
high spotting pattern in the gown (base of the kernel), while En' is 
active over the entire aleurone, but has a weak M signal, hence it 
yields a low mutation rate. In the absence of the Activation function, 
a kernel carrying a-mCflow) and En' would be expected to have heavy 
spotting in the gown of the kernel (due to the action of a-m(flow)) and 
low spotting in the crown (due to the action of En'). However, kernels 
with this genotype display dense spotting over the entire surface of the 
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kernel. This can be explained by activation of a-mfflow') in the crown 
by the Activation function of En'. 
2.8.2. The basis of the inactive phase 
Evidence of the basis of inactive phases comes from molecular 
studies of wx-m7 which undergoes phase variation. For example, it is 
known that the position and orientation of the As. element at wx-m7 are 
constant during changes of phase and cannot therefore explain the 
changes. Although these positional features do not vary neither does 
its size. Chomet and Dellaporta (1984) have however determined that 
when this Ac is in its inactive phase it is modified, probably by 
methylation. 
That the Activation function can activate, but only transiently, En 
elements that are in their inactive phase, supports a compositional 
basis for the inactive phases. 
2.8.3. The basis of the abilitv to undergo changes of chase 
Changes of phase are under genetic control and states of Spm can be 
isolated that vary in the frequency and timing of changes of phase 
(McClintock, 1961a). The ability to undergo changes of phase appears to 
be related to a compositional change rather than the position of a 
regulatory element (McClintock, 1958). The existence of the Activation 
function supports this statement. 
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However, Doerschug (1976) characterized a transposed Dt, originally 
designated Dt-TB and later designated Dtl-in-ac. which, coincident whith 
its transposition, acquired the ability to undergo phase variation. 
This finding would support a positional basis for phase variation. 
Additional support for the positional basis comes from molecular studies 
of wx-m7 and wx-m9. Both arose by the insertion of identical Ac 
elements. However, only wx-m7 exhibits phase variation (Chapter 2.8.5). 
Hence, if methylation is the key to phase variation both position 
and composition could play a role in transient methylation of regulatory 
elements, 
2.8.4. Changes of phase in response to the cellular environment 
Some changes of phase are triggered by signals from the cellular 
environment. One example is an inactive Spm which only reverts to 
activity in tillers and not in main stalks (McClintock, 1965b). Two 
similar states of En have been isolated by Peterson (1966). They are 
similar because they exhibit tissue-specific phase variation. The 
first, a-m(flow). resides at the 4 locus, and arose as a derivative of 
En-dense. a-m(flow) is in its active phase in the gown and in an 
inactive phase in the crown. This results in a mutation-free crown 
area. That it is a trans-active component that is responsible for the 
mutation-free crown (rather than a substrate-related condition), can be 
seen by the fact that a-mCflow). in conjunction with an independent En. 
conditions a fully spotted kernel. Tests with a-ml. which can record S 
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signals, have demonstrated that the S function is also not functional in 
the crown. An interesting feature of a-mfflow^ is that it can give rise 
to states which, like its progenitor a-m(dense'). no longer respond to 
the kernel environment, i.e., they are always active (Peterson, 1966). 
The second state. En-crown, is independent of the A locus, but its 
action can be recorded against a-mfr) where it produces spots on the 
crown of the kernel but few in the gown. Tests have demonstrated that 
both the M and S functions are off in the gown. 
These two states can complement each other, inasmuch as an a-m 
(flow) in conjunction with En-crown yields a dense pattern over the 
entire surface of the kernel (Peterson, 1966). 
Schwartz (1960) isolated a c-m allele that is autonomously 
controlled by an as yet unidentified system. This mutable allele 
exhibits phase variation. Mutability is "shut-off" in the sporophyte at 
fertilization. It commences again at a genetically predetermined point 
in the life cycle. This behavior appears identical to that of Ac2 
(Dempsey, 1985). 
Dtl-in-ac enters aleurone tissue in its inactive state, but often 
undergoes changes to activity. This results in sectors of spotting. 
However, in scutellum tissue Dtl-in-ac is always in its active state 
(Doerschug, 1976). Dt4-crown, isolated by Doerschug (1973), is active 
only in the crown of kernels and not in the base. In contrast, Uq-13 
(Uq-flow) is active only in the basal portions of the kernel and not in 
the crown (Pereira and Peterson, 1985). 
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2.8.5. Changes of phase in systems other than En 
Like En, Dt, Ug and Ac elements can exhibit phase variation. 
Examples of phase variation of Dt, Ug, and Ac have already been 
discussed. Here it only need be pointed out that phase variation among 
the systems differs somewhat. Because there is no Activation function 
in the Ac system, the introduction of an active Ac into the same genome 
as an inactive Ac (at wx-m7) does not activate the inactive i.e., it 
does not contribute to Ac dosage. The inactive ^  behaves like a Ds 
element until it changes phase back to an active mode. 
2.9. Distribution of Transposable Elements 
With the notable exception of the P-w allele which carries an Ac 
(Ma) insert and which is present in many tribal corns, genetically 
active ^  elements do not appear to be widely distributed. Barclay and 
Brink (1954) did not uncover M in 28 lines from North and South 
America. More recent tests have demonstrated that Ac is absent from the 
BSSS (Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic) populations and from a number 
commercial inbred lines (Peschke et al., 1985; Peterson, 1986a; Peterson 
and Salamini, 1986). Ac2. a genetic variant of Ac, is present in 
Rhoades' high knob stock (Dempsey, 1985). 
In contrast, about 40 bands are detected when the entire Ac 
sequence is used as a probe (Geiser et al., 1982; Fedoroff et al., 
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1983). However, only five to ten bands are detected with a centric Ac 
probe (Fedoroff et al., 1983). A Dsl probe will detect 30-40 bands in a 
variety of maize lines and teosinte (Sutton et al., 1984; Dellaporta and 
Wessler, 1984) and 20 bands in Tripsacum (Sachs et al., 1983). However, 
unlike homologous sequences, these Dsl homologous sequences do not 
appear to transpose even when Ac is present (Peacock et al., 1984). The 
centric portion of Ds2 detects 6-12 bands (Merckelbach and Starlinger, 
1986). 
Unlike Ac, genetically active En elements appear in many diverse 
tribal corns and genetic stocks. This was first suggested by the fact 
that En arose in a line not closely related to the stocks in which 
McGlintock uncovered Som (Peterson, 1965). Additional evidence was 
provided by Gonella and Peterson (1975) who found ^  in five of 23 lines 
from Boliva, Columbia, Mexico and Venezuela. In addition they (Gonella 
and Peterson, 1976) found a weak Eg in Cuna tribal maize and Peterson 
(1986a) uncovered En in two other tribal lines (Quaw Paw and KIOWA). 
Brawn (1966) isolated En(Spm) from a Peruvian accession. 
Although Phillips et al. (1986) uncovered an Spm/En in stocks 
originally provided by Northrup King Company, En does not appear to be 
widely distributed in breeding populations, including the various cycles 
of BSSS, and commercial inbred lines (Peterson and Salamini, 1986; 
Peterson 1953b, 1953c, 1986a) 
Like Ac, En-homologous DNA sequences are more prevalent than 
genetically active elements. All regions of En-1 used as probes by 
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Pereira et al. (1985) are repetitive in the maize genome (50 or more 
copies). En-homologous sequences are present in all tested members of 
the genus Zea but absent from the genomes of two related genera 
(Pereira, 1986). 
The standard recessive a allele found by Emerson (1918) behaves 
exactly like the a-dt allele later uncovered by Rhoades (1936); that is, 
although the a allele uncovered by Emerson was thought to be stable, its 
Dt-receptive nature was revealed after it was exposed to Dt (Rhoades, 
1938). It is possible that the Rhoades allele (1936) was a reisolate of 
the allele first described by Emerson (1918) (P.A. Peterson, Iowa State 
University, Ames lA). In any event, Dt must not be widely distributed 
among genetic stocks because the a allele uncovered by Emerson in 1918 
behaved as a stable until Rhoades exposed it to Dt from Black Mexican 
Sweet. Presumably the a allele was exposed to a number of different 
genetic backgrounds in the course of genetic studies. If any of these 
backgrounds had contained Dt mutability would have appeared. 
Although not common in tribal lines either, some tests have found 
Dt in an occasional line. Nuffer (1955a) used his a-mdt allele to 
screen 98 maize lines from 12 countries in Central and South America. 
Only two of the lines were found to contain Dt. Dt2 was found in a line 
from Brazil and Dt3 was found in a line from the Peruvian coast. 
Gonella and Peterson (1976) found Dt in Cuna tribal maize from Columbia. 
However, Rhoades (1938) tested an unspecified number of maize lines and 
found Dt only in Black Mexican Sweet. 
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Dt is not prevalent in breeding material either. Peterson and 
Salamini (1986) did not find Dt in the BSSS populations or inbred lines 
derived from them. 
Ug is present in a variety of a genetic lines and transposable 
element tester stocks, but absent in others (Peterson and Friedemann, 
1983; Friedemann, 1981; Pereira and Peterson, 1985). Although found in 
the BSSS populations (Peterson and Salamini, 1986) it is not present in 
BSSS-derived inbred lines (Peterson and Salamini, 1986) or any other 
commercial inbreds that have been tested (Peterson and Friedemann, 1983; 
Friedemann, 1981; Pan and Peterson, 1986). 
Although Montanelli et al. (1984) found Bg in 12/119 maize 
varieties from Italy, Chili, Morocco and Japan, it is not present in the 
BSSS populations or inbreds derived from them. 
Mu elements (DNA sequences homologous to Mul) are present in low 
copy number (1-3) in non-Mutator inbred lines (Chandler et al,, 1985). 
These elements are modified and presumably inactive but are nearly 
identical to Mul at the restriction map level (Taylor et al., 1986). In 
contrast numerous active Mu elements are present in Mutator stocks 
(Bennetzen, 1984). 
Less extensive tests have been performed on the distribution of 
three other systems Feu. Mrh. and Mut. Feu has been found only in Cuna 
maize where is was first discovered. It is not present in the BSSS 
populations, inbred lines derived from them (Peterson and Salamini, 
1986),or Mutator stocks (Robertson and Mascia, 1981; Scheffler, 1986). 
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Mrh is present both in the High Loss population from which it was first 
recovered (Rhoades and Dempsey, 1982) and several of the BSSS 
populations but not in BSSS-derived inbred lines (Peterson and Salamini, 
1986). The distribution of Mut has not been tested. 
Because no receptor for the regulatory element at c2-m3 has been 
isolated, tests for the distribution of this element can not be 
performed. 
As a generalization, genetically active regulatory elements appear 
more frequently in tribal corns, genetic stocks and even breeding 
populations than in commercial inbred lines. One hypothesis to explain 
this phenomenon is that the homogeneity sought by breeders in the 
development of inbred lines selects against active transposable elements 
(Peterson and Salamini, 1986). 
In contrast to the results from tests for the distribution of 
genetically active transposable elements, transposable-element-
homologous DNA sequences appear to be prevalent in all lines tested. 
This difference can be accounted for in two ways. First, many of the 
transposable-element-homologous DNA sequences may represent receptors, 
which would not be uncovered in the genetic tests, and second, many of 
these sequences may be inactive forms of transposable elements. This 
hypothesis is reasonable because transposable elements can be activated 
in many lines that previously lacked active elements. This subject will 
be addressed next. 
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2.10. Activation of Transposable Elements 
McClintock outlined the Genome Stress Hypothesis in her Nobel Prize 
acceptance speech (McClintock, 1984) and elsewhere (McClintock, 1978). 
This hypothesis has also been reviewed by Freeling (1984). Briefly, the 
premise of this hypothesis is that genomes have within them the capacity 
to respond to "shocks" that threaten their very survival. These 
"shocks" can be of several sorts including conditions or agents that 
cause chromosome breakage (McClintock, 1984), infection with an RNA 
virus (Mottinger et al., 1984a, 1984b; Friedemann and Peterson, 1982), 
wide hybridization (Mangelsdorf, 1958) or tissue culture (Peschke et 
al., 1985). According to the Stress Hypothesis, one of the responses of 
a "shocked" genome is the mobilization previously "silent" transposable 
elements. The action of these newly activated transposable elements 
would then restructure the genome. There is no suggestion that this 
restructure is in any way directed, but like any mutants some of the 
reorganized genomes would be expected to lead to increased fitness. 
This restructuring can occur at various levels, from a change of a few 
nucleotides (Saedler and Nevers, 1985) to gross rearrangments of 
chromosomes (McClintock, 1978) and may eventually lead to speciation. 
Although Ds arose in a line that had undergone the BFB cycle, the 
most extensive evidence for the Genome Shock Hypothesis comes from 
attempts to activate Dt. McClintock hypothesized that the BFB cycle may 
have activated Ds. In order to test whether the BFB cycle could 
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activate another transposable element, Dt, McClintock (1950a) inter­
crossed plants carrying a-dt. Neither parent carried JDt, hence, no 
mutability would be expected in the progeny kernels unless Dt was 
activated. The male parent in this cross carried an inverted 
duplication of chromosome 9s that would be expected to initiate BFB 
cycles in more than half of the resulting kernels. Fifteen kernels from 
95 ears exhibited somatic sectoring for Dt activity, demonstrating that 
Dt was activated in these crosses. In a later experiment (McClintock, 
1951b) 117 kernels with one or more spot were recovered from a 
population of over 93,000. More than one spot was present on 24/117 
kernels. In 23/24 kernels mutability was restricted to spotted sectors. 
Spots were well distributed over the entire surface of 1/24. However, 
Dt was not present in the plant derived from this kernel. Hence, no 
germinal activations were recovered from these crosses. In the control 
for this experiment, which involved the same cross, but in which the 
male had normal chromosome constitutions, only one kernel expressed any 
Dt activity, and this kernel exhibited only a single spot. It therefore 
appears likely that the Dt activations recovered from this experiment 
were a consequence of the BFB cycle. 
Doerschug (1973) in an experiment similar to that conducted by 
McClintock was able to isolate 250 somatic sectors of Dt activity out of 
154,422 kernels, but more interestingly he was also able to rescue two 
germinal activations, designated Dt4-crown and Dt5. Although Dt5 
behaves similarly to Dtl. Dt4-crown exhibits phase variation. It is 
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interesting to note that although chromosome breaks were occurring on 
9s, and Dt5 arose on 9s, Dt4-crown is not on this arm, 
Dempsey (1985) was able to activate &c in a test using the same 
stocks as did McClintock (1950a, 1951b) and Doerschug (1973). 
Bianchi et al. (1970) were able to activate both Ac and Spm in 
plants undergoing the BFB cycle. The ^  element was located on the 
chromosome involved in the cycle, while the Spm element was activated 
elsewhere in the genome. 
Neuffer (1966) observed somatic induction of both Dt and Spm 
activity in kernels derived from pollen treated with X-rays and UV 
irradiation. UV irradiation was more effective and gave a rate of 
approximately one induction per 1000 kernels. Both of these treatments 
are known to cause chromosome breaks. 
There is suggestive evidence that the stresses involved in tissue 
culture can active transposable elements. Peschke et al. (1985) have 
observed three independent origins of active Ac elements in plants 
regenerated from immature-embryo-derived cell lines of the inbred A188 
or crosses of this line with two other inbreds, Oh43 and B73. It could 
be determined that ^  arose in culture because the plants which gave 
rise to the cell lines did not themselves carry active Ac. This 
activation following tissue culture conditions, which has been shown to 
cause chromosome breaks, ties in well with McClintock's observations 
(1946) that transposable elements are often activated in plants involved 
in the BFB cycle. However, from this limited study which did not have a 
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control, it is impossible to draw conclusions regarding the ability of 
tissue culture conditions to activate transposable elements. 
Transposable elements can themselves stimulate the activation of 
additional elements. Fedoroff (1986) has reported on the activation of 
Spm-s elements in stocks carrying Som-w. This process is dependent on 
the presence of Som-w because it does not occur when Spm-w is absent and 
may represent another trans-active function of Spm. This phenomenon 
occurs at a rate 100 times that of the control. Two germinal 
activations of Spm were recovered in lines that did not carrying any Spm 
elements. However the frequency of this phenomenon was quite low 
(2/100,000). 
Pan and Peterson (1986) have observed numerous instances of somatic 
activation of Ug. This activation is observed when commercial inbred 
lines, that do not carry Ug, are crossed by a-ruo. Apparently some 
factor in the inbred lines is involved in this activation process 
because somatic activation was not observed in the a-ruo stocks prior to 
their being crossed to the inbred lines. 
In addition to regulatory elements, modifiers of excision can also 
be activated. Fedoroff (1986) has reported the activation of Modifier 
elements and Rst and En-malt arise at high rates in lines carrying 
certain c-m alleles (Reddy and Peterson, 1983; Peterson, 1976a). 
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.1. Gene Symbols 
Description and phenotvpe 
A dominant allele of one of the complementary loci 
necessary for anthocyanin synthesis in the aleurone 
(chromosome 3L). 
A stable, recessive allele of A. Conditions colorless 
aleurone regardless of the presence or absence of all 
known regulatory elements. 
Activator-a regulatory element that induces mutability at 
Ac-responsive alleles. Ac in association with Ds can 
cause chromosome breaks (Type I events) or excisions of 
the Ds element (Type II events) (McClintock, 1946, 1948). 
A Dt-responsive, recessive allele of A. In the absence 
of jDt, the aleurone is colorless. In the presence of Dt, 
colored spots are expressed on a colorless background 
(Rhoades, 1936). 
An En-controlled, autonomously mutable allele of A 
(Peterson, 1953b, 1956). 
An unstable allele of A derived from Mutator (Robertson, 
1985). This allele contains a 1.4 kb Mul-like insert 
(O'Reilly et al., 1985). 
An Spm(En)-responsive, recessive allele of A (a-ml 5719A1 
(Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1985). In the absence of 
Spm(En). the aleurone is pale. In the presence of 
Spm(En), colored spots are expressed on a colorless 
background (McClintock, 1954). 
An En(Spm)-responsive, recessive allele of A. In the 
absence of En(Spm). the aleurone is colorless. In the 
presence of EnfSpm), colored spots are expressed on a 
colorless background (Peterson, 1953b, 1956). 
An Mrh-responsive. recessive allele of A. In the absence 
of Mrh. the aleurone is colorless. In the presence of 
Mrh. colored spots are expressed on a colorless 
background (Rhoades and Dempsey, 1982, 1983). 
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A Ug-responsive, recessive allele of In the absence 
of Ug, the aleurone is colorless. In the presence of Ug, 
colored spots are expressed on a colorless background 
(Friedemann and Peterson, 1982). 
Bergamo-a regulatory element that induces mutability at 
Bg- responsive alleles such as o2-m(r) (Salamini, 1980, 
1981). 
A dominant allele of one of the complementary loci 
necessary for purple anthocyanin pigmentation of the 
aleurone (chromosome 9s). 
A dominant allele resulting from the reversion of bz-rcv. 
Conditions full color (wild-type phenotype). 
A stable, fully colored revertant from bz-m4 (Dooner, 
1982) which retains the extremely reduced crossover rate 
in the Sh-Bz interval (nearly zero). 
An allele resulting from the reversion of bz-rcv. 
Conditions pale. 
A stable, recessive allele of Bz. Conditions bronze 
aleurone and plant tissue. Anthers of bz/bz plants 
fluoresce under UV irradiation (Coe and Neuffer, 1977). 
An Ac-responsive, recessive allele of Bz. In the absence 
of the aleurone is bronze. In the presence of Ac. 
colored spots are expressed on a bronze background. Also 
written as - bz-m4 to indicate the deficiency of Sh-
homologous DNA, which results in a shrunken endosperm 
(McClintock, 1956). The rate of crossover in the Sh-Bz 
is much less than normal (Dooner, 1981). The bz-m4 used 
in this study is a derivative allele, bz-m4D6856 which 
was obtained from H. Dooner. 
The initial isolate of a two-element mutable system. A 
receptor element, rev, responsive to the regulatory 
element C%, resides at the ^  locus. bz-m805137-bz-rcv. 
A mutable ^  allele derived from a Mutator population. 
A stable W allele derived from a Mutator population. 
An Mut-responsive, recessive allele of Bz. In the 
absence of Mut, the aleurone is bronze. In the presence 
of Mut, colored spots are expressed on a bronze 
background (Rhoades and Dempsey, 1982, 1983). 
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bz-nCrcv) 
bz-rcv 
bz-rcv* 
bz-rcv# 
bz-rcvfosh') 
C - I  
Gjr 
A nonresponsive allele, A derivative of bz-rcv which 
conditions a stable bronze phenotype. Does not respond 
to C^. 
A Cv-responsive. recessive allele of Bz, In the absence 
of C%, the aleurone and plant tissue is bronze. In the 
presence of colored spots are expressed on a bronze 
background (Photograph 4,4,1), Anthers from plants with 
and without fluoresce under UV irradiation. 
The receptor element present in tissue expressing 
exceptional spotting pattern. Arose from a proe-J 
allele, 
an an 
g-bz-rcv 
A bz-rcv that is unique in terms of behavior or origin. 
Defined in context, 
bz-rcv(origlnal standard high'). The state present on the 
confirmation ear and, in the absence of changes of state, 
carried by progeny from the confirmation ear. This state 
conditions a high spotting pattern (Photograph 4.1.IB) in 
the presence of a strong Cv. 
A dominant allele of one of the complementary loci 
necessary for anthocyanin production in the aleurone 
(chromosome 9s, five map units distal to Bz'). 
A dominant inhibitor of anthocyanin production in the 
aleurone. An allele of Ç. Conditions colorless 
aleurone, 
Cvcler-a regulatory element that induces mutability at 
Cv-responsive alleles, such as bz-rcv and vp-rcv. Active 
Cv elements trigger mutability at bz-rcv. as opposed to 
inactive which would have Cy-homologous DNA 
sequences, but would lack Cj; activity. Active Cv 
elements can be either strong or weak. Strong Cv 
elements condition a high-spotted pattern. Weak Cv 
elements condition a low spotting pattern (Schnable and 
Peterson 1986). Throughout this report C% designates 
one or more Cy elements, each of which is generally in 
the heterozygous state. 
The Cjr element(s) present in tissue expressing an 
exceptional spotting pattern and all C^ elements derived 
from such tissue. Arose from a prog-Cv. 
A C% that is unique in terms of behavior or origin. 
Defined in context. 
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Cv:Mu A Ç% element isolated from a Mutator stock. 
C2 A dominant allele of one of the complementary loci 
necessary for anthocyanin production in the aleurone 
(chromosome 4s). 
c2 A stable, recessive allele of Ç2. Conditions colorless 
aleurone regardless of the presence or absence of all 
known regulatory elements. 
c2-m3 An autonomously mutable allele of c2, i.e., the 
regulatory element is at the locus. The regulatory 
element at c2-m3 is not homologous to any of the 
described systems. Colored sectors on a colorless 
aleurone. No responsive alleles have been identified for 
this system. 
Ds A receptor element responsive to Ac. In the presence of 
Ac chromosome breaks occur at Ds (Type I events) and/or 
Ds excises (Type II events) (McClintock, 1946, 1948). 
Dt Dotted-a regulatory element that induces mutability at 
Dt-responsive alleles, such as a-dt (Rhoades, 1936). 
En Enhancer-a regulatory element that induces mutability at 
En(Stim)- responsive alleles, such as a-m(r') (Peterson, 
1953). Functionally homologous to Spm (Peterson, 1965). 
Feu Factor Cuna-a regulatory element that induces mutability 
at Feu-responsive alleles, such as rcu (Gonella and 
Peterson, 1977). 
Mrh A regulatory element that induces mutability at Mrh-
responsive alleles, such as a-mrh (Rhoades and Dempsey, 
1982, 1983). 
Mut A regulatory element that induces mutability at Mut-
responsive alleles, such as bz-mut (Rhoades and Dempsey, 
1982, 1983). 
(Robertson's) 
Mutator A mutator system which increases the mutation rate 50-
fold. It is both male and female transmissible in a non-
Mendelian fashion; 90% of progeny exhibit Mutator 
activity (Roberston, 1978). Mutator stocks contain 
multiple copes of mobile Mu elements related to the 1.4 
kb Mul element cloned from a mutable adhl allele 
recovered in a Mutator stock (Bennetzen et al., 1984). 
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02 A dominant allele of a locus that regulates zein 
synthesis. Vitreous/flinty (nonopaque) endosperm 
(chromosome 7s). 
o2-m(r) A Be-responsive. recessive allele of 02. In the absence 
of Bg, the endosperm is opaque. In the presence of Bg, 
vitreous sectors are expressed in an opaque endosperm 
(Salamini, 1980). 
prog-bz-rcv Progenitor bz-rcv. The bz-rcv allele that gave rise to a 
bz-rcv*. 
prog-Cv Progenitor Cv. The element(s) that gave rise to a Cv* 
element. 
P-rr A dominant allele of a locus necessary for pigmented 
pericarp and cob (chromosome Is). 
P-ww A recessive allele of the P locus. Conditions colorless 
pericarp and white cob. 
P-wr A recessive allele of the P locus. Conditions colored 
pericarp and white cob. 
pg-m An En-controlled (Peterson, 1960), autonomously mutable 
allele of G2 (Whalen, 1983). Conditions dark green 
stripes on pale green leaves (chromosome 3, position 
undetermined). 
R A dominant allele of one of the complementary loci 
necessary for anthocyanin synthesis in the aleurone 
(chromosome lOL). 
r A stable, recessive allele of R. Conditions colorless 
aleurone regardless of the presence or absence of all 
known regulatory elements. 
rel-bz-rcv Related bz-rcv. A bz-rcv allele closely related to prog-
bz-rcv. 
rel-Cv Related Cv. A Çx closely related to proe-Cv. 
rcu An Fcu-responsive. recessive allele of R. In the absence 
of Feu, the aleurone is variably, pigmented (dilute). In 
the presence of Feu, colored sectors are expressed on a 
variably dilute background (Gonella and Peterson, 1977). 
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r-g A stable, recessive allele of R. Colorless aleurone and 
plant regardless of the presence or absence of all known 
regulatory elements. 
Sh A dominant allele of the locus that codes for sucrose 
synthetase. Conditions a nonshrunken (round) endosperm 
(chromosome 9s, 2 map units distal to Bz)• 
sh A stable recessive allele of Sh. Conditions shrunken 
endosperm. 
Spm Supressor-Mutator-a regulatory element induces mutability 
at Spm(En)-responsive alleles, such as a-ml (McClintock, 
1954). Functionally homologous to En (Peterson, 1965). 
std-bz-rcv A bz-rcv allele in a standard bz-rcv line. 
Vp A dominant allele of a locus necessary for anthocyanin 
production in the aleurone and for kernel dormancy. 
Conditions colored aleurone and dormant embryo 
(chromosome 3L). 
VP-rev A Cv-responsive. recessive allele of the locus. 
Conditions vivipary. In the absence of the aleurone 
is colorless. In the presence of Cy colored spots are 
expressed on a colorless background (Scheffler and 
Peterson, 1985). 
Wx A dominant allele of a locus involved in starch 
biosynthesis. Conditions starchy endosperm (chromosome 
9s, 28 map units proximal to ^). 
wx A stable, recessive allele of %. Conditons a waxy 
endosperm regardless of the presence or absence of all 
known regulatory elements. 
Yg A dominant allele which conditions full green seedling 
color (chromosome 9s, 24 map units distal to Bz). 
yg A stable recessive allele of the Yg locus. Conditions 
yellow-green seedlings. 
3.2. Terminology 
a-matrix A background of fine (usually single cell) spots (see 
Photograph 4.4.2). 
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a-spotting 
Autonomously 
mutable 
b-spotting 
Confirmation 
ear 
Control 
ear 
Coarse 
spotting 
Clusters 
Colored 
revertant 
Crown 
spotting 
c-spotting 
Dense 
spotting 
Double 
pollination 
Exceptional 
pattern 
Fine-high 
Fine spotting. Spots generally consist of between 1 and 
15 cells (Photograph 3.2). 
An allele is autonomously mutable when a regulatory 
element resides at the locus. In such instances 
mutability is inherited as a single factor. 
Between fine and coarse spotting. Spots generally 
consist of between 16-60 cells (Photograph 3.2). 
The ear resulting from the testcross of an exceptional 
kernel which arose in an isolation plot (Peterson, 1978). 
For the exceptional kernel 80 5137, the confirmation ear 
is 80 5137/5621 (Table 4.1.1). 
An ear resulting from the testcross of a kernel which has 
the progenitor spotting phenotype and is a sib to a 
kernel having an exceptional pattern (Figures 3.10-3.12). 
Spotting of greater size that b-spotting. 
Small sectors of high spotting on a low-spotted kernel. 
Bz'. A stable (generally) derivative of bz-rcv. 
Conditions a fully colored or pale aleurone. 
Mutability restricted to the top of the kernel; the 
base (gown) of such a kernel is nonspotted (Peterson, 
1966). This is the opposite of flow spotting. 
Coarse spotting. Spots generally consist of 
substantially more than 60 cells. 
A rate of spotting greater than 9. A kernel with dense 
spotting looks almost fully colored at its crown. The 
bronze background is usually evident at the base of the 
kernel. 
A controlled pollination technique whereby two distinct 
pollen sources are used as male on one female. 
A spotting pattern that differs from the expected (the 
progenitor). 
Refers to the spotting pattern produced by frequent late 
mutations. 
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Fine-low Refers to the spotted pattern produced by infrequent late 
mutations. 
First-
generation 
Flow Pattern 
High spotting 
Low spotting 
Medium 
spotting 
Multiple 9s 
gene loss 
phenomenon 
Mutator 
activity 
Near-
Mendelian 
inheritance 
Non-
autonomous ly 
mutable 
Nonresponsive 
allele 
Percent 
spotted 
Plants derived from kernels drawn from the confirmation 
ear. 
Mutability restricted to the base of the kernel; the 
crown of such a kernel is nonspotted (Peterson, 1966). 
This is the opposite of crown spotting. 
A spotting rate of 7-9 (Photograph 3.2). 
A spotting rate of 1-3 (Photograph 3.2). 
A spotting rate of 4-6 (Photograph 3.2). 
Results in the loss of at least three markers on 
chromosome 9s (Ç, Sh, Bz)• Likely the result of 
chromosome breakage with a breakpoint near Wx. First 
uncovered in a bz-rcv stock. Abbreviated M9GLP. The 
M9GLP break point is abbreviated as M9GLPBP, 
Assayed by outcrossing a plant, selfing 50 of its 
outcross progeny, and performing a seedling test on 50 
kernels from each of the 50 selfed ears. The appearance 
of new seedling mutants indicates the presence of Mutator 
activity. 
Inheritance is usually Mendelian, with rare 
deviations as a result of Cy; transposition, 
replication (or activation), or loss of activity. 
An allele is nonautonomously mutable when a receptor 
resides at the locus. In such instances mutability is 
inherited as a two-factor trait; the presence of both the 
receptor and an independently segregating regulatory 
element are required for mutability. 
bz-n(rcv). A stable derivative of bz-rcv that no longer 
responds to the transactive function of C%. Conditions a 
bronze aleurone. 
Refers to 100 X spotted round kernels/total round, unless 
otherwise noted. 
Progenitor 
pattern 
The pattern conditioned by a state of bz-rcv or Cy which 
has given rise to a derivative state. 
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Primary 
change of 
state 
A change of state from the original high or strong 
isolate of bz-rcv or to a lower or weaker state. 
Primary 
family 
Rare low 
Receptor 
element 
Regulatory 
element 
Secondary 
change of 
state 
All plants descended from a single first-generation 
plant. 
A spotting rate of 1-2 (Photograph 3.2). Poorly 
penetrant, spotting fewer than the expected number of 
kernels on an ear have spots. 
Elements such as rug. 1  and rev which alter gene 
function in cis. In the presence of the appropriate 
regulatory element, receptor elements can excise. 
Elements such as Dt, Ua, En, and C% which elicit the 
excision or alteration of receptor elements in trans 
often resulting in a restoration of gene function. 
A change of state derived from a primary change of state. 
Second-
generation 
Sib cross 
Spotted 
Spotting 
pattern 
Testcross 
Two-element 
control 
Plants grown from kernels collected from a first-
generation ear. 
A cross between two individuals derived from a single 
ear. 
Unless otherwise noted usually refers to high spotting. 
The size, frequency and tissue specificity of spots 
on an individual kernel expressing mutability for one of 
the several complementary loci necessary for color 
production in the aleurone. In this paper, spotting 
patterns are designated on a scale consisting of a number 
from 1 to 9 which indicates the spotting frequency 
(1-single spot/kernel, 9-heavily spotted kernel) and a 
letter a, b, or c, which indicates the spot size, c being 
the largest (Photograph 3.2). 9b and 3-5b are equivalent 
to fine-high and fine-low, respectively (Schnable and 
Peterson, 1986). 
In this study, a cross on or by sh bz/sh bz. 
Nonautonomously mutable. 
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Type I A ratio in which the frequency of spotted kernels is 
aberrant significantly less than the expectation for the 
ratio segregation of a single Cj element. 
Type II A ratio in which the frequency of spotted kernels lies 
aberrant between the expectation for the segregation of one and 
ratio two but is significantly different from both of 
these expectations. 
Type I A mutation which occurred only in one or both of the 
discordant polar nuclei and not in the egg. Such an event leads to 
event a Type I discordant kernel, which when planted produces a 
Type I discordant individual which then yields a Type I 
discordant ear. 
Type II A mutation which occurred only in the egg or in the 
discordant sporophyte prior to ear initiation and not in either of 
event the polar nuclei. Such an event leads to a Type II 
discordant kernel, which when planted produces a Type II 
discordant individual which then yields a Type II 
discordant ear. 
Type I 
events 
Chromosome breaks that occur at Ds in the presence 
of 
Type II 
events 
Ds excisions that occur in the presence of Ac. 
Validation 
ear 
Verification 
ear 
An ear resulting from either the First or Second 
Validation Test and which either validates or rules out a 
putative high-spotted revertant. Validate means to 
confirm that the high-spotted phenotype is the result of 
a genetic change and not the result of contamination. 
An ear which confirms the heritability of a putative 
change of state. 
3.3. Inbreds, Lines and Testers 
Inbreds 
CC5 Is equivalent to W23, an inbred selection out of Golden 
Glow (W.A. Russell, Iowa State University, Ames, lA, 
personal communication) 
1205 An inbred selection out of lodent (Jenkins, 1936). 
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L289 An inbred selection out of Lancaster Surecrop 
(Jenkins, 1936). 
L317 An inbred selection out of Lancaster Surecrop 
(Jenkins, 1936). 
W22 An inbred line developed at Wisconsin from the second 
cycle of a cross between 25 (Wisconsin origin) and BIO, 
which were developed from Golden Glow and BSSS (Iowa 
Stiff Stalk Synthetic), respectively. (A. Hallauer, Iowa 
State University, Ames, lA, personal communication) 
W23 An inbred line developed at Wisconsin from Golden 
Glow (Jenkins, 1936) 
Noninbred Lines and Testers 
Aet A line homozygous dominant for all the genes necessary 
for colored aleurone. 
a-o Line homozygous for a, Ç ,  Ç2, R. Contains no En. 
Contains no Ua, if so stated. 
bz-rcv See standard bz-rcv. 
C-I Ds A line homozygous for C-I. Ds. A. A2. C2. R. In the the 
presence of breaks occur at Ds on chromosome 9s, 
resulting in the loss of C-I. 
Line C A selection from the color converted W22 developed by 
R.A. Brink. 
Mutator- A line which is descended from a plant expressing the 
derived Mutator phenomenon. 
sh bz Any of several lines homozygous for bz, sh. A, A2., Ç, C2. 
R and which do not contain Cy. See Table 3.1 and Figure 
3.1. 
sh bz. Cv A line composed of plants derived from bronze shrunken 
nonspotted selections from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Cv X sh bz/sh bz. or a similar cross which includes 
both bz-rcv and C%. Plants within this line carry one or 
more Cjr in a heterozygous condition. The C% content of 
each plant was tested with a cross on/by bz-rcv. These 
lines can not be maintained via selfing because of the 
rapid loss of vigor in advanced generations. See Table 
3.2. 
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Standard A line homozygous for A, Ç ,  , Q 2 ,  _R and either 
bz-rcv homozygous or heterozygous (bz-rcv/bz) for bz-rcv. 
Contains no Çg. Standard bz-rcv lines are initiated with 
a bronze round nonspotted selection from the cross: Sh 
bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz. or a similar cross 
which includes both bz-rcv and Ç^. A standard bz-rcv 
line is established by crossing the bronze round 
nonspotted selection on/by to confirm that it carries 
bz-rcv and by selfing the selection or crossing it to sh 
bz to confirm that it does not carry Cg. A standard bz-
rcv line consists of the sibbed and selfed descendants of 
the nonspotted selection and crosses of the original 
nonspotted selection and its sibbed and selfed 
descendants on/by sh bz. See Table 3,3. 
Stock P A line homozygous for a, sh2. A2. C ,  Q 2 ,  R. Contains no 
En. Seed for this line is no longer available. 
TEL Transposable-element-laden population. Gave rise to bz-
population m805137. Contains the following transposable elements: 
Cy, En, Ua, ^  and Dt. See Table 3.4 for the origin of 
the population. 
Unconfirmed A line composed of plants grown from bronze round 
bz-rcv nonspotted selections from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
line C^ X sh bz/sh bz. or a similar cross. Plants within 
an unconfirmed bz-rcv line may not carry bz-rcv. i.e., 
they may be crossovers (Sh bz/sh bz') or nonresponsives 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz) or they may carry C^, i.e., the 
nonspotted phenotype of the selected kernels may have 
been the results of poor pentrance or C^ loss. 
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3.4. Abbreviations 
Abbreviation Meaning 
bz Bronze 
cl Colorless 
CI Colored 
d.f. Degrees of freedom 
k Kernel(s) 
M9GLP Multiple 9s gene loss phenomenon 
M9GLPBP Multiple 9s gene loss phenomenon break point 
nsp Nonspotted 
n.t. Not tested 
PC Possibly contaminated 
rd Round 
sh Shrunken 
sp Spotted 
spc Slight change of possible contamination 
w/ With 
wo/ Without 
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3.5. Linkage Map of Chromosome 9s 
The short arm of chromosome 9 carries a number of useful genetic 
markers (Figure 3.2). Three of the genes on this chromosome arm besides 
Bz affect the kernel endosperm or aleurone making them ideal markers for 
studies involving the Bz locus. 
3.6. Identification of a Plant 
The alphanumerical system used to identify individual plants and 
ears in this study is outlined in Figure 3.3. All kernels used to plant 
a row or a row subdivision were sibs (they were collected from the same 
ear) and shared a common phenotype. 
The identification system used on several of the plants in this 
study, e.g., those in the 83 I series, does not fit the pattern outlined 
above. This series consisted of several plants, e.g., I-lll, from the 
male rows of an isolation (I) plot. They are equivalent to row 83 9550. 
3.7. Presentation of Crosses and Genotypes 
Crosses can be indicated either by plant identification numbers or 
by genotypes. In both situations the female parent is always listed 
first. A slash (/) between two plant identification numbers designates 
the ear resulting from a cross between the two indicated plants. The 
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season of the male parent is always the same as the female parent and 
for that reason it is not listed in a cross. If two male parents are 
indicated, a double pollination was performed, i.e., pollen from two 
plants was applied to the silk of a single ear shoot. 
Because the genotypes involved in a cross must be presented and 
because some of these crosses were used repetitively throughout this 
study, they have been assigned cross numbers. The cross numbers and 
their associated genotypes are listed in Table 3.6. 
Genotypes are presented in the standard manner with one difference 
necessitated by the inclusion of transposable elements. The number of 
elements present in a plant often can not readily be determined. In 
such instances or Ac in a genotype designates one or more element. 
Linkage is indicated when only a single space is present between the 
element and a marker, e.g., Ac C-I Ds sh-m Bz/C sh bz. When the element 
is independent two spaces are included, e.g., Ac C-I Ds sh-m/C sh bz. 
When discussing a cross, if A is crossed on B, A is the male 
parent. If A is crossed ^  B, A is the female parent. If A is crossed 
with B, the direction of the cross has not been indicated. 
3.8. Source and Description of Materials 
In 1979 an isolation plot (Peterson 1978) was established by 
planting fully colored kernels from the TEL (transposable element laden) 
population as females. This population (63 1005/828) was developed by 
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crossing stocks carrying a-m (Peterson 1953b, 1956, 1961) by Line C 
(Table 3.4), The a-m allele arose in a line (Table 3.4) whose 
progenitors were exposed to the 'Able' atomic bomb explosion at the 
Bikini atoll on 1 July 1946 (Anderson, 1948 and Photograph 3.1). As 
best as can be determined, the a-m progenitor was "Lot A" (Anderson, 
1948), which was estimated to have received the equivalent of 15,000 r 
units of X-rays (Anderson et al., 1949). Because of the crossing 
stategy used to generate the TEL population, individuals within it are 
heterozygous for a-m (with En at the locus), and homozygous for Bz and 
Sh. A bz sh male parent was used in the isolation plot in order to 
expose changes at the Bz and Sh loci (cross 3.1). 
Out of a total of 4.15 x 10^ gametes, one new stable sh allele, and 
one mutable ^  allele were recovered. The latter was isolated as a 
single exceptional spotted bronze kernel from ear 79 6203-67 (Table 3.4) 
and has been designated bz-m805137. Crosses with a testers have 
demonstrated that bz-m805137 arose out of a gamete produced by the 
female parent of cross 3.1, which carried the A allele (data not shown). 
The TEL population and Cv-containing populations derived from bz-
m805137 have been used extensively in other isolation plots (Table 3.5). 
These plots have yielded a number of new mutant alleles at several 
different loci (Table 3.5). 
Characterization of bz-m805137 was initiated by Dr. P.A. Peterson 
at the Brunnier Farm, Ames, Iowa in the summer of 1980 and at a Hawaiian 
nursery in the winter of 1980-1981. Subsequent investigations were 
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conducted at those two locations, a winter nursery in Florida and in the 
greenhouses of the Department of Agronomy, Iowa State University, in 
Ames. 
Dr. D.S. Robertson, of the Department of Genetics, Iowa State 
University, generously provided Mutator lines and several Mutator-
derived bz-mus alleles. Contributors of stocks used in the survey of Cv 
distribution among diverse lines include Mark Millard of the North-
Central Regional USDA Plant Introduction Station in Ames who provided 
numerous Plant Introduction accessions and Dr. A.R. Hallauer of the 
Department of Agronomy, Iowa State University, who provided the inbred 
lines W117, WD and ND203. Additional lines used in the survery of Cv 
distribution and genetic marker stocks were provided by Dr. P.A. 
Peterson. 
3.9. Designation of Derivative Alleles 
The mutable allele bz-m805137 has given rise to numerous derivative 
alleles. These include changes of state, nonresponsives and colored 
revertants. Similarly, the original Cy elements in the exceptional 
kernel 80 5137 have given rise to derivative states. The derivative 
alleles arose as single exceptional kernels, ear and plant sectors and 
Type II discordant events. 
Derivative alleles that arise as single exceptions kernels are 
designated by the identification number of the plant grown from the 
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exceptional kernel. For example, bz-rcv824333v and Cv824328v arose as 
single exceptional kernels in which bz-rcv and Cj had undergone changes 
of state. Likewise bz-n(rcv)835305v-l and Bz'855^55u arose as 
exceptional kernels in which bz-rcv had undergone a change to a 
nonresponsive or a revertant allele. 
When the derivative allele arose as an ear or plant sector, the 
derivative allele is designated by the identification number of the 
female parent of the ear that bore the sector or by the female parent 
that contained the plant sector. This rule is followed unless the 
female plant was itself grown from an exceptional kernel. In this case 
the derivative allele is designated by the row in which exceptional 
kernels from the sector are first grown. 
When the derivative allele arose via a Type II discordant event, it 
is designated by the identification number of the discordant plant. 
3.10. Quantification of Spotting Patterns 
When first isolated bz-m805137 conditioned a high spotting pattern. 
The appearance of exceptional patterns necessitated the development of a 
scale to quantify the derivative spotting patterns. The derivative 
spotting patterns can be defined with three parameters : rate of 
spotting, size of spots and tissue specificity. The first parameter, 
rate of spotting, was scored on a scale of 1-9 (Photograph 3.2). On 
this scale, 1 has very few spots and 9 has many. A range, e.g., 4-5, is 
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often used to describe the spotting pattern on an ear or a kernel. This 
is necessary when heterogeneity for spotting rate is present on an ear 
or when the spotting rate lies between two classes. An additional 
descriptor, dense, means a very high spotting pattern (beyond 9). The 
crown of a kernel with dense spotting looks fully colored upon 
superficial examination. The second parameter, size of spots, was 
scored on a scale of a-c (Photographs 3.2 and 4.4.2). On this scale, a-
spots are fine and c-spots are coarse. If a range is given for this 
parameter it usually refers to a heterogenity for spot size on 
individual kernels. Tissue specificity was classified on a qualitative 
basis, e.g., crown-spotting. 
Additional descriptors have been used to describe spotting 
patterns. Among them are a-matrix (Photograph 4.4.2), low, medium, and 
high. Definitions for these terms can be found in Chapter 3.1. 
Several symbols have been used in the descriptions of spotting 
patterns. The symbol w/ is used in conjunction with clusters (somatic 
sectoring for high spotting. Photograph 4.4.IE) and other manifestations 
of mutability that do not fit well into the standard symbology described 
previously. For example, 4-5b w/9b refers to a medium pattern with 9b 
clusters. Additional information is provided by letters present 
following the w/, i.e., r (rare), 1 (late), f (frequent). Hence, 4-5b 
w/fl 9b or 4-5b w/r c-spotting refer to medium spotting patterns with 
frequent late (small) clusters of high spotting or rare c-spotting. 
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A slash (/) between two spotting patterns means that the pattern to 
the left is superimposed on the pattern to the right of the slash. For 
example 4-5b/9a refers to a medium pattern on a heavy a-matrix. 
3,11. Presentation of Results 
Results presented in the text are supplemented by tables, figures 
and photographs. These are identified by two or three numbers. In all 
instances, the first number refers to the associated chapter. If there 
are only two identifying numbers, the second number indicates the 
position of the table or figure within the chapter. For example, Table 
3.3 is the third table in Chapter 3 (Material and Methods). When there 
are three identifying numbers, the second number refers to the 
associated subchapter and the third number indicates the position within 
that subchapter. For example. Table 4.4.3 refers to the third table 
associated with subchapter 4 of Chapter 4 (Results). All tables, 
figures and photographs have been bound in the second volume of this 
dissertation. 
Tables are generally composed of data associated with one or more 
ears. The crosses which gave rise to these ears are indicated in the 
table. The origin of the kernel selections used to generate these 
crosses is either indicated in the table heading or a figure is 
mentioned which provides this information. Tabular data often include 
the number of kernels which express an indicated phenotype. With a few 
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exceptions, kernel counts are only provided for ears which contained at 
least 50 round kernels. A dash (-) indicates that a phenotype was not 
counted. In such instances a footnote indicates the approximate 
proportion of the total number of kernels which expressed this 
phenotype. 
Kernel selections made from an ear included in a table are 
indicated, as are tables and figures which provide information on the 
results of any crosses of the plants derived from these selections. The 
selected kernels and the row numbers of the resulting plants are 
identified with the same mark, e.g., # or ##. 
When a number of derivative alleles of the same type (receptor 
states, regulatory element states, nonresponsives, and revertants) are 
to be discussed, a summary table is provide which lists each of the 
alleles. These summary tables direct the reader to the tables and 
figures that are pertinent to a specific derivative allele. Cross 
numbers are often used in summary tables to identify genotypes. These 
cross numbers are identified in footnotes and have no relation to the 
crosses listed in Table 3.6. 
Most figures are flow diagrams which trace the pedigrees of 
derivative alleles or lines. It is possible to trace both backwards and 
forwards from these flow diagrams. To go backwards, turn to the figure 
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listed above a plant, cross or a phenotype. For example, the 
following entry in Figure 4.4.13: 
(Figure 4.4.12) 
81 2051-9/2138 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.1.12) 
indicates that the progenitors of 81 2051-9 can be found in Figure 
4.4,12). Because 81 2138 is a sh bz line, its progenitors can be found 
in Table 3.1. Progenitors of sh bz. sh bz Cv and bz-rcv lines can be 
found in Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. To go forward, turn to 
the figure listed below a plant, cross or a phenotype. For example, the 
following entry in Figure 4.4.12: 
81 2051-9 
(Figure 4.4.13) 
indicates that 81 2051-9 was carried forward into Figure 4.4.13. On 
occasions there is a generation or two of overlap between two figures. 
This permits a figure to be relatively self-contained. 
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The flow diagrams also direct the reader to the tables where 
results of crosses are presented. For example, the following entry in 
Figure 4.4.13: 
(Figure 4.4.12) 
81 2051-9/2138 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz") 
(Table 4.1.12) 
indicates that data on the cross between 81 2051-9 and 81 2138 can be 
found in Table 4.1.12. 
Flow diagrams which show the interrelationship of the various 
figures have been provided for some of the subchapters in Chapter 4 
which contain many figures. Similar flow diagrams have been provided 
for several of the subchapters of Chapter 4 which illustrate the 
interrelationships among the figures associated with derivatives within 
primary families. 
3.12. Analysis of Data 
Statisical analyses were performed with custom written programs 
(functions) in the APL language on an IBM AT computer. APL (version 
5.0) was supplied by STSC, Inc., 2115 East Jefferson Street, Rockville, 
Maryland 20852. In this language functions reside in workspaces. 
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Hence, in the following sections functions are identified as 
WORKSPACE/FUNCTION. All of the functions referred to in this chapter 
are listed in the appendix. 
3.12.1. Calculation of the percent spotted 
Percent spotted means (unless otherwise noted) percent of the round 
kernels on an ear that are spotted. This value is calculated as a 
simple percent, i.e., 100 times the number of spotted round kernels 
divided by total number of round kernels and can be performed with 
NEWCHI5/PERCENT (Function 6.10). 
3.12.2. Chi-sauare tests 
The goodness of fit Chi-square test (performed as described by 
Steel and Torrie, 1980) was used throughout this study to compare 
observed ratios to expected or theoretical ratios. If the calculated 
Chi-square value is larger than the tabular value (discussed in next 
paragraph), the observed ratio and the theoretical ratio are 
significantly different. Significantly different means that the 
observed ratio differs from the theoretical ratio more than would be 
predicted based on random fluctuations. 
The tabular Chi-square value is a function of the degrees of 
freedom and the confidence level. Depending on the circumstances, a 
confidence level of either 0.05 or 0.01 was used. Unless otherwise 
noted it can be assumed that the 0.05 level was used. 
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3.12.3. Estimation of the number of Cv segregating on an ear 
Goodness of fit Chi-square tests were used to estimate the number 
of C% segregating on an ear. The observed ratio of spotted to 
nonspotted kernels was tested against the 10 ratios expected if 1-10 
were segregating. The first five of these expected ratios are shown in 
Table 4.1.1B-C. Most analyses were performed using the segregation of 
spotting on round kernels only, i.e., the shrunken class was ignored. 
The analysis was performed with NEWCHI5/SUPERCHI (Function 6.12). 
Because the difference between two expected ratios is often not 
large (particularly when many C% are segregating), one observed 
segregation ratio may be not statistically different than more than one 
expected ratio. Therefore, it is not always possible to determine how 
many Cy were segregating on a given ear. In these instances the number 
of Cy segregating is given as a range, e.g., 5-10. Because the observed 
ratios were not tested against the expected ratios for 11 or more Cv. 
when a range includes 10 Cy, the expected ratio may not be statistically 
different than the expectation for 11 or more Cv. 
Because the problem of one obseirved ratio fitting more than one 
theoretical ratio becomes more acute as the number of kernels used to 
establish the observed ratio decreases, this estimation procedure was 
not performed on ears with less than 50 round kernels. 
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3.12.4. Homogeneity of data 
Data were tested for homogeneity using the Chi-square Homogeneity 
Test as described by Steele and Torrie (1980) and the function 
CYLOSS/HOMOGEN (Function 6,4.). 
3.12.5. Calculation of confidence limits 
Confidence limits were calculated based on the number of A's and 
not-A's in a sample of size N (A + not-A). It is 95% certain that the 
true rate of the occurrence of A is within the established limits. For 
A not equal to zero, limits were calculated from Tables 5-6 of Mainland 
et al., 1956. Interpolation within these tables was performed as 
described in the text accompanying these tables. Interpolation in Table 
5 was performed via CYL0SS3/INTERP (Function 6.5). Interpolation in 
Table 6 was performed via the functions CYLOSS3/INTERP3 (Function 6.6) 
and CYLOSS3/INTERP5 (Function 6.7). 
When A is equal to zero, the lower limit must necessarily be zero. 
In these instances, the upper limit was established following a 
procedure adapted from method II of Sedcole, 1977. The upper limit, Q, 
is a function of N, the sample size, and P', the confidence level 
(0.05): 
Q - l-antilog(log P'/N) - 1-P'VN 
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Q can be calculated with the function CYL0SS3/CYFREQ (Function 6.2). 
This function was used to generate the values in Table 3.20. 
3.12.6. Mapping the breakpoint in the Multiple 9s Gene Loss Phenomenon 
The calculations described in Chapter 4.3.2.1.3 can be performed 
with L0SS9S/S0LVER (Function 6.11). 
3.13. Tests Relating to the Inheritance of Mutability 
3.13.1. Reconstitution Test for the Presence of Independently 
Segregating Cv Elements 
To test for the presence of independently segregating regulatory 
elements, plants grown from nonspotted round and sib nonspotted shrunken 
selections from cross 3.2 were intercrossed (cross 3.3 and Figure 3.4). 
If independently segregating regulatory elements are responsible for 
mutability at bz-m805137. at least half of the bronze shrunken 
selections should contain at least one regulatory element (C^), and the 
nonspotted round selections should contain a responsive bz allele 
(designated bz-rcv^. If these genotypes are correct, at least half of 
the progeny ears resulting from cross 3.3 should segregate for bronze 
mutability. 
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3.13.2. Test of Cv Increases 
The observation that some spotted selections from an ear with two 
Cv yielded testcross ratios suggestive of the segregation of three or 
more C% suggested that increases in the number of C% could occur. Of 
course at the 0.05 level of significance (Table 4.1.2, note b), 2.5% of 
the ears with two Cj would, as the result of chance, exhibit a frequency 
of spotted kernels too high to fit the expected ratio. In such 
instances, a progeny test would reveal that spotted selections contain 
either one or two Cj. However, if an ear actually contained more than 
two Cjr, a fraction of its progeny kernels would be expected to contain 
more than two and when testcrossed, such selections would exhibit 
spotted to nonspotted ratios suggestive of the segregation of more than 
two The fraction of spotted selections that would contain more than 
two Cy is dependent upon the number of in the parent ear, and can be 
calculated from the binomial expansion (Table 4.1.8). In all instances, 
only if a main-stalk ear was not avaiable for a given plant, was the 
tiller ear of that plant included in the summary of the progeny test, 
which was compared to the expectations presented in Table 4.1.8. 
To confirm that the exceptional ratios are in fact the result of 
the segregation of more than two Cy, spotted round selections from ears 
with putative increases were testcrossed (cross 4.1.5 and Figure 
4.1.1). 
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3.13.3. Test of the Basis of Aberrant Ratios: Type I 
Type I aberrant ratios are those in which the frequency of spotted 
kernels is significantly less than the expectation for the segregation 
of a single element. Two general phenomena could account for these 
aberrant ratios arising from cross 3.4 with a single segregating: 
transposition of Cy or the loss of regulatory or receptor activity via 
transposition-independent mechanisms. 
Three outcomes of a transposition event have the potential of 
causing a Type I aberrant ratio. First, transposition of the Cv to a 
chromosome segment having reduced transmission could result in a Type I 
aberrant ratio. Second, C% transposition to a site linked to bz-rcv. 
but in repulsion linkage, would result in a reduced frequency of gametes 
carrying both bz-rcv and Cy; hence, less than the expected number of 
spotted kernels would result from cross 3.4. In the absence of 
secondary transpositions, those spotted kernels that did appear would 
carry linked in coupling to bz-rcv as a result of crossovers. 
Third, transpositions can result in the loss of activity in 
certain kernels or ear sectors (nonspotted sectors), depending on the 
timing of the transposition relative to ear development. The Greenblatt 
transposition model (Literature Review) would predict such losses would 
be accompanied by the appearance of two Cy in other kernels or ear 
sectors (twin-sectors). For this phenomenon to result in Type I 
aberrant ratios the twin-sectors would have to be small (occurring late 
in ear development), otherwise the nonspotted sectors would have been 
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identified as such. Hence, for transpositions to disrupt the ratio of 
spotted to nonspotted sufficiently to cause Type I aberrant ratios, 
frequent late transpositions must occur. 
In addition to the three transposition-dependent mechanisms, two 
transposition-independent phenomena could result in a Type I aberrant 
ratio. These two phenomena are a high rate of transposition-independent 
loss of regulatory or receptor element function. Again, such losses 
would have to occur late in ear development and result in very small ear 
sectors. 
To distinguish among these five possible explanations for the Type 
I aberrant ratios, three tests were established. In the Test of Spotted 
Round, spotted round bronze selections from ears displaying Type I 
aberrant ratios were backcrossed by sh bz (cross 3.5). In the Test of 
Nonspotted Shrunken, nonspotted bronze shrunken selections were crossed 
by bz-rcv (cross 3.6) to assay the number of selections with and the 
number of C% in the Cv-containing selections. In the Test of Nonspotted 
Round, nonspotted bronze round selections were crossed by Cy in order to 
estimate the frequency of nonresponsive round kernels (cross 3.7). 
The expected results from these three tests for each of the five 
possible explanations for the Type I aberrant ratios are presented in 
Table 3.7. 
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3.13.4. Test of the Basis of Aberrant Ratios: Type II 
Type II aberrant ratios are those in which the frequency of spotted 
kernels lies between the expectation for the segregation of one and two 
Cv. but is significantly different from both of these expectations. 
Five general phenomena could account for the Type II aberrant ratios 
arising from cross 3.4. 
The first is frequent and late occurring losses of receptor 
activity. These events would create sectors of nonspotting, which if 
small enough would go undetected. On an ear segregating for two this 
phenomenon could result in a Type II aberrant ratio. Second, is the 
transposition of an unlinked Cy to a position linked in coupling to bz-
rçy. 
Third, is the transposition (in an ear initial carrying two Cy) of 
one of the Cy to a position linked (in coupling) to the second Cy, The 
fourth, is similar to the third with the change that instead of 
transposing to a position linked to the second Cy, the insertion site is 
linked to a chromosome segment with reduced transmission. 
The final (and fifth) explanation for the Type II aberrant ratios 
is the loss or replication of Cy. If this occurred as ear sectors it 
could result in Type II aberrant ratios. It is important to note that 
an ear with even large sectoring for one versus two Cy would not be 
identified as such by visual inspection; part of the ear would have an 
expectation of 49% spotted round kernels, while the expectation for the 
remainder would be 73.5%. Such an ear would be expected to have between 
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49% and 73.5% spotted round and depending on its size might express a 
Type II ratio. 
The expected results from the Test of Spotted Round (cross 3,5) for 
each of these five models are presented in Table 3.8. 
3.14. Tests of the Relation of the Cy Transposable Element System 
to the Other Systems 
Systems of transposable elements in maize can be established by two 
tests. The first test determines whether the regulatory element of the 
putative new system shares functional homology with regulatory elements 
of established systems. This is assayed by scoring for interactions 
between the regulatory element of the putative new system and receptor 
elements of established systems. 
The second test is for the presence of an interaction between the 
receptor element of a putative new system and the regulatory element of 
each of the established systems. This is done by introducing the latter 
into the same genome as the former. A lack of interaction means that 
the receptor element is not responsive to the given regulatory element, 
i.e., no mutability results when the two are present in the same genome. 
Negative results with both tests are necessary in order to 
critically establish a new system, due to rare occurrences of cases of 
noncorrespondence between the two tests (Gonella and Peterson 1978; 
Rhoades and Dempsey 1982, 1983; Reddy 1982). 
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3.14.1. Test of Cv against receptor elements of the established non-
Mutator systems 
Depending on the system involved, one of three testing stategies 
was utilized. In all cases individual plants were scored for both Çy 
activity and for the presence of the appropriate regulatory element. If 
it could be shown that at least one plant exhibited activity, but 
lacked the regulatory element under study, it was possible to state that 
Cv did not trigger the receptor element(s) of that system. 
3.14.2. Test of bz-rcv versus the regulatory elements of the 
established non-Mutator systems 
Depending on the systems involved, one of three testing stategies 
was utilized. In each scheme, individual plants were scored for both 
the presence of the appropriate regulatory element and for the presence 
of activity. If it could be shown that at least one plant exhibited 
activity for the appropriate regulatory element, but did not trigger bz-
rcv. i.e., the plant did not contain active elements, it was possible 
to state that bz-rcv did not respond to the regulatory element of that 
system. 
3.14.3. Relation of the Cv transposable element system to the Mutator 
system 
Testing the relationship between the and Mutator systems was 
complicated by the fact that Mutator, differing from the other well 
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described systems, has not been resolved into specific receptor and 
regulatory element components. In order to test for an interaction 
between the two systems the following four tests were performed: 
3.14.3.1. Correlation of Mutator activity and Cv activity 
Individual plants were assayed for both Mutator activity and content 
(Figure 3.5). This test was facilitated by D. Robertson, who provided 
outcross and self seed from five bz/bz plants (82 2067-4, 82 2067-7, 82 
2067-8, 83 8225-10, 83 8226-2) which were derived from Mutator stocks . 
The outcross seed was developed by crossing each of the parent plants to 
bz/bz stocks that were unrelated to Mutator lines (D. Robertson, Iowa 
State University, Ames, lA, personal communication). Fifty plants grown 
from each of the five outcross families were selfed to provide seed for 
Robertson's seedling test, which assays Mutator activity (Robertson 
1978), A plant is defined as having Mutator activity if at least one new 
seedling mutant segregates within some of the fifty selfed progeny 
within the family derived from that plant. A new mutant is one which is 
not segregating among the selfed progeny of the original parent. 
Additionally, to assay the 0% content of each of the five original 
bz/bz parents, several plants in each family were crossed on or by bz-
rcv as in cross 3.8. 
3.14.3.2. Correlation of mutability at a-mum2 and bz-rcy A 
second test (Figure 3.6) was designed to determine whether bz-rcv 
responds to the Mul element. Crosses between a-mum2. which consists of 
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the 4 locus with a 1.4 kb Mul-like insert (O'Reilly et al., 1985) and 
bz-rcv have shown that a-mum2 stocks exhibit C% activity (see. Results). 
In order to determine whether the Mul element triggers mutability at bz-
rcv. spotted and nonspotted selections were made from ears from cross 
3.9 that exhibited 2:1:1 ratios of colored:spotted bronze:nonspotted 
bronze suggestive of the segregation of a single Cy. These selections 
were testcrossed by an a tester (Figure 3.6). 
If the 2:1:1 ratios from cross 3.9 are due to the segregation of a 
single 0%, and this 0% is at or closely linked to a-mum2 (which would be 
true if the Mul-like element at a-mum2 has activity), the genotype of 
bronze spotted selections should be a-mum2/A. and the genotype of the 
nonspotted selections would be expected to be A/k. If bz-rcv is 
responding to a Cy unlinked to a-mum2. i.e., the Mul at a-mum2 does not 
exhibit activity, selection for bronze spotted versus bronze 
nonspotted should not select for a-mum2 constitution. 
3.14.3.3. Response of bz-mus alleles to Cv Although clearly 
defined receptors for the Mutator system have not been defined, a number 
of stable hz alleles (bz-mus) have arisen from Mutator stocks (D. 
Robertson, Iowa State University, Ames, lA, personal communication). In 
order to test the ability of Cv-containing lines to activate these 
putative receptor alleles, Cv-containing lines were crossed to each of 
three bz-mus stocks as in cross 3.10. 
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3.14.3.4. Mutator activity of a Cv line The Mutator activity 
of a plant (83 5231z-2) containing two or three (based on segregation 
ratios, unpublished data) was assayed via seedling tests of 49 SI 
progenies (Figure 3.7) as described by Robertson (1978). 
3.15. Tests Relating to Losses of Mutability 
3.15.1. Losses of mutability 
Losses of bz-rcv/Cy mutability have been recorded in kernel 
sectors, ear sectors, plant sectors, and Type II discordant plants (such 
a loss encompasses the entire ear). These losses are evidenced by the 
appearance of stable bronze tissue in tissue that would otherwise be 
expected to exhibit mutability due to the interaction of bz-rcv and Cv. 
In such instances, the absence of mutability can be due to loss of 
either the receptor or the regulatory element function. In order to 
determine the basis for these losses of mutability two tests were 
performed on progenies from the generalized crosses 3.4 and 3.11, and as 
outlined in Figure 3.9. 
Because of the danger of a crossover being erroneously classified 
as a new nonresponsive derivative allele, results are included only when 
a meiotic crossover can be ruled out as the basis of the absence of 
mutability, as is true, for example, with ear sectors from cross 3.4. 
In cross 3.11, all nonspotted single exceptional kernels and ear sectors 
are testable putative nonresponsive derivatives. 
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Another concern is that an instance of heterofertilization 
(Sprague, 1929, 1932), which can result in a lack of correspondence 
between the phenotype of the kernel planted and the ear resulting from 
cross 3.11, not be erroneously classified as a loss of mutability 
(Figure 3.9A). For this reason, all spotted kernels used in the 
substudies involving losses of mutability in Type II discordant plants 
(Chapters 4.3.1.3 and 4.3.2.5) arose from crosses where 
heterofertilization could not interfer with the study of losses of 
mutability. For example, in these chapters all spotted kernels but one 
arose from crosses 3.4, and 3.11-3.12, none of which has any potential 
for effective heterofertilization (Figure 3.9B). In the remaining 
instance, a loss of Cy activity (Chapter 4.3.1.3.4), cross 3.13 was used 
to generate the spotted kernel. This cross has no potential for a 
heterofertilization event which could mimic a loss of C^ activity 
(Figure 3.9C). 
3.15.2. Test for Receptor Function 
In this test the putative mutant receptor element is re-exposed to 
the regulatory element by crossing bronze round nonspotted selections by 
Cy lines (cross 3.14 and Figure 3.8). The appearance of mutability 
confirms that the receptor is still functional. If, however, Cy does 
not trigger mutability, the receptor, is said to have become 
nonresponsive, and is designated bz-nfrev'). Some bronze round 
nonspotted selections selected from nonspotted ears and sectors from 
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cross 3.4 will represent crossovers, i.e., Sh bz/sh bz. Such selections 
would not be expected to exhibit mutability when crossed by C%. Hence 
the appearance of an occasional ear lacking mutability and arising from 
the Test for Receptor Function is not evidence for loss of receptor 
function, assuming sib ears yield mutability in this test. 
In instances where ^  function was lost simultaneously with the 
loss of mutability the heritability of the shrunken phenotype was tested 
in crosses with sh bz. Bronze shrunken nonspotted kernels from these 
ears , half of which would carry the sh allele and the putative bz-
n(rcv). were used to test for the loss of receptor function via crosses 
by sh bz Cv lines (Alternative Test for Receptor Function). 
3.15.3. Test for Regulatory Element Function 
In this test, a variable number of bronze shrunken nonspotted 
selections from a nonspotted ear or ear sector, that would be 
segregating for if the regulatory element function is present, were 
tested for activity in crosses by bz-rcv (cross 3.15 and Figure 3.8). 
The appearance of mutability in some of the resulting ears demonstrates 
that an active is segregating in the nonspotted tissue. If however, 
five or more such ears lack mutability, the chance of this result being 
due merely to segregation is 1/32 (1/2", n-number of ears tested, 
Sedcole, 1977), or less (if more than one Qx were present). If at this 
point the receptor has been shown to be active, it can be concluded that 
the loss of mutability was due to the loss of C% activity. 
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It is obviously not possible to perform this test for the loss of 
Cv activity in the case of single kernel losses. In such instances the 
Test of Regulatory Element Function can be performed by either crossing 
the exceptional nonspotted bronze round kernel by bz-rcv (Figure 
3.8/lf/2g), or by selecting nonspotted bronze round kernels from the 
Test of Receptor Function ear and crossing them by bz-rcy (Figure 
3,8/lf/2g/3a) (Alternative Test for Regulatory Element Function). This 
latter test also confirms the Test of the Receptor Function by 
validating the content of the nonspotted kernels. 
3.15.4. Further characterization of bz-nCrcv) alleles 
In instances where the loss of mutability was due to the origin of 
a new nonresponsive allele, and where this allele could be rescued for 
further study, several characterizations were performed. 
3.15.4.1. Transmission of bz-nfrcv) alleles through the 
gametophvte Transmission of the new allele through both the male and 
female gametophytes was assayed in cross 3.16 by scoring bronze round 
versus colored shrunken kernels, or, in cross 3.17, by scoring for round 
versus shrunken kernels, which exploits the close linkage between bz and 
Sh. The value of Bz'-2 (cross 3.16) which arose from bz-m4 (Dooner, 
1981), and therefore is expected to contain a deficiency of Sh, is that 
although this deficiency does not affect the transmission of Bz'-2 
through the male gametophyte (Table 4.3.13), it does reduce the rate of 
crossover in the ^-Bz interval to nearly zero. 
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3.15.4.2. Homozygote viability of bz-nCrcv) alleles The 
homozygote viability of each new allele was assayed by scoring for 
bronze kernels from cross 3.18. The appearance of kernel abortion on 
ears from this cross was noted if present. For alleles with normal 
female transmission and for which no male transmission data were 
available, the segregation ratios from cross 3.18 provide a lower limit 
for male transmission. 
3.15.4.3. Anther fluorescence and form of pigment conditioned by 
bz-nfrcy) alleles The ability of the nonresponsive alleles to 
condition anther fluorescence under UV Irradiation (Coe and Neuffer, 
1977) was assayed in plants homozygous for the nonresponsive alleles. 
The form of pigment produced in tassels of plants homozygous for the 
nonresponsive alleles and containing the genetic potential to express 
pigmented plant tissue, was scored as bronze or colored. 
3.15.4.4. Assay for simultaneous loss of C with bz-rcv to bz-
nfrcy) event Derivative nonresponsive alleles in which Sh was lost 
simultaneously with receptor function, were tested for the loss of Ç 
function by cross 3.19 or 3.20, where the appearance of colorless 
kernels demonstrates the loss of Ç. In the two instances where C had 
been lost it became possible to score female transmission by scoring for 
colored versus colorless from cross 3.19. 
3.15.4.5. Test of the stability of new sh alleles Each new sh 
allele was tested for stability in the presence of Cy as in cross 3.21. 
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3.16. Tests Relating to Changes of State 
3.16.1. Determination of changes in state 
A change of state is recognized by an alteration in the pattern of 
mutability. In the Cv/bz-rcv transposable element system, these 
alterations involve changes in the number, size, and distribution of 
spots in mutable tissue. These changes can occur as single kernel, ear 
sector or plant sector events or as Type II discordant ears. Because a 
particular pattern of mutability is the result of the specific 
interaction between a given receptor (rev) state and a given regulatory 
element (Cv) state, an alteration in the spotting pattern is a 
reflection of a change in the state of either or both of these elements. 
Exceptional kernels exhibiting altered patterns of mutability were 
tested to determine the heritability of the exceptional phenotype and as 
to whether the change of state involved the receptor or the regulatory 
element. These tests are described below for the case where a single 
exceptional kernel arose on an ear on which the remaining kernels 
exhibited unexceptional spotting patterns. The tests used for 
exceptional patterns that arose as ear or plant sectors or as Type II 
discordant ears are similar. 
3.16.2. Test of Heritabilitv 
The crosses involved in the Test of Heritability (crosses 3.22-
3.23) are outlined in Figure 3.10. The heritability of an exceptional 
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phenotype was determined by test crossing the exceptional kernel (Figure 
3.10). The resulting verification ear was compared to the control ears 
(Figure 3.10), which arose from test crosses of three kernels which 
exhibit the progenitor pattern, and which were sibs of the exceptional 
kernel. The recovery of the exceptional phenotype in the verification 
ear demonstrated the heritability of the exceptional phenotype and 
confirms that a change of state has occurred. 
The Test of Heritability was, in some cases, dispensed with in 
instances where exceptional patterns arose as ear or plant sectors or as 
Type II discordant ears. The reconstitution of the exceptional pattern 
in the Test of Basis (discussed later) serves as a demonstration of 
heritability in these instances. 
3.16.3. Second-Generation Test of Heritability 
Several of the C% states were tested for the persistence of the 
exceptional pattern over generations. The Second-Generation Test of 
Heritability involved testcrossing exceptionally spotted selections from 
the verification ear (cross 3.24). 
3.16.4. Tests of Basis 
Two types of crosses were used to settle the basis of the new 
pattern of mutability. Tests for the basis of a confirmed exception are 
illustrated in Figure 3.10. 
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3.16.4.1. Test of the Receptor Selection of bronze round 
nonspotted kernels from the verification ear isolates the putative 
altered receptor element (bz-rcv*) in the absence of the regulatory 
element. This assumes that bz-rcv is in coupling with Sh, which is 
usually valid. In the Test of the Receptor, the plants grown from these 
selections were selfed to confirm the nonspotted phenotype. To test 
whether a change had occurred in the receptor element, these plants were 
also crossed to bronze shrunken nonspotted selections from one of the 
control ears (cross 3,25). Some of these shrunken selections would be 
expected to contain the progenitor Cy. Such a cross tests the 
interaction of the progenitor Qx versus the receptor element isolated 
from the exceptional tissue (bz-rcv*). If the exceptional pattern is 
reconstituted in at least one cross from the Test of the Receptor a 
change of state of the receptor is confirmed. 
3.16.4.2. Test of the Regulatory Element To test whether a 
change of state of the regulatory element is responsible for the new 
pattern two types of selections were intercrossed. Some individuals of 
the first type, bronze shrunken nonspotted selections from the 
verification ear, would be expected to carry the putative altered 
regulatory element, Cv*. Most of the second type, bronze round 
nonspotted selections from one of the control ears, carry the progenitor 
bz-rcv and do not carry Cy. To verify the absence of C%, these bronze 
round nonspotted selections were selfed to confirm the nonspotted 
phenotype. The cross between these two types (cross 3.26) assays the 
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pattern elicited by Cv* in conjunction with the progenitor receptor. If 
the exceptional pattern is reconstituted in at least one cross from the 
Test of the Regulatory Element, a change in the state of the regulatory 
element is confirmed. 
3.16.4.3. Modifications of the Tests of Basis For some 
exceptional patterns it was not possible to complete both of the Tests 
of Basis. On occasions no crosses with mutability were recovered from 
one of the two Tests of Basis. This could be the result of failure to 
recover in any of the bronze shrunken, nonspotted selections or 
because the bronze round selection which was used as the male in the 
test was a crossover fSh bz. as opposed to Sh bz-rcv"). In such 
instances it was usually possible to determine the basis of the 
exceptional pattern based on the results obtained from the single 
successful Test of Basis, but the degree of confidence in the conclusion 
was somewhat less than when both tests were performed and were in 
agreement, 
The progenitor receptor and regulatory element were not available 
for the Tests of Basis of some exceptional patterns. Such a situation 
could arise as a result of poor germination or failure of lines to 
"nick" (flowering synchrony). When circumstances required the 
substitution of less closely related sources of bz-rcv and in the 
Tests of Basis, care was taken to use sources that conditioned high 
patterns to best mimic the action of the progenitor sources. 
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In other instances (secondary changes of state of the receptor) 
neither Test of Basis was performed. However, in these instances the 
basis of the new pattern could be tentatively assigned by classification 
of the segregation pattern. If more than one 0% is present and the new 
pattern is a result of a change in the receptor, all spotted kernels on 
the verification ear should exhibit the novel pattern. In contrast, if 
the new pattern is the result of a change in the regulatory element, the 
verification ear should segregate for spotting patterns. This 
methodology requires first, that more than one be present (as is 
usually true) and that second, the assumption be made that all the Cv 
present did not mutate simultaneously. 
Because exceptional patterns that arose as ear or plant sectors or 
as Type II discordant ears were not tested for heritability, the Tests 
of Basis had to be modified for these cases. In the first two instances 
(ear and plant sectors), the Tests of Basis were performed on selections 
from the exceptional sector in combination with selections from outside 
the sector (Figure 3.11). In the case of exceptional patterns that 
arose as discordant ears, selections were made from the discordant ear 
and from a sib ear which exhibited the progenitor pattern (Figure 3.12). 
3.16.5. Validation Tests for putative high-spotted reversions of 
receptor states 
Exceptional high-spotted kernels can arise on predominantly low-
spotted ears via either of two mechanisms. First, legitimate germinal 
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reversions from low state receptors back to a high states yield this 
phenotype. The second possibility is contamination with a pollen grain 
carrying a high state of the receptor. High-spotted exceptions were 
only studied if they arose from a crosses such as 3.27-3.29 which permit 
the two classes of events to be distinguished. 
3.16.5.1. The First Validation Test Table 3.9 lists all 
possible genotypes and the associated phenotypes that can arise from 
cross 3.27 or from contamination with bz-rcv pollen on the female of 
cross 3.27. Legitimate germinal reversions can be distinguished from 
contamination events by the fact that high-spotted revertants carry sh 
bz. Hence, if the validation ear resulting from cross 3.30 segregates 
for sh bz the exceptional high-spotted kernel arose via a valid 
reversion event. 
3.16.5.2. The Second Validation Test Table 3.10 lists all 
possible genotypes and the associated phenotypes that can arise from 
cross 3.28 or from contamination with bz-rcv pollen on the female of 
cross 3.28. Legitimate germinal reversions can be distinguished from 
contamination events by the fact that high-spotted revertants are round 
(Sh) and carry bz-m4. while contaminants do not (Table 3.10). Hence the 
Second Validation Test assays the bz-m4 content of putative germinal 
reversions. If bz-m4 mutability is recovered in cross 3.31, the 
exceptional high-spotted kernel tested arose via a valid germinal 
reversion event. 
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The Second Validation Test is also useful in distinguishing between 
legitimate reversions and contaminants from cross 3.29. Table 3.11 
lists all possible genotypes and the associated phenotypes that can 
arise from cross 3.29 or from contamination with bz-rcv pollen on the 
female of cross 3.29. Legitimate germinal reversions can be 
distinguished from contamination events by the fact that high-spotted 
revertants are round (Sh) and do not carry bz-m4. while contaminants do 
(Table 3.11). Hence, the Second Validation Test assays the bz-m4 
content of putative germinal reversions. If no bz-m4 mutability is 
recovered in cross 3.32, and the validation ear segregates for sh bz. 
the exceptional high-spotted kernel tested arose via a valid germinal 
reversion event. 
3.16.5.3. bz-m4 Test Because the ability of the Second 
Validation Test to assay for the absence of bz-m4 mutability is 
dependent upon the presence of ^  in the male of cross 3.32, it was 
desirable to confirm the absence of bz-m4 with a second test in those 
instances which arose from cross 3.32. This is because false negatives 
derived from cross 3.32, which are high-spotted exceptions with the 
genotype Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 and which do not exhibit bz-m4 mutability in 
the Second Validation Test (cross 3.32) would be counted as a legitimate 
reversions. In contrast, false negatives from this test (cross 3.31) 
but derived from cross 3.28 would be counted as contaminants. 
Therefore, a false negative is a much more serious event when derived 
from cross 3.29. 
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The bz-m4 Test is performed by crossing seven nonspotted bronze 
shrunken selections from a validation ear (from cross 3.32) that did not 
exhibit bz-m4 mutability by ^  as outlined in cross 3.33. Bronze 
shrunken selections from false negative and true negative validation 
ears would have the genotypes bz-m4/sh bz and sh bz/sh bz respectively. 
The introduction of via cross 3.33 would clearly distinguish these 
two genotypes. bz-m4 Tests on selections derived from contaminants 
would yield mutable ears, while similar tests on selections derived from 
legitimate reversion events would not. 
3.17. Tests Relating to Germinal Colored Revertants 
3.17.1. Isolation and confirmation of colored revertants 
Colored kernels isolated from crosses 3.34-3.37 represent either 
changes from bz-rcv to Bz' (reversion events) or contamination (Tables 
3.12-3.15). Confirmation protocols (Tables 3.16-3.19) are available 
which unequivocally distinguish between these two alternative events for 
each exceptional colored kernel. 
3.17.2. Basis of the confirmation protocols 
The ability of the confirmation protocols to unequivocally identify 
the colored kernels from crosses 3.34-3.37 which arose from legitimate 
reversions depends on the presence in these crosses of three 
distinguishable Bz alleles, i.e., bz, bz-rcv and bz-m4 , These three 
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alleles can be distinguished via their ability to respond to and M-
This response is assayed by two tests, the Test for bz-rcv and the Test 
for bz-m4. In each test the appropriate regulatory element (Ac or Cv) 
is introduced; the appearance of mutability indicates the presence of 
bz-rcv in the first test or bz-m4 in the second test. The Test for bz-
rcv is similar to the test for receptor function outlined previously. 
The Test for bz-m4 is outlined more fully below, 
3.17.3. The Test for bz-m4 
Each of the confirmation protocols (Tables 3,16-3,19) requires an 
Ac stock for the Test for bz-m4. In this test the progeny of the cross 
of exceptional colored kernels or lines derived from them with Ac are 
scored for mutability (which indicates the presence of bz^m4), Since 
several of the confirmation protocols call for the testing of single 
kernel exceptions it is important that each plant of the Ac source be a 
confirmed carrier of otherwise some exceptions will not get tested. 
This is only possible if the ^  source is homozygous for Ac or carries 
an indicator allele, which clearly assays for the presence of The 
decision not to use C sh bz/C sh bz Ac as the Ac source was based on the 
difficulty of obtaining vigorous lines homozygous for The advantage 
of the line which was used, C-I Sh Bz Ds/C sh bz Ac is that the C-I Sh 
Bz Ds chromosome serves as an unambiguous marker for Ac; all colorless 
kernels with colored sectors (chromosome breaks) carry Additionally 
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the ^  content of each plant can be confirmed by examining the colorless 
kernels on the ears resulting from the Test for bz-m4 (Tables 3.16-
3.19). 
If the used in these protocols was not competent to trigger bz-
m4. valid colored revertants from cross 3.36 (Table 3.18, Second Test 
for bz-m4) would be incorrectly discarded as contaminants, and of more 
concern, false positive revertants from crosses 3.34 and 3.37 (Tables 
3.16 and 3.19) would be accepted as valid colored revertants. With 
these concerns in mind, the ability of this Ac to trigger bz-m4 was 
assayed (Figure 3.13). All four ears from cross 3.38 exhibited the 
ratio expected if a single ^  capable of triggering bz-m4 were 
segregating, i.e., a 2:1:1 of colorless (with or without chromosome 
breaks):bronze shrunken spotted:bronze shrunken nonspotted. 
The independent Ac (from the Ac C-I Ds sh-m Bz/C sh bz Ac stock) 
used in Table 3.17 and Table 3.18 (First Test for bz-m4^ was tested in a 
similar manner and shown to be competent to trigger bz-m4. The Ac 
linked to C-I triggers bz-m4. but because of the close linkage 
(approximately three map units) it is not suitable for the Test for bz-
m4. Hence, in Tables 3.17 and 3.18 (First Test for bz-m4') results were 
considered valid only if an independent Ac was present. 
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3.18. Determination of the Content of Diverse Lines 
The content of a wide variety of diverse lines, including 
genetic tester stocks, USDA Plant Introduction accessions (some of which 
are tribal corns), and commercial inbred lines was assayed with bz-rcv 
using the crossing schemes outlined in Figure 3.14A-B. 
The appearance of bronze kernels with colored spots from cross 1 or 
3 in Figure 3.14A-B indicates the presence of one or more genetically-
active C% elements in the stock. Each family in Table 4.6.1 represents 
a test of two gametes from the stock under consideration. Because of 
the limited size of many of the tests, sampling errors could not be 
avoided (Table 3.20). In addition, C% elements with low activity may 
not have been detected. 
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4. RESULTS 
4.1. Inheritance of the Mutable Phenotype 
4.1.1. Heritabllltv of the mutable phenotvne 
To confirm the heritability of the exceptional spotted bronze 
kernel (80 5137) rescued from 79 6203-67 (Table 3.4), the plant grown 
from it was crossed by sh bz as in cross 4.1.1. That the resulting ear 
(80 5137/5621) segregated for bronze mutability, confirms that the 
mutable phenotype is both heritable and is associated with the Bz locus. 
Kernel phenotype frequencies are shown in Table 4.1.1A. This ratio is 
not significantly different from the expectation for a two-element 
system with two independently segregating regulatory elements, i.e, Sh 
bz-rcv/sh bz Cv/+ Cv/+. However, it could also be explained by an 
autonomously controlled allele that generates nonresponsive derivatives 
at a high rate. 
The spotting pattern was, in most cases, fine-high although three 
kernels displayed exceptional patterns (fine-low), including one which 
gave rise to state 80g402-l (see Chapter 4.4.1.9). 
4.1.2. Demonstration of two-element fnonautonomous'> control of 
mutability 
To test the inheritance of the mutability of this allele, plants 
grown from bronze spotted round selections from cross 4.1.1 were 
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backcrossed by or on sh bz (cross 4.1.2 or its reciprocal). The two 
reciprocal crosses yielded no pronounced differences in spotting 
patterns. 
The ears resulting from cross 4.1.2 and its reciprocal displayed 
diverse ratios (Table 4.1.2). A nonautonoraous model would predict these 
progeny ears would exhibit segregation ratios suggestive of 1 and 2 
independent Cy (lines 7 and 8; Table 4.1.1) in a 2:1 ratio. Most 
observed ratios fit these expectations, supporting the nonautonoraous 
model. 
However, unexpected segregation patterns, suggestive of more than 2 
Cv. were also present (lines 2,5,7,8, and 11; Table 4.1.2). These 
results made it impossible to settle, without further tests, the 
question of whether mutability at bz-m805137 is under the control of a 
nonautonomous system that is capable of replication of regulatory 
elements, or is an autonomous Cj-mutable allele which generates, at 
variable rates, nonresponsive alleles. 
To test whether the diverse ratios observed in the progeny of cross 
4.1.2 (Table 4.1.2), were the result of the segregation of independent 
regulatory elements, paired selections (nonspotted bronze round and 
nonspotted bronze shrunken) for use in the Reconstition Test (Chapter 
3.13.1) were drawn from three sources: the confirmation ear, 80 
5137/5621 (cross 4.1.1); four ears resulting from cross 4.1.2 (lines 
1,3,5,6, Table 4.1.2); and two ears resulting from cross 4.1.3 (these 
plants were sibs of the females in cross 4.1.2). Results from the 
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Reconstitution Test for the presence of independently segregating 
regulatory elements are shown in Table 4.1.3, Each line in Table 4.1.3 
represents a test of an independent gamete from the confirmation ear. 
Segregation of bronze mutability occurred in all nine gametes: three 
crosses derived from cross 4.1.1, four primary families from cross 4.1.2 
and two primary families from cross 4.1,3. 
Reconstitution of mutability in nine of nine gametes from 80 
5137/5621 demonstrates that mutability at bz-m805137 is dependent upon 
the interaction of two classes of elements, the cis-located receptor 
element, rev, at the Bronze locus and trans-located independently 
segregating regulatory elements, Cy elements. bz-m805137 can therefore 
be represented as bz-rcv. Phenotypes are conditioned as follows 
(Photograph 4.1.1): 
bz-rcv. no Cy - stable bronze 
bz-rcv. Cv - fully colored spots 
on a bronze background 
Following this designation crosses 4.1.1-4.1.3 can be rewritten as 
crosses 4.1.4-4.1.6. 
In primary families 80g37-l and 80g37-3, which had one Cv 
segregating (lines 1 and 3, Table 4.1.2), approximately half of the 
shrunken selections from cross 4.1.5 which were used as the male in 
cross 3.3 carried a single Cy, and half lacked Cy (lines 4 and 5, Table 
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4.1.3), as expected. In the same test, shrunken selections from primary 
family 80g37-6, which had 3 C% segregating, produced progeny carrying 1, 
2, and 3 C%, which also agrees with the expectation. Primary family 
80g37-7, however, with two Cjr, produced one unexpected shrunken progeny 
(line 7, Table 4.1.3B) that when tested via cross 3.3 exhibited a ratio 
suggestive of three Cjr. The facility with which replicates will be 
discussed next. 
4.1.3. Tests of five ears with unexpectedly hiph percentages of spotted 
kernels 
Based on Mendelian segregation (Table 4.1.8) and on the fact that 
the confirmation ear carried two spotted kernels from the 
confirmation ear (Table 4.1.1A) would be expected to contain one and two 
Ç2 elements in a 2:1 ratio. However, five ears (lines 2,5,7,8, and 11; 
Table 4.1.2) resulting from testcrosses (cross 4.1.5) of progeny from 
the confirmation ear, exhibited a higher percentage of spotted kernels 
than would be predicted by the segregation of two elements (Table 
4.1.1C). This could be explained by the presence of more than two Cv 
elements in the plants that bore these ears. For two of the five 
exceptional ears (80g 37-2/44 and 37-6/45) the only ratio that fits the 
Chi-square test is the expectation for the segregation of three Cv. 
For the remaining three ears, the ratios of spotted to nonspotted 
fit more than one expected ratio. For 80g 38-2/44, one of the three 
ears with a ratio that fits more than one expectation, four or more Cy 
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could be present. For 80g 38-5/45, another of the three ears, the 
segregation of either three or four Cjr could produce the observed ratio. 
Similarly, the segregation of three, four or five Cg would yield the 
ratio observed on 81 2012-3t/2131, the final ear of the three. 
To confirm that the five exceptional ratios are in fact the result 
of the segregation of more than two Cy, spotted round selections from 
these five ears were testcrossed as described in Chapter 3.13.2 (cross 
4.1.5 and Figure 4.1.1, second column from left). 
4.1.3.1. Test of ear 80g 37-2/44 Results of the testcrosses 
(cross 4.1.5) of 25 spotted round selections from 80g 37-2/44 are shown 
in Table 4.1.9. Even using the more liberal 0.01 level of significance, 
only four of 25 ratios fit the expectation for the segregation of one or 
two C%. With one exception (81 2037-8/2131) the remainder fit ratios 
expected following the segregation of three or more The single 
deviant ear (81 2037-8/2131) has fewer spotted than would be expected 
with even only one (Type I aberrant ratio). This class of ratio will 
be discussed in Chapter 4.1.5. The finding that 20 of 25 ratios (Table 
4.1.14) fit the expectation for the segregation of more than two Cv 
confirms the finding (based on the segregation ratio of 80g 37-2/44) 
that 80g 37-2 contained more than two Cv. 
4.1.3.2. Test of ear 80g 37-6/45 Results of the testcrosses 
(cross 4.1.5) of 14 spotted round selections from 80g 37-6/45 are shown 
in Table 4.1.10. Even using the more liberal 0.01 level of 
significance, only six of 14 ratios fit the expectation for the 
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segregation of one or two C%. With one exception (81 2041-7/1941) the 
remainder fit ratios expected following the segregation of three or more 
The single deviant ear (81 2041-7/1941) has fewer spotted than 
would be expected with even only one Cy (a Type I aberrant ratio, see 
Chapter 4.1.5). The finding that 7 of 14 ratios (Table 4,1,14) fit the 
expectation for the segregation of more than two C% confirms the finding 
(based on the segregation ratio of 80g 37-6/45) that 80g 37-6 contained 
more than two Cv, 
4.1.3.3. Test of ear 80g 38-3/44 Results of the testcrosses 
(cross 4.1.5) of 15 spotted round selections from 80g 38-3/44 are shown 
in Table 4.1.11, Even using the more liberal 0.01 level of 
significance, only five of 15 ratios fit the expectation for the 
segregation of one or two The remainder fit ratios expected 
following the segregation of three or more C%. The finding that 10 of 
15 ratios (Table 4.1.14) fit the expectation for the segregation of more 
than two confirms the finding (based on the segregation ratio of 80g 
38-3/44) that 80g 38-3 contained more than two Cv. 
4.1.3.4. Test of ear 80p 38-5/45 Results of the testcrosses 
(cross 4.1.5) of 13 spotted round selections from 80g 38-5/45 are shown 
in Table 4.1.12. Even using the more liberal 0.01 level of 
significance, only six of 13 ratios fit the expectation for the 
segregation of one or two Cy, With one exception (81 2051-7/2139) the 
remainder fit ratios expected following the segregation of three or more 
Cv. The deviant ear (81 2051-7/2139) has more spotted than would be 
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expected following the segregation of one C% and less than expected for 
two (a Type II aberrant ratio, see Chapter 4,1.6). The finding that 
six of 13 ratios (Table 4.1.14) fit the expectation for the segregation 
of more than two C% confirms the finding (based on the segregation ratio 
of 80g 38-5/45) that 80g 38-5 contained more than two Cv. 
4.1.3.5. Test of ear 81 2012-3t/2131 Results of the 
testcrosses (cross 4.1.5) of 11 spotted round selections from 81 2012-
3t/2131 are shown in Table 4.1,13. Even using the more liberal 0.01 
level of significance, only six of 11 ratios fit the expectation for the 
segregation of one or two C%, With, two exceptions (82 2356-1/4321-2 
and testcrosses of 82 2356-2 and its tillers), the remainder fit ratios 
expected following the segregation of three or more G^, One of the two 
deviant ears (81 2356-1/4321-2) has fewer spotted than would be expected 
with even only one (a Type I aberrant ratio, see Chapter 4.1.5). The 
second plant (82 2356-2 (main-stalk and tiller ears) had no C% (see 
Chapter 4.3.1.3). The finding that three of 11 ratios (Table 4.1.14) 
fit the expectation for the segregation of more than two C^ confirms the 
finding (based on the segregation ratio of 81 2G12-3t/2131) that 81 
2012-3t contained more than two Cv. 
4.1.3.6. Summary of results of tests of the five ears with 
unexpectedly high percentages of spotted kernels The confirmation 
ear (80 5137/5621, Table 4.1.1A) exhibited a segregation ratio not 
significantly different than that expected following the segregation of 
two C^ and highly significantly different than the expectations for one 
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and three Ç%. From this it was concluded that 80 5137 contained two Cy. 
It has been conclusively demonstrated that five of 17 spotted round 
selections from the confirmation ear contained more than two The 
reconciliation of these two findings requires that increases in the 
number of Cy occurred within the five temporal intervals delineated by 
the time of ear initiation on 80 5137 and the times of ear initiation on 
the four 1980g plants and the one 1981 plant which contained more than 
two Cy. These increases in Cy numbers will be referred to as first-
generation increases. 
The unexpectedly high number of second-generation ears carrying 
more than two (Figure 4.1.2 and Table 4.1,14) provides evidence for 
second-generation increases in C% numbers, i.e., after ear initiation on 
a 1980g plant and prior to ear initiation on its progeny (Type II 
discordant ears). Two of the four exceptional 1980g ears (37-2 and 37-
6) contained three based on segregation ratios (Table 4.1.2). The 
expectation for the frequency of progeny from such plants to carry more 
than two C% is only one-seventh (Table 4.1.8). The frequency of 
progeny carrying more than two Cy is significantly different from this 
expectation in both instances (Table 4.1.14). The excess is likely a 
result of increases in the number of Cy in some progeny. 
4.1.3.7. Third-generation increases In the number of Cv The 
number of Cy continued to increase in many lines of descent in the 
third-generation. One such will be considered here. Only one-third of 
the spotted bronze round selections from 81 2041-1/1942, which carried 
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three or four Cy (Table 4.1.10), would be expected to carry more than 
two Cjr (Table 4.1.8). However, all four tested progeny carried more 
than two Cy (Table 4.1.15). This is significantly different than the 
expectation. Again, it is thought that this excess is a result of 
increases in the number of Cv. 
4.1.3.8. Test of linkage hypothesis The high ratios of spotted 
to nonspotted seen in Table 4.1.15 could be the result of coupling 
linkage of C% to bz-rcv. To test this unlikely hypothesis bronze 
shrunken nonspotted selections from two ears in Table 4.1.15 were tested 
for Cy content as in cross 4.1.7. If the high ratios of spotted to 
nonspotted are due to coupling linkage of and bz-rcv. the bronze 
shrunken nonspotted selections should contain few if any The 
results of cross 4.1.7 (Table 4.1.16) demonstrate that four of four 
bronze shrunken nonspotted selections from Table 4.1.15 contain numerous 
Cy elements. This conclusively rules out coupling linkage as an 
explanation for the high ratios of spotted to nonspotted observed in 
Table 4.1.15; these ratios must be due to the segregation of numerous Cv 
elements. 
4.1.4. Test of one-Cv lines 
Given the explosive nature of increases in C% numbers seen in some 
lines, the question arose as to whether it is possible to maintain lines 
carrying a single and at what rate does a plant carrying a single Cv 
give rise to progeny carrying two Cv? 
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4.1.4.1. Rate of Cv Increase in upper main-stalk ears Eight 
first-generation ears exhibited ratios of spotted:nonspotted kernels, 
demonstrating that these ears were segregating for a single element 
(lines 1,3,4,9,10,12,14 and 16; Table 4.1.2). The rate at which one Cv 
gives rise to two 0% was estimated by testing spotted bronze round 
selections from the first six first-generation one-Cv ears for the 
number of 0% they carried (cross 4.1.8 and Figure 4.1.3). Ears 
resulting from cross 4.1.8 with 75% or more spotted round kernels carry 
two or more Cji and represent a change from one to two or more that 
occurred prior to ear initiation. Results of these tests (testcrosses 
of spotted round bronze selections from six of the eight first-
generation ears with one-Cv ratios) are shown in Tables 4.1.17-4.1.22. 
These results will be discussed after the point is first made that in 
one primary family (80g38-6) spotted bronze round selections from a 
second-generation one-Cv ear were backcrossed to sh bz (cross 4.1.8) to 
produce third-generation ears, on which it was possible to estimate the 
number of Cy present (Table 4.1.23). One of these which carried a 
single C% was itself progeny tested for Cy number via cross 4.1.8 (Table 
4.1.24). 
The results of Tables 4.1.17-4.1.24 are summarized in Table 4.1.25. 
Fourteen of the 95 tested gametes gave rise to ears carrying two or more 
Cy (Table 4.1.25A). These 14 represent changes from one Cy to two or 
more Cy. In three of the 14 instances one Cy gave rise to three Cy; in 
the remaining 11 instances only two Cy were generated. 
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Table 4.1.25 was condensed to form Table 4.1.26 in which the rate 
of increase is estimated. It is important to note that tiller ears and 
lower main-stalk ears were not included in Table 4.1.25. Hence the rate 
of increase is being estimated in upper main-stalk ears only. 
The homogeneity test described in Table 4.1.26A (note f) yielded a 
Chi-square value that was large enough to rule out homogeneity, i.e., 
there is evidence that the rate of Cy increase is not uniform among 
primary families. Since the common parent of all the primary families 
(80 5137/5621 in Table 4.1.1A) contained two Cy, which conceivably could 
differ in the rate at which they multiply, the same Cy is not 
necessarily present in each of the primary families. Most of the 
heterogenity was contributed by primary family 80g37-3 (in which the 
rate of Cy increase is 34.6%, Table 4.1.26A). Hence it may be 
appropriate to partition out the results of this family as has been done 
in Table 4.1.26A. After partitioning, the rate of Cy increase in the 
remainder of the population is found to be approximately 7.8%. 
4.1.4.2. Rate of Cv increase in plant sectors The lack of 
correspondence between the estimates of the number of Cy in a main-stalk 
ear and the corresponding tiller ear(s) can be explained by an increase 
or a decrease in Cy numbers in a plant sector encompassing the tiller 
ear initials, but not the main-stalk ear initials (or vice-versa). Four 
such instances were recorded out of the 10 plants from cross 4.1.8 for 
which both main-stalk and tiller ears were available (Table 4.1.27A). 
Only included in this summary are plants for which the ratio of 
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spottedrnonspotted on the main-stalk ear fit an expected ratio, i.e., 
plants which had a main-stalk ear with a Type I or Type II aberrant 
ratio are not included. Unless this restriction is enforced it becomes 
difficult to determine whether a true increase in numbers has 
occurred. All four discordant plants experienced a Cy increase in a 
tiller ear. In no instances did an increase in Cy numbers occur in a 
main-stalk ear and not in the corresponding tiller ear. 
Of the 10 plants included in Table 4.1.27A, three belong to primary 
family 80g37-3. If these are discarded since the in this primary 
family appears to differ from the in the rest of the one-Cv primary 
families (see previous section), seven plants remain (the First 
Remainder of Table 4.1.27B-C). Of these, three exhibited tiller sectors 
of increase. As shown in Table 4.1.27C, this rate (3/7) (Table 
4.1.27B) is significantly different from the rate of C% increase 
observed in main-stalk ears (5/69, Table 4.1.26). One of the plants (82 
2355-7) included in Table 4.1.27C had three tiller ears, only one of 
which carried more than one Since this plant had three 
opportunities to express a tiller ear change it may not be appropriate 
to include it with the others. If this plant is removed (resulting in 
the Second Remainder of Table 4.1.27B-C), the rate of Cy increase in 
tillers drops to 2/6 (Table 4.1.27B), which is still significantly 
different than the main-stalk rate (Table 4.1.27C). 
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Although these estimates of the rate of increase in tillers are 
based on a small sample, it appears that the rate of Cy increase in one-
Cv lines is higher in tillers than in main stalks. 
4.1.5. Type I Aberrant Ratios 
Type I aberrant ratios are those which have significantly less than 
49% spotted round kernels. is present, but there are less spotted 
kernels than would be expected following the segregation of a single Cy. 
Of the 263 crosses in Tables 4.1.2, 4.1.4-4.1.7, 4.1.9-4.1.13, and 
4.1.15-4.1.24, 17 resulted in Type I aberrant ratios (Table 4.1.28A-B). 
Type I aberrant ratios arise at a rate of 8.4% (8/95) in one-Cv lines 
(Table 4.1.25A). 
At the 0.01 level of significance (the cutoff for inclusion in 
Table 4.1.28), only 0.5% of ears carrying one C% would be expected to 
yield Type I aberrant ratios due merely to random statistical variation. 
Hence this cannot explain the relatively high rate at which such ratios 
occur. 
In an instance where was introduced by the pollen parent (Table 
4.1.28A) a loss of C% activity in a tassel sector could account for the 
Type I aberrant ratio. Some more of the Type I aberrant ratios can be 
explained by penetrance. If an ear exhibits a low-spotting pattern, the 
number of spotted kernels might be reduced as a result of penetrance. A 
low-spotting pattern can result from an altered state of either the 
receptor or the regulatory element (Chapter 3.16). Five of the 14 Type 
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I aberrant ratios (lines 6, 8,9,16, and 17, Table 4.1.28B) could be due 
to this phenomenon. 
Five putative genetic phenomena (reduced transmission of Cv. 
repulsion linkage of C% to bz-rcv. frequent late transpositions 
(Greenblatt model), transposition-independent loss of function, or a 
high rate of late losses of receptor function; see Chapter 3.13.3) could 
account for the remaining nine Type I aberrant ratios. Two plants from 
Table 4.1:28 (lines 7 and 14-15) were chosen to test the basis of the 
Type I aberrant ratios. 
4.1.5.1. Test of 82 2356-1/4321-2 In the Test of the Spotted 
Round (Chapter 3.13.3) from this ear none of six gametes (Table 4.1.29) 
exhibited less than the expected 49% spotted (Table 4.1.1C). This 
eliminates reduced C^ transmission, transposition-independent C^ loss 
(if it assumed to be a heritable phenomenon) and loss of receptor 
function as viable explanations for this Type I aberrant ratio (Table 
3.7). The finding that only two of six crosses produced more than 49% 
spotted argues against repulsion linkage as an explanation for this Type 
I aberrant ratio and supports the Greenblatt Model explanation (Table 
3.7). 
The results from the other two tests do not disagree with the 
interpretation that frequent, late transpositions following the 
Greenblatt model were responsible for this Type I aberrant ratio. About 
half of the bronze shrunken nonspotted selections from 82 2356-1/4321-2 
in the Test of the Nonspotted Shrunken (Chapter 3.13.3) carried 
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(Table 4.1.30A). However, based on the appearance of small Cv-loss 
sectors resulting from transpositions, the model predicts somewhat less 
than half would carry C% (Table 3.7), but this test of 12 gametes is not 
sensitive enough to expose small differences. Of the eight selections 
which carried Cy, five produced ears large enough to permit the 
estimation of the number of C% present (Table 4.1.30B). The finding 
that one of the five carried more than one confirms the results of 
the Test of Spotted Round. If the results of the two tests are pooled, 
3/11 Cv-containing gametes carried more than one 0%. This is 
significantly more (Table 4.1.33) than is expected based on the rate of 
Cv increase in one-Cv lines (Table 4.1.26). This finding supports the 
view that this Type I aberrant ratio arose via frequent late 
transposition and argues against transposition-independent losses of Cy 
(note d, Table 3.7). 
The Test of the Nonspotted Round (Chapter 3.13.3) was not extensive 
for this ear. Only two bronze round nonspotted selections were crossed 
by C^; both selections carried an active bz-rcv allele, 
4.1.5.2. Test of 82 2355-1/4318 and 82 2355-lt/4323-4 Both the 
main-stalk and tiller ears of 82 2355-1 exhibited Type I aberrant 
ratios. Results from the Test of Nonspotted Shrunken from the main-
stalk ear (Table 4.1.28B, line 14) rule out both repulsion linkage and 
high rate of loss of receptor function as a basis for this Type I 
aberrant ratio. If either of these phenomena were operating it would 
be predicted that half or more of the bronze shrunken nonspotted 
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selections would carry Cy. The observed 3/22 is significantly different 
than this expectation (Table 4.1.32A). Further, since Table 4.1.32B 
demonstrates that both Cv-containing bronze shrunken nonspotted 
selections that were counted do not exhibit significantly less than 49% 
spotting, reduced C% transmission and transposition-independent Cy loss 
(if the phenomenon is assumed to be heritable) can be ruled out as 
explanations for this Type I aberrant ratio (Table 3.7), leaving only a 
high rate of late transpositions (Greenblatt model). 
Four selections from the main-stalk ear were included in the Test 
of the Nonspotted Round. All four carried an active bz-rcv allele. 
This supports the conclusion that this Type I aberrant ratio was not due 
to a high rate of loss of receptor function. 
In the Test of Spotted Round from the main-stalk ear (Table 
4.1.31A), 2/10 ears exhibited Type I aberrant ratios, 4/10 displayed the 
ratio expected, based on the segregation of a single independent Cv 
element in the absence of disrupting phenomena, and 4/10 displayed 
apparent Cy increases. This latter value is significantly higher (Table 
4.1.33) than the expectation based on the rate of Cy increase in one-Cv 
lines (Table 4.1.26). These findings provide additional support for the 
conclusion that the Type I aberrant ratio observed on the main-stalk ear 
was in fact due to frequent, late transpositions (Greenblatt model) and 
argue against transposition-independent losses being the basis of this 
Type I aberrant ratio. 
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The findings associated with the Test of Spotted Round for the 
tiller ear (Table 4.1.31B) are less clear but also serve to rule out 
transposition-independent losses as the basis of this aberrant ratio. 
All five ears have significantly more than 49% spotted round. One of 
the five has a Type II aberrant ratio. The remaining four ears have 
ratios suggestive of three or more C%. Two successive cycles of 
transposition under the Greenblatt model would be required to obtain 
three from a one-Cv cell. 
4.1.6. Type II Aberrant Ratios 
Type II aberrant ratios are those which have significantly more 
than 50% and less than 73.5% spotted round kernels. The segregation 
ratio is between that expected for one C% and for two Cy. Of the 263 
crosses in Tables 4.1.2, 4.1.4-4.1.7, 4.1.9-4.1.13, and 4.1.15-4.1.24, 
eight resulted in Type II aberrant ratios (Table 4.1.34A-C). Type II 
aberrant ratios arise at a rate of 4.2% (4/95) in one-Cv lines (Table 
4.1.25A). 
In those instances where Cy or bz-rev were introduced via the male, 
(Table 4.1.34A-B) single tassel sectors of loss of Cy or receptor 
function (Chapter 3.15) would account for the Type II aberrant ratios. 
In the remaining six instances one of five phenomena could account for 
the aberrant ratio: frequent, late losses of receptor activity, Cy in 
coupling linkage with bz-rcv. the segregation of two Cy that are in 
coupling linkage to each other, the segregation of two Cy, one of which 
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has reduced transmission, or the ears were sectored for one and two Cv. 
(Chapter 3.13.4). 
In order to test these options the Test of Spotted Round was 
performed on selections from an ear (82 2350-1/2527-1, Table 4.1.35A) 
which displayed a Type II aberrant ratio, but is not included in Table 
4.1.34. For the pedigree of this line see Figure 4.1.4. 
4.1.6.1. Test of 82 2350-1/2527-1 None of the nine ears from 
the Test of Spotted Round performed on selections from 82 2350-1/2527-1 
exhibited Type I or Type II aberrant ratios (Table 4.1.35B). This 
finding demonstrates that the phenomenon leading to the aberrant ratio 
on 82 2350-1/2527-1 is not one of the first four listed in Table 3.8, 
because those models would predict aberrant ratios in the Test of 
Spotted Round. 
Ruling out these first four phenomena leaves ear sectoring for Cv 
number as the basis for this Type II aberrant ratio. However, this 
model predicts ratios based on the segregation of one and two C^. The 
observation that some selections from 82 2350-1/2527-1 carry more than 
two C% can be explained by Cy increases. In the preparation of Table 
3,8 it was assumed that this event occurred at a rate of 0. This 
assumption is not valid. Therefore the data in Table 4.1.35B are 
compatible with the hypothesis that this Type II aberrant ratio was a 
result of ear sectoring for Cy number. 
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4.2. Establishment of the Ç% Transposable Element System: 
The Relationship of the Transposable Element System to 
the other Systems of Maize 
4.2.1. Relation of Cv to the non-Mutator transposable element systems 
4.2.1.1. The relationship between the Dt and Cv systems 
4.2.1.1.1. Dt content of bz-m805137 derivatives To test 
for the presence of Dt (Dotted') in four primary families, plants grown 
from colored Fl kernels from cross 4.2.1 (the male of cross 4.2.1 was 
grown from spotted selections from 80 5137/5621, Table 4.1.1A) were 
backcrossed as females by a-dt (cross 4.2.2) to assay for Dt activity. 
The results from these crosses are shown in Table 4.2.1. Three of 11 
ears in one of four primary families exhibited Dt activity. The 
frequencies of colored, spotted, and colorless kernels on these ears, 
were not significantly different than 0.50:0.25:0.25 (Table 4.2.2), 
indicating that 82 4410-4 contained a single Dt. 
4.2.1.1.2. Test of the interaction between a-dt and Cv In 
order to test for an interaction between C% and a-dt. the Fl plants 
derived from cross 4,2.1 were additionally crossed as males onto bz-rcv 
to assay for C% content (cross 4.2.3). The results of these crosses are 
shown in Table 4.2.1. 
The absence of Dt activity in 20 plants (lines 3,4,7,10,13-23,25-
26,31-33, Table 4.2.1), shown to contain Cy, demonstrates the lack of 
interaction between Cy and the Dt-responsive a-dt receptor allele. 
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6.2.1.1.3. Test of the interaction between Dt and bz-rcv 
To test for an interaction between Dt and bz-rcv , F1 plants from cross 
4.2.1 were assayed for both and £t activity as above (crosses 4.2.2 
and 4.2.3). The results of these crosses are shown in Table 4.2.1. 
The absence of Cy activity in 3 plants (lines 28-29,34, Table 
4.2.1), which contained Dt, demonstrates the lack of interaction between 
the Dt regulatory element with the Cv-responsive bz-rcv receptor allele, 
i.e., Dt is not capable of triggering mutability at bz-rcv. 
4.2.1.2. The relationship between the Ac and Cv svstems 
4.2.1.2.1. Ac content of bz-m805137 derivatives 
4.2.1.2.1.1. Ac-flow Selfs (cross 4.2.4) of plants 
with the genotype C Sh bz-rcv/C - bz-m4. and derived from bronze round 
selections (83 2607) from cross 4.2.5 (Figure 4.2.1), were found to 
segregate for bz-m4 mutability (shrunken spotted kernels - - bz-m4/- bz-
m4 Ac : round spotted - - bz-m4/Sh bz-rcv Ac) (Table 4.2.3B). 
Segregation ratios were aberrant; if one Ac (Activator) were 
segregating, 75% of the kernels carrying bz-m4 would be expected to be 
spotted, i.e., half of the round and three-fourths of the shrunken. In 
all six instances the observed ratio was significantly different than 
the expected 6:6:3:1, because of a dearth of spotted kernels. The 
mutability present on these spotted kernels was in a flow pattern, and 
the spots were about the same size (timing) but of greater density 
(frequency) than those produced by bz-m4 in the presence of four 
standard Ac elements (Photograph 4,2.1), indicating that mutations were 
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occurring later and more frequently than is found with standard bz-m4 
and Ac. 
In order to test whether this unique pattern was due to a state of 
bz-m4 or the state of bronze shrunken selections (84 4842x) (Figure 
4.2.1) from 83 2607-7 self (Table 4.2.3B), which were homozygous for the 
bz-m4 under test, were crossed by a line carrying a standard ^  (cross 
4.2.6). This would determine whether this bz-m4 responds with the 
standard pattern in the presence of a standard In both ears 
resulting from cross 4.2.6 the standard pattern was produced from cross 
4.2.6, demonstrating that the flow pattern is not conditioned by bz-m4 
and must be due to the Ac element contributed by 82 4410-8. This Ac 
will be designated Ac-flow. 
Even so, the appearance of any M activity in these selfs (83 2607, 
Table 4.2.3B) was unexpected because the parental ear (82 4345/4410-8) 
did not exhibit Ac activity in cross 4.2.5 (Table 4.2.3A). It should be 
noted that the Ac-flow in cross 4.2.5 was contributed by the male 
parent, not the female, which was homozygous for bz-m4 and did not carry 
Ac-
To test the hypothesis that 82 4345/4410-8 did not exhibit bz-m4 
mutability because Ac-flow exhibits a dosage response, reciprocal 
crosses (crosses 4.2.7 and 4.2.8) were established with bronze shrunken 
flow-spotted selections (84 2358) (Figure 4.2.1) from 83 2607-7 self 
(Table 4.2.3B). In two of three cases, both of which had Ac-flow in the 
homozygous condition, cross 4.2.7 yielded flow mutability, while cross 
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4.2.8 did not, demonstrating that two doses of Ac-flow are necessary to 
elicit mutability from bz-m4. In the third instance, neither cross 
4.2.7 nor 4.2.8 exhibited mutability. This plant may have arisen from a 
kernel that was the result of heterofertilization. 
Similar crosses (Table 4.2.4) have demonstrated that these 
relationships hold in conjunction with both one and two doses of bz-m4. 
The interactions between one or two Ac-flow and three doses of bz-m4 
have not been tested. Additionally, three doses of Ac-flow will elicit 
mutability in conjunction with three doses of bz-m4. The interactions 
between three doses of Ac-flow and one or two doses of bz-m4 have not 
been tested. 
Under the model that two or three doses of Ac-flow are necessary to 
elicit mutability at bz-m4. half of the kernels carrying bz-m4 from 
cross 4.2.4 would be expected to be spotted, i.e., one-third of the 
round and half of the shrunken. The failure of five of six ratios to 
fit this expectation can be explained in two ways. First, the nature of 
the flow pattern makes scoring spotted kernels difficult; spots are 
often hidden from view until the kernels have been shelled. Second, the 
expression of Ac-flow varies from ear to ear; sometimes spotting is 
quite evident. In other instances classification is quite difficult 
without a close microscopic examination of each kernel. It is expected 
that in these latter instances penetrance is not complete; this would 
contribute to the dearth of spotted kernels. 
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Ac-flow has been uncovered in a number of other lines as shown in 
Figures 4.2.3 and 4.2.4. The finding of Ac-flow in 82 43242 and 81 
4755-4756 which are derived from selfed seed from first-generation 
plants, demonstrates that the two first-generation plants 81 2012-1 and 
80g 401-1 must have contained Ac-flow. They in turn could have acquired 
it from either 80 5137 or the sh bz line 80 5621. 
In a test of a bz-rcv line for the presence of ^  (Figure 4.2.2) 
(cross 4.2.9), Ac-flow was uncovered (Table 4.2.6). The Ac-flow could 
not have been contributed by the male parent of this cross because that 
plant was selfed (cross 4.2.10), and produced an entirely nonspotted 
ear. These results demonstrate the pervasive nature of Ac-flow in bz-
m805137 derivatives. 
To test for the presence of Ac in another bz-m805137 derivative 
(Figure 4.2.4), plants with the genotype C Sh bz-rcv/C sh bz Cv were 
crossed by C-I Ds (cross 4.2.11) to assay for Ac activity, i.e., the 
ability to cause Type I events (breaks) at C-I Ds. The results of these 
crosses are shown in Table 4.2.5. One of four plants displayed Type I 
events. These losses were not restricted to the base of the kernels. 
This result indicates that this line contains Ac. No tests were 
performed to determine whether this Ac is an Ac-flow. However, it 
should be noted that this line is derived from stocks which contain Ac-
flow (Figure 4.2.4). 
In the test of three more lines for the presence of ^  (Figure 
4.2.5), plants with the genotype sh bz/sh bz (with or without Cy) were 
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assayed for È£. activity, i.e., the ability to cause type II events 
(excisions) at bz-m4 (cross 4.2.12). The direction of this cross is 
such that Ac-flow, if present, would be detected. The results of these 
tests are shown in Table 4.2.7. None of the 18 plants contained the 
standard ^  or Ac-flow, indicating that these lines lack Ac. 
4.2.1.2.1.2. Ac activation in a bz-m805137 derivative 
The final observation regarding the presence of Ac in bz-ni805137-derived 
lines has to due with the appearance of an Ac in a single exceptional 
kernel (85 5650z) derived from lines lacking 4c (Figure 4.2.6). From 
cross 4.2.13 which was performed under controlled/isolated open 
pollination, an exceptional bronze shrunken kernel exhibiting the 
standard bz-m4 mutability was isolated. Since neither parent had either 
the standard Ac nor Ac-flow, this mutability demonstrates ^  activation. 
Testcrosses confirmed the following; the mutability of bz-m4 is 
heritable (cross 4.2.14), the new Ac is capable of triggering Type I 
events in C-I Ds (cross 4.2.15), and the exceptional kernel was P-RR/-
(cross 4.2.14), which was surprising since both parents had carried P-WR 
or P-WW alleles. Contamination can be ruled out; a contaminant pollen 
grain would necessarily have to have been Cshbz. Ac. and P-RR. a 
combination not present in our nursery, which was in any event quite 
distant, and not present in commercial stocks or ornamental corn in home 
gardens, 
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4.2.1.2.2. Test of the interaction between Ds and Cv The 
absence of M activity in three plants (lines 1,2,4, Table 4.2.5), known 
to contain Cy, demonstrates the lack of interaction between and the 
Ac-responsive Ds receptor allele, i.e., can not trigger type I events 
at this Ds. 
After the discovery of Ac2 (Rhoades and Dempsey, 1982, 1983), the 
heterogeneity of Dg, elements and the effect of this heterogeneity on 
system relationship tests became apparent. It was therefore decided to 
assay the effect of Cj on another Ds, that at bz-m4. 
To test for an interaction between and bz-m4. the plants with 
the genotype C sh bz/C sh bz (with or without Cjr) from cross 4.2.12 were 
also assayed for Cg content (cross 4.2.16). The results of these tests 
are shown in Table 4,2.7. 
The absence of Ac activity (Type II events) in 9 plants (lines 1-
3,6,9-10,13,16-17, Table 4.2.9), known to contain Cv. demonstrates the 
lack of interaction between Cg and the Ac-responsive bz-m4 receptor 
allele, i.e., can not trigger type II events at bz-m4. 
The ability of Cy to trigger Type I events at bz-m4 has not been 
resolved. All three ears resulting from cross 4.2.17 exhibited losses 
of C, suggestive of Type I events at bz-m4 (Table 4.2.8). Each of these 
plants contained Cjr as demonstrated by cross 4.2.18. 
The observed losses of C were most likely due to chromosome 
breakage as the result of one of the following events: 1) the 
interaction of ^  with bz-m4. 2) a true interaction between Cy and bz-
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m4.. or 3) the multiple 9s gene loss phenomenon (Chapter 4.3). The bz-m4 
line used in cross 4.2.17 did not contain Ac. The first alternative 
would therefore require that the female of cross 4.2.17 contain Ac. 
Because the c sh Bz wx line is not known to contain Ac, this alternative 
is not likely. The preponderance of data argue against any interactions 
between C% and Ds, hence the second alternative is not likely. The 
third alternative is most plausible. The bz-m4 line used in cross 
4.2.17 had passed through several generations as a heterozygote with bz-
rcv. During its origin it could have acquired the breakpoint of the 
multiple 9s gene loss phenomenon via crossing-over. 
4.2.1.2.3. Test of the interaction between Ac and bz-rcv 
To test for an interaction between Ac and bz-rcv. plants of the genotype 
sh bz/sh bz (with or without Ac) were assayed for both Cy activity 
(cross 4.2.19) and for ^  activity (cross 4.2.20). The results of these 
crosses are shown in Table 4.2.9. None of the plants displayed Cv 
activity. 
The absence of C% activity in 3 plants (lines 1,3-4, Table 4.2.9), 
which contained Ac, demonstrates the lack of interaction between ^  and 
bz-rcv. i.e., Ac is not capable of triggering Type II events at bz-rcv. 
The ability of Ac to trigger Type I events at bz-rcv has not been 
tested. Such a test would be confounded by the multiple 9s gene loss 
phenomenon (Chapter 4.3). 
In order to confirm that Ac-flow does not trigger bz-rcv. two 
plants derived from flow-spotted round selections (85 1914) from cross 
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4.2.21 were crossed by sh bz (cross 4.2.22) (Figure 4.2.3). If Ac-flow 
triggers bz-rcv round kernels on the resulting ears would be expected to 
exhibit flow-spotting. Flow-spotting was restricted to shrunken kernels 
(Table 4.2.10), demonstrating that bz-rcv does not interact with Ac-
flow. 
In another test, the finding of Ac-flow in a nonspotted bz-rcv 
stock (discussed previously), (cross 4.2.9), demonstrated that Ac-flow 
does not trigger mutability at bz-rcv. 
4.2.1.3. The relationship between the EnfSpm^ and Cv systems 
4.2•1.3.1. EnCSom") content of bz-m805137 derivatives To 
test for the presence of EnfSom) (Enhancer or Suppressor-Mutator) in 13 
primary families, plants grown from colored F1 kernels from cross 4.2.23 
(the male in cross 4.2.23 was grown from spotted selections from 80 
5137/5621, Table 4.1.1A) were crossed as females by a et. a sh2. or a-
m(rVa-ml (cross 4.2.24). The results from these tests are shown in 
Table 4.2.11. The presence of numerous ^  in these crosses was 
unexpected. The only En known to be present in the TEL population was 
associated with the A locus (a^m). However, the gamete which gave rise 
to bz-m805137 was A. The number of En segregating in one primary family 
is estimated in Table 4.2.12, As many as four independent En may be 
present in this primary family. The origin of these unexpected ^  will 
be considered in the discussion. 
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4.2.1.3.2. Test of the interaction between a-mfr^ and a-ml 
versus Cv To test for an interaction between and the En-
responsive receptor alleles, colorless (without En) selections were made 
from ears resulting from cross 4.2.24 of plants that were bz-rcv/Bz. as 
determined by cross 4.2.15. The resulting plants were crossed as 
females by sh bz to assay the C% content (cross 4.2.16). The results 
from these crosses are shown in Table 4.2.13. 
The absence of En activity in 37 individuals (nonspotted selections 
from cross 4.2.24) shown to contain (line 1, Table 4.2.13), 
demonstrates the lack of interaction between Cy and the En- and Som-
responsive alleles, i.e., Cy can not trigger mutability at these 
alleles. 
4.2.1.3.3. Test of the interaction between En and bz-rcv 
To test for an interaction between En and bz-rcv. plants with En 
(spotted selections from cross 4.2.24) were assayed for Cy content as 
above (cross 4.2.27). The results of these tests are shown in Table 
4.2.14. 
The absence of Cy activity in 6 plants (line 2, Table 4.2.14), 
which contained En, demonstrates the lack of interaction between En and 
bz-rcv. 
4.2.1.4. The relationship between the Feu and Cv svstems 
4.2.1.4.1. Feu content of bz-m805137 derivatives To test 
for the presence of Feu (Factor Cuna) in bz-m805137 derivatives, plants 
grown from colored F1 kernels arising from cross 4.2.28 were backcrossed 
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by £/r (cross 4.2.29) to assay Feu activity. The results of these 
crosses are shown in Table 4.2.15. None of the ten tested Fl plants 
displayed Feu activity, indicating that Feu is not present in this line. 
4.2.1.4.2. Test of the interaction between Cv and r-cu To 
test for an interaction between 0% and rcu. the Fl plants derived from 
cross 4.2.28 were additionally crossed on bz-rcv to assay for Cy content 
(cross 4.2.30). The results of these crosses are shown in Table 4.2.15. 
The absence of Feu activity in 4 plants, shown to contain Cy (lines 3, 
6-8, Table 4.2.15) demonstrates the lack of interaction between Cy and 
rcu. 
4.2.1.4.3. Test of the interaction between Feu and bz-rcv 
To test for an interaction between Feu and bz-rcv. plants grown from 
colored Fl kernels from cross 4.2.31 were backcrossed on bz-rcv to assay 
for Cy activity (cross 4.2.32). The results of these crosses are shown 
in Table 4.2.16. The Fl plants derived from cross 4.2.31 were 
additionally crossed by an r line to assay for Feu content (cross 
4.2.33). The results of these crosses are shown in Table 4.2.16. 
The absence of Cy activity in 8 plants shown to contain Feu (lines 
1-3,6,8-9,11-12, Table 4.2.16), demonstrates the lack of interaction 
between Feu and bz-rcv. 
4 .2 .1 .5 .  The relationship between the Uq and Cv svstems 
4.2.1.5.1. Uq content of bz-m805137 derivatives To assay 
the ïïa (UbiquitousV content of five primary families, plants grown from 
colored Fl kernels from cross 4.2.34 (the males in cross 4.2.34 were 
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grown from spotted selection from 80 5137/5621, Table 4.1.1A) were 
crossed as females by a-ruo or a (no XJa) (cross 4.2.35). The results of 
these crosses are shown in Table 4.2.17. Uo is segregating in three of 
five primary families. Although all five phenotypic ratios suggest only 
a single Ug element is segregating (Table 4.2.18), the appearance of of 
two states, is suggestive that 80 5137/5621 contained two Ua elements. 
4.2.1.5.2. Test of the interaction between a-rua and Cv 
To test for an interaction between and a-rua. plants grown from 
colorless (without Ug) selections from cross 4.2.35 were crossed as 
females by bz-rcv to assay C% content (cross 4.2.36). The results of 
these crosses are shown in Table 4.2.19. 
The absence of activity in 20 individuals (nonspotted selections 
from cross 4.2.35), shown to contain Cy by cross 4.2.36 (line 1, Table 
4.2.19), demonstrates the lack of interaction between Cy and the Un­
responsive receptor allele, i.e., Cy can not trigger mutability at this 
allele.• 
4.2.1.5.3. Test of the interaction between Ua and bz-rcv 
To test for an interaction between Ug and bz-rcv. plants grown from 
spotted (with Ua) selections from cross 4.2.35 were assayed for Cv 
content as above (cross 4.2.38). The results of these tests are shown 
in Table 4.2.20. 
The absence of Cy activity in 10 plants (line 2, Table 4.2.20), 
which contained Ug, demonstrates the lack of interaction between Ug and 
bz-rcy. 
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4.2.1.6. The relationship between the Bg and Cv systems 
4.2.1.6.1. Bg content of bz-m805137 derivatives To assay 
bz-in805137 derivatives for Bg (Bergamo'), plants grown from colorless F1 
kernels from cross 4.2.39 were backcrossed on or by o2-mfr) (cross 
4.2.40 or its reciprocal) to test for activity. The results of these 
crosses are shown in Table 4.2.21. None of the 26 tested plants 
contained Bg, indicating that this line does not contain Bg. 
4.2.1.6.2. Test of the interaction between o2-m<'r) and Cv 
To test for an interaction between o2-mfr') and Cy, the F1 plants derived 
from cross 4.2.39 were additionally crossed on or by bz-rcv to assay for 
Cv content (cross 4.2.41 or its reciprocal). The results of these 
crosses are shown in Table 4.2.21. 
The absence of Bg activity in 10 plants, shown to contain Cy (lines 
1-2,7-8,13-14,18,20,22-23, Table 4.2.21), demonstrates the lack of 
interaction between C% and o2-mfr). 
4.2.1.6.3. Test of the interaction between Bg and bz-rcv 
To test for an interaction between Bg and bz-rcv. plants grown from 
colorless F1 kernels from cross 4.2.42 were backcrossed to or by bz-rcv 
to assay for Cjr activity (cross 4.2.43 or its reciprocal). The results 
of these crosses are shown in Table 4.2.22. The Fl plants derived from 
cross 4.2.42 were addditionally crossed on or by o2-mfr') to assay for Bg 
content (cross 4.2.44 or its reciprocal). The results of these crosses 
are shown in Table 4.2.22, 
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The absence of activity in 7 plants shown to contain Bg (lines 
1-7, Table 4.2.22), demonstrates the lack of interaction between Bg and 
bz-rcv. 
4.2.1.7. The relationship between the Mrh and Cv systems 
4.2.1.7.1. Mrh content of bz-m805137 derivatives To test 
a bz-m805137 derivative line for Mrh. plants grown from colored F1 
kernels from cross 4.2.1 were crossed as females by a-mrh to assay Mrh 
activity (cross 4.2.45), Mutability arising from this cross could be 
due to either the presence of Dt or Mrh in the F1 plants. An absence of 
mutability in this cross would demonstrate a lack of both Dt and Mrh 
activity in the F1 plants. The results from these crosses are shown in 
Table 4,2.23. None of the 13 tested plants had Mrh activity, indicating 
that this line does not contain Mrh. 
4.2.1.7.2. Test of the interaction between a-mrh and Cv 
To test for an interaction between jQy and a-mrh. the F1 plants derived 
from cross 4.2.1 were additionally crossed onto bz-rcv to assay for Cv 
content (cross 4.2.3). The results of these crosses are shown in Table 
4.2.23. 
The absence of Mrh activity in 8 plants shown to contain C^i (lines 
3-4,7-10,12-13, Table 4.2.23), demonstrates the lack of interaction 
between Cy and a-mrh. 
4.2.1.7.3. Test of the interaction between Mrh and bz-rcv 
To test for an interaction between Mrh and bz-rcv. two plants 
heterozygous for bz and Mrh were crossed on bz-rcv (cross 4.2.46) to 
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assay Çjr activity. In both cases Cg activity was absent. In order to 
confirm these results, i.e., Mrh does not trigger mutability at bz-rcv. 
plants grown from bronze round nonspotted kernels selected from cross 
4.2.46 were crossed by a-mrh/a-mrh C sh bz wx/C sh bz wx (cross 4.2.47). 
This cross monitors both Cy and Mrh activity. The results of these 
crosses are shown in Table 4.2.24. 
The absence of Cy activity in 8 plants shown to contain Mrh (lines 
1,3,5-8,10-11, Table 4.2.24), demonstrates the lack of interaction 
between Mrh and bz-rcv. 
4.2.1.8. The relationship between the Mut and Cv systems 
4.2.1.8.1. Mut content of bz-m805137 derivatives To test 
a bz-m805137 derivative line for the presence of Mut, plants with the 
genotype C sh bz/C sh bz (with or without Cy) were assayed for Mut 
activity in crosses on bz-mut (cross 4.2.48). The results of these 
tests are shown in Table 4.2.25. None of the 5 tested plants displayed 
Mut activity, indicating that this line does not contain Mut. 
4.2.1.8.2. Test of the interaction between bz-mut and Cv 
To test for an interaction of Cy and bz-mut. the plants used in cross 
4.2.48 with the genotype sh bz/sh bz (with or without Cv) were 
additionally assayed for Cy content in crosses by bz-rcv (cross 4.2.49). 
The results of these tests are shown in Table 4.2.25. Five plants that 
lacked Mut activity were shown to contain Cy. 
To confirm these results, three plants were grown from bronze round 
nonspotted kernels selected from each of the five ears in Table 4.2.25, 
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resulting from cross 4.2.48. These plants would be expected to have the 
genotype Sh bz-mut/sh bz Cy/+ (or +/+) and no Mut. To test their Cv 
content, these plants were crossed on bz-rcv as in cross 4.2.50. 
Thirteen of the 14 successful crosses displayed C% activity. 
The absence of Mut activity in 18 plants shown to contain Cjr (lines 
1-5, Table 4.2.25 and text above) demonstrates the lack of interaction 
between Cy and bz-mut. 
4.2.1.8.3. Test of the interaction between Mut and bz-rcv 
To test for an interaction between Mut and bz-rcv. plants with the 
genotype sh bz/sh bz (with or without Mut) were assayed for both Cy 
activity and Mut content in crosses by bz-rcv (cross 4.2.51) and on bz-
mut (cross 4.2.52). The results of these crosses are shown in Table 
4.2.25. None of the plants displayed Cy activity. 
The absence of Cy activity in 2 plants shown to contain Mut (lines 
1,3, Table 4.2.26) demonstrates the lack of interaction between Mut and 
bz-rcv. 
4.2.1.9. The relationship between the repulatorv element at c2-m3 
and bz-rcv 
4.2.1.9.1. c2-m3 regulatorv element content of bz-m805137 
derivatives It is not possible to determine whether a regulatory 
element homologous to the one residing at c2-m3 is present in bz-m805137 
derivatives because no receptor for this element has been uncovered. 
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4.2.1.9.2. Test of the Interaction between the regulatory 
element residing at c2-m3 and bz-rcv To test for an interaction 
between the regulatory element residing at the c2-m3 allele and bz-rcv. 
plants from cross 4,2.53 were backcrossed on bz-rcv to assay for Cv 
activity (cross 4.2.54). The results of these crosses are shown in 
Table 4.2.27. The Fl plants derived from cross 4,2,53 were additionally 
crossed by c2 to assay for c2-m3 content (cross 4.2.55). The results of 
these crosses are shown in Table 4.2.27. 
The absence of Cy activity in 6 plants shown to contain c2-m3 
(lines 2-3,5,9,21-22, Table 4.2.27), demonstrates the lack of 
interaction between the regulatory element residing at c2-m3 and bz-rcv. 
It is not possible to make the reciprocal system relationship test 
as a receptor responsive to the regulatory element residing at c2-m3 has 
not been described. 
4.2.2. Relation of Cv to the Mutator transposable element svstem 
4.2.2.1. Test of Mutator activity versus Cv activitv The 
results of the first test for a relation between Mutator and the Cy 
system (Figure 3.5 and Chapter 3.14.3.1) are shown in Table 4.2.28. Two 
of the five plants lacked Mutator activity; these plants were devoid of 
genetically-active elements. However, each of the three plants which 
did display Mutator activity, contained numerous genetically-active Cv 
elements (designated Cy:Mu to indicate their Mutator origin), based on 
the segregation ratios of spotted bronze:nonspotted bronze in cross 3.8 
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(Table 4.2.29). The values presented are merely minimum numbers of 
Cv:Mu present. In many cases the ratios are not significantly different 
than that expected for 10 or more independent Cv:Mu. These data can not 
rule out the possibility that bz-rcv responds to the same transposable 
element as is responsible for Robertson's Mutator phenomenon, i.e., Mul 
(Bennetzen 1985). 
4.2.2.2. Test of the interaction of Mul and bz-rcv The initial 
step in the second test (Figure 3.6 and Chapter 3.14.3.2) of a relation 
between Mutator and Cy, the determination of whether the Mul-like 
element at a-mum2 fa-mum2 - A + 1.4kb Mul) triggers mutability at bz-rcv 
(Figure 3.6), was to assay a-mum2 lines for Cy via cross 3.9. The 
results, presented in Table 4.2,30, demonstrate that the a-mum2 line 
contains Cv:Mu. 
The unusually high rate at which low-spotted kernels appeared on 
these ears was examined by testing the heritability of this phenotype by 
crossing low-spotted selections (85 1735) from cross 3,9 (Table 4.2.30) 
by bz-rcv (cross 4.2.56) or an a line (cross 4.2.57). All eight ears 
from cross 4.2.56 failed to yield any mutable kernels, demonstrating 
that this phenotype is not heritable and that these kernels do not 
contain Cv:Mu. This finding was confirmed by the fact that all three 
ears from cross 4.2.57 that segregated for a-mum2 failed to yield any a-
mutability, demonstrating that a-mum2 is stable in these low-spotted 
selections. 
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These findings make it permissible to group the low-spotted kernels 
with the nonspotted kernels for purposes of statistical analysis. After 
grouping the low spotted and nonspotted kernels, it can be shown that 
the ears in Table 4.2.30 were segregating for ratios suggestive of the 
segregation of one or three Cv:Mu. 
Selection for Cv:Mu activity from cross 3.9 (kernels from Table 
4.2.30 with high bz-rcv spotting) did not select for the a-mum2 allele 
versus A (Table 4.2.31). However, while all bronze spotted selections 
with the genotype a-mum2/A exhibited a-mum2 mutability when testcrossed 
by a lines (cross 4.2.58), none of the bronze nonspotted selections with 
the genotype a-mum2/A showed a-mum2 mutability (Table 4.2.31), i.e., 
this latter group of ears exhibited a 1:1 ratio of coloredtnonspotted 
colorless due to the segregation of stable a-mum2. Mutability at bz-rcv 
cosegregated with mutability at a-mum2 in 46 cases. Hence, again 
assuming the 2:1:1 ratios from cross 3.9 were due to the segregation of 
a single Cv:Mu element (Alternative I) (see Chapter 3.14.3.2), the 1.4 
kb Mul element at a-mum2 is not capable of triggering mutability at bz-
rcv. and a-mum2 is itself a CvrMu responsive allele. 
Another interpretation of these results is possible. The 2:1:1 
ratios from cross 3.9 may have been due to a general deactivation of all 
the many Cv:Mu elements in the genomes of half the kernels (Alternative 
II). Such an interpretation would not not predict whether a-mum2 is 
autonomously or independently controlled, but would still demand that 
mutability at a-mum2 and bz-rcv be controlled by the same family of 
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elements, possibly Mul. Under this interpretation, bz-rcv would be 
independently controlled by either the Mul-like element at a-mum2 (if a-
mum2 is autonomously controlled), or some other element present in a-
mum2 lines that is capable of triggering both a-mum2 and bz-rcv (in the 
event that a-mum2 is independently controlled), 
In order to distinguish between the two alternative models, the 
number of spotted and colorless kernels on ears with spots from cross 
4.2.58 was counted. If Alternative I is valid, these ears would be 
expected to display 1:1 ratios of spotted:colorless. If, however. 
Alternative II is valid, a greater percentage of the kernels would be 
expected to be spotted. The results, shown in Table 4.2.32, are 
inconclusive. Half of the ears exhibit ratios not significantly 
different from 1:1. The remainder, with one exception, have ratios 
suggestive of the segregation of two, three or four Cv:Mu. The single 
deviant ear has too few spotted kernels to fit a 1:1 ratio. These 
results could be a consequence of Alternative I followed by replication 
of Cv:Mu elements (see Chapter 4,1) or a consequence of Alternative II 
followed by a repetition of that phenomenon, i.e., the deactivation of 
Cv:Mu elements at varying rates. 
Similar results were obtained from the testcrosses (cross 4.2.59) 
of spotted bronze selections (85 1736y) from cross 3.9 (Table 4.2.30), 
demonstrating that these segregation ratios are not the result of some 
peculiarity of the a-mum2 allele. Table 4.2.33 shows that the ears 
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resulting from cross 4.2.59 yielded spotted kernels in ratios suggestive 
of the segregation of one through four Cv.Mu. 
The important point here is that no matter which alternative is 
correct, the cosegregation of mutability at a-mum2 and bz-rcv 
demonstrates that mutability at bz-rev is controlled by the same family 
of elements that controls mutability at a Mutator-derived mutable allele 
that contains a Mul-like insert. 
4.2.2.3. Test of the Interactions between each of three bz-mus 
alleles and Cv Results of the third scheme to test the relation 
between Mutator and (Chapter 3.14.3.3) are shown in Table 4.2.34. 
Although these data do not conclusively demonstrate that triggers 
mutability at bz-mus4 and bz-mus7. they do strongly support this view. 
If this is true, bz-mus4 and bz-mus7 are Cv-responsive alleles like bz-
rçx-
An alternative and more complex, option is that concurrent with the 
origin of these bz-mus. all Mul elements were deactivated. Under this 
latter model, 0%, or some other element in the C% lines, would have to 
be capable of reactivating these deactivated elements. 
4.2.2.4. Test of the Mutator activitv of a Cv line In the test 
of Mutator activity in a Cy line (Figure 3.7 and Chapter 3.14.3.4), 
seven of 49 SI lines tested from 83 5231z-2, segregated for mutants not 
present in the control, including pale green stables and mutables, 
virescent stables and mutables, slow growing (or dwarf) seedlings and 
albino mutables. 
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Additionally a stable albino was segregating in 25 of the 49 
families, however, the control was also segregating for albino, 
demonstrating that the parental plant 83 5231z-2 was heterozygous for 
this allele. 
4.3. Losses of Mutability 
Losses of mutability can result from either of two events, the loss 
of either regulatory element or receptor function. These losses can 
occur in various plant tissues, kernel sectors, entire single kernels, 
ear sectors, plant sectors and as Type II discordant ears. Losses of 
mutability that arose as the result of losses of C% activity will be 
covered first, followed by those that arose via changes from bz-rcv to 
bz-nCrcv). 
4.3.1. Loss of Cv activity 
The figures associated with Cy loss events are organized as 
outlined in Figure 4.3.1. 
4.3.1.1. In ear sectors The loss of mutability exhibited by 
ten nonspotted ear sectors was due to the loss of Cy. In three 
instances, this basis was evident from the cross which gave rise to the 
sectored ears, because an active receptor was introduced from the pollen 
parent (note e. Table 4.3.1) 
From each of the remaining seven ear sectors, four to seven 
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nonspotted bronze round selections were tested for receptor activity via 
the Test of Receptor Function (Chapter 3.15.2). The appearance of 
mutability on most of the resulting ears from each sector (Table 
4.3.1A), demonstrated that the bz-rcv allele present in each of the 
seven ear sectors was functional. In contrast, nine to 15 nonspotted 
bronze shrunken selections from each of these seven ear sectors failed 
to exhibit activity in the Test of Regulatory Element Function (Table 
4.3.1A and Chapter 3.15.3), demonstrating that C% had been lost in the 
cells which gave rise to these nonspotted sectors. 
4.3.1.2. In plant sectors The loss of mutability exhibited by 
two nonspotted plant sectors was also due to the loss of Cy activity. 
Five nonspotted bronze round selections from each nonspotted plant 
sector were tested for receptor activity via the Test of Receptor 
Function. The appearance of mutability on some of the ears resulting 
from these crosses (Table 4.3.IB) demonstrated that the bz-rcv allele 
present in both of these plant sectors was functional. In contrast, ten 
and 12 nonspotted bronze shrunken selections from these plant sectors 
failed to exhibit Cy activity in the Test of Regulatory Element Function 
(Table 4.3.IB), demonstrating that Cy had been lost in the cells which 
gave rise to the nonspotted plant sectors. 
4.3.1.3. As Type II discordant events In these 13 instances 
the main-stalk ear and any tiller ears derived from a spotted selection 
all lacked mutability due to the absence of an active Cy. This was 
demonstrated by testing three to seven nonspotted bronze round 
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selections from each of the nonspotted ears for receptor activity via 
the Test of Receptor Function. The appearance of mutability on some of 
the ears resulting from these crosses (Table 4.3.1C) demonstrated that 
the bz-rcv allele present in all 13 of these nonspotted ears was 
functional. In contrast, six to 15 nonspotted bronze shrunken 
selections from these nonspotted ears failed to exhibit Gy activity in 
the Test of Regulatory Element Function (Table 4.3.1C), demonstrating 
that had been lost in the cells which gave rise to these ears. 
4.3.1.4. Rate of Cv loss 
4.3.1.4.1. Among primary families There were a total of 
24 recorded instances of loss in ear and plant sectors and in Type II 
discordant plants in the 1981, 1982 and 1983 seasons (Table 4.3.1). Of 
these, 21 arose in the manner outlined in Figure 4.3.2. There was one 
additional confirmed instance in 1984, but since the basis was not 
determined for most losses of mutability arising in 1984 this one event 
will not be included in the following calculations. Additionally there 
were undoubtedly small ear sectors which are not included in this value. 
Although sufficient kernels were planted in these seasons to allow for 
936 such crosses in 25 primary families, this overestimates the number 
of successful crosses. 
The rate of Cy loss and the associated confidence limits for each 
of the 25 primary families are shown in Table 4.3.2. The rate of Cy 
loss from Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy plants ranged from 0 to 8.33%, depending on 
the primary family. The homogeneity test Chi-square value, with 24 
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degrees of freedom, was too small to rule out homogeneity, i.e., there 
is no evidence that the primary families differ in their rates of 
loss, hence the data can be pooled over primary families. The 
calculated percent loss of Cy activity over the pooled samples is 2.14, 
with confidence limits of 1.47-3.37%; it is 95% certain that the true 
population rate of Cy loss lies within this interval. 
4.3.1.4.2. Within primary families Five primary families 
had more than one loss. In order to test for clustering, pedigrees 
were drawn for these families (Figures 4-8). 
4.3.1.4.2.1. Primary family 80g37-3 Figure 4.3.4 
outlines the pedigree of family 80g37-3 as it relates to the C% loss 
study. The subfamily derived from kernel 82 4405-7 consisted of seven 
plants and 11 ears, three of which exhibited loss. That all three of 
the loss events that occurred in primary family 80g37-3 are present 
in this small subfamily suggests that these events are clustered. 
4.3.1.4.2.2. Primary family 80g38-3 Figure 4.3.5 
outlines the pedigree of family 80g38-3 as it related to the loss 
study. The three cases of Cjt loss in this primary family are in two 
different lines of descent, however, two of the events occurred in one 
progeny row of six plants. If the overall rate of loss is 2%, it 
would be unlikely to observe two of six plants expressing losses in the 
absence of clustering. 
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4.3.1.4.2.3. Primary family 80g38-5 Figure 4.3.6 
outlines the pedigree of family 80g38-5 as it relates to the loss 
study. The six loss events of this primary family are all present in 
the half of the pedigree tracing to the outcross of plant 80g 38-5 
(Figure 4.3.6A). None are present in the 66 plants derived from the 
cross of 80g 38-5 by sh bz (Figure 4.3.6B). The six events appear in 
three progeny rows, which contained three events out of 10 plants, two 
out of seven and one out of eight respectively. The frequency of 
loss events in the first two of these rows suggests clustering. In 
order to test this hypothesis, spotted selections (84 4527) from 82 
43332-2/4318-8 were crossed by bz-rcy (cross 4.3.2 and Figure 4.3.6A). 
None of the resulting 13 ears exhibited any loss events. This 
reduces the observed rate of C% loss in progeny of 82 4333z-2/4318-8 
from 3/10 to 3/23. In order to test the clustering hypothesis for the 
second progeny row, spotted kernels were selected from an ear (83 2622x-
7/2713-8), that was a sib of the two loss event ears. These selections 
(84 4528) were backcrossed to sh bz (cross 3.4 and Figure 4.3.6A). None 
of the resulting 11 ears exhibited any losses of mutability. This 
reduces the observed rate of loss in this subfamily from 2/7 to 2/19. 
4.3.1.4.2.4. Primary family 80g38-6 Figure 4.3.7 
outlines the pedigree of family 80g38-6 as it relates to the loss 
study. No clustering is evident in this pedigree. 
4.3.1.4.2.5. Primary family 812012-1 Figure 4.3.8 
outlines the pedigree of family 812012-1 as it relates to the Qx loss 
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study. Two putative instances of clustering exist. Two loss events 
occurred out of 15 progeny from 81 2012-1/1950. In the second instance, 
two loss events occurred out of 22 progeny from the two ears of plant 82 
2355-1 (82 2355-1/4315-8 and 82 2355-lt/4323-4), 
4.3.1.4.3. In relation to the number of Cv in the parental 
plants The rates at which C% is lost are calculated in Table 4.3.3 
as a function of the number of C% present in the parental plants, i.e., 
the plants which gave rise to the plants which were tested for loss of 
mutability. Rates of Cy loss ranged from 0.80-4.69, and were not 
homogeneous, with the highest rates occurring in the progeny of ears 
which displayed aberrant ratios, i.e., ratios of spotted round 
bronze:nonspotted round bronze kernels that were significantly different 
from the ratio expected following the segregation of one because of 
an excess of either nonspotted or spotted kernels. In the latter 
instance the excess of spotted kernels was not sufficient to suggest 
that two C% were segregating. 
Among ears which exhibited the expected segregation ratios, the 
highest rate of Cy loss was observed in the progeny of ears having a 
single C^. As the number of C% segregating on the parental ear 
increased, the rate of Cy loss decreased. However, this inverse 
relationship is not statistically significant in that there is no 
evidence to suggest that the rates of Cy loss are not homogeneous after 
the removal of both the single class which contained progeny of ears 
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with an unknown number of and the two classes derived from parental 
ears having aberrant ratios (note i, Table 4.3.3). 
4.3.2. Loss of receptor activity 
The following sections deal with losses of receptor function. 
Those losses which occurred in the germline are listed in Table 4.3.4. 
In that table reference is made as to the origin of each bz-n(rcv') 
allele, the primary family in which it arose, and the pertinent figures 
and chapters of the text associated with that allele. 
The figures associated with cases of loss of receptor function are 
organized as outlined Figure 4.3.9. 
4.3.2.1. In kernel sectors 
4.3.2.1.1. The multiple 9s gene loss phenomenon uncovered 
From cross 4.3.3, 21% of the spotted kernels displayed losses of 
mutability (Table 4.3.5; Figure 4.3.10). This give a kernel phenotype 
of nonspotted bronze sectors on a heavily spotted background. This 
phenomenon was characterized as follows. To determine whether these 
losses were the result of chromosome breakage, a series of tests was 
performed to assay for the loss of distal markers on chromosome 9s. The 
arrangement of markers on the chromosome arm is outlined in Chapter 3.5 
and Figure 3.2. Next the level of penetrance of loss was determined. 
Data from this finding was used to map the putative breakpoint. And 
finally a determination was made as to the role plays in the 
phenomenon. 
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It should be noted that this phenomenon initially arose in a 
standard bz-rcv line (Figure 4.3.11). 
4.3.2.1.1.1. Loss of bz-rcv It is not possible to 
test the bronze nonspotted tissue from the kernel sectors to determine 
whether the receptor or regulatory element activities had been lost. 
However, due to the direction of the cross, spotted kernels contained 
two or more doses of C%, but only one dose of bz-rcv. This suggests the 
loss of receptor function was responsible for the nonspotted sectors. 
4.3.2.1.1.2. Loss of C In order to determine 
whether the nonspotted sectors arose due to a multiple 9s gene loss 
phenomenon (M9GLP), spotted kernels with losses from 83 2632z-4/2725-5 
(Table 4.3.5) were testcrossed on a c line (cross 4.3.4). The 
appearance of colorless sectors on colored kernels from this cross would 
demonstrate the loss of the Ç allele contributed by the M9GLP pollen 
parent (Figure 4.3.10). 
Results are shown in Table 4.3.6. Four of six testcrosses 
exhibited high rates of loss of C. Colorless sectors were produced at 
variable rates on these ears, but a linkage of the loss to Sh and 
consequently to bz-rcv is apparent. This linkage ties together the two 
events, i.e., loss of Ç and loss of mutability. 
The ratio of round to shrunken is significantly different from 1:1 
in five out of six instances (Table 4.3.6A), with the shrunken class 
being underrepresented in all six instances. And, when these six plants 
were crossed on to C sh bz (cross 4.3.5) the ratio of round to shrunken 
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was significantly different from 1:1 in three of six instances (Table 
4.3.6B). In two of these three ears the significant deviation was due 
to an excess of round kernels. This suggests that either the C sh bz 
chromosome is poorly transmitted or that the C Sh bz-rev chromosome is 
preferentially transmitted. The finding of an excess of round kernels 
in a testcross of a round kernel from one of the ears showing an 
aberrant ratio supports the latter hypothesis (Table 4.3.8). 
4.3.2.1.1.3. Loss of Yg In order to determine 
whether the distal marker of the M9GLP chromosome 9s, yg, is also lost, 
two plants (84 4928y-8; 4928y-10) that exhibited relatively high rates 
of loss of Ç (Table 4.3.6A) were crossed by jg as shown in cross 4.3.6. 
Progeny tests of the resulting kernels would be expected to produce 
yellow-green sectors on fully green leaves if Yg was included in the 
M9GLP. 
Results were inconclusive. With the lack of a suitable control, 
quantatitive data were not collected. However, very few yellow-green 
sectors were observed on seedlings in either F1 family. As the plants 
matured sectors were observed but at a rate of only approximately one 
sector per plant. This failure to uncover high rates of loss of Yg, may 
be due to a temporal or tissue specificity of the phenomenon. 
Alternatively, it may demonstrate that the entire distal end of of M9GLP 
chromosome 9s is not lost. 
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4.3.2.1.1.4. Loss of Wx The loss of Wx was not 
tested since lines showing high rates of loss did not have ^  in 
coupling with the M9GLP. In order to establish the proximal limit of 
the loss phenomenon it is important to determine whether Wx is lost. 
Based on the apparent close linkage of the breakpoint (see Chapter 
4.3.2.1.3) and this locus would have utility as a marker for the 
loss phenomenon. 
4.3.2.1.2. Penetrance of the multiple 9s gene loss 
phenomenon That penetrance is not complete in this phenomenon is 
demonstrated by the appearance of colorless sectors on the backcross 
ears (cross 4,3.7) from colored round selections with no colorless 
sectors from Table 4,3.6A (see Table 4,3,7A). 
4.3.2.1.3. Mapping the break point The most likely 
explanation for the M9GLP is chromosome breakage proximal to Bz (Chapter 
3,5 and Figure 3,2), The presence of colored shrunken kernels with 
colorless sectors in Table 4,3.6A demonstrates that the putative break 
point and Bz are separable by crossing over. With this in mind the 
putative break point was mapped. Colored round kernels in Table 4.3.6A 
can fail to exhibit breaks due to either a crossover between Ç and the 
break point, or due to incomplete penetrance. 
Assuming autonomous control of the breakage event, the 
relationships between phenotypes and genotypes is summarized in the 
following four equations: 
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Round wo/ losses - (l-Pen)(A) + B 
Round w/losses - Pen(A) 
Shrunken wo/losses - Pen(C) + (l-Pen)D 
Shrunken w/losses - Pen(D) 
Where: 
Pen - the degree of penetrance. 
And, where A, B, C, and D represent the number of kernels 
with the following genotypes: 
Parental classes 
A - Sh with the breakpoint 
C - sh without the breakpoint 
Recombinant classes 
B - Sh without the breakpoint 
D - sh with the breakpoint 
This model assumes penetrance is equal between the round and 
shrunken classes, however, it does not require that the ratio of round 
to shrunken be 1:1. If these four equations are solved simultaneously 
with the restriction that A/B - C/D, i.e., that the rate of reciprocal 
crossovers in the interval between Sh and the breakpoint is a constant 
on an ear, the degree of penetrance, Pen, and the frequency of the four 
genotypes A, B, C, and D can be calculated. With these data it is then 
possible to calculate the map distance between Sh and the break point 
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according to the formula: 
Map distance - recombinants/total 
- (B + D)/(A + B + C + D) 
The resulting values are presented in Table 4.3.6A, Penetrance 
ranged from 31% to 68%, while the estimated map distance ranged from 20 
to 32 map units. The midpoint of this range, 26 map units, agrees with 
the map distance estimate obtained from the ear with the greatest 
penetrance, which would be expected to provide the most accurate 
estimate of map distance. A distance of 26 map units proximal to Sh 
would place the breakpoint 1 map unit proximal to Wx. 
If a two-element model of control of the phenomenon is 
hypothesized, i.e., with a receptor on chromosome 9s, and a regulatory 
element segregating independently, the equations which describe the 
relationship between phenotypes and genotypes are altered as follows : 
Round wo/ losses - (l-Pen)(A) + (.5)(Pen)(A) + B 
Round w/losses - (.5)(Pen)(A) 
Shrunken wo/losses - Pen(C) + (l-Pen)D + (.5)(Pen)(D) 
Shrunken w/losses - (.5)(Pen)(D) 
When this new set of equations is solved as described above, the 
resulting values for map distance are unchanged from those produced by 
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the autonomous model, while the level of penetrance is exactly twice the 
value under the autonomous model. However, no values of Pen and map 
distance for ear 84 5339/4928y-10 (line 6 of Table 4.3.6A) will satisfy 
all the conditions of a two-element model. 
4.3.2.1.4. The relationship between Cv activity and multiple 
9s gene loss phenomenon In order to explore the relation between Cv 
activity and the MGLP, round selections exhibiting colorless sectors 
from cross 4.3.4 (ear 84 5339/4928y-10 in Table 4.3.6A) were crossed by 
bz-rcv as shown in cross 4.3.8 to assay their Cy content. In order to 
confirm the multiple 9s gene loss phenomenon in these selections, they 
were also crossed on c sh Bz wx as shown in cross 4.3.7 (Figure 4.3.10). 
If Cjr is not required for the M9GLP to occur, some selections 
should lack C% but exhibit the M9GLP. The results of these crosses are 
presented in Table 4.3.7. None of the 13 plants exhibited loss of Ç in 
the absence of Cy. Eleven of the 13 selections did exhibit loss of Ç as 
shown by cross 4.3.7 but all of these eleven selections were shown to 
contain 0% by the appearance of mutability in cross 4.3.8. Of the two 
selections which failed to exhibit the M9GLP, one exhibited a 1:1 ratio 
of spotted bronze:nonspotted bronze suggestive of the segregation of a 
single and in the remaining instance a weak-Cy was present. 
These results are not conclusive; evidence against a relationship 
between Cy and the M9GLP is lacking, yet the data are not strong enough 
to support a relation either. 
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4.3.2.1.5. Relationship between Ac and the multiple 9s gene 
loss -phenomenon The relationship between Ac and the multiple 9s gene 
loss phenomenon has not been tested. The importance of doing so is 
borne out by the finding of Ac-flow in bz-m805137 stocks (Chapter 
4.1.2.1) the breakpoint could merely be a Ds on 9s. It should however 
be noted that the M9GLP does not occur in a flow pattern, suggesting 
that Ac-flow is not responsible for this loss phenomenon. 
4.3.2.1.6. A higher state f851712z) of the multiple 9s gene 
loss phenomenon From cross 4.3.4 (line 6 of Table 4.3.6A) a single 
exceptional kernel showing a substantially higher rate of loss of Ç was 
isolated. This higher state of loss was shown to be heritable in a 
backcross (cross 4.3.7; Table 4.3.8; Figure 4.3.10, Photograph 4.3.1). 
Obtaining this higher state in coupling with C-I would facilitate the 
analysis of this loss phenomenon. 
4.3.2.1.7. Test a bz-rcv line related to the multiple 9s 
gene loss phenomenon line for losses of C Two standard bz-rcv tester 
plants (85 1958-5 and 85 1958-6; Figure 4,3.11), derived from the plant 
in which the M9GLP was first observed, failed to exhibit colorless 
sectors when crossed on c sh Bz wx (cross 4.3.9), demonstrating that 
these plants have either lost the breakpoint, or they lack a second 
factor necessary for the loss event to occur. 
4.3.2.2. In entire single kernels Although the following 
nonresponsive derivative alleles were isolated prior to the finding of 
Taylor and Walbot (1985a), in which a null derivative of the Mutator-
derived mutable Adhl-S034 allele was shown to contain a deletion 
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adjacent to the Mul insertion, their finding points to the significance 
of the simultaneous loss of receptor functionality and Sh activity in 
some of these derivative alleles. With this in mind the two classes of 
events will be discussed separately. 
4.3.2.2.1. Eleven examples of the retention of Sh activity 
after loss of receptor activity Eleven bz-rcv to bz-nfrev) changes 
that did not involve the loss of Sh function have been recovered. 
Results of tests performed on each of the 11 are summarized in Table 
4.3.9. Each bz-nfrcy) arose as an exceptional nonspotted bronze round 
kernel on an ear where most bronze round kernels were spotted. Three of 
the changes arose on one ear (Table 4.3,9), but independently (the 
kernels were not adjacent). All arose from crosses that excluded 
crossovers resulting in bronze round nonspotted kernels (note b, Table 
4.3.9 and Chapter 3.15.1). 
In all 11 instances the Test for Receptor Activity (Chapter 3.15.2) 
was negative and the Test for Regulatory Element Activity (or the 
Alternative Test for Regulatory Element Activity, Chapter 3.15.3) was 
positive (Table 4.3.9). Nine of the alleles are transmitted normally 
through the female gametophyte (Chapter 3.15.4.1). Another is likely 
transmitted normally and the eleventh was not tested (Table 4.3.9). Ten 
of the alleles are transmitted normally through the male gametophyte and 
the eleventh was was not tested (Table 4.3.9). All seven of the alleles 
that were tested are homozygote viable (Table 4.3.9 and Chapter 
3.15.4.2). However the ratio of colored:bronze on selfed ears (cross 
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4.3.1) of one of the alleles (bz-n('rcv)835306v-l) was significantly 
different than the expected 3:1 in 6/10 ears (ratios for 5/10 ears are 
presented in Table 4.3.16). This finding will be discussed in the next 
paragraph. All seven of the alleles that were tested condition anther 
fluorescence (Table 4.3.9 and Chapter 3.15.4.3) and of the five of these 
seven that were assayed for plant color all condition bronze plants 
(Table 4.3.9 and Chapter 3.15.4.3). 
Because of the six bz-n(rcv^835306v-l ears exhibiting significant 
deviations, five had too few bronze, it was important to determine 
whether these significant deviations were the result of homozygote 
lethality. 
To test the nature of the aberrant transmission phenomenon, colored 
round selections (85 1721 and 1720, respectively) were collected from 
two ears (84 3007z-21 and 3007z-22, see Table 4.3.16). The first of 
these ears exhibited reduced bz transmission, while the second had the 
expected ratio of colored:bronze (Figure 4.3.28). These selections were 
crossed with sh bz as both females and males (crosses 4.3.10 and 
4.3.11). With one exception, crosses of selections from 84 3007z-22 
(which had the expected 3:1 ratio) produced ears with the expected 1:1 
ratio of bronze round:colored shrunken (Table 4.3.10B), while selections 
from 84 3007z-21 (which had an aberrant ratio) produced 3/21 ears with 
less than the expected numbers of bronze round kernels when used as 
males (Table 4.3.10A). 
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That some colored round selections from 84 3007z-21 (self), yielded 
the ratios expected if normal male and female transmission were 
occurring, demonstrates that the factor involved in the aberrant 
transmission is separable from bz-nfrcv)835306v-l. which itself exhibits 
normal transmission. One possibility is a factor on 9s that impairs 
viability in the homozygous state. If present such a factor is 
separable from bz-n(rcv^8353067-1. 
4.3.2.2.2. Four examples of the simultaneously loss of Sh 
function and receptor activity In these four instances, Sh and Bz 
loci functions were lost simultaneously in individual exceptional 
kernels. In one instance (from cross 3.12) this loss must have involved 
a change from Sh bz-rcv to sh bz-nCrcv^. Each of the three remaining 
exceptional kernels (from cross 3.11) arose via one of two events, 
either a change from Sh bz-rcv to sh bz-nfrcv^ or from Sh Bz to sh bz. 
Based on the simultaneous loss of function of two loci, separated 
by two map units, each of these four exceptional derivatives is being 
treated as a putative deficiency. 
By virtue of their mode of origin, each of the putative 
deficiencies was isolated as a heterozygote with the standard null sh 
and hz alleles. A complication in the analysis of these events was the 
difficulty in distinguishing between the putative deficiency chromosome 
and the homologue carrying the standard null sh and ^  alleles. 
The results pertaining to the analysis of these four putative 
deficiencies are summarized in Table 4.3.11A. A figure is provided for 
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each putative deficiency that describes its origin and outlines the 
tests used in its characterization. 
4.3.2.2.2.1. shbz82g759 
4.3.2.2.2.1.1. Origin and Tests of Herltabilitv and 
Basis The exceptional nonspotted bronze shrunken selection 82g 759 
from 82 4242-21/2433-3 (cross 3.11) was crossed by a Sh Bz (cross 
4.3.12) line to rescue the allele (Figure 4.3.34); no other pollen 
source was available. Only half of the colored round selections from 
this cross (82 759/753-5) would be expected to carry shbz82p759. It was 
determined that 7/7 selections were sh bz/Sh Bz via crosses by sh bz 
(cross 4.3.13). This demonstrates the heritability of the nonspotted 
bronze shrunken phenotype; the probability of this result if the 
exceptional kernel had not been homozygous for sh bz is only 1/256. 
This result also confirms the occurrence of either a Sh bz-rcv to sh bz-
nfrcv) or Sh Bz to sh bz event. 
In order to determine whether this putative deficiency has receptor 
function the Alternative Test of Regulatory Element Function was 
employed (crosses 4.3.14 and 4.3.15 and Figure 4.3.34). The finding 
that 12/15 colored round selections from 82 759/753-5 contain Cy, and 
that excluding the occasional crossovers, only bronze round kernels were 
spotted, demonstrates that shbz82g759 does not respond to and that 
the new sh allele is stable in the presence of Cv. 
Crossovers in the Sh Bz interval of the female of cross 4.3.14 
would give rise to colored shrunken kernels. The finding that 4/11 ears 
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from cross 4.3.14 exhibited no colored shrunken kernels suggests that 
the rate of crossover was reduced in 4/11 of the females used in cross 
4.3.14. This agrees well with the expectation that half of the females 
used in cross 4.3.14 would be expected carry the putative deficiency. 
Such a reduction in crossover frequency supports the tentative 
designation of shbz82g759 as a deficiency. 
4.3.2.2.2.1.2. Test of C Function Colored round 
selections from 82g 759/753-5, half of which would be expected to carry 
the putative deficiency, were crossed by c sh Bz wx in the Test of Ç 
Function (Figure 4.3.34 and Chapter 3.15.4.4). All ten ears failed to 
segregate for colorless, demonstrating that this putative deficiency did 
not include the Ç locus. 
4.3.2.2.2.2. shbz835211x-l 
4.3.2.2.2.2.1. Origin and Tests of Heritabilitv and 
Basis That the ear 83 5211x-l/2727-5, resulting from the cross of 
the exceptional nonspotted bronze shrunken selection (83 5211x-l) from 
82 4337-2/4321-8 (cross 3.12), with bz-m4 (cross 4.3.16), consisted of 
only nonspotted bronze shrunken kernels, demonstrates the heritability 
of this exceptional phenotype (Figure 4.3.35). 
In order to determine whether this new allele has receptor function 
the Alternative Test of Regulatory Element Function was employed (cross 
35 and Figure 4.3.35). The finding that 14/14 nonspotted bronze 
shrunken selections from 83 5211x-l/2727-5 (half of which would be 
expected to carry the putative deficiency) contain Cy, demonstrates that 
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this new allele does not respond to Cy, and argues that a Sh bz-rcv to 
sh bz-n(rcv') event occurred. This result also demonstrates that the new 
sh allele is stable in the presence of With this result, it was 
surprising that in the Alternative Test of Receptor Function (Figure 
4,3.35) 3/13 ears evidenced mutability. This would seem to argue that 
this allele has receptor function. However, this mutability may have 
been due to the interaction of Ac-flow and bz-m4. as the spotting 
patterns on these three ears were unlike the standard 9b. This 
hypothesis will need to be tested. 
4.3.2.2.2.2.2. Test of C Function Nonspotted 
bronze shrunken selections from 83 5211x-l/2727-5, half of which would 
be expected to carry the putative deficiency, were crossed by c sh Bz wx 
in the Test of Ç Function (Figure 4.3.35). All eleven ears failed to 
segregate for colorless, demonstrating that this putative deficiency did 
not include the £ locus. 
4.3.2.2.2.3. cshbz835211v-2 
4.3.2.2.2.3.1. Origin and Tests of Heritabilltv and 
Basis That the ear 83 5211y-1/5347-9, resulting from the cross of 
the exceptional nonspotted bronze shrunken selection (83 5211y-l) from 
82 2331-5/2519-4t (cross 3.11), with sh bz (cross 4.3.18), consisted of 
only nonspotted bronze shrunken kernels, demonstrates the heritability 
of this exceptional phenotype (Figure 4.3.36). 
In order to determine whether this new allele has receptor function 
the Alternative Test of Regulatory Element Function was employed (cross 
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4.3.19 and Figure 4.3.36), The finding that 7/14 nonspotted bronze 
shrunken selections from 83 5211y-1/5347-9 (half of which would be 
expected to carry the putative deficiency) contain C%, demonstrates that 
this new allele does not respond to Qx> and that this new sh allele is 
stable in the presence of C%. This result was confirmed by the finding 
that none of five nonspotted bronze shrunken selections from 83 5211y-
1/5347-9 yielded spots when crossed by Cy in the Alternative Test of 
Receptor Function (Figure 4.3.36). In combination, these two findings 
argue that either a Sh bz-rcv to sh bz-n(rcv') or a Sh Bz to sh bz event 
occurred. 
4.3.2.2.2.3.2. Test of C Function Nonspotted 
bronze shrunken selections from 83 5211y-l/5347-9, half of which would 
be expected to carry the putative deficiency, were crossed by c sh Bz wx 
in the Test of Ç Function (Figure 4.3.36). Three of seven ears 
segregated for colorless, demonstrating that this putative deficiency 
included the Ç locus. The putative deficiency is transmitted through 
the female gametophyte at a normal rate (Table 4.3.12). 
4.3.2.2.2.4. shbz835212x-l 
4.3.2.2.2.4.1. Origin and Tests of Herltabilitv and 
Basis That the ear 83 5212x-1/5320-7, resulting from the cross of 
the exceptional nonspotted bronze shrunken selection (83 5212x-l) from 
82 2342-7/4323-2 (cross 3.11), with bz-m4 (cross 4.3.16), consisted of 
only nonspotted bronze shrunken kernels, demonstrates the heritability 
of this exceptional phenotype (Figure 4.3.37). 
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In order to determine whether this new allele has receptor 
function, the Alternative Test of Receptor Function was employed (cross 
4.3.20 and Figure 4.3.37). The finding that none of six nonspotted 
bronze shrunken selections from 83 5212x-l/5320-7 (half of which would 
be expected to carry the putative deficiency) responded to Cv. 
demonstrates that this putative deficiency involved the Bz locus. This 
finding argues that either a Sh bz-rcv to sh bz-n(rcv') or a Sh Bz to sh 
bz event occurred. That all kernels on ears resulting from cross 4.3.21 
were shrunken demonstrates that this new ^  allele is stable in the 
presence of Cv. 
The C constitution of this putative deficiency was not assayed. 
4.3.2.3. In ear sectors As in Chapter 4.3.2.1, the discussion 
of loss events arising in ear sectors is divided into those in which Sh 
activity was retained and those in which Sh activity was lost 
simultaneously with the loss of receptor activity. 
4.3.2.3.1. Four examples of the loss of receptor activity 
(Sh) activity retained Four nonspotted ear sectors have been shown 
to be the result of bz-rcv to bz-nfrcy*) changes without concomitant loss 
of Sh activity. The results of the tests designed to characterize these 
four events are summarized in Table 4.3.13A. Each of the four arose on 
an ear resulting from cross 3.4. The Test for Receptor Activity was 
negative and the Test for Regulatory Element Activity was positive with 
selections from each of the four ear sectors. All four nonresponsive 
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alleles are normally transmitted through both the female and male 
gametophytes and is, homozygous viable (Table 4.3.13). 
4.3.2.3.2. Two examples of simultaneous loss of Sh function 
and receptor activity Like the four examples cited in Chapter 
4.3.2.2.2 these two instances arose via the simultaneous loss of the Sh 
and Bz loci functions. The rationale and organization of this section 
follows that of Chapter 4.3.2.2.2. The results pertaining to the 
analysis of these two putative deficiencies are summarized in Table 
4.3.11B. A figure is provide for each putative deficiency that 
describes its origin and outlines the tests used in its 
characterization. 
4.3.2.3.2.1. shbz82g76Q 
4.3.2.3.2.1.1. Origin, heritabilitv and basis 
One kernel (82g 760-4) from the exceptional nonspotted bronze shrunken 
ear sector of 82 4204/2434-8 (cross 3.11) was crossed by sh bz (cross 
4.3.21) and gave rise to an ear which consisted entirely of nonspotted 
bronze shrunken kernels, demonstrating the heritability of this 
exceptional phenotype (Figure 4.3.42). 
In order to determine whether this new allele has receptor 
function, a modified form of the Test for Receptor Function was employed 
(cross 4.3.22 and Figure 4.3.42). The finding that one nonspotted 
bronze shrunken selection (82g 760-2) from the ear sector failed to 
respond to Cy (82g 755-4) demonstrates that this putative deficiency 
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involved the Bz locus. This finding argues that either a Sh bz-rcv to 
sh bz-nfrcv) or a Sh Bz to sh bz event occurred. 
4.3.2.3.2.1.2. Test of C Function Spotted 
bronze round selections from 82g 760-2/755-4, half of which would be 
expected to carry the putative deficiency, were crossed by c sh Bz wx in 
the Test of G Function (Figure 4.3.42). All eleven ears failed to 
segregate for colorless, demonstrating that this putative deficiency did 
not include the Ç locus. 
4.3.2.3.2.2. shbz835211w 
4.3.2.3.2.1.1. Origin, heritabilitv and basis 
All three kernels (83 5211w) from the exceptional nonspotted bronze 
shrunken ear sector from 82 4328-3t/4321-5t (cross 3.12) were crossed by 
- bz-m4 (cross 4.3.23) and gave rise to an ear which consisted entirely 
of nonspotted bronze shrunken kernels, demonstrating the heritability of 
this exceptional phenotype (Figure 4.3.43). 
In order to determine whether this new allele has receptor 
function, the Alternative Test for Regulatory Element Function was 
employed (cross 4.3.24 and Figure 4.3.43). The finding that two of six 
and five of five nonspotted bronze shrunken selections from cross 
4.3.23, half of which would be expected to carry the putative 
deficiency, contained C^, demonstrates that this putative deficiency 
involved a change from Sh bz-rcv to sh bz-nCrcv). This result also 
demonstrates that the new sh allele is stable in the presence of Cv. 
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4.3.2.3.2.1.2. Test of C Function Nonspotted 
bronze shrunken selections from cross 4.3.23, half of which would be 
expected to carry the putative deficiency, were crossed by c sh Bz wx in 
the Test of Ç Function (Figure 4.3.43). Six of eleven ears segregated 
for colorless, demonstrating that this putative deficiency included the 
Ç locus. This putative deficiency is transmitted through the female 
gametophyte at a reduced frequency (Table 4.3.12). 
4.3.2.4. In a plant sector: b2-n(rcv)835340v-l The following 
paragraph outlines the origin and characterization of a bz-nfrev) allele 
in which Sh activity was retained and that arose as a plant sector 
(Table 4.3.13B). The results presented in this section are summarized 
in Table 4.3.13B. 
The spotted selection 83 5340y-l from 81 4150-21/4314-8t (cross 
3.12 and Figure 4.3.44), produced a tiller ear, which when testcrossed 
(cross 3.4) gave rise to an ear which was entirely nonspotted. This is 
in contrast to the main-stalk ear which when testcrossed (cross 3.4) 
segregated for mutability. The Test for Receptor Function failed to 
uncover receptor activity in this plant sector (Table 4.3.13B). In 
contrast, the Test for Regulatory Element Function was positive (Table 
4.3.13B). From these findings, it can be concluded that the loss of 
mutability exhibited in the plant sector 83 5340y-lt/5348-5 was due to 
the loss of receptor activity in a plant sector, and represents the 
origin of a new nonresponsive allele, bz-n<'rcv')835340v-lt. This 
nonresponsive allele is transmitted normally through both the female and 
male gametophytes and is homozygous viable (Table 4.3.13B). 
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4.3.2.5. As Type II discordant ears The bases of three Type II 
discordant ears have been shown to losses of receptor function with the 
retention of Sh activity. The results of the tests designed to 
characterize these three new nonresponsive alleles are summarized in 
Table 4.3.13C, Each of the three alleles arose as from a spotted 
selection from cross 3.4 or 3.11. In each case when the main-stalk ear 
shoot from the spotted selection was testcrossed (cross 3.4), it 
produced an entirely nonspotted ear. The spotted selection that gave 
rise to bz-n(rcv824333x had an exceptional spotting pattern (6-7, b-c 
versus the 9b parental type). The remaining two selections were high 
spotted. 
4.3.2.5.1. Test of Basis In all three cases receptor 
activity was absent and regulatory element function was present as 
determined by the Test for Receptor Function and the Test for Regulatory 
Element Function (Table 4.3.13C). From these findings it can be 
concluded that these three Type II discordant ears arose via bz-rcv to 
bz-n(rcv) changes. 
4.3.2.5.2. Test of Female Transmission All three alleles 
are transmitted normally through the female gametophyte. Any deviations 
from the expected ratios reflect an excess of bz-nfrcv') kernels (Table 
4.3.13C). 
4.3.2.5.3. Test of Male Transmission For bz-n<'rcv')824333x 
the ratio of bronze:colored kernels from cross 4.3.10 is significantly 
different from the expected 1:1 (Table 4.3.15), due to a shortage of 
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bronze kernels, demonstrating that this nonresponslve allele is 
transmitted through the male gametophyte at a reduced rate of 13% 
(41/41+275, see 85 1814/1727z-26 in Table 4.3,15). The unexpected 
bronze shrunken kernels on this ear are likely due to misclassification 
or contamination. Contamination is unlikely in that no colored round 
kernels are present; this is the most common phenotypic class produced 
by stray pollen grains. 
The male transmittance of other two of alleles (bz-n(rcv^832618-3 
and bz-n(rcv)835218v-2'> was not assayed directly. The highly 
significant deviation from the expected 3:1 ratio of colored:bronze 
round in one of the two ears from cross 4.3.1 (Table 4.3.16) with bz-
n(rcv)832618-3 points towards the importance of a direct test the male 
transmission of this nonresponsive allele. Regarding bz-nfrcv')835218v-
2, the lack of significant deviations from the expected 3:1 ratio of 
colored:bronze round in both of the two ears from cross 4.3.1 (Table 
4.3.16) argues that male transmission of this nonresponsive allele is 
not reduced. 
4.3.2.5.4. Test of Homozygote Viability For bz-
n(rcy)824333x. the failure of cross 4.3.1 (Table 4.3.16) to uncover 
bronze round kernels in 3/4 ears can not be due solely to the reduced 
male transmission of this allele, because even with a male transmission 
rate of only 13%, 6.5% of the kernels from cross 4.3.1 would be expected 
to be bronze (assuming normal female transmission as the data indicate). 
This failure to uncover bronze kernels therefore points to a lack of 
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homozygote viability. The single ear resulting from cross 4.3.1 that 
yielded a 3:1 ratio of colored:round can be explained by a crossover in 
84 4807y-21 (see Figure 4.3.45). 
For bz-nfrcv^832618-3. the appearance of bronze round kernels from 
cross 4.3.1 (Table 4.3.16) demonstrates that this allele is homozygous 
viable. However, one of the two ears has significantly fewer bronze 
kernels than expected for normal segregation; this may be due to reduced 
male transmission of bz-n(rev')832618-3. The segregation ratio for the 
second ear is within the range expected for normal transmission. This 
result could be explained if 85 5608-22 were a crossover, i.e., Sh bz/sh 
bz instead of Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz: such a crossover could have occurred 
in 84g 517-21 (Figure 4.3.46). 
For bz-n(rcv)835218v-2. the appearance of bronze round kernels from 
cross 4.3.1 (Table 4.3.16) demonstrates that this allele is homozygous 
viable, and no lethality is present as evidenced by the nonsignificance 
of the Chi-square values for 3:1 ratios of colored:bronze round. 
4.3.2.6. Rate of loss of receptor actlvitv 
4.3.2.6.1. Sh activitv retained 
4.3.2.6.1.1. In single kernels The rate at which bz-
rcv gametes generate bz-n(rcv) alleles can be estimated from Table 
4.3.19. In order to make such a calculation most nonspotted round 
bronze kernels from a number of ears must be tested for receptor 
activity. Six of the 11 single kernel events arose from such a program. 
The rate of loss of receptor activity will therefore be based on these 
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six only. Based on this sample, the 95% confidence limits for the rate 
at which bz-nfrcv) alleles arise as single kernels are 0.29% and 1,95%. 
4.3.2.6.1.2. In ear and plant sectors and in Type II 
discordant plants There were a total of seven recorded bz-rcv to bz-
nfrcv) events in ear and plant sectors and in Type II discordant plants 
in the 1981, 1982 and 1983 seasons (Table 4,3.13). All seven fit the 
criteria, regarding origin, outlined in Figure 4,3.2, but only four 
arose from the population of 936 ears included in the study of the rate 
of losses of mutability (Table 4.3,2), The rate in ear and plant 
sectors and in Type II discordant plants at which bz-rcv undergoes 
changes to bz-nfrcv^. without simultaneous loss of Sh function, is 
approximately 0.43% (Table 4,3,20), 
4.3.2.6.2. Sh activity lost simultaneously Because few 
simultaneous loss events were uncovered, all such events, regardless of 
whether they arose as single kernels or ear sectors, will be bulked for 
purposes of calculating rates of occurrence. Additionally, since both 
ear sectors which were uncovered were small, for purposes of statistical 
analysis, they will be treated as if they were single kernel events. 
This simplification will have the tendency to underestimate the true 
rate of simultaneous loss of ^  and receptor functions. 
Of the six simultaneous loss events uncovered (Table 4.3.11), four 
arose from a population of 29,421 kernels (cross 3.11 and Table 4.3.21A) 
and two arose from a population of 2,293 kernels (cross 3.12 and Table 
4.3.21A). With respect to the losses arising from cross 3.11 there is 
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some ambiguity as to the nature to the event that gave rise to the 
nonspotted bronze shrunken tissue. In each instance one of two events 
occurred; either Sh bz-rcv gave rise to sh bz-nCrcv) or else Sh Bz 
mutated to sh bz. 
If all seven losses arose via a Sh bz-rcv change to sh bz-nCrcv). 
then the rates of origin are 0.029% and 0.087% from the two crosses 
(Table 4.3.21B). The Chi-square value for homogeneity is not large 
enough to rule out the hypothesis that these values are homogeneous. 
The events from the two crosses can therefore be pooled, to give a 
pooled rate of simultaneous loss of 0.038%. 
. It seems likely that all or most of the losses from cross 3.11 
arose via a Sh bz-rcv to sh bz change because the alternate event, i.e., 
Sh Bz to sh bz. is quite rare. No such events were observed among more 
than 4.5 x 10® kernels arising from cross 4.3.25 (P.A. Peterson, Iowa 
State University, Ames, lA, personal communication and Table 4.3.21D). 
The females of cross 4.3.25 consisted of lines from many different 
sources, and carried a number of transposable element systems including 
Cv. En and Ufl. However if some of the five losses arising from cross 
3.11 were due to a Sh Bz to sh bz change, the population size used for 
cross 3.11 in Table 4.3.21C is the appropriate value. This decreases 
the rate of loss from cross 3.11 by almost a factor of two. This change 
increases the Chi-square value for homogeneity enough so that, at the 
0.05 level of significance, homogeneity can be ruled out. 
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4.4. States 
Discussion of each state will begin with a description of the 
origin and phenotype of the exceptional kernel(s), and continue with the 
results of the Tests of Heritability and of Basis. 
States have been grouped by basis. The first subchapter deals with 
receptor-based states, the second with Cy-based states. States arose in 
primary families. A primary family is composed of all the descendants 
of a first-generation ear, which is an ear grown from a kernel taken 
from the confirmation ear, 80 5137/5621 (Table 4.1.1A). Sections within 
each subchapter are composed of states which arose within a common 
primary family. The degree to which detailed tables are provide to 
support the Tests of Basis for a given state is dependent upon the 
likelihood that the given state will be subjected to molecular 
characterization or continued genetic analysis. 
See Chapter 3.16 for a discussion of the specific tests performed 
on putative changes of state and the rationales for these tests. 
4.4.1. Receptor-based states 
The Tests of Heritability and of Basis for each confirmed receptor-
based state are summarized in Table 4.4.1. 
4.4.1.1. Three derivatives of primary family 80g37-2 All 
states tracing from SOg 37-2 arose from a single 1982 tiller ear, 82 
2346-lt/4322-3 (Table 4.1.9), which exhibited two classes of spotting 
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patterns, high and low-medium. The two classes were intermingled; no 
ear sector was present. The presence of varied spotting patterns on 
this tiller ear was in contrast to the associated main-stalk ear (82 
2346-1/4321-1) which did not display this high rate of reduced-frequency 
spotting patterns. To test the heritabilities of these patterns, both 
high and low-medium-spotted selections were made from 82 2346-lt/4322-3 
(Figure 4.4.1). 
4.4.1.1.1. Receptor state 832850x-l 832850x-l arose from 
a high-spotted selection from 82 2346-lt/4322-3 (Table 4.1,9 and Figure 
4.4.1). This high spotting pattern did not prove heritable in the Test 
of Heritability (Figure 4.4.2 and Table 4.4.2A), since the predominant 
pattern was 3-4,a-b, with 9b clusters on some kernels. This is in 
contrast to the sib high-spotted selection 83 2850x-2, which in this 
test exhibited a high spotting (7-9b) pattern typical of the progenitor 
(Table 4.4.2A). 
The Tests of Basis of this pattern were performed with selections 
from the verification ear and the control ear (83 2850x-2/2712-4), as 
shown in Figure 4.4.2. Results of these tests, i.e., that the receptor 
from the verification ear conditions the exceptional pattern in 
combination with the progenitor (Table 4.4.1A), while the Cy from the 
verification ear elicits a high pattern similar to the progenitor 
pattern (6-8b versus 7-9b) from the progenitor receptor (Table 4.4.1A), 
demonstrate that a change in state of the receptor is responsible for 
the exceptional pattern observed on 83 2850x-1/2712-21. 
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Because 83 2850x-l was a Type II discordant individual, this change 
of state can be temporally bracketed. Since the aleurone of 83 2850x-l 
exhibited a high pattern, at least one of the polar nuclei must have 
carried the original high state of the receptor. This means that the 
change of state must have occurred after the replication following 
meiosis II. That all the spotted kernels on 83 2850x-l/2712-21 (Table 
4.4.2) received the altered state of the receptor shows that the change 
occurred early enough in development so that the ear-shoot initials 
contained an altered rev. 
4.4.1.1.2. Receptor state 832850v-l 832850y-l arose a 
single low-medium-spotted kernel on 82 2346-lt/4322-3 (Table 4.1.9 and 
Figure 4.4.1). In the Test of Heritability, this pattern proved 
heritable (Figure 4.4.2 and Table 4.4.2B), since the predominant pattern 
was 4-5,a-b with most kernels displaying 9b clusters. This is in 
contrast to the control ear 83 2850x-2/2712-4 which had 7-9b spotting 
(Table 4.4.2A). 
The Test of the Receptor was performed with selections from the 
verification ear and the control ear (83 2850x-2/2712-4), as shown in 
Figure 4.4.3. Results of these crosses, i.e., that the receptor from 
the verification ear conditions the exceptional pattern in combination 
with the progenitor (Table 4.4.1A), demonstrate that a change in 
state of the receptor was responsible for the exceptional pattern of 
kernel 83 2850y-l isolated from 82 2346-lt/4322-3. 
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Attempts to complete the Test of the Regulatory Element were 
unsuccessful, due to the failure of any of six crosses to exhibit 
mutability. 
4.4.1.1.3. Receptor state 832850v-2 832850y-2 arose as a 
single low-medium-spotted kernel on 82 2346-lt/4322-3 (Table 4.1.9 and 
Figure 4.4.1). The heritability of this pattern was established by the 
Test of Heritability which produced an ear on which the predominant 
pattern was 3-4b with some kernels displaying small sectors of 9b (Table 
4.4.2B). This is in contrast to the control ear 83 2850x-2/2712-4 with 
a 7-9b pattern (Table 4.4.2A). 
The basis of this pattern was tested with selections from the 
verification ear and the control ear (83 2850x-2/2712-4, Table 4.4.2A), 
as shown in Figure 4.4.4. Results of these crosses, i.e., that the 
receptor from the verification ear conditions the exceptional pattern in 
combination with the progenitor Cy (Table 4.4.1A), while the from the 
verification ear elicits a high pattern similar to the progenitor 
pattern (6-8b versus 7-9b) from the progenitor receptor (Table 4.4.1A), 
demonstrate that a change in state of the receptor was responsible for 
the exceptional pattern of kernel 83 2850y-2 isolated from 82 2346-
lt/4322-3. 
4.4.1.2. Receptor state 822347-2. a derivative of primary family 
80g37-3 822347-2 arose as a low-spotted ear (82 2347-2/4321-5, Table 
4.1.18) from a high-spotted selection from 80g 37-3/45. Sib ears from 
high-spotted selections were high spotted. The basis of this pattern 
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was tested with selections from the verification ear and the control ear 
(82 2347-lt/2517-7t, Table 4.1.18) as shown In Figure 4.4.5. None of 
seven crosses In the Test of the Receptor yielded mutable ears. 
However, results from the Test of the Regulatory Element demonstrate 
that Cv* behaves like the progenitor (2/2 ears, Table 4.4.IB), From 
this finding It was concluded that the basis of 822347-2 was a change of 
state of the receptor. Like 832850x-l this change of state must have 
occurred after the replication following melosls II and before the 
development of the ear-shoot initial of 82 2347-2 (Type II discordant 
individual). 
4.4.1.3. Four derivatives of primary family 80g37-6 Two 
primary changes of state have been examined in primary family 80g37-6. 
Two secondary changes of state that are derivatives of one of the two 
primary changes have also been uncovered. The origins and 
interrelationships among these states are outlined in Figure 4.4.6. 
4.4.1.3.1. Receptor state 822447-5: a change of state in the 
absence of Cv This change of state was first uncovered when two sib 
bz-rcv sources (83 5328-14 and 83 5225-14) were crossed onto the main-
stalk and tiller ears of a single plant carrying sh bz and (83 5343-
2) (Figure 4.4.7). The finding that the two ears expressed different 
spotting patterns (6-9,a-b versus 4-5b w/9b. Table 4.4.3) can be 
explained by either of two possible events. First, a Cy change of state 
had occurrred in the tiller of 83 5343-2. Such difference between the 
states of Cy in the main stalk verus the tiller would account for the 
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lack of correspondence between the spotting patterns on the two ears. 
However, since this plant carried numerous (Table 4.4.3), this option 
requires that all the C% elements in the tiller mutated. This is 
unlikely. The second possibility is that the two sib sources of bz-rcv 
did not carry the same receptor state. 
To distinguish between these two options, the status of the 
receptors in the two bz-rcv lines was assayed against the in the 
main-stalk ear of 83 5343-2 (Figure 4.4.7). Any differences in pattern 
from these crosses would reflect differences in the states of bz-rcv 
from the two sources. 
Five of five crosses of the line by a bz-rcv allele related to 
that in 83 5225-14 gave ears with 4-5b spotting (Table 4.4.lA, listed 
under 'Test of Receptor'). In contrast, three of three similar crosses 
but using a bz-rcv allele related to that in 83 5228-14 gave ears with 
high spotting (Table 4.4.1A, listed under 'Test of Regulatory Element'). 
These findings demonstrate that the difference in spotting pattern seen 
between the main and tiller ears of 83 5343-2 was due to a difference in 
the state of the receptor in the two bz-rcv sources. 
The difficulty in reconciling this finding with the pedigree of 
these bz-rcv lines is that the two bz-rcv alleles were not exposed to Cy 
after their pedigrees diverged. How then did this change of state 
occur? With this history, the altered receptor must have arisen in the 
absence of the regulatory element. 
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The only alternative to a change of state in the absence of Cv is a 
complicated series of events involving the heterofertilization of the 
embryo sac which gave rise to kernel 82 2447-5. The polar nuclei of 
this embryo sac must have been fertilized with a no-C% sperm (because 
kernel 82 2447-5 was nonspotted), while the egg must have been 
fertilized with a Cy-carrying sperm. The introduction of Cy into this 
lineage would allow for a change of state to occur early in plant 
development. However, since the selfed ear of 82 2447-5 completely 
lacked mutability, Cy must have been lost early enough in the 
development of this plants such that neither the ear nor the tassel 
initials contained Cy. Obviously, this alternative to a change of state 
in the absence of Cy requires a series of rare events and is therefore a 
very remote possibility. The most likely consideration is that bz-
rcv822447-5 arose via a change of state in the absence of Cv. 
4.4.1.3.2. Receptor state 824327x-2 824327x-2 arose as a 
single kernel exception on 81 2041-2/1942 (Table 1.9 and Figure 4.4.6). 
This exceptional kernel was classified as having a coarse pattern with a 
lower frequency of spotting than that of the remainder of the ear which 
was high and dense. The heritability of this pattern was established by 
the Test of Heritability which"produced a verification ear (82 4327x-
2/4315-7) on which the predominant pattern was 4-5,b-c/9a (Table 4.1.15 
and Photographs 4.4.lA and 4.4.2). In contrast, the pattern on the 
control ear (82 4327y-3/sh bz. Table 4.1.15) was so dense that a spot 
size determination could not be made. The verification ear had in 
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addition to the predominant pattern, an ear sector expressing a reduced 
rate of b- and c-spotting on a less profuse a-matrix, as compared to the 
824327x-2 pattern (Table 4.1.15). Kernels from this sector represent a 
secondary change of state (832815y) as will be demonstrated in the next 
section. 
The basis of the predominant pattern on the verification ear was 
tested with selections from the verification ear and the control ear (82 
4327v-3/sh bz. Table 4.1.15) as shown in Figure 4.4.8. Two lines of 
evidence demonstrate that a change in state of the receptor was 
responsible for the exceptional pattern of kernel 82 4327x-2. First, 
the receptor from the verification ear conditions the exceptional 
pattern in combination with the progenitor C% (Table 4.4.1C) (see 83 
2817x-6/2816y-4 in Table 4.1.16B for a representative count of the 
phenotypic classes). Second, the Cy from the verification ear elicits a 
high pattern similar to the progenitor pattern (but not as dense) from 
a bz-rcv allele closely related to the progenitor (Table 4.4.1A) (see 83 
2816X-3/2723-12 in Table 4.1.16A). 
State 824327X-2 has given rise to two secondary changes of state 
(Figure 4.4.6), which will be discussed next, including 832815y 
(mentioned previously) and 844816x (2-3b/2-3a). In addition it has 
generated three germinal 9b revertants (see Chapter 4.4.3). 
4.4.1.3.3. Receptor state 832815v 832815y represents a 
secondary change of state from 824327x-2 (Figure 4.4.6). It arose on 
the verification ear for 824327x-2 (Table 4.1.15, 82 4327x-2/4315-7) as 
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a sector displaying reduced b and c-spotting on a less profuse a-matrix 
(Photograph 4.4.IB). The heritability of the exceptional pattern was 
demonstrated with four selections (83 2815y) from the ear sector in the 
Test of Heritability (Figure 4.4.9 and Table 4.4.4A). 
The basis of this exceptional pattern was tested by crossing 
nonspotted bronze round selections from one of the verification ears 
(Table 4.4.4A) on nonspotted bronze shrunken selections from the 
verification ear of state 824327x-2 (82 4327x-2/4315-7, Table 4.1.15) 
for the Test of the Receptor (Figure 4.4.9). In all three of these 
crosses, which brought bz-rcv* into the same genome with the progenitor 
Cv. the 832815y pattern was reconstituted (Table 4.4.1C). In contrast, 
bronze shrunken nonspotted selections from within the ear sector and 
bronze round nonspotted selections from outside the sector of the 
verification ear of state 824327x-2 were used in the Test of the 
Regulatory Element (Figure 4.4.9). This cross brings together Cv* and 
the progenitor receptor allele. The finding that all three ears from 
this test that exhibited mutability, expressed the 824327x-2 pattern 
(Table 4.4.IC) is evidence that Cv* does not differ from the progenitor 
Cv. Hence, it can be concluded that this pattern (832815y) must reflect 
a change in the receptor. 
4.4.1.3.4. Receptor state 844816% This pattern represents 
a secondary change of state which arose as an exceptional kernel (3b 
spotting) on an ear (83 2817y-1/2727-4, Table 4.4.4B, Figure 4.4.6 and 
Photograph 4.4.IC) carrying bz-rcv824327x-2 which conditions a 4-5,b-
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c/9a pattern. Because this exceptional kernel arose from cross 3.28, it 
was possible to rule out contamination as the origin of the exceptional 
kernel with the Second Validation Test (Figure 4.4.10) from which bz-m4 
was recovered. The heritability of the exceptional 3b pattern was 
established with the Test of Heritability (Figure 4.4.10 and Table 
4.4.5). Because the verification ear (84 4816x-t/4722-10t, Table 4.4.5) 
contained more than one Cy and all the spotted kernels expressed the 
exceptional pattern it is most likely that this pattern is conditioned 
by a state of the receptor. 
4.4.1.4. Receptor state 822444-3. a derivative of primary family 
80237-7 and a change of state in the absence of Cv State 822444-3 
was first uncovered when bronze round nonspotted selections (Sh bz-
rcv/sh bz^ from the ear 83 1-111/5345-5 were used as a bz-rcv line. In 
1984 this line (84 2230) was crossed to many plants of very different 
pedigrees (Figure 4.4.11) in order to ascertain their C% content. 
During analysis a tester effect was noticed; certain bz-rcv plants 
generally yielded low to medium-spotted ears when crossed onto Cv-
containing females, while in similar crosses other bz-rcv plants from 
the same row generally yielded high-spotted ears. 
This finding was of particular interest because this line was 
thought be homogeneous for bz-rcv state. If heterogeneity is present in 
this line, 83 5345-5 must have been heterozygous for the receptor 
states. This could only happen if a change of state of bz-rcv occurred 
in the absence of Qx (Figure 4.4.11). However, this analysis was 
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complicated by the fact that the divergent sources of Cjr being assayed 
would themselves be expected to differ in their states and hence the 
spotting patterns they condition. 
To confirm this finding under more rigorous experimental conditions 
bronze round nonspotted selections (85 1854-1855) (Sh bz-rcv/sh bz^ from 
ear 83 1-111/5345-5 (these are sibs of 84 2230) were crossed by shrunken 
bronze nonspotted selections (85 1857) from cross 4.4.1 (Figure 4.4.11). 
The advantage of using these selections to assay the receptor state in 
plants of 85 1854-1855 is that a single is segregating among the 
shrunken bronze nonspotted selections. Hence, the same state of Cv 
should be present in all crosses (85 1854-1855/1857) and on all kernels 
within a cross and therefore any differences in spotting pattern are, in 
the absence of rare changes of state, the result of the receptor state 
present in plants of 85 1854-1855. If 83 5345-5 fSh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv^ 
was heterozygous for receptor state, plants of 85 1854-1855, which had 
the genotype Sh bz-rcv/sh bz. would carry one state or the other. The 
expectation if this is true is that half of the crosses (85 1854-
1855/1857) would yield ears with a low-medium spotting pattern, which is 
conditioned by the new state. The other half would be expected to yield 
ears with high spotting patterns, which is conditioned by the progenitor 
state. 
Results are shown in Table 4.4.6. Both low-medium and high 
patterns were produced by the cross of 85 1854-1855 by 85 1857. This 
demonstrates that 83 5345-5 carried two states of bz-rcv. The change of 
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state that led to this condition could have occurred in either of two 
plants, neither of which carried The first option is that plant 82 
2444-3 (Figure 4.4.11) was sectored for bz-rcv state. For example, the 
tassel could have carried the new state, while the ear carried the 
progenitor state. The bz-rcv/bz-rcv selfed progeny of such a plant 
would be heterozygous for bz-rcv state. For this to be true, a change 
of state of the receptor must have occurred in this plant. Such a 
change of state must necessarily have occurrred in the absence of Cv. 
because this plant did not carry Cy. Alternatively, a change of state 
in plant 83 5345-5 (Figure 4.4.11) could have resulted in sectoring for 
bz-rcv state. Either of these options would explain the results seen in 
Table 4.4.6. 
If the selfed progeny of 82 2444-3 (which are available) were 
tested for receptor-state heterogeneity, which could be done by crossing 
them to a line similar to 85 1857, a determination could be made as to 
which of these two possible sequences of events actually occurred. If 
the results of Table 4.4.6 are the consequence of an early change of 
state in plant 82 2444-3, the selfed progeny of 82 2444-3 would be 
expected to exhibit receptor state heterogeneity. Alternatively, if 
these results are the consequence of a change of receptor state in plant 
83 5345-5, the selfed progeny would be expected to be homogeneous for 
receptor state. 
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4.4.1.5. Seven states derived from primary family BQg 38-5 The 
origins of the seven states which arose in primary family 80g38-5 are 
shown in Figure 4.4.12. Each of these seven arose via primary changes 
of state. 
4.4.1.5.1. Receptor state 812051-9 State 812051-9 arose 
as an ear sector on 81 2051-9/2138 (Table 4.1.12) which exhibited coarse 
spotting on a fine matrix (3-4,b-c/3-5a with rare colored sectors 
encompassing up to 1/3 of a kernel). Rarely, some of the colored spots 
are only pale instead of fully colored. The progenitor pattern, which 
was present on the remainder of the 81 2051-9/2138, was 9b with 
occasional a-spotting. Three kernels displaying the exceptional pattern 
from the ear sector were used in the Test of Heritability which 
demonstrated that the 812051-9 pattern is heritable (Table 4.4.7A). The 
pattern expressed on these verification ears was in contrast to the high 
spotting seen on the control ears (Table 4.4.7B). 
The basis of this pattern was tested with selections from one of 
the verification ears, 83 2633y-2t/2714-2t, one of the control ears, 83 
26332y-l/2712-21, and two standard bz-rcy lines (83 2727 and 83 2725) as 
shown in Figure 4.4.13. The receptor from the verification ear 
conditions the exceptional pattern in the presence of the progenitor Cy, 
as demonstrated in 7/7 crosses (Table 4.4.IE and Table 4.4.8A). The 
regulatory element from the verification ear triggers a high pattern of 
mutability unlike the exceptional pattern with a standard bz-rcv. as 
demonstrated in 2/2 crosses (Table 4.4.IE and Table 4.4.8B). These 
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results demonstrate that a change of state of the receptor is 
responsible for the exceptional pattern observed in the ear sector 81 
2051-9/2138. 
An unstable germinal colored revertant has been rescued from this 
state, see Chapter 4.5.2.1 and Table 4.4.7 (note c). 
4.4.1.5.2. Receptor state 812051-10 State 812051-10 arose 
as a Type II discordant individual; although a high-patterned (9b) 
kernel was planted, the main-stalk ear resulting from the testcross with 
sh bz exhibited a low pattern (2-5, a-b with rare larger spots and with 
occasional kernels showing small sectors of reversion to a high spotting 
rate) (Figure 4.4.14 and Table 4.1.12). The tiller ear of 81 2051-10 
also had a low spotting pattern. The heritability of the the 81 2051-10 
pattern is demonstrated by the reconstitution of the pattern in the 
Tests of Basis (next paragraph). 
The basis of the pattern was tested with selections from the ear 
produced by the discordant individual in conjunction with two standard 
bz-rcv lines (83 5345 and 83 2721) and a closely related Cy (83 2803y), 
as shown in Figure 4.4.14. The receptor from 81 2051-10/2138 conditions 
the exceptional pattern in the presence of the progenitor C^, as 
demonstrated in 7/7 crosses (Table 4.4.IE and Table 4.4.9). The 
regulatory element from the discordant ear triggers a high or medium 
pattern with a standard bz-rcv. as demonstrated in 2/2 crosses (Table 
4.4.IE). These results demonstrate that a change of state of the 
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receptor is responsible for the exceptional pattern observed in the 
discordant ear. 
4.4.1.5.3. Receptor state 824332v State 824332y arose as 
a single exceptional kernel exhibiting a low spotting pattern on an ear 
of predominantly high spotting (Figure 4.4.15). The heritability of the 
exceptional pattern was demonstrated in The Test of Heritability in 
which the exceptional pattern (4-5, b on a 7-8, a-matrix) was expressed. 
This verification ear could be contrasted to the available control ears 
(Table 4.4.10). 
The presence of a single high-spotted kernel on the verification 
ear suggested the possibility that this state has the ability to revert 
germinally to high spotting. It is not possible to rule out 
contamination as the cause of this single high-spotted kernel, but to 
explore the possibility that 82 4332y can germinally revert to high, low 
spotted kernels from the verification ear were test crossed by ^  bz. 
None of the resulting four ears (83 2834x) contained any high-spotted 
kernels; all spotted kernels exhibited the 82 4332y pattern. Hence, if 
82 4332y germinally reverts to high, it does so at a low rate. 
The basis of this pattern was tested with selections from the 
verification ear and from 82 4333z-2/4318-8, which carried the 
progenitor bz-rcv (Figure 4.4.15). The interaction of bz-rcv* with the 
progenitor C% was not tested. However, when Cv* interacts with a 
closely-related bz-rcv (83 2843x), it conditions a high pattern in the 
same manner as the progenitor Cy, as demonstrated in 8/9 crosses (Table 
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4.4.IE and Table 4.4.11A). The one ear (1/9) that does not fit this 
pattern (83 2833-3/2843x-5) will be discussed in the next paragraph. 
These results demonstrate that a change of state of the receptor is 
responsible for the exceptional pattern observed in 82 4332y. 
One (83 2833-3/2843x-5, Table 4.4.11) of the nine ears from the 
Test of the Regulatory Elment exhibited an unexpected pattern of 
mutability, characterized by a low-medium spotting pattern, unlike 
824332y, and a reduced frequency of spotted kernels (Table 4.4.11). 
That this pattern of activity is due to an aberrant is demonstrated 
by the fact that the receptor contributed by 83 2843x-5 and used in this 
cross behaves normally with other Cy (83 2833-6/2843x-5, Table 4.4.11). 
This aberrant Cy will be discussed with the other Cy states. 
4.4.1.5.4. Receptor state 824333w State 824333w arose as 
a single exceptional kernel exhibiting low spotting on an ear of 
predominantly high spotting (Figure 4.4.16). The heritability of the 
exceptional pattern was demonstrated in the Test of Heritability in 
which the exceptional pattern (4-5 a-b, with rare c-spotting) was 
recovered (82 4333w/4318-8, Table 4.4.12A). This verification ear could 
be compared to the available control ears (Table 4.4.12B). 
The basis of this state was tested with selections from the 
verification ear, a control ear and two standard bz-rcv lines (83 2717 
and 83 2720), as shown in Figure 4.4.16. The receptor from the 
verification ear conditions the exceptional pattern in the presence of 
the progenitor Cy, as demonstrated in 4/4 crosses (Table 4.4.IE and 
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Table 4.4.13A). The regulatory element (Cv*) from the verification ear 
triggers medium or high patterns with the standard bz-rcv that are 
unlike the exceptional pattern, as demonstrated in 2/2 crosses (Table 
4.4.IE and Table 4.4.13B). These results demonstrate that a change of 
state of the receptor is responsible for the exceptional pattern 
observed in the exceptional kernel 82 4333w. 
4.4.1.5.5. Receptor state 824333v State 824333y arose as 
single exceptional kernel exhibiting a low spotting pattern on an ear of 
predominantly high spotting (Figure 4.4.17). The heritability of the 
exceptional pattern was demonstrated in the Test of Heritabilty in which 
the exceptional pattern (4-5, b-c on a 9a-matrix) was recovered (82 
4333y/4318-8, Table 4.4.12A and Photograph 4.4,IF). This verification 
ear could be compared with the available control ears (Table 4.4.12B). 
The basis of this pattern was tested with selections drawn from the 
verification ear and a control ear, as shown in Figure 4.4.17. With one 
exception, discussed below, the receptor from the verification ear 
conditions a close approximation of the exceptional pattern in the 
presence of the progenitor C% (3/4 ears in Table 4.4.IE and Table 
4.4.14A). The regulatory element from the verification ear triggers a 
high pattern with the progenitor bz-rcv. as demonstrated in two crosses 
(Table 4.4.IE and Table 4.4.14B). These results demonstrate that a 
change of state of the receptor is responsible for the exceptional 
pattern observed on 82 4333y. 
Only the progenitor and the exceptional patterns are expected on 
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ears resulting from the Tests of Basis. The appearance of a third 
pattern (1-3, b-c) on 83 2823y-6/2843y-3 from the Test of the Receptor 
(note e, Table 4.4.IE) was therefore unexpected. This derivative 
pattern could be due to either a change in state of the progenitor Cy or 
a derivative state of 82 4333y, which would of had to occur in the plant 
82 4333y prior to meiosis, and followed by the loss of Cjr via 
segregation. These possibilities can be tested in with the Tests of 
Basis. 
State 824333y generates colored germinal revertants at a rate which 
is significantly higher than the progenitor 9b state (Chapter 4.5.1.3). 
4.4.1.5.6. Receptor state 824334x-l State 824334x-l arose 
as a plant sector. Although a high-spotted kernel was planted, the 
main-stalk ear resulting from a testcross with sh bz, exhibited low 
spotting (1-2, b-c, 4-5a, while the tiller test cross ear retained the 
high pattern of the parent (Table 4.4.15A-B). The heritability of the 
82 4334x-l pattern is demonstrated by the reconstitution of the pattern 
in the Tests of Basis (next paragraph). 
The basis of this state was tested with selections from the 
exceptional main-stalk ear and from the progenitor pattern tiller ear 
(Figure 4.4.18). The receptor from the main-stalk ear conditions the 
exceptional pattern in the presence of the progenitor Cy, as 
demonstrated by one ear (Table 4.4.IE). The regulatory element from the 
main-stalk ear triggers the progenitor pattern with the progenitor bz-
rcv. as demonstrated by 6/6 crosses from the Test of Regulatory Element 
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(Table 4.4.IE and Table 4.4.16). These results demonstrate that a 
change of state of the receptor is responsible for the exceptional 
pattern observed on the main-stalk ear of 82 4334x-l. 
It should be noted that the designations of main and tiller ears on 
the plant 82 4334x-l are probably reversed. The ear designated as the 
main-stalk ear had 12 kernel rows, while the ear designated as the 
tiller ear had 16. This suggests that state 824333x-l actually arose as 
in a tiller, not in the main-stalk as the designations used in earlier 
paragraphs would indicate. 
4.4.1.5.7. Receptor state 832624v-l State 832624y-l arose 
as a Type II discordant individual from a 9b progenitor. When the 9b 
selection was testcrossed by sh bz it gave rise to a ear which exhibited 
both 4-5, a-b spotted kernels (some of which had kernel sectors of high 
spotting) and high-spotted kernels (Figure 4,4.19, Table 4.4.17A). The 
4-5b pattern was predominant. Two sib ears displayed the progenitor 9b 
pattern (Table 4.4.17B). The heritability of the 83 2624y-l pattern is 
demonstrated by its reconsitution in the Tests of Basis (next 
paragraph). 
The basis of this pattern was tested with selections from the 
discordant individual in conjunction with two sources of the progenitor 
receptor and regulatory element, as shown in Figure 4.4.19. The 
receptor from the discordant individual conditions the exceptional 
pattern in the presence of the progenitor Cjr, as demonstrated in 6/6 
crosses from the Test of Receptor (Table 4.4.IE and Table 4.4.17A), 
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while the regulatory element from the discordant individual triggers a 
high pattern with the progenitor bz-rcv. as demonstrated by 4/4 ears 
resulting from the the Test of the Regulatory Element (Table 4.4.IE and 
Table 4.4.17B). These results demonstrate that appearance of the 
discordant individual 83 2624y-l was due to a change of state of the 
receptor. 
The appearance of kernel sectors of high spotting produced by this 
state indicates that it can undergo somatic reversion to high spotting. 
This occurs in approximately 17% of the spotted kernels (Table 4.4.18, 
note a). The appearance of high-spotted kernels on the ear produced by 
the discordant individual (Table 4.4.17A) suggests that this state can 
also undergo germinal reversions to high. No high-spotted kernels were 
observed in the ears resulting from the Test of the Receptor (Table 
4.4.18A). However, if Cg is required for high-spotting reversions such 
germinal events would only be expected if Cy were present prior to 
meiosis. Hence, germinal revertants would not be expected in the basis 
of state ears. 
4.4.1.6. Receptor state 832628-8t. a derivative of primary family 
80E38-6 832628-8t arose as a tiller sector from the cross of a high-
spotted selection from 82 2354-6t/4323-2 (Table 4.1.20) with sh bz 
(Figure 4.4.20). The main-stalk ear from this cross exhibited a high 
spotting pattern, while kernels on the tiller ear (83 2628-8t/2714-3t in 
Table 4.4.19A) were 3-4b, w/rl9b. High-spotted sib selections from 82 
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2354-6t/4323-2 generally produced high-spotted ears when testcrossed 
(Table 4.4.19B). 
The basis of state 832628-8t was assayed with selections from the 
verification ear (83 2628-8t/2714-3t) and from 82 2354-6t/4323-2 (Table 
1.20), which carries the progenitor receptor and regulatory elements 
(Figure 4.4.20). The receptor from the exceptional tiller ear is 
triggered to produce the 832628-8t pattern by the progenitor as 
demonstrated in 4/4 crosses (Table 4.4,IF). Cv* triggers the progenitor 
receptor to produce high spotting as demonstrated in 3/3 crosses (Table 
4.4.IF). These results indicate that a change of state of the receptor 
was responsible for the altered pattern that arose as a plant sector on 
83 2628-8. 
4.4.1.7. Two derivatives of primary family 80g38-7 The origins 
and interrelationships of the two characterized changes of state that 
arose in primary family 80g38-7 are illustrated in Figure 4.4.21. Both 
are primary changes that arose as single kernel exceptions off the same 
ear. 
4.4.1.7.1. Receptor state 824326w-l This state arose in a 
single kernel on 81 2043-3/2135 (Figure 4.4.22). The exceptional kernel 
displayed a 4-5 rate of spotting, which was in contrast to the high 
spotting present on most of this ear. Both patterns were shown to be 
heritable in the Test of Heritability (Table 4.4.20). The 4-5 pattern 
gave rise to a verification ear (82 4326w-l/2518-5t in Table 4.4.20A) 
which expressed 5-6, a-c spotting (Photograph 4.4.ID). In contrast, two 
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high-spotted selections from 81 2043-3/2135 gave rise to predominantly 
high-spotted ears (Table 4.4.20B). 
The basis of this pattern was established with both of the Tests of 
Basis. In the first test, bronze round nonspotted selections from 83 
2827y-l self, which carried bz-rcv* (Figure 4.4.22) were crossed on 
bronze shrunken nonspotted selections from one of the control ears (a 
source of the progenitor C%, see Figure 4.4.22). This Test of the 
Receptor established that bz-rcv* conditions the exceptional pattern. 
This was demonstrated in 2/2 crosses (Tables 4.4.IG and 4.4.21A). The 
second test (Test of the Regulatory Element) was performed with 
nonspotted bronze shrunken selections from the verification ear and with 
a standard bz-rcv line (83 2725) as outlined in Figure 4.4.22. Results 
from this test demonstrate that Cv* triggers a high spotting pattern 
(6/6 ears in Tables 4.4.IG and 4.4.21) 
It can therefore be concluded that pattern 824326w-l is conditioned 
by an altered receptor element. This altered element, bz-rcv824326w-l. 
differs from its progenitor not only in the spotting rate it conditions, 
but also in that it has the capacity to generate both Bz' and Bz'-pale 
alleles, as evidenced by the appearance of both fully colored and pale 
sectors (note a. Table 4.4.21 and Photograph 4.4.ID) on bronze kernels. 
Pale sectors were not observed on the verification ear. However, this 
ear had few spotted kernels (Table 4.4.20) and since the pale sectors 
arise only rarely, the failure to observe them may not reflect the 
I 
absence of the capacity to produce them. That this capacity is a 
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characteristic of bz-rcv824326w-l and is not unique to ear 84 2160-
22/2159Z-1, is demonstrated by the appearance of pale sectors with 
another isolate of bz-rcv824326w-l (84 2205z in Figure 4.4.22). 
4.4.1.7.2. Receptor state 824326w-2 Like state 824326w-l, 
this state arose as a single kernel on 81 2043-3/2135 (Figure 4.4.23). 
The exceptional kernel displayed a 4-5 rate of spotting, which was in 
contrast to the high spotting present on most of this ear. This pattern 
was recovered in the Test of Heritability (Table 4.4.20), where this 
selection gave rise to a verification ear (82 4326w-2/2518-5t in Table 
4.4.20A) which expressed 3-5, a-c spotting. In contrast, two high-
spotted selections from 81 2043-3/2135 gave rise to predominantly high-
spotted ears (Table 4.4.20B). 
The basis of this state was assayed with the Tests of Basis, using 
selections from the verification ear, a control ear and with two 
standard bz-rcv lines (83 2722 and 83 2725) as illustrated in Figure 
4.4,23. From 5/5 ears used in the Test of the Receptor (Tables 4.4.1G 
and 4.4.22A) it was concluded that bz-rev* conditions the exceptional 
pattern in the presence of the progenitor In support of this, is 
the finding that Cv* triggers a high pattern with two standard bz-rcv 
lines (2/3 ears. Tables 4.4.IG and 4.4.22B). It will be shown in 
Chapter 4.4.2 that the 3-5b, w/f9b pattern seen on the one deviant ear 
(83 2826x-4/2725-6, Table 4.4.22) of three resulting from the Test of 
the Regulatory Element is the result of a state. This ear does not 
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therefore weaken the support for the conclusion that the 824326w-2 
pattern is evoked by a state of the receptor. 
4.4.1.8. Receptor state 835341x-4. a derivative of primary family 
802401-1 This exceptional pattern (6-7b with rare c-spotting) was 
first observed as an ear sector on 83 5341x-4/5348-3 (Figure 4.4.24). 
Spotted selections from within and outside the sector were used in the 
Test of Heritability, which confirmed that this pattern was indeed 
heritable. 
The basis of this pattern was established with selections from 
within and outside the sector as illustrated in Figure 4.4,24. Results 
from the two Tests of Basis can be summarized as follows. In the Test 
of the Receptor all three crosses between bz-rcv* and the progenitor Cv 
exhibited the 835341x-4 pattern (Table 4.4.1H). In contrast, all five 
crosses between Cv* and the progenitor receptor exhibited the progenitor 
high-spotted pattern (Table 4.4.1H). These findings demonstrate that 
the 835341X-4 pattern is controlled by a state of the receptor. 
4.4.1.9. Receptor state 802402-1. a derivative of primary family 
802402-1 Exceptional pattern 80g402-l arose as a single low-spotted 
kernel on the confirmation ear (Table 4.1.1A). The heritability of this 
pattern was tested by selfing the plant derived from the exceptional 
kernel and was established by the recovery of the low pattern (3-5, a-b) 
from this selfed ear (Table 4.4.23). 
The basis of pattern 80g402-l was determined with advanced 
generation selections from an ear carrying both bz-rcv* and Cv* (Figure 
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4.4.25). The bz-rcv* allele was tested against 0% elements from two 
sources (83 2705-2706 and 83 2832z). All ears from five such crosses 
exhibited the 80g402-l pattern (Tables 4.4.11 and 4.4.24A). The Cv* 
elements were tested against three standary bz-rcv alleles (83 2717, 83 
2720 and 83 2725). In this test all five ears exbited high spotting 
patterns (Tables 4.4.11 and 4.4.24B). Taken together the results of 
these two tests demonstrate that this pattern is conditioned by a state 
of the receptor. 
Numerous high-spotted exceptional kernels and ear sectors arise on 
ears carrying this state. In contrast, somatic sectors occur only 
rarely (one out of several thousand kernels examined). These findings 
will be discussed in Chapter 4.4.3. The rate at which this state 
generates colored révérants has been tested and is discussed in Chapter 
4.5.1.2. 
4.4.1.10. Receptor state 832840%-!. a derivative of primary family 
812012-1 This pattern (3-4b, w/9b) arose as single exceptional 
kernel on 82 4324x-2/4317-9 (Figure 4.4.26). Its heritability was 
established in the usual manner by subjecting both the exception and sib 
controls to the Test of Heritability (Table 4.4.25). 
Selections from both the verification and control ears were used to 
establish the basis of this pattern as outlined in Figure 4.4.26. From 
the Test of the Receptor it was established that in 8/8 crosses the bz-
rcv* allele produces the 832840x-l pattern in the presence of the 
progenitor regulatory element (Table 4.4.1J). This result in 
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combination with the finding that Cv* triggers a high-spotted pattern 
with the progenitor receptor (Table 4.4.IJ) demonstrates that the 
832840x-l pattern is conditioned by a state of the receptor. 
4.4.1.11. Receptor state 824325w. a derivative of primary family 
812013-5 This exceptional pattern arose as a single low-medium 
spotted kernel on a ear which was primary high spotted and which 
resulted from cross 4.4.2. The female and male of cross 4.4.2 were 
grown from shrunken and round nonspotted bronze selections respectively 
drawn from the confirmation ear (Table 4.1.1A and Figure 4.4.26) 
Fortunately, the male of cross 4.4,2 was, in addition to its use in 
cross 4.4.2, also selfed. This selfed ear exhibited a low frequency of 
spotted kernels, indicating that a Cy element was present in this plant 
grown from a nonspotted selection. 
It was not possible to establish the heritability of the 824325w 
pattern with the Test of Heritability (Table 4.4.25). The verification 
ear from this test failed to displayed any mutability. Results of two 
tests described in Chapter 4.3 demonstrated that this loss of mutability 
was caused by the absence of 0% activity in both the ear and tassel of 
plant 82 4325w (Table 3.1C). Heritability was instead established by 
the recovery of an exceptional pattern in the Test of the Receptor, 
described below. 
The Tests of Basis were performed with selections from the 
nonspotted verification ear and from a control ear (Figure 4.4.27). A 
low-spotting pattern (2-4b, w/9b) was recovered from both ears in the 
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Test of the Receptor (Tables 4.4.27A and 4.4.IH and Photograph 4.4.IE). 
Because the verification ear lacked an active regulatory element, it was 
not possible to test Cv* against the progenitor receptor in the Test of 
the Regulatory Element. However, the findings from the Test of the 
Receptor, described above, demonstrate that this pattern is conditioned 
by a state of the receptor. 
4.4.2. Regulatory-element-based states 
The Tests of Heritability and of Basis for each confirmed 
regulatory element based state are summarized in Table 4.4.28. 
4.4.2.1. Regulatory element state 824405-23. a derivative of 
primary family 80g37-3 This exceptional pattern arose as an ear 
sector of low spotting on a predominantly high-spotted ear (82 4405-
23/4322-2t, Table 4.1.18 and Figure 4.4.28). Low- and high-spotted 
selections from within and outside the sector respectively were used in 
the Test of Heritability (Table 4.4.29). Low-spotted selections gave 
low-spotted ears, while high-spotted selections gave high-spotted ears. 
The low-spotted ears exhibited extreme Type I aberrant ratios; only rare 
kernels were spotted. 
The basis of this pattern was established with a modified form of 
the Test of the Regulatory Element, in which Cv* and the progenitor Cy 
were exposed to the same bz-rcv allele (Figure 4.4.28), i.e., that 
present in the bz-rcv line 85 4642. When the two patterns were compared 
it was seen that Cv* conditioned rare lb spotting, while in contrast the 
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progenitor 0% conditioned a high spotting pattern (9b) (Table 4.4.28A). 
From this it could be concluded that the low pattern was due to the 
action of a Cy state, Cv824405-23. 
4.4.2.2. Regulatory element state 824335v-lt. a derivative of 
primary family 80E37-7 This exceptional pattern (1-2, a-b) arose as 
a plant sector (a tiller ear, Table 4.4.30A) on a plant derived from a 
high spotted kernel (Figure 4,4.29). The main-stalk ear of this plant 
was high spotted (Table 4.4.30B) and pollen from the tassel of this 
plant generated a high-spotted ear when crossed on a sh bz female (Table 
4.4.30C). Segregation ratios demonstrate that the main-stalk ear likely 
carried two C%, while the tassel carried only a single C%. However, 
the frequency of spotted kernels on the exceptional tiller ear was less 
than the expectation following the segregation of a single C% (Type I 
aberrant ratio). Similar aberrant ratios, but of a more extreme nature 
(a smaller proportion of spotted kernels) were present on ears from the 
Test of Heritability (Table 4.4.30D). These ears arose by crossing low-
spotted selections from the exceptional tiller ear (Table 4.4.30A) by sh 
bz. Hence, although the low spotting pattern first seen as a plant 
sector is heritable, the frequency of spotted kernels was reduced in 
subsequent plant generations. 
The basis of this pattern was explored with nonspotted round 
kernels from the exceptional tiller ear which were crossed by diverse sh 
bz lines (83 2817x, 83 2813, 83 2707, 83 2803y, 83 2824x and 83 2625x) 
which were segregating for C% (Figure 4.4.29). Six of the seven crosses 
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exhibited mutability (Table 4.4,28B) and of the six with spots (Table 
4.4.31), four had high-spotting patterns similar to the progenitor of 
824335y-lt and two ears had low-spotting patterns similar to 824335y-lt 
not only because the frequency of spots per kernel was low, but also in 
that the frequency of spotted round kernels was substantially less than 
expected (extreme Type I aberrant ratio). The two low-spotted ears 
arose in crosses by sh bz plants that did not contain 0%, as determined 
by the absence of mutability when they were crossed by unconfirmed bz-
rcv lines (note a. Table 4.4.31). 
The appearance of high-spotted ears from this Test of the Receptor 
suggests that bz-rcv* does not differ from the progenitor bz-rcv. In 
that case, this pattern must be conditioned by the regulatory element, 
Cv824335v-lt. And if this pattern is controlled by the regulatory 
element, then based on the Type I aberrant ratio seen on the exceptional 
tiller ear, some of the nonspotted round kernels would be expected to 
carry a Cv824335v-lt. a low-activity C%, as the result of poor 
penetrance. It would not therefore be surprising to observe rare low 
spotting when these selections were crossed by sh bz plants without Cv. 
4.4.2.3. Regulatory element state 832833-3. a derivative of 
primary family 80g38-5 This exceptional pattern (l-4b) was first 
observed on an ear (83 2833-3/2843x-5, Table 4.4.IIA) resulting from the 
Test of the Regulatory Element used to establish the basis of the 
receptor-based state 824332y (Chapter 4.4.1.5.3 and Figure 4.4.30). 
This ear exhibited a Type I aberrant ratio. That this exceptional 
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pattern is controlled by a new state of Cy (Cv832833-3) was demonstrated 
by the observation that the receptor contributed by 83 3843x-5 (the male 
of the exceptional ear) is capable of yielding high spotting with 
another Cy in the same dosage configuration (83 2833-6/2843x-5, Table 
4.4.11A). This Cy was from a sib kernel of 83 2833-3 (Figure 4.4.30). 
In the Test of Heritability (Figure 4.4,30 and Table 4.4.IIB) it 
was shown that low-spotted selections from 83 2833-3/2843x-5 did yield 
low-spotted kernels when crossed by sh bz. but the pattern was l-2b 
rather than l-4b and an extreme Type I aberrant ratio was present (a 
smaller proportion of spotted kernels than was seen on 83 2833-6/2843x-
5, Table 4.4.11A). 
The apparent fading out of Cy activity (a decrease in the degree of 
penetrance and of the spotting pattern) in kernels derived from 83 2833-
3/2843x-5 may explain why no mutable ears were recovered in the Test of 
the Regulatory Element even though 12 selections were tested (Table 
4.4.28C). If the parental ear was segregating for one C%, it is 99.98% 
certain that would be uncovered in at least one of the 12 (Sedcole, 
1977). The failure to uncover Cg activity in this test is in contrast 
to the control crosses in which bronze shrunken nonspotted selections 
from 83 2833-6/2843x-5 were crossed by bz-rcv. In these crosses 6/8 
ears exhibited high spotting. 
4.4.2.4. Regulatorv element state 832627-11. a derivative of 
primary family 80g38-6 This pattern (2-4b) arose as a discordant ear 
(83 2627-11/2712-2, Table 4.1.23) on which all the spotted kernels were 
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low-spotted. This ear, which resulted from the testcross of a high-
spotted selection from 82 2354-6/2419-5 (Table 4.1.20 and Figure 
4.4.31), an ear which carried a single exhibited an extreme Type I 
aberrant ratio. 
To determine the basis of this pattern the two Tests of Basis were 
performed as outlined in Figure 4.4.31. All four of the mutable ears 
from the Test of the Receptor exhibited medium-high spotting (Table 
4.4.28D), This demonstrates that the exceptional pattern is not 
conditioned by an altered receptor. 
In the Test of the Regulatory Element, 12 bronze shrunken 
nonspotted selections were crossed by the progenitor bz-rcv. None of 
the 12 resulting ears exhibited readily apparent mutability (Table 
4.4.28D). This failure to observe mutability on any of 12 crosses was 
unexpected because if a single was present in 83 2627-11/2712-2 half 
of the shrunken selections would have carried Based on this, there 
is a 99.98% probability of uncovering Cjr in at least one of 12 gametes 
(Sedcole, 1977). 
There are three possible explanations for the apparent lack of Cv 
activity in 12/12 gametes. First, is that although one was 
segregating on 83 2627-11/2712-2, chance alone dictated that none of the 
bronze shrunken nonspotted selections contained As stated 
previously this possibility is remote. 
Second, is that although spotted kernels were present on 83 2627-
11/2712-2, an active Cy was transmitted to less than half of the bronze 
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shrunken progeny. Reduced transmission, the result perhaps, of a step­
wise deactivation phenomenon, could account for the failure to uncover 
Cv in any of the 12 crosses. 
Or finally, a weak Cy was present in 83 2627-11/2712-2; its 
expression became weaker in the second-generation (as was true with 
Cv82433tv-lt. Table 4.4.30A versus 4.4.30D); it was transmitted to half 
of the sli gametes, but its expression was not detected. Since the ears 
resulting from the Test of Regulatory Element were not scrutinized 
thoroughly, rare 1-2 spotting would not have been detected. 
Option one is the least likely of the three. If either option two 
or three is operating, pattern 832627-11 is conditioned by an aberrant 
C%, Cv832627-ll. 
4.4.2.5. Three derivatives of primary family 80238-7 The 
pedigrees and interrelationships of the three regulatory-element-based 
states characterized in primary family 80g38-7 are shown in Figure 
4.4.32. 
4.4.2.5.1. Regulatory element state 824328v This pattern 
arose as a single exceptional kernel on 81 2201-23 self (Figure 4.4.33). 
In contrast to the predominant high pattern on this ear, kernel 82 4328v 
exhibited a fine-low, crown-type pattern. This pattern reappeared in 
the Test of Heritability, where the verification ear expressed a 2-4, a-
b crown-type pattern (Table 4.4.32A). The ratio of spotted to 
nonspotted indicated that a single was segregating and almost half of 
the round kernels were mutable. In contrast to the low, crown pattern 
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on the verification ear, the two control ears expressed predominantly 
high spotting (Table 4.4.32B) and carried two and one Cy respectively. 
In the Second Generation Test of Heritability (Table 4.4.32C) the 
pattern was still in the 2-4, a-b range, but the crown tendency was 
nearly extinct. And although the percentage of spotted kernels was less 
than on the verification ear, it was within the range expected for the 
segregation of a single Cy. Therefore, this state is unlike 824335y-l, 
in that its level of penetrance did not decrease in generations 
subsequent to its initial isolation. 
The basis of this pattern was tested with a 0% closely related to 
the progenitor and with the progenitor bz-rcv (Figure 4.4.33). In the 
Test of the Receptor, bz-rcv* and the progenitor bz-rcv were each 
exposed to the same Cy which was closely related to the progenitor 
regulatory element. In this test the progenitor receptor served as a 
control. 
Although some low-medium-spotted kernels appeared in the Test of 
Receptor (Table 4.4.33A) three lines of evidence demonstrate that this 
is not an indication that bz-rcv* conditions 824328v. First, the low-
medium-spotted kernels appeared in crosses with both bz-rcv* and the 
progenitor bz-rcv (Table 4.4.33A-B). Second, the pattern of the low-
medium- spotted kernels that appeared in these crosses differs 
substantially from 824328v (note e in Table 4.4.33). And finally, in 
two of the three crosses (those involving the donor 83 2832z-4 as a 
male) the high- and low-medium-spotted kernels were present in a ratio 
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not significantly different than 2:1 (Table 4.4.33, note e). This is 
the expectation if 83 2832z-4 carried two independent C%, one of which 
conditioned a high pattern and one of which conditioned a low pattern. 
The 3:1 ratio of spotted to nonspotted (indicative of the segregation of 
two independent Cy) on these ears is consistent with this hypothesis. 
The question of heterogeneity among the 0% elements in 83 2832z-4 will 
be addressed further with state 824328y. 
However, the low-medium-spotted kernels on 83 2842y-4/2832z-5 
(Table 4.4.33B), a control ear, can not be explained by the segregation 
of two different states of First, because the low-medium-spotted 
kernels outnumber the high (the ratio is significantly different than a 
2:1, note e in Table 4.4.33) and second, because based on the ratio of 
spotted to nonspotted kernels on this ear, 83 28322-5 carried only a 
single Cy. 
The recovery of only low-medium-spotted kernels from the Test of 
the Regulatory Element established that this pattern is conditioned by a 
Cy state, Cv824328v (Table 4.4.33C-D). Reciprocal-cross differences 
were observed with regard to the pattern conditioned by Cv824328v. When 
Cv824328v donor was used as a female spotted kernels carried two doses 
of Cy*. and either two or three doses of bz-rcv. In this configuration, 
a 2-4b pattern was produced (Table 4.4.33C). In contrast, when the 
Cv824328v donor was used as a male, spotted kernels carried one dose of 
Cv824328v and either two or three doses of bz-rcv and expressed l-2b 
spotting (Table 4.4.33D). 
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4.4.2.5.2. Regulatory element state 824328v This pattern 
arose in a single exceptional fine-low-spotted kernel on ear 81 2201-
24/2135 (Figure 4.4.34). The heritability of this pattern was 
established with the recovery of the low pattern on the verification ear 
(Table 4.4.34A). However, substantially fewer spotted kernels were 
present than would be expected following the segregation of a fully 
penetrant Cy. In contrast, the three control ears all exhibited high 
spotting and carried one or three C% (Table 4.4.34B). 
The basis of this pattern was tested with the standard Tests of 
Basis (Figure 4.4.34). All four spotted ears from the Test of the 
Receptor exhibited high spotting (Table 4.4.35A). This demonstrates 
that bz-rcv* can be triggered to produce high spotting. However, in 
contrast to results of Tests of Receptors of other states, when the 
bronze round nonspotted selections used as males in this Test of the 
Receptor were selfed, rare low spotting appeared (Table 4.4.35C). This 
reflects the poor penetrance associated with the 824328y pattern and 
should not invalidate the results of the Test of the Receptor. 
One plant (83 2832z-4) which carried the progenitor and that was 
used as a female in the Test of the Receptor (Table 4.4.35A) was also 
used as a male in the Test of the Receptor and control crosses (Table 
4.4.33A-B) for state 824328v (Figure 4.4.33). When used as a male 
(Table 4.4.33A-B) this plant gave rise to ears that segregated for low-
medium and high spotting. Based on the 3:1 ratio of spotted to 
nonspotted and the 3:1 ratio of high to low-medium spotted on these 
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ears, it was hypothesised that plant 83 2832z-4 carried two C^, one 
strong and one weak. Hence, it was surprising that the ear produced 
when this plant was used as a female in the Test of the Receptor of 
824328y (Table 4.4.35A), did not have any low-medium-spotted kernels 
even though it was segregating for two C%. Further consideration 
established that the weak Cy present in 83 2832z-4 may condition a dose-
dependent pattern; under this model, this weak C% in one dose (as when 
used as a male) would yield low-medium spotting (Table 4.4.33A-B), while 
in two doses (as when used as a female) would condition high spotting 
(Table 4.4.35A). 
In the Test of the Regulatory Element both crosses yielded rare low 
spotting. This suggests that the pattern is controlled by a low-
activity Cy. However, another possibility exists. The tests to 
determine whether this pattern is the result of slippage will be 
discussed next. 
The very low spotting pattern and poor penetrance associated with 
824328y led to a consideration of whether this pattern was the result of 
the segregation of a low-activity 0% or a characteristic of bz-rcv*. 
i.e., slippage (Peterson and Friedemann, 1983). Slippage, which is 
characteristic of the a-rua allele, is the ability of a receptor allele 
to revert, but rarely, to full color in the absence of a regulatory 
element contributed by the gerraline. This could reflect the ability to 
revert in the true absence of the regulatory element or may be a 
consequence of the rare somatic activation of regulatory elements. The 
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resultant phenotype is very rare low spotting. To distinguish between 
these two options, ears from nonspotted bronze round selections were 
assayed for the rare low spotting phenotype via selfing. If the rare 
low spotting phenotype is the result of a low-activity Cy then only half 
of the round kernels from the verification ear (Table 4.4.34A) would be 
expected to carry the low-activity regulatory element. However, if the 
rare low spotting phenotype is conditioned by the receptor in the 
absence of any C%, then all round selections (disregarding crossovers) 
would be expected to exhibit the rare low spotting phenotype. 
Results are presented in Table 4.4.36. Of the 17 selfed ears from 
two rows and derived from nonspotted round bronze selections from the 
verification ear (Table 4.4.34A), 10 exhibited the rare low spotting 
phenotype, and seven did not (Table 4.4.36A). These values are 
significantly different than the expectation for the slippage model, but 
are not significantly different than the expectation for the segregation 
of a low-activity Similar results were obtained with selections 
from 83 2831y-2 self (Table 4.4.36B, Figure 4.4.34). Combined, these 
results demonstrate that the rare low spotting phenotype is the result 
of a low-activity Cy and not the result of slippage. 
It should be noted that a similar test with selections from a 
control ear (82 4328z-2/4317-5t, Table 4,4.34B) gave evidence of the 
rare low spotting phenotype and like the results from the tests of 
selections derived from the verification ear the observations from this 
test fit the segregation model. This implies that the low-activity Cy 
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was present in this control ear, but its action must have been masked by 
the strong Cy also present in the plant, since no low-spotted kernels 
were observed. Since all but 18 bronze round kernels were high spotted 
on this ear (Table 4.4.34B) and the low-activity Gy yields spots only 
rarely, the failure to observe any low-spotted kernels is not 
surprising, even though a low-activity Cy was apparently present. The 
presence of a low-activity in this control ear suggests that 81 2201-
24/2135, the parent of the exceptional kernel 82 4328y (Figure 4.4.34) 
was itself segregating for the low-activity Hence the exceptional 
pattern observed on 82 4328y was not the result of a recent change of 
state, but rather the result of segregation of this low-activity Cy away 
from the masking effect of strong Cv. 
The frequency of spotted kernels remained much lower than expected 
in the Second Generation Test of Heritability (Table 4.4.34C). However, 
low spotted selections from one of the ears from the Second Generation 
Test of Heritability, when selfed, gave rise to ears with approximately 
20% low-spotted kernels. This is in contrast to the ears from the 
Second Generation Test of Heritability and the verification ear which 
had approxmately 5% spotted. It is not yet clear whether this 
difference in percent spotted kernels is because continued selection for 
spotted kernels over several generations has finally succeeded in 
isolating a somewhat more penetrant Cy*. or whether some of the Cv* and 
bz-rcv dosage configurations present on a selfed ear, and not on a cross 
ear, result in more complete penetrance. In support of the selection 
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hypothesis is the failure to observe high rates (>10%) of low spotting 
on the selfed ears in the Test of the Rare Low Spotting Phenotype 
discussed previously; this is evidence against the dosage model. 
However, this question is best answered with reciprocal crosses as 
performed with state 824328v, 
4.4.2.5.3. Regulatory element state 832826x-4 This 
pattern (3-5,w/f9b) first appeared on an ear (83 2826x-4/2725-6) in the 
Test of the Regulatory Element used to settle the basis of the receptor 
state 824326w-2 (Table 4.4.22B and Figure 4.4.35). This ear had both 
medium- and high-spotted kernels. However, the ratio of spotted to 
nonspotted was below the expected for the segregation of a single (a 
Type I aberrant ratio). Even though the second-generation heritability 
of this pattern has not been established, it can be concluded that this 
pattern is the result of a regulatory element state. The bz-rcv 
involved in the 832826x-4 pattern can not be responsible for the 
exceptional pattern because it was tested on a Cv-carrying bronze 
shrunken nonspotted sib (83 2826x-5) of 83 2826x-4 and yielded a high 
pattern (Table 4.4.22B). Therefore, the 832826x-4 pattern must be the 
result of a C% state. It is not yet clear whether Cv* cycles germinally 
from weak to strong (resulting in high-spotted kernels) or whether it is 
a strong Cy that is unstable, often mutating to weak (and yielding low-
spotted kernels). In support of the former hypothesis is the appearance 
of 9b sectors on 26/30 of the low-spotted kernels of 83 2826x-4/2725-6, 
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i.e., because it cycles from low to high spotting in aleurone tissue it 
might be expected to cycle in germinal tissue. 
4.4.2.6. Two derivatives of primary family 812012-1 This 
section deals with a primary change of state (824324v) that arose in 
primary family 812012-1 and with a putative derivative (832840z-4) of 
that state. However, the evidence for a secondary change is limited. 
If a secondary change of state did not occur, then the studies related 
to Cv832840z-4 should be treated as further characterization of 
Cv824324v. 
4.4.2.6.1. Regulatory element state 824324v This low 
pattern first arose as an exceptional kernel (5b) on the first-
generation ear 81 2012-1/1950 (Table 4.1.2 and Figure 4.4.36), which 
carried a single Cy. The heritability of this pattern was established 
by the recovery of low spotted (2-4b) kernels from the Test of 
Heritability (Table 4.4.37A). The ratios of spotted to nonspotted on 
both the main-stalk and tiller ears are compatible with the segregation 
of a single Cg. Four kernels on the verification ear were crown 
spotted. Only one of these (83 2840z-4) proved heritable; it will be 
discussed as the next state. Control ears from the Test of Heritability 
of 824324v were predominantly high spotted with a few low-spotted 
exceptions (Table 4.4.37B). As would be expected based on the presence 
of a single Cy in the parental ear (81 2012-1/1950), both control ears 
were segregating for a single Cy. 
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The basis of this pattern was established with the standard Tests 
of Basis (Figure 4.4.36). In the presence of the progenitor Cy, bz-rcv* 
conditions a high pattern (Table 4.4.38A). The Test of the Regulatory 
Element demonstrated that Cv* yields a low spotting pattern in 
conjunction with the progenitor bz-rcv (Table 4.4.38B); this pattern is 
a reflection of a change of state of Cy, designated Cv824324v. 
The frequency of spotted kernels on the ear resulting from the Test 
of the Regulatory Element was less than on the verification ear (Table 
4.4.37A). In fact, 83 2836-9/2839-4 had a Type I aberrant ratio. 
However, the frequency of spotted kernels did not decrease even further 
when spotted selections from 83 2836-9/2839-4 were testcrossed (Table 
4.4.39), indicating that even if the penetrance of Cv* decreased between 
the generation of the verification ear and the next generation (Table 
4.4.38B), the trend did not continue into the next generation. 
4.4.2.6.2. Regulatory element state 8328402-4 This 
pattern appeared as an exceptional crown-type low-spotted kernel on the 
low-spotted verification ear of state 824324v (Figure 4.4.37). The 
crown tendency proved heritable (Table 4.4.37C). However, in the Second 
Generation Test of Heritability the crown tendency was not evident when 
Cv* was introduced as either a male or female (Table 4.4.40A-B). Hence, 
it is not clear whether this Cy actually differs from Cv824324v or 
whether the crown tendency is merely the result of environmental 
influences. 
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Although this pattern was assayed with both Tests of Basis, the 
question of basis could not be resolved since the crown pattern was not 
recovered in either test. The modified Test of the Receptor (Figure 
4.4.37) yielded high-spotted ears (Table 4.4.28F) and the Test of the 
Regulatory Element yielded low spotted (but not crown-type) ears (Table 
4.4.28F). The failure to recover the crown-type in either of these 
tests lends additional support to the hypothesis that the crown-type is 
not the result of a heritable genetic change. If this is true the 
following results apply to Cv824324v. 
Cv832840z-4 exhibits pronounced dosage (Photograph 4.2.1D-E). When 
it is introduced into a testcross via the female, the spotting pattern 
ranges from 2-5b but most spotted kernels (bz-rcv. bz-rcv. bz. 
Cv832840z-4. Cv832840z-4) are 4-5b (Table 4.4.40A). In contrast, the 
reciprocal cross results in l-3b spotting on kernels with the genetic 
constitition of bz-rcv. bz. bz Cv832840z-4 (Table 4.4.40B). 
Additionally, penetrance is quite low in this latter cross (when 
Cv832840z-4 is introduced from the male). 
The levels of penetrance on the verification ear of 832840z-4 
(Table 4.4.37C) and on an ear resulting from the Second Generation Test 
of Heritability (Table 4.4.40A) were similar to that seen on the 
verification ear of 824324v. This finding indicates that the penetrance 
of Cv832840z-4 is stable over generations. 
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4.4.2.7. Regulatory element state 822359-lOt. a derivative of 
primary family 812012-9 This pattern appeared on a sectored second-
generation plant derived from a high-spotted selection (Figure 4.4.38). 
The tiller ear (82 2359-10t/2403-4, Table 4.1.22) exhibited variable 
spotting (4-8, a-b), but was predominantly low. This was in contrast to 
the main-stalk ear (82 2359-10/4320-4) which had a 7-9, a-b pattern. 
The ratios of spotted to nonspotted indicated that only one C% was 
present in both the tiller and main-stalk ears. 
The basis of this pattern was assayed with the standard Tests of 
Basis (Figure 4.4.38). The progenitor was not recovered in either of 
the crosses from the Test of the Receptor (Table 4.4.28G), so no 
conclusions can be drawn regarding the pattern elicited from bz-rcv* by 
the progenitor C%. Two of five crosses from the Test of the Regulatory 
Element exhibited mutability (Table 4.4.41) and in both instances the 
pattern was low (2-4, a-b, w/9b). The level of penetrance in these ears 
was about half that in the original exceptional tiller ear (82 2359-
lOt/2403-4), which had 42.5% spotted round kernels. Even though no test 
of bz-rcy* was performed, based on the results of the Test of the 
Regulatory Element, it can be tentatively concluded that this pattern is 
the result of the action of a state of Cy, designated Cv832840z-4 on an 
unaltered receptor. 
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4.4.3. Somatic and perminal reversions from low-medium spotting to high 
spotting 
A feature common to many of the low-medium states of bz-rcv is that 
tissue carrying these states often exhibits sectors of high spotting. 
Few of the Cy states exhibit this phenomenon, one exception being 
Cv832826x-4. For simplicity's sake this sectoring has been referred to 
as reversion (from low-medium spotting to high). The reversion 
phenomenon can occur in either somatic or germinal tissue. Reversions 
in somatic tissue are seen as sectors of high spotting (clusters) on 
low-medium-spotted kernels. Germinal reversions appear as single high-
spotted kernels or ear sectors on predominantly low-medium-spotted ears. 
4.4.3.1. Somatic reversions The majority (13/23) of the 
receptor based states in Table 4.4.1 exhibit somatic high spotting 
reversion events (Table 4.4.42). The rate at which somatic reversion 
occurs varies among states (rarely to frequently) and has been 
quantified for several states. 
4.4.3.1.1. Receptor state 832624v-l On one ear resulting 
from the Test of the Receptor for this state 26/147 kernels exhibited 
clustering (Table 4.4.18, note a). 
4.4.3.1.2. Receptor state 824325w-l Small somatic sectors 
of reversion to high spotting were observed on the two ears which arose 
from the Test of the Receptor (Table 4.4.24). To establish a population 
of kernels in order to quantify the rate of somatic reversion of bz-
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rcv824325w. selections ( 2-4b, w/9b) from one of the ears resulting from 
the Test of the Receptor were crossed by bz-m4 as in cross 4.4.3. 
Results from cross 4.4.3 are presented in Table 4.4.43. The rate 
of somatic reversion varied from 2/163 to 62/173. However, it should be 
noted that one of the three ears from cross 4.4.3 exhibited a 4-6b 
pattern in contrast to the 824325w pattern which is 2-4b. This 
exceptional ear (84 4909z-21/2556 in Table 4.4.43, see Photograph 
4.4.IE) had the highest rate (62/173) of somatic reversion of the three 
ears This exceptional ear may reflect a heritable germinal change of 
state; this possibility remains to be tested. 
4.4.3.2. Germinal reversions to high spotting Three states, 
824327x-2, 824326w-l and 80g402-l have given rise to confirmed germinal 
reversions to high spotted. Because selection for high-spotted kernels 
on predominantly low-spotted ears would select for rare contaminants, 
care was excercised to ensure that all instances discussed in the 
following paragraphs are not contaminants, but represent mutational 
events (Chapter 3.16.5). The rate at which these changes occur in 
80g402-l ears is substantially higher than for the other two states. 
The difference is of a magnitude that can be detected by a superficial 
examination of a few ears carrying the respective states. 
Although the bases of these reversions to high spotting have not 
been settled with the standard Tests of Basis, assignment could in most 
instances be made based on segregation ratios. If more than one Cy is 
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present the high spotting is likely the result of a reversion of the 
receptor (see Chapter 3.16.4.3). 
4.4.3.2.1. Three germinal hiph-spotted revertants from 
824327X-2 
4.4.3.2.1.1. High spotted revertants 844816v-l and 
844816v-2 Two adjacent exceptional 9b spotted kernels (84 4816y-l 
and 84 4816y-2) arose on 83 2817y-l/2727-4 (Figures 4.4.39-4.4.40 and 
Table 4.4.4B). Based on their side by side positions it is likely these 
two kernels arose via the same change of state, however, since they 
expressed somewhat different patterns, they were examined individually. 
As a result of their origin (from cross 3.28), it was possible to rule 
out contamination via the Second Validation Test (Figures 4.4.39-
4.4.40). In both instances bz-m4 was recovered with this test. 
The heritability of the two putative high-spotted revertants was 
established with the Test of Heritability (Figures 4.4.39-4.4.40 and 
Table 4.4.44A). Because in both verification ears (84 4723-8t/4816y-l 
and 84 4722-14t/4816y-2 in Table 4.4.44A) contained more than one Cy and 
all the spotted kernels expressed the 9b spotting pattern it is most 
likely that both of these patterns are conditioned by a state of the 
receptor. These two exceptional kernels therefore arose as one or two 
secondary changes of state (reversion to high) from bz-rcv824327x-2. 
4.4.3.2.1.2. High spotted revertant 844816z This 
germinal reversion to high spotting (84 4816z) arose as a single kernel 
on 83 2817y-2/2727-2 (cross 3.28 and Figure 4.4.41 and Table 4.4.4B). 
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It did not arise via contamination as demonstrated by the Second 
Validation Test (Figure 4.4.41) in which bz-m4 was recovered. This 
high-spotted pattern was shown to be heritable by the Test of 
Heritability (Figure 4.4.41 and Table 4.4.44B). The finding that the 
verification ear (84 4724-6/4816z, Table 4.4.44B) carried more than one 
Cv and yielded mostly 9b spotted kernels, argues for the likelihood that 
this pattern is conditioned by a state of the receptor. If this is 
true, 844816z would then represent a secondary change of state 
(reversion to high) of bz-rcv824327x-2. 
4.4.3.2.2. 844816w. a high-spotted revertant from 824326w-l 
This exception arose as a single high-spotted kernel (84 4816w) on an 
otherwise 824326w-l pattern-spotted ear (83 2828y-2/2727-3 in Figure 
4.4.42 and Table 4.4.45A) from cross 3.28. It did not arise via 
contamination. This point was established by the recovery of bz-m4 in 
the Second Validation Test (Figure 4.4.42). The high-spotted pattern of 
this kernel is heritable (Table 4.4.45B). Because the ear resulting 
from the Test of Heritablility is too small to permit a meaningful 
estimation of the number of present, it is not possible to determine 
the basis of this pattern via segregation. However, since both the 
exceptional high spotted and the progenitor (824326w-l) patterns were 
present on the verification ear (Table 4.4.46B) it can be argued that 
this exceptional pattern is not the result of a simple restoration of 
the receptor's capacity to condition high spotting. 
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4.4.3.2.3. High spotted revertants from 80gA02-l High-
spotted exceptional kernels arise at a high rate on ears carrying bz-
rcv80g402-l in either the homozygous (cross 3.27) or heterozygous 
condition (Table 4.4.46A-C and Table 4.4.47). The events which give 
rise to these exceptions occur at late, intermediate and early stages in 
ear development. Events which occur late in development will give rise 
to single high-spotted kernels, while earlier events will give rise to 
ear sectors. Small and large ear sectors such as the two-kernel sector 
on 82 2410-5 (event 7 in Table 4.4.48B) and the much larger sector on 82 
2410-4t (event 17 in Table 4.4.48B) represent gradations in timing. 
A total of 21 exceptional kernels (5 from Table 4.4.46 (cross 3.27) 
and 16 from Figure 4.4.43 (cross 3.29)) representing 17 independent 
reversion events have been tested via the First and Second Validation 
Tests (Table 4.4.48). None were contaminants. If, based on these 
results, it is assumed that all of the high-spotted exceptions in Table 
4.4.46A-C are legitimate, and the further assumption is accepted that 
each represents an independent event, i.e., none arose in ear sectors, 
then the rate at which bz-rcv80g402-l reverts germinally to high 
spotting can be calculated at 1.4% and confidence limits of 0.89-2.14% 
can be established for this value (Table 4.4.46D). These values 
overestimate the true rate somewhat because several of the high-spotted 
kernels in Table 4.4.46A-C did not arise via independent events, i.e., 
there were some small (2-3 kernels) ear sectors present. However, 1% is 
probably good a approximation of the true germinal high-spotting rate. 
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All but four of the exceptional high-spotted patterns were fully 
heritable. The four deviant ears (83 5220y-2/2713-2t in Table 4.4.48A 
and 84 4814y-1/4833-It, 84 4814y-2/4833-10 and 84 4814y-3/4833-6 in 
Table 4.4.48B) out of the 21 verification ears each exhibited more low-
medium- spotted kernels than would be expected based on rare tertiary 
changes of state from high to low-medium. It may be significant that 
three (84 4814y-l, 84 4814y-2 and 84 4814y-3) of the four putative high-
spotted revertants that exhibited aberrant heritability arose as 
independent events (based on their positions) on the same ear (82 2408z-
*/2506-5, Figure 4.4.43). If a low-activity Cj was present in 82 24082-
*/2506-5 and was passed on to these three related high-spotted kernels, 
the segregation of such a low-activity Cy on the verification ears might 
explain the appearance of the low-medium-spotted kernels on two (84 
4814y-1/4833-It and 84 4814y-2/4833-10) of these three related ears. 
The very low frequency of high-spotted kernels on 84 4814y-3/4833-l 
suggests that a heritable change did not occur in the germline of this 
plant. The most likely explanation in this case is that a reversion 
event occurred in the polar nuclei (resulting in a high-spotted 
aleurone) but not in the egg (a Type I discordant individual). 
The opposite kind of event may also occur, i.e., reversion to high 
spotting in the egg and not in at least one of the polar nuclei (a Type 
II discordant individual). The plant 83 5219-9, which arose from a low-
spotted selection from Table 4.4.46A, which when testcrossed produced an 
ear (83 5219-9/5350-8) which was predominantly high spotted (Table 
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4.4.47). This demonstrates that the reversion event occurred prior to 
the development of the ear initials. This could be a reflection of a 
Type II discordant individual, which would have arisen following a 
reversion after the DNA replication following meiosis II and prior to 
fertilization, or it could be the result of a reversion that occurred 
early enough in the development of plant 83 5219-9 such that the entire 
ear was included in the revertant sector. Type I and II discordant 
individuals are discussed and illlustrated more fully in Chapter 4.5, 
and although the discussion there is concerned with reversions to full 
color (Bzl), the principles are the same. 
4.5. Colored Revertants 
The use of appropriate confirmation protocols permits the 
determination of whether an exceptional colored kernel from certain 
crosses represents the generation of a new Bz' allele or whether it was 
merely the result of contamination (see Chapter 3.17). Twenty-five 
independent single kernel revertant events from two different states of 
bz-rcv and 19 different ears have been rescued following the use of 
these crosses and confirmation protocols. It has also been possible to 
estimate the rate at which reversion events occur at three different 
states of bz-rcv. 
In addition to single kernel events, two ear sectors arose in which 
bz-rcv had mutated to Bz'. 
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4.5.1. Single kernel events 
4.5.1.1. Colored revertants from bz-rcvCosh^ Two confirmed 
colored germinal revertants have been recovered from bz-rcvfosh) and 
cross 3.34 (Table 4.5.1A) using the confirmation protocol outlined in 
Table 3.16. Both of these new Bz' alleles are stable in the presence of 
Cv (Table 4.5.4). Further, Bz'82g831 at least, exhibits normal female 
transmission (Table 4.5.3). One of these (Bz'82p831) arose in a 
population (Figure 4.5.1), the size of which could be estimated (Table 
4.5.2A), From these data (Table 4.5.2A) it can be concluded that the 
rate at which bz-rcvCosh) germinally reverts to Bz' is between 0.00049 
and 0.228 percent. The other Bz' allele arose in a population whose 
size is not estimatable. 
4.5.1.2. Colored revertants from bz-rcv80g402-l No confirmed 
colored germinal revertants were recoved from cross 3.34 and bz-
rcv80g402-l in a population of an estimated 6210 gametes (Table 4.5.2B 
and Figure 4.5.2). From these data it can be concluded with 95% 
certainty that the rate at which bz-rcv80g402-l germinally reverts to 
Bz' lies between 0 and 0,09 percent (Table 4.5.2B). 
4.5.1.3. Colored revertants from bz-rcv824333v bz-rcv824333v 
yielded one, six and 16 confirmed colored germinal revertants from 
crosses 3.35, 3.36, and 3.37 respectively (Table 4.5.1C). These were 
verified via the confirmation protocols outlined in Tables 3.17-3.19 
(Tables 4.5.5-4.5.7). 
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Of 17 putative colored revertants from cross 3.37, five were 
absolutely confirmed and were shown to be stable in the presence of Cv. 
while 11 were confirmed except for the Test for Cy or the Test for bz-
rcv. These latter two tests are only necessary to rule out colored 
shrunken kernels that arose following a series of two events: 
segregation of gy create a sh bz-rcv* no Cy gamete, which would then 
need to be pollinated by a contaminant pollen grain with the genotype ^  
Bz. in order to yield a colored shrunken kernel. The first event would 
be expected to occur 50% of the time, or less (depending on the number 
of Cy present in the female of cross 3.37), while the second event would 
be expected to occur very rarely, because of either the complete or 
almost complete absence of sh Bz pollen in the field where cross 3.37 
occurred (Table 4.5.8). It can therefore be assumed that the 11 
tentatively confirmed colored revertants are most likely valid and they 
will be treated as confirmed events for the purposes of statistical 
analysis (Table 4.5.2C). 
As expected, all Bz' in the 1985 series that were tested exhibit 
normal female transmission (Table 4.5.3). 
The remaining putative colored revertant (855655z) of the initial 
17 putative revertants from cross 3.37 exhibited anomalous behavior in 
the Test for bz-m4: none of the kernels were colored; all were bronze 
shrunken and some exhibited bz-rcv* spotting; the remainder were 
nonspotted (Table 4.5.7). This can be explained by a reversion event 
which occurred after the DNA replication following meiosis II and prior 
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to the DNA replication preceding the first cell division following 
fertilization; this interval includes the development and maturation of 
the embryo sac (Figure 4.5.4). The first mitotic division in the 
formation of the embryo sac (following the disintegration of all but one 
megaspore) establishes two nucleus lineages, one that eventually gives 
rise to the egg cell, the synergids and one polar nucleus, and a second 
which ultimately gives rise to the antipodals and the second polar 
nucleus (Figure 4.5.4). A reversion in certain nuclei in either of 
these lineages could yield polar nuclei with the genotypes Bz' and bz-
rcv* in combination with a bz-rcv* egg cell (Figure 4.5.4). Such an 
embryo sac when fertilized by a sh bz pollen grain would produce a 
colored shrunken kernel and yield the results observed in the Test for 
bz-m4. i.e., a lack of correspondence between the endosperm and embryo 
(a Type I discordant revertant). A Type II discordant revertant would 
have bz-rcv. bz-rcv polar nuclei and a Bz' egg cell. The confirmation 
protocol (selection of colored shrunken kernels from cross 3.37, see 
Table 3.19) eliminated such events from the population of putative 
revertants, so although they would be expected to arise, none were 
uncovered. 
From an analysis of the 1985 series of Bz' alleles, which arose in 
a population (Figure 4.5.3) whose size can be estimated, it can be 
concluded that the rate at which bz-rcv824333v reverts to Bz' in the 
germ line is between 0.308 and 0.602 percent (Table 4.5.2). 
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4.5.2. Ear sectors 
It is not possible to establish the rates at which reversions occur 
in ear sectors because of the difficulty in establishing the sizes of 
the populations from which they arose, 
4.5.2.1. Bz'-pale832633v-2• a colored revertant from bz-rcv812051-
9 A plant carrying bz-rcv812051-9 and crossed by sh bz (cross 4.5.1) 
produced an ear which segregated for round versus shrunken and for 
spotted verus nonspotted, but which had in addition an ear sector in 
which the round kernels were pale colored with and without fully colored 
spots (Figure 4.5.5). These kernels are evidence of a mutation from bz-
rcv812051-9 to Bz'-pale832633v-2. a pale revertant which exhibits 
continued instability. This event must have occurred early in the 
development of ear 83 2633y-2/2710-4 in order to result in an ear sector 
(Table 4.5.IB). 
The heritability of Bz'-pale832633v-2 was demonstrated by the 
recovery of the pale phenotype in test crosses of pale round spotted 
selections from 83 2633y-2/2710-4 on sh bz (cross 4.5.3) and on selfed 
ears (cross 4.5.4) (Table 4.5.9). Although these ears all appeared to 
lack mutability, this may have been due to the masking effect of the 
pale background. When pale nonspotted selections (Figure 4.5.5) were 
crossed by ears with a few clearly spotted (8b) kernels sometimes 
arose; this spotting is only also visible when the pale background is 
less strongly expressed, e.g., on ear 84 4929x-22/4936A-6 (Figure 
4.5.5). 
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4.5.2.2. Bz'844901z-31/4716-llt. a colored revertant from bz-
rcv824333v A plant carrying bz-rcv824333v (Figure 4.5.3) and crossed 
by sh bz (cross 4.5.2) produced an ear which segregated for round versus 
shrunken and for spotted verus nonspotted, but which had in addition an 
ear sector in which the round kernels were fully colored and red. In 
this cross ^ r serves as the marker against contamination. These kernels 
are evidence of a mutation from bz-rcv824333v to Bz'844901z-31/4716-lit. 
This event must have occurred early in the development of ear 84 4901z-
31/4716-llt in order to result in an ear sector (Table 4.5.1C), 
4.6. Cy Distribution 
4.6.1. Cv content of the TEL population 
Nine plants from the TEL population from which bz-rcv arose were 
assayed for Cy content (Materials and Methods). Eight of the nine 
contain Cy (Table 4.6.lA), and the ninth may be a false negative 
resulting from sampling, because only three kernels were tested from 
that F1 family. Estimates for the number of Cy in the eight plants (F1 
families) are shown in Table 4.6.2A-C and are as high as six independent 
Cy. 
4.6.2. Cv content of Mutator-derlved lines 
Another source of genetically-active Cy is lines derived from 
Mutator stocks, which in most cases have many independently segregating 
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genetically-active Ç% elements present (Table 4.6.2B and Table 4.2.29A-
C). 
4.6.3. Cv content of lines unrelated to bz-rcv and Mutator 
In the remaining lines (Table 4.6.1C-D), most families lack all Cv 
activity. However, in eight F1 families, representing content tests 
of seven lines (Line C, ç2 W22, a sh2 no Ug., r wx. PI 162573, PI 218185, 
and PI 317678), a number of ears displayed a low frequency of spotted 
kernels which usually exhibited low patterns (Table 4.6.1C). Phenotypic 
ratios for representative ears are shown in Table 4.6.3. Eleven ears 
from five different F1 families had spotting frequencies of 5-11%. 
Another 18 ears exhibited fewer than 5% spotted kernels. The 
expectation for one fully active Cy is 50% spotted kernels. 
The low frequency of mutable kernels in seven of the eight F1 
families in Table 4.6.1C (lines 9-15) likely results from the 
segregation of low-activity Cg in the affected F1 families. Of the 
seven families, in six the ratio of ears segregating for spotted kernels 
versus ears with no spotted kernels is not significantly different from 
the 1:1 expected if the original tested plant was heterozygous for Cv. 
In the remaining instance, all 14 ears exhibit mutability. This would 
argue that plant 84 4504y-3 was homozygous for Cv. 
The generally low spotting pattern exhibited by kernels in these 
families (Table 4.6.1A-D) is additional evidence for the presence of a 
low activity C^. The low pattern likely results from an alteration of 
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the Çy element rather than the receptor, because the bz-rcv used in 
these tests conditions a high spotting pattern in the presence of a 
strong C% element. 
One particular kernel from 85 1844-34/1822, an ear that displayed 
6% spotted bronze kernels (Table 4.6.3, line 4) in the test of c2 W22, 
was entirely nonspotted, with the exception of a small sector of high 
(9b) spotting (Photograph 4.5.1), 
In the final F1 family that displayed bz-rcv mutability (Table 
4.6.1C, line 15), the presence of two spotted kernels on one of 15 ears 
in the test of PI 317678 may represent activation of Cy in a line that 
previously lacked active Cjr, or it may be an artifact of contamination. 
As regards the group of F1 families (Table 4.6.ID) that failed to 
exhibit mutability, it is not possible to conclude whether a particular 
stock (with the exception of C sh bz. discussed below) contains or lacks 
genetically-active elements. It is 95% certain that the gene 
frequency of Cj in a particular stock or line is the value indicated in 
Table 3.20 (column 1) or less for the appropriate number of gametes 
tested. Each F1 family represents a test of two gametes. From these 
data, it is obviously not possible to determine whether a particular 
stock that failed to display activity did so because although 
present in the stock, exists at a relatively low gene frequency and was 
therefore not sampled or whether Cy is actually absent from the stock. 
The C sh bz stock originally supplied by E.H. Coe Jr. (Ac 613A-613F 
in Figure 3.1) and listed on line 25, Table 4.6.1 has been extensively 
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sampled with crosses such as cross 4.6.1 (cross 1 in Figure 3.14A). In 
addition, to maximize the sampling of gametes, another test was 
' established for this stock. Plants homozygous for bz-rcv were grown in 
isolation, detasseled and crossed by C sh bz in an isolation plot 
(Peterson, 1978) as in cross 4.6.3, (Figure 3.14C). Each kernel on the 
resulting ears assays the Cy content of one C sh bz gamete. In total, 
1507 gametes were tested, and none triggered bz-rcv mutability. Table 
3.20 shows that it is 95% certain that the frequency of Cy in this stock 
is 0.002 or less. 
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5, DISCUSSION 
5.1. Origin of and Inheritance of Mutability at bz-rcv 
The 1979 isolation plot was established to obtain En-related bz-m. 
Significantly, even though each of the females in the plot contained at 
least one En (at the 4 locus), the only bz-m isolated was not En-
related, but was, instead, responsive to another regulatory element 
(Cjr). It was later shown that many copies of Cy are present in the 
population that gave rise to bz-m805137. However, their presence could 
not be detected until a suitable receptor element was uncovered. 
bz-m805137 arose when a transposable element moved into the Bz 
locus. The finding that all nine tested gametes from the confirmation 
ear contained a receptor element at the Bz locus suggests that the 
element that caused the original insertion mutation was a receptor 
element, rev. This mode of origin would be similar to that observed in 
the Ua system (Friedemann and Peterson 1982; Periera and Peterson 1985; 
Peterson 1985). However, the remote possibility that a Cy element moved 
into the locus, generating an autonomously-controlled allele, which gave 
rise to a nonautonomous derivative early in the development of plant 80 
5137, cannot be ruled out. McClintock (1955, 1956c, 1962, 1963) and 
Peterson and coworkers (Peterson, 1961, 1968; Fowler and Peterson, 1974; 
Gorman and Peterson, 1978) have shown that regulatory elements (Ac and 
En) can mutate to become receptor elements (Ds and I). Molecular 
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analyses have demonstrated that Ds elements that arise in this fashion 
do so via deletions (Fedoroff et al., 1983; Dooner et al., 1985) and 
that some if not all 1 elements are deletion-derivatives of En (Pereira 
et al., 1985; Fedoroff et al., 1984b; Schiefelbein et al., 1985a; 
Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1985a; Gierl et al., 1985). 
The bz-rcv/Cv system does not exhibit pronounced reciprocal-cross 
differences in spotting pattern and it does not appear that the 
individual components of this system exhibit any pronounced dosage, 
although this has not been tested rigorously. 
5.2. The Genetic Behavior of Cy 
This chapter will address the inheritance of Cy elements and 
establish a model for their mode of transposition which explains the two 
related phenomena of Cy increases and Cy losses. 
5.2.1. Near-Mendelian behavior 
Gv usually behaves as a dominant Mendelian trait. In support of 
the near-Mendelian behavior of Cy is the fact that only 17 and 8 of 263 
crosses exhibited Type I and Type II aberrant ratios (Chapters 4.1.5. and 
4.1.6), respectively. These are ratios of spotted to nonspotted that 
are significantly different than all possible ratios expected following 
Mendelian segregation. Further support for the near-Mendelian 
inheritance of Cy comes from the fact that one-Cy lines have been 
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maintained for four generations (Table 4.1.25). Final support for the 
near-Mendelian behavior of C% elements comes from ears that exhibit few 
if any nonspotted kernels. Such ears could be explained in two ways. 
Either bz-rcv mutability is inherited as a phenomenon (like the Mutator 
phenomenon) or these ratios are caused by the Mendelian segregation of 
many discrete C% elements. That the latter interpretation is correct is 
demonstrated by the recovery of one-Cv lines from ears that had very few 
nonspotted kernels. Although Cy elements are generally inherited as 
Mendelian factors, two kinds of deviation from Mendelian inhertance are 
observed: increases and decreases in the number of Cy that cannot be 
explained by segregation. These two types of deviation from Mendelian 
inhertance as they relate to the behavior of Cy will be discussed next. 
Additionally, the type of transposition in which Cy engages will be 
addressed. 
5.2.2. Deviations from Mendelian behavior 
If Cy behaved as a true Mendelian trait, a plant heterozygous for 
one Cy should give rise to only two classes of progeny, those with one 
Cv and those with none. In the presence of bz-rcv these two classes 
will be spotted and nonspotted respectively. The number of Cy present 
in a spotted kernel can be determined by testcrossing the plant derived 
from it. The ratio of spotted to nonspotted kernels on the resulting 
ear is indicative of the number of Cy segregating. Spotted progeny from 
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a plant carrying one usually exhibited one-Cv ratios when 
testcrossed. 
5.2.2.1 Gv increases However, some spotted progeny gave rise 
to testcross ears with ratios of spotted:nonspotted suggestive of the 
segregation of more than one Progeny tests of these exceptional 
ears demonstrated that two or three were indeed present and that the 
unexpected ratios were not the result of coupling linkage between and 
bz-rcv. The appearance of additional C% elements has been referred to 
as 0% increase. The rate of Cy; increase varies among one-Cv lines. 
Because the common parent of all the one-Cy lines contained two Cy, one-
Cv lines derived from that common parent carried either one of the Cv 
elements or the other. This fact has been used to explain the 
heterogeneity among the rates of Cy increase among one-Cv lines. 
There are two groups of one-Cv lines that can be distinguished on 
the basis of the rate at which they undergo Cy increases. One group of 
one-Cv lines yields Cv-increase progeny 7.8% of the time (Chapter 
4,1.4). This rate is based on five events, four of which must be 
independent because they arose in kernels from different ears, If only 
the four absolutely independent events are included, this group has a 
rate of Cy increase of 5.8%. 
The other group, which consists of lines within primary family 
80g37-3, generates Cy increases at a higher frequency (34.6%). It is 
hypothesized that the two Cy elements present in the confirmation ear 
differ in their relative abilities to undergo Cy increases. Hence, the 
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difference in rates between the two groups would be explained if kernel 
SOg 37-3 from the confirmation ear (Figure 4.1,1) received the Cv 
element from the confirmation ear with a higher rate of C% increase, 
while the other five spotted selections that gave rise to one-C^ lines 
received the element with a lower rate of Cy increase. 
An alternative explanation for the difference in the rates between 
the two groups should be considered. If a two-Cv ear sector arose on a 
one-C% ear and went undetected, some of the spotted kernels from within 
the two-Cv sector would give rise to two-Cv ears if they were included 
in the test of the rate of 0% increase. Although these would not be 
independent events they would have been counted as such in Table 4.1.25. 
However, it is not likely that such an ear sector was present on 
80g 37-3/45 (the ear which provided all the spotted kernels used to 
assay the rate of increase in primary family 80g37-3). The 34.6% 
rate of Cy increase in primary family 80g37-3 is based on nine instances 
of C% increase. Since only one-third of the spotted progeny from within 
a two-Cv sector will themselves carry two Q^, an ear sector large enough 
to contribute nine two-Cv gametes would necessarily be large enough to 
distort upward the 49:51 ratio of spotted:nonspotted expected on a one-
Cv ear. This is particularly true because spotted kernels used to test 
for C% increases were drawn at random from ears. Because SOg 37-3/45 
had only 47% spotted kernels it is not likely that it contained a two-Cv 
ear sector and therefore, the 34.6% rate of C% increase in progeny from 
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this ear is most likely a characteristic of the particular present in 
this primary family. 
In future studies, to circumvent this potential problem of 
nonindependent events inflating the observed rate of Cy increase, only 
one spotted kernel should be drawn from each one-Cy ear and used in the 
test of Cy increase. 
The basis of this elevated rate could be tested by assaying the 
rate of Cy increase in progeny of plants grown from selections from 80g 
37-3/45. If the 34.6% rate is merely the result of a two-Cv ear sector 
on 80g 37-3/45, these selections from 80g 37-3/45 would be expected to 
exhibit the 7.8% rate of Cy increase observed in the other primary 
families. If, however, the 34.6% rate is a function of the Cy present in 
primary family 80g37-3, then these selections should also exhibit an 
elevated rate of Cy increase. 
5.2.2.2. Cv losses In addition to Cy increases, Cy losses have 
also been recorded. These appear as nonspotted tissue that contains a 
functional bz-rcv element and that would have been expected to have 
contained one or more active Cy elements. Twenty-five such cases have 
been recovered from ear and plant sectors and from Type II discordant 
ears. Twenty of these arose out of a population of 936 plants, which is 
a rate of 2.14%. There is no evidence to suggest that primary families 
differ in their capacity to undergo Cy loss events. However, when 
pedigrees are drawn for the primary families with more than one Cy loss 
event some evidence of clustering becomes apparent. More Cy losses 
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occur within certain lines of descent than would be expected based 
solely on chance (Chapter 4.3.1.4.2). 
When the rate of C% loss is plotted against the number of 
present in the parental ear a trend is observed. Parental plants that 
carried a single produce more Cy loss progeny than parental plants 
that carry more than one Cy. This means that progeny that are most 
likely to carry a single Cy (those from one-Cy parents) are also most 
likely to undergo a Cy loss event. Conversely, progeny that are most 
likely to carry more than a single Cy (progeny from parents which 
themselves carried more than one Cy) are less likely to exhibit Cy loss 
events. Although this trend is not statistically significant it does 
suggest that Cy loss is not the result of a general deactivation of all 
the Cy elements present in a genome, but rather occurs to each element 
independently of the others. 
5.2.3. Explanations for deviations from Mendelian behavior 
Cy increases can be explained by either of two phenomena: Cv 
activation or transposition-mediated Cy replication. Transposable 
element activations are rare events (Chapter 2.10), and no Cv 
activations have occurred in bz-rcv lines that lacked Cy. Hence, it is 
likely that all of the Cy increases are the result of transposition-
mediated Cy replication. Two kinds of transposition, nonexcisional 
transposition and excision-dependent transposition, can result in 
transposable element replication. 
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The first kind, nonexcisional transposition, involves the 
replication of a transposable element and the subsequent insertion of 
the resulting daughter element elsewhere in the genome. The parental 
element remains at its original site. Hence, the two daughter cells 
following a mitotic division preceded by a nonexcisional transposition 
would always carry one and two elements. Nonexcisional transposition 
could therefore result in Cv-increases but would not explain Cy losses. 
The second kind of transposition, excision-dependent, involves the 
excision of a transposable element and its subsequent insertion 
elsewhere. This transposition mechanism has been well documented and 
studied using Me at the P-w allele (Chapter 2.5.5.1). The findings of 
Brink and Nilan (1952), Greenblatt and Brink (1962, 1963) and Greenblatt 
(1966, 1968, 1974, 1984) have demonstrated that after P-w replication 
one of the daughter Me elements excises. If the excised Mg element 
inserts into an as yet unreplicated chromosome segment one daughter cell 
from a mitotic division will have two Mg elements (Figure 2.3). Hence, 
excision-dependent transposition could also result in Cv-increases. 
About 40% of the red sectors produced by P-w lack a tr-Mp 
(Greenblatt and Brink, 1962, 1963; Greenblatt, 1968). The failure to 
recover the excised element in all germinal excision products might be 
explained in two ways. First, is that perhaps not all excisions result 
in re-integrations ; some elements may be lost (Fincham and Sastry, 
1974). The second possibility is that although the excised element 
inserted into the chromosome complement it did so into an already 
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replicated region (Greenblatt, 1968). Hence only one daughter cell from 
a mitotic or meiotic cell division would carry the transposed element. 
However, because each of these phenomena would result in genetically 
untwinned red sectors and because it has been demonstrated that P-w 
does not produce genetically untwinned red sectors (Greenblatt, 1968, 
1974), these explanations are not adequate. 
Hence, it is not clear how red sectors arise that lack tr-Mo. The 
important point is that some daughter cells from a parental cell that 
underwent an excision-dependent transposition do not carry Mp 
(Greenblatt and Brink, 1962, 1963; Greenblatt, 1968). Hence, one 
distinctive difference between elements that transpose via a 
nonexcisional mechanism versus those which, like Ma, utilize excision-
dependent mechanisms is that the latter type of element should exhibit 
occasional transposition-related losses. 
Cv losses could arise via either of two mechanisms: deactivation or 
as a consequence of excision-dependent transposition. Demonstration 
that the observed Cy losses are transposition-dependent would 
demonstrate that Cy transposes in an excision-dependent manner. 
The rate of Cy loss is highest among progeny of aberrant ratio 
ears, which lends support to the view that Cy loss is involved in the 
formation of these aberrant ratios. Type I aberrant ratio ears could 
arise from any of five putative genetic phenomena. Type I aberrant 
ratios are those which have significantly less than 49% spotted. 
Although Cy is present on these ears there are fewer spotted kernels 
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than would be expected based on the segregation of a single C% element. 
Analyses of two Type I aberrant ratio ears have ruled out all but 
transposition-dependent loss of 0% as possible causes. Of most 
significance here was the fact that transposition-independent losses 
could be ruled out in both cases because of the appearance of more two-
Cv progeny from the Type I aberrant ratio ears than expected based on 
the rate of C% increase. 
Hence, because Cy increases are best explained by transposition and 
only excision-dependent transposition explains the observed losses, 
Cv must undergo excision-dependent transposition. This does not rule 
out the possibility that some Cy losses are the result of inactivations 
or that Cy is also capable of nonexcisional transposition in addition to 
excision-dependent transposition. This latter point is significant 
because of the relation between and Mutator. and because Mu elements 
(Mu elements are those that have DNA homology to the Mul element) engage 
in nonexcisional transposition (Alleman and Freeling, 1986). 
5.2.4. Consequences of Cv transposition 
In light of Cjr increases being a consequence of excision-dependent 
transposition four phenomena can be explained and two predictions can be 
made. 
First, the different rates at which Cg increases occur in the 
various one-Cv lines has been attributed to heterogeneity between the 
two Cy elements in the confirmation ear. If the C% increase phenomenon 
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is the result of transposition, this heterogeneity for rate of Cv 
increase can be explained by a difference in the rate or timing at which 
the two transpose. For example McClintock (1961b) has isolated one 
state of Spm that transposes so late in plant development that a 
germinal transposition was never isolated. Transpositions of the En 
element from a2-m41629 occur even later (Peterson, 1976b). 
Second, some exceptional progeny of one-Cv lines carried three or 
more Cy elements. This could be explained by two sequential 
transpositions during the period delineated by the onset of ear 
initiation in the one-Cjr parent and the onset of ear initiation in the 
exceptional progeny. 
And third, the Type II aberrant ratios occasionally observed on bz-
rcv-Cv ears can be explained by transposition-dependent losses and 
increases. This explanation agrees with findings from a genetic 
analysis of one such ear. Beginning first with transposition-mediated 
loss of C%, an ear initial carrying two independent can via 
transposition-dependent losses become sectored for one, two and three 
Cv. If the latter sector is not represented in the resulting kernels, 
the ear will be sectored for one and two C%. Transposition-mediated 
replication of Cj in an ear initial carrying one C% could have a 
similar effect. Twin sectors carrying two and one Cj would be the 
product of such an event. If the twin without Cy is not represented in 
the resulting kernels, the ear will be sectored for one and two Cv. 
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Such an ear (sectored for one and two 0%) would exhibit a Type II 
aberrant ratio. 
Finally, the transpositional basis of losses sheds some light on 
why losses appear to arise in clusters. This means that certain 
lineages contributed most of the losses. One possible explanation for 
this is that these high-loss lineages contain a Cy element that is more 
likely to be lost than are the two elements first isolated in the 
confirmation ear. This again suggests heterogeneity among C% elements. 
The high loss rate can be explained by either frequent transposition or 
by transpositions that are more likely to result in losses. Hence, 
according to this model, either the exceptional Cjr can transpose at a 
higher rate than its progenitor element or when it does transpose it is 
more likely to be lost. 
These two possibilities can be distinguished by comparing the rate 
of increase in the high-loss lines. If a high transposition rate is 
the cause of the elevated rate of C^-loss, then these lines should also 
exhibit elevated rates of C% increase. If, however, the high rate of 
loss is the result of an altered distribution of transposition outcomes, 
then the rate of increase in these lines should be equal to or less 
than that seen in control lines. This latter possibility (an altered 
distribution of transposition outcomes) fits with observations of 
Peterson (1976a), who has reported that the En elements at various 
autonomously mutable alleles exhibit different rates of En recovery 
following excision. Such observations may reflect compositional changes 
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of 0% and En elements, assuming that different enzymes are needed for 
excision and re-insertion. 
The first prediction is that because the rate of C% increase in 
one-Cv lines is higher (7.8% or 34.6%) than the rate of C% loss in one-
Cv plants (2.75%), it appears likely that once Cy enters a genome it 
will tend to multiply even in the absence of positive selection 
pressure. The difference between the two rates is probably greater than 
indicated here. The reported rate of fix increase includes only Type II 
discordant ears while the reported rate of Cy loss reflects all losses 
in ear and plant sectors in addition to those that occurred in Type II 
discordant ears. Therefore the rate of Cy loss may be overestimated 
relative to the rate of increase, because probably not all ear sectors 
of increase were detected and plant sectors were intentionally 
partitioned out. So whatever contribution increases in these tissue 
make towards the total rate of Cy increase has been ignored. 
The difference between the rate of Cy increase and loss may 
partially account for the observation that although the confirmation ear 
carried only two Cy elements, plants descended from this ear via serial 
outcrosses to lines that lack Cy, generally contain more than two Cy 
elements. However, as stated previously, with conscious selection for 
low Cy copy number, one-Cv lines can be maintained. 
The second prediction has to do with Cy-loss ear sectors. If the 
transpositions involved in these losses are mechanistically similar to 
those of Me, then the Cy-loss ear sectors arise following the 
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transposition of 0% from a replicated region to an unreplicated region 
of the chromosome complement during a mitotic division. By some unknown 
process one of the daughter cells lacks 0% and develops into the Cv-loss 
sector (analogous to the red twins that lack a tr-Mp. Chapter 2.5.5.1). 
However, the remaining daughter cell would be expected to carry two Cv 
(analogous to the light variegated twin of a red sector that lack a tr-
Mp. Chapter 2.5.5.1). If this daughter cell contributes to the portion 
of the ear initial that later generates kernels, an ear sector would 
result in which one-third of the spotted kernels would carry two Cv 
(only one-third of the eggs from two-Cv sporogenous tissue would be 
expected to retain two C% following meiosis). Such a sector would be 
expected to be adjacent to the Cy-loss sector. 
This prediction could be tested by establishing two testcross 
populations. Both populations would be derived from spotted selections 
from an ear displaying a Cj^-loss sector. The first population would 
include spotted kernels that were adjacent to the C^-loss sector, while 
the second population would consist of spotted kernels that were 
substantially removed from the Cj-loss sector. If the Greenblatt 
transposition model (Greenblatt, 1968, 1974) applies to C^, then the 
rate of two-Cv ears would be expected to be higher in the first 
population than the second. 
Two to three percent of the gametes from plants homozygous for Ac 
carry one of several ^  constitutions, each of which must arise via 
transposition (McClintock, 1949). In contrast, 9% of the gametes 
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derived from plants carrying one eventually produce ears which yield 
evidence of transposition prior to ear initiation. The 9% value is the 
sum of the Cg increase rate (7.8%) and the rate of Cg loss as Type II 
discordant ears (1.2%). By using this lower value for the rate of 
loss, the data from the two studies (^ and Cy) can better be compared. 
One unavoidable difference between the two studies is that the Ac 
gametes were assayed as kernels while the constitution of gametes from 
Cv plants was necessarily assayed by the ears to which these gametes 
eventually gave rise. This longer interval in the Cy study, which would 
allow for more transpositions, may account for the higher rates observed 
in the Cy study. 
The rates of Cy increase (7.8%) and loss (2.14%) can be compared to 
that exhibited by Spm. Out of 249 spotted selections from ears carrying 
one Spm. 215 progeny carried the expected one Spm. 20 carried two, six 
carried three and eight carried no Spm (McClintock, 1956a). These 
values are equivalent to a 10.4% rate of Spm increase and a 3.2% rate of 
Spm loss. Hence, Cy (excluding for the moment the Cy in primary family 
80g37-3) and Spm appear to be similar in the rates at which they 
multiply and are lost. In contrast, the Cy in primary family 80g37-3 
multiplies at a much more rapid rate than the Spm element studied by 
McClintock. 
In an extensive study of Es transposition, Nowick and Peterson 
(1981) uncovered 344 instances where an ear carrying two En arose from a 
line carrying only one En. Because they did not report the size of the 
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population from which these 344 exceptions arose, it is not possible to 
determine the rate at which Eq increases occur. However, if these data 
were available it would be Interesting to make a comparison between the 
rate exhibited by En and those of Spm. 
It should also be noted that both Ua and gt undergo copy number 
increases (Friedemann and Peterson, 1982; Doerschug, 1976). Because a;;. 
dt exhibits a dosage response to Dt (Rhoades, 1936), it is possible to 
select exceptional kernels that have undergone ^  increases (Doerschug, 
1976). This selection technique also functions with Ac (McClintock, 
1949). 
5,3. Relation of Cy to non-Mutator Transposable-Element Systems 
Extensive genetic tests have demonstrated that bz-rcv mutability is 
not triggered by the regulatory elements Dt, EnfSpm"). Feu. c2-m3. 
Ua, Mrh. or Mut. Similarly, C% will not trigger mutability at 
alleles responsive to these regulatory elements. This is conclusive 
proof, based on activation tests, that the bz-rcv/Cy system is not 
functionally homologous to any of the systems just mentioned. 
The only discordant finding is that although does not incite Ds 
excisions, breaks of a Ds-carrying chromosome were recorded in kernels 
that carried Cy. For several reasons this finding does not demonstrate 
that Cy is causing breaks at Ds. 
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First, it has not been established that breaks are actually 
occurring at Ds. In fact, it is likely that the chromosome breaks 
observed in these kernels are the result of breaks at the multiple 9s 
gene loss phenomenon break point (M9GLPBP). This hypothesis is based on 
two facts. First, the breaks observed in the Ds study were similar to 
those observed with the M9GLP. Both occur late in kernel development 
and exhibit poor penetrance (less than half of the kernels carrying the 
M9GLPBP have visible chromosome breaks. And second, the Ds-carrying 
chromosome passed through several generations as a heterozygote with a 
chromosome that probably carried the M9GLPBP. Hence, the Ds-carrying 
chromosome could have acquired the M9GLPBP via a crossover. 
The second reason a relation is not thought to exist between Cy and 
the breaks observed on the Ds-carrying chromosome is that even if the 
breaks are actually occurring at Ds, it has not been established that 
they are Cy-mediated. The experiment did not have a control which 
lacked It is expected that such a control would also have exhibited 
chromosome breaks. 
5.4. Relation of to Mutator 
There is strong evidence for a relation between and Mutator. 
First, three lines that possess Mutator activity contain genetically 
active C^, and two lines with Mutator background, that have lost Mutator 
activity, do not contain genetically active Cy elements (Chapter 
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4,2.2.1). The elements isolated from Mutator lines are designated 
Cv:Mu (Scheffler, 1986). 
Second, the finding that mutability at the Mutator-induced a-mum2. 
which contains a 1.4-kb Mul insert, cosegregates with Cy activity, as 
assayed by bz-rcv (Table 4.2.31), provides firm proof of a relation 
between the two systems. However, it is not yet clear whether bz-rcv 
responds to the îîu element at a-mum2 (as in Alternative II) or, 
alternatively, whether both bz-rcv and a-mum2 respond to another 
element, Cy (Alternative I) (Chapter 4.2.2.2). 
Third, that Cy-containing lines are capable of triggering 
mutability at Mutator-derived bz-mus alleles lends additional support to 
a relation between the two systems (Chapter 4.2.2.3). 
Fourth, like canonical Mul elements (Bennetzen 1985; D. Morris, 
Iowa State University, Ames, lA, personal communication) genetically 
active Cy elements are not widely distributed among lines (Schnable and 
Peterson, 1986). In fact, the only known sources of strong Cy other 
than TEL-population-related material are Mutator-derived lines. The 
appearance of Cy in Mutator lines is particularly significant in that 
the TEL poplulation is not closely related to Mutator stocks. The only 
known common progenitor of the two is the inbred line, W23. 
Fifth, the finding of Mutator-like activity in a plant containing 
Cy and unrelated to Mutator stocks further supports a relationship 
between the two systems (Chapter 4.2.2.4). Like Mutator (Robertson, 
1983), Cy lines deteriorate quickly upon inbreeding (Schnable, 
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unpublished observation) . This is presumably due to the creation each 
generation of deleterious insertion mutations which are fixed by 
selfing. Also of note is the appearance in lines of several 
interesting newly arisen mutants. Some examples are prounounced leaf 
striping, corngrass or teopod plant type, long ear shank (over two 
feet), and dwarfism. The corngrass trait is heritable and appears to 
be due to a dominant allele. It will be subjected to further study, 
e.g., a determination will be made as to whether it arose via a Cv 
insertion. 
The appearance of Mutator-like activity in 83 5231z-2 was 
surprising because this plant contained only two or three genetically 
active Cjr elements, which is low relative to the number of Mu-homologous 
elements present in Mutator stocks. The two tests, i.e., the activation 
of bz-rcv (Cv content) and the seedling test (Mutator activity), are 
measuring different quantities. The first requires only a single 
genetically active element for a positive outcome, whereas the latter 
is dependent upon a high rate of transposition of many elements. The 
two tests can be reconcilled in this instance, however, if many of the 
seedling mutations that were uncovered in the test of 83 5231z-2 were 
the result of the insertion of transposing rev elements as opposed to Cv 
elements. Numerous rev elements may be present in these stocks (and 
they would be mobile as a result of trans-activation by C%); there is no 
genetic test for the number of receptor elements present in a stock. 
Once bz-rcv is cloned and the rev insert is available for use as a probe 
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it will be possible to screen lines, including 83 5231z-2, for rcv-
homologous sequences and to determine the number that are mobile. 
Sixth, the presence of numerous genetically active Cy in Mutator 
stocks is consistent with the hypothesis that bz-rcv is responding to a 
member of the Mu-homologous transposable-element family, which is 
present in high copy numbers only in Mutator lines. 
This introduces the only argument against a relation between the 
two systems. Although complicated models, involving a multiplicity of 
Cv elements, many of which are inactivated every generation, can be 
postulated to account for the many ears that display a phenotypic ratio 
suggestive of the segregation of a single element, numerous crosses 
to test the mode of inheritance of mutability at bz-rcv have confirmed 
that mutability of bz-rcv occurs in somatic tissue in the presence of a 
single genetically active C% element. Individual Cy elements can be 
tracked and behave as single dominant alleles. This can be contrasted 
with the fact that the Mutator phenomenon is not inherited as a single 
Mendelian factor (Robertson 1978, 1983). 
If bz-rcy is responsive to a Mu-homologous element, it will be the 
first such receptor allele to be described. In this discussion receptor 
element refers to an allele which is controlled by a second factor that 
behaves in a near-Mendelian fashion. As previously stated this could be 
viewed as an argument against a relationship between Cy and Mutator. 
However, it is fortuitous that bz-rcv arose in a plant with only two Cv. 
If it had been rescued from a plant with as many Cy elements, as are 
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present in Mutator-related stocks, a determination of nonautonomous 
control would have proved difficult, especially considering C%'s ability 
to replicate. McClintock (1956a) and Peterson (1960) both faced 
similar difficulties in their initial analyses of a-ml and pg-m. 
respectively. Hence, the argument that all previously described 
Mutator-induced mutable alleles behave autonomously is less significant 
than it might at first appear. 
Finally, there is the question of why can trigger mutability at 
bz-rcv when only one genetically active element is present in a genome. 
This is in contrast to the behavior of the Mutator-induced bz2-mul 
allele at which reductions in the rate of somatic mutability are at 
least sometimes correlated with reductions in copy number of Mu-
homologous sequences (Chandler and Walbot, 1985). Additionally, 
transposition of Mu-homologous sequences is either greatly reduced or 
eliminated at low copy numbers (D. Morris, Iowa State University, Ames, 
lA, personal communication). To reconcile these observations, it must 
be remembered that these three assays measure different quantities. The first 
assay measures the number of independent elements which are capable of 
triggering mutability at bz-rcv in trans. while the second (Mu copy 
number) and third (Mu element transpositions) assays are based on the 
number of elements that share a degree of sequence homology with Mul. 
In fact, because these cases involving Mutator have all been 
uncovered by the appearance of aberrant segregation or loss of Mutator 
activity, the possibility is left open that the two classes of 
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observations (reduced copy number versus aberrant segregation or loss of 
Mutator activity) are both results of some other phenomenon, e.g., some 
form of modification such as methylation (Chandler and Walbot, 1985), 
that reduces the transposition of Mu element, and they do not share a 
cause-and-effect relationship. 
5.5. The Molecular Nature of Cy and rev 
It seems desirable to make some predictions regarding the molecular 
nature of the and rev elements. This can best be done by examining 
the behavior of the components of the Mutator system (which have already 
been partially characterized molecularly) and attempting to align the Cv 
and rev elements with one or more of these components. In this 
discussion it will be assumed that the elements within the two major 
size classes of Mu elements (1.4 kb and 1.7 kb) are homogeneous in their 
functions and behavior. Additionally it will be assumed that if either 
Çy or rev is homologous to the 1.4 kb or 1.7 kb {lu elements they do not 
have minor sequence deviations from the corresponding Mu elements that 
would alter their functions. It should be kept in mind that these 
assumptions may not be valid. 
The following predictions also rest heavily upon the finding of 
Alleman and Freeling (1986) that Mu elements engage in nonexcisional 
transposition. In the absence of transposition-related increases, 
segregation progeny of a Mutator by non-Mutator cross should carry half 
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the number of Mu elements as the Mutator parent. Because the Mu 
element copy number was conserved in the progeny of Mutator plants 
crossed by non-Mutator lines, Alleman and Freeling concluded that Mu 
elements engage in frequent transpositions that yield new Mu elements. 
The parental Mu-homologous restriction fragments segregate in Mendelian 
fashion to progeny. This indicates that the transpositions responsible 
for the Mu copy number stability must be nonexcisional. A high rate of 
excision-dependent transposition would result in increased numbers of Mu 
elements, but would also disturb the Mendelian segregation of the 
parental Jlu elements. 
In order to draw conclusions regarding the molecular nature of 
Cv:Mu and rev elements, either of two assumptions must be accepted for 
two different features of the Mutator phenomenon. For each of the two 
features, one of the two assumptions must be valid, but at this point it 
is not clear which one. 
The first feature to be addressed involves the regulation of Mu 
transposition. Although Mu elements seem to engage in nonexcisional 
transposition (Alleman and Freeling, 1986), the appearance of somatic 
and germinal revertants argues that excision does occur. Hence, Mu 
elements must be capable of excision. It is certainly possible that 
these two very different forms of transposition are regulated 
independently (Robertson, 1986a). 
Therefore, the two alternative assumptions for this feature of the 
Mutator phenomenon are that either excision-dependent and nonexcisional 
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transposition are controlled by the same or different genetic 
mechanisms. This is important because either all Hu elements are 
autonomously transposition-competent or some or all of them are 
autonomously transposition-incompetent. The presence of autonomously 
transposition-incompetent elements implies the presence of a master 
element. However there is no evidence to suggest that Mu elements are 
dependent on a master element for nonexcisional transposition. Only two 
primary classes of Mu elements have been found and each appears to be 
able to undergo nonexcision-dependent transposition in the absence of 
the other; both classes appear capable of coding for their own 
nonexcisional transposition. However, if the two modes of transposition 
are independently regulated one of the major size classes may play a 
role in the regulation of the excisional transposition of the other. 
The second feature that must be considered and about which certain 
assumptions must be made is based on the results of the previously 
described a-mum2 test (Chapter 4.2.2.2). In this test it was found that 
mutability at a-mum2. which contains a 1.4 kb Mul element insert, 
cosegregated with activity (as assayed by bz-rcv^. From these 
results one of two conclusions is inescapable. Either Mul is an 
autonomously controlled element that triggers the mutability at bz-rcv 
(Alternative II), or Mul is a receptor element controlled by Cv 
(Alternative I). Hence, both Alternative I or Alternative II describe 
possible interactions among Cjr, rev and Mul elements. 
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By combining these two sets of alternative assumptions in a 
diallel, and applying the following two arguments, four sets of 
conclusions can be reached. 
The first argument has to do with the presence in Mutator lines of 
elements that interact with the Cv/bz-rcv system. Because Mutator lines 
contain many genetically active elements (Cv:Mu>, and because there 
are only two size classes of Jlu elements present in multiple copies in 
Mutator lines fMul and Mul.7'), if Cv:Mu elements have sequence homology 
to Mul. then they must be equivalent to one of the major Mu element size 
classes, either Mul or Mul.7. 
The second argument, that all of the Mutator-induced mutants that 
have been characterized contain Mu elements, suggests that Mu 
elements are responsible for most if not all of the Mutator-induced 
mutations. If this is true, then either there are no non-Mu-
homologous elements transposing in Mutator lines, or if present they 
transpose less frequently than Mu elements or there are fewer copies of 
them. 
These facts can be combined with the assumptions already discussed 
to establish four models of the behavior of Mutator and the molecular 
nature of and rev elements. 
(i) If it is assumed that Alternative I is valid fCv:Mu controls the 
excision of Mul) and that excision-dependent and nonexcisional 
transpositions of Mu elements are controlled by the same genetic 
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mechanisms, then it follows that Cv:Mu does not have sequence 
homology to Mul. Because there are numerous genetically-active 
Cv:Mu elements present in Mutator stocks (as detected by bz-
rcv), if these elements are homologous to Mul they would be 
detected in Southern hybridizations as a major size class. Only 
two major size classes have been detected (Mul and Mul.7). If 
Mul is a receptor to Cv:Mu. then this size class does not 
represent Cv:Mu. And because Alleman and Freeling (1986) have 
shown that Mul transposes in the absence of Mul.7. Mul.7 can not 
be Cv:Mu if the two forms of transposition are co-regulated. It 
therefore follows that Cv:Mu is not Mu-homologous. However, a 
lack of homology between regulatory elements and receptors is 
not without precedence; consider, for example, Dsl and Ac. 
(ii) If it is assumed that Alternative I is valid, but the two forms 
of transposition are controlled by different genetic mechanisms 
then Cv:Mu could, but need not, be homologous to Mu elements. 
If it was Mu-homologous it would be equivalent to Mul.7. For 
the same reasons as discussed in Model I Cv:Mu cannot be 
equivalent to Mul. Under this model Cv:Mu (i.e., Mul.7) would 
control the excision-dependent transpositions of Mul (and rev) 
but not their nonexcisional transposition. 
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(ill) If Mul controls the excision of the rev element (Alternative 
II), and the two types of transposition are co-regulated, CvrMu 
would be expected to have a DNA sequence homologous to Mul. and 
rev would either be or not be Mu-homolopous. If rev is Mu-
homologous, then there are relatively few rev elements present 
in Mutator lines. This is known because there are no major size 
classes of Mu elements that remain unaccounted for by this 
model, e.g., rev could not be Mul.7 because the transposition of 
Mul.7 is not controlled by Mul (Cv:Mu). The rev element could 
instead be equivalent to the minor size class Mul.0. 
Alternatively, if rev is not homologous to Mul. then there could 
be many copies of rev in Mutator stocks under this model. 
(iv) Finally if Alternative II is valid and excision-dependent and 
nonexcisional transposition have different regulation, Cv:Mu is 
again expected to share a great deal of sequence homology to 
Mul. but under this model rev could be equivalent to either 
Mul.0 or Mul.7. be non-Mu-homologous, or be present in only a 
few copies. 
The conclusions reached regarding Cv:Mu in these four models are 
expected to also apply to because the two elements share one 
important feature. Both can trigger the excision of rev which generates 
in each case both functional (Bz') and nonfunctional fbz-nfrcv)) 
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excision products. Similarly, both Cy and Cv:Mu can activate bz-mus 
alleles (Table 4.2.3,4). For this reason the two elements are expected 
to share a great deal of DNA homology. Cv:Mu differs from 0% in that it 
either undergoes losses much more frequently than 0% or it can replicate 
much more frequently (or both). Either of these findings could be 
explained by a higher rate of excision-dependent transposition than 
observed for Cy. The high rate of replication could be explained by a 
high rate of nonexcisional transposition. 
Model I is not likely because it requires that Cv:Mu. which has a 
high transposition rate, to lack Mu-homology. The presence of many 
actively transposing copies of a non-Mu-homologous element in Mutator 
stocks is not borne out by molecular characterizations of nine Mutator-
induced alleles (Chapter 2.3.6.2). 
For a similar reason it is not likely that the prediction of Model 
III, that many non-Mu-homologous rev elements could be present in Mutator 
populations, is valid, unless the rev elements seldom engage in 
transposition. 
Models II and IV can be developed further. These models assume 
that Mu elements are capable of autonomous nonexcisional transposition. 
They also assume that in order for excision to occur another class of 
elements (Cv or Cv:Mu) be present. Model II does not require that this 
second class of elements be Mu-homologous. This excision need not 
result in reintegration. The absence of reinsertion would explain the 
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possible failure of new mutants arising during certain developmental 
stages (Roberston, 1980, 1981a, 1986c, 1986e). 
Models II and IV also shed some light on the tenuous relation 
between loss of Mutator activity as measured by the appearance of new 
mutants and the loss of somatic mutability at unstable alleles 
(Roberston, 1986a). Consider the following possibility based on Models 
II and IV. Modification of Mu sequences may block their autonomous 
capacity to undergo nonexcisional transposition and can, but need not, 
block their capacity to undergo excision-dependent transposition. This 
could occur if the DNA modification inhibited the action of the Cv:Mu-
encoded transposase, i.e., if the transposase is sensitive to C-
methylation (Chandler and Walbot, 1986). This is reasonable because the 
two modes of transposition are so different it should be possible to 
block one while leaving the other intact. This would explain the lack 
of complete concordance between assays that score for excision and those 
which score transposition. 
The final clarification of the relationship of Cy to Mutator and 
Mul will require screening bz-m805137 stocks for Mu-homologous sequences 
and comparing the sequence of the rev insert in bz-rcv with Mu-
homologous elements. With the availability of a Bz probe (Fedoroff et 
al., 1984, Dooner et al., 1985), it will be possible to clone and 
analyze bz-rcv. Subcloning of the rev insert might be useful in cloning 
Cv. A more promising strategy has been implemented to target the 
recently cloned Ç2 locus (Wienand et al., 1986) with a Cy insert. Nine 
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confirmed c2-m and seven confirmed c2-s alleles have been recovered 
(P.A. Peterson, Iowa State University, Ames, lA, personal communication) 
from a population of 3.5 X 10^ gametes (+/- 1.4 X 10^), for a mutation 
rate of 4.6 X 10"^. Such mutants, if due to C% inserts, would 
facilitate the cloning of Cjr itself. 
5.6. Transposable-Element Content of bz-m805137-derived Stocks 
In addition to the presence of Dt, Ac, En, and Ug, has been 
demonstrated in one or more plants descended from the TEL derivative, 
bz-m805137. This transposable-element constitution is notable in its 
diversity, particularly because it arose without conscious intervention. 
The introduction of Dt could have occurred either in 1952 (line 15, 
Table 3.4), which would require that it persisted without selection for 
14 generations, or as a passenger in the sh bz stock (lines 1 or 2, 
Table 3.4), which was developed by random-mating three sources of sh bz 
from E. H. Coe Jr., one of which was thought to contain Dtl (E. H. Coe 
Jr., University of Missouri, Columbia, MO, personal communication). 
The repeated isolation of Ac-flow in bz-rcv stocks, which were 
maintained by backcrossing to sh bz and which were several generations 
removed from 80 5137/5621, and also in lines unrelated to the TEL 
population but which had been crossed by sh bz (unpublished 
observation), suggest that Ac-flow was introduced into bz-rcv stocks via 
backcrosses to our sh bz tester. 
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Ac-flow differs from the standard in three ways. First, it 
exhibits tissue-specific action. Second, it is not capable of 
triggering excision events at bz-m4 when present in one dose, and third, 
two doses of Ac-flow trigger excisions at bz-m4 at about the same time 
during kernel development as four doses of the standard Ac (as indicated 
by spot size), but the frequency of excision (number of spots) is 
greater for two doses of Ac-flow than four doses of the standard Ac. 
These last two points suggest that, unlike the standard Ac which 
exhibits reverse dosage (additional doses of Ac delay the timing and 
reduce the frequency of excisions and chromosome breaks), Ac-flow 
exhibits direct dosage. 
This characteristic is shared by another Ac isolate, Ac2 (Rhoades 
and Dempsey, 1983). Because Ac2 shows differential action against a 
selection of D§, elements (Rhoades and Dempsey, 1983) it would be 
interesting to determine if this Ds-specific level of action is shared 
by Ac-flow. There is suggestive evidence that a single dose of Ac-flow 
can trigger chromosome breaks at Ds. This follows because a plant (84 
2259-10, Table 4.2.5) related to the stocks which carry Ac-flow also 
carried an element which when present in a single dose is capable of 
triggering breaks at Ds. To settle the question of whether Ac-flow can 
induce Ds breaks when present in a single dose, kernels with and without 
Ds breaks from this cross which exhibited Ds breaks should be tested for 
the presence of Ac-flow. Because the Ds breaks observed in Table 4.2.5 
were not in a flow pattern, if these Ds breaks are in fact caused by Ac-
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flow it would demonstrate that Ac-flow does not exhibit a tissue-
specific action against all Ds elements. 
These three features which distinguish Ac-flow and Ac2 from the 
standard PLC element make them promising candidates for molecular 
characterization. It should be possible to target a cloned gene for an 
Ac-flow insertion in order to facilitate this characterization. Ac2. at 
least, transposes in germinal tissue (Dempsey, 1985); it is likely, 
based on the similarities between Ac-flow and Ac2. that Ac-flow also 
does so. 
The activation of an Ac element has been recorded in a TEL 
derivative. Unlike most reported transposable element activations 
(Chapter 2.10), this activation occurred in the absence of any 
intentional application of genome stress. A hypothesis has been 
developed to explain the finding that coincident with Ac activation a 
WW or P-WR allele mutated to P-RR. According to this hypothesis, the 
progenitor P-WW or P-WR allele consisted of a P-RR allele with an 
inactive-Ac insert. Transposition of the Ac resulted in its activation 
and release of the P locus, resulting in a change from P-WW or P-WR to 
P-RR. An alternative is that excision for the P locus occurred 
immediately following activation. Because Ac(M£) is known to 
preferentially transpose short intra-chromosomal distances (Van Schaik 
and Brink, 1959; Greenblatt and Brink, 1962), a linkage of the newly 
activated ^  to P-RR would support this interpretation. 
Although only one En was intentionally introduced into the TEL 
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population, It Is possible that additional In were present in the 
original a-m source used in the development of the TEL population (line 
15, Table 3.4), because Peterson (1961) found multiple copies of En in 
the a-mfdense) stock. However, it was expected that these additional 
copies would have been diluted out by the repeated outcrossing that 
occurred during the development of the TEL population. All crosses were 
to lines that lacked En. Hence, the appearance of four En in bz-m805137 
was surprising. Further, this observation is confirmed by the presence 
of two or more En, independent of a-m. in each of five other plants from 
the TEL population (Schnable and Peterson, unpublished observation). 
These findings could be explained by an unexpected persistence of En 
over many generations of outcrossing, or by Erj replication. EnfSpm) has 
been shown to replicate (McClintock, 1956a), and because the rate of 
increase (10.4%) is greater than the rate of En(Sgm) loss (3.2%) it is 
not surprising that En gene frequencies can be maintained in a 
population even in the absence of positive selection. 
The presence of Ug, in bz-rcv stocks is not surprising because of 
its pervasive nature in genetic stocks. However, the uncovering of Ug-
805137a. a Uq-13 type state (Table 4.2.18), is of interest, because this 
population is unrelated to the Aberrant Ratio stocks (Sprague and 
McKinney 1966) from which Ug-13 was isolated. As regards the origin of 
this Ua, a limited test of Line C failed to uncover Ug (Peterson and 
Friedemann 1983). Numerous Ug are present in a sh2 stocks, but these 
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are not Ua-13 type. The Ug content of the sh bz stock has not been 
tested, A examination of this stock may expose Ua-805137a activity. 
Only four of the described transposable element systems (Bg, Mrh. 
Mut, and Feu) were not found in the TEL population. It was not 
surprising that Feu was not found in the TEL population because this 
element appears to be quite poorly distributed in maize lines ; it has 
only been found in Cuna maize (Gonella and Peterson, 1977). 
5.7. Mutations of C% 
Cv elements appear to differ with respect to the rate at which they 
replicate and are lost (Chapters 4.1.4 and 4.3.1.4). But these 
characteristics are not easily measured. Therefore, in a practical 
sense, C% elements can only be distinguished by their action on bz-rcv. 
Mutants of have an altered capacity to trigger mutability at bz-rcv. 
It is conceivable that some mutants of Cy have lost this capacity 
entirely, but such mutants would be recorded as losses. The 
remaining mutations of C%, changes of state, are initially detected as 
exceptionally spotted kernels. An exceptional spotting pattern can be a 
consequence of either a change of state of or bz-rcv. It is the 
former group of changes that will be addressed in this section. 
Because Cy does not have an S function like En, or it cannot be 
recorded against bz-rcv or vp-rcv. states of Cy are of necessity less 
complex than those of En. Interestingly, with one possible exception, 
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Cv changes of state do not alter the timing of excisions. The various 
progenitor Cy element that condition high b-spotting patterns, yield 
derivative Cjr states that produce b spotting (Figure 5.1). If, as is 
true in one case, the progenitor conditioned a-b spotting, then the 
derivative Cg state conditions both a and b spotting. The one possible 
exception involves Cv824335v-lt (Figure 5,1 and Tables 4.4.30-4.4.31), 
which conditions 1-2, a-b spotting even though its progenitor apparently 
conditioned only b spotting (9b). However it Is difficult to detect a 
spotting when b spotting is very high, as is true in this instance. 
Hence, the progenitor of Cv824335v-lt may have conditioned some a 
spotting. 
Although changes of state do not appear to alter the timing of 
excisions, changes of can and do affect the rate at which excisions 
from bz-rcv occur (Figure 5.1). Low levels of penetrance are typical of 
many of the Cy states. Seven of the 10 Cy states that have been 
characterized produced verification ears with Type I aberrant ratios. 
And two of the three states that did not have verification ears with 
Type I aberrant ratios did produce Type I aberrant ratios in the 
generation following verification. 
This introduces another feature associated with the penetrance of 
the Cy states. Four of the states exhibited reduced levels of 
penetrance in generations subsequent to verification. This is 
suggestive of a step-wise deactivation of the Cy elements. This 
conclusion is borne out by the observation that several of the Cy states 
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exhibited reduced spotting patterns in subsequent generations, almost as 
if Cjr activity were "fading out". Such a phenomenon is reminscent of 
'the step-wise modification of Jlu elements and their coincident 
deactivation observed by Chandler and Walbot (1986). This similarity 
is particularly significant in light of the relationship between and 
Mutator : the several states that exhibit this step-wise deactivation may 
represent partially modified elements. This point will be further 
addressed with the discussion of the receptor states. 
Although decreasing levels of penetrance are characteristic of most 
Cv states, one change in the opposite direction has been recorded. A 
testcross ear derived from a low-spotted selection carrying Cv824328v 
(Table 4.4.34C) will generally produce about 5% spotted kernels. 
However, in two instances when low-spotted selections were testcrossed 
they produced ears with about 20% spotted kernels (Table 4.4.34D). It 
appears that selection for spotting over several generations finally 
succeeded in isolating variants of Cv824328v that have more complete 
penetrance. This occurred without any detectable change in the spotting 
pattern. This increase in the level of penetrance is similar to the 
finding of Gonella and Peterson (1977), who after first isolating a weak 
En from a tribal maize line, were able, with selection for spotted 
kernels, to increase its level of penetrance to that of the standard En. 
However, in contrast to the situation with Cv824328v. the change in the 
penetrance of the weak En of Gonella and Peterson (1977) altered the 
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spotting pattern, increasing it to the level observed with the standard 
In-
Several of the low spotting patterns that have a low level of 
penetrance associated with them are suggestive of slippage. This is a 
phenomenon that was first described in the Ua system (Peterson and 
Friedemann, 1983). It is the ability of the a-ruo allele to revert to 
A, but only rarely, in the absence of any regulatory element. A test 
was designed and implemented to distinguish between the two bases of one 
low pattern (824328y), i.e., either slippage or the segregation of a low 
Cv state (Table 4.4.36). In at least this one instance the basis of the 
low pattern is clearly not slippage. 
The 10 Ox states fall naturally into two groups in regard to their 
maximum spotting rates. The eight members of the first group condition 
spotting rates which have maximum values that range between 2 and 4. 
Unlike the progenitor strong 0%, several of the states in this 
first group exhibit dosage, which is recorded by reciprocal-cross 
differences in spotting patterns. The patterns conditioned by Cv824328v 
in one versus two doses are strikingly different (l-2b versus 2-4b). 
Cv832840z-4 exhibits similar reciprocal-cross differences (4-5b versus 
l-3b). However, in this case the dosage of bz-rcv also varied. A third 
instance of a G% state which has not been well characterized and that 
exhibits dosage is one of the two in plant 83 2832z-4 which exhibits 
a low pattern when present in a single dose, but a high pattern in two 
doses (Table 4.4.33A-B versus Table 4.4.35A). 
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Two Ç% states in the first group initially exhibited tissue-
specific action. However in both instances the crown pattern was either 
not heritable or was not fully penetrant. Cv824328v was first isolated 
in a low, crown-spotted exceptional kernel. The crown tendency was 
recovered in the verification ear, but the crown tendency was nearly 
extinguished in the next generation. Cv832840z-4 arose as a crown-
spotted variant of Cv824324v. It too proved heritable in the 
verification ear, but not in the next generation. 
The remaining two states, which comprise the second group, 
condition rates which have maximum values that range from 5 to 8. These 
two Cy states, unlike the eight states in the first group, have the 
capacity to cycle back to high spotting. Cv832826x-4 appears to cycle 
frequently in both somatic and germinal tissue. This feature probably 
accounts for the wide range of spotting patterns (4-8, a-b) observed 
with this state. In contrast, Cv822359-10t seems to cycle only in 
somatic tissue and then only rarely. Probably because Cv822359-10t does 
not cycle in germial tissue its range of spotting rates is more 
restricted (3-5b) than that of Cv832826x-4. 
Finally, it should be noted that two distinct Cy states can co­
exist in the same genome (e.g., plant 83 2832z-4, Table 4.4.33A-B) and 
can apparently be re-isolated with their distinctive capacities 
unchanged. For example, in several instances (e.g., Cv824328v'> low-
activity were uncovered in the control ears of the basis tests. This 
introduces the possibility that some or all of the low-spotted 
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exceptional kernels arose via segregation of a low-activity rather 
than via a change of state. It is possible that a low-activity C% was 
present in the confirmation ear and was subsequently re-isolated on 
several independent occasions. If true, this demonstrates that the low-
activity 0%, although masked by strong fijr, could later be re-isolated 
functionally unchanged. 
5.8. Mutations of bz-rcv 
Three general classes of derivatives have been recorded at bz-rcv 
(Figure 5.2). The first class, changes of state, is composed of alleles 
that are still Cv-responsive. In contrast, the remaining two classes of 
derivatives, bz-nfrcv") and Bz' alleles, are no longer Cv-responsive. 
Each of these general classes will be considered in turn. 
5.8.1. Changes of state 
5.8.1.1. Alterations in the timing and freouencv of rev excision 
Those mutations of bz-rcv that result in altered patterns of mutability 
are designated changes of state. Observed changes affect the timing of 
excision or its frequency or both (Figure 5.3). The states that were 
analyzed certainly do not represent a random sample of bz-rcv changes of 
state; only those that represented clear alterations of spotting 
patterns were even tested for their heritability and subjected to 
further analysis. 
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The finding that changes in the receptor state can result in 
earlier (c-spotting) and later (a-spotting) excisions in aleurone tissue 
means that the period of activity extends beyond the period that bz-
rcvfosh) is strongly receptive to trans-active signals; the receptivity 
of bz-rcvfosh> must be the limiting factor in the timing of excision in 
the original bz-rcv isolate. Because single-cell a-spotting can arise, 
Cv must be active up to the final cell division of the aleurone. The 
same timing has been established for En using the a2-m('41629> allele 
(Peterson, 1976b). An early limit cannot be established for 
activity; some receptor states produce rare excisions that are so early 
these excision products appear in the germline. 
Two receptor states fbz-rcv824327x-2 and bz-rcv824333v) exhibit 
both relatively rare b- and c-spotting and a very high rate of single-
cell spots (a-matrix). There are few spots of size between two cells 
and b-spots. This demonstrates that either these two receptors exhibit 
two windows of receptivity which bracket a developmental period during 
which they are not very receptive to excision signals or else has 
a period of weak activity late in kernel development followed by a final 
burst of strong activity in the last cell division. This latter view is 
more likely because no states have been found which exhibit a great 
number of spots with 2 cells up to b-spots. In two instances secondary 
changes of state from bz-rcv824327x-2 reduced both the b- and c-spotting 
and the a-matrix suggesting that the two windows of receptivity can be 
regulated concurrently. 
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The frequency of excision is subject to a great deal of variability 
among states. Some states respond to trans-active signals from Cy only 
rarely, while others do so almost as frequently as the progenitor state. 
These reduced frequencies of excision demonstrate that these states are 
inferior substrates for the Cy-encoded transposase. Because changes of 
either bz-rcv or C% can affect the frequency of excision, the rate of 
excision must be controlled by whichever component of the bz-rcv/Cv 
system is most limiting in a particular kernel. 
5.8.1.2. A model to explain cycling Most states of bz-rcv and 
some of Cj are metastable for their reduced rates of excision (they 
frequently cycle back to a high frequency of excisions). This reversion 
behavior differs from that exhibited by low states of Ds. Although Ds 
elements can mutate from a high state to a low state in a single step 
(like Ox and bz-rcv^, a low Ds state cannot revert back to a high state 
in a single step, rather, it can regain its original capacity only after 
a series of graded mutations gradually increase its level (McClintock, 
1949). In contrast, low states of and bz-rcv can revert back to full 
activity in a single step. 
Because many of the receptor states cycle, and do so in a single 
step, this substrate impairment (the basis of the low states) must, in 
most cases, be of a transient nature. It could not for example be 
caused by a deletion or a base pair substitution and probably does not 
represent an altered rev insertion site within the B^ locus. One 
possibility is some form of reversible DNA modification, perhaps C-
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methylation as has been observed in lines with reduced transposition in 
the Mutator system (Chandler and Walbot, 1986). This possibility is 
intriguing because the modification observed by Chandler and Walbot 
(1986) in the Mutator system interfers with restriction endonucleases; 
possible this modification also hampers the splicing action of the Cv-
encoded transposase. 
The reversion to high spotting is temporally controlled. Most of 
the cycling states cycle only in aleurone tissue, some also do so prior 
to meiosis, and two, bz-rcv824326w-l and bz-rcv80g402-l. cycle almost 
exclusively prior to meiosis (Table 4.4.42). This also fits with the 
hypothesized role of methylation in the cycling behavior because 
methylation patterns are known to be maintained until precise 
developmental stages (Taylor, 1984; Adams and Burdon, 1985; Razin et 
al., 1985). 
Reversion to high spotting only occurs in the presence of Cy, which 
can be demonstrated with bz-rcv80g402-l. If these cycling states are 
caused by C-methylation, Cy must have the capacity to demethylate them, 
based on the fact that cycling only occurs in the presence of C%. If so 
this would represent a second function for It will be termed the Ç 
(cycling) function. The first function is excision. 
No clear cases of demethylating enzymes have been described in 
eukaryotes (Taylor, 1984; Adams and Burdon, 1985; Razin et al., 1985). 
Hence, the Ç function may, instead of demethylating bz-rcv states, block 
their continued methylation. Methylation patterns are maintained by 
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maintenance methylases, perhaps the Cv-encoded Ç function blocks the 
action of a maintenance methylase. 
Receptivity to the Ç  function varies among states not only in its 
temporal regulation but also quantitatively; some states cycle 
frequently others, only rarely. Secondary changes of state of bz-rcv 
can result in the loss of the capacity to cycle; at least one of the 
secondary changes of state derived from bz-rcv824327x-2. bz-rcv832815v 
(Table 4.4,42), does not to cycle. Secondary changes of state can also 
increase the rate at which cycling occurs, e.g., this is true of one 
derivative of bz-rcv824325w. Presumably this secondary change of state 
resulting in the loss of receptivity to the Ç function. 
The five bz-rcv states that do not revert to high spotting may 
represent more permanent alterations in the composition or position of 
the rev element, or they may completely lack receptivity to the Ç 
function. 
If C-methylation or some other form of DNA modification can explain 
the cycling receptor states, then there is support for the view that at 
least some Cy states arise in a similar fashion. Methylation is known 
to interfere with transcription and hence can inactive genes (Taylor, 
1984; Adams and Surdon, 1985; Razin et al., 1985). The Cy states all 
behave as if they were partially deactivated. 
Because receptor cycling only occurs in the presence of C%, the 
cycling states of could be envisioned as still having active Ç 
functions; they can self-regulate their own cycling. Some of the other 
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Cv states might have the capacity to cycle, but because they have lost 
their C function none is observed. If the £ function were to be 
provided in trans. cycling might occur. Others might lack receptivity 
to the C function. This could be tested by determining whether 
different noncycling low states can complement each other for the 
cycling behavior. 
A unique feature of bz-rcv is its ability to undergo changes of 
state even in the absence of its associated regulatory element, C^. In 
contrast, McClintock (1956b, 1971) found that the two receptors, Ds and 
%, undergo changes of state only in the presence of their associated 
regulatory elements, Ac and En(Spm). 
Two bz-rcv changes of state, bz-rcv822447-5 and bz-rcv822444-3. 
apparently occurred in the absence of (Chapters 4,4.1.3.1 and 
4.4.1.4). The alternative hypothesis, that C% elements were present but 
not recorded in the tissues involved in these changes of state, must be 
considered. This could occur via three mechanisms. 
The first is the transient activation of Cy in no-Cy tissues. Cv 
activations, if they occur, should have been observed as rare spotted 
kernel sectors on some of the many bz-rcv (no Cy) ears that have been 
grown for seed increases. None have been observed, therefore transient 
activation of Cy is not a likely mechanism. 
The second possible mechanism is that there exists a class of Cv 
elements that do not trigger bz-rcv spotting in aleurone tissue, but 
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which can cause changes of state in sporogenous tissue. This hypothesis 
is probably not testable. 
The third and final mechanism, which has already been addressed in 
Chapter 4 and applies only to bz-rcv822447-5. involves the introduction 
of into the germline of kernel 82 2447-5 and a subsequent change of 
bz-rcv state followed by Cjr loss in the embryo of this kernel. In this 
series of events the aleurone would be expected to exhibit mutability. 
Because it did not one of three other events must have occurred: 
heterofertilization of the endosperm with a no-C% pollen grain; a change 
in the endosperm to bz-nfrcv): or loss in the endosperm but not in 
the germline. In order for this series of event to account for the 
change of state bz-rcv822447-5. at least two rare event would need to 
have occurred. Therefore this mechanism is an unlikely explanation for 
change of state bz-rcv822447-5. The nature of the pedigree of bz-
rcv822444-3 precludes this mechanism for this state. 
Because the three mechanisms that would explain how could have 
been present in the tissues that participated in the changes of state 
and yet remain undetected are highly unlikely, the conclusion remains 
that.at least one (and probably two) changes of bz-rcv state has (have) 
occurred in the absence of Cv. 
This is not unreasonable assuming first that at least some bz-rcv 
states (those that cycle) are a consequence of some form of modification 
such as that observed by Chandler and Walbot (1986) and second that this 
modification occurs in the absence of C%. If these two assumptions are 
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valid, then it is possible for modification and changes of state to 
occur in the absence of Cjr. That both bz-rcv822447-5 and bz-rcv822444-3 
are cyclers supports this view. 
Another explanation for changes of state in the absence of 
regulatory elements is that because classical (nontransposable-element-
mediated) mutations occur in the absence of regulatory elements, it is 
likely that some changes of state are merely classical mutations. 
However, because classical mutations are rare this explanation is not 
likely adequate to explain two changes of state out of this relatively 
small population. 
5.8.1.3. Alterations in the rate at which Bz' allele are produced 
in germinal tissue The bz-rcv states differ from bz-rcvfosh') in 
another other feature, the rate at which they generate colored germinal 
revertants. The original isolate of bz-rcv. bz-rcvfosh^. produces few 
germinal revertants (0.00049-0.228%). bz-rcv80E402-l has produced none 
and the rate for this state is estimated, with 95% certainty, to lie 
within the interval 0-0.09%. bz-rcv824333v produces these colored 
derivatives at a comparatively high rate (0.308-0.602%). 
Two explanations exist for the increased rate of colored revertants 
from bz-rcv824333v. Because excision of rev from bz-rcv is thought to 
result in either Bz' or bz-n(rcv) alleles, if the rate of excision in 
premeiotic tissue is equal between bz-rcv824333v and bz-rcvfosh'). but 
the relative proportion of excisions that result in Bz' alleles is 
higher in the former case, more colored revertants would be isolated. 
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The second explanation is that the rate of pre-meiotic excision is 
higher from bz-rcv824333v than from bz-rcvfosh>. 
These two hypotheses could be tested by examining the rate at which 
the two states produce bz-n(rcv) alleles. If the first hypothesis is 
true, bz-rcv824333v should produce bz-nfrcv) alleles at a lower rate 
than bz-rcv(osh): if the second is true, it should do so at a higher 
rate. Although, this test has not been performed, it is known that 
excisions from bz-rcv824333v have an altered temporal specificity as 
compared to the bz-rcvfosh): bz-rcv824333v exhibits many early 
reversions in aleurone tissue. It is therefore likely that bz-
rcv824333v also undergoes more pre-meiotic excisions than bz-rcvCosh). 
which would explain the high rate of germinal reversion exhibited by 
this state. 
5.8.1.4. Alterations in the quality of Bz' alleles Although bz-
rcvfosh) and most of the receptor states yield only fully colored spots, 
two states, bz-rcv824326w-l and bz-rev812051-9. occasionally produce 
pale sectors. In the case of bz-rcv824326w-l these sectors themselves 
sometimes contain fully colored spots. bz-rcv812051-9. has given rise 
to a germinal mutant that is pale but occasionally produces fully 
colored spots. A model to explain these pale alleles and the mutability 
observed with them will be addressed in the next subchapter. 
5.8.1.5. Hvpervariable ears One feature of most of the 
receptor states is that they condition a range of spotting rates from 
kernel to kernel on an ear. This range is usually quite narrow. 
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encompassing either one or two points on the numerical scale, and varies 
among states, but can be much wider on certain ears. This rare event 
fias been termed hypervarlability. A hypervariable ear, such as 82 2346-
lt/4322-3 (Table 4.1.9), is one which exhibits numerous spotting 
patterns scattered randomly across its surface; there is no evidence of 
ear sectoring for spotting pattern on the hypervariable ears. 
In the one hypervariable ear that was tested, 82 2346-lt/4322-3, 
the two tested exceptional patterns proved heritable and distinct. It 
is not clear what initiates this phenomenon but it is clearly 
transitory, because the phenomenon is not heritable; testcross ears 
derived from progeny of 82 2346-lt/4322-5 were generally uniform in 
their spotting patterns. 
5.8.2. Stable null derivatives 
Twenty-five stable, null alleles (bzjmfrc^l) have been rescued and 
characterized. They fall into two groups according to whether the 
functions of the distal markers Sh and Ç were lost simultaneously with 
the loss of receptor function (Figure 5.4). 
The first group is composed of the six mutations to bz-nfrcv^ in 
which Sh function was simultaneously lost. Of the six alleles that lack 
Sh function, two have lost and three have retained Ç function. The 
sixth has not been tested for Ç function. These six derivatives have 
been classified as putative deficiencies. This classification is 
supported by the failure to observe any crossovers in the sh-^ interval 
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of the one allele that has been tested, shbz82g759. The ^  expression 
of all six is stable even in the presence of (Qy. Only the two that lack 
G function could be tested for transmission. Of these one has normal 
and one has reduced female transmission. 
The simultaneous loss events that generate members of the first 
group occur both when bz-rcv is homozygous and when it is heterozygous 
with Bz and the rates of occurrence are not significantly different 
between the two genotypes. 
The remaining 19 bz-nfrcv) alleles (the second group) did not 
exhibit loss of distal markers. Eighteen of these are normally 
transmitted through the female gametophyte. The remaining allele was 
not tested. Of the 18 alleles that were tested for male transmission, 
17 behaved normally. The male transmission of one, bz-n<'rcv)824333x was 
drastically reduced (13% of normal). This is also the only allele of 
the 15 tested that was not homozygous viable. These results suggest 
that the events which led to the loss of Cy-responsiveness in 18 bz-
nfrcv) alleles did not result in large deletions. In contrast, bz-
nfrcv)824333x may have arisen via a deletion. Because the distal marker 
Sh was not affected, it is likely that this deletion extends in a 
proximal direction from It is unfortunate that Bz does not have 
closely-linked proximal markers which would facilitate the testing of 
this hypothesis, bz-n(rcv')824333x will be included in the first group 
of alleles for further discussions. 
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Molecular studies have demonstated that unlike colored revertants 
which only arise via excision of the transposable-element inserts, 
stable, null derivatives can arise via either of two phenomena, excision 
or adjacent deletion. These two phenomena define two classes of stable, 
null alleles that can arise from mutable alleles. These classes are 
distinguished by their different molecular lesions. 
The first class consists of those derivative alleles which no 
longer contain the transposable-element insert. These are explained by 
the Saedler and Nevers (1985) transposition model (Figure 2.1). The 
loss, rearrangement or substitution of host DNA is responsible for the 
null phenotype that exists even after the excision of the insert. 
In the second class, the transposable-element insert still resides 
at the locus, however, adjacent host DNA is missing. Several examples 
of this sort have been described in both maize and prokaryotes 
(Kleckner, 1981). Taylor and Walbot (1985a) have characterized a 
stable, null derivative of a Mul-induced mutable Adhl allele. The DNA 
sequence of this derivative, Adhl-S3034a. includes a 74 bp deletion of 
Adhl DNA which begins precisely at the Mul insertion site. Similarly, 
Dooner (1985) has shown that a stable, null derivative of bz-m2 still 
contains a functional Ac element but lacks 1 kb of the Bz gene. 
Although not yet sequenced, it appears that this deletion begins at the 
Ac insertion site. 
It is not known whether the two groups of bz-nfrev) alleles arise 
via the same or different mechanisms. The two groups arise at the same 
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developmental stages. Both groups arise late in development (as seen by 
the appearance of single exceptional kernels and small ear sectors) and 
earlier (plant sectors and Type II discordant ears). However, the rates 
at which the two groups arise are significantly different. Alleles of 
the first group arise at a rate between 0.0075 and 0.082%, while those 
in the second group arise at a much higher rate (between 0.29 and 1.95% 
for single kernel events and between 0.12 and 1.09% for ear sectors and 
Type II discordant plants). 
If the two groups of alleles arise via the same mechanism, i.e., 
adjacent deletion, they should differ only in degree. If so, the 18 bz-
n(rcv) alleles that retained Sh function and that are normally 
transmitted would be expected to carry small deletions. Alternatively, 
the two classes could arise via different mechanisms. The 18 could have 
arisen via imprecise C%-mediated excision of the rev element, while the 
seven putative deletions could have arisen via adjacent deletion. It is 
conceivable that the events that lead to adjacent deletion may be Cy 
independent. This could be easily tested. 
The question of whether the two groups arise via different 
mechanisms could be tested by determining whether one or both classes 
can arise in the absence of This experiment could easily be 
performed in an isolation block by crossing Sh bz-rcv homozygotes (that 
lack Cy) as females by a sh bz. Cv pollen source and looking for 
nonspotted ear sectors of either round or shrunken kernels. If one of 
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two groups arises in the absence of and the other does not, then the 
two groups must be generated by different mechanisms. 
Because members of the second group might represent small sequence 
changes near the rev insertion site (Saedler and Nevers, 1985) it was 
thought that if this site was in a regulatory region of the Bz gene, 
some of the bz-nfrcv) alleles in the first group might condition altered 
temporal or spatial regulation of Bz. This was assayed by determining 
if any bz-nCrcv) alleles condition discordant phenotypes, i.e., plants 
with the ^  phenotype in some tissues and the Bz phenotype others. 
Seven of the second group of bz-n(rcv) alleles, which condition the bz 
phenotype in the aleurone, were tested to determine whether they also 
condition the bz phenotype in two other tissues; stalks (plant color) 
and anthers (fluorescence under UV irradiation). All seven aleurone-
null alleles code for the ^  anther fluorescence trait and five of these 
seven yield bronze plants. The remaining two alleles were not tested 
for their affect on plant color. The failure to uncover bz-nfrev) 
alleles with altered Bz, regulation may be a function of the insertion 
site of rev, the types of events that generate bz-nfrcv^ alleles, the 
mode of regulation of ^  or inadequate sampling. 
The simultaneous loss events described here differ from those 
isolated by McClintock (1952, 1953) and which arose in stocks carrying 
Ds at a position between C-I and Sh, but closest to the latter. 
Mutations only occurred when ^  was present in the stock. In 12/49 of 
the sh mutations, the Bz locus was also affected (McClintock, 1953). 
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In all 12 cases Ds was still present, apparently in its original 
position. 
The 12 simultaneous loss events described by McClintock (1952, 
1953) fell into three classes. Those mutants in the first two classes 
were not mutable. The first class comprised seven mutants which 
exhibited moderate to complete reduction in male transmission, no to 
complete reduction in female transmission, and a lack of homozygote 
viability but which had no detectable cytological alterations in 
chromosome 9. Some members of this class exhibited marked deleterious 
effects even when heterozygous. In the second class were those four 
mutants which carried alleles of Sh and which behaved like the 
standard stable recessives, i.e., transmission and viability were 
normal. Because of the nature of the crosses from which three of the 
four mutants in this class arose they could represent recombinants 
rather than true changes at In the final class was a single mutant 
in which the sh allele was stable, but the bz allele was mutable. This 
allele, designated bz-m4. conditions a stable bronze phenotype in the 
absence of Ac and a bronze background with fully colored spots when Ac 
is present. McClintock has argued that these simultaneous losses do not 
represent deficiencies because some of them are homozygous viable and 
crossing over occurs within the affected segment (McClintock, 1956a). 
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5.8.3. Stable Bz' derivatives 
5.8.3.1. Fully colored derivatives The Bz spots produced in 
kernels that carry both bz-rcv and represent reversions of bz-rcv to 
Bz'. bz-rcvCosh) reverts to Bz' at a high rate in aleurone tissue. 
Unlike some other mutable alleles such as a-m(papu) which produce 
partially functional excision products (pales) (Peterson, 1970b), almost 
all of the resulting spots from bz-rcv are fully colored, and 
indistinguishable from the wild-type. However, because reversions of 
bz-rcvCosh) seldom occur prior to meiosis it is difficult to rescue 
germinal reversion for genetic characterization. Germinal reversions to 
Bz' can be rescued at a high rate from one state, bz-rcv824333v. 
Genetic characterization of 24 of these revertants from bz-rcv824333v. 
and two from bz-rcv(osh') . has demonstrated that these derivatives are 
normally transmitted through the female gametophyte. Crossovers still 
occur in the Sh-]^ interval adjacent to the two revertants from bz-
rcv(osh'). the only revertants so tested. These limited findings suggest 
that the Bz' alleles behave, as expected, like the wild-type Bz allele. 
5.8.3.2. Pale derivatives The Bz' alleles derived from bz-
rcv824326w-l and bz-rcv812051-9 differ from most of the revertants from 
the other states of bz-rcv in two ways. First they are not always fully 
colored (some are Bz'-pale). Second, some of the Bz'-pale alleles 
(particularly from bz-rcv824326w-l'> continue to exhibit instability. 
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5.8.3.3. Predictions regarding the rev Insertion site Genetic 
studies with c-ml first demonstrated that reversions of mutable alleles 
occur as a consequence of the excision of transposable-element inserts 
from the mutable allele (McClintock, 1950b). This conclusion has been 
confirmed by the molecular characterization of a number of stable 
revertants (Courage-Tebbe et al., 1983; Dellaporta and Messier, 1984; 
Pohlman et al,, 1984; Sachs et al., 1983; Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1985b; 
Sutton et al., 1984). These studies have also demonstrated that the 
excision process generates sequence diversity at the insertion site. 
This diversity includes the substitution, deletion, addition, inversion 
and duplication of bases. The consequences of these mutations depend 
on the position of the insertion site relative to transcription and 
translation. Sequence perturbations in untranscribed regions may lead 
to altered gene regulation, assuming that the disturbed sequences were 
part of important regulatory regions. This is likely to be true in 
cases where the initial insertion into an untranscribed region resulted 
in an allele with a null phenotype. 
Similar sequence changes in the transcribed region can result in 
an altered protein (if, for example, the insertion was within an exon) 
or an allele that conditions a wild-type product (if, for example, the 
insertion was in an intron). 
Based on the varied consequences resulting from excision, which 
depend on the insertion site, and on the fact that most Bz' alleles 
generated by bz-rcv are indistinguishable from the wild-type allele on 
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the phenotypic level, and on the fact that the majority of excisions 
result in nonfunctional products (0.29-1.95% versus 0.00049-0.228), a 
case can be made that rev is inserted in a critical and sensitive region 
of the Bz gene. 
Because most Bz' alleles appear to be fully functional the 
insertion site must either be very forgiving of excision-generated 
sequence alterations or be very sensitive to them. In a sensitive site 
most deviations from the wild-type DNA sequence would result in a 
nonfunctional allele. Because most excisions result in nonfunctional 
(bz-nCrcv)) alleles, it appears that the rev insertion can tolerate few 
sequence alterations. 
5.8.3.4. A model to explain the pale derivatives The two 
states that generate pale derivatives, bz-rcv824326w-l and bz-rcv812051-
9, must be capable of generating a more diverse collection of excision 
products. This may occur for either of three reasons. First, these 
states may be more likely to yield larger deletions. Assuming that rev 
is located in an intron, such deletions would have to extend close to or 
beyond the exon/intron junction. If a deletion approached the junction 
it might interfere with the splicing mechanism and lead to reduced 
levels of functional UFGT. Alternatively, if the deletion extended into 
the coding sequence an altered UFGT might be produced. Such an altered 
enzyme might be expected to condition a pale phenotype. 
The second explanation for the pale derivatives is that the rev 
element in these states is not in the same position within the Bz locus 
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as it is in bz-rcvCosh). The new rev sites may be ones at which 
sequence changes are more likely to result in altered £z function. For 
example, if they were closer to the exon/intron junction, rare, large 
deletions would be more likely to affect splicing. 
However, neither of these explanations would account for the 
reversion to high spotting observed with bz-rcv824326w-l. This capacity 
to cycle demonstrates that any change that has occurred in state 
824326w-l is reversible. Position changes would not be expected to be 
reversible. A third explanation for the pale derivatives exists and is 
compatible with a cycling change of state. If 824326w-l is the result 
of some DNA modification such as C-methylation and this modification 
extended into the Bz gene, excision of the rev element might leave the 
Bz gene less than fully functional; the modification might interfer with 
transcription (Taylor, 1984; Adams and Surdon, 1985; Razin et al., 
1985). Such a modified Bz allele might yield a pale phenotype. This 
model would also explain the continued instability observed at some of 
the pale Bz derivates of bz-rev824326w-l. After the Bz sequences lost 
their methylation as a result of some process that blocked the 
maintenance methylases (Taylor, 1984; Adams and Burdon, 1985; Razin et 
al., 1985) for two or more replication cycle, they would be expected to 
function normally again. If this demethylation occurred during aleurone 
development fully colored spots would appear on a pale background. 
It should be noted that this model does not agree with the 
observation of Ralston and Dooner (1986), who found that Mu modification 
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did not extend into the Bz sequences. However, because most of the 
cycling states do not produce pale excision products, this only suggests 
that the modification does not usually extend into the host sequences; 
bz-rcv824326w-l is an exception. 
This methylation model which explains cycling might also explain 
the Bz'-pale allele derived from bz-rcv812051-9 if bz-rcv812051-9 
resulted from methylation. That bz-rcv812051-9 does not cycle is not 
conclusive evidence that it did not. Mutability at Bz'-pale832633v-2 is 
not consistently expressed; crosses to do not always yield mutable 
kernels. Perhaps the observed mutability is the result of demethylation 
of Bz. If so, it would not be surprising if had no effect on this 
phenomenon. 
Alternatively, if bz-rcv812051-9 arose via some DNA sequence 
alteration or position change the pale phenotype of Bz'-pale832633v-2 
could be explained by one of the two mechanisms previously discussed. 
In this case the poor expression of mutability at this allele could be 
attributed to the difficulty in observing colored spots on the pale 
background. 
5.8.3.5. A consideration of intragenic recombination as the mode 
of origin of some colored derivatives Caution must excercised in 
assuming that all 26 of the Bz' alleles arose via excision; intragenic 
crossovers from certain hz heterozygotes can result in the formation of 
Bz alleles. This is a concern because most of the Bz' alleles arose as 
single kernel exceptions from bz-rcv/bz or bz-rcv/bz-m4 heterozygotes. 
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Each of these Is potentially a product of intragenic crossover. Because 
the arrangement of parental flanking markers was not tracked in this 
study, it is not possible (with one exception) to determine whether any 
particular gz kernel arose via excision of the rev element or whether it 
is the product of intragenic recombination. The single exception out of 
the 26, Bz'844901z-31. arose as a colored ear sector on a bz-rcv/bz 
heterozygote, therefore it can not be a product of a meiotic crossover. 
Although it is not possible to make a determination of the mode of 
origin in the remaining 25 cases, several conclusions can be drawn. 
First, a high rate of excision should swamp the intragenic recombinant 
class because the rates of intragenic recombination are generally quite 
low. This type of swamping action is thought to have occurred in the 
case of revertants from bz-rcv824333v. If it is assumed that the rate 
of intragenic recombination in bz-rcv824333v/bz-m4 and bz-rcvfosh")/bz-m4 
heterozygotes is equal or nearly so, then the substantial difference 
between the rates of reversion from these two genotypes must reflect the 
increased rate of production of colored excision products by bz-
rcv824333v. 
Because the rate of intragenic recombination is so low, very few of 
the colored exceptions from bz-rcv/bz heterozygotes would be expected to 
be products of intragenic recombination. The colored exceptions derived 
from bz-rcv/bz-m4 heterozygotes warrant separate consideration because 
Dooner and Kermicle (1986) have shown that heterozygotes of two mutable 
Ds insertion mutations are more likely to generate colored exceptions in 
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the absence of recombination of outside markers than are Ds 
hétérozygotes with EMS-induced mutants. Because bz-m4 is a Ds-induced 
mutant and bz-rcv is an insertion mutation the findings of Dooner and 
Kermicle (1986) might apply. However two differences exist between 
this study and that of Dooner and Kermicle (1986). Their study involved 
heterozygotes between two different Ds mutants. The homology between 
the two Ds element may play a role in their observations and because 
this study involved only one Ds mutant their results may not apply. 
Second, bz-m4 includes a deficiency that is known to decrease the rate 
of crossovers in adjacent segments (McClintock, 1956c; Dooner, 1981) and 
which therefore probably would reduce the rate of intragenic 
recombination in the ^  locus. Additionally bz-m4 is more complex than 
a simple Dg insertion (A.S. Klein, University of New Hamshire, Durham, 
NH, personal communication) and might not behave like the Ds alleles 
studied by Dooner and Kermicle (1986). 
5.9. Timing of Genetic Events Associated with the Cv 
Transposable Element System 
Cv and bz-rcv participate in many genetic phenomena. and bz-rcv 
can undergo changes of state; can trigger excision of the rev element 
at bz-rcv and can stimulate the reversion of low-state receptors, and 
can transpose. Nine stages of the maize life cycle have been delineated 
(Figure 5.5) to simplify the discussion of the developmental periods 
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during which the various genetic phenomena associated with the Cv 
transposable element system occur. Some of the stages listed in Figure 
5.5 overlap temporally, but occur in distinct tissues. 
With one possible exception there do not appear to be global 
restrictions on the developmental periods during which these phenomena 
occur. However, because some of the developmental periods assayed are 
quite long there may be periods within them during which few events 
occur. 
Changes of state of bz-rcv and C% can occur at many stages of plant 
development. This is demonstrated by the diversity of tissues in which 
changes of state occur. Changes of both receptor and Cy state have been 
recorded as single kernels, small and large ear sectors, plant sectors 
and as Type II discordant individuals. Changes of state can therefore 
occur during Stages I-IV. 
When Çï triggers excision from bz-rcv either of two types of 
alleles is produced, Bz' or bz-nfrcv). These excisions can occur early 
in ear development (Stage II) and result in ear sectors, late in ear 
development (Stage III) and result in single exceptional kernels and 
both early and late in kernel development (Stages VI and VII) and result 
in large and small spots. They can occur after the DNA replication 
following meiosis II and prior to the DNA replication preceding the 
first cell division following fertilization (Stage V) which results in a 
Type I discordant kernels. Excisions can also occur during the period 
beginning after the DNA replication following meiosis II and ending at 
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the time of ear initiation (Stage IV) which results in Type II 
individuals. The possibility that there is a developmental period prior 
to the penultimate cell division of the aleurone during which 0% rarely 
incites excisions has already been addressed. 
Cv-induced cycling of low states can occur early or late in ear 
development (Stages II and III), early and late in kernel development 
(Stages VI and VII) and during Stages IV and V. 
Cv losses and increases appear to be the result of Cv 
transposition. If so, Qx must be able to transpose both early and late 
in ear development (Stage II), and early in plant development (Stage I) 
which results in plant sectors that can include only the tiller or only 
the main-stalk. At least one plant sector involved both the main-stalk 
ear and the main-stalk tassel. Transpositions of Cy also occur during 
Stage IV, the period that results in Type II discordant individuals. 
In a limited sample, the rate of 2% increase was significantly 
higher in tiller ears than in main-stalk ears. And when the number of 
Cv present in a main-stalk ear did not agree with the number in the 
associated tiller ear, it was always the latter which had more Cy; in no 
instances did an increase in Cy numbers occur in a main stalk ear and 
not in the corresponding tiller ear. This suggests a temporal-tissue 
specificity, i.e., increases occurred prior to the divergence of the two 
cell lineages (the main stalk ear and tiller ear initials), i.e., during 
Stage IV, and after the divergence. But when C^ increase occurred after 
the two cell lineages diverged, these increases occurred only in the 
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cell lineage that gave rise to tiller ear initials (Stage I) and never 
in the cell lineage that would ultimately give rise to the main stalk 
ear (Stage II). 
If the phenomenon of increase is a result of C% transposition, 
then transposition must occur more frequently in tillers than in main 
stalks (Stage I versus Stage II), Alternatively, the rate of 
transposition may be equal in the two stages (tissues) but some 
qualities associated with transposition, e.g., the timing of excision or 
the nature of insertion sites, must differ. 
If Çx increases and losses are alternative outcomes of the same 
process, a similar observation should be possible regarding losses. 
However only changes from one to zero 0% can be recorded as losses 
and too few plant sectors (only two) have been recovered to draw a 
definitive conclusion. Significantly, one of the two discordant plants 
had lost Cy in the main-stalk ear (Stage II) but not in the tiller ear 
(Stage I). Hence, if the two phenomena are the result of the same 
transposition process, then although when this process occurs late in 
development (after the divergence of the main-stalk and tiller ear 
initials) it most commonly occurs in Stage I, but can also occur in 
Stage II. 
Similar behavior has been reported for Spm. McClintock (1957) 
observed Spm increases in the first and second main-stalk ears of a 
plant, but not in the corresponding tiller ear which still carried a 
single Spm in its orginal position. She has also reported the opposite 
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result (McClintock, 1958). It is interesting to note of the over 16,000 
ears examined by Nowick and Peterson (1981) none were reported to be 
Type II discordant ears for En loss. 
The finding of discordant ears (both Type I and Type II) is not at 
all unique to the Cy system; many other case have been described. For 
example, McClintock (1962) uncovered, in her studies of a-m2. four Type 
II discordant ears. In each instance variegated kernels had been 
planted (indicating that Spm was at the A locus). However, when the 
resulting plants were testcrossed it was found that Spm was not present 
at the A locus in the cells which gave rise to the ear initials. 
Sackitey and Robertson (1986) have reported on a Type II discordant 
individual for mutability of a Mutator-induced wx-m allele. Salamini 
(1980, 1981) has reported the occurrence of both Type I and Type II 
discordant ears in the Bg system. 
McClintock (1950a) has also recorded a Type I event-a change in Ac 
occurred in the endosperm that was not reflected in the embryo. This 
type of event is common in genetic studies. P.A. Peterson (Iowa State 
University, Ames lA, personal communication) and Robertson (1986c) have 
isolated numerous exceptional kernels from isolation plots designed to 
detect new mutations. Many of these prove to be nonheritable; Type I 
events probably account for many of the discordant kernels observed by 
Robertson (1986c). Those observed by Peterson are less easily explained 
because in his experiments the dominant markers are contributed by the 
female parent. In order to obtain a Type I discordant kernel both polar 
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nuclei would have to carry a new mutation; because the egg carried the 
dominant parental marker two independent mutations would be required in 
order to affect both polar nuclei (Robertson, 1986c). 
5.10. The Multiple 9s Gene Loss Phenomenon and its Relation to 
First uncovered as somatic losses of bz-rcv mutability, the 
multiple 9s gene loss phenomenon (M9GLP) results in the loss of at least 
two markers on the short arm of chromosome 9, Bz and Ç. The loss of two 
distal markers suggests that this phenomenon is the result of chromosome 
breakage. However, if this is true the failure to observe losses of Yg 
which is distal to ^  and Bz is not easily explained. It is possible 
that the failure to observe losses of Yg is a consequence of temporal or 
tissue specificity of this loss phenomenon. An alternative explanation 
for the M9GLP is adjacent deletions. It is now known that DNA adjacent 
to maize transposable elements is subject to deletion (Taylor and 
Walbot, 1985a), Such an explanation would account for the failure to 
observe Yg losses. 
In any event it is possible to map the M9GLP break point (or 
deletion endpoint) to a position one map unit proximal to Wx. ^ would 
therefore be a useful marker for further study of this phenomenon. 
The M9GLP is subject to changes of state. One heritable state, 
851712Z, exhibits a substantially increased rate of Ç losses when 
compared to the original isolate. 
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Because Ac-flow is found in bz-rev stocks, the relationship between 
the M9GLP and Ac should be explored. Several observations hint at such 
a relationship. First, results suggest that breakage is dependent upon 
a two-element system. Second, Ac-flow is present in these or related 
stocks. Third, there exists suggestive evidence that Ac-flow can 
trigger breaks at Ds on a C-I Ds chromomsome and like the M9GLP breaks, 
these do not occur in a flow pattern. Hence, the failure of the M9GLP 
pattern to be flow is not evidence against a relationship. Fourth, like 
the interaction of Ac-flow with bz-m4. the M9GLP shows incomplete 
penetrance. Fifth, the M9GLP breakpoint maps very close to the standard 
position of Ds (several map units proximal to Wx); it is possible that a 
Ds element at its standard position could have been introduced into the 
TEL population via a recurrent parent at some point. 
The first step to detemine if Ac-flow is responsible for the M9GLP 
is to determine the Ac - flow content on M9GLP plants. If Ac-flow is 
present in these plants a correlation test (Ac-flow versus M9GLP breaks) 
should be performed on segregating progeny. Also of use would be a 
determination of whether progeny that are thought to carry the M9GLP 
breakpoint but do not exhibit the M9GLP can be triggered to exhibit 
breaks by the action of Ac-flow or ^  standard. By determining whether 
Wx is lost simultaneously with Ç and ^  it will be possible to more 
accurately map the M9GLP breakpoint and to determine whether it 
coincides with the Ds standard position. 
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If the M9GLP is not triggered by ^  then Cy may be responsible. 
Further tests are required to determine if a relation exists between the 
M9GLP and the results of tests performed to date are inconclusive. 
To ease analysis such tests should be performed on the progeny of a 
plant that carries the M9GLP breakpoint in coupling with C-I: colored 
sectors on a colorless background are more easily scored than colorless 
sectors on a colored background. Crosses have been initiated to obtain 
such a plant using state 851712z, which should further facilitate 
analysis because of its more easily scorable phenotype. 
A relationship between the M9GLP and would be of interest for 
two reasons. First, to date, of all the transposable element systems, 
only Ac has unequivocally been implicated in site-specific chromosome 
breakage. Second, in light of the relationship between Cy and Mutator. 
it is significant that Robertson (1986d) and Robertson and Stinard 
(1986) have shown that Mutator stocks can generate terminal 
deficiencies. 
One further characteristic of the M9GLP chromosome is that it 
appears to be preferentially transmitted. It is not, however, likely 
that this characteristic is associated with the M9GLP. 
5.11. Distribution of Cv 
Although it is not possible to state with certainty that particular 
stocks or lines lack active Cy elements (with the exception of the sh bz 
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tester), strong gy are clearly not widely distributed in stocks 
unrelated to the TEL population or to Mutator lines. Weak-activity Cy 
elements are present in six of the tested lines. 
With the failure to uncover strong Cg in any other lines tested, 
the appearance of many strong genetically active Cy in five Mutator 
lines is significant, particularly in that Mutator lines are not closely 
related to the TEL population. The only known common progenitor of the 
two is W23. 
Recently, another Cy-controlled nonautonomous allele, vp-m 451 fvp-
rcv). has been described (Scheffler and Peterson, 1985). This mutant, 
however, arose from a Mutator population not closely related to the 
lines shown in Table 4.6.1. This lends additional support to the 
pervasive nature of in Mutator stocks. 
Recent genetic transfer of Cy to Mutator stocks is not likely 
because, although both Mutator and the TEL population have been grown in 
Ames, there has been no intentional transfer between the two 
populations, and they have been maintained at least 10 miles apart at 
all times after 1960, which is before the time, 1961, at which D.S. 
Robertson (Iowa State University, Ames, lA, personal communication) 
acquired from J. Kermicle (University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI) the W23 
background lines that ultimately gave rise to Mutator. This degree of 
spatial separation might not be a hindrance to a nongenetic, possibly 
vector-mediated transfer as suggested by Bennetzen (1984). However, the 
appearance of many Cy in the TEL population two generations after the 
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introduction of the progenitors of Mutator stocks to Ames, argues 
against transfer to the TEL population from Mutator in that although 
has been shown to propagate in lines, an increase as explosive as 
necessary to explain the appearance of several in eight of nine 
gametes of the TEL population has never been observed. 
This study has determined the number of genetically active Cv 
elements present in maize lines. The eventual cloning of Cy will permit 
screening of lines for Gv-homologous sequences. 
5.12. The Origin of the in the TEL Population 
Numerous genetically active strong elements are present in the 
TEL population. The origin and mode of C%'s introduction into the TEL 
population have not been settled. A limited test (eight gametes) of one 
of the recurrent parents used in the population development program, 
Line C, uncovered weak Cy activity in one gamete. Tests of an a sh2 
stock, related to Stock P, another recurrent parent of the TEL 
population, also revealed a weak Cv. 
One likely explanation for the strong Cy in the TEL population is 
that weak elements present in the recurrent parents used to develop 
the population underwent a change of state to strong. Once incorporated 
into the population, a strong could replicate to the levels present 
in the TEL population. Such a change of state would account for the 
exceptional kernel in the c2 W22 test that exhibited a small 9b spotted 
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sector on an otherwise nonspotted background. With the relationship 
between 0% and Mutator. it is significant that similar changes of 
state, but from strong to weak, have been described for Mul (Chandler 
and Walbot, 1985). 
However, the possibility still remains that one or many Cj were 
present in the original pg-m stocks originally obtained from M.M. 
Rhoades. This would require that they multiplied or persisted in a-m 
lines in the absence of conscious selection over numerous generations of 
outcrossing. With the facility with which Cy replicates itself, this is 
not impossible. Additionally, linkage of a element to a-m would aid 
in the required persistence. Arguing against this option is the failure 
to uncover even weak in the six a-mfrVa-ml gametes and the six pg-m 
gametes included in the Cy content test. This demonstrates that the 
frequency of 0% in these stocks is 0.39 or less. The stocks tested 
were, however, derivative lines and may not reflect the Cy content of 
the original a-m and pg-m lines. With this in mind, L289, 1205, L317, 
and W23 are currently being screened for genetically active Cy. This 
should give a clear assay of the Cy content of the progenitors of the 
TEL population. 
5.13. Further Comparisons between Cy and Mutator 
Several final comparisons can be made between the Cy system and 
Mutator. First, the DNA modification that occurs to Mu elements and 
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that is associated with loss of activity shows a great deal of 
similarity to the step-wise, progressive deactivation observed with 
many of the Cy states. Some form of DNÂ modification may also impair 
the ability of rev elements to serve as a substrate for the Cv-encoded 
transposase. If so this modification is reversible by the action of 
The rev element at bz-rev appears to have the capacity to generate 
deletions. These may be adjacent deletions like that associated with 
Mul (Taylor and Walbot, 1985a). The Cjr system may be capable of causing 
chromosome breaks (the M9GLP). This would tie in with the terminal 
deficiencies observed by (Robertson, 1986d) and (Robertson and Stinard, 
1986) in Mutator stocks. 
Cv and Cv:Mu share the ability to cause excisions of the rev 
elements from bz-rcv and vp-rcv (Seheffler, 1986). However, because 
Cv:Mu elements have very high replication rates they cannot be tracked 
as near-Mendelian characters. Most Mutator lines that have been tested 
for Cy:Mu content via crosses with bz-rev contain many Cv:Mu elements. 
The behavior of Cy elements also differs from that of the Mu 
elements. Like Cv:Mu. Mu elements replicate more frequently than Cv 
elements. This occurs via nonexcisional transposition. Although Qx and 
rev engage in excisional transposition, it has not been shown that they 
do not also participate in nonexcisional transposition; but C% at least 
does so at a much lower rate than Mu elements. 
Cv can transpose and cause rev to excise at many stages of 
development. If it is assumed that these excisions lead to subsequent 
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insertions which would be expected to cause mutations, this timing of 
activity is not incompatible with that demonstrated by Mutator 
(Robertson, 1980, 1986c, 1986e). 
5.14. Theoretical Considerations Regarding Transposable Elements 
McClintock (1965b) and Peterson (1970a) first suggested that 
transposable elements behaved as if they were "foreign" elements such as 
virus particles that had invaded the maize genome. McClintock (1965b) 
dismissed this view because of the well established nature of 
transposable elements in the maize genome (Chapter 2.9). Various 
origins have been postulated for transposable elements, including 
mobilized "control sequences" (McClintock, 1964). However, the 
significant point here is that once a DNA sequence becomes mobile it 
will begin to behave like "selfish DNA" (Dawkins, 1976). This term, 
first popularized by Dawkins (1976), refers to a sequence that has two 
features (Orgel and Crick, 1980). First, it spreads by reproducing 
itself within a genome. And second, it has no specific contribution to 
the phenotype of its host organism. It is a chromosomal parasite, 
selected solely on the basis of its ability to replicate and independent 
of any advantage it might confer on the host organism. 
The phrase "organisms are merely DNA's way of reproducing" is 
helpful in understanding the implications of selfish DNA. Ultimately, 
selection acts not on individuals, but on genes (Dawkins, 1976). A gene 
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can ensure its survival either by contributing to the fitness of its 
host organism (the "phenotype paradigm" of Doolittle and Sapienza, 1980) 
or by increasing its copy number within a genome. The latter stategy, 
that of selfish DNA, is effective because although the energenic burden 
of replicating the selfish DNA tends to select against genomes carrying 
selfish DNA, frequent replication permits them to stay "one step ahead" 
of selection. This is true because the metabolic energy cost of 
replicating the superfluous DNA is small and therefore selection against 
the selfish genes would not be expected to be great (Orgel and Crick, 
1980). Hence, their elimination would be slow and could be counter­
balanced by a rapid rate of copy number increase. One route to 
increased copy number is transposition, either nonexcisional 
transposition, or excisional transposition from replicated regions to 
unreplicated regions (Greenblatt and Brink, 1962, 1963). 
Natural selection among individual organisms would favor an 
equilibrium copy number level (Orgel and Crick, 1980). If a genome 
carries too much selfish DNA the associated organism becomes unfit and 
the selfish DNA is lost. Orgel and Crick (1980) call this "cancer of 
the genome". Under these selection conditions a piece of selfish DNA 
would be expected to evolve mechanisms to self-regulate its own copy 
number at or near this equilibrium point. 
An understanding of selfish DNA helps to explain the origin of the 
systems of transposable element in maize. It has been demonstrated that 
the more mobile sequences have a selective advantage. A gene which 
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could promote its own transposition would have a selective edge. It 
might do this by coding for a transposase that catalyzes excision and 
reinsertion. The origin of transposase specificity follows from the 
fact that it is not to the advantage of a selfish gene to promote the 
transposition of unrelated sequences (Doolittle and Sapienza, 1980). 
The selfish gene that codes for a transposase that can recognize it own 
coding sequence would be favored in selection. Specificity for the 
TIRs, as is true for the maize transposases, serves a similar function 
because they are intimately linked to the coding sequence. However, 
because there is room for mimicry, unrelated sequences can, if they have 
homologous TIRs, capitalize on the transposase of another transposable 
element. These mimics can dispense with coding sequences and rely on 
the trans-active functions of other elements. Such is the case with 
Dsl. 
Once a transposable element became established in a genome the host 
organism would be expected to utilize this selfish DNA, i.e., a genome 
might co-opt the selfish gene and subvert it to its own uses. An 
individual that generates especially fit progeny will be favored by 
natural selection. An individual is more likely to produce especially 
fit progeny if some of its progeny carry novel genetic variants. 
Probably the most important role transposable elements perform is 
that of generating novel variability. By inserting and subsequently 
excising from loci they leave "footprints" (Saedler and Nevers, 1985) 
which are expected to contribute to evolution. These footprints are 
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especially significant because unlike simple base substitutions, they 
have the capacity to add and delete bases to a gene. Hence, 
transposable-element visitations at a locus can alter the size of the 
protein produced by that locus. 
Selection for transposable elements occurs only after they move, 
because it is the process of transposition that generates variability. 
Hence, selection favors the more mobile elements. However, the cost of 
increased mobility to the host is a higher rate of deleterious 
mutations. Under these conditions an equilibrium exists whereby 
transposable elements are mobile enough to create variability to fuel 
evolution, but not so mobile as to cause gross disruption of the genome. 
This equilibrium is such that the genetic cost of deleterious mutations 
is offset by the selective advantage associated with new variability. 
These conditions might also foster selection pressure for a genome to 
have the capacity to regulate the transposition of the transposable 
elements it carries at or near this equilibrium level. 
One means to do this is through the use of modifier elements. It 
does not matter if modifiers are derived from transposable element 
sequences, they can still be viewed as the genome's tool to regulate 
transposition. 
The finding that Mutator populations and TEL-derived lines 
deteriorate more quickly upon inbreeding (Roberston, 1983; Schnable, 
unpublished observation) than control populations that carry 
transposable elements (P.A. Peterson, Iowa State University, Ames, lA, 
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personal communication) is likely because new insertion mutants are 
being produced each generation and selfing fixes these mutants 
(Robertson, 1983), many of which would be expected to be deleterious. 
This characteristic may reflect a loss or alteration of genomic and\or 
transposable-element-based regulation of transposition. Presumably, "in 
nature", negative selection pressure would have eliminated Mutator and 
the Mutator-like TEL derivatives. 
Another function transposable elements may perform is speciation 
(Bingham et al,, 1982). According to this hypothesis they do this by 
restricting the gene flow between two sympatric population by virtue of 
a dysgenie phenomenon. The same gene flow restriction can arise if two 
populations become "infected" with different transposable elements, 
which when present in one individual result in an exceptional loss of 
fitness (hybrid inferiority). 
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APPENDIX. APL FUNCTIONS 
7 OBS CHI RATIO;SUMOBS;SODSE;DUBSODSR;EXP;DEVSQ;ZPREL;R;ZNEXT;SUMRATIO;RATI0;OBS;V5;V6 
[13 n DESCRIPTION: THIS CALCULATES AND PRINTS THE CHI-SQUARE 
[2] n VALUES FOR ALL THE OBSERVATIONS TESTED 
[3] m AGAINST ONE RATI0(ANY NUMBER OF CLASSES) 
[4] m LEFT ARGUMENT: NUMERIC(p=NUM OBS, NUM CLASSES)=RAT10 TO 
[5] m TEST 
[6] m RIGHT ARGUMENT: NUMERIC(p=NUM OBS, NUM CLASSES)=OBS TO TEST 
[7] m RESULT: NONE 
[8] m CALLS: NONE 
[9] m GLOBALS REQUIRED: NONE 
[10] n GLOBALS CREATES: NONE 
[11] COUNTtCOUNT+l 
[12] Rt-'ltpRATlO 
[13] SUMOBS«-((ltpOBS),l>p+/OBS 
[14] SUMRATIOe((ItpRATI0),1)P+/RATI0 
[ 153 SODSRt-SUMOBSeSUMRATI 0 
[16] DUBSODSRt(l+pOBS)/SODSR 
[17] EXPtRATIOxDUBSODSR 
[18] DEVSQK0BS-EXP)*2 
[19] ZPRELF-DEVSQFEXP 
[ 20] ZNEXT<-( ( 1 tpZPREL), 1 ) pt/ZPREL 
[21] V5Kl,(l+PZNEXT))pZNEXT 
[223 V6Kl,(i+pOBS))pOBS[l;] 
[23] •I3,2I5,10F11.3' OFMTCCOUNT,V6;V5) 
[24] 40 
[25] 
9 
Function 6.1. Listing of NEUCHI5/CHI, an APL function necessary for the 
correct operation of NEWCHI5/SUPERCHI 
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7 RfB CYFREQ C 
CI] Df(mC)TB 
C23 ftNSt-*D 
[3] Rfl-ANS 
9 
Function 6.2. Listing of CYL0SS3/CYFREQ, an APL function that 
calculates the maximum gene frequency in a population 
after N gametes have been sampled and found to lack the 
gene. Data are entered in format N CYFREQ P, where P is 
the probability that the gene frequency will not be 
overestimated, P is usually 0,05 or 0.01 
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9 RESULT«-RC GENERATOR TT;T;N;A 
CI] m DESCRIPTIONS THIS CREATES A 3-DIH MATRIX OF RATIOS 
C2] n EACH LAYER IS HOMOGENEOUS 
[3] n LEFT ARGUMENT: NUMERIC(p=2) DIMENSIONS OF DATA MATRIX 
C43 ft CI] HUM OF RATIOS TO TEST 
CS] ft C2] NUM OF CLASSES 
C6] ft RIGHT ARGUMENT: HUMERIC(p=NUM RATIOS,NUM OF CLASSES) OF RATIO 
C7] ft MATRIX 
C8] ft RESULT: HUMERIC(p=NUM OF RATIOS TO TEST, NUM OBS, HUM OF CLASSES) 
C9] ft =T 
CIO] ft CALLS! NONE 
Cll] m GLOBALS REQUIRED: NONE 
[12] ft GLOBALS CREATED: NONE 
[13] NtO 
[14] Tt((lfpTT),RC[l],RC[2])pO 
CIS] LOi-KdfpTTXNtN+DfLl 
[16] At(RC[l],RC[2])pTTCN;] 
C17] TCN;j]«-A 
CIS] -»L0 
C19] LI:40 
7 
Function 6.3. Listing of NEWCHI5/GENERAT0R, an APL function necess 
for the correct operation of NEWCHI5/SUPERCHI 
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9 HûMOGEN DATA;A4;ROWS;HI;H2;A2;A3;A4;ANS 
Cl] A4«-0 
[2] ROWSHtpDATA 
C3] Hlf(DATACR0WS;l]xDATACR0US;2 ] ) rDATA[R0US;3]*2 
[4]  H2«-( DATAC ROWS; 23*2 ) rDATAC ROWS; 3] 
C5] A2«-0 
[6] NEXTA:A2fA2+l 
[7] A3KDATACA2;2]*2)tDATACA2;3] 
[8] A4fA4+A3 
C9] -)(A2=R0WS-i)fFINAL 
CIO] 4NEXTA 
Cil] FINAL:ANS<-(A4-H2)tH1 
C12] ANS 
7 
Function 6.4. Listing of CYL0SS3/H0M0GEN, an APL function which 
calculates and prints homogeneity Chi-square values 
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9 L INTER? N 
CI] LfLC-rU 
C23 L 
[3] NKl / N ) , ( r / N),(~NE(l / N ) , ( r / N>)/N 
[4] N 
[5] NUHF((LC2]xNC23)-(LCL]xNCl]))x<(-^NCi])-TNC3]) 
C6] DEN0MKtNC1]>-TNC2] 
[?] LI Ml T«-( ( LI 13 XNC1] )+HUM^DENOM) tME 33 
[83 LIMIT 
7 
Function 6.5. Listing of CYL0SS3/INTERP, an APL function used to 
interpolate confidence limits from Table 5 of Mainland et 
al., 1956. Data are entered in the format LI L2 INTER? 
N1 N2 N3, N1 and N2 (N1<N2), are the number of 
individuals in the two sample sizes closest to N3, the 
number of individuals in the sample size for which a 
limit is sought. LI and L2 are the percentage values 
(upper or lower limits from Table 5) associated with N1 
and N2, respectively 
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7 L INTERP3 N 
[13 LCi]<-(LCl]^100)xNC13 
[2] LC2]«-(LC2]M00)xNC2] 
[33 L 
[4] LIHlTt-L[13 + ((LC23-LCi])x<(N[33-NC13)T(NC23-NCl]))) 
[53 100XLIM1TTNC31 
[6] LIMIT 
7 
Function 6.6. Listing of CYLOSS3/INTERP3, an APL function used to 
interpolate confidence limits between sample sizes from 
Table 6 of Mainland et al., 1956. Data are entered in 
the format LI L2 INTERP3 N1 N2 N3. N1 and N2 (N1<N2), 
are the number of individuals in the two sample sizes 
closest to N3, the number of individuals in the sample 
size for which a limit is sought. LI and L2 are the 
percentage values (upper or lower limits from Table 6) 
associated with N1 and N2, respectively 
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7 L INTERP5 N 
C13 LlMITt-L[i3 + ((LC2]-LCl])x<(N[33-HC13)T(NC2]-NC13))) 
[2] LIMIT 
7 
Function 6.7. Listing of CYLOSS3/INTERP5, an APL function used to 
interpolate confidence limits between percentage values 
from Table 6 of Mainland et al., 1956. Data are entered 
in the format LI L2 INTERP3 N1 N2 N3. N1 and N2 (N1<N2), 
are the percent A's closest to N3, the percent A's in the 
sample for which a limit is sought. LI and L2 are the 
confidence limit (upper or lower limits calculated from 
Table 6) values (in number of A's) associated with N1 and 
N2, respectively 
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7 OUTPUTS FHS 
Cl] n description: THIS OUTPUTS A JUNCTION 
C23 m RIGHT ARGUMENT: CHARACTER OF THE FUNCTION TO OUTPUT 
[3] 3 0 3 DARBIN OVR FNS 
7 
. Function 6.8. Listing of SUPERCHI5/OUTPUT2, an APL function which 
outputs to the printer (using the format: 0UTPUT2 
'function name') a specified function from the workspace 
in which 0UTPUT2 resides 
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7 OUTPUTS;! 
Cl] m DESCRIPTION! THIS OUTPUTS ALL THE FUNCTIONS IN A US 
C23 ALLFNS«-DIDLIST 1 
[3] Bt-0 
C4] NEXTB:B«-B+1 
[5] 4(B>lffALLFNS)fEND 
C6] FNS«-ALLFNSCBj] 
[7] TfOVR FNS 
[8] 3 0 3 DARBIH T 
[9] ' ' 
CIO]  '  '  
Cli] ' ' 
C12] +HEXTB 
CIS] END:-»0 
7 
Function 6.9. Listing of SUPERCHI5/OUTPUT3, an APL function which 
outputs to the printer all functions from the workspace 
in which OUTPUTS resides 
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9 PERCENT DATA;ANS;ARRANGE;SPACE;SUM 
[13 1 DPOKE 116 
[2] SUMf+/DATA 
[3] SUNK(lipDATA),(ItpDATA))pSUM 
C4] SUMf-lpSUM 
C53 ANSflOOxDATATSUM 
[63 SPACEeltpDATA 
[73 AREANt3Ef(5SPACE), 'I5,X3,',(5SPACE), 'F6.1' 
[83 ARRANGE OFMKDATA;ANS) 
[93 0 DPOKE 116 
V 
Function 6,10. Listing of NEWCHI5/PERCENT, an APL function that 
calculates and prints the percentage contribution of 
each phenotype to the total number of individuals 
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? SOLVER 
Cil nTHIS FUNCTIONS SOLVES SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS 
[2] nTHE GOAL HERE IS DETERMINE THE PERCENT OF GAMETES 
[33 fiUITH THE BREAKPOINT THAT EXPRESS IT, AND THE MAP 
[4] nDISTANCE BETWEEN SH AND THE BREAKPOINT. THE FORMER 
[5] mis FOUND BY RUNNING THE PROGRAM UNTIL THE LAST TWO 
[6] RVALUES ON A LINE ARE EQUAL. 
[7] nTO FINE TUNE THE PROGRAM ADJUST LINES 16 AND 17 USING )EDIT. 
[8] n THE FIRST VALUE ON THAT 
191 nLlNE IS THE FRACTION OF GAMETES THAT EXPRESS A BREAK. 
[10] flUSE THE R VALUES PRODUCED WITH THOSE VALUES TO CALULATE 
[11] nTHE MAP DISTANCE BY RUNNING THE PERCENT FUNCTION. 
[12] mD IS A 4 ELEMENT VECTOR CONSISTING OF RDSP,RDNSP,SHSF,SHNSP. 
[13] mD MUST BE DEFINED BEFORE THIS FUNCTION IS RUN. 
[14] fiR IS A 4 ELEMENT VECTOR CONSISTING OF SH-BKPT,SH-+,SMALL 
[15] nSH-+,SMALL SH-BKPT. 
[16] AtO.681722 
CI7] NEXTA:At-A+2E"6 
[18] X[l;l]<-X[3;4]tA 
[19] XC2;l]«-XC4!4]fl-A 
[ 20] R(-DBX 
[21] n A,l-A,R,R[l]xR[4],R[2]xR[3] 
[22] A,(R[l]xR[4]),(R[2]xR[3]) 
[23] •»(A>l)tEND 
[24] 4NEXTA 
[25] END:+0 
7 
Function 6.11. Listing of L0SS9S/S0LVER, an APL function which solves 
the set of simultaneous equations that determine the 
degree of penetrance of the multiple 9s gene loss 
phenomenon and the map distance between the break point 
and Sh 
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9 RATIOS SUPERCHI DATA;V9;VIO;Vli;V12;V13;V14;V15;ARRANGE4;R4;ARRANGES 
[1] n DESCRIPTION: THIS FUNCTION TESTS ANY NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 
[2] PI AGAINST ANY NUMBER OF RATIOS 
[3] H LEFT ARGUMENT: NUMERIC <P=NUM OF RATIOS, NUM OF CLASSES) = 
[4] m RATIOS TO TEST 
[5] m RIGHT ARGUMENT: NUMBERIC (p=NUM OF OBS, NUM OF CLASSES) = 
[6] n OBSERVATIONS TO TEST 
[7] m RESULT: NONE 
[8] ft CALLS: CHI, GENERATIOR 
[9] n GLOBALS REQUIRED: NONE 
[10] n GLOBALS CREATED: NONE 
[11] 1 DPOKE 116 
[12] COUNTfO 
[13] V9«-i(ltpRATI0S) 
[14] VlOfUpRATIOS 
[15] viif'RATio r 
[16] V12«-'RATIO TO TEST' 
[17] 'RATIO « RATIO TO TEST' 
[18] ARRANGE4«-'I3,X7, ',(5V10), 'F7.3' 
[19] R4<-L((((5X(1+PDATA>)-3)T2)+0.5) 
[20] ARRANGES*- '  4A1, X', ( 5R4), ' , 3A1, X', (5R4), ' , 18ftl ' 
[21] V13f 1 4 P'OBS#' 
[22] VI4f 1 3 p'OBS' 
[23] V15f 1 18 p'CHI VALUE FOR RATIO' 
[24] ARRANGE4 0FMT(V9,RATI0S) 
[25] ARRANGES OFMT(V13;V14;V15) 
[26] (PRATIOS)GENERATOR DATA 
[27] NfO 
[28] Ll!4((ltpDATA><Mt-Nti)tD0NE 
[29] T[N;;]CHI RATIOS 
[30] +L1 
[31] DONE:'FINISHED' 
[32] 0 DPOKE 116 
[33] DERASE 'COUNT' 
[34] -)0 
? 
Function 6.12. Listing of NEWCHI5/SUPERCHI, an APL function that 
calculates and prints the Chi-square values for any 
number of observations versus any number of ratios. 
This function requires the presence of NEWCHI5/GENERAT0R 
AND NEWCHI5/CHI 
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Table 3.1. Rows carrying sh bz: their origins and their source lines. 
Descriptions of the source lines are included 
A.) Listing of rows carrvine sh bz: 
Rows Origin* Cross^ Line* 
82 2402 80 3762 sibd 1 Bulk 
82 2403 78 3044-3048 sib* 1 613B 
82 2418-2421 77 2860 self* 1 613E 
82 2422-2427 78 3044-3048 self* 1 613B 
82 2428-2430 77 2857 self* 1 613D 
82 2431-2434 78 3036-3038 self* 1 613A 
82 2517-2519 78 3044-3048 self* 1 613B 
82 2527-2530 78 3044-3048 self* 1 613B 
82 2531-2535 77 2857 self* 1 613D 
82 2536 78 3036-3038 self* 1 613A 
82 3463x 81g 174-176 self* preVebz 
82 3463y 80 3762 sib* 1 Bulk 
82 4313-4314 81g 174-176 self* preVebz 
82 4315-4318 80 3762 sib* 1 Bulk 
82 4320-4323 78 3044-3048 self* 1 613B 
82g 773 82 3463x-6A self 1 Vebz 
83 2710 82 2403-1 self 1 613B 
83 2711 82 2424-5 self 1 613B 
83 2712 82 2430-2 self 1 613D 
83 2713 82 2433-2 self 1 613A 
^ Cross from which bz sh kernels were selected to give rise to 
the indicated row. 
^ See part B of this table for a description of the various 
lines. Lines in the 613 series were derived from Ames accessions 613A-E 
as indicated. 
° Cross type (indicated below) used to produce the ears in column 
2 :  
sh bz/sh bz sib or self 
sh bz/Sh Bz self 
sh bz/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz X Sh Bz/Sh Bz (Aet line) 
sh bz/Sh Bz X Sh Bz/Sh Bz (Aet line) 
See Figure 3.1 for pedigree of this row. 
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Table 3.1. Continued 
Rows Origin* Cross^ Line^ 
83 2714 82 3463x-6A self 1 Vebz 
83 2740 82g 773-2 self 1 Vebz 
83 2753 82 2403-1 self 1 613B 
83 2857y 82g 773-2 self 1 Vebz 
83 5204 82 2423-8t self 1 613B 
83 5322 80 0157-2 self® 1 Mcbz 
83 5348-5350 82 2403-1 self 1 613B 
83 5759-5765 82 2403-1 self 1 613B 
83 I 78 5090 sib* 1 Bulk 
(83 I is equivalent to 83 9550) 
83g 759 82g 773-2 self 1 Vebz 
84 2215-2216 82 2430-2 self 1 613D 
84 2217 83 2740-6/-10 sib 1 Vebz 
84 2218-2219 82 2432-2 self 1 613A 
84 2220 82 2403-1 self 1 613B 
84 2221 82g 773-2 self 1 Vebz 
84 2221 83 5322-6t/5349-lt 3 Tibz 
84 4513 77 5070 sib* 1 Bulk 
84 4514 81 8090 sib* 1 Bulk 
84 4549-4552 82 2430-2 self 1 613D 
84 4715 82 2403-1 self 1 613B 
84 4716 83 2714-4 self 1 Vebz 
84 4717 82g 773-2 self 1 Vebz 
84 4718 83 2714-3t self 1 Vebz 
84 4719 83 2740-6/-10 sib 1 Vebz 
84 4720-4721 82 2430-2 self 1 613D 
84 4722-4723 83 5322-6t/5349-lt 3 Tibz 
84 4724-4725 82 2433-2 self 1 613A 
84 4755-4758 82 2430-2 self 1 613D 
84 4842z 83 2714-3/2839-13 4 Vebz + 
84 4930-4931 82 2433-2 self 1 613A 
84 4932-4933 83 2714-3t self 1 Vebz 
84 3002z 83 2740-6/-10 sib 1 Vebz 
® Derived from genetic material received from B. McClintock (Cold 
Spring Harbor Laboratories, Cold Spring Harbor, NY). 
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Table 3.1. Continued 
Rows Origin^ Cross^ Llne° 
84g 504 83 5322-6t/5349-lt 3 Tibz 
84g 505 84 2217-8/2217-2-3,-5,-9 1 Vebz 
84g 528 84 4514-4/4657-4 4 Bulk/Aet 
85 1810 84 2217-10/2217-7 1 Vebz 
85 1811 84 2221-6/2221-1,2,9,10,13 1 Vebz 
85 1812 84 4842Z-5 self 2 Vebz + 
85 1813 84 2221/2222-2 3 Tibz/Vebz 
85 1814 84 2220-2/4514-8 3 613B/Bulk 
85 1815 84 2220-4/4514-8 3 613B/Bulk 
85 1816 84 2219/4514-10 3 613A/Bulk 
85 1817 84 4716-14/4513-7 3 Vebz/Bulk 
85 1915 84 4658/4842Z-4 5 Vebz ++ 
85 1926y 84 4514-4/4657-4 4 Bulk/Aet 
85 5645 83 5322-6t/5349-lt 3 Tibz 
85 5646y 84 2221-6/2221-1,2,9,10,13 1 Vebz 
85 5646Z 84 2221/2222-2 3 Tibz/Vebz 
85 5657 84g 528-21 sib 2 Bulk/Aet 
B.) Description of the sh bz lines: 
Line Description 
Bulk Rather heterogenous. Generally poor pollen source. Tassels quite 
susceptible to aphids. Segregating for r. Mostly Pr. Derived by 
intercrossing Ames accessions 613A-F. 
Mcbz (McClintock bronze) A no Ac segregant out of an Ac line from B. 
McClintock (Cold Spring Harbor Laboratories). Tillers well. Poor 
pollen source. 
Tibz (Tillering bronze) Tall plants. Many tillers. Good pollen source 
2-3 days latter than Vebz. Provides tillering tendency in 
crosses. Derived from a cross between Mcbz and 613B. 
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Table 3.1. Continued 
Rows Origin^ Cross^ Line^ 
Vebz (Very early bronze) Small easily shelled ears with many kernels. 
Very early; with planting dates of 3 May and 12 May in 1985 and 
1984 it first shed pollen on 3 July and 14 July. Good pollen 
source. Short plants. Homozygous for gr. Provides extreme 
earliness in crosses. Tillers some. Very homogeneous. PreVebz 
is the progenitor of Vebz, which includes seed from 82 3463x-6A 
(the earliest of 60 sib plants) and its descendants. Vebz + and 
Vebz ++ were generated by backcrossing Vebz to Aet one and two 
times respectively. 
613A Carries P-WW. pr is at least segregating. Occasionally produces 
two ear shoots/node. Pollen available 7-8 days after Vebz. Cross 
of B455/B457 (see part C of this table). 
613B Segregating for P-ww. Small ears. Early, but weak, pollen 
source. Segregating for white striped plants. Plants short. 
Cross of B454/B455 (see part C of this table). 
613D Segregating for P-ww. Large cobs and kernels. Very good pollen 
source. Segregating for r. No tillers. Plants susceptible to 
smut. Ear shoots PC easily. Pollen 3-4 days after Vebz. Late 
dry-down of ears. Large plants. Cross of B454/B457 (see part C 
of this table), 
613E Mostly P-wr. Similar maturity to 613A. Cross of B457/B454 (see 
part C of this table). 
C.) Parents of Ames accessions 613A-F: 
B454 A sh bz line recovered from a cross of a sh bz source with a color 
converted W23. May carry Dtl (E.H. Coe Jr., University of 
Missouri, Columbia, MO, personal communication). 
B455 A sh bz line recovered from a cross between a sh bz source with 
the colored line 'Neuffer Stock 1', which does not contain Ac or 
Dt (E.H. Coe Jr., University of Missouri, Columbia, MO, personal 
communication). 
B457 A sh bz line recovered from a backcross of a sh bz source with a 
color converted K55 (E.H. Coe Jr., University of Missouri, 
Columbia, MO, personal communication). 
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Table 3.2. Origin and pedigree of widely used C% lines 
Rows* Origin^ Cross^ Reference*^ 
A.) Widely used Cy lines: 
82 2416 81 2049-6 self 1 Table 4.1.7 
83 2701-2702 82 2416-2 self 1 This Table 
83 2703-2704 81 2216-8 self 1 Table 3.2B 
83 2705-2706 82 2507-llt self 1 Table 3.2B 
83 2707, 2708z 82 2452-3t self 1 Table 3.2B 
83 2625X 82 4334x-lt/4322-8 2 Table 4.4.15B 
83 2803y 82 4325x-3/2519-lt 2 Table 4.4.26B 
83 2813y 82 4329X-1/2518-5 2 Table 3.2B 
83 2817X 82 4327v-3/sh bz 2 Table 4.1.15 
83 2824x 82 4333y/4318-8 2 Table 4.4.12A 
83 2828x 82 4326X-1/2518-5 2 Table 4.4.20B 
83 2832z 82 4328Z-2/4317-1 2 Table 4.4.34B 
83 2843y 82 4333Z-2/4318-8 2 Table 4,4.12B 
In part A, entries identify lines. In part B, crosses 
represent the parents of selected entries from part A. The Cv-
containing parent is underlined. 
^ In part A, these entries represent the parents of the plants in 
column 1. In all instances in part A, bz sh nsp kernels were selected 
from the ear in column 2 to generate the row in column 1. In part B, 
the entries in column 2 represent the parents of the C^-containing plant 
(underlined entry) in column 1. The phenotype of the selections from 
the ear in column 2 that gave rise to the Cv-containing plant in column 
1 is evident from the genotypes. 
° Gross type (identified below) used in column 2. 
Cross 
Cross 
Cross 
Cross 
Cross 
Cross 
Cross 
sh bz/sh bz Cv self 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X 
Reciprocal of cross 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv 
Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv 
X sh bz/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz Cy 
3 
X - Bz'-2/sh bzs 
X sh bz/sh bz 
Reciprocal of cross 5 
Reference to kernel counts and/or pedigree information of the 
ear listed in column 2. 
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Table 3.2, Continued 
Rows* Origin^ Cross° Reference^ 
83 5209 82 2445-6/2444-3 3 Table 3.2B 
83 5308 82 2507-llt self 1 Table 3.2B 
83 5309 82 2445-7t self 1 Table 3.2B 
83 5310 82 2452-3t self 1 Table 3.2B 
83 5324 82 2445-6/2444-3 3 Table 3.2B 
83 5347 82 2416-1 self 1 This Table 
83g 125 82 4333y/4318-8 2 Table 4.4.12A 
84 2139 82 4333Z-2/4318-8 2 Table 4.4.12B 
84 2223 83 5342-25/2712-21 2 Table 3.2B 
84 2224 83 5343-5/5228-14 4 Table 3.2B 
84 2225 83 2810X-6/2702-1 3 Table 3.2B 
84 2226 83g 125-21/153 4 This Table 
84 2227 82 4326z-2t/4317-7t 2 Table 3.2B 
84 2228 83 2632y-l/2712-21 2 Table 4.4.7B 
84 2229 83 2632y-2/2712-3 2 Table 4.4.7B 
84 23082 83 2624y-l/2714-2t2 2 Table 4.4.17A 
84 2312 83 5343-2/5228-14 4 Table 3.2B 
84 4644 82 4326z-2t/4317-7t 2 Table 3.2B 
84 4645 83 2632y-l/2712-21 2 Table 4.4.7B 
84 4646 83 5342-21/2740-9 2 Table 3.2B 
84 4647 83 2810X-6/2702-1 2 Table 3.2B 
84 4648 83g 125-6/153 2 This Table 
84 4934 82 4326z-2t/4317-7t 2 Table 3.2B 
84 4935-4936A 83 5342-25/2712-21 2 Table 3.2B 
84 4936B-4936C 83g 125-6/153 2 This Table 
85 1818 83g 125-21/153 2 This Table 
85 1819 84 2355Z-4/4719-3 2 Table 3.2B 
85 1820 84 4727-4/4558-8 5 Table 3.2B 
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Table 3.2. Continued 
Rows* Origin^ Cross Reference 
B.) Additional pedigree information on selected Qx lines: 
81 2216-8 self 80g 403-
82 2445-6/2444-3 81 2048-
82 2445-7t self 81 2048-
82 2452-3t self 81 2048-
82 2507-llt self 81 2014-
82 4326z-2t/4317-7t 81 2040-
82 4329X-1/2518-5 81 2203-
83 5342-21/2740-9 82 4326z 
83 5342-25/2712-21 82 4326z 
83 5343-2/5228-14 82 4326z 
83 5343-5/5228-14 82 4326z 
84 2355Z-4/4719-3 83 5342-
84 4727-4/4558-8 83g 195-
6/405-1 
11/2049-10 
11/2049-10 
4/2049-6 
2/2013-5 
24/1943 
26/2132 
-2t/4317-7t 
-2t/4317-7t 
-2t/4317-7t 
-2t/4317-7t 
23/5348-7 
9/187-1,-3,-4 
3 Table 4.1.3A 
3 Table 4.1.7 
3 Table 4.1.7 
3 Table 4.1.7 
4 Figure 4.4.27 
3 Table 4.1.9 
_e 
z 
2 This Table 
2 This Table 
2 This Table 
2 This Table 
2 
7 
T^is Table 
® 81 2203-26 (which carried C%) arose from bz rd sp selections 
from 80g 401-7 self. 80g 401-7 was a first generation plant with the 
genotype Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv. 
^ The genotype of the parents of the Cv-containing parent of this 
cross (83g 187) was sh bz/sh bz Cv X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv. 
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Table 3.3. Origin, pedigrees and descriptions of widely used bz-rcv 
lines 
Rows Origin® Cross^ bz-rcv Line 
or Reference^ 
A.) Origin and pedigrees: 
82 2401 81 2013-6 self 1 812013-6^ 
82 2435-2443 81 2013-6 self 1 812013-6^ 
82 2444 81 2048-11/2049-10 2 Table 4.1, 7 
82 2447 81 2043-5/2044-4 2 Table 4.1, ,6 
82 2450 81 2048-4/2049-6 2 Table 4.1, ,7 
82 2453-2454 81 2043-2/2044-6 2 Table 4.1, 6 
82 2501 81 2027-3/2029-10 2 Table 4.1, 4 
82 2504 81 2014-1/2013-4 2 _e 
82 2510 81 2026-24/2029-4 2 Table 4.1. 4 
82 2520u 81 4754-24/3664 3 -f 
Cross from which bz rd nsp kernels were selected to generate 
cated row(s). 
Cross type (indicated below) used to produce the ears in column 
the indi
b 
2 .  
Cross 
Cross 
Cross 
Cross 
Cross 
Cross 
Cross 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz self 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cv 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz-rcv Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz-rcv self 
sh bz/sh bz X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz-rcv X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
^ bz-rcv lines are designated by the bz rd nsp kernel, selected 
from an ear segregating for C%, that represents that last exposure of 
bz-rcv to Cv. 
^ 81 2013-6 was a first generation plant. This line is 
contaminated with a low-activity C% and should not therefore be used. 
® 81 2014-1 and 81 2013-6 were first generation plants. 
^ 81 4754-24 arose from a spotted selection from the selfed ear 
of 80g 401-1 (Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv). a first generation plant. 
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Table 3.3. Continued 
Rows Origin^ Cross^ bz-rcv Line 
or Reference^ 
82g 185 82 2440-3 self 4 812013-6^ 
83 2716 82 2440-3 self 4 812013-6^ 
83 2717 82 2458-lt/2520u-3 5 822520U-3 
83 2718-2722 82 2520U-3 self 1 822520U-3 
83 2723-2724 82 2447-1 self 1 822447-1 
83 2725-2726y 82 2444-1 self 1 822444-1 
83 2758-2759 82g 185-22 self 812013-6* 
83 3463z 81 2013-4 self 1 812013-4® 
83 3614 82 2520U-3 self 1 822520U-3 
83 3615 82 2444-2 self 1 822444-2 
83 3616 82 2447-1 self 1 822447-1 
83 5208 82 2458-lt/2520u-3 822520U-3 
83 5227-5228 82 2447-3 self 1 822447-3 
83 5229-5230 82 2447-5 self 1 822447-5 
83 5240-5242 82 2520U-3 self 1 822520U-3 
83 5312-5313 82 2447-8 self 1 822447-8 
83 5325 82 2447-5 self 1 822447-5 
83 5344 82 2447-3 self 1 822447-3 
83 5345y 82 2444-3 self 1 822444-3 
83g 153 83 5345y-10 self 1 822444-3 
83g 724 83 5345y-5 self 822444-3 
83g 725 82 2520U-3 self 1 822520U-3 
83g 726 82 5345y-10 self 1 822444-3 
83g 727 83 5345y-12 self 822444-3 
83g 731 83 5345y-6 self 1 822444-3 
83g 760 82 5345y-10 self 1 822444-3 
83g 761 82 2520U-3 self 1 822520U-3 
84 2230 83 I-lll/5345y-5 6 822444-3 
84 2231 83 I-109/5345y-5 6 822444-3 
84 2232® 83 I-110/5345y-5 6 822444-3 
84 2233-2235 83 2725-5/2725-2t 7 822444-1 
84 2236 83 5345y-6 self 1 822444-3 
84 2237-2238 83 5345y-5 self 4 822444-3 
84 2239-2240 83 5345y-10 self 1 822444-3 
84 2711-2717 83g 153-3 self 1 822444-3 
84 2718-2719 83g 153-31 self 1 822444-3 
84 2823x 83 5345y-5 self 4 822444-3 
84 2841-2843 83g 153-31 1 822444-3 
84 2956-2958 83 I-109/5345y-5 6 822444-3 
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Table 3.3. Continued 
Rows Origin* Cross^ bz-rcv Line 
or Reference^ 
84 2959-2960 83 I-lll/5345y-5 6 822444-3 
84 4630-4633 83 2725-5/2725-2t 7 822444-1 
84 4634-4635 83 5345y-5 self 4 822444-3 
84 4636-4638 83 I-109/5345y-5 6 822444-3 
84 4639-46402 83 I-110/5345y-5 6 822444-3 
84 4641-4642 83 I-lll/5345y-5 6 822444-3 
84 4643 83 5345y-10 self 1 822444-3 
84 4937-4939 83 1-111/5345-5 6 822444-3 
84 4940-4941 83 1-109/5345-5 6 822444-3 
84g 185^ 83 I-lll/5345y-5 6 822444-3 
83 I-109/5345y-5 6 822444-3 
84 4719-5/2233-5 6 822444-1 
85 1821-1822 84 4514-3/4633-14 6 822444-1 
85 1823-1824 84 4719-5/2233-5 6 822444-1 
85 1825-1826 84 4719-2/2233-4 6 822444-1 
85 1827-1828 84 4513-5/4630-8 6 822444-1 
85 1829 84 4513-9/4630-14 6 822444-1 
85 1830 84 4719-1/2233-2 6 822444-1 
85 1958 84 2233-2 self 4 822444-1 
85 5654y 84 4719-5/2233-5 6 822444-1 
85 5654z 84 4514-3/4633-14 6 822444-1 
® These rows were segregating for r, which was likely introduced 
via the sh bz female parent. 
^ 84g 185 was planted with a mixture of seed from three sources. 
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Table 3.3. Continued 
B.) Descriptions: 
Line Description 
812013-4 Use of this line was discontinued after 1982. It is 
segregating for gr and may carry a weakly active Cv. 
812013-6 This line is contaminated with a low-activity Cv. 
Advanced generations, e.g., 83 2758-2759, were very late 
and short. It is segregating for gr. This line produced 
few tillers even in early generations, e.g., 82 2435-43. 
822444-1 This became the standard line beginning in 1985. Advanced 
generations that have not been outcrossed to sh bz. e.g., 
84 2233-2235, 84 4630-4633 and 85 1958, are late and 
short. With a 12 May planting date, 84 2233-2235 first 
flowered 19 July. It was the earliest of the bz-rcv lines 
scored in 1983. This line produces a small ear, but very 
abundant pollen on a strong, distinctive, bushy tassel. 
The line is segregating for pale-yellow pollen. When not 
too inbred this line has many tillers. Segregating for 
wx. Produces a vigorous F1 when crossed to sh bz. It was 
in this line that the Multiple 9s Gene Loss Phenomena was 
first uncovered. 
822444-3 This line and 822444-1 were the co-standard lines 
beginning in 1984. The use of this line was discontinued 
beginning in 1985 in order to have a homogeneous source of 
bz-rcy. Tassel not as bushy as 822444-1. Out of 12 
plants in 83 5345y, one was a dwarf. Segregating for pr. 
822447-1 The use of this line was discontinued after 1983. It 
produces plants with no tillers and a small tassel. 
822447-3 The use of this line was discontinued after 1983. It 
produces plants that a very susceptible to root lodging. 
822447-5 The use of this line was discontinued after 1983. It is 
segregating for yellow-green and white-striped plants. 
822447-8 The use of this line was discontinued after 1983. Like 
822447-5 it produces both yellow-green and white-striped 
plants. Out of the 24 plants in 83 5312-5313, 2 produced 
tassel ears on the main stalk. 
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Table 3.3. Continued 
822520u-3 The use of this line was discontinued after 1983. It is 
segregating for tiller number (none to many). Kernels 
have a dent-like character which hampers scoring for the 
shrunken phenotype. 
Table 3.4. The origin of bz-m805137. The pedigree traces back through 52 370-1, the original a-m 
containing plant (Peterson, 1953, 1961), and back to pg-m (Peterson, 1960) stocks 
originally from M.M. Rhoades 
Year^ Plant Site^ Phenotype of Cross 
Number Kernel(s) Planted 
1. 1980 5137 bronze spotted Sh bz-m/sh bz Cv En A/A 
X sh bz/sh bz 
(bz-m805137 arose as a single kernel on 79 6203-67) 
2. 1979 6203-67 A colored a-m/A Sh Bz/Sh Bz X 
A/A sh bz/sh bz 
3. 1963 1005 (TEL)C A a-mutable a-m X line C 
4. 1962g 16A-1 A colored a-m sh2/A (selfed 
5. 1962 1440 A a-mutable line C X a-m 
6. 1961 51-30 A a-mutable a-m X Stock P 
7. 1960 624-4 A a-mutable a-m X Stock P 
8. 1959 1136-6 A a-mutable a-m Sh2/a sh2 fselfed) 
9. 1958 655-10 A a-mutable a-m X Stock P 
10. 1957 300-12 A a-mutable a-m X Stock P 
11. 1956 215-2 A a-mutable a-m X Stock P 
12. 1955 43-13 R a-mutable a-m Sh2/a sh (selfed) 
13. 1954 2-16 R a-mutable Stock P X a-m 
14. 1953 37-5 R a-mutable a-m Sh2/a Sh2 fselfed) 
fa-m arose in 52 370-1) 
15. 1952 370-1 U â /â Dt X a-m/a 
16. 1951 340-1 U colored A/a.., Pg/Pg (selfed) 
17. 1949g 38-3.1 U A/a np-m/Pe (selfed) 
18. 1949 12512 U a /a X p%-m 
19. 1948? 11799-3 P selfed 
20. 1947? A4451 P (a standard tester 
used by E.G. Anderson 
was L317 X CC5)* 
1 July 1946 
(L289 X 1205 exposed to the 'Able' Bikini atomic bomb) 
(Anderson, 1948) 
^ g - winter season. 
w 
^ A-Ames, lA; R=Riverside, CA; U=Urbana, IL;P=Pasadena, CA. 
^ TEL (transposable element laden) population, which contains 
the following transposable elements: Cy, En, Ug, ^  and Dt. 
^ D.S. Robertson, Iowa State Univeristy, Ames, lA, personal 
communication. See Chapter 3.3 for descriptions of the inbreds. 
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Table 3.5. Use of the TEL population and TEL derivatives in isolation 
plots and the new alleles which arose from those isolation 
plots 
Isolation Plot Genotype of New Alleles 
(rows) Male Parent Rescued 
A.) Plots derived directly from the TEL poplulation: 
75 6002 c sh Bz wx sh763009. sh763015. sh763016. sh763017. 
sh763018. sh763020. sh763021. sh763023. 
sh763024. sh763025 
78 5072 C sh bz bz-m794226. bz-s794238. sh794121. 
sh794124. sh794126. sh794128. 
sh794146. sh794151. 
79 6203 C sh bz bz-m805137. sh806160 
81 8103 ç2 c2-m826019. c2-m826021. c2-m826149. 
c2-ni826149. c2-m826154. c2-m826155. 
c2-m826204 
84 8002^ c2 none 
B.) Plots derived from descendants of bz-m805137: 
84 7002 
84 8003 
84 5005 
C sh bz 
Ç2 
ç2 
857177^ 
none 
c2-m857210. 
c2-m857214. 
c2-m857229. 
c2-s857234. 
c2-m857242. 
c2-m857263. 
c2-m857273. 
c2-m857212. 
c2-s857222. 
c2-s857230. 
c2-s857236. 
c2-m857244. 
c2-m857271. 
c2-m857274. 
c2-m857213. 
c2-s857225. 
c2-s857231. 
c2-s857241. 
c2-m857246. 
c2-m857272. 
c2-m857328. 
85 8031 none 
^ Mixture of the TEL population and others. 
^ A deficiency of C Sh Bz. 
^ Sib-pollinated, seeking mutants at the P locus. 
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Table 3.6. A listing of the crosses used in this study 
Cross Genotype of 
Number the Cross 
3.1 A/a-m Sh Bz/Sh Bz X sh bz/sh bz A/A 
3.2 Sh bz-Tn805137/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz 
(confirmation ear) 
3.3 Sh bz-rcv/sh bz ±/± X sh bz/sh bz Cv 
3.4 Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
3.5 Test of Spotted Round: 
spotted round bronze X sh bz/sh bz 
from a Type I or Type II 
aberrant ratio ear. 
Presumed genotype: 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv 
3.6 Test of Nonspotted Shrunken: 
nonspotted shrunken bronze X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
from Type I aberrant ratio 
ear. Presumed genotype: 
sh bz/sh bz +Cv 
3.7 Test of Nonspotted Round: 
nonspotted round bronze from X sh bz/sh bz Cy 
Type I aberrant ratio ear 
Presumed genotype: 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz ±/± 
3.8 bz/bz (Mutator related) X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcv') 
3.9 a-mum2/A Sh Bz/Sh bz-rcv X ^A Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv 
3.10 Sh bz-mus/Sh'bz-mus X sh bz/sh bz Cv 
3.11 Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
3.12 Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
3.13 sh bz/sh bz Cv X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
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Table 3.6. Continued 
Cross Genotype of 
Number the Cross 
3.14 Test for Receptor Function: 
Sh bz-rcv?/sh bz Cv? X sh bz/sh bz Cv 
3.15 Test for Regulatory Element Function: 
sh bz/sh bz Cv? X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv) 
3.16 Test of the Transmission of bz-nfrcv) Alleles: 
Sh bz-nfrcv)/- Bz'-2 with sh bz/sh bz 
3.17 Test of the Transmission of bz-nCrev) Alleles: 
Sh bz-nfrcvWsh bz with sh bz/sh bz 
3.18 Test of the Homozygote Viability of bz-nCrcv) Alleles: 
bz-nCrcv^/Bz selfed 
3.19 Assay for the Simultaneous Loss of Ç :  
? sh bz-nCrcv')/C sh bz X c sh Bz/c sh Bz 
3.20 Assay for the Simultaneous Loss of Ç: 
? sh bz-nfrcv)/C Sh bz-rcv X c sh Bz/c sh Bz 
3.21 Test of the Stability of New sh Alleles: 
sh bz-nCrcv^/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cv 
3.22 Test of Heritability: 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
(exc sp bz rd) 
(verification ear) 
3.23 Control for Test of Heritability: 
Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz prog-Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
(std sp bz rd) 
(control ears) 
3.24 Second Generation Test of Heritability: 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
(exc sp bz rd from the verification 
ear, cross 3.22) 
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Table 3.6. Continued 
Cross Genotype of 
Number the Cross 
3.25 Test of Receptor: 
sh bz/sh bz prog-Cv X Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
(nsp bz sh from cross 3.23) (nsp bz rd from cross 3.22) 
3.26 Test of Regulatory Element: 
sh bz/sh bz Cv* X Sh nrog-bz-rcv/sh bz 
(nsp bz sh from cross 3.22) (nsp bz rd from cross 3.23) 
3.27 Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
(low state receptor) 
3.28 Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 
(low state receptor) 
3.29 Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
(low state receptor) 
3.30 The First Validation Test: 
Exceptional high spotted X sh bz/sh bz 
kernel from cross 3.27. 
Genotype if a valid 
reversion-Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
3.31 The Second Valdiation Test; 
Ac C-I Ds sh-m Bz/C sh bz Ac X Exceptional high spotted 
kernel from cross 3.28. 
Genotype if valid reversion: 
Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 Cv 
(high state receptor) 
3.32 The Second Validation Test (alternative cross): 
Exceptional high spotted X Ac C-I Ds sh-m Bz/C sh bz Ac 
kernel from cross 3.29. 
Genotype if valid reversion: 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv 
(high state receptor) 
3.33 bz-m4 Test: 
Nonspotted bronze shrunken X C-I Sh Bz Ds/C sh bz Ac 
from cross 3.32 
3.34 Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Table 3.6. Continued 
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Cross 
Number 
Genotype of 
the Cross 
3.35 sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 
(or sh bz-rcv/sh bz-rcv) 
3.36 Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 
(or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv) 
3.37 sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
3.38 C-I Sh Bz Ds/C sh bz Ac X C - bz-m4/C - bz-m4 
4.1.1 Sh bz-ni805137/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz 
( confirmation ear ) 
(see Table 4.1.lA) 
4.1.2 Sh bz-m805137/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz 
4.1.3 Sh bz-m805137/sh bz selfed 
4.1.4 (4.1.1) Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv/+ Cv/+ X sh bz/sh bz 
4.1.5 (4.1.2) Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
4.1.6 (4.1.3) Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv self 
4.1.7 sh bz/sh bz Cv X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv) 
4.1.8 Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv/+ X sh bz/sh bz 
4.2.1 Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv/+ k/k X Sh Bz/Sh Bz a-dt/a-dt 
4.2.2 Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) Cv/+ (or +/+) A/a-dt X 
Sh Bz/Sh Bz a-dt/a-dt 
4.2.3 Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv) A/A X Sh 
bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) Cv/+ (or _±/±) A/a-dt 
4.2.4 Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 no C% self 
4.2.5 - bz-m4/C - bz-m4 X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv 
( confirmation ear-
(see Table 4.1.1A) 
) 
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Cross Genotype of 
Number the Cross 
4.2.6 - bz-m4/- bz-m4 X C-I Ds sh-m Bz/C sh bz Ac 
4.2.7 - bz-m4/- bz-m4 Ac-flow/Ac-flow X sh bz/sh bz 
4.2.8 sh bz/sh bz X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 Ac-flow/Ac-flow 
4.2.9 Sh bz-rcv/sh bz no Cj X - bz-m4/Sh Bz 
4.2.10 - bz-m4/Sh Bz selfed 
4.2.11 C Sh bz-rcv/C sh bz Cv/+ X C-I Ds/C-I Ds 
4.2.12 sh bz/sh bz Cv/+ (or ±/±) X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 
4.2.13 C sh bz-rcv/C - bz-m4 Cv X C sh bz/C sh bz 
4.2.14 C - bz-m4/C sh bz Ac X C sh bz/C sh bz 
4.2.15 C-I Ds Sh Bz/C-I Ds Sh Bz X C - bz-m4/C sh bz Ac 
4.2.16 sh bz/sh bz Cv/+ (or ±/±) X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh 
bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv) 
4.2.17 c sh Bz wx/c sh Bz wx X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 Cv 
4.2.18 - bz-m4/- bz-m4 Cv. X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
4.2.19 sh bz/sh bz Ac/Ac (or Ac/+ or ±/±) X Sh bz-rcv/sh 
bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv) 
4.2.20 sh bz/sh bz Ac/Ac (or Ac/+ or ±/+) X - bz-ni4/- bz-ni4 
4.2.21 - bz-m4/sh bz Ac-flow X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv 
4.2.22 Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 Ac-flow X sh bz/sh bz 
4.2.23 Sh Bz/Sh Bz a-mfr)/a-ml X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv/+ ^A 
4.2.24 Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz ) Cv/+ (or 
±/±) A/a-ml (or A/a-mCr)) X Sh Bz/Sh Bz a et/a et 
(or a sh2/a sh2 or a-mfr') /a-ml) 
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Cross Genotype of 
Number the Cross 
4.2.25 Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz^ Cv/+ (or ±/±) 
A/a-ml (or A/a-mfr)) X sh bz/sh bz &/A 
4.2.26 Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or Sh Bz/Sh Bz) a-mfrWa et (or a-ml/a et) 
no En X sh bz/sh bz 
4.2.27 Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or Sh Bz/Sh Bz) a-m(r)/a et (or a-ml/a et) 
En/+ X sh bz/sh bz A/A 
4.2.28 Sh Bz/Sh Bz r-cu/r-g X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cv/+ R/R 
4.2.29 Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz r-cu/R (or r-p/R) Cv/+ (or ±/±) X Sh 
Bz/Sh Bz r/r 
4.2.30 Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv) R/R X Sh 
bz-rcv/Sh Bz r-cu/R (or r-p/R) Cv/+ (or ±/±) 
4.2.31 Sh bz-rcv/sh bz £/R X Sh Bz/Sh Bz r-cu/r-g Fcu/+ 
4.2.32 Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv) R/R X Sh 
bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) R/r-cu (or R/r-g) 
Fcu/+ (or ±/±) 
4.2.33 Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) R/r-cu (or R/r-g) 
Fcu/+ (or ±/±) X Sh Bz/Sh Bz r/r 
4.2.34 Sh Bz/Sh Bz a-rug/a-ruo X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv/+ ^A 
4.2.35 Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) Cy/+ (or ±/±) A/a-
ruq X Sh Bz/Sh Bz a-rug/a-rua (or a/a no Ua) 
4.2.36 Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz or Sh Bz/Sh Bz) 
Ç%/± (or +/+) a-rug/a-ruo (or a-rua/a) Uq/+ 
X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv) A/A 
4.2.37 Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz or Sh Bz/Sh Bz) 
Cg/± (or +/+) a-rug/a-rug (or a-rug/a) no Ua 
X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv) A/A 
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Cross Genotype of 
Number the Cross 
4.2.38 Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz or Sh Bz/Sh Bz) 
Ç%/± (or ±/±) a-ruq/a-rug (or a-ruq/a) Uq/+ 
X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv") A/A 
4.2.39 C sh bz/C sh bz Cg/± 02/02 X C-I Sh Bz/C-I Sh Bz 
o2-m(r)/o2-m(r) 
4.2.40 C sh bz/C-I Sh Bz C%/± (or +/±) 02/o2-mfr) X C-I 
Sh Bz/C-I Sh Bz o2-mfr)/o2-mfr) 
4.2.41 C sh bz/C-I Sh Bz C][/±_(or ±/±) 02/o2-mfr) X C Sh 
bz-rcv/C sh bz (or C Sh bz-rcv/C Sh bz-rcv) 02/02 
4.2.42 C Sh bz-rcv/C sh bz 02/02 X C-I Sh Bz/C-I Sh Bz 
o2-in(r)/o2-nifr) Bg/Bg 
4.2.43 C Sh bz-rcv/C-I Sh Bz 02/o2-mfr) Bg/+ X C Sh bz-
rcv/C sh bz (or C Sh bz-rcv/C Sh bz-rcv') 02/02 
4.2.44 C Sh bz-rcv/C-I Sh Bz 02/o2-mfr) Bg/+ X C-I Sh 
Bz/C-I Sh Bz o2-mfr)/o2-m(r) 
4.2.45 Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) Cy/+ (or ±/±) A/a-dt 
X sh bz/sh bz a-mrh/a-mrh 
4.2.46 Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X sh bz wx Mrh/Sh Bz Wx + 
(or sh bz wx +/Sh Bz Wx Mrh) a-mrh/a-mrh 
4.2.47 Sh bz-rcv Wx +/sh bz wx Mrh A/a-mrh X sh bz wx +/sh 
bz wx + a-mrh/a-mrh 
4.2.48 Sh bz-mut/Sh bz-mut X sh bz/sh bz Gv/+ (or ±/±) 
4.2.49 sh bz/sh bz Cv/+ (+/+) X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-
rcv/Sh bz-rcv) 
4.2.50 Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv) X Sh bz-
mut/sh bz Cv/+ (or +/+) no Mut 
4.2.51 sh bz/sh bz Mut/Mut (or Mut/+ or ±/±) X Sh bz-rcv/sh 
bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv) 
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4.2.52 Sh bz-mut/Sh bz-mut X sh bz/sh bz Mut/Mut (or Mut/+ 
or ±/±) 
4.2.53 Sh Bz/Sh Bz c2-m3/c2 X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz C2/C2 
4.2.54 Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv) C2/C2 X Sh 
bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) c2-m3/C2 (or c2/C2) 
4.2.55 Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) c2-m3/C2 (or c2/C2) 
X Sh Bz/Sh Bz ç2/ç2 
4.2.56 Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv (or A/a-mum2) Cv:Mu X Sh bz-rcv/ 
(low bz-rcv spotted selection sh bz A/A 
from cross 3.9) 
4.2.57 Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv A/A (or A/a-mum2) Cv:Mu X a/a Sh Bz/Sh Bz 
(low bz-rcv spotted selection 
from cross 3.9) 
4.2.58 Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv ^A (or A/a-mum2) Cv:Mu X a/a Sh Bz/Sh Bz 
(high bz-rcv spotted selection 
from cross 3.9) 
4.2.59 Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv ^A (or A/a-mum2) Cv:Mu X Sh bz-rcv/ 
(high bz-rcv spotted selection sh bz A/A 
from cross 3.9) 
4.3.1 bz-nfrcv)/Bz selfed 
4.3.2 Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
4.3.3 C sh bz wx/C sh bz wx Cv X C Sh bz-rcv/C Sh bz-rcv 
4.3.4 c sh Bz wx/c sh Bz wx X C Sh bz-rcv/C sh bz Cv 
4.3.5 C sh bz/C sh bz X C Sh bz-rcv/C sh bz Cv 
4.3.6 Yg C Sh bz-rcv/Yg C sh bz Cv X vg C sh bz/vg C sh bz 
4.3.7 c sh Bz wx/c sh Bz wx X C Sh bz-rcv/c sh Bz wx 
4.3.8 C Sh bz-rcv/c sh Bz wx X C Sh bz-rcv/C sh bz 
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4.3.9 c sh Bz wx/c sh Bz wx X C Sh bz-rcv/C Sh bz-rcv 
4.3.10 sh bz/sh bz X Sh bz-nfrcv)/- Bz'-2 
4.3.11 Sh bz-n(rcv)/- Bz'-2 X sh bz/sh bz 
4.3.12 sh bz?/sh bz X Sh Bz/Sh Bz 
4.3.13 sh bz?/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz') X sh bz/sh bz 
4.3.14 sh bz?/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
4.3.15 sh bz?/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) +/^ C^ X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv 
4.3.16 sh bz-nfrcv)/sh bz X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 
4.3.17 sh bz-n(rcv)/- bz-m4 (or sh bz/- bz-ni4) +/^ C^ X Sh bz-rcv/sh 
bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv) 
4.3.18 c sh bz?/C sh bz X C sh bz/C sh bz 
4.3.19 c sh bz?/C sh bz (or C sh bz/C sh bz) ±/^ Cy X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
(or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv) 
4.3.20 sh bz?/- bz-m4 (or sh bz/- bz-m4) X sh bz/sh bz Cv 
4.3.21 sh bz?/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz 
4.3.22 sh bz?/sh bz X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv 
4.3.23 c sh bz-nfrcv)/C sh bz X C - bz-m4/C - bz-ni4 
4.3.24 c sh bz-n(rcv)/C - bz-m4 (or C sh bz/C - bz-ni4) X C Sh bz-
rcv/C sh bz (or C Sh bz-rcv/C Sh bz-rcv) 
4.3.25 Sh Bz/Sh Bz X sh bz/sh bz 
4.4.1 Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 1 Cv/+ X sh bz/sh bz 
4.4.2 sh bz/sh bz Cv X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz low-Cv 
4.4.3 Sh bz-rcv824325w/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-ni4 
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4.5.1 Sh bz-rcv812051-9/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
4.5.2 Sh bz-rcv824333v/sh bz Cv pr/pr X sh bz/sh bz pr/pr 
4.5.3 sh bz/sh bz X Sh Bz'-pale832633v-2/sh bz 
4.5.4 Sh Bz'-pale832633v-2/sh bz selfed 
Table 3.7. Expected results from the three tests to determine the basis of the Type I aberrant 
ratios 
Column: 
1 
Expected Results* from the Test of: 
Putative 
Phenomena 
Spotted 
Round 
Nonspotted 
-Shrunken-
% of Kernels # of Cy in 
with Cv Cv - containing 
Kernels 
Nonspotted 
Round 
(% responsive) 
Reduced Cv 
Transmission 
Type I <50% Type I 98% 
Repulsion 
Linkage 
Greenblatt 
Model 
Transposition-
Independent 
Cy Loss 
High Rate 
of bz-nfrcv) 
Type II >50% 
Normal for <50% 
1 and 2 C^^ 
Type I 
Type I 
<50% 
50% 
Normal for 
1 Çï 
Normal for 
1 and 2 Cv^ 
Type I® 
Normal for 
1 ex 
98% 
98% 
98% 
<98% 
^ Assumes Type I aberrant ratio ear was segregating for a single C% and that no increases 
or secondary transpositions occur. Entries in columns 2 and 4 refer to the expected types of 
ratios of spotted to nonspotted. 
^ This phase of the Test of Nonspotted Shrunken is not very sensitive because only a 
relatively small number of kernels can be tested. Hence, only large differences would be 
uncovered. 
^ Assumes high rate of loss is heritable; that the phenomenon is not transient and not 
expressed only in a local ear environment. 
^ If the high transposition rate is heritable Type I and Type II aberrant ratios would be 
expected in these tests. 
® Assumes high rate of loss is heritable; that the phenomenon is not transient and not 
expressed only in a local ear environment. If the high rate of transposition-independent loss is 
not heritable, normal one and two ratios would be expected in this test. However, two-Cv ratios 
would be expected to appear at a rate equal to the rate of Qyr increase. The rate at which two-Cv 
ears would be expected to appear if the Type I aberrant ratio was the result of the Greenblatt 
model would be higher than this rate. 
Table 3.8. Expected results (ignoring increases) from the Test of Spotted Round performed on 
selections from an ear displaying a Type II aberrant ratio 
Phenomena Responsible 
for Type II Aberrant 
Ratio 
Ratios of Spotted to Nonspotted 
Arising from Test of Spotted 
Round on Selections from a Type II 
Aberrant Ratio Ear Caused by the 
Indicated Phenomena 
Losses of Receptor 
Activity 
Type I (if selection carries one Cy) 
Type II (if selection carries two Cv) 
Coupling Linkage 
of to bz-rcv 
Type II 
Cv Linkage to Cv 
(coupling) 
Normal (if selection carries one Cv) 
Type II (if selection carries both Cv) 
Cv Linked to 
Chromosome Segment 
with Reduced 
Transmission 
(Another Cy Present) 
Ear Sectoring 
for One and Two 
Cy 
Type II (if selection carries both Cv) 
Type I (if selection carries Cy linked to 
poorly transmitted segment) 
Normal (if selection carries other Cv) 
Normal ratios for one and two Cy 
Table 3.9. Listing of all possible genotypes (phenotypes) arising from the cross Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-
rcv Cv X sh bz/sh bz or the same females pollinated via contamination with Sh bz-
rcv# or sh bz-rcv# pollen grains 
Microspore Genotype 
Legitimate Pollen Contaminant Pollen 
sh bz Sh bz-rcv# sh bz-rcv# 
Megaspore 
Genotype* 
Sh bz-rcv* 
Sh bz-rcv 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
(bz rd exc sp) 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
(bz rd std sp) 
Sh bz-rcv*/Sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd exc sp) 
Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd exc sp) 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd exc sp) 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd exc sp) 
® Only megaspores and progeny with are considered; others will be nonspotted. In the 
absence of mutation, all progeny will be round (see Table 4.46). 
* Represents a new receptor state that expresses a pattern different than the progenitor 
(generally higher). 
# Represents a state of the receptor that expresses a pattern different than the progenitor, 
but which was introduced via contamination. 
Table 3.10. Listing of all possible genotypes (phenotypes) arising from the cross Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 or the same females pollinated via contamination with Sh bz-
rcv# or sh bz-rcv# pollen grains 
Megaspore 
Genotype* 
Parentals: 
Sh bz-rcv* 
Sh bz-rcv 
sh bz 
Crossovers : 
sh bz-rcv* 
sh bz-rcv 
Sh bz 
Microspore Genotype 
Legitimate Pollen Contaminant Pollen 
- bz-m4 Sh bz-rcv# sh bz-rcv# 
Sh bz-rcv*/- bz-m4 
(bz rd exc sp) 
Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 
(bz rd std sp) 
sh bz/- bz-m4 
(bz sh) 
Sh bz-rcv*/Sh bz-rcv# Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd exc sp) 
Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd exc sp) 
sh bz/Sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd exc sp) 
(bz rd exc sp) 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd exc sp) 
sh bz/sh bz-rcv# 
(bz sh exc sp) 
sh bz-rcv*/- bz-m4 
(bz sh exc sp) 
sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 
(bz sh) 
Sh bz/- bz-m4 
sh bz-rcv*/Sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd exc sp) 
sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd exc sp) 
Sh bz/Sh bz-rcv# 
sh bz-rcv*/sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd exc sp) 
sh bz-rcv/sh bz-rcv# 
(bz sh exc sp) 
Sh bz/sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd) (bz rd exc sp) (bz rd exc sp) 
^ Only megaspores and progeny with are considered; others will be nonspotted. 
* Represents a new receptor state that expresses a pattern different than the progenitor 
(usually high spotting). 
# Represents a state of the receptor that expresses a pattern different than the progenitor, 
but which was introduced via contamination. 
Table 3.11. Listing of all possible genotypes (phenotypes) arising from the cross Sh bz-rcv/- bz-
nA Cy X sh bz/sh bz or the same females pollinated via contamination with Sh bz-
rcv# or sh bz-rcv# pollen grains. Only megaspores and progeny with Cy are considered; 
others will be nonspotted. Crossovers are so rare (Dooner, 1981) from this female 
that they will not be considered. In any case, crossovers will not lead to the 
acceptance of false positives (exceptional spotting resulting from contamination) 
Microspore Genotype 
Legitimate Pollen Contaminant Pollen 
sh bz Sh bz-rcv# sh bz-rcv# 
Megaspore 
Genotype 
Parentals : 
Sh bz-rcv* 
Sh bz-rcv 
- bz-m4 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
(bz rd exc sp) 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
(bz rd std sp) 
sh bz/- bz-m4 
(bz sh) 
Sh bz-rcv*/Sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd exc sp) 
Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd exc sp) 
- bz-m4/Sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd exc sp) 
-p-
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd exc sp) 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz-rcv# 
(bz rd exc sp) 
- bz-m4/sh bz-rcv# 
(bz sh exc sp) 
* Represents a new receptor state that expresses a pattern different than the progenitor 
(usually high spotting). 
# Represents a state of the receptor that expresses a pattern different than the progenitor, 
but which was introduced via contamination. 
Table 3.12. Listing of all possible genotypes (phenotypes) arising from the cross Sh bz-rcv/- bz-
mâ Cji X sh bz/sh bz or the same females pollinated via contamination with Sh Bz or 
sh Bz pollen grains. Only megaspores with are considered, hence all progeny are + 
Microspore Genotype 
Legitimate Pollen Contaminant Pollen 
sh bz Sh Bz sh Bz 
Megaspore 
Genotype 
Parentals: 
Sh Bz'* 
Sh bz-rcv 
Sh Bz'/sh bz 
(CI rd) 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
(bz rd + sp) 
Sh Bz'/Sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
Sh Bz'/sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
Sh bz-rcv/sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
- bz-m4 - bz-m4/sh bz 
(bz sh nsp) 
- bz-m4/Sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
- bz-m4/sh Bz 
(CI sh) 
Crossovers : 
- Bz" - Bz'/sh bz 
(CI sh) 
- bz-rcv - bz-rcv/sh bz 
(bz sh + sp) 
Sh bz-m4 Sh bz-in4/sh bz 
(bz rd nsp) 
- Bz'/Sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
- Bz'/sh Bz 
(CI sh) 
- bz-rcv/Sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
Sh bz-in4/Sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
- bz-rcv/sh Bz 
(CI sh) 
Sh bz-m4/sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
^ Bz' arise via germinal reversion events. See Table 3.16 for confirmation protocol. 
^ Crossover events in the Sh-Bz interval are rare in heterozygotes with bz-m4 (Dooner 
1981). 
Table 3.13. Listing of all possible genotypes (phenotypes) arising from the cross sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 or the same females pollinated via contamination with Sh Bz or 
sh Bz pollen grains. Only megaspores with C% are considered, hence all progeny are + 
Microspore Genotype 
Legitimate Pollen Contaminant Pollen 
- bz-m4 Sh Bz sh Bz 
Megaspore 
Genotype 
sh Bz'S 
sh bz-rcv 
sh bz 
sh Bz'/- bz-m4 
(CI sh) 
sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 
(bz sh) 
sh bz/- bz-m4 
(bz sh) 
sh Bz ' /Sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
sh bz/Sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
sh Bz ' /sh Bz 
(CI sh) 
sh bz-rcv/sh Bz 
(CI sh) 
sh bz/sh Bz 
(CI sh) 
^ Bz' arise via germinal reversion events. See Table 3.17 for confirmation protocol. 
Table 3.14. Listing of all possible genotypes (phenotypes) arising from the cross Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 or the same females pollinated via contamination with Sh Bz or 
sh Bz pollen grains. Only megaspores with are considered, hence all progeny are + 
Cy 
Microspore Genotype 
Legitimate Pollen Contaminant Pollen 
- bz-m4 Sh Bz sh Bz 
Megaspore 
Genotype 
Patentais : 
Sh Bz'^ 
Sh bz-rcv 
sh bz 
Sh Bz'/- bz-m4 
(CI rd) 
Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 
(bz rd + sp) 
sh bz/- bz-m4 
(bz sh) 
Crossovers : 
sh Bz'^ sh Bz'/- bz-m4 
Sh Bz'/Sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
sh bz/Sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
sh Bz'/Sh Bz 
Sh Bz'/sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
Sh bz-rcv/sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
sh bz/sh Bz 
(CI sh) 
sh Bz'/sh Bz 
(bz sh + sp) 
sh bz-rcv/Sh 
(CI rd) (CI sh) 
Sh bz Sh bz/- bz-m4 Sh bz/Sh Bz Sh bz/sh Bz 
(bz rd) (CI rd) (CI rd) 
^ Bz' arise via germinal reversion events. See Table 3.18 for confirmation protocol. 
o\ 
Table 3.15. Listing of all possible genotypes (phenotypes) arising from the cross sh bz-rcv/- bz-
in4 Cj X sh bz/sh bz or the same females pollinated via contamination with Sh Bz or 
sh Bz pollen grains. Only megaspores with C% are considered. Hence, all progeny are 
± C%. Crossover events in the Sh-Bz interval would occur at a very low rate because 
of the influence of bz-m4 (Dooner, 1981). The recombinants can be ignored in this 
analysis in any event because they behave similarly to the parental classes 
Microspore Genotype 
Legitimate Pollen Contaminant Pollen 
sh bz Sh Bz sh Bz 
Megaspore 
Genotype 
sh Bz'^ sh Bz'/sh bz 
(CI sh) 
sh Bz'/Sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
sh Bz'/sh Bz 
(CI sh) 
•p-
sh bz-rcv sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
(bz sh + sp) 
sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
sh bz-rcv/sh Bz 
(CI sh) 
- bz-m4 - bz-m4/sh bz 
(bz sh nsp) 
- bz-m4/Sh Bz 
(CI rd) 
- bz-m4/sh Bz 
(CI sh) 
^ Bz' arise via germinal reversion events. See Table 3.19 for confirmation protocol. 
Table 3.16. Tests of putative colored revertants from cross 3.34 (Table 
3.12). Cl rd selections only because Cl sh kernels must 
necessarily have arisen via contamination or very rare 
crossovers (Table 3.12) 
Ratios/Results from the indicated crosses:' 
Genotypes of CI rd Selections^ 
Sh Bz'/sh bz - bz-rcv/Sh Bz - bz-m4/Sh Bz 
Test with CI rd:bz sh CI rd:bz sh CI rd:bz sh 
sh bz^ 
Test for bz sh nsp bz sh (bz sh + bz-m4 sp) 
bz-m4 
Test for [+] (-) 
Crossovers® 
^ Results enclosed by brackets demonstrate the exceptional CI sh 
kernel arose via a reversion event. Results enclosed by parentheses 
demonstrate the exceptional CI sh kernel arose via contamination. All 
ratios are 1:1 unless otherwise indicated and crossovers have been 
ignored. 
^ C% content is not indicated; all selections are + Cv. 
^ CI rd selections were either crossed on sh bz/shbz or by Ac C-I 
Ds sh-m Bz/C sh bz. Phenotypes associated with the Ac C-I Ds sh-m Bz 
chromosome are ignored in the tabular presentation, 
^ bz sh nsp selections from the Test with sh bz were crossed by 
C-I Sh Bz Ds/C sh bz Ac. Phenotypes associated with the C-I Sh Bz Ds 
chromosome are ignored in the tabular presentation. 
®. (+) and (-) indicate the appearance and absence of crossovers 
in the Sh-Bz interval from either cross T1 or T2 (Test with sh bz). 
This test is based on the greatly reduced recombination frequency in the 
to bz-m4 region and distinguishes between sh bz and - bz-m4. 
Gross Tl: sh bz/sh bz X CI rd selection (crossovers - Cl sh) 
Cross T2: Cl rd selection X C-I Ds sh-m Bz/C sh bz (crossovers — bz rd). 
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Sh Bz'/Sh Bz 
Sh Bz ' /sh Bz 
- Bz'/Sh Bz Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Sh bz-rcv/sh Bz 
- Bz'/sh Bz Sh bz-m4/Sh Bz Sh bz-m4/sh Bz 
(All CI) (All rd) (CI sh:bz rd) 
Table 3.17. Tests of putative colored revertants from cross 3.35 (Table 3.13). Cl sh selections 
only because Cl rd kernels must necessarily have arisen via contamination (Table 3.13) 
Ratios from the indicated crosses:^ 
Genotypes of Cl sh Selections^ 
sh Bz'/- bz-m4 sh Bz'/sh Bz sh bz-rcy/sh Bz 
sh bz/sh Bz 
Test for [Cl sh:bz sh + bz-m4 sp] (Cl sh:bz sh nsp) (Cl sh:bz sh + bz-rcv sp) 
bz-m4^ 
^ Results enclosed by brackets demonstrate the exceptional Cl sh kernel arose via a 
reversion event. Results enclosed by parentheses demonstrate the exceptional Cl sh kernel arose 
via contamination. All ratios are 1:1 unless otherwise indicated and crossovers have been ignored. 
^ Cv content is not indicated; all selections are + Cv. 
^ Cl sh selections were crossed by Ac C-I Ds sh-m Bz/C sh bz Ac. 
Table 3.18. Tests of putative colored revertants from cross 3.36 (Table 3.14). Cl rd selections 
only because Cl sh kernels must necessarily have arisen via contamination or crossover 
(Table 3.14) 
Ratios from the indicated crosses:^ 
Genotypes of CI rd Selections^ 
Sh Bz'/- bz-m4 sh bz/Sh Bz sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz 
First Test [CI rd:bz sh + bz-m4 sp] CI rd:bz sh nsp CI rd:bz sh nsp 
for bz-m4^ or CI rd;bz sh nsp or (CI rd:bz sh ± bz-rcv sp)® 
Second Test 
for bz-m4 [bz sh + bz-m4 sp] (bz sh nsp) (bz sh nsp) 
^ Results enclosed by brackets demonstrate the exceptional CI sh kernel arose via a 
reversion event. Results enclosed by parentheses demonstrate the exceptional CI sh kernel arose 
via contamination. All ratios are 1:1 unless otherwise indicated and crossovers have been ignored. 
^ Cv content is not indicated; all selections are + Cy. 
^ CI rd selections were crossed by Ac C-I Ds sh-m Bz/C sh bz + Phenotypes associated 
with the Ac C-I Ds sh-m Bz chromosome are ignored in the tabular presentation. 
This is the expected result if the ^  line used in the First Test for bz-m4 did not carry 
an independent Ac. 
® bz-rcv spotting would be present if the CI rd selection carried C%. 
^ bz sh nsp selections from the First Test for bz-m4 were crossed by C-I Sh Bz Ds/C sh bz 
Ac. This test was only performed if the results of the First Test for bz-m4 were inconclusive, 
i.e., no bz-m4 spotting was present. Phenotypes associated with the C-I Sh Bz Ds chromosome are 
ignored in the tabular presentation. gj 
ro 
Table 3.19. Tests of putative colored revertants from cross 3.37 (Table 3.15). Cl sh selections 
only because Cl rd kernels must necessarily have arisen via contamination (Table 3.15) 
Ratios from the indicated crosses:* 
Genotypes of CI sh Selections^ 
sh Bz'/sh bz + C% sh bz-rcv/sh Bz - bz-m4/sh Bz + C% sh Bz'/sh Bz 
Test for CI sh:bz sh nsp CI sh:bz sh nsp (CI sh:bz sh sp) (all CI) 
bz-m4^ Or (CI shzbz sh + sp) 
Test for CI sh:bz sh nsp CI sh:bz sh nsp 
Cjt® Or [CI sh:bz sh + sp]^ 
•p-
Test for [CI shzbz sh + sp] (CI shzbz sh nsp) ^ 
bz-rcv^ 
* Results enclosed by brackets demonstrate the exceptional CI sh kernel arose via a 
reversion event. Results enclosed by parentheses demonstrate the exceptional CI sh kernel arose 
via contamination. All ratios are 1:1 unless otherwise indicated and crossovers have been ignored. 
^ C^ content is not indicated; all selections are + Cv. 
^ CI sh selections were crossed on C-I Sh Bz Ds/C sh bz Ac. Phenotypes associated with the 
C-I Sh Bz Ds chromosome are ignored in the tabular presentation. 
^ Spotting would occur only if the CI sh selection carried Cv. 
g Cl sh selections were crossed x/on Sh bz-rcv/sh bz. 
CI sh selections were crossed by sh bz/sh bz Cv. 
Table 3.20. Maximum frequency of Çy in a stock when a Ç% content test (Figure 3.14A-G) of a 
specified number of tested gametes fails to uncover bz-rcv mutability. 
Number of Gene Frequency^ 
Gametes Confidence Level 
Tested .05 .01 
1 .95 .99 
2 .78 .90 
4 .53 .68 
6 .39 .54 
8 .31 .44 
10 .26 .37 
12 .22 .32 
14 .19 .28 
16 .17 .25 
18 .15 .23 
20 .14 .21 
22 .13 .19 
24 .12 .17 
26 .11 .16 
28 .10 .15 
1507 .002 .003 
^ Due to chance alone, 95% and 99% of the time, respectively, no bz-rcv mutability will be 
uncovered in a 0% content test if gene frequency in the tested stock is at or below the tabular 
value, assuming no linkage of Cy to Bz. For Bz stocks, these values assume that the F1 family is 
adequately sampled to ensure that C%, if present in the F1 family, will be uncovered in the 
backcross (cross 3, Figure 3.14B). This requires 5 backcross ears to be 97% confident that a Cv. 
if present in an F1 family, will be uncovered (Sedcole, 1977). Each F1 family represents a test of 
two gametes. The calculation requires that the two gametes are independent; i.e., the stock being 
tested was propagated by random mating. If the stock was inbred, more gametes must be tested. 
Tabular values were calculated from the formula: Q = l-antilog(log P'/N) = 1-P' where: 
Q=tabular value-maximum gene frequency of N-number of gametes tested; P'=confidence level—1-
(the probability Q will not be overestimated) (Adapted from method II of Sedcole, 1977). 
Table 4.1.1. Phenotypic frequencies associated with the confirmation ear and the expected 
segregation ratios under a nonautonomous model with one through five segregating 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-m805137/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross Kernel Number (%) 
Round Shrunken 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted 
A. Observations; 
1. 80 5137/5621% 
(confirmation ear) 
rows containing 
selected kernels^ 
86'^  # (32.3) 26 # (9.8) 2 (0.8) 152 # (57.1) 
80g 37 # 
80g 38 # 
81 2012 # 
82 4410 # 
(Table 4.1.2) 
80g 401 # 
(Table 4.1.3C) 
(Table 4.4.23) 
80g 402 # 
(Table 4.4.23) 
80g 403 # 
(Table 4.1.3A) 
80g 405 # 
(Table 4.1.3A) 
B. Expectation based on all phenotypic classes for: 
2. one (24.5) (25.5) (0.5) (49.5) 
3. two Cy (36.75) (13.25) (0.75) (49.25) 
4. three (42.875) (7.125) (0.875) (49.125) 
5. four Ox (45.9375) (4.0625) (0.9375) (49.0625) 
6. five (47.46875) (2.53125) (0.96875) (49.03125) 
C. Expectation based on round classes only for: 
7. one Cy (49) (51) 
8. two Cy (73.5) (26.5) 
9. three Cy (85.75) (14.25) 
10. four Cy (91.875) (8.125) 
11. five Cy (94.9375) (5.0625) 
-p-
The ratio of spotted round:nonspotted round is not significantly different at the 0.05 
level from the expected ratio for the segregation of two independently segregating Cy (Chi-square 
value of 0.621 and with one d.f.). This ratio is significantly different, even at the less 
restrictive 0.01 level, from the expectation for the segregation of one and three Cy (Chi-square 
values of 34.60 and 7.37 and one d.f.). 
^ The predominant pattern was high but two exceptional low spotted kernels were present. 
These were grown in row 80g 402. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.1.2. Phenotypic frequencies from crosses of plants grown from bronze spotted kernels 
selected from the confirmation ear, 80 5137/5521, by or on sh bz 
Results of the cross: Sh bz-m805137/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross^ Kernel number (%) 
Bronze Round Bronze Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cy 
A.) Results of the cross: Sh bz-m805137/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz 
1. 80g 37-1/44 52 (22.9) 51 (22.5) 2 (0.9) 122 (53.7) 1 
2. -2/44 118 (41.8) 20 (7.1) 7 (2.5) 137 (48.7) 3 
3. -3/45 64 (21.3) 72 (24.0) 2 (0.7) 162 (54.4) 1 
4. -4/44 16 (14.0) 29 (25.4) 1 (0.9) 68 (59.6) 1 
5. -6/45 148 (52.5) 29 (10.3) 4 (1.4) 101 (35.8) 3 
6. -7/45 101 (41.6) 37 (15.2) 1 (0.4) 104 (42.8) 2 
7. 80g 38-3/44 123 (45.2) 5 (1.8) 4 (1.5) 140 (51.5) 4-10 
8. -5/45 80 (31.5) 10 (3.9) 9 (3.5) 155 (61.0) 3-•4 
9. -6/45 63 (26.9) 62 (26.5) 0 (0.0) 109 (46.6) 1 
10. 81 2012-1/1950 33 (25.6) 27 (20.9) 6 (4.6) 63 (48.8) 1 
11. -3t/2131 51 (41.5) 6 (4.9) 1 (0.8) 65 (52.8) 3-•5 
12. -9/1951 108 (27.8) 99 (25.4) 3 (0.8) 179 (46.0) 1 
rows containing 
selected kernels 
see Figures 4.1,1-4.1.3 
B.) Results of the cross : sh bz/sh bz X Sh bz-m805137/sh bz 
13. 81 3463X/4410-3 47 (37.6) 15 (12.0) 2 (1.6) 61 (48.8) 2 
14. 81 3463x/4410-6 72 (32.0) 67 (29.8) 3 (1.3) 83 (36.9) 1 
15. 81 4141-6t/4410-7 61 (46.9) 15 (11.5) 1 (0.8) 53 (40.8) 2-3 
16. 81 3463x/4410-8 38 (24.2) 43 (27.4) 1 (0.6) 75 (47.8) Ic 
17. 81 3463x/4410-9t 89 (33.3) 51 (19.1) 3 (1.1) 124 (46.4) 
^ Only ears with greater than 100 kernels are included. 
^ Minimum-maximum (or 10, whichever is smaller) number of independently segregating to 
obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 0.05 level (based on round classes only). 
^ The observed ratio is significantly different at the 0.05 level from the expected ratios 
for all possible numbers of independently segregating Cy (Type II aberrant ratio). 
Table 4.1.3. Results of crosses designed to test for the presence of a two-element control of 
mutability (Figure 4.1.1). Cross numbers refer to the listing in Table 3.6 
A.) Derived from cross 4.1.1 (4.1.4) (see Table 4.1.1A): 
Cross Presence of 
mutability^ 
1. 80g 403-2/405-8 + 
2. SOg 403-3/405-7 + 
3. 80g 403-6/405-1 + 
Primary 
Family" 
Number of 
Cv in Family^ 
Rows 
1981 
Season 
Presence of 
Mutability^ 
Frequency Distribution of 
Number of C% Segregating on 
Progeny Ears® ^ 
1 Gy 2 Cy 3 Cy -
Table 
B.) Derived from cross 4.1.2 (4.1.5) (see Table 4.1.2A): 
4. 
5. 
6 .  
7. 
80g 37-1 
80g 37-3 
80g 37-6 
80g 37-7 
1 
1 
3 
2 
2026-29 
2031-34 
2043-44 
2048-49 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
(10/17)S 
(7/18) 
(6/9) 
(7/14) 
12 
3 
2 
3 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
3 
0 
2 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
C.) Derived from cross 4.1.3 (4.1.6) (see Table 4.1.1A); 
8. 80g 401-4 2204-05 + (5/6) 
9. 80g 401-7 2210-11 + (1/2) 
^ Test for a two-element control of mutability: (+) designates the reconstitution of 
mutability in the indicated cross. (+) demonstrates that mutability requires the interaction of 
two independent factors. 
^ A family is composed of all the progenies derived from a single ear arising from cross 
4.1.3. 
^ Estimated from Table 4.1.2. 
Test for a two-element control of mutability: (+) designates the reconstitution of 
mutability in at least one cross within the indicated family. (+) demonstrates that mutability 
requires the interaction of two independent factors. 
® Minimum number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value 
at the 0.05 level (based on the ratio of spotted round:not spotted round). Only ears with greater 
than 50 kernels are included. 
^ Phenotypic ratio is significantly different from the expected for all possible numbers of 
Cy. In 6/7 cases the lack of fit from the expected ratio for 1 Cy was due to an excess of 
nonspotted kernels. 
S (number of plants derived from shrunken bronze nonspotted selections which displayed 
mutability in the Reconstitution Test within a primary family/total) 
Table 4.1.4. Kernel phenotype frequencies of ears resulting from the Reconstitution Test (Table 
4.1.3) and related to primary family 80g37-l 
Results from the cross; Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Gy 
Kernel Number^ 
-Round No. 
.b Cross Spotted Nonspotted Cv 
81 2026-10/2028-8 106 177 
-22/ -8 42 98 
2027-8/ -8 63 78 
-9/ -8 62 78 
2026-3/2028-9 35 24 
-10/2028-11 86 110 
2026-23/2028-12 53 61 
2027-7/2029-1 119 143 
2027-4/2029-3 64 56 
2026-24/2029-4 94 86 
2027-5/ -4 92 98 
2027-1/2029-8 43 59 
2027-3/2029-10 104 93 
2027-6/2029-11 72 77 
c 
c 
^ Only round kernels are reported. Half of the kernels were shrunken, and most of these 
were nonspotted. 
^ Minimum-maximum number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Ghi-
square value at the 0.05 level (based on round classes only). 
The observed ratio is significantly different at the 0.05 level from the expected ratios 
for all possible numbers of independently segregating (Type 1 aberrant ratio). 
Table 4.1.5. Kernel phenotype frequencies of ears resulting from the Reconstitution Test (Table 
4.1.3) and related to primary family 80g37-3 
Results from the cross; Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cv 
Kernel Number^ 
Round No. 
Cross Spotted Nonspotted Cv 
81 2032-9/2033-8 146 83 
c 
-1/2034-3 81 69 1 
-lt/2034-6 45 60 3c 
2031-2/2034-8 73 139 
2031-6t/2034-ll 24 39 Ic 
2032-10t/2034-12 102 141 
•p-
^ Only round kernels are reported. Half of the kernels were shrunken, and most of these 
were nonspotted. 
^ Minimum-maximum number of independently segregating C% to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-
square value at the 0.05 level (based on round classes only). 
^ The observed ratio is significantly different at the 0.05 level from the expected ratios 
for all possible numbers of independently segregating Cjt (Type I or Type II aberrant ratio). 
Table 4.1.6. Kernel phenotype frequencies of ears resulting from the Reconstitution Test (Table 
4.1.3) and related to primary family 80g37-6 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cy 
Kernel Number^ 
Round No. 
Cross Spotted Nonspotted Cv 
81 2043-3/2044-4 58 59 1 
-5/ -4 58 # 50 1 
-2/2044-6 ' 164 53 2 
-1/2044-7 274 33 3-4 
rows containing 82 2447 # 
selected kernels^ (Figure 4.4,7) 
^ Only round kernels are reported. Half of the kernels were shrunken, and most of these 
were nonspotted. 
^ Minimum-maximum number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-
square value at the 0.05 level (based on round classes only). 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.1.7. Kernel phenotype frequencies of ears resulting from the Reconstitution Test (Table 
4.1.3) and related to primary family 80g37-7 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cy 
Cross 
Kernel Number" 
-Round- No. 
Spotted Nonspotted C% 
81 2048-7/2049-2 
-lt/2049-4 
-4/2049-6 
-11/2049-10 
-3/ -10 
rows containing 
selected kernels 
144 33 3 
29 28 1 
130 146 1, 
51 78 # 
39 34 1 
82 2444 # 
(Figure 4.4.14) 
•p-
Oi 
Only round kernels are reported. Half of the kernels were shrunken, and most of these 
were nonspotted. 
^ Minimum-maximum number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-
square value at the 0.05 level (based on round classes only). 
^ The observed ratio is significantly different at the 0.05 level from the expected ratios 
for all possible numbers of independently segregating Cy (Type I aberrant ratio). 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.1.8. Fraction of round kernels that would be expected to contain the indicated number of 
of as a function of the number of segregating on the parental ear from the 
cross; Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz. assuming Mendelian segregation, no loss 
or replication of C% elements and ignoring crossovers 
Number of Number of Round Progeny Kernels Fraction of Spotted 
in Expected to Carry the Kernels Expected to 
Parental Ear Following Number of C% Carry More than two 
Cv/Total Spotted 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0/1 
2 1 2 1 0 0 0 0/3 
3 1 3 3 1 0 0 1/7 
4 1 4 6 4 1 0 5/15 
5 1 5 10 10 5 1 16/31 
Table 4.1.9. Phenotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of spotted bronze round progeny of 
the first-generation ear 80g 37-2/44 (Table 4.1.2) 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
81 2037-1/2133 239 51 2 216 3 
-2/2133 130 5 5 136 4-10 
-3/2132 88 46 4 124 2 
-4/1941 67 6 4 60 3-6 
-5/1943 91 6 4 119 3-8 
-6/1941 75 5 4 59 3-9 
-7/2132 123 7 4 144 y 
-8/2132 73 139 2 176 
-9/2133 146 12 7 205 3-5 
81 2040-1/1943 96 5 4 112 4-10 
-2/1941 152 9 5 137 4-7 
-3/2135 176 8 5 194 4-10 
-6/2135 89 24 2 117 2-3 
. -7/1942 53 3 2 50 3-10 
-8/2140 77 17 4 64 2-3 
-9/2133 131 22 3 176 3 
-21/2134 176 15 5 171 3-5 
-22/2134 172 5 1 179 5-10 
-23/2131 112 17 6 150 3-4 
82 2346-1/4321-1 48 65 2 81 1 
-lt/4322-3° 45 # 31 2 74 1 
-2/4321-2 188 6 6 166 4-10 
-3/4321-3 158 12 6 169 4-6 
82 4404x-lt/4321-4 128 6 0 90 4-10 
-22/4322-6t 120 1 5 145 5-10 
-23/4322-2t 167 5 1 147 4-10 
rows containing 83 2850x # 
selected kernels^ 83 2850y # 
(Table 4.4.2) 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Kernels on this ear exhibited varied spotting patterns. Thirty-three were high-spotted 
and 12 were low-medium-spotted. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.1.10. Phenotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of spotted bronze round progeny 
of the first-generation ear 80g 37-6/45 (Table 4.1.2) 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Gross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cy^ 
81 2041-1/1943 98 16 0 94 3-4 
-2/1942 83 # 15 2 79 2-3 
-4/2132 89 87 0 144 1 
-5/1944 107 91 0 156 1 
-6t/2131 85 66 2 51 \ 
-7/1941 42 84 2 139 
-11/1942 227 18 5 230 4-5 
81 2042y-5/1943 60 59 - - 1 
-6t/2131 38 33 - - 1 
-8/2135 173 9 - - 4-9 
82 2349-1/2424-2 175 14 3 202 4-5 
-lt/2418-5t 133 9 1 128 4-6 
-lt2/4321-3t 106 3 5 158 4-10 
-5/4322-3 201 9 8 188 4-10 
-8/2421-8 82 6 0 56 3-7 
-10/2419-1 129 15 8 119 3-4 
-lOt/4322-6 96 13 0 86 3-4 
-10t2/4321-5t 61 6 1 55 3-6 
rows containing 
selected kernels^ 
82 4327X # 
82 4327y # 
(Table 4.1.15) 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ The observed ratio of spotted round:nonspotted round is significantly different than the 
expectation for all numbers of Cy (Type I aberrant ratio). 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.1.11. Phenotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of spotted bronze round progeny 
of the first-generation ear 80g 38-3/45 (Table 4.1.2) 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
2050-1/2137 109 12 3 128 3-5 
-2/2137 211 10 5 210 4-10 
-5/2138 134 6 6 132 4-10 
-6/2139 77 30 2 95 2 
-7/2138 92 5 2 106 3-10 
-9/1948 55 8 1 73 2-4 
-21/2132 111 1 3 93 5-10 
2352-1/2532Z-1 62 13 2 77 2-3 
-2/2527-1 26 24 1 50 1 
-4/2530-1 84 5 4 93 3-10 
-7/4318-9 68 12 3 85 2-4 
-8/2535-4 166 13 8 139 4-5 
-9/2419-1 82 4 2 66 3-10 
-10/4320-3 191 3 3 138 5-10 
-11/4320-3 117 7 5 77 4-8 
^ Number of independently segregating C% to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
Table 4.1.12. Phetiotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of spotted bronze round progeny 
of the first-generation ear 80g 38-5/45 (Table 4.1.2) 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz C% X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
81 2051-2/2137 89 39 3 119 2 
-5/2137 133 108 4 237 lb 
-7/2139 113 67 0 145 
-8/2138 100 96 5 250 1 
-9/2138G 125 # 3 9 158 # 4-10 
-10/2138* 62 83 # 1 140 ## 
-lOt/2132® 16 58 1 97 
82 2353-1/3463-lB 154 19 2 129 3-4 
-2/4321-2 124 29 4 121 2-3 
-3/4318-6 88 1 1 56 4-10 
-3t/2519-9t 111 2 0 70 4-10 
-4t/2530-2 63 23 2 71 2 
-5/4320-3 198 14 8 186 4-6 
-5t/2519-lt 150 6 2 97 4-10 
-5t2/2535-4 162 32 3 123 3 
-6/4317-3 164 6 3 108 4-10 
-6t/2402-5t 137 3 1 97 5-10 
-6t2/2534z-l 121 7 7 78 4-9 
-7/4320-3 86 1 2 49 4-10 
-7t/2403-9 98 5 4 82 4-10 
rows containing 83 2632y # 83 2632z # 
selected kernels (outside sector) (outside sector) 
(Table 4.4.9) (Table 4.4.9) 
83 2533y 83 2633x # 
(inside sector) (inside sector) 
(Table 4.4.9) (Table 4.4.9) 
83 2829 # 83 2830 ## 
(Table 4.4.9) (Table 4.1.IE) 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ The observed ratio of spotted round:nonspotted round is significantly different than the 
expectation for all numbers of Cy (Type I or Type II aberrant ratio). 
^ The ear exhibited an ear sector which contained 9 low-spotted (3-4, b-c/3-5a) kernels. 
d 
•p-
This ear exhibited a low spotting pattern. -P" 
® This tiller ear exhibited a spotting pattern (very low) substantially different than that 
present on the main-stalk ear. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.1.13. Phenotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of spotted bronze round progeny 
of the first-generation ear 81 2012-3t/2131 (Table 4.1.2) 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
-1/4321-2 74 # 134 c - # _b 
-2/4321 0 11 - - 0 
-2t/2403-9 0 117 - - 0 
-2t2/4322-lt 0 60 - - 0 
-3/4320-4 83 2 3 88 4-10 
-4/2517-7 142 47 2 132 2 
-5/4320-4 34 16 2 62 2 
-6/4315-9 66 11 6 89 2-4 
-7/4320-4 51 29 9 162 2 
-8/2403-6t 181 6 6 177 4-10 
-9/4321-2 89 88 4 161 1 
-10/4321-1 172 9 7 115 4-9 
-11/4318-4 40 50 4 86 1 
mtaining . 82 2737 # 83 2660 # 
selected kernels (Table 4.1.29) (Table 4.1.30) 
^ Number of independently segregating 0% to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ The observed ratio of spotted round:nonspotted round is significantly different than the 
expectation for all numbers of C% (Type I aberrant ratio). 
^ These phenotypic classes were not counted, but together they constituted approximately 
half of the kernels on an ear. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.1.14. Evidence for second-generation increases in numbers of 
First- No. of Cv Number of Spotted Number Carrying 
Generation in First- Progeny Carrying the More than Two 
Ear Generation Specified Number of C^' 1 Cy/Total Summary of 
(Table 4.1.2) Ear 0 Type I" 1 Type II 2 >2 Table 
80g 37-2/44 3 0 1 1 0 3 20 20/25^ 4.1.9 
37-6/45 3 0 1 5 0 1 7 7/14^ 4.1.10 
38-3/44 4-10 0 0 1 0 4 10 10/15® 4.1.11 
38-5/45 3-4 0 0 3 1 3 6 6/13^ 4.1.12 
81 2012-3t/2131 3-5 1 1 2 0 4 3 3/11% 4.1.13 
^ Based on segregation ratios from testcrosses. Tiller ears are not included if the 
corresponding main-stalk ears were available. 
^ Type I aberrant ratio. The frequency of spotted kernels is less than the expected for the 
segregation of a single element. 
^ Type II aberrant ratio. The frequency of spotted kernels is between the expectations for 
the segregation of one and two 0% elements, but significantly different than both. 
^ This frequency of spotted progeny that carry more than two C% is significantly different 
than the expectation (Table 4.1.8), given that the first-generation ears were segregating for three 
® This frequency of spotted progeny that carry more than two is not significantly 
different than the expectation (Table 4.1.8), given that the first-generation ear was segregating 
for four C%. Since 80g 38-3/44 carried 4-10 it is not possible to confirm second-generation 
increases in its progeny unless some of the progeny carry more than 10 Segregation ratios of 
typical ears cannot provide this information. 4^ 
£ " This frequency of spotted progeny that carry more than two is not significantly 
different than the expectation (Table 4.1.8), given that the first-generation ears were segregating 
for four or five Cy. 
Table 4.1.15. Phenotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of spotted bronze round progeny 
of the second-generation ear 81 2041-2/1942 (Table 4.1.10) 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross Kernel Number 
-Round- -Shrunken- No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cy^ 
82 4327X-1/4315-7t 
X-2/4315-7° 
v-3/sh bz^ 
rows containing 
selected kernels 
93 
217 # 
166 
6 
20 
4 
83 2815y # 
(inside sector) 
(Table 4.4.4) 
83 2817y # 
(outside sector) 
(Table 4.4.4) 
3 
5 
1 
99 
193 # 
152 ## 
4-6 
4 
5-10 
83 2815X # 
83 2816x # 
(Table 4.1.16A) 
83 2817X ## 
(Table 4.1.16B) 
VO 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ The predominant spotting pattern on this ear was 4-5,b-c/9a. See Photographs 4.4.lA and 
4.4.2 for an example of this pattern. In addition a sector of six bronze round spotted kernels 
exhibited a pattern with a reduced rate of b-c spotting (Photograph 4.4.IB). Additionally, the a-
matrix on these six kernels was less profuse than on the rest of the kernels on this ear. 
^ The predominant spotting pattern on this ear was high and so dense spot size could not be 
estimated. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.1.16. Phenotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of bronze shrunken nonspotted 
progeny of the third-generation ears 82 4327x-2/4315-7 and 82 4327v-3/sh bz (Table 
4.1.15) 
Results from the cross: sh bz/sh bz Cv X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-
rcv/Sh bz-rcv) 
Cross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
A.) bz sh nsp selections from 82 4327x-2/4315-7: 
83 2815x-4/2816y-4 86 6 7 133 3-7 
83 2816x-3/2723-12 248 29 0 0 3-4 g 
o 
B.) bz sh nsp selections from 82 4327v-3/sh bz: 
83 2817x-1/2716-6 81 5 0 0 4-7 
x-6/2816y-4 110 3 3 90 4-10 
^ Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
Table 4.1.17. Phenotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of spotted bronze round progeny 
of the first-generation ear 80g 37-1/44 (Table 4.1.2) 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Gv X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
81 2030-2/2131 77 54 _b 1 
-5/2131 36 40 - - 1 
-7/2131 65 81 - - 1 
-12/1934 31 9 - - c 
-12t/2139 56 178 - - d 
82 2345-1/4320-3 98 92 4 202 1 
82 4403y-21/4323-It 41 39 4 89 1 
-22/4323-lt 63 62 0 77 
-23/4321-5t 47 83 0 135 d 
^ Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ These phenotypic classes were not counted, but together they constituted approximately 
half of the kernels on an ear. 
^ This ear was too small to permit a meaningful estimate of the number of Cy carried by this 
plant. 
^ The observed ratio of spotted round:nonspotted round is significantly different than the 
expectation for all numbers of Cy (Type I aberrant ratio). 
Table 4.1.18. Phenotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of spotted bronze round progeny 
of the first-generation ear 80g 37-3/45 (Table 4.1.2) 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
2035-1/2131 102 98 _c - 1 
-2/2131 101 108 - r 1 
-3/2131 69 32 2 93 2 
-5/2132 75 51 0 126 1 
-6/2132 72 83 - - 1 
-7/2132 173 49 - - 2 
-8/2131 76 40 2 90 2 
-10/2133 47 13 1 56 2-3 
-20/2140 69 38 3 105 2 
-20t/2132* 33 14 1 38 2 
2347-1/4321-7 34 44 0 56 1 
-lt/2517-7t 48 # 40 0 84 # 1 
-2/4321-5® 80 ## 71 0 179 ## 1, 
-3/4321-7 112 77 2 157 b 
-6/4322-6t 40 48 1 112 1 
-6t/4320-6t 116 20 1 133 
-7/4323-It 21 ### 74 2 86 _b 
-7t/4322-7t 0 54 0 39 0 
-21/4316-3t 83 27 4 110 2 
-22/4322-6t 39 11 0 48 2-3 
-23/4322-2t 24 #### 36 3 142 1 
-24/4322-6t 69 58 3 162 1 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ The observed ratio of spotted roundrnonspotted round is significantly different than the 
expectation for all numbers of (Type I or Type II aberrant ratio). 
These phenotypic classes were not counted, but together they constituted approximately 
half of the kernels on an ear. 
This ear contained a large nonspotted sector which not included in tabular values. 
® This ear exhibited a low-spotting pattern. 
Table 4.1.18. Continued 
Cross Kernel Number 
-Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
84 4621-l/4718y-2 54 4 3-10 
-2/4716-3 69 44 \ 
-4/4721-13^ 73 46 _ D 
-5/4611-9 41 76 
-6/4723-11 97 89 1 
-8/4611-10 97 86 
-10/4720-3 53 88 b 
-ll/4722-2t 113 24 2-4 
rows containing 84 4708y # 84 4709z # 
selected kernels^ (Figure 4.4.5) (Figure 4.4.5) 
84 4709y ## 84 4708z ## 
(Figure 4.4.5) (Figure 4.4.5) 
83 2610x ### 
(Table 4.3.1) 
84 4655y IIIIIIII 
(within sector) 
(Table 4,4.29) 
84 4655z ### 
(outside sector) 
(Table 4.4.29) 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.1.19. Phenotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of spotted bronze round progeny 
of the first-generation ear 80g 37-4/44 (Table 4.1.2) 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
82 2348-2/4323-8 102 60 2 109 _b 
-3/4321-8 84 57 1 184 1, 
-3t/2518-5t 77 48 1 130 b 
-3t2/4321-8t 114 28 2 120 2 
-5/4322-2 42 13 0 67 2 
82 4406w-21/4323-It 54 70 0 92 1 
-22/4322-6t 36 43 0 92 1 
-23/4322-6t 75 79 6 168 1 
^ Number of independently segregating Cjr to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ The observed ratio of spotted round:nonspotted round is significantly different than the 
expectation for all numbers of Cy (Type II aberrant ratio). 
Table 4.1.20. Phenotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of spotted bronze round progeny 
of the first-generation ear 80.g 38-6/45 (Table 4.1.2) 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cy^ 
81 2055-21/1943 101 107 .b - 1 
-22/1949 87 106 - - 1 
-24/2139 62 92 - - 1 
-25/1934 69 52 - - 1 
-26/1941 80 77 2 129 1 
-27/2139 111 24 1 149 3 
-28/1947 62 101 0 174 c 
82 2354-1/2419-3 70 55 0 88 1 
-3/4317-8 38 26 0 70 1 
-3t/2403-12 88 10 1 100 3-4 
-4/4317-5 77 60 2 87 1 
-6/2419-5 64 # 71 # 0 82 # 1 
-6t/4323-2 83 ## 45 ## 1 106 ## 2 
-8/2434-4 77 67 2 131 1 
-9t/2536-l 65 18 0 58 2-3 
-10/4317-3 66 68 1 94 1 
-11/2425-6 89 65 0 105 1 
-12/4321-2 54 44 0 82 1 
rows containing 83 2627 # 84 2303x # 84 2304y # 
selected kernels^ 84 4625 # (Figure 4.4.31) (Figure 4.4.31) 
(Table 4.1.23) 84 2304z ## 
83 2628 ## (Figure 4.4.35) 
(Table 4.4.19) 
^ Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ These phenotypic classes were not counted, but together they constituted approximately 
half of the kernels on an ear. 
^ The observed ratio of spotted roundrnonspotted round is significantly different than the 
expectation for all numbers of (Type I aberrant ratio). 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.1.21. Phenotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of progeny of the first-
generation ear 81 2012-1/1950 (Table 4.1.2) 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross Kernel Number 
-Round- -Shrunken- No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
-1/4317-8 16 # 67 _ b  - # 
-lt/4323-4 31 ## 75 - -
-4(u)/4324-7 50 67 - -
-4(l)/2402-5t 75 100 - -
-4t/4323-7° 7 141 - -
-5/4325-2 56 80 0 107 
-6/4321-2 0 251 0 219 
-7/4321-2 96 135 2 166 
-7t2/4316-4t 33 31 0 37 
-7t3/2535-2 106 30 3 104 
-7t4/4316-6 29 45 2 52 
-8/4321-2 113 123 3 161 
-8t/4323-8 78 81 4 126 
X -1/4317-9 125 118 0 204 
-2/4317-9 44 54 # 0 113 
c 
c 
rows containing 
selected kernels® 
82 2639 # 
(Table 4.1.31A) 
82 2634w ## 
(Table 4.1.31B) 
83 2839 # 
(Table 4.4.38B) 
83 2638 # 
84 4831 # 
84 4832 # 
(Table 4.1. 
83 2838 ## 
(Table 4.4. 
32) 
38A) 
^ Number of independently segregating C% to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ These phenotypic classes were not counted, but together they constituted approximately 
half of the kernels on an ear. 
^ The observed ratio of spotted round:nonspotted round is significantly different than the 
expectation for all numbers of Cy (Type I aberrant ratio). 
^ This ear contained a large nonspotted ear sector. The seven spotted kernels were all in 
a small spotted region of the ear. It was not possible to make a meaningful estimate of the number 
of Cy present on this ear. 
® Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.1.22. Phenotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of progeny of the first-
generation ear 81 2012-9/1951 (Table 4.1.2) 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross Kernel Number 
-Round- -Shrunken- No. 
a Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted C%' 
82 2359-1/2403-9 112 130 3 239 
-2/4321-2 100 98 158 
-3/4321-3 101 136 D -
-3t/2403-lt 78 86 2 168 
-4/4321-3 121 92 5 219 
-5/4320-4 109 113 0 185 
-5t/2402-5t 49 59 0 109 
-6/2402-6t 28 31 0 30 
-7/4321-2 102 119 6 204 
-8/2535-3 26 163 0 174 
-9/4320-4 137 114 3 197 
-10/4320-4 101 114 # 3 216 
-lOt/2403-4^ 74 100 0 155 # 
rows containing 84 2310y # 84 2: 
selected kernels (Table 4.4.41) (Table 4.4.41) 
^ Number of independently segregating C% to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ These phenotypic classes were not counted, but together they constituted approximately 
half of the kernels on an ear. 
^ The observed ratio of spotted round;nonspotted round is significantly different than the 
expectation for all numbers of C% (Type I aberrant ratio). 
^ In contrast to the high-spotted main-stalk ear this tiller ear was low-medium spotted (4-
8, a-b). 
® Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.1.23. Phenotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of spotted bronze round progeny 
of the second-generation ear 82 2354-6/2419-5 (Table 4.1.20) 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
83 2627-1/2712-7 59 55 3 123 1 
-3t/2753-13 48 18 0 88 2 
-4/2712-9 94 91 1 156 1 
-5/2712-8 105 97 3 168 1 
-6/2712-6 78 68 3 138 1 
-7/2712-8 84 90 2 177 1 
-9/2712-7 152 140 5 277 1 
-9t/2712-8 62 54 0 126 1 
-11/2712-2° 7 89 # 0 90 # c 
-12/2713-1 45 32 0 102 1 
-12t/2753-8 95 # 122 0 155 1 
-12t2/2753-9 106 51 4 164 2 
84 4625-1/4716-9 37 29 _d 1 
-3/4611-11 90 81 - - 1 
-4/4621-14 154 122 - - 1 
-5/4717-6 83 68 - - 1 
-6/4717-4 139 67 - - 2 
-7/4718Z-2 97 78 - - 1 
-8/4723-13 75 107 - - 1 
-9/4718Z-3 81 87 - - 1 
rows containing 84 4628 # 84 2303y # 84 2302 # 
selected kernels® 84 4629 # (Figure 4.4.31) (Figure 4.4.31) 
(Table 4.1.24) 
^ Number of independently segregating 0% to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ This ear exhibited a low spotting pattern. 
^ The observed ratio of spotted round:nonspotted round is significantly different than the 
expectation for all numbers of Cy (Type I aberrant ratio). 
^ These phenotypic classes were not counted, but together they constituted approximately 
half of the kernels on an ear. 
® Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.1.24. Phenotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of spotted bronze round progeny 
of the third-generation ear 83 2627-12t/2753-8 (Table 4.1.23) 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcy/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Gross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
84 4628-21/4717-2^ 0 _c 0 _c 0 
-22/4717-1 90 60 1 146 a 
-23/4717-5 89 70 4 133 1 
84 4629-22/4717-4 63 3 1 66 3-10 
-23/4717-7 131 38 1 117 2 
-24/4717-6 53 55 0 170 1 
-25/4722-3 89 66 0 132 1 
® Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ This ear was entirely nonspotted. Together the nonspotted classes constituted 100% of 
the kernels. 
^ These phenotypic classes were not counted, but together they constituted approximately 
half of the kernels on an ear. 
The observed ratio of spotted round'.nonspotted round is significantly different than the 
expectation for all numbers of Cjj (Type II aberrant ratio). 
Table 4.1.25. Summary of results of the progeny tests of spotted bronze round selections from one-
Cv lines: Test of 95 gametes 
Column: 
1  2  3 4 5 6 7 8  
Primary Generation Number of Spotted 
Family Progeny Carrying 
the Indicated Number 
of Cyf 
0 Td 1 2° >2° 
A.) Results of progeny tests of spotted selections by grouped by 
and pooled over primary families: 
80g37-l 2 0 2 6 0 0 0 4.1.17 
80g37-3 2 0 3 12 2 8 1 4.1.18 
80g37-4 2 0 0 4 1 1 0 4.1.19 
80g38-6 2-4® 1 1 30 1 2 2 4.1.20, 4,1.23, 4.1.24 • 
812012-1 2 1 1 6 0 0 0 4.1.21 
812012-9 2 0 1 9 0 0 0 4.1.22 
Pooled Total^ 2 8 67 4 11 3 
B.) Breakdown of primary family 80g38-6 total: 
80g38-6 2 0 1 13 0 0 1 
3 0 0 14 0 1 0 
4 1 0 3 1 1 1 
80g38-6 TotalS 1 1 30 1 2 2 
9 
Associated 
Tables 
^ Based on segregation ratios from testcrosses. Tiller ears and lower main-stalk ears are 
not included unless the associated upper main-stalk ear was not available. 
^ Type I aberrant ratios. The ratio of spottedinonspotted was significantly different than 
the expectation for all numbers of but was between the expectations for no Cy and one Cy. 
Type II aberrant ratios. The ratio of spotted:nonspotted was significantly different 
than the expectation for all numbers of Cy, but was between the expectations for one Cy and two Cv. 
^ These two classes represent clear instances of increases in the number of Cv. 
® Pooled over generations, see Part B of Table. 
^ The Chi-square value from the homogeneity test (32.16 with 25 d.f.) was too small to rule 
out homogeneity, hence data were pooled across primary families. 
® The Chi-square value from the homogeneity test (14.35 with 10 d.f.) was too small to rule 
out homogeneity, hence data were pooled across generations and within this primary family. 
Table 4.1.26. Rate of increases in the number of in one-Cv lines: Summary of the results of 
testing 95 gametes 
Column: 
1 2 3 4 5 
Condensation of Table 4.1.25 
Primary Progeny with Progeny with Percent of 
Family no Increase an Increase Progeny with Confidence 
in Sx number^ in Gjr number an Increase^ Limits'* 
A.) Results of progeny tests of spotted selections by grouped by 
and pooled over primary families: 
80g37-l 8 0 0 
80g37-3 17 9 34.6 
80g37-4 5 1 16.6 
80g38-6® 33 4 10.8 
812012-1 8 0 0 
812012-9 10 0 0 
Pooled Total^ 
Pooled TotalS 64 5 7.8 
(wo/ 80g37-3) 
80g37-3 Only 17 9 34.6 
B.) Breakdown by generations of primary family 80g38-6 total; 
80g38-6 14 1 
14 1 
5 2 
Total^ 33 4 
^ Represents the sum of columns 3-6 of Table 4.1.25. 
^ Represents the sum of columns 7-8 of Table 4.1.25. 
*= 100 X Col. 3/(Col. 3 + Col. 4), 
^ It is 95% certain that the true rate of increase in the number of in one-Cv lines lies 
within this interval (Table 5 and 6; Mainland et al., 1956). 
® Pooled over generations, see part B of Table. 
^ The fact that the homogeneity Chi-square value was large enough to rule out homogeneity 
suggests that the rate of increase in the number of Cy in primary family 80g37-3 may be higher than 
in the other primary families. For this reason primary family 80g37-3 was partitioned out. 
S After the removal of primary family 80g37-3 the homogeneity Chi-square value was too small 
to rule out homogeneity (3.52 with 4 d.f.), hence data were pooled across primary families. 
^ The Chi-square value from the homogeneity test (2.58 with 2 d.f.) was too small to rule 
rule out homogeneity, hence data were pooled across generations. 
Table 4.1.27. Rate of increase in tillers of plants from one-Cv lines 
A.) Compilation of all plants from Tables 4.1.17-4.1.24 fone-Cv lines) 
which had both main-stalk and tiller ears, and which did not express a 
Type I or Type II aberrant ratio on the main-stalk ear: 
Relation between 
Number of C^ in Primary 
Plant Main-Stalk and Tiller* Table Family 
81 2035-20 s 4.1.18 80g37-3 
82 2347-1 s 4.1.18 80g37-3 
82 4405-6 t 4.1.18 80g37-3 
82 2354-3 t 4.1.20 80g38-6 
82 2354-6 t 4.1.20 80g38-6 
82 2355-7 t 4.1.21 812012-1 
82 2355-8 s 4.1.21 812012-1 
82 2359-3 s 4.1.22 812012-9 
82 2359-5 s 4.1.22 812012-9 
82 2359-10 s 4.1.22 812012-9 
B.) Estimation of rate (summary of part A): 
Plants with Plants with 
no Increase an Increase 
in Cy Numbers in Cy numbers 
in the Tiller in the Tiller Rate of 
Versus the Versus the Increase Confidence 
Main Stalk Main Stalk in Tillers Limits" 
Total 6 4 
80g37-3 2 1 33.3 0.84-90.57 
First Remainder 4 3 42.7 9.90-81.57 
Second Remainder^ 4 2 33.3 4.33-77.83 
^ s indicates the number of in the main-stalk ear equals the 
number in the tiller ear (nondiscordant plants). t indicates more are 
present in the tiller ear than in the main-stalk ear (discordant plants). 
^ It is 95% certain that the true rate of increase in the number of C% in the tillers of 
one-Gv-line plants is within this interval (Table 5; Mainland et al., 1956). 
^ Total of part A minus those plants belonging to primary family 80g37-3. 
^ First remainder minus plant 82 2355-7, which had three tiller ears. 
Table 4.1.27. Continued 
C.) Comparison of rate in tillers versus rate in main stalks: 
Chi-
square Degrees of 
Test® Freedom 
First Remainder 13.2 1 
Second Remainder 6.08 1 
® Test of rate of C% increase in tiller ears (Table 4.1.27B) versus the rate in main-stalk 
ears (Table 4.1.26A). Both Chi-square values are large enough to conclude that the rate of Cy 
increase in the tillers in both the first remainder and the second remainder is higher than the 
rate in the main stalks. 
Table 4.1.28. Compilation of all ears from Tables 4.1.2, 4.1.4-4.1.7, 4.1.9-4.1.13, and 4.1.15-
4.1.24 which exhibited Type I aberrant ratios (at the 0.01 level) 
Spotting Kernel Number (%) 
Pattern Round 
Cross Spotted Nonspotted Table 
A.) Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cv 
1. 81 2026-10/2028-8 not low 106 (37.5) 177 (62.5) 1.4 
2. -22/2028-8 not low 42 (30.0) 98 (70.0) 1.4 
3. 81 2031-2/2034-8 not low 73 (34.4) 139 (65.6) 1.5 
B.) Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
4. 81 2037-8/2132 not low 73 (34.4) 139 (65.6) 1. 9 
5. 81 2041-7/1941 not low 42 (33 3) 84 (66.7) 1. 10 
6. 81 2051-10t/2132^ v. low 16 (21. 6) 58 (78.4) 1. 12 
7. 82 2356-1/4321-2 not low 74 (35, .6) 134 (64.4) 1. 13 
8. 81 2030-12t/2139 low^ 56 (23. 9) 178 (76.1) 1. 17 
9. 82 4403y-23/4321-5t low 47 (36. 2) 83 (63.8) 1. 17 
10. 82 4405-7/4323-It not low 21 (22. 1) 74 (77.9) 1. ,18 
11. 84 4621-5/4611-9 not low 41 (35. 0) 76 (65.0) 1. ,18 
11. -10/4720-3 not low 53 (37, .6) 88 (62.4) 1. 18 
13. 81 2055-28/1947 not low 62 (38.0) 101 (62.0) 1. ,20 
14. 82 2355-1/4317-8 varied 16 (19. 3) 67 (80.7) 1. ,21 
15. -lt/4323-4 varied 31 (29. 2) 75 (70.8) 1. ,21 
16. 82 2359-8/2535-3* low 26 (13, .8) 163 (86.2) 1. 22 
17. 83 2627-11/2712-2 low 7 ( 7, .3) 89 (92.7) 1, .23 
^ These are confirmed changes of state (see Chapter 4.4). 
^ The main-stalk ear associated with this tiller ear displayed a low pattern (in contrast to 
the very low pattern expressed on 81 2051-10t/2132). The ratio of spotted to nonspotted on 81 
2051-10/2138, although less than 1, was not significantly different. 
^ The main-stalk ear associated with this low patterned tiller ear displayed a high pattern 
and did not express a Type I aberrant ratio (31 spotted round:9 nonspotted round). 
^ The tiller ear associated with this main-stalk ear was entirely nonspotted (see Chapter 
4.3). 
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Table 4.1.29. Phenotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of spotted bronze round progeny 
from 82 2356-1/4321-1 (Table 4.1.13), an ear which displayed a Type I aberrant ratio 
Cross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cy^ 
A.) Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
82 2737-1/2712-1^ c - - -
-2/2740-4 59 80 2 139 1 
-5/2740-5 71 33 2 118 2 
-6/2740-4 29 26 2 58 1 
-8/2740-6 35 41 1 81 1 
-13/2710-5 161 81 8 258 2 
-14/2712-1 68 101 1 148 1 
-14t/2740-7 97 34 7 127 2 
^ Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ This ear contained a nonspotted sector. 
^ Indicates no count was performed. 
Table 4.1.30. Test for the presence of in nonspotted bronze shrunken progeny from 82 2356-
1/4321-1 (Table 4.1.13), an ear which displayed a Type I aberrant ratio 
Results from the cross: sh bz/sh bz +Cv X Sh bz-rcy/sh bz (or Sh 
bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv') 
A.) Test for the Presence of Cy 
Rows Ears with Number of 
Mutability/ Cy in 82 
Total 2356-1/4321-1* 
83 2660 8/12 1-2 
B.) Estimation of the Number of Cy in the 8 ears from above 
Cross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv 
-1/2717-1 84 76 9 189 1 
-4/2721-10^ 23 25 0 38 _d 
-7/2717-3 150 20 3 122 3-4 
-10/2721-10 51 55 2 107 1 
-I2/2722-5C 73 109 2 149 1 
-13/2722-6 5 8 0 16 d 
-14/2722-6 45 3 1 56 d 
-21/2722-5 32 27 1 51 1 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. If 82 2356-1/4321-1 carried one or two Cy, half or three-fourths of the ears would be 
expected to exhibit mutability, respectively. 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ These ears contained nonspotted sectors. The absence of 
mutability must be due to a loss of Cy activity since a functional receptor 
was introduced via the pollen parent. The tabular values are drawn from 
the spotted region of the ear. 
^ This ear had too few kernels to permit a meaningful estimate of the number of Cy present. 
Table 4.1.31. Phenotypic frequencies associated with testcrosses of spotted bronze round progeny 
from 82 2355-1/4315-8 and 82 2355-lt/4323-4 (Table 4.1.21), two ears which displayed 
Type I aberrant ratios 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cy^ 
A.) Selections from 82 2355-1/4315-8 
82 2639-1/2713-2 24 35 1 53 1 
-lt/2857y-3 82 98 0 177 1 
-4/2712-2 48 21 0 75 2 
-4t/2857y 65 28 3 58 2, 
-5/2711-8 100 159 3 249 D 
-5t/2857y 79 74 3 103 1 
-6t/2740-2t 81 16 1 65 2-3 
-7/2710-2 42 46 0 87 1 
-8/2712-4C 80 28 2 110 2 
-9/2711-13 52 70 1 113 1 
-10/2713-1 245 81 5 297 2. 
-11/2713-2 62 114 2 156 b 
-llt/2740-6t 45 89 0 99 _b 
-13/2710-1 79 116 1 150 1 
B.) Selections from 82 2355-lt/4323-4 
2634W-1/2712-1 52 2 0 55 3-10 
w-lt/2712-8 97 16 5 122 3-4 
w-2/2712-2 102 10 3 105 3-5 
w-2t/2712-6 140 6 6 160 4-10 
w-5t/2710-5 94 59 4 203 b 
^ Number of independently segregating C% to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ The observed ratio of spotted round:nonspotted round is significantly different than the 
expectation for all numbers of Çx (Type I or Type II aberrant ratio). 
^ Double pollinated with another sh bz source 82 2712-5. 
Tablé 4.1.32. Test for the presence of 0% in nonspotted bronze shrunken progeny from 82 2355-
1/4315-8 (Table 4.1.21), an ear which displayed a Type I aberrant ratio 
Results from the cross: sh bz/sh bz +Cv X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh 
bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcy^ 
A.) Test for the presence of Cv: 
Rows Ears with Number of 
Mutability/ Cy in 82 
Total 2355-1/4315-8 
83 2638, 3/22 
84 4831-32 
B.) Estimation of the number of in 2/3 ears (from above); 
Cross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv 
84 4831-27/4638-1 94 73 c c ^ 
84 4832-31/4753 203 218 0 0 1 
^ If 82 2355-1/4315-8 carried one or two C^, half or three-fourths of the ears would be 
expected to exhibit mutability, respectively. The observed ratio of ears with mutability:ears 
without mutability is significantly different at the 0.01 level than the expectation for all 
numbers of Cv. 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ These phenotypic classes were not counted, but together they constituted approximately 
half of the kernels on the ear. 
Table 4.1.33. Comparison of rate of 0% increase in progeny of Type I aberrant ratio ears and in 
one-Cv lines 
Chi-
square Degrees of 
Value* Freedom 
82 2356-1/4321-2 6.56 1 
(Tables 4.1.29 and 4.1.30B) 
82 2355-1/4317-8 15.96 1 
(Tables 4.1.31A and 4.1.32B) 
* Based on the magnitude of the Chi-square values, it is over 95% certain that the rate of 
Cv increase in progenies of both of the Type I aberrant ears is significantly higher than in one-Cv 
lines, i.e., 5/69 (Table 4M.26). 
Table 4.1.34. Compilation of all ears from Tables 4.1.2, 4.1.4-4.1.7, 4.1.9-4.1.13, and 4.1.15-
4.1.24 which exhibited Type II aberrant ratios (at the 0.01 level) 
Spotting Kernel Number (%) 
Pattern Round 
Gross Spotted Nonspotted Table 
A.) Results from the cross : sh bz/sh bz X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Ç2 
1. 81 3463x/4410-9t not low 89 (63.6) 51 (36.4) 1. 2 
B.) Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz cy 
2. 81 2032-9/2033-8 not low 146 (63.8) 83 (36.2) 1. 5 
C.) Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
3. 81 2051-7/2139 varied^ 113 (62.8) 67 (37.2) 1. 12 
4. 82 2347-3/4321-7 not low 112 (59.3) 77 (40.7) 1. ,18 
5. 84 4621-4/4721-13 not low 73 (61.3) 46 (38.7) 1. 18 
6. 82 2348-2/4323-8 not low 102 (63.0) 60 (37.0) 1. 19 
7. -3t/2518-5t not low 77 (61.6) 48 (38.4) 1. 19 
8. 84 4628-22/4717-1 not low 90 (60.0) 60 (40.0) 1. ,24 
a 
b 
Of the 113 spotted kernels 16 were low-spotted and 97 were medium or high-spotted. 
This ear contained a nonspotted sector of 17 round kernels. 
Table 4.1.35. Phenotypic frequencies associated with the Type II aberrant ratio ear 82 2350-
1/2527-1 (primary family 812012-10, Figure 4.1.4) and spotted bronze round progeny 
from this ear 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
A.) Type II aberrant ratio ear (Figure 4.1.4): 
82 2350-1/2527-1 85 # 54 4 196 
rows containing 83 5766 # 
selected kernels^ (Table 4.1.35B) 
B.) Test of Spotted Round from Type II aberrant ratio ear: 
83 5766-23/5761 83 66 1 143 1 
-24/5763 121 4 8 158 4-10 
-25/5762 78 23 1 89 2-3 
-26/5761 91 63 2 142 1 
-27/5761 53 26 1 76 2 
-28/5764 66 48 3 129 1 
-29/5762 88 14 2 90 3-4 
-30/5763 65 22 5 85 2 
-31/5761 69 18 5 77 
-32/5759 22 19 0 36 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ The observed frequency of spotted round kernels is significantly different than the 
expectation for all numbers of (Type II aberrant ratio). 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
superscript. 
^ This ear has too few kernels to permit a meaningful estimate of the number of Cj present. 
Table 4.2.1. Test for interactions between a-dt and and between Dt and bz-rcv. Results of 
crosses of plants with the genotype Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) A/a-dt Cy/+ (or 
±/+) with two testers, a-dt. and bz-rcv. In the first cross, the test for the 
presence of Dt, (+) designates the presence of Dt activity (spots) in the indicated 
plant and (-) designates the absence of ^  activity (no spots) in the indicated 
plant. On those ears with Dt, the frequencies of colored, spotted, and colorless 
kernels on were not significantly different than 0.5, 0.25, 0.25, respectively (Table 
4.2.2). In the second cross, the test for the presence of Cy, (+) designates the 
presence of Cy activity (spots) in the indicated plant and (-) designates the 
absence of Cy activity in the indicated plant 
Tested 
Plant with a-dt 
Presence of Spots Presence of Spots 
with bz-rcv 
A. Primary family 824410-6 
1. 83 5223-1 
2. 83 5223-4 
3. 83 5223-5 
4. 83 5223-6 
5. 83 5223-7 
6. 83 5223-8 
7. 83 5223-9 
8. 83 5223-10 
9. 83 5223-11 
+ 
+ 
+ 
B. Primary family 824410-3 
10. 83 5224-1 + 
11. 83 5224-2 -
12. 83 5224-3 -
13. 83 5224-6 + 
14. 83 5224-7 + 
15. 83 5224-9 + 
16. 83 5224-10 + 
17. 83 5224-11 + 
G. Primary family 824410-10 
18. 83 5225-1 + 
19. 83 5225-2 + 
20. 83 5225-6 + 
21. 83 5225-7 + 
22. 83 5225-10 + 
23. 83 5225-12 + 
D. Primary family 824410-4 
24. 83 5226-3 - -
25. 83 5226-4 - + 
26. 83 5226-5 - + 
27. 83 5226-7 - -
28. 83 5226-8 + -
29. 83 5226-9 + -
30. 83 5226-10 - -
31. 83 5226-11 - + 
32. 83 5226-12 - + 
33. 83 5226-13 - + 
34. 83 5226-14 + -
Ui 
M 
G\ 
Table 4.2.2. Phenotypic frequencies of ears displaying Dt activity in the Dt content test (Table 
4.2.1). None of the three ratios is significantly different (via a Chi-square test) 
than the expected 2:1:1 if a single Dt is segregating 
Results of the cross: Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) A/a-dt Cv/+ for +/±) X 
Sh Bz/Sh Bz a-dt/a-dt 
-Kernel Number-
Colored -Colorless-
Spotted Nonspotted 
83 5226-8/3638 206 
-9/3640 167 
-14/3638 152 
101 
93 
75 
100 
67 
54 
Ln 
M 
Table 4.2.3. First appearance of Ac-flow in bz-m805137 derivatives (Figure 4.2.1) 
A.) Results of the cross: - bz-m4/- bz-m4 X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy 
Keimel Number 
Round Shrunken 
Spotted^ Nonspotted Spotted® Nonspotted 
82 4345/4410-8 18 61# 0 79 
rows containing 83 2607# 
selected kernels (Table 4.2.3B) 
B: Results of the cross: Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 self 
Kernel Number 
-Round Shrunken Chi- Chi-
Spotted^ Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted square^ square® 
83 2607-1 self 39 163 8 49 ** ** 
-2 self 7 178 1 55 ** ** 
-5 self 7 127 19 57 ** ** 
-7 sel-f 93 144 32# 41# ** 
-8 self 48 55 16 16 ** * 
-12 self 70 127 7 72 ** ** 
rows containing 83 2358# 84 4842x# 
selected kernels 
^ These were not flow-spotted. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
^ These were flow-spotted. 
^ Test of the expected 6:6:3:1 ratio. 
® Test of the expected 2:4:1:1 ratio. 
* Significantly different at the 0.05 level from the expected ratio. 
** Significantly different at the 0.01 level from the expected ratio. 
Table 4.2.4. Test of the dosage response of Ac-flow against varying doses of bz-m4 (Figure 4.2.1). 
Kernels with the indicated doses of bz-m4 and Ac-flow were scored for the presence of 
mutability. In this table - indicates no mutability, + indicates mutability, and () 
indicates not tested. The crosses used to test the dosage response of Ac-flow 
against varying doses of bz-m4 are indicated in footnotes. Footnotes also contain 
the number of crosses associated with each data point and the row identification of 
the test. This information is provided in the following format: (number of crosses 
with mutability/total crosses; row identifications). The interaction of Ac-flow with 
bz-m4 is compared to that of Ac-standard with bz-m4 in Photograph 4.2.1A-C 
Doses of Ac-flow 
Doses of 
bz-ra4 1 2 3 
1 _a 0 
2 _c 0 
3 0 0 
O 
sh bz/sh bz X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 Ac-flow/Ac-flow (0/2; sh bz/84 2358). 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Ac-flow X - bz-m4/Sh Bz (1/1; 85 1823/1917-1). 
- bz-m4/- bz-m4 X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Ac-flow (0/1; 82 4345/4410-8). 
- bz-m4/- bz-m4 Ac-flow X sh bz/sh bz (2/2; 84 2358/sh bz). 
b 
c 
d 
e Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 Ac-flow self, followed by progeny test of spotted shrunken kernels (^ 
bz-m4/- bz-m4 Ac-flow/Ac-flow X sh bz/sh bz) to demonstrate homozygosity of Ac-flow (2/2; 84 
2358). 
Table 4.2.5. Test for an interaction between C-I Ds and (Figure 4.2.4). Results of the cross: 
C-I Ds/C-I Ds X C Sh bz-rcv/C sh bz Cy/+. In this test for the presence of Ac. 
(+) designates the presence of activity (breaks=colored sectors) and (-) 
designates the absence of Ac activity (frequency of colored sectors not higher than 
in C-I Ds/C/C no ^  endosperms) in the indicated plant 
Tested Presence of Type I 
Plant Events(breaks-colored 
sectors) with C-I Ds 
1. 84 2259-1 
2. 84 2259-3 
3. 84 2259-10 + 
4. 84 2259-12 
Table 4.2.6. Test for the presence of Ac in a bz-rcv line (Figure 4.2.2) 
Kernel Number 
Colored Round Shrunken Chi-
Spotted^ Nonspotted Spotted^ Nonspotted square 
A. Results of the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X - bz-m4/Sh Bz 
85 1823/1917-1 234 40 61 37 43 ** 
B. Results of the cross: - bz-m4/Sh Bz self 
85 1917-1 self 75%^ 0 0 0 25%^ 
^ These were flow-spotted. 
^ Test of the expected 4:1:1:1:1: ratio. 
^ Estimated percentages. 
** Significantly different at the 0.01 level from the expected ratio. 
Table 4.2.7. Test for an interaction between bz-m4 and C% (Figure 4.2.5). Results of crosses of 
plants with the genotype sh bz/sh bz Cv/+ (or_±/+) with two testers, bz-m4 and bz-
rcv. In the first cross, the test for the presence of Ac, (-) designates the absence 
of ^  activity (no spots) in the indicated plant. In the second cross, the test for 
the presence of Cy, (+) designates the presence of Cy activity (spots) and (-) 
designates the absence of Cy activity (no spots) in the indicated plant 
Tested Presence of Type II Presence of Spots 
Plant Events (excisions) with bz-rcv 
with bz-m4 
1. 83 5316-1 + 
2. 83 5316-2 + 
3. 83 5316-3 + 
4. 83 5316-4 -
5. 83 5316-5 -
6. 83 5316-6 + 
7. 83 5316-7 -
8. 83 5316-8 -
9. 83 5317-2 + 
10. 83 5317-5 + 
11. 83 5317-9 -
12. 83 5317-10 -
13 83 5324-2 + 
14. 83 5324-3 -
15. 83 5324-5 -
16. 83 5324-7 + 
17. 83 5324-10 + 
18. 83 5324-11 -
Table 4.2.8. Demonstration of losses of C from bz-m4 in the presence of Cy 
Results of the cross: 
- bz-m4/- bz-m4 Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Results of the cross: 
c sh Bz wx/c sh Bz wx X 
- bz-m4/- bz-m4 Cv 
Cross Presence of 
art 
Cross Presence of 
C losses^ 
Kernel No.* 
Colored Shrunken 
w/Breaks wo/breaks 
85 1719Z-1/1821 + 
z-2/1821 + 
z-4/1821 + 
85 1658/1719Z-1 + 
1717/ z-2 + 
1717/ z-4 + 
53 
61 
95 
108 
* Number with and without breaks on chromosome 9s as indicated by the loss of the dominant 
marker Ç. Both phenotypic ratios are significantly different than 1:1 because of an excess of no-
break kernels. Chi-square values (with 1 d.f.) are 11.9 and 12.1 for the outcross of 85 1719z-l 
and 85 1719z-2 respectively. 
^ + indicates the presence of Cy, as demonstrated by bz-rcv mutability. 
^ + indicates the presence of C losses, as demonstrated by colorless sectors. 
^ Not counted. 
Table 4.2.9. Test for an interaction between M and bz-rcv. Results of crosses of plants with the 
genotype sh bz/sh bz Ac/Ac (or Ac/+ or ±/±) with two testers, bz-rcv. and bz-m4. In 
the first cross, the test for the presence of Cy, (-) designates the absence of Cv 
activity (no spots) in the indicated plant. In the second cross, the test for the 
presence of (+) designates the presence of Ac activity (spots) in the indicated 
plant. (-) designates the absence of Ac activity (no spots) in the indicated plant 
Tested Presence of Spots Presence of Type II 
Plant with bz-rcv Events (excisions) 
with bz-m4 
1. 83 5323-5 - + 
2. 83 5323-8 
3. 83 5323-9 - + 
4. 83 5323-10 - + 
Table 4.2.10. Test of the ability of Ac-flow to trigger mutability at bz-rcv. Results of the 
cross: Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 Ac-flow X sh bz/sh bz 
Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken Chi- Chi-
Spotted^ Nonspotted Spotted* Nonspotted square square^ 
85 1914-21/1811 0 36 21 43 ** ** 
-22/1813 0 38 19 39 ** ** 
* These were flow-spotted. 
^ Test of the expected 2:1:1 ratio of nonspotted round:spotted shrunken:nonspotted 
shrunken. 
^ Test of the expected 1:1 ratio of spotted shrunken:nonspotted shrunken. 
** Significantly different at the 0.01 level from the expected ratio. 
Table 4.2.11. Test for the En content of bz-m805137. Results of the crosses of plants with the 
genotype Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) C%/± (or +/+) a-m(r)/A (or a-ml/A) with 
a et. a sh2. or a-mCr)/a-ml 
Primary 
Family^ 
1981 
Rows 
Presence of Spots 
with a^ 
1. 80g 37-1 2015, 2223 + (10/11)C 
2. SOg 37-2 2016, 2224 + (13/13), 
3. 80g 37-3 2017, 2225 + (16/16)° 
4. SOg 37-4 2018, 2226 + (10/10) 
5. 80g 37-7 2019, 2227 + (15/24) 
6. 80g 38-1 2020, 2228 + (10/20) 
7. 80g 38-2 2021 + (8/10) 
8. 80g 38-3 2022 + (9/13) 
9. 80g 38-5 2229 + (4/4) 
10. 80g 38-6 2023, 2230 + (19/19) 
11. 80g 38-7 2515® + (5/8) 
12. 80g 38-8 2025 + (9/11) 
13. 80g 401A-7 2514® + (10/11) 
^ A family is composed of all the backcross progenies (cross 4.2.24, Table 3.6) derived from 
a single male in the cross: Sh bz/Sh Bz a-m(r)/a-ml X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz A/A Cv/+. 
^ Test for the presence of En: (+) designates the presence of En 
activity (spots) in at least one plant in the indicated family. 
^ (number of ears displaying En activity within a family / total number of ears in the 
family) 
^ See Table 4.2.12 for kernel phenotypic frequencies. 
® 1982 rows. 
Table 4.2.12. Number of En segregating in family 80g37-3 (line 3, Table 4.2.11). Analysis of the 
progeny of the cross of a-m(r)/A (or a-ml/A) En by or on the indicated tester 
Progeny ear^ Kernel number (%) Number 
Colorless Spotted^ Colored of En 
or Pale 
A.) Results of the cross; a-mfr^/A En X a et/a et (or a sh2/a sh2^ 
1. 81 2017-22/1911 5 (3.0) 74 (44.6) 87 (52.4) 3 
2. 81 2017-25/1913 9 (3.0) 136 (44.7) 159 (52.3) 3 
3. 81 2017-26/1921 61 (13.3) 179 (38.9) 220 (47.8) 2 
4. 81 2017-27/1913 16 (3.6) 209 (47.3) 217 (49.1) 4 
5. 81 2017-30/1914 35 (7.7) 177 (38.8) 244 (53.5) 3 
6. 81 2017-31/1914 55 (13.2) 137 (32.8) 226 (54.1) 2 
B.) Results of the cross: a-ml/A En X a et/a et 
7. 81 2017-24/1911 0 (0.0) 68 (33.3) 136 (66.7) 2 
8. 81 2017-32/1912 0 (0.0) 178 (64.5) 324 (35.5) 2 
c . )  Results of the cross : a-m(r)/A En X a-m(r)/a-ml (or reciprocal^ 
9. 81 2017-28/1901 24 (8.3) 124 (42.8) 142 (49.0) e 
10. 81 2017-29/1901 21 (4.2) 203 (40.3) 280 (55.6) 3 
11. 81 1902/2225-7t 0 (0.0) 64 (52.0) 59 (48.0) 4 
D . )  Results of the cross; a-m(r)/; a-ml X a-ml/A En 
12. 81 1904/2225-10 0 (0.0) 275 (50.0) 275 (50.0) 4 
^ Only ears with greater than 100 kernels are included. 
^ One source of kernels used to test for an interaction between Cy and the En-responsive a-
mCr) and a-ml alleles (Table 4.2.13). 
^ One source of kernels used to test for an interaction between En and bz-rcv (Table 
4.2.14). 
^ Minimum number of independently segregating En to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value 
(at the 0.05 level). 
® The observed ratio is significantly different from the expected ratios for all possible 
numbers of independently segregating En. 
* Significantly different from the expected ratio at the 0.05 level. 
Table 4.2.13. Test for an Interaction between a-m(r> and a-ml and 0%. Results of the cross: Sh 
bz-rcv/Sh Bz without En X sh bz/sh bz. The female plants in this cross arose from 
nonspotted selections from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) Cv/+ (or 
+/+) A/a-ml (or A/a-mfr)) X Sh Bz/Sh Bz _a/a (or a-mfr)/a-ml). See Table 
4.2.12. Half of these selections were Sh Bz/Sh Bz: because the Cjr content of these 
selections could not be assayed they have not been included in this table 
Number of Presence of Spots 
Ears^ with sh bz 
37 + 
9 -
^ With the indicated phenotype resulting from the cross by sh bz. 
^ Test for the presence of Cy: (+) designates the presence of Cy activity (spots) in the 
indicated number of plants. (-) designates the absence of Cy activity (no spots) in the indicated 
number of plants. 
Table 4.2.14. Test for an interaction between En and bz-rcv. Results of the cross: Sh bz-rcy/Sh 
Bz with En X sh bz/sh bz. The female plants in this cross arose from spotted 
selections from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) Cv/+ (or ±/±) A/a-ml 
(or A/a-m(r)) X Sh Bz/Sh Bz _a/a (or a-m(r)/a-ml). See Table 4.2.12. Half of 
these selections were Sh Bz/Sh Bz: because the C% content of these selections could 
not be assayed they have not been included in this table 
Number Presence of Spots 
of Ears* with sh bz 
44 + 
6 
Ln 
W 
With the indicated phenotype resulting from the cross by sh bz. 
^ Test for the presence of Cy: (+) designates the presence of Cy activity (spots) in the 
indicated number of plants. (-) designates the absence of Cy activity (no spots) in the indicated 
number of plants. 
Table 4.2.15. Test for interactions between rcu and Cy. Results of crosses of plants with the 
genotype Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) rcu/R (or r-g/R) Cv/+ (or ±/±) with two 
testers, r, and bz-rcv. In the first cross, the test for the presence of Feu. (-) 
designates the absence of Feu activity (no variegation). In the second cross, the 
test for the presence of Cy, (+) designates the presence of C% activity (spots) and 
(-) designates the absence of activity (no spots) in the indicated plant. 
Results are shown only for plants that were heterozygous for rcu as demonstrated by 
the presence of dilute colored kernels in the cross with r 
Tested Presence of Presence of Spots 
Plant Variegation with bz-rcv 
with r 
1. 84 4505-7 . 
2. 84 4506-2 -
3. 84 4506-4 + 
4. 84 4506-7 -
5. 84 4507-1 -
6. 84 4507-7 + 
7. 84 4507-8 + 
8. 84 4507-10 + 
9. 84 4507-11 -
10. 84 4507-12 -
Table 4.2.16. Test for an interaction between Feu and bz-rcv. Results of crosses of plants with 
the genotype Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) rcu/R (or r-g/R) Fcu/+ (or ±/±) with 
two testers, bz-rcv. and r. In the first cross, the test for the presence of Cy, 
(-) designates the absence of Cy activity (no spots). In the second cross, the test 
for the presence of Feu. (+) designates the presence of Feu activity (variegation) 
in the indicated plant and (-) designates the absence of Feu activity (no 
variegation). Results are shown only for plants that were heterozygous for rcu as 
demonstrated by the presence of dilute colored kernels in the cross with r 
Tested 
Plant 
Presence of Spots 
with bz-rcv 
Presence of Variegation 
with r 
1. 84 4501-2 
2. 84 4501-3 
3. 84 4501-5 
4. 84 4501-6 
5. 84 4501-9 
6. 84 4501-11 
7. 84 4501-13 
8. 84 4501-15 
9. 84 4502-4 
10. 84 4502-5 
11. 84 4502-9 
12. 84 4502-12 
13. 84 4502-13 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
W) 
w 
Table 4.2.17. Test of the Ua content of bz-m805137. Results of the cross; Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cor sh 
bz/Sh_Bz) Cv/+ (or ±/±) a-ruo/A X a-rug/a-rug (or a/a no Uq) 
Primary 
Family^ 
Presence of Spots 
with a 
1. 82 4410-1 + (1/5)C 
2. 82 4410-2 - (0/8) 
3. 82 4410-3 - (0/10) 
4. 82 4410-5 + (3/5) 
5. 82 4410-8 + (1/3) 
^ A family is composed of all the backcross progenies (cross 4.2.35, Table 3.6) derived from 
a single male plant in the cross; Sh Bz/Sh Bz a-rug/a-ruo X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz A/A Cv/+. 
^ Test for the presence of Uq: (+) designates the presence of Uq activity (spots) in at 
least one plant in the indicated family. When spotted were present, the relative frequencies of 
spotted and colorless kernels were generally 0.5 and 0.5 (Table 4.2.18). (-) designates the 
absence of Uq activity (no spots) in all of the plants in the indicated family. 
^ (number of ears displaying Uq activity within a family/total number ears in the family). 
Table 4.2.18. Phenotypic frequencies of ears displaying Ug activity in the Ug, content test (Table 
4.2.17) 
Kernel Number 
Primary Row Colorless Spotting Chi-
Family Spotted Nonspotted Pattem square*^ 
A. Results of the cross^: sh bz/Sh Bz A/a-ruq X Sh Bz/Sh Bz 
a-rua/a-rua (or a/a no Uq) 
824410-1 82g 186-3/167 15 19 not clear 
824410-5 189-4/21 18 15 full 
-5/173 58 55 flow 
-6/174 33 89 not clear ** 
B. Results of the cross'^: Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz A/a-ruo X Sh Bz/Sh Bz 
a-ruq/a-ruo 
824410-8 190-1/167 89 89 flow 
^ Colored kernels, although not reported here, were present on these ears. 
^ Flow refers to a pattern that is similar to that induced by Uq-13 (Figure la, Pereira and 
Peterson, 1985) in two respects. First, mutability is seldom expressed on the kernel's crown, and 
secondly, the pattern consists of larger spots imbedded in a matrix of fine spots. This state will 
be designated Uq-805137a. The full pattern shares with flow the timing parameters of Uq-13. but 
not the tissue specificity, i.e., the spots are distributed over the entire kernel. Neither 
pattern is similar to that expressed by Uo-standard (Figure 2, Friedemann and Peterson, 1982). 
^ Test of the 1:1 ratio expected if a single Ug were segregating. 
Each ear was double pollinated with c sh Bz pollen; The resulting colored kernels are not 
reported here. 
** Significantly different at the 0.01 level from the expected ratio. 
Table 4.2.19. Test for an interaction between a-rug and Cy. Results of cross: Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz 
(without Ug) X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv). These plants arose from 
nonspotted selections from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) Cv/+ (or 
+/+) A/a-rug X Sh Bz/Sh Bz a-rug/a-rug (or a/a no Ua). Half of these selections 
were Sh Bz/Sh Bz: because the C% content of these selections could not be assayed 
they have not been included in this table 
Number of Presence of Spots 
Ears* with Sh bz-rcv 
20 
19 
* With the indicated phenotype resulting from the cross by Sh bz-rcv. 
Test for the presence of 2%: (+) designates the presence of activity (spots) in the 
indicated number of plants. (-) designates the absence of Cy activity (no spots) in the indicated 
number of plants. 
Ln 
W 
-J 
Table 4.2.20. Test for an interaction between Ug and bz-rcv. Results of cross: Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz 
(with Ua) X Sh bz-rcy/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv'). These plants arose from 
spotted selections from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) C%/± (or ±/±) 
A/a-rug X Sh Bz/Sh Bz a-rug/a-rua (or a/a no U3). Half of these selections were 
Sh Bz/Sh Bz: because the Cjr content of these selections could not be assayed they 
have not been included in this table 
Number of Presence of 
Ears* Spots with 
Sh bz-rcv 
2 + 
10 -
^ With the indicated phenotype resulting from the cross by Sh bz-rcv. 
^ Test for the presence of Cy: (+) designates the presence of Cy activity (spots) in the 
indicated number of plants. (-) designates the absence of gy activity (no spots) in the indicated 
number of plants. 
Table 4.2.21. Test for an interaction between o2-m(r) and Ç%. Results of crosses of plants with 
the genotype C sh bz/C-I Sh Bz Cv/+ (or +/+) 02/o2-in(r) with two testers, o2-
mfr). and bz-rcv. In the first cross, the test for the presence of Bg, (-) 
designates the absence of Bg activity (variegation - vitreous sectors in an opaque 
endosperm) in the indicated plant. In the second cross, the test for the presence 
of Cy: (+) designates the presence of Cy activity (spots) in the indicated plant and 
(-) designates the absence of C% activity (no spots) 
Tested Presence of Presence of Spots 
Plant Variegation with bz-rcv 
with o2-mfr) 
1. 84 2242-1 + 
2. 84 2242-2 + 
3. 84 2242-3 -
4. 84 2242-5 -
5. 84 2242-6 -
6. 84 2242-7 + 
7. 84 2242-8 + 
8. 84 2242-9 -
9. 84 2242-10 -
10. 84 2242-11 -
11. 84 2242-12 -
12. 84 2242-13 -
13. 84 2242-14 + 
14. 84 2242-15 + 
15. 84 2243-1 -
16. 84 2243-2 -
17. 84 2243-4 -
18. 84 2243-5 + 
19. 84 2243-5 -
20. 84 2243-7 + 
21. 84 2243--8 
22. 84 2243-•9 
23. 84 2243-•10 
24. 84 2243-•12 
25. 84 2243-•13 
26. 84 2243--14 
Table 4.2.22. Test for an interaction between Bg and bz-rcv. Results of crosses of plants with 
the genotype G Sh bz-rcv/C-I Sh Bz 02/o2-mfr^ Bg/+ with two testers, bz-rcv. and 
o2-m(r). In the first cross, the test for the presence of Cjr, (-) designates the 
absence of C% activity (no spots) in the indicated plant. In the second cross, the 
test for the presence of Bg: (+) designates the presence of Bg activity (variegation 
= vitreous sectors in an opaque endosperm) in the indicated plant 
Tested Presence of Spots Presence of Variegation 
Plant with bz-rcv with o2-m(r) 
1. 84 2241-1 + 
2. 84 2241-2 + 
3. 84 2241-3 + 
4. 84 2241-4 + 
5. 84 2241-5 + 
6. 84 2241-7 + 
7. 84 2241-13 + 
Table 4.2.23. Test for an interaction between a-mrh and Cy. Results of crosses of plants with the 
genotype Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) Cv/+ (or ±/±) A/a-dt with two testers, a-
mrh. and bz-rcv. In the first cross, the test for the presence of Mrh (and Dt, see 
Chapter 4.2.1.7), (-) designates the absence of Mrh (and Dt) activity (no spots) in 
the indicated plant. In the second cross, the test for the presence of C%, (+) 
designates the presence of Cy activity (spots) in the indicated plant and (-) 
designates the absence of Cy activity (no spots) 
Tested Presence of Spots Presence of Spots 
Plant with a-mrh with bz-rcy 
1. 83 5223-2t -
2. 83 5223-4t -
3. 83 5223-6t + 
4. 83 5223-9t + 
5. 83 5223-10 -
6. 83 5223-llt -
7. 83 5225-lt + 
8. 83 5225-2t + 
9. 83 5225-6t + 
10. 83 5225-7t + 
11. 83 5225-8t -
12. 83 5225-lOt + 
13. 83 5225-12t + 
Table 4.2.24. Test for an interaction between Mrh and bz-rcv. Results of the cross: Sh bz-rcv Wx 
+/sh bz wx Mrh A/a-mrh X sh bz wx. +/sh bz wx + a-mrh/a-mrh. In this cross 
colorless kernels record Mrh activity. In the test for the presence of Mrh (+) 
designates the presence of Mrh activity (spots on colorless kernels) in the 
indicated plant and (-) designates the absence of Mrh activity (no spots on 
colorless kernels). In this cross bronze kernels record 0% activity. In the test 
for the presence of Cy, (-) designates the absence of Cy activity (no spots on 
bronze kernels) in the indicated plant 
Tested 
Plant 
Presence of Spots 
on Colorless 
Kernels 
Presence of Spots 
on Bronze Kernels 
1. 84 2343-2 
2. 84 2343-3 
3. 84 2343-4 
4. 84 2343-5 
5. 84 2343-6 
6. 84 2343-7 
7. 84 2343-8 
8. 84 2343-9 
9. 84 2343-10 
10. 84 2343-11 
11. 84 2343-12 
12. 84 2343-13 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
Table 4.2.25. Test for an interaction between bz-mut and C%. Results of crosses of plants with 
the genotype sh bz/sh bz Cv/+ (or ±/±) with two testers, bz-mut. and bz-rcv. In 
the first cross, the test for the presence of Mut. (-) designates the absence of Mut 
activity (no spots) in the indicated plant. In the second cross, the test for the 
presence of Ç%: (+) designates the presence of C% activity (spots) in the indicated 
plant. 
Tested Presence of Spots Presence of Spots 
Plant with bz-mut with bz-rcv 
1. 82g 125-1 - + 
2. 82g 125-2 - + 
3. 82g 125-5 - + 
4. 82g 125-6 - + 
5. 82g 125-8 - + 
Table 4.2.26. Test for an interaction between Mut and bz-rcv. Results of crosses of plants with 
the genotype sh bz/sh bz Mut/Mut (or Mut/+ or ±/+) with two testers, bz-rcv. and 
bz-mut. In the first cross, the test for the presence of Cy, (-) designates the 
absence of Cy activity (no spots) in the indicated plant. In the second cross, the 
test for the presence of Mut. (+) designates the presence of Mut activity (spots) in 
the indicated plant and (-) designates the absence of Mut activity (no spots) 
Tested Presence of Spots Presence of Spots 
Plant with bz-rcv with bz-mut 
1. 84 2253-1 - + 
2. 84 2253-3 - -
3. 84 2253-11 - + 
Table 4.2.27. Test for an interaction between c2-m3 and bz-rcv. Results of crosses of plants with 
the genotype Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz^ c2-m3/C2 (or c2/C2) with two testers, 
bz-rcv. and c2. In the first cross, the test for the presence of Cjr, (-) designates 
the absence of C% activity (no spots) in the indicated plant. In the second cross, 
the test for the presence of c2-m3. (+) designates the presence of c2-in3 (spots) in 
the indicated plant and (-) designates the absence of c2-m3 (no spots) 
Tested Presence of Spots Presence of Spots 
Plant with bz-rcv with c2 
1. 84 2247-1 -
2. 84 2247-2 + 
3. 84 2247-3 + 
4. 84 2247-4 -
5. 84 2247-5 + 
6. 84 2247-6 -
7. 84 2247-7 -
8. 84 2247-8 -
9. 84 2247-9 + 
10. 84 2247-10 -
11. 84 2247-12 -
12. 84 2248-1 -
13. 84 2248-2 -
14. 84 2248-3 -
15. 84 2248-4 -
16. 84 2248-5 -
17. 84 2248-6 -
18. 84 2248-7 -
19. 84 2248-10 -
20. 84 2248-11 -
21. 84 2248-12 + 
22. 84 2248-13 + 
Table 4.2.28. Test for an interaction between Robertson's Mutator and bz-rcv (Figure 3.5). 
Results of assays for Mutator activity and Cy content in five outcross families with 
the genotype bz/bz derived from Mutator stocks. Each outcross family was produced 
by D. Robertson by crossing the Mutator-related plant indicated in column 1 onto an 
unrelated line. In the test for Mutator activity (+) designates the presence of 
Mutator activity (the appearance of new seedling mutants) in selfed families within 
the indicated outcross family and (-) designates the absence of Mutator activity 
(the failure of new seedling mutants to appear) in selfed families within the 
indicated outcross family. In the test for Cy activity (+) designates the presence 
of Cy activity (the appearance of spots in at least one ear crossed with bz-rcv) in 
the indicated outcross family and (-) designates the absence of Cy activity (no 
spots in all ears crossed with bz-rcv) in the indicated outcross family 
Outcross Presence of Mutator Presence of Spots 
Family Activity with bz-rcv 
1. 83 8225-10 + (5/44)* + (30/30)^ 
2. 83 8226-2 + (4/40) + (16/16) 
3. 82 2067-4 
- (0/40) - (0/10) 
4. 82 2067-7 
- (0/31) - (0/13) 
5. 82 2067-8 + (3/45) + (10/12) 
^ (number of of selfed ears displaying new seedling mutants/total number of selfed ears in 
the indicated outcross family). 
^ (number of ears with spots/total number of ears within the indicated outcross family). 
Table 4.2.29. Cv:Mu content of the Mutator-outcross family 83 8225-10 (line 1, Table 4.2.28). 
Many plants within this outcross family were prolific; it was therefore possible to 
obtain both a self and a testcross ear from many plants. Only ears with greater 
than 100 kernels are included. Analysis of the progeny of the cross of Sh bz/sh bz 
(Mutator-related) by the indicated tester. Most spotted kernels exhibited a high 
pattern (9b) 
Tested Kernel number(%) 
Plant 
Bronze Round Bronze Shrunken No. 
Spotted Nonsp Spotted Nonsp Cv:Mu^ 
A.) Results from the cross: Sh bz/sh bz (Mutator-related") X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv 
1. 84 2326-1/2240-7 196 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 6 
2. 84 2326-10/2239-13 56 (88.9) 7 (11.1) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 3 
3. 84 2327-7/2233-5 252 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 7 
4. 84 2328-13/2233-6 112 (99.1) 1 (0.9) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 5 
5. 84 4510y-6/4630-7 90 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 5 
6. 84 4510y-7/4632-12 292 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 7 
B.) Results from the cross: Sh bz/sh bz ( Mutator - related") X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
7. 84 2326-3t/2231-2 95 (54.3) 3 (1.7) 0 (0.0) 77 (44.0) 4 
8. 84 2326-4/2239-9 94 (50.0) 4 (2.1) 0 (0.0) 90 (47.9) 4 
9. 84 2326-8/2231-5 119 (52.0) 4 (1.7) 5 (2.2) 101 (44.1) 5 
10. 84 2326-11/2231-3 100 (50.3) 2 (1.0) 4 (2.0) 93 (46.7) 5 
11. 84 2327-1/2231-13 104 (56.2) 1 (0.5) 4 (2.2) 76 (41.1) 8 
12. 84 2327-3/2231-5 144 (51.4) 7 (2.5) 4 (1.4) 125 (44.6) \ 
13. 84 2327-6/2230-llt 157 (50.3) 9 (2.9) 8 (2.6) 138 (44.2) 
14. 84 2327-9/2231-9 54 (49.5) 5 (4.6) 4 (3.7) 46 (42.2) 
15. 84 2327-10/2231-10 152 (47.5) 6 (1.9) 5 (1.6) 157 (49.1) 4 
16. 84 2327-12/4636-1 73 (51.8) 3 (2.1) 0 (0.0) 65 (46.1) 4 
17. 84 2328-5/2231-10 91 (48.9) 2 (1.1) 4 (2.2) 89 (47.8) 5 
18. 84 2328-6/2233-11 75 (49.0) 2 (1.3) 2 (1.3) 74 (48.4) 4 
19. 84 2328-8/4636-3 110 (44.0) 1 (0.4) 3 (1.2) 136 (54.4) 5 
20. 84 2328-10/2233-8 137 (50.7) 7 (2.6) 5 (1.9) 121 (44.8) 4 
21. 84 2328-11/2231-8 158 (51.8) 6 (2.0) 5 (1.6) 136 (44.6) 5 
22. 84 4510y-lt/4632-7 97 (47.8) 3 (1.5) 3 (1.5) 100 (49.3) 4 
C.) Results from the cross; Sh bz/sh bz (Mutator-related) X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz 
23. 84 2327-5/2239-15 157 (52.2) 144 (47.8) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 4 
^ Minimum number of independently segregating Cv:Mu to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square 
value at the 0.05 level. 
^ The observed ratio is significantly different at the 0.05 level from the expected ratios 
for all possible numbers of independently segregating Cv:Mu. 
Table 4.2.30. Cv:Mu content of an a-mum2 line (Figure 3.6) 
Results of the cross : A/a-mum2 Sh Bz/Sh bz-rcv X A/A. Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Kernel Number 
Cross Colored Bronze Chi- Chi-
Sp^ Low Sp Nonsp square^ square 
84g 184-21/185-8 149 116 10 25 ** 
-22/185-8 113 68# 9 34# ** 
-23/185-8 114 93 6 23 ** 
-24/185-8 145 89## 15# 74## ** 
-25/185-8 144 123® + 3 34 ** 
-26/185-8 109 84 3 13 ** 
-27/185-8t 133 116 4 30 ** 
rows containing 85 1737# 85 1735# 85 1738# 
selected kernels (Table 4.2, 30) (Table 4.2, 30) 
85 1731-32## 85 1733-34## 
(Table 4.2. ,30) (Table 4.2. ,30) 
85 1736y## 
(Table 4.2. 33) 
85 5660y+ 
^ Usually 9b spotting. 
^ Low spotting — l-3b. This pattern in not heritable (see Chapter 4.2.2.2). 
^ Test of the expected 2:1:1 ratio of colored:spotted:nonspotted expected for the 
segregation of one Cv:Mu. The low spotted class was pooled with the nonspotted because this low 
mutability was not heritable (see Chapter 4.2.2.2). 
^ Test of the expected 4:3:1 ratio of colored:spotted:nonspotted expected for the 
segregation of two Cv:Mu. The low spotted class was pooled with the nonspotted because this low 
mutability was not heritable (see Chapter 4.2.2.2). 
® One spotted kernel was shrunken. This kernel was due to the origin of a new sh allele, 
sh855660v. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
** The observed ratio is significantly different than the expected at 
the 0.01 level. 
Table 4.2.31. Relation of Cv:Mu activity to a-muni2 mutability (Figure 3.6). This test was 
performed with spotted (Part A) and nonspotted (Part B) selections from the cross: 
a-mum2/A Sh Bz/Sh bz-rcv X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcy 
Results from the cross: A/a-mum2 for A/A) Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv (or Sh bz-
rcv/sh bz) Cv:Mu (or no Cv:Mu) X a/a. Sh Bz/Sh Bz 
Rows a-mum2/A 
(Mutable) 
A Constitution 
(Number of Ears) 
a-mum2/A 
(Nonmutable) 
4/A 
A. without Cv:Mu 
85 1733 0 5 5 
1734 0 9 5 
1738 0 9 5 
Total 0 23 15 
B. with Cv:Mu 
85 1731 
1732 
1737 
6 
8 
9 
0 
0 
0 
7 
4 
4 
Total 23' 15 
^ See Table 4.2.32 for phenotypic frequencies. 
Table 4.2.32. Phenotypic frequencies of ears displaying a-mum2 mutability in the a-mvun2/Cv 
relationship test (Table 4.2.31). Colored kernels, although present on these ears 
and comprising approximately 50% of the kernels, are not reported here 
Results from the cross*: A/a-mum2 for à/à) Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv (or Sh 
bz-rcv/sh bz) Cv:Mu (or no Cv:Mu) X a/a. Sh Bz/Sh Bz 
Cross Spotted Colorless No. 
Cv:Mu* 
1731-21/1832 127 4 4 
-22/1832 54 67 1 
-23/1109 105 31 2 
-24/1832 76 62 1 
-25/1832 66 45 1 
-26/a et 48 48 1 
1732-21/1832 69 4 3 
-22/1832 53 51 1 
-23/0757 106 15 3 
-24/1832 44 58 1 
-25/1111 66 4 3 
-26/1111 105 6 4 
-27/1832 88 68 1 
-28/1832 49 81 -
1737-21/1111 51 42 1 
-22/1832 73 4 3 
-23/1832 42 33 1 
-24/1111 95 25 2 
-25/1110 55 37 1 
-26/1110 45 44 1 
-27/1111 76 33 2 
-28/1110 47 18 2 
-29/1111 52 35 1 
^ Minimum number of independently segregating Cv:Mu to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square 
value at the 0.05 level. 
^ The observed ratio is significantly different from the expected ratios for all possible 
numbers of independently segregating Cv:Mu. 
Table 4.2.33. Confirmation test for the segregation of one Cv:Mu (from Table 4.2.30). See Figure 
3.6 
Cross Bronze Round Bronze Shrunken No. 
Sp Nonsp Sp Nonsp Cv:Mu^ 
A. Results of the cross: a-mum2/A (or A/A) Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv X A/A sh bz/sh bz 
85 1736y-21/1813 118 10 0 0 3 
B. Results of the cross: a-mum2/A (or A/A) Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X ^A. sh bz/sh bz 
85 1736y-22/1813 52 14 3 51 2 
y-23/1810 52 72 1 114 1 
y-24/1810 76 12 2 63 3 
^ Minimum number of independently segregating Cv:Hu to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square 
value at the 0.05 level. With the exception of 85 1736y-23, all ratios are also not significantly 
different from the tabular value plus one. 
Table 4.2.34. Response of Mutator - derived bz-mus alleles to Cy- containing lines. The response of 
the bz-mus alleles was recorded as (+) = no spots and (') = spots 
Results of the cross: Sh bz-mus/Sh bz-mus X sh bz/sb bz Cv 
Allele Response # Ears with Spots/Total 
bz-mus4 + 8/8 
bz-mus7 + 11/11 
bz-mus8 
- 0/11 
Ul 
Ui 
G\ 
Table 4.3.1. Summary of Çy loss events in ear and plant sectors and in 
Type II discordant plants 
Event Cross* Cv-containing Cross* 
Parent 
A. Ear sectors: 
81 2035-20t/2131 T1 
82 2355-4t/4323-7 T1 
82 4325z-1/2402-9 T1 
83 2610x-6/2714-2t T1 
83 2609-l/2725-5t ^ T3 
83 2627-7/2712-8 T1 
83 2628-7t/2714-2t T1 
83 2639-3/2711-9 Tl 
83 2809y-l/2808y-2 ^ T5 
84 21382-21/2234-11: T5 
80g 37-3/45 Tl 
81 2012-1/1950 Tl 
81 2022-26/2131 T2 
82 4405-7/4323-It Tl 
82 4328z-3/4317-5t Tl 
82 2354-6/2419-5 Tl 
82 2354-6t/4323-2 Tl 
82 2355.lt/4323-4 Tl 
82 4330V/2531-2 Tl 
83 2609-7up/2725-2t T5 
Cross genotypes are as follows: 
cross Tl 
cross T2 
cross T3 
cross T4 
cross T5 
cross T6 
cross T7 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz 
sh bz/sh bz Cv 
sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz Cv 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv 
Cv X Sh bz/sh bz 
X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 
Cv X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz. 
tested). 
Number of plants with receptor function/total tested (row 
(row tested). 
Number of plants with regulatory-element function/total tested 
See Table 4.3.2 for the figures associated with certain primary 
families. 
® The basis of this loss of mutability must be the absence of an 
active C%, since an active receptor was introduced from the pollen 
parent. These loss events are not included in the 20 cases used to 
calculated rates of Cy loss (Table 4.3.2) because they did not arise as 
outlined in Figure 4.3.2. 
These loss events were not incluùsd in the 20 cases used to 
calculate rate of C% loss (Table 4.3.2) because they did not arise as 
outlined in Figure 4.3.2. 
S The single ear which lacked receptor function likely represents 
a crossover. 
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Test of Receptor Test of Regulatory Primar; 
Function Function® Family' 
7/7 (84 2144y) 0/12 (84 2124) 80g37-3 
7/7 (83 2631) 0/9 (84 4521) 812012-1 
5/5 (84 2146y) 0/10 (84 2122) 80g38-3 
7/7 (84 2147y) 0/13 (84 2120) 80g37-3 
e 80g38-7 
5/5. (84 2145z) 0/12 (84 2123) 80g38-6 
5/68 (84 21442) 0/15 (84 2126) 80g38-6 
4/4 (84 4605y) 0/13 (84 4519) 812012-1 
e 80g401-4 
e 80g38-7 
Table 4.3.1. Continued 
Event Cross* Cv-containing Cross® 
Parent 
B. Plant sectors: 
82 4405-7t/4322-7t Tl^ 
83 2844z-3/2731z-l T4^ 
80g 37-3/45 T1 
82 4333z-2/4321-8 T1 
^ The main-stalk ear associated with this C^ loss event contained 
one or more active Cv. 
^ The tiller ear associated with this C^ loss event contained one 
or more active Cv. 
J Since only half of the round selections from cross T4 used in 
the test of receptor function would be expected to carry the bz-rcv 
allele, this result is consistent with a C% loss event. 
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Test of Receptor Test of Regulatory Primarv 
Function Function® Family 
5/5 (83 2601y) 0/10 (83 2604) 80g37-3 
1/5J (84 2140y) 0/12 (84 2135) 80g38-5 
I 
Table 4.3.1. Continued 
Event Cross* Cv-containing Cross* 
Parent 
C. Type II discordant plants 
82 2355-6/4321-2 Tl. 81 2012-1/1950 T1 
82 2356-2/4321 Tik 81 2012-3t/2131 T1 
82 2358-9/4320-1 T1 81 2012-7/2131 T1 
82 4325w/2519-lt = Til 81 2014-2/2013-5 T5 
82 4332u-l/2517-lt T1 81 2229-8/2137 T2 
83 2601X-5/2740-9 Tim 82 4405-7/4323-It T1 
83 2622X-2/2712-8 T1 82 2329-4/2434-4 T2 
83 2622X-6/2712-6 Tin 82 2329-4/24334-4 T2 
83 2634X-1/2714-2 T1 82 2355-1/4315-8 T1 
83 2844y-l/2727-3 T6 82 4333Z-2/4318-8 T1 
83 2844y-2/2727-4 T6 82 4333Z-2/4318-8 T1 
83 5213Z-3/2740-7 T1 82 4233/4317-lt T2 
83 5213Z-5/5325-8 ^ T7 82 4233/4317-lt T2 
The two tiller ears from cross T1 and associated with this C% 
loss event also contained no Cv. 
The tiller ear from cross T1 and associated with this C^ loss 
event also contained no Gjr. Since 82 4325w had been used as a male it 
was possible, in crosses with the resulting progeny, to determine that 
the tassel of this plant also lacked any active C% elements. This loss 
event was not included in the 20 cases used to calculated rates of Cy 
loss (Table 4.3.2) because it did not arise as outlined in Figure 4.3.2 
™ This ear contained two widely separated low-spotted kernels in 
the middle of the ear. The centric location and wide separation of the 
low-spotted kernels does not support the hypothesis that they were 
part of a small Cy-containing sector not included in the larger Cy loss 
event. The mutability of one of the spotted kernels (2-3 a-b) did not 
prove to be heritable in a testcross by a sh bz line; the resulting ear 
(84 2213z/2222-13t) was entirely nonspotted. 84 2213z may represent a 
transient activation of Cy, or an activation confined to the endosperm. 
The second low-spotted kernel has not been tested. 
^ This ear contained a single one-spot kernel. This kernel has 
not been tested, but this phenotype has been shown to be nonheritable; 
it is likely this kernel did not contain Cv. 
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Test of Receptor Test of Regulatory Priraar; 
Function Function^ Family' 
5/6® (83 2644y) 0/7 (83 2645) 812012-1 
4/4 (83 2643x) 0/15 (83 2738) 812012-3t 
3/3 (83 2643y) 0/5 (83 2644x) 812012-7 
3/3 (83 2803x) 0/5 (83 2802y) 812014-2/2013-5 
3/3 (83 2641y) 0/6 (83 2642) 80g38-5 
4/4 (84 2149y) 0/11 (2149y) 80g37-3 
5/6S (84 2147Z) 0/15 (84 2128) 80g38-5 
4/53 (84 2150z) 0/14 (84 2129) 80g38-5 
4/5S (84 4606z) 0/14 (84 4518) 812012-1 
5/68 (84 2141z) 0/10 (84 2137) 80g38-5 
6/78 (84 2141y) 0/12 (84 2136) 80g38-5 
5/68 (84 2148y) 0/13 (84 2134) 80g38-3 
_e _e 80g38-3 
Table 4.3.2. Summary of rates of loss of Cy activity over the 1981, 1982 and 1983 seasons, grouped 
by primary families and pooled.over families (see Table 4.3.1 for specific losses of 
Cy and Figure 4.3.2 for the mode of their origins) 
Primary Number of Number of Percent Confidence Figure 
Family Plants^ Losses Loss Limits^ 
805137 24 0 0 0-11.7 
80g37-l 30 0 0 0-9.50 
80g37-2 69 0 0 0-4.25 
80g37-3 55 4 7.27 2.02-17.60 4.3.4 
80g37-4 18 0 0 0-15.3 
80g37-6 46 0 0 0-6.3 
80g37-7 29 0 0 0-9.8 
80g38-l 12 0 0 0-22.1 
80g38-3 33 2 6.06' 0.74-20.24 4.3.5 
80g38-5 120 6 5.00 1.86-10.56 4.3.6 
80g38-6 89 2 2.25 0.27-7.88 4.3.7 
80g38-7 31 0 0 0-9.21 
80g38-8 3 0 0 0-63.2 
80g401-l 62 0 0 0-3.86 
80g401-4 40 0 0 0-7.21 
80g401-6 24 0 0 0-11.7 
80g401-7 13 0 0 0-20.6 
80g402-l 61 0 0 0-4.79 
80g403-4 4 0 0 0-52.7 
812012-1 48 4 8.33 2.32-20.0 4.3.8 
812012-3 34 1 2.94 0.074-15.35 
812012-5 27 0 0 0-10.5 
812012-7 27 1 2.70 0.094-19.00 
812012-9 22 0 0 0-12.7 
812012-10 15 0 0 0-18.1 
TOTAL*^ 936 20 2.14 1.47-3.36 
^ This value overestimates the number of successful crosses within a 
family. 
^ See Table 4.3.1 for specific losses. 
^ It is 95% certain that the true rate of loss for a family lies 
within this interval (Tables 5 and 6, Mainland et al., 1956 and Chapter 3.12). 
^ The Chi-square value from the homogeneity test (34.86 with 24 
d.f.) was too small to rule out homogeneity, hence data were pooled across 
primary families. 
Ln 
OS 4N 
Table 4.3.3. Summary of rates of loss of Cy activity over the 1981, 1982 and 1983 seasons, grouped 
by the number of Cy present in the parents of the plant which exhibited loss of Cy 
activity (see Table 4.3.1 for specific losses of Cy and Figure 4.3.2 the mode of 
their origins) 
Number of Cy Number of Number of Percent Confidence 
in Parental Plants^ Losses^ Loss Limits^ 
Plant^ 
<1= 64 3 4.69 0.97-13.11 
If 218 6 2.75 1.02-5.90 
>1^ 22 1 4.54 0.12-22.82 
2 112 3 2.68 0.55-7.64 
3 244 4 1.64 0.45-4.14 
>3% 125 1 0.80 0.02-4.38 
?h 151 2 1.32 0.16-4.71 
TOTAL^ 936 20 
^ These values overestimate the number of successful crosses. 
^ See Table 4.3.1 for specific losses. 
^ It is 95% certain that the true rate of loss for a class lies within this interval (see 
Chapter 3.12). 
Number of Ç% present in the parent plant which gave rise to the seed tested for losses of 
mutability. This value is based on the segregation ratios of spotted round bronzernonspotted 
round bronze. The symbols < and > indicate less than and greater than respectively. See notes e, 
f, and g for clarifation. 
® The parental ears of these plants displayed ratios of spotted round bronzernonspotted 
round bronze that were significantly different (at the 0.05 level) from the expected for the 
segregation of one Cy (49:51). These deviations were due to an excess of nonspotted kernels. 
Type I aberrant ratios. 
^ The parental ears of these plants displayed ratios of spotted round bronze :nonspotted 
round bronze that were significantly different (at the 0.05 level) from the expected for the 
segregation of one Cy (49:51). These deviations were due to an excess of spotted kernels. Type II 
aberrant ratios. 
^ The parental ears of these plants displayed ratios of spotted round bronze :nonspotted 
round bronze that were significantly different (at the 0.05 level) from the expected for the 
segregation of three Cy (85.75:14.25). These deviations were due to an excess of spotted kernels, 
suggesting that more than three Cy elements were segregating. 
^ No segregation data are available for the parental ears of these plants, hence the number 
of Cy cannot be determined. 
^ The Chi-square value from the homogeneity test (36.18 with 5 d.f.) was large enough to 
rule out homogeneity. Although there is an inverse relationship between the rate of Cy loss and 
the number of Cy in the parental plants, this relationship is not statistically significant. When 
the classes associated with the aberrant ratios (notes e and f) and the last class (note h) are 
removed, there is no evidence to suggest the data are not homogeneous (Chi-square value for the 
homogeneity test=1.97 with 3 d.f.). 
Table 4.3.4. Summary of bz-rcv to bz-nCrcv) events 1980g-1985 
bz-'nfrcv^ 
Allele 
Origin Primary 
Family 
Results 
Chapter 
Figure 
A. Sh activity retained: 
80g 37-7 
82 4328Z-3 
82 4333x 
83 2618-3 
83 2834x-l^ 
83 5218y-2 
83 5305y-l 
83 5305y-3 
83 5305y-4 
83 5305Z-1 
83 5306W-1 
83 5306y-l 
83 5340y-lt 
83 9503-23 
84 4609Z-1 
85 1730v-l^ 
85 1730wC 
85 1730xC 
85 1730y^ 
ear sector on 80g 37-7/45 
ear sector of 82 4328z-3/4317-5t 
Type II discordant ear 82 4333x/4318 
Type II discordant ear 83 2618-3/2712-1 
ear sector on 83 2834x-l/2712-l 
Type II discordant ear 83 5218y-2/2715-1 
single kernel from 82 4209-33/2518-6t 
single kernel from 82 4209-33/2518-6t 
single kernel from 82 4209-33/2518-6t 
single kernel from 82 4209-32/2433-4 
single kernel from 82 4242-27/2432-8 
single kernel from 82 4241-24/2430-3 
plant sector 83 5340y-lt/5348-5 
ear sector on 83 9503-23/C sh bz 
single kernel on 83 5206z-2/5348-9t 
single kernel from 84g 182-25/185-8 
single kernel from 84 4925-21/4610 
single kernel from 84 4925-22/4610 
single kernel from 84 4925-23/4610 
80g37-7 4. 3. 2. 3, 1 4.3 .38 
80g38-7 4. 3. 2. 3, 1 4.3 .39 
80g38-5 4. 3. ,2. 5 4.3 .45 
812012-5 4. 3. 2. 5 4.3 .46 
80g38-5 4. 3. 2. 3. 1 4.3 .40 
80g38-5 4. 3, .2. 5 4.3 .47 
80g37-4 4. 3, .2. 2. 1 4.3 .23 
80g37-4 4. 3. 2. 2, 1 4.3 .24 
80g37-4 4. 3. 2. 2. 1 4.3 .25 
80g37-4 4. 3, .2. 2. 1 4.3 .26 
80g38-8 4. 3 .2. 2. 1 4.3 .27 
80g38-8 4. 3 .2. 2. 1 4.3 .28 
80g401-6 4, 3 .2. ,4. 1 4.3 .44 
80g401-l 4. 3 .2. 3. 1 4.3 .41 
80g38-5 4. .3 .2, ,2. 1 4.3 .29 
80g37-7 4. ,3 .2. ,2. 1 4.3 .30 
80g37-7 4, .3 .2, .2. 1 4.3 .31 
80g37-7 4. 3 .2, .2. 1 4.3 .32 
80g37-7 4, .3 .2, .2. 1 4.3 .33 
B. Simultaneous loss of Sh and receptor activity; 
82g 759 single kernel from 82 4242-21/2433-3 80g38-8 2. 2. 2 .1 4. 3 .33 
82g 760 ear sector on 82 4204/2434-8 80g37-4 2. 3. 2 .1 4. 3 .42 
83 52Hw® ear sector on 82 4338-3t/4321-5t 80g401-2 2. 3, .2 .2 4. 3 .43 
83 5211x-l^ single kernel from 4337-2/4321-8 80g401-2 2, 2, .2 .2 4. 3 .35 
83 5211y-2® single kernel from 82 2331-5/2519-4t 80g38-2 2, 2, .2 .3 4. 3 .36 
83 5212X-1 single kernel from 82 2342-7/4323-2 80g2012-9 2, 2 .2 .4 4. 3 .37 
^ Derivative of state bz-rcv824332v (Chapter 4.4.1.5.3). 
^ bz-rcv to bz-nfrcv) event took place in the presence of Cv:Mu. 
^ Derivative of multiple 9s gene loss phenomenon line (Chapter 4.3.2.1). 
^ Derivative of state bz-rcv80g402-l (Chapter 4.4.1.9). 
® There was a second confirmed sh bz kernel (83 5211y-l) from this ear. It is not know 
whether the two arose as a sector of two, or as two independent events. 
Table 4.3.5. Losses of mutability in sectors on kernels from the cross: C sh bz/C sh bz Cv X C 
Sh bz-rcv/C Sh bz-rcv (Figure 4.3.10) 
Cross Bronze Round— 
9b Spotted 
Wo/losses W/losses 
Nonspotted No. 
83 2632Z-4/2725-5 97 26 # 11 4 
rows containing 84 4928y # 
selected kernels (Table 4.3.6A) 
^ Minimum number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value 
at the 0.05 level. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.3.6. Test of kernels exhibiting sectors of loss of mutability (from Table 4.3.5) for the 
loss of the Ç allele, calculations of the degree of penetrance and map distance 
between Sh and the breakpoint and test of transmittance of the chromosome exhibiting 
the multiple 9s gene loss phenomenon (Figure 4.3.10) 
Colored 
Cross Round Shrunken —Calculated Values Chi-
Wo/losses W/losses Wo/losses W/losses Pen^ Map Distance^ square 
A. Test for the loss of the G allele from the cross: 
c sh Bz wx/c sh Bz wx X C Sh bz-•rcv/C sh bz Gx 
84 3316B/4928y-3 119 6 4.8 74 1 
e e 
** 
" / -4 195 74 27.5 147 11 34.5 20.2 ** 
" / -5 68 34 33.3 29 3 42.7 22.0 ** 
84 5338/ -8 160 43 21.2 170 19 3Ig2 32.2 
84 5339/ -9 41 3 6.8 24 0 — * 
" / -10 102# 104# 50.5 121 26 68.2 25.9 ** 
rows containing 85 1712y# 85 1711# 
selected kernels (Table 4.3.7) (Table 4.3.7) 
85 1712z# 
(Table 4.3.7. 4.3.8) 
B. Test of transmittance of C Sh bz-rcv chromosome in the cross: 
C sh bz/C sh bz X C Sh bz-rcv/C sh bz 
Bronze 
Round Shrunken Chi-
Sp Nsp Sp Nsp square® 
3318Ax-t/4928y-3 208 47 5 203 * 
3318Ay / -4 64 3 0 58 
3318Ay / -5 36 23 0 64 
3319-t / -8t 95 29 4 158 * 
3319-t / -9 69 109 1 121 ** 
3323A / -10 170 56 2 196 
^ Percent round with losses/total round. 
^ Pen - Penetrance, see Chapter 4.3.2.1.3 for method of calculation; 
these values have been rounded. 
^ See Chapter 4.3.2.1.3 for the method of calculation; these values 
were calculated from unrounded Pen values. 
^ Significantly different at the 0.05 (*) and 0.01 (**) levels from the ratio listed below: 
ratio phenotypes 
1:1 round: shrunken. 
® Calculations were not possible on these ears due to the very low rates of loss of C%. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.3.7. Relation of Ç% to the multiple 9s gene loss phenomenon (Figure 4.3.5) 
Cross Cv content 
(bz-rcv source) 
G losses 
(cshBzwx source) 
A. Selections (without losses) from Table 4.3.6A: 
85 1712y-l 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 
- 6  
-7 
- 8  
-9 
-10 
-11. 
-12 
-13 
+ 
+ 
+ 
(1821) 
(1821) 
(1830) 
(1821) 
(1821) 
(1821) 
(1821) 
(1821) 
(1821) 
(1821) 
(1821) 
(1821) 
(1821) 
(1716) 
(2523) 
(2524) 
(2526) 
(2522) 
(1717) 
(1717) 
(2522) 
(1717) 
(1717) 
(2523) 
(2524) 
(2525) 
B. Selections (with losses) from Table 4.3.6A: 
85 1711-1 + 1821) + (1716) 
-2 + 1821) + (1716) 
-3 + 1829) + (1716) 
-4 + 1821) + (1714) 
-5 + 1821) + (1714) 
-6 + 1821) + (1717) 
-7 + 1821) + (1718) 
-8 + 1821) + (1716) 
-9 1821) - (1714) 
-10 + 1821) _f (1714) 
-llS + 1821) + (1714) 
-12 + 1821) 
-13 + 1830) + (1714) 
-14 + (1714) 
-15 + 1830) + (1716) 
85 1712z + 1821) + (1717)h 
^ The presence of spotting from the following cross indicates is present: C Sh bz-rcv/c 
sh Bz wx X C Sh bz-rcv/C sh bz. 
As measured by the appearance of colorless sectors on colored kernels from the cross: c 
sh Bz wx/c sh Bz wx X C Sh bz-rcy/c sh Bz wx. When 85 1714 was used as the female tester, the 
cross was c sh Bz wx/C Sh Bz Wx X C Sh bz-rcv/c sh Bz wx. 
^ All kernels from this cross were colored and in the ratio of 1:1 round:shrunken. This 
plant was likely due to a crossover, yielding the genotype C Sh Bz wx/c sh Bz wx. 
Only very rare spotting was present. 
Few breaks present. 
Very occasional breaks present. 
Bronze kernels were present in a 1:1 ratio of spotted:nonspotted. 
See Table 4.3.8. 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h 
Table 4.3.8. Heritability of kernel 85 1712z (from Table 4.3.6A) which had an increased rate of 
losses of Ç from the cross; c sh Bz wx/c sh Bz wx X. C Sh bz-rcv/c sh Bz wx. The 
pattern of C losses exhibited by this state is illustrated in Photograph 4.3.1 
Cross Colored —Colorless Chi-
Round Shrunken Round Shrunken square® 
Wo/losses W/losses Wo/losses W/losses 
85 1717/1712Z 134 84 6 0 16 180 * 
^ - significantly different (at the 0.05 level) from the ratio listed below: 
ratio phenotypes 
1:1 round ; shrunken. 
Table 4.3.9. Summary of 11 bz-nfrcv") alleles (Sh activity retained) 
that arose as single kernel events 
bz-nfrcvY* Ear Which 
Gave Rise 
to the 
Exceptional 
Event 
Cross Receptor Regulatory Regu-
Activity^ Element latory 
Activity Element 
(Alternative Activity 
Test) 1 
835305y-l 82 4209-33/2518-6t T1 
835305y-3 82 4209-33/2518-6t T1 
835305y-4 82 4209-33/2518-6t T1 
8353052-1 82 4209-32/2433-4 T1 
2/2 
3/3 
1/3 
3/3 
n.t.J 
n.t. 
n.t. 
n.t. 
^ See Table 4.3.4 for the primary family and Figure associated 
with each bz-nfrcv) allele. 
^ Cross genotypes that gave rise to the exceptional nonspotted 
kernels are as follows: 
T1 
T2 
T3 
T4 
Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv:Mu X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Sh bz-rcv/- Bz'-2 Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4. 
^ (-) indicates lack of receptor activity. See Figure 3.8 and 
Chapter 3.15 for testing strategy. 
^ (+) indicates homozygote viability. See Table 4.3.16. 
® See Table 4.3.18. 
^ N indicates normal transmittance, PR indicates possibly reduced 
transmission. See Table 4.3.14 and Table 4.3.15 for crosses and data 
for the tests of female and male transmission respectively. 
S (+) indicates anther fluorescence under UV irradiation. See 
Table 4.3.17. 
^ (+) indicates the presence of regulatory-element activity. See 
Figure 3.8 and Chapter 3.15 for testing stategy. 
^ Number of plants with regulatory activity/total tested. See 
Figure 3.8 and Chapter 3.15 for testing stategy. 
J Indicates not tested. 
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Female Male Homozygote Anther Plant 
Trans- Trans- Viability^ Flour- Color® 
mlttance mlttance escence® 
N n.t. + + Bronze 
N + n.t, 
N N + Bronze 
N N + Bronze 
Table 4.3.9. Continued 
bz-nfrcv)^ Ear Which Cross Receptor Regulatory Regu-
Gave Rise Activity® Element latory 
to the Activity Element 
Exceptional (Alternative Activity 
Event Test) 
835306W-1 82 4242-27/2432-8 T1 2/7 n.t. 
835306y-l 82 4241-25/2421-1 T1 2/3 n.t. 
844609z-l 83 5206z-2/5348-9t T2 4/5 n.t. 
851730V-1 84g 182-25/185-8 T3 n.t. + 
851730W 84 4925-21/4610-2t T4 n.t. + 
851730X 84 4925-22/4610-2 T4 n.t. + . 
851730y 84 4925-24/4610-t T4 n.t. + 
Transmittance through the male gametophyte was not assayed 
directly, however the lack of significant deviations from the expected 
ratio from a self (Table 4.3.16), combined with the normal female 
transmission argue for normal male transmission. 
^ Although some kernel abortion was present on the selfed ear 
carrying this nonresponsive allele, this abortion is apparently not 
associated with the nonresponsive allele, because the Chi-square value 
for 3:1 coloredrbronze is nonsignificant (Table 4.3.16). 
^ There is no evidence for lethality of the homozygote because 
the Chi-square values from selfed ears are not significantly different 
than the expectation (Table 4.3.16). 
^ The ratio on one of two ears was suggestive of reduced 
transmission. The ratio on the remaining ear was that expected for 
normal transmission. Hence, taking into account the normal ratios that 
arose from crosses as a male (Table 4.3.15) and selfs (Table 4.3.16) it 
seems likely that the single aberrant ear is not indicative of reduced 
female transmission, rather this ratio is a chance deviation from the 
expected. 
° Although initial observations indicated that significant 
deviations from the expected ratios appeared on selfed ears 
(Table 4.3.16), this phenomena has been shown to unrelated to bz-
n(rcv)835306v-l (see Chapter 4.3.2.2.1). 
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Female Male Homozygote Anther Plant 
Trans- Trans- Viability Flour- Color® 
mittance mittance escence® 
PR" N + Bronze 
N N +o + n.t. 
N N + + Bronze 
n.t. N n.t. n.t. n.t. 
N N n.t. n.t. n.t. 
N N n.t. n.t. n.t. 
N N n.t. n.t. n.t. 
Table 4.3.10. Test of male and female transmission of bz-nfrcv')835306v-l from colored round 
selections from an ear (Table 4.3.16) which exhibited reduced bz-n(rcv')835306v-l 
transmission (Figure 4.3.28) 
Female Transmission Bronze Colored Chi- Male Transmission Bz CI Chi-
Sh bz-n^rcv")/- Bz'-2 X Round Shrunken square^ sh bz/sh bz X Rd Sh square^ 
sh bz/sh bz Sh bz-n(rcv)/- Bz'-2 
A. Selections from 84 3007z-21 self, which exhibited reduced bz-n(rcv) 
transmission; 
85 1721-1/1811 134 124 85 1813/1721-1 169 178 
-2/1812 61 56 1813/ -2 143 163 
. -4/1821 85 72 1813/ -4 154 212 
-5/1813 129 133 1813/ -5 157 168 
-6/1811 51 45 1813/ -6 165 183 
-8/1810 81 82 1814/ -8 183 158 
-9/1817 156 121 * 1813/ -9 148 155 
-10/1813 35 32 1814/ -10 64 91 
-11/1813 75 89 1814/ -11 224 262 
-12/1810 89 82 1816/ -12 159 129 
B. Control: selections from 84 3007z-22 self, which exhibited normal bz-
n(rcv') transmission: 
85 1813/1720-2 149 147 
1812/ -2 102 87 
1-3/1810 100 90 
-4/sh bz 88 83 1810/ -4 83 79 
1813/ -4 121 83 
-5/1810 85 73 1812/ -5 94 117 
-6/1810 145 137 1814/ -6 142 124 
-7/1812 106 81 1814/ -7 157 160 
-8/1813 56 73 
-11/1810 55 46 
-13/1810 46 52 
* = significantly different (at the 0.05 level) from the ratio 
listed below 
ratio : phenotypes: 
1:1 bronze : colored. 
^ This ear had two adjacent shrunken bronze kernels. 
Table 4.3.11. Summary of six putative deficiencies that arose as single 
kernel and ear sector events 
Putative Ear Which 
Deficiency Gave Rise 
to the 
Exceptional 
Event 
A. Single Kernel Events^: 
shbz82p759 82 4242-21/2433-3 Tl n.t.j n.t. 
shbz835211x-l 82 4337-2/4321-8 Tl n.t. 3/13 
cshbz835211v-2 82 2331-5/2519-4t T2 n.t. 0/5 
shbz835212x-l 82 2342-7/4323-2 Tl n.t. 0/6 
Cross Test of Alternative 
Receptor Test of 
Function® Receptor 
Function® 
^ Cross that gave rise to the exceptional event. Genotypes are 
as follows : 
cross Tl: Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
cross T2: Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cv X sh bz/sh bz. 
^ See Table 4.3.4 for the primary family, Figure and Results 
section associated with each putative deficiency. 
^ Rate of female transmission of the putative deficiency allele, 
N and R indicate normal and reduced transmission respectively 
(Table 4.3.12). 
Test of the stability of the new ^  alleles in the presence of 
Cv. S indicates stability. 
® (-) indicates no mutability present in a modified Test of 
Receptor Function, see test. 
Number of ears without G function/total in Test of Ç Function. 
S Number of ears evidencing mutability/total in Alternative Test 
of Receptor Function. 
^ Number of ears evidencing mutability/total in Alternative Test 
of Regulatory-Element Function. 
^ See Chapter 4.3.2.2.2. 
J Indicates no test performed. 
The presence of ear exhibiting mutability may not be indicative 
of receptor functionality, see Chapter 4.3.2.2.2.2. 
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Alternative Test Female Test of 
Test of of Ç _ Transmission^ sh Stability 
Regulatory Function 
Element 
Function 
12/15 0/10 n.t. S 
14/14 0/11 n.t. S 
7/14 3/7 N S 
n.t. n.t. n.t. S 
Table 4.3.11. Continued 
Putative Ear Which Cross* Test of Alternative 
Deficiency Gave Rise Receptor Test of 
to the Function® Receptor 
Exceptional Function® 
Event 
B. Ear Sectors^: 
shbz82g760 82 4204/2434-8 T1 - n.t, 
cshbz835211w 82 4338-3t/4321-5t T2 n.t. n.t. 
^ See Chapter 4.3.2.3.2. 
584 
Alternative Test Female Test of 
Test of of Ç Transmission® sh Stability 
Regulatory Function 
Element 
Function 
n.t. 0/11 n.t. n.t. 
7/11 6/11 R S 
Table 4.3.12. Analysis of the female transmission of two putative deficiencies which exhibit a 
loss of function of the Ç, Sh, and Bz loci 
Kernel Number 
CI sh cl sh % cl sh^ Chi-
square 
A. cshbz835211v-2^: 
Results from the cross: c sh bz?/C sh bz X c sh Bz/c sh Bz 
85 5639-22/5636 139 165 54.3 
-23/5636 83 87 51.2 
B. cshbz835211w'^: 
Results from the cross: c sh bz-n(rcv)/C - bz-m4 X c sh Bz/c sh Bz 
85 5641-21/5636 160 81 33.6 ** 
-22/5636 80 32 28.6 ** 
-23/5637 241 88 26.7 ** 
-25/5637 148 74 33.3 ** 
-26/5637 85 42 33.1 ** 
^ 100 X cl sh/total. 
^ Test of a 1:1 ratio. 
^ See Table 4.3.11A. 
^ See Table 4.3.11B. 
** Significantly different (at the 0.05 level) from a 1:1 ratio. 
Table 4.3.13. Summary of eight bz-n(rcv') alleles that arose as ear and plant sectors and Type II 
discordant ears 
bz-n(rcvV Parents of the 
Plant that Gave 
Rise to the 
bz-n(rcv) 
Cross Receptor 
Activity^ 
Regulatory 
Element 
Activity® 
Female 
Trans-
Male 
Trans-
mittance mittance 
Homozygote 
Viability^ 
A. Ear Sectors: 
80g37-7 80 5137/5621 T1 0/6 
824328Z-3 81 2201-24/2135 T1 0/2 
832834X-1 82 4332y/4317-l T1 0/5 
839503-23 81 4755/3540 T2 0/7 
2/12 
6/12 
5/5 
6/11 
nS 
N 
N 
Kfg 
r' Î 
B. Plant Sector : 
835340y-lt 81 4150-21/4314-8t T1 0/6 13/14 N N 
C. Type II Discordant Ears; 
824333% 81 2229-10/2137 T1 0/2 
832618-3 82 2357y-lt/4323-3t T1 0/4 
835218y-2 82 4332z-2t/4320-4 T1 0/6 
3/3 
11/12 
12/12 
N 
nS 
nS 
PR'' 
^ See Table 4.3.4 for the primary family, Figure, and Results section associated with each 
bz-nCrcv) allele. 
^ Cross that gave rise to the kernel which expressed nonspotted tissue. Genotypes are as 
follows : 
cross Tl: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
cross T2: Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 Cv X sh bz/sh bz. 
^ Number of plants with receptor activity/total tested. See Figure 3.8 and Chapter 3.15 for 
testing stategy. 
® Number of plants with regulatory activity/total tested. See Figure 3.8 and Chapter 3.15 
for testing stategy. 
^ N indicates normal transmittance, PR indicates possibly reduced transmission, R indicates 
reduced transmission. See Table 4.3.14 and Table 4.3.15 for female and male transmission 
respectively. 
(+) indicates homozygote viability, (-) indicates the lack of homozgyote viability (See 
Table 4.3.16). 
S The deviations from the expected ratios in Table 4.3.15 all result in an excess of bz-
nfrcv) kernels. 
^ Transmittance through the male gametophyte was not assayed directly, however the lack of 
significant deviations from the expected ratio from a self (Table 4.3.16), combined with the normal 
female transmission argue for normal male transmission. 
^ There is no evidence for lethality of the homozygote because the Chi-square values from 
selfed ears are not significantly different than the expectation (Table 4.3.16). 
J Although some kernel abortion was present on the selfed ear carrying this nonresponsive 
allele, this abortion is apparently not associated with the nonresponsive allele, because the Chi-
square value for 3:1 colored:bronze is nonsignificant (Table 4.3.16). 
Table 4.3.14. Female transmission of 19 bz-n(rcv) alleles 
bz-nfrcv^ Cross^ Type of Bronze Colored Ghi-
Allele Cross^ Round— Shrunken Round Shrunken square^ 
Sp. Nsp. Sp. Nsp. 
80g 37-7 2143Z-22/2224-5 T3 0 217 0 141 0 0 
-23/2223-4 T3 0 105 0 114 0 0 
-24/2223-1 T3 0 71 0 54 0 0 
82 4328Z-3 84 4808Z-3/4558-9 T4 0 129 0 118 110 114 
82 4333x 84 4807z-21/2830y-2 T4 0 89 0 84 87 91 
83 2618-3 84 2150y-21/2225-10 T3 0 210 0 143 0 0 
-22/2225-10 T3 0 81 0 67 0 0 
-23/2225-11 T3 0 111 0 112 0 0 
83 2834X-1 84 4811y-3/4647-6 T3 0 115 0 115 0 0 
y-4/4647-8 T3 0 168 0 148 0 0 
y-6/4647-12 T3 0 120 0 136 0 0 
83 5218y-2 84 2149Z-21/2225-8 T3 0 195 0 181 0 0 
-24/2225-7 T3 0 127 0 91 0 0 
83 5305y-l 83g 701-21/725 T1 75 47 1 42 0 0 
83 5305y-3 83g 702-1/725 T1 72 38 0 28 0 0 
-2/725, 726 T1 18 49 0 26 0 0 
83 5305y-4 83g 706-21/726 T1 39 71 0 43 0 0 
83 5305Z-1 83g 703-21/725 T1 70 35 2 41 0 0 
-22/725 T1 73 6 1 22 0 0 
85 1729Z-1/1810 T2 0 109 0 0 0 100 
-2/1813 T2 0 183 0 0 0 175 
-3/1814 T2 0 149 0 0 0 152 
83 5305w-l 83g 704-21/726 T1 12 48 1 53 0 0 
84 4811W-21/4642-12 T1 86 95 2 64 0 0 
83 5306y-l 83g 705-21/726 T1 48 21 1 21 0 0 
-22/726 T1 39 18 0 16 0 0 
83 5340y-lt 84 2148Z-23/2225-3 T3 0 116 0 111 0 0 
-25/2224-13 T3 0 76 0 58 0 0 
83 9503-23 84 2145y-21/2224-7 T3 0 175 0 104 0 0 ** 
-22/2223-13 T3 0 122 0 143 0 0 
-23/2224-12 T3 0 138 0 107 0 0 * 
-27/2224-7 T3 0 135 0 150 0 0 
84 4609Z-1 84 4609z-lt/4935-7 
-1/4645-12t 
T3 0 73 0 80 0 0 
4646-5t T3 0 159 0 134 0 0 
85 1730V-1 no count available 
85 1730w 85 1730W/1820-1 T3 0 72 0 55 0 0 
85 1730X 85 1730X/1818 T3 0 88 0 83 0 0 
85 1730y 85 1730y/1820-l T3 0 74 0 73 0 0 
Refer to Table 4.3.4 to obtain figure numbers that trace the development of these lines. 
Only representative ears are included in this table. 
T1 
T2 
T3 
T4 
Cross genotypes are as follows: 
Sh bz-nfrcv')/sh bz X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Sh bz-nCrcv)/- Bz'-2 Xsh bz/sh bz 
Sh bz-nfrcv)/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cy 
Sh bz-nfrcv)/sh bz X - Bz'-2/sh bz. 
* - significantly different (at the 0.05 level) from the ratios listed below 
** = significantly different (at the 0.01 level) from the ratios listed below 
cross type ratio phenotypes 
T1 3:1 round: shrunken 
T2 1:1 bronze round:colored shrunken 
T3, T4 1:1 round:shrunken. 
Table 4,3,15. Male transmission of 19 bz-n(rcv) alleles (Sh activity retained) 
bz-n(rcy) Cross* Type of 
Allele Cross 
Bronze Colored Chi-
Round Shrunken Round Shrunken square^ 
Nsp. Nsp. 
80g 37-7 no count available 
82 4328Z-3 84 4931/4808z-3t T1 60 49, 0 0 
82 4333x 85 1814/1727Z-26 T2 41 8^ 0 275 
83 2618-3 no count available 
83 2834X-1 no count available 
83 5218y-2 no count available 
83 5305y-l no count available 
83 5305y-3 no count available 
83 5305y-4 84 3002z-5/4924y-8 T2 115 0 0 98 
83 5305Z-1 85 1812/1729Z-2 T2 94 0 0 109 
83 5306W-1 84 4931/4922-3 T2 79 0 0 70 
83 5306y-l 84 4931/4921-3 T2 104 0 0 118 
83 5340y-lt 84 2222-14/2148Z-1 T1 59 44 0 0 
2222-12/ -5 T1 140 116 0 0 
83 9503-23 no count available 
84 4609Z-1 85 1810/1729y-l T2 61 0 0 59 
1813/ -2 T2 27 0 0 27 
85 1730V-1 85 1760/1730V-1 T3 43 39 41 49 
85 1730w 85 1760/1730W T3 62 74 51 63 
85 1730x 85 1760/1730% T3 40 46 42 48 
85 1730y 85 1760/1730y T3 44 44 67 46 
control 84 4930/4558-lt T4 0 139 0 130 
^ Refer to Table 4.3.4 to obtain figure numbers that trace the development of these lines. 
T1 
T2 
T3 
T4 
Cross genotypes are as follows: 
sh bz/sh bz X Sh bz-nfrcv)/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz X Sh bz-nfrcvt/- Bz'-2 
- Bz'-2/sh bz X Sh bz-nfrcv)/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz X - Bz'-2/sh bz. 
* = significantly different (at the 0.05 level) from the ratios listed below 
** = significantly different (at the 0.01 level) from the ratios listed below 
cross type ratio phenotypes 
Tl, T3 1:1 round:shrunken 
T2 1:1 bronze round:colored shrunken 
T4 1:1 bronze:colored. 
The appearance of bronze shrunken kernels in this cross is likely due to contamination. 
Table 4.3.16. Homozygous viability of bz-n(rcv') alleles 
bz-nfrcv) Selfed Cross^ Colored Bronze 
Allele Ears^ Round Shrunken Round 
80g 37-7 85 5607y-22 T1 260 76*^ 
82 4328Z-3 85 1727y-21 T1 2 1 1® 
-24 T1 2 1 1® 
-25 T1 2 1 1® 
82 4333x 85 1727Z-22 T1 2 1 1® 
-23 T1 1 1 0® 
-24 T1 1 1 0® 
-25 T1 1 1 0® 
83 2618-3 85 5608X-21 T1 138 25d 
-22 T1 -142 62^ 
83 2834X-1 85 5607Z-21 T1 49 27 27 
z-22 T1 bronze round present 
83 5218y-2 85 5608y-21 T1 -108 - 36^ 
-22 T1 -112 30^ 
83 5305y-l 84 4809 -21 T2 bronze round present 
-22 T2 bronze round present 
83 5305y-3 84 4810 -21 T2 157 0 67 
83 5305y-4 84 4924y-8 T1 168 84 86 
y-21 T1 264 109 138 
83 5305Z-1 84 4923 -1 T1 101 37 54 
-21 T1 217 91 84 
83 5306W-1 84 3007y-l T1 171 83 85 
83 5306y-l 84 4921 -21 T1 128 194 21 
-23 T1 123 77 53 
3007Z-21 T1 88# 61 28 
-22 T1 122## 68 62 
-23 T1 102 44 68 
Chi-
square^ 
f 
** no abortion 
much abortion 
some abortion 
no abortion 
some abortion 
some abortion 
** 
** 
* 
83 5340y-lt 
83 9503-23 
84 4609Z-1 
85 5608W-22 
85 5608Z-21 
84g 534-21 
T1 
T1 
-113-
-131-
42" 
58' 
T1 bronze round present 
rows containing 
selected kernels® 
85 1721 # 
(Table 4.3.10A) 
85 1720 ## 
(Table 4.3.10B) 
Cross genotypes are as follows: 
^ Refer to Table 4.3.4 to obtain figure numbers that trace the development of these lines. 
Tl: Sh bz-nYrcv)/-Bz'-2 selfed 
T2: Sh bz-nfrcvWSh Bz selfed. 
^ * •= significantly different (at the 0.05 level) from the ratio listed below 
** = significantly different (at the 0.01 level) from the ratio listed below 
cross : ratio : phenotypes: 
Tl, T2 3:1 colored:bronze. 
^ Indicates shrunken and round colored classes were bulked. 
® Estimated ratio. 
^ This ear was likely derived from a kernel arising from a crossover. 
® Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.3.17. Anther fluorescence under UV irradiation as conditioned by bz-n(rcv) alleles in 
homozygous form 
bz-nfrcv) 
Allele 
Row Figure^ Number of Plants with Fluorescent 
Anthers/Total 
83 5305y-l 85 1722 23 5/5 
83 5305y-3 1724 24 9/9 
83 5305y-4 1725 25 10/10 
83 5305Z-1 1726 26 3/3 
83 5306W-1 1757 27 6/6 
83 5306y-l 1758 28 10/10 
84 4609z-lt 5606 29 10/10 
^ These figures provide the origins of the lines tested for fluorescence. 
Table 4.3.18. Form of pigment produced in the tassels of plants homozygous for nonresponsive 
alleles and possessing the genetic potential to express pigmented plant tissue 
bz-nfrcv^ Row Figure* Number of Plants with 
Allele Bronze Tassels/Total 
83 5305y-l 1723 23 6/6 
83 5305y-4 1725 25 8/8 (some very dark bronze) 
83 5305Z-1 1726 26 9/9 (some very dark bronze) 
83 5306W-1 1757 27 10/10 
84 4609Z-1 5606 29 8/8 
^ These figures provide the origins of the lines tested for fluorescence. 
Table 4.3.19. Rate at which nonresponsive alleles are generated by bz-
rcv containing gametes from plants with Cy as recovered 
by the cross: Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz (see 
Figures 4.3.12 and 4.3.17 for the origin of these ears) 
Column 
1 
Ear Pop'l Total Number Number 
Size^ Putative Tested Confirmed 
bz-nfrcv)° 
82 2558-23/2424-4 227 
82 4209-32/2433-4 158 
82 4209-33/2518-6t 194 
82 4241-24/2430-3 167 
82 4242-27/2432-8 147 
7 5 0 
7 6 1 
7 4 3 
2 11 
7 7 1 
® Total bronze kernels (spotted and nonspotted). 
^ The number of bronze nonspotted kernels that arose via germinal 
loss of receptor activity as determined by the confirmation protocol 
outlined in Chapter 3.15. 
^ Putative bz-nfrcv) are represented by bronze nonspotted 
kernels. 
^ It is 95% certain that the true rate of germinal loss of 
receptor activity lies within this interval (Tables 5 and 6 Mainland et 
al., 1956). In order to use these tables it was necessary to round some 
values in Col. 9. This will have the tendency of expanding the 
interval, resulting in a confidence limit that encompasses more than 95% 
certainty. 
® Col. 5/Col. 4 (Tables 5 and 6, Mainland et al., 1956 and 
Chapter 3.12). 
^ Col. 3-Col. 4. 
® (Col. 6/100) X Col. 7. This operation is performed for both 
the minimum and maximum values provided in Col. 6. 
(Col. 5 + Col. 8)/Col. 2. This operation is performed for both 
the minimum and maximum values provided in Col. 8. 
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6 8 10 
Confirmation Number 
Frequency Untested 
(min.-max.) Putative 
(%)' bz-nCrcvV 
Add'l Rate of Confidence 
Confirmed Germinal Limits 
bz-n(rcv^ Loss (%) 
(min.-max.)® (min.-max.) 
(%)h 
Table 4.3.19. Continued 
Column 
1 
Ear Pop'l Total Number Number 
Size* Putative Tested Confirmed 
Total 893 30 23 6^ 
These six are bz-nfrcv)835305v-l. bz-n(rcv'>835305v-3. bz-
n(rcv)835305v-4. bz-nfrcv^835305z-l. bz-n('rcv)835305w-l. and bz-
n(rcv)835306v-l (Table 4.3.9). 
599 
8 10 
Confirmation Number 
Frequency Untested 
(min.-max.) Putative 
(%)' bz-n(rcvV 
Add'l Rate of 
Confirmed Germinal 
bz-nfrcv") Loss 
(min.-max.)S (min.-max.) 
(%)h 
Confidence 
Limits 
(%)d 
10.23-48.43 7 0.716-3.390 0.75-1.05 0.29-1.95 
Table 4.3.20. Rate at which nonresponsive alleles are generated in ear and plant sectors and in 
Type II discordant ears of plants which contain bz-rcy and Cv 
Population Number of Percent Confidence 
Size^ bz-nfrcv) Loss Limits 
Events^ 
936 0.43 0.12-1.09 
^ Number of plants tested for losses of mutability via the following cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Cv X sh bz/sh bz (or - bz-m4/- bz-m4). See Table 4.3.2 for a primary families associated with 
these loss events. 
y, o 
It is 95% certain that the true rate of loss lies within this interval (see Tables 5 and ° 
6, Mainland et al., 1956 and Chapter 3.12). 
^ Which occurred in this population in ear and plant sectors and Type II discordant plants 
(Table 4.3.13). 
Table 4.3.21. Rate of simultaneous loss of Sh and Bz functions 
Bronze Round Colored Round Total 
Spotted Nonspotted^ 
A. Phenotypic compositions 
of the populations from: 
Cross Tl^ 9454 4186 1348 29421 
Cross T2^ 2077 216 0 2293 
Population Number of Percent Confidence 
Size Losses® Loss Limits 
B. Assuming only Sh bz-rcv to sh bz-n(rcv) 
events occurred: 
Cross T1 13640 4 0.029 0.008-0.075 
Cross T2 2293 2 0.087 0.01-0.31 
TOTAL® 15933 6 0.038 0.014-0.082 
^ Includes seven shrunken execeptions. 
^ Cross Tl: Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Gy X sh bz/sh bz. 
° Cross T2: Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cv X sh bz/sh bz. 
^ These are exact values. 
® These values represent confirmed events, i.e., when these kernels were testcrossed by sh 
bz they produced ears which consisted entirely of bronze shrunken kernels. No attempt was made to 
account for exceptional kernels that failed to produce a testcross ear. 
^ It is 95% certain that the true rate of loss lies within this interval (extrapolation from 
Table 5, Mainland et al., 1956). 
S The Chi-square value from the homogeneity test (2.37 with 1 d.f.) was too small to rule as 
out homogeneity, hence the data were pooled over crosses. S 
Table 4.3.21. Continued 
C. Assuming both Sh bz-rcv to sh bz-nfrcv) 
and Sh Bz to sh bz events occurred: 
Cross T1 27128 4 0.015 0.004-0.037 
Cross T2 2293 2 0.087 0.01-0.31 
TOTAL^ 29421 6 0.020 0.0075-0.044 
Population^ Population Confidence Number of Percent Confidence 
sizeJ Limits Losses® Loss Limits 
D. Sh Bz to sh bz events from 
cross Tl in control populations™: 
77 5051 661098 18105 0 
78 5071 129007 6287 0 
78 5072" 383205 10603 0 
79 6201 700933 42755 0 
79 6202 914397 57002 0 
79 6203" 423887 33656 0 
82 8001 548394 62573 0 
82 8002 916696 72003 0 
TOTAL® 4677617 302983 0 0 0-6.8 X 10'7 
The Chi-square value from the homogeneity test (5.44 with 1 d.f.) was large enough at the 
0.05 level of significance to rule out homogeneity. However, at the 0.01 level this Chi-square 
value is not significant. 
^ Isolation plots (Peterson, 1978). 
J These are estimates generated by multiplying the average number of kernels/ear based on 50 
to 459 ears by the total number of ears in the population. 
^ It is 95% certain that the true population size lies with the interval defined by the 
estimated population size plus or minus this value. This value is a function of the standard error 
associated with the average number of kernels/ear. 
^ It is 95% certain that the true rate of lies lies within this interval (see Chapter 3.12). 
™ These data were provided by Dr. P.A. Peterson. 
o 
^ This population is a derivative of 63 1005/828, see Table 3.5. 
° There is no evidence to suggest that the rates of loss in these populations are not 
homogeneous, hence they were pooled. 
Table 4.4.1. Sunimary of the Tests of Inheritance and Basis for receptor-based states 
State Origin Prog Exc Associated Test of Test of 
(Fig) Pattern Pattern Tables Receptor^ Regulatory 
Element 
A.) Primary family 80g37-2 (Figure 4.4.1): 
832850X-1 4.4.2 9b 3-4,a-b,w/9a 4.4.2 1/9 2/7 
832850y-l 4.4.3 9b 4-5b,w/f9a 4.4.2 4/6 0/6 
832850y-2 4.4.4 9b 3-4,a-b,w/r9a 4.4.2 3/9 1/6 
B.) Primary family 80g37-3: 
822347-2 4.4.5 9b 3-4,a-b - 0/7 2/6 
C.) Primary family 80g37-6 (Figure 4.4.6): 
822447-5 4.4.7 high 4-5b^ 4.4.3 5/5 3/3 
824327X-2 4.4.8 high 4-5,b-c/9a 4.1.15-4.1.16 2/3 5/5 
832815y 4.4.9 4-5,b-c/9a 2-3,b-c/3-5a 4.1.15, 4.4.4 3/3 3/5 
844816X 4.4.10 4-5,b-c/9a 2-3b/2-3a 4.4.5 n.t. n.t. 
D.) Primary family 80g37-7: 
822444-3 4.4.11 high low-medium 4.4.6 modified 
test 
n.t. 
E.) Primary family 80g38-5 (Figure 4.4.12): 
812051-9 4.4. 13 9b 3-4,b-c/3-5a 4. 4. 7-4.8 7/7 2/2 
812051-10 4.4. 14 9b 2-5, a-b,w/r 9b 4. 4. 9 7/7 2/5 
824332y 4.4. 15 9b 4-5b/7-8a 4. 4. 10-4.4.11 n.t. 9/11' 
824333W 4.4. 16 9b 4-5b,w/r c-sp 4. 4. 12-4.4.13 4/6 2/2 
824333y 4.4. 17 9b 4-5,b-c/9a 4. 4. 12, 4.4.14 4/4® 2/2 
824334X-1 4.4. 18 9b l-2,b-c/4-5a 4. 4. 15-4.4.16 1/3 6/6 
832624y-l 4.4. 19 9b 4-5a-b,w/9b'^ 4, .4. 17-4.4.18 6/6 4/4 
F.) Primary family 80g38-6: 
832628-8% 4.4.20 9a-b 3a-b,w/rl9b 4.4.19 4/6 3/15 
—— — — o\ 
G.) Primary family 80g38-7 (Figure 4.4.21): S 
824326W-1 4.4.22 9a-b 5-6,a-c 4.4.20-4.4.21 2/2 6/6 
824326W-2 4.4.23 9a-b 3-4,a-c 4.4.20, 4.4.22 5/5 3/3 
^ Number of ears with spots/total crosses. Unless otherwise noted all ears with spots 
displayed the exceptional pattern. This is proof of a change in the receptor. 
^ Number of ears with spots/total crosses. Unless otherwise noted all ears with spots 
displayed the progenitor pattern. This demonstrates that the regulatory element is unchanged and 
confirms that these states are receptor-based state. 
^ Occasional 9b kernels are present (germinal reversions to high spotting). 
One ear (83 2833-3/2843x-5) of the nine was unexpectedly low-medium spotted. This pattern 
has been shown to be the result of a Cy state (Chapter 4.4.2.3). 
® One ear (83 2832y-6/2843y-3) of the four was aberrant (different than the progenitor 
pattern and the exceptional 824333y pattern). See Chapter 4.4.1.5.5. 
Table 4.4.1. Continued 
State Origin Prog Exc Associated Test of Test of 
(Fig) Pattern Pattern Tables Receptor^ Regulatory 
Element 
H.) Primary family 80g401-l: 
835341X-4 4.4.24 8-9b 6-7b - 3/9 5/15 
I.) Primary family 80g402-l: 
80g402-l 4.4.25^ 3-5,a-b 4.4.23-4.4.24 5/7 5/6 
4.4.46-4.4.48 
J.) Primary family 812012-1: 
832840X-1 4.4.26 high 3-4b,w/9b 4.4.25 8/9 1/9 
K.) Primary family 812013-5; 
824325W 4.4.27 high 2-4b,w/9b 4.4.26-4.4.27 2/2 0/5 
4.4.43 
^ Progenitor was the original exceptional kernel 80 5137, the pattern of which was not 
recorded, but was likely high spotted. 
Table 4.4.2. States 832850x-l, 832850y-l, and 832850y-2: Tests of the Heritabillty of three 
exceptional patterns from 82 2346-lt/4322-3 (Table 4.4.1 and Figures 4.4.2-4.4.4) 
Results from the cross: Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz prog-Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
or: Sh bz-rcy*/sh "bz Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
Kernel Number 
-Round-
Crosses High 
-Spotted-
Low-Med 
-Shrunken-
Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted No 
Ç2" a 
A.) High spotted selections: 
83 2850X-1/2712-21 0 
-2/2712-4 36 
80 
0 
131 # 
33 ## 
2 
2 
196 # 
64 ## 
b 
rows containing 
selected kernels^ 84 4649x # 
84 4652y ## 
(Table 4.4.IC) 
84 4553y # 
84 4650-4651 ## 
(Table 4.4.IC) 
B.) Low-medium spotted selections: 
83 2850y-l/2712-21 0 
-2/2712-2 0 
18 
66 
30 # 
83 ## 
0 
3 
42 # 
155 ## 
1 
1 
rows containing 
selected kernels^ 84 4649y # 
84 &649z ## 
(Table 4.4.IC) 
84 4653z # 
84 4652Z ## 
(Table 4.4.1C) 
^ Number of independently segregating C% to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Type I aberrant ratio. The ratio of spotted:nonspotted is significantly different than 
the expectation for all numbers of G^, but is between the expectation of no Cy and one Cv. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.4.3. State 822447-5: First appearance in a standard bz-rcv line (Figure 4.4.7) 
Results from the cross : sh bz/sh bz prog-Cv X Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz 
or: sh bz/sh bz Cv* X Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Crosses Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
83 5342-2/5228-14 136^ 10 3 # 3-6 
-2t/5325-14 172^ 7 3 4-10 
rows containing 83 2312 # 
selected kernels® (Table 4.4.IB) 
^ Number of independently segregating Ç% to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Predominantly high spotted. 
^ This class was not counted, but together with the spotted shrunken class it constituted 
approximately half of the kernels on the ear. 
^ Predominantly low-medium spotted. 
® Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.4.4. State 83 2815y: Test of the Heritability of an exceptional pattern which arose as an 
ear sector on 82 4327x-2/4315-7 (Table 4.1.15 and Figure 4.4.9). The spotting 
pattern exhibited by this state is illustrated in Photograph 4.4.IB 
Results from the crosses: 
A. ) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 
B.) Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz prog-Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 
Kernel Number 
Round Sh 
Sp Nsp Sp Nsp No. 
Crosses 9b 824327x-2 832815y 2-3b/2-3a 
Pattern Pattern^ 
A.) Selections from sector exhibiting secondary pattern: 
83 2815y-l/2729-7 0 0 6 0 2 1 6 .d 
y-2/2727-1 0 0 13 0 7 1 9 d 
y-2t/2304y-l 0 0 9 0 7 0 12 d 
y-4/2729-2 0 0 78 0 26 1 73 2 
B.) Selections from outside the sector: 
83 2817y-l/2727-4 2 # 90 0 1 # 21 0 82 2-3 
-2/2727-2 1 ## 45 0 0 13 1 50 2-3 
rows containing 84 4816y # 84 4816x# 
selected kernels® 84 4816z ## (Table 4.4 .5) 
(Table 4.4.44) 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ 4-5,b-c/9a. 
^ 2-3,b-c/3-5a. 
^ The number of kernels on this ear was insufficient to permit a meaningful estimation of 
the number of Çx present. 
® Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.4.5. State 844816x: Test of the Heritability of an exceptional pattern that arose as a 
single kernel that arose on 83 2817y-l/2727-4 (Table 4.4.4B and Figure 4.4.10). The 
spotting pattern exhibited by this state is illustrated in Photograph 4.4.IC 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv*/- bz-m4 Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
Kernel Number 
-Round Shrunken-
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted No. 
Crosses 824327x-2 844816x Cv^ 
Pattern^ Pattern 
84 4816x-t/4722-10t 0 103 1 0 79 5-10 
^ 4-5,b-c/9a. 
^ 2-3b/2-3a. 
^ Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
Table 4.4.6. Test of state 822444-3 that arose in a standard bz-rcv line (Figure 4.4.11) 
Results from the cross; Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cy 
Number of Ears 
Predominant Spotting Pattern 
Crosses Low-Medium High Total 
85 1854-1855/1857 12 4 16 
Table 4.4.7. State 812051-9: Test of the Heritability of the exceptional pattern that arose as an 
ear sector on 81 2051-9/2138 (Table 4.1.12 and Figure 4.4.13) 
Results from the crosses: 
A.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X" sh bz/sh bz 
B.) Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz pro^-Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken 
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted 
High 812051-9 No 
Crosses Pattern^ Cv 
A.) Low spotted selections from ear sector: 
83 2633y-l/2712-22 0 81# 20 2# 121 2-3 
-2/27IO-4G 0 32## 9 0 63 2-3 
-2t/2714-2t 0 136 19# 2 195 3-4 
-3t/2712-5 0 102 22 6 165 2-3 
rows containing 84 2201y,z# 84 2321y# 84 4750q# 
selected 84 4554z## (Table 4.4.8A) 
kernels^ 
B.) High spotted selections, 
83 2632y-l/2712-21® 221 
-2/2712-3% 143 
-3/2712-218 94 
rows containing 
selected kernels^ 
not from the ear sector: 
0 4 
0 16 
0 7 
5 188# 5-10 
4 142 3-4 
9 115 3-7 
84 2321z# 
(Table 4.4.8A) 
^ 3-4,b-c/3-5a. Some reversant sectors are pale instead of fully colored. 
^ Number of independently segregating C% to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ This ear exhibited an ear sector which segregated for pale colored and bronze. The sector 
contained 22 pale kernels. 21 of these were round and four of the 21 were spotted. The single 
shrunken kernel was nonspotted. The allele which conditions the pale has been designated Bz-
pale832633v-2 (Chapter 4.5.2.1). 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
® Exceptional: one low-medium-spotted kernel. 
^ Exceptional: one low-medium-spotted kernel. 
® Exceptional: four low-medium-spotted kernels. 
Table 4.4.8. State 812051-9: Segregation ratios of representative ears from the Tests of Basis 
(Figure 4.4.13 and Table 4.4.IE) performed with selections from Table 4.4.7 
Results from the crosses: 
A.) sh bz/sh bz prog-Cv X Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
B.) sh bz/sh bz Cy* X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
High Sp 812051-9 Nsp Sp Nsp 0%° 
Crosses Pattern* 
A.) Test of Receptor: 
84 2321z-21/2321y-3 0 104 64 5^ 192 
_d 
B.) Test of Regulatory Element; 
83 2633X-2/2725-7 35 3e 5 53 2-5 
-3/2717-5 95 0 21 0^ 113 2-3 
-4/2717-12 194 2® 14 5^ 186 4-6 
* 3-4,b-c/3-5a. 
^ Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ These spotted kernels exhibit the 812051-9 pattern. 
Type II aberrant ratio. The ratio of spotted:nonspotted is significantly different than 
the expectation for all numbers of Cy, but is between the expectations of one Cy and two Cv. 
® Low-medium spotted, not 812051-9 pattern. 
High-spotted pattern. 
Table 4.4.9. State 812051-10; Segregation ratios of representative ears from the Tests of Basis 
(Figure 4.4.14 and Table 4.4.IE) performed with selections from Table 4.1.12 
Results from the cross: 
A. ) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cv 
Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
High sp 812051-10 Nsp Sp Nsp CyO 
Crosses Pattern^ 
A.) Test of Receptor: 
83 2829-3/2803y-5 0 92 65 2 139 1 
^ 2-5, a-b, w/r9b. 
^ Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
Table 4.4.10. State 824332y: Test of Heritability of the exceptional pattern that arose as an 
exceptional kernel on 81 2229-8/2137 (Figure 4.4.15) 
Results of the crosses; 
A.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
B.) Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz prog-Cy X sh bz/sh bz 
Kernel Number 
-Round Shrunken-
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted 
High 824332y High 824332y No. 
Crosses Pattern^ Pattern^ C% 
A.) Verification ear: 
82 4332y/4317-l 1 117# 5 0 1 113# 4-10 ^ 
B.) Control ears ; 
82 4332Z-1/4317-1 124 0 3 5 0 102 4-10 
-2/4317-1 50 0 4 1 0 47 3-8 
-3/4320-4 142 0 6 3 0 130 4-10 
rows containing 83 2834x# 83 2833# 
selected kernels^ (Table 4.4.11) 
^ 4-5b/7-8a. 
Number of independently segregating C^ to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.4.11. States 824332y and 832833-3: Segregation ratios of representative ears from the 
Tests of Basis of 824332y (Figure 4.4.15 and Table 4.4,IE) performed with selections 
from Table 4.4.10 and results of the Test of Heritability of 832833-3 (Figure 
4.4.30) 
Results from the cross: 
A.) sh bz/sh bz Cy* X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
B.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken No. 
Crosses High Sp Low-Med Sp Nsp Sp Nsp Cy^ 
A.) Test of Regulatory Element; 
83 2833-3/2843X-5 0 34#^ 98 1^ 121# 
-6/ -5 91 0 12 3 112## 3-4 
rows containing 84 2351z# 84 4525# 
selected kernels^ (Table 4.4.11B) 84 4526y## 
(Chapter 4.4.2) 
B.) Test of Heritability of pattern 832833-3 (performed with selections 
from Table 4.4.IIA): 
Predominant 
Crosses Pattern 
84 2351Z-21/4721-3 rare l-2b 
-22/2222-6t rare l-2b 
^ Number of independently segregating C% to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Low-medium-spotted (l-4b) kernels lack the a-matrix associated with 82 4332y. 
^ Type I aberrant ratio. The ratio of spotted:nonspotted is significantly different than 
the expectation for all numbers of C%, but is between the expectations for no and one 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.4.12. States 824333w and 824333y; Tests of Heritability of the exceptional patterns that 
arose as single kernels on 82 2229-10/2137 (Figures 4.4.16 and 4.4.17). The 
spotting pattern exhibited by state 824333y is illustrated in Photograph 4.4.IF 
Results of the crosses: 
A.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
B.) Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz prog-Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
-Kernel Number-
-Round Shrunkenr-
-Spotted Spotted-
High 824333w 824333y Low-Med Nsp High 4333w 4333y Low-Med Nsp No. 
Crosses Pattern^ Pattern^ Pattern Pattern Cv 
A.) Verification ears: 
82 4333w/4318-8 0 86# 0 0 55# 0 1 0 0 161# 
82 4333y/A318-8 0 0 146# 0 19## 0 0 4 0 164## 3-4 
rows containing 
selected 
kernels^ 
83 2822y# 83g755# 
(Figure 4.2, 
83 2820y# 
6) (Table 4.1.14A) 
83 2833y## 
(Table 4.1.16A) 
83 2821y# 
(Table 4.1.14B) 
83 2824x## 
(Table 4.1.16B) 
B.) Control ears : 
82 4333Z-2/4318-8 51# 0 0 4# 6# 0 0 0 3# 92# 3-5 
-2t/4345 111 0 0 0 8 3 0 0 0 107 3-6 
-3/4321-3 11 0 0 5 14 0 0 0 0 6 1-2 
rows containing 83 2844w# 83 
selected 
kernels^ 
2844xy# 83 2843x# 83 2844z# 83 2843y# 
(Table 4.1.16B) (Table 4.1.11A) 
(Table 4.1.14A) 
(Table 4.1.16A) 
^ Pattern 824333w=4-5b,w/r c-sp; Pattern 824333y=4-5,b-c/9a. 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Tjrpe II aberrant ratio. The ratio of spottedrnonspotted is significantly different than 
the expectation for all numbers of Cy, but is between the expectations for one Cy and two Cy. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.4.13. State 824333w: Segregation ratios of representative ears from the Tests of Basis 
(Figure 4.4.16 and Table 4.4.IE) performed with selections from Table 4.4.12 
Results from the crosses: 
A.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz prop-Cv 
B.) sh bz/sh bz Cv* X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken 
9b 82 4333w 4-6b Nsp Sp Nsp No. 
Crosses Pattern^ Cv 
A.) Test of Receptor: 
83 2820y-l/2843y-4 0 31 0 253 0 225 
B.) Test of Regulatory Element: 
83 2821y-4/2716-7 181 0 0 23 0 0 3-4 
-5/2720-3 0 0 31 21 0 0 1-2 
^ 4-5b,w/r c-sp. 
^ Number of independently segregating C% to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Type I aberrant ratio. The ratio of spotted:nonspotted is significantly different than 
the expectation for all numbers of Cy, but is between the expectations of no Cy and one Cv. 
Table 4.4.14. State 824333y; Segregation ratios of representative ears from the Tests of Basis 
(Figure 4.4.17 and Table 4.4.IE) performed with selections from Table 4.4.12 
Results from the crosses: 
A.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz prop-Cv 
B.) sh bz/sh bz Cv* X Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz 
Kernel Number 
Round Shirunken 
High Sp 82 4333y Nsp High Sp 82 4333y Nsp No. 
Grosses Pattern^ Pattern^ Cv^ 
A.) Test of Receptor: 
83 2823y-2/2843y-4 0 26 154 0 0 110 c 
-3/ -1 0 27 23 0 2 48 1 
B.) Test of Regulatory Element: 
83 2824x-3/2843x-4 28 0 25 1 0 59 1 
^ Pattern is somewhat modified, consisting of 3-4, b-c on 7-8 a versus 4-5, b-c on 9a in the 
original isolate of 82 4333y. 
^ Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Type I aberrant ratio. The ratio of spotted:nonspotted is significantly different than 
the expectation for all numbers of Cy, but is between the expectations for no Cy and one Cv. 
Table 4.4.15. State 824334x-l: Test of Heritability of the exceptional pattern that arose as a 
plant sector on a selection from 81 2229-8t2/2133 (Figure 4.4.18) 
Results of the crosses: 
A.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
B.) Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz prog-Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Kernel Number 
-Round Shrunken-
-Spotted Nsp -Spotted- Nsp 
High 824334x-l Low High Low No. 
Crosses Pattern^ 
A.) Main-stalk ear: 
82 4334x-l/4317-7t 0 82 0 31# 0 0 111# 
rows containing 83 2626x# 83 2626y# 
selected (Table 4.3.16a) (Table 4.3.16b) 
kernels^ 
B.) Tiller ear (control ear): 
82 4334x-lt/4322-8 72# 0 0 23# 4 0 84# 
rows containing 
selected 
kernels^ 
83 2624y# 
(Table 4.3.18) 
83 2624z# 
(Table 4.3.16b) 
84 2308y# 
(Table 4.3.19c) 
83 2625x# 
(Table 4.3.16a) 
84 2307Z# 
(Table 4.3.19b) 
C.) other control ears : 
82 4334X-2/2430-2 90 0 18 10 92 3-6 
-3/4318-2 27 0 2 3 3 0 30 2-7 
^ l-2,b-c/4-5a. 
^ Number of independently segregating 0% to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.4.16. State 824334x-l: Segregation ratios of representative ears from the Tests of Basis 
(Figure 4.4.18 and Table 4.4.IE) performed with selections from Table 4.4.15 
Results from the cross: 
A.) sh bz/sh bz Cy* X Sh •prog-bz-rcv/sh bz 
Kernel Number 
Round —Shrunken— No. 
Crosses High Sp Low-Med Sp Nsp High Sp Nsp Cy^ 
A.) Test of Regulatory Element: 
83 2626y-l/2624z-l 212 1 59 2 289 2 
-2/ -2 96 0 83 1 186 1 
-3/ -1 67 0 60 0 114 1 
-3t/ -4t 119 0 112 0 273 1 
-6/ -4 69 5 22 3 85 2-3 
-7/ -4 182 0 6 4 181 4-10 
® Number of independently segregating 0% to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
Table 4.4.17. State 832624y-l; Test of Heritability of the exceptional pattern that arose as a 
Type II discordant ear that involved a selection from 82 4334x-lt/4322-8 (Table 
4.4.15A and Figure 4.4.19) 
Results of the crosses: 
A.) Sh b2-rcv*/sh bz Cy* X sh bz/sh bz 
B.) Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz prog-Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Round-
—Spotted-
Kernel Number 
Shrunken-
-Spotted- No. 
Crosses High Med Nsp High Med Nsp 
A.) Type II discordant ear; 
83 2624y-1/2714-2t 0 225^ 33# 0 2 225# 3 
rows containing 
selected 
84 2307y# 
(Table 4.3.19b) 
84 2308z# 
(Table 4.3.19c) 
kernels 
B.) Control ears: 
83 2624y-2/2727-3 85 1 84 0 0 160 1 
-3/2714-27 196 4 25 3 0 194 3-5 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ The medium class included a variety of high spotting levels, including even 9b, which were 
not counted independently. 
Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.4.18. State 832624y-l: Segregation ratios of representative ears from the Tests of Basis 
(Figure 4.4.19 and Table 4.4.IE) performed with selections from Table 4.4.17 
Results from the crosses: 
A.) sh bz/sh bz proe-Cv X Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
B.) sh bz/sh bz Cv* X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken 
High Sp 832624y-l Nsp High Sp 832624y-l Nsp No. 
Crosses Pattern^ Pattern® Cv 
A.) Test of Receptor: 
84 2307z-21/2307y-2 0 147 8 0 5 148 4-9 
22/ -3 0 127 57 0 3 123 2 
B.) Test of Regulatory Element: 
84 2308z-5t/2308y-4 116 0 32 0 0 0 2 
-6/ -4 307 0 6 0 0 0 5-7 
® 4-5, a-b, w/9b. 26/147 (17.7%) spotted kernels on 84 2307-21/2307y-2t exhibited revertant 
sectors of greater than 5 spots. No high spotted types here. 
^ Number of independently segregating C^ to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
Table 4.4.19. State 832628-8t; Origin of a tiller sector on a high spotted selection from 82 
2354-6t/4323-2 (Table 4.1.20 and Figure 4.4.20) 
Results of the crosses: 
A.) Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz prog-Cv (main-stalk ear) X sh bz/sh bz 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* (tiller ear) X sh bz/sh bz 
B.) Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz prog-Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
-Kernel Number-
-Round-
Crosses 
—Spotted-
High Low" 
-Shrunkenr-
Spotted Nonspotted No. 
Nsp 
A.) Plant with tiller sector: 
83 2628-8/2712-4 
-8t/2714-3tC 
rows containing 
selected 
kernels 
3 
0 
0 
22 
2 0 
104 # 
84 2303z# 
(Table 4.3.IF) 
1 
- # 
_d 
e 
84 2301# 
(Table 4.3.IF) 
B. ) Control ears ; 
-2/sh bz 93 g 85 4 152 1 
-3/2712-1 84 g 66 4 142 \ 
-5/2712-11 89 h 
i 
j 
143 1 
-
-7/2711-3 18 36 0 63 1 
-7t/2714-2t 18 38 1 43 1 
-12/2714-2t2 48 g 46 1 98 1 
-13/2712-9 64 g 65 2 184 1 
^ 3-4b,w/rl9b. 
^ Number of independently segregating C% to obtain a nonsignificant Ghi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ This ear contained a nonspotted sector. 
^ The ear has too few kernels to permit a meaningful estimate of the number of present. 
® Type I aberrant ratio. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the"same 
symbol. 
G Combined with high class in the column to the left. Predominant pattern was high. 
^ Combined with high class in the column to the left. Many low-medium-spotted kernels were 
present on this ear. 
^ Combined with high class in the column to the left. A few low-spotted kernels were 
present on this ear. 
J Combined with high class in the column to the left. A few low-spotted kernels were 
present on this ear. This ear contained a nonspotted sector. The kernel count excluded this 
sector. 
Table 4.4,20. States 824326w-l and 824326w-2: Tests of Heritabllity of the exceptional patterns 
that arose as single kernels on 81 2024-3/2135 (Figures 4.4.22 and 4.4.23). The 
spotting pattern exhibited by state 824326w-l is illustrated in Photograph 4.4.ID 
Results of the crosses; 
A.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
B.) Sh proe-bz-rcv/sh bz prog-Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Crosses 
-Kernel Number-
-Round- -Shrunken-
-Spotted-
High 824326W-1 824326w-2 
Pattern 
Nsp 
Spotted Nonspotted 
Pattern 
No. 
A.) Verification ears; 
82 4326w-l/2518-5t 
-2/2518-5t 
rows containing 
selected 
kernels^ 
0 
0 
44 # 
0 
0 
130 # 
3 # 
19 ## 
83 2828y # 83 2827x # 
(Table 4.4.45A) 
83 2827y # 
(Figure 4.4.22) 
83 2159x 
(Table 4.4.22A) 
35 # 
169 ## 
3-10 
3-4 
83 2827z # 
(Table 4.4.21B) 
83 2826x ## 
(Table 4.4.22B) 
B.) Control ears: 
82 4326X-1/2518-5 52 
-2/2518-5t 13 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
61 # 
18 
3-10 
2-10 
rows containing 
selected 
kernels^ 
84 2160 # 
(Table 4.4.21A) 
(Table 4.4.22A) 
^ 5-6,a-c. 
^ 3-5,a-c. 
Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
w Ln 
Table 4.4.21. State 824326w-l: Segregation ratios of representative ears from the Tests of Basis 
(Figure 4.4.22 and Table 4.4.IG) performed on selections from Table 4.4.20 
Results from the crosses: 
A.) sh bz/sh bz prog-Cv X Sh bz-rcv*/Sh bz-rcv* 
B.) sh bz/sh bz Cv* X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Kernel Number 
Round Shrunken 
High Sp 824326W-1 Nsp High Sp 824326w-l Nsp No. 
Crosses Pattern^ Pattern^ C% 
A.) Test of Receptor: 
84 2150/2159Z-1 0 86 7 0 0 0 3-6 
B.) Test of Regulatory Element; 
83 2827Z-1/2725-6 122 0 42 7 0 185 2 
^ 5-6,a-c. Some kernels exhibited 9b revertant sectors. Rarely, kernels have large pale 
sectors which themselves sometimes contain fully Bz spots (Photograph 4.4.ID). 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
Table 4.4.22. State 824326w-2: Segregation ratios of representative ears from the Tests of Basis 
(Figure 4.4.23 and Table 4.4.IG) performed on selections from Table 4.4.20 
Results from the crosses: 
A.) sh bz/sh bz prog-Cv X Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
B.) sh bz/sh bz Cv* X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Kernel Number 
Round -Shrunken 
High Sp 824326w-2 832826x-4 Nsp Spotted Nsp No. 
Crosses Pattern^ Pattern" Cv^ 
A.) Test of Receptor: 
84 2160-21/2159X-1 0 62 0 19 1 88 2-3 
B.) Test of Regulatory Element: 
83 2826X-4/2725-6 29 0 30 101 2 202 J 
-5/2725-6 123 0 0 23 6 152 3 
® 3-5,a-c. 
^ 3-5b,w/f9b. Of the 30 kernels, 26 had 9b sectors. See Chapter 4.4.2 for a discussion of 
this aberrant ear. 
^ Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
Type I aberrant ratio. 
Table 4.4.23. State 80g402-l: Test of Heritability of the exceptional pattern that arose as a 
single kernel on the confirmation ear (Table 4.1.1A and Figure 4.4.25) 
Results of the crosses: 
A.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* self 
B.) Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz prog-Cv self 
-Kernel Number-
Round 
Spotted 
High 80g402-l Nsp 
Pattern^ 
Shrunken 
Spotted Nonspotted 
Crosses 
A.) Verification ear: 
80g 402-1 self 0 148 # 36 0 61 1 
rows containing 
selected 
1 r r-\ 1 f. C 
81 2215 # 
kernels 
B.) Control ear: 
80g 401-6 self many few 
^ 3-5,a-b. 
b 
Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
c 
symbol. 
d 
Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
Not counted. 
CTi 
w 
VO 
Table 4.4.24. State 80g402-l: Segregation ratios of representative ears from the Tests of Basis 
(Figure 4.4.22 and Table 4.4.11) performed with selections from Table 4.4.23 
Results from the crosses: 
A.) Sh b2-rcv*/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cv 
B. ) sh bz/Sh Bz Cv* X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Kernel Number-
Bronze— 
Round 
High Sp 80g402-l Nsp 
Crosses Pattern^ 
A.) Test of Receptor: 
83 2811x-1/2705-2 0 51 153 0 -c 0 d 
-6/2705-7 0 84 77 1 140 0 1 
B.) Test of Regulatory Element: 
83 2811y-3/2725-8t 122 0 10 0 0 145 3-6 
^ 3-5,a-b. 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Not counted, but the shrunken class would be expected to make up approximately half of the 
kernels on this ear. 
^ Type I aberrant ratio. 
Colored 
Shrunken Round 
Sp Nsp No. 
Cv" 
Table 4.4.25. State 832840x-l: Test of Heritablllty of the exceptional pattern that arose as a 
single kernel on 82 4324x-2/4317-9 (Table 4.1.21 and Figure 4.4.26) 
Results of the crosses; 
A.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
B.) Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz prog-Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
-Round-
High 
-Spotted-
Crosses 
832840X-1 
Pattern^ 
-Kernel Number-
-Shrunkenr-
Nsp 
Spotted Nonspotted 
No. 
A.) Verification ear: 
83 2840X-1/2712-21 0 24 38 # 61 # 
rows containing 
selected 
kernels^ 
84 2316y # 
(Table 4.4.IJ) 
84 2315 # 
(Table 4.4.IJ) 
B.) Control ear; 
83 2840y-3/2712-8 190 1 28 # 2 189 # 3-4 
rows containing 84 2316z # 84 2317 # 
selected (Table 4.4.1J) (Table 4.4.IJ) 
kernels^ 
^ 3-4b,w/9b. 
^ Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.4.26. State 824325w: Test of Heritability of the exceptional pattern that arose as a 
single kernel on 81 2014-2/2013-5 (Figure 4.4.27) 
Results of the crosses; 
A.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
B.) Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz . prog-Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
-Kernel Number-
-Round- -Shrunken-
Crosses 
Spotted 
High 824325W 
Pattern^ 
Nsp 
Spotted Nonspotted 
No. 
A.) Verification ear: 
82 4325w/2519-lt 0 
rows containing 
selected 
kernels^ 
234 # 
83 2803x # 
(Table 4.4.IK) 
243 # 0 
83 2802y # 
(Table 4.4.IK) 
B.) Control ears: 
82 4325x-1/2519-1 65 0^ 65 2 139 1 
-2/2519-lt 224 0^ 10 5 133 4-10 
-3/2519-lt 152 0 10 1 168 # 4-6 
rows containing 
selected 
kernels^ 
83 2803y # 
(Table 4.4.IK) 
^ 2-4b,w/9b. 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
^ Exceptional kernels: 82 4325x-1/2519-1 - six low and one low-medium-spotted kernels, 82 
4325x-2/2519-lt — one low and one low-medium-spotted kernels. 
Table 4.4.27. State 824325w: Segregation ratios of representative ears from the Tests of Basis 
(Figure 4.4.27 and Table 4.4.IK) derived from selections from Table 4.4.26 
Results from the crosses: 
A.) sh bz/sh bz prog-Cv X Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
-Kernel Number-
Bronze— 
-Round-
Crosses 
High Sp 824325W Nsp 
Pattern^ 
Shrunken 
Sp Nsp No. 
A.) Test of Receptor; 
83 2803y-5/2803x-l 73 # 40 2 158 
rows containing 
selected 
kernels^ 
84 4909z # 
(Table 4.4.43) 
^ 2-4b.w/9b. 
^ Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.4.28. Summary of the Tests of Inheritance and Basis for regulatory-element-based states 
State Origin Prog 
(Fig) Pattern 
Exc 
Pattern 
Associated 
Tables 
Test of 
Receptor* 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element 
A.) Primary family 80g37-3: 
824405-23 4.4.28 High Low 4.4.29 n.t. 4/4 
B.) Primary family: 80g37-7: 
824335y-lt 4.4.29 9b 1-2, a-b 4.4.30-4.4.31 6/7C n.t. 
C.) Primary family 80g38-5: 
822833-3 4.4.30 High l-4b 4.4.32-4.4.33 n.t. 1/1 
D.) Primary family 80g38-6: 
832627-11 4.4.31 High 2-4b - 4/4 0/12 
E.) Primary family 80g38-7 (Figure 4.4.32): 
824328V 4.4.33 8-9, a-b 2-4, a-b crown 4.4.33 4/4 
824328y 4.4.34 9b l-3b 4.4.34-4.4.36 4/4 
832826x4 4.4.35 High 3-5b, w/f9b 4.4.22B n.t. 
8/8 
2/2 
1/1 
F.) Primary family 812012-1: 
824324V 4.4.36 9b 2-4b 4.4.37-4.4.39 7/10 1/9 
832840Z-4 4.4.37 2-4b 2-4b crown 4.4.37, 4.4.40 7/7 3/14* 
G.) Primary family 812012-9: 
822359-lOt 4.4.38 7-9, a-b 4-8, a-b w/r9b 4.4.41 0/2 2/5 
^ No. of ears with spots/total crosses. Unless otherwise noted all ears with spots 
displayed the progenitor pattern. This demonstrates that the receptor is unchanged and confirms 
that these states are regulatory-element based. 
^ No. of ears with spots/total crosses. Unless otherwise noted all ears with spots 
displayed the exceptional pattern. This is proof of a change in the regulatory element. 
^ Two of the six spotted ears exhibited low spotting. This phenotype resulting because Cv* 
was inadvertently introduced into these two crosses (see Chapter 4.4.2.2). 
^ None of the three ears were crown-spotted. 
Table 4.4.29. State 824405-23: Test of the Heritability of the exceptional pattern that arose as 
an ear sector on 82 4405-23/4322-2t (Table 4.1.18 and Figure 4.4.28) 
Results of the crosses: 
A.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
B.) Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz prog-Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Predominant 
Spotting Pattern 
A.) Selections from within the low spotted sector; 
84 4655y-21/4722-6 l-2b^ 
-22/4721-3 l-2b* 
-23/4752-5 l-2b* 
-24/4721-2 l-2b^ 
B.) Selections from outside the low spotted sector: 
84 4655z-21/4723-10t 9b 
-22/4722-3 9b 
-23/4722-2 9b 
-24/4722-4 9b 
^ "Rare low spotting". Substantially less than 50% of the round kernels were spotted. 
Table 4.4.30. State 824335y-lt: First appearance (A-C) and Test of the Heritability (D) of the 
exceptional pattern that arose as a plant sector on 82 4335y-l (Figure 4.4.29) 
Results from the crosses: 
A.) Sh prog-bz-rcv/Sh prog-bz-rcv prog-Cy self 
B.) Sh bz-rcv*/Sh bz-rcv Cv* X sh bz/sh bz: 
C.) sh bz/sh bz X Sh prog-bz-rcv/Sh prog-bz-rcv prog-Gv: 
D.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X - bz m4/- bz-m4 
or Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cy* self 
Kernel Number (% Spotted) 
Predominant — 
Spotting Round Shrunken No. 
Cross Pattern Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
A.) Results from the main-stalk ear of 82 4335y-l: 
82 4335y-l self 9b 26 1 0 0 2 
B.) Results from the tiller ear of 82 4335y-l: 
82 4335y-lt/4323-3t 1-2, a-b 30 # (18.8) 130 # 0 0 
rows containing 83 2617x # 83 2617z 
selected kernels (Table 4.4.30D) (Table 4.4.31) 
C.) Results from the tassel of 82 4335y-l: 
82 4313-7/4335y-l 9b 27 26 0 0 1 
D.) Results from the Test of Heritabillty (performed with spotted 
selections from Table 4.4.30B): 
83 2617X-1/2727-6 1-4, a-b 7 (3.6) 189 0 201 
-2/2729-6 1-4, a-b 6 (3.7) 158 0 144 
-3 self 1-4, a-b 17 (4.7) 344 0 126 
^ Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
^ A Type I aberrant ratio. 
Table 4.4.31. State 824335y-lt: Predominant spotting patterns on ears from the Test of the 
Receptor (Figure 4.4.29) performed with selections from Table 4.4.30B 
Results from the cross : Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cv 
Predominant 
Spotting 
Cross Pattern 
83 2617z-l/28I7x-6 high 
-3/2813y-5 low* 
-4/2707-7 high 
-5/2803y-5 high 
-6/2824x-6 high 
-7/2625x-lt low^ 
* "Rare low spotting". Substantially less than 50% of the round kernels were spotted. 83 
2813y-5 and 83 2625x-lt were tested with the unconfirmed bz-rcv lines 83 2812y-5 and 83 2626x-2. 
Both ears were nonspotted, indicating that 83 2813y-5 and 83 2625x-lt did not carry 
Table 4.4.32. State 824328v: Test of the Heritability of the exceptional pattern that arose as a 
single kernel on 81 2201-23 self (Figure 4.4.33) 
Results from the crosses; 
A.) Sh bz-rcv*/Sh bz-rcv* Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
B.) Sh pro^-bz-rcv/Sh prog-bz-rcv prog-Gv X sh bz/sh bz 
C.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
Cross 
Predominant 
Spotting 
Pattern Spotted 
Kernel Number (% Spotted) 
-Round- -Shrunken-
Nonspotted Spotted 
No. 
Nonspotted Cv^ 
A.) Verification ear; 
82 4328v/4316-lt low, a-b^ 81 # (47.9) 88 # 
rows containing 
selected kernels^ 
84 2354w # 83 2842x# 
(Table 4.4.32C) (Table 4.4.33A) 
84 4656y 
(Table 4.4.33C-D) 
B.) Control ears : 
82 4328x-2/4320-6t high 58 
-3/4322-6t high 40 
rows containing 
selected kernels^ 
15 # 0 0 2 
31 0 0 1 
83 2842y 
(Table 4.4.33B) 
84 4656z 
(Table 4.4.33C-D) 
C.) Second-Generation Test of Heritability (performed with spotted progeny 
from the verification ear (Table 4.4.32A); 
84 2354W-22/4717-14t low 21 (35.0) 39 0 45 1 
^ Number of independently segregating C% to obtain a nonsignificant 
Chi-square value at the 0.01 level. 
^ Crown tendency. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.4.33. State 824328v: Segregation ratios of representative ears from the Test of the 
Receptor, its control and the Test of the Regulatory Element (Figure 4.4.33) 
performed with selections from Table 4.4.32A-B 
Results from the crosses: 
A. ) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cv 
B.) Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cv 
C. ) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz 
D.) Reciprocal cross of part C 
-Kernel Nvunber-
Bronze-
Cross 
Round 
High Sp Low-Med Sp^ Nsp 
Shrunken 
Sp Nsp 
A.) Test of Receptor: 
83 2842x-4/2832z-4 39 11^ 10 3 d 2 
B.) Controls for Test of Receptor: 
83 2842y-4/2832z-5 
y-7/2832z-4 
31 
23 
68^ 
20^ 
87 5 182 
15 2 
1 
2 
Cross 
Predominant 
Spotting 
Pattern 
C.) Test of Regulatory Element: 
84 4656y-l/4656z-l 2-4b 
-2/ -3 2-4b 
-3/ -4 2-4b 
-4/ -4 2-4b 
D.) Test of Regulatory Element (reciprocal crosses); 
84 4656z-l/4556y-l l-2b® 
-3/ -3 l-2b® 
-4/ -1 l-2b® 
^ Higher than 824328v pattern (4-7 and not crown-type). 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant 
Chi-square value at the 0.01 level. 
^ Chi-square values for the test of 2:1 high:low-medium spotted for the crosses 83 2842x-
4/2832Z-4, 83 2842y-4/2832z-5 and 83 2842y-7/2832z-4 are 2.89, 55.68 and 3.36, with one d.f. The 
first and last ratios are not significantly different than the expected. 
Not counted, but together with spotted shrunken bronze would be expected to constitute 
half of the kernels. 
® "Rare low spotting". Substantially less than 50% of the round kernels were spotted. 
Table 4.4.34. State 824328y: Test of the Heritability of the exceptional pattern that arose as a 
single kernel on 81 2201-24/2135 (Figure 4.4.34) 
Results from the crosses: 
A.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
B.) Sh prop-bz-rcv/sh bz nrog-Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
G.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 
D.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* self 
Kernel Number (% Spotted) 
Cross 
Predominant 
Spotting 
Pattern Spotted 
-Round- -Shrunken-
Nonspotted Spotted 
No. 
Nonspotted Cv^ 
A.) Verification ear: 
82 4328y/4317-5t low 
rows containing 
selected kernels^ 
7 # (6.9) 
83 2832x # 
(Table 4.4.34C) 
95 # 0 
83 2831 # 
(Table 4.4.35A) 
(Table 4.4.36A) 
84 4906 # 
(Table 4.4.36A) 
84 # 
83 2831x # 
(Table 4.4.35B) 
B.) Control ears: 
82 4328z-1/2402-9 high 
z-2/4317-5t high 
z-3/4317-5t° high 
47 
123 
57 
42 
18 # 
35 
1 
0 
65 
132 # 
1 
3 
1 
rows containing 
selected kernels^ 
83 2832y # 
(Table 4.4.35B) 
(Table 4.4.33B) 
83 2832z # 
(Table 4.4.35A) 
(Table 4.4.33A) 
C.) Second-Generation Test of Heritability conducted with spotted progeny 
from the verification ear (Table 4.4.34A) ; 
83 2832X-1/2728-5 1-3 0 
-2/2728-3 1-3 4 # 
-3/2728-1 1-3 4 
rows containing 84 490 
selected kernels^ (Table 
(0) 37 0 34 
(3.9) 99 0 127 
(3.1) 124 0 59 
z # 
4.4.34D) 
D.) Test of spotted progeny from Table 4.4.34C: 
84 4907Z-21 self 1-3 36 (20.5) 140 
-22 self 1-3 22 (17.6) 103 
^ Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant 
Chi-square value at the 0.01 level. 
^ A Type I aberrant ratio. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
^ This ear contained a nonspotted sector. See Chapter 4.3.2.1. Tabular values are drawn 
from the spotted region of the ear and do not, therefore, include the nonspotted sector. 
® The shrunken classes were not counted, but they would be expected to constitute half of 
the kernels on an ear. 
Table 4.4.35. State 824328y: Segregation ratios of representative ears from the Tests of Basis 
(Figure 4.4.34 and Table 4.4.28E) performed from selections from Table 4.4.34A-B 
Results from the crosses: 
A.) sh bz/sh bz prog-Cv X Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
B.) sh bz/sh bz Cy* X Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz 
C.) Males used in part A selfed 
D.) Males used in part B selfed 
-Kernel Number (% Spotted)-
Bronze 
Round Shrunken No. 
Cross High Sp 1-3 Sp Nsp Sp Nsp Cv^ 
A.) Test of Receptor: 
83 2832z-l/2831y-4^ 60 2 32 2 89 2 
-3/ -2 12 0 3 0 33 1 
-4/ -2 94 0 41 1 128 2 
-5 -2 53 0 34 2 114 1 
B.) Test of Regulatory Element: 
83 2831x-l/2832y-4 0 1 (0.7) 133 0 168 
-4/2832y-4 0 3 (3.4) 84 0 95 
c 
c 
C.) Test of Cy content of receptor (bz-rcv*> used in part A: 
83 2831y-2 self 0 9 (3.9) 220 # 0 109 
-4 self 0 7 (2.7) 250 0 114 
rows containing 84 4905 # 
selected kernels'^ (Table 4.4.36B) 
D.) Test of C% content of receptor fbz-rcv) used in part B: 
83 2832y-4 self 0 0 103 0 42 
^ Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Exception: one medium-spotted kernel. 
^ A Type I aberrant ratio. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
Table 4.4.36. State 824328y: Test of the Rare Low Spotting Phenotype using nonspotted round 
bronze selections from Tables 4.4.34A and 4.4.35A (Figure 4.4.34) 
Results of the cross: 
A.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz selfed 
B.) Same as part A 
C.) Sh bz-rcv/sh bz selfed 
Number of Ears 
With and Without 
Cross Rare Low Spotting Total 
A.) Selections from the verification ear (Table 4.4.34A): 
83 2831y self 
84 4906 self 
Total 10 7 17 
Expectations for 
Slippage^ 16.66 0.34 
Low 8.5 8.5 
B.) Selections from 83 2831y-2 self (Table 4.4.35A): 
84 4905 self 5 4 9 
Expectations for 
Slippage^ 8,88 0.12 
Low 6.75 2.25 
C.) Selections from 82 4328z-2/4317-5t, a control ear (Table 4.4.34B): 
83 2832y self 2 2 4 
Expectations for 
Slippage* 3.95 0.05 
Low Cy® 2 2 
® 2% and 1.32% of the bronze round nonspotted selections from a cross (Part A and C) and 
from a self (Part B) would be expected to carry a crossover fSh bz). These would not have the 
capacity to exhibit the rare low spotting phenotype. Hence under the slippage model 98% or 98.68% 
of the selections would be expected to exhibit the rare low spotting phenotype. Chi-square values 
(with one d.f.) are 133.1, 100.0, and 56.8, respectively. Hence, in all instances the observed ' 
values are significantly different than the expected for the slippage model. 
^ The observed values are not significantly different than the expectations for the 
segregation of a single low Cy. Chi-square values (with one d.f.) are 0.529, 1.815 and 0.0 
respectively. Hence, in all instances the observed values are not significantly different than the 
expected for the segregation model. 
Table 4.4.37. States 824324v and 832840z-4: Test of Heritability of the exceptional patterns that 
arose as single kernels on 81 2012-1/1950 (Figure 4.4.36) and on 82 4324v-1/4317-9 
(Figure 4.4.37) 
Results of the crosses: 
A.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
B.) Sh prog-bz-rcy/sh bz prog-Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
C.) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 
-Kernel Number (% Spotted)-
-Round Shrunken-
Spotted Spotted Nonspotted No. 
Cross High Low Sp Nsp Cv^ 
A.) Verification ears for 824324v: 
82 4324V-1/4317-9 0 48 (38.7) 76 # 0 117 # 1 
-lt/4315-7t 0 60 (47.6) 66 0 122 1 
rows containing 83 2840z-4 # 83 2837 # 83 2836 # 
selected (Table 4.4.37C) (Table 4.4.38A) (Table 4.4.38B) 
kernels^ 
B.) Control ears for 824324v: 
82 4324x-1/4317-9 122 
-2/4317-9 42 
3 
2 
118 
54 # 
0 
0 
204 
113 # 
1 
1 
rows containing 
selected 
kernels^ 
83 2839 # 
(Table 4.4.38B) 
83 2838 # 
(Table 4.4.3BA) 
C.) Verification ear for 832840z-4: 
83 2840Z-4/2727-3 0 95^ # (42.0) 131 # -® - # 1 
rows containing 84 4707 # 84 2319z # 84 2318 # 
selected (Table 4.4.40) (Table 4.4.28F) 
kernels^ 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Of the 48, four were crown-type. 
^ Of the 95, 86 were clearly crown-type, 8 were marginally crown-type and one was clearly 
not a crown-type. The pattern was l-5b. Selections for 84 4707 were crown-type. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
® Not counted, but the shrunken classes are expected to constitute half of the kernels on an 
ear from this cross. 
Table 4.4.38. State 824324v: Segregation ratios of representative ears from the Tests of Basis 
(Figure 4.4.36) performed with selections from Table 4.4.37A-B 
Results from the crosses; 
A.) sh bz/sh bz prop-Cv X Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
B.) sh bz/sh bz Cv* X Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz 
-Kernel Number (% Spotted)-
Bronze 
Cross 
Round-
High Sp Low Sp Nsp 
Shrunken 
Sp Nsp 
No. 
A.) Test of Receptor: 
83 2838-4/2837y-l 39 
-5/2837y-6t 173 
-10/2837y-5 68 
-12/2837x-3t 60 
0 
3 
0 
1 
36 
119 
52 
91 
3 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
B.) Test of Regulatory Element: 
83 2836-9/2839-4 0 
rows containing 
selected 
kernels^ 
48 #(24.6) 147 
84 2203z # 
(Table 4.4.39) 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Not counted, but this class in conjunction with the spotted shrunken class would be 
expected to constitute approximately half of the kernels on this ear. 
^ A Type II aberrant ratio. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
® A Type I aberrant ratio. 
Table 4.4.39. State 824324v: Test of spotted selections from the Test of the Regulatory Element 
(Table 4.4.38B and Figure 4.4.36) 
Results from the crosses: Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
Kernel Number (% Spotted) 
Predominant 
Spotting Round Shrunken No, 
Cross Pattern Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
84 2203Z-21/2216-8 l-2b 49 (24.6) 150 _b c 
-22/2217-2 2-4b 62 (39.2) 96 - 1 
-23/2221-8 l-2b 26 (20.3) 102 • c 
^ Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant 
Chi-square value at the 0.01 level. 
^ The shrunken classes were not counted, but they would be expected to constitute half of 
the kernels on an ear. 
^ A Type I aberrant ratio. 
Table 4.4.40. State 832840z-4: Test of Dosage, performed with spotted selections (crown-type) 
from the verification ear (Table 4.4.37C and Figure 4.4.37). The response of state 
832840z-4 to dosage is illustrated in Photograph 4.2.1D-E 
Results from the crosses: 
A.) Sh bz-rcv*/- bz-m4 Cv* X sh bz/sh bz 
B.) Reciprocal cross of part A 
Kernel Number (% Spotted) 
Predominant 
Spotting Round Shrunken No. 
Cross Pattern Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted Cv^ 
A.) Two doses each of bz-rcv* and Cv*: 
84 4707-4/4721-6 2-5b^ 
-5/4720-4 2-5,a-b° 106 (41.2) 151 
-6/4720-5 2-5,a-b° 
B.) One dose each of bz-rcy* and Cv*: 
84 4722-7/4707-4 l-3b - - - - _d 
84 4722-9t/ -5 l-3b 27 (19.1) 114 
84 4721-7/ -6 l-3b - - -
^ Number of independently segregating C% to obtain a nonsignificant 
Chi-square value at the 0.01 level. 
^ Most kernels were 4-5b (not crown-type). 
c 
d 
Not counted. 
A Type I aberrant ratio. 
Table 4.4.41. State 822359-lOt: Segregation ratios of representative ears from the Test of the 
Regulatory Element (Figure 4.4.38) performed with selections from Table 4.1.22 
Results from the cross: sh bz/sh bz Cv* X Sh prog-bz-rcv/sh bz 
-Kernel Number (% Spotted)-
Bronze 
Round Shrunken No. 
,b Cross High Sp Low Sp Nsp Sp Nsp 
84 23102-l/2310y-l 0 23 (22.1) 81 0 156 
-It/ -2 0 31 (32.3) 65 0 99 
c 
c 
^ 2-4, a-b, w/9b. 
b 
o\ 
o\ 
00 
Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ A Type I aberrant ratio. 
Table 4.4.42. Reversions to high spotting: A survey of the receptor states 
Observations of 
State Reversions to High Spotting No. of 
Somatic Germinal Ears^ 
A.) Primary family 80g37-2 (Figure 4.4.1); 
832850X-1 + - 4 
832850y-l + frequently - 1 
832850y-2 + rarely - 1 
B.) Primary family: 80g37-3: 
822347-2 + 
C.) Primary family 80g37-6: 
822447-5 + very rare n.t. 
824327X-2 + + 
832815y - - 7 
844816% - - 1 
D.) Primary family 80g37-7: 
822444-3 + n.t. 
E.) Primary family 80g38-5: 
812051-9 - - 10 
812051-10 + -, 5 
824332y - ? 2 
824333W - - 6 
824333y - - 7 
824334X-1 - - 1 
832624y-l + - 1 
F.) Primary family 80g38-6: 
832628-8t + rare late n.t. 
G.) Primary family 80g38-7: 
824326w-l - + 
824326W-2 - - 5 
^ Number of ears screened unsuccessfully for high-spotted exceptions. 
^ One high-spotted kernel (Table 4.4.11A) was observed, but its origin (reversion versus 
contamination) has not been settled. 
Table 4.4.42. Continued 
Observations of 
State Reversions to High Spotting 
Somatic Germinal 
No. of 
Ears* 
H.) Primary family 80g401-l: 
835341X-4 6 
I.) Primary family 80g402-l; • 
80g402-1 + very 
rarely 
+ frequently 
J.) Primary family 812012-1: 
832840X-1 + - 1 
K.) Primary family 812013-5: 
824325W + - 3 
One high-spotted kernel was observed, but its origin has not been settled. 
Table 4.4.43. State 824325w: Search for germinal reversions to high spotting and estimation of 
the rate of somatic sectoring for high spotting with selections from Table 4,4.27 
(Figure 4.4.27). An example of somatic sectoring for high spotting is illustrated 
in Photograph 4.4.IE 
Results of the cross; Sh bz-rcv824325w/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 
-Kernel Number-
-Round Shrunkenr-
Spotted Spotted Nonspotted 
With Without Nsp No. 
Pattern Clusters^ Cv 
84 4909z-21/2256 4-6b 62 111 9 8 118 4-9 
-22/2255 2-4b 2 161 47 8 164 2 
-23/2255 2-4b 7 34 18 1 62 2 
^ Somatic sectors of at least 5 spots (9b pattern). 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
Table 4.4.44. States 844816y-l, 844816y-2 and 844816z: Tests of the Heritability of the putative 
high-spotted revertants from state 824327x-2 which arose as independent single 
kernel events on ears in row 83 2817y (Table 4.4.4B and Figures 4.4.39-4.4.41) 
Results from the cross: 
A.) sh bz/sh bz X Sh bz-rcv*/- bz-m4 Cv* 
B.) Same as part A 
Kernel Number 
-Round Shrunken-
Spotted Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted 
Cross 9b 824327X-2 No. 
Pattern® Cv° 
A.) High-spotted selections from 83 2817y-1/2727-4; 
84 4723-8t/4816y-lG 166 0 8 0 148 4-10 
84 4722-14t/4816y-2d 38 0 1 0 35 3-10 
B.) High-spotted selection from 83 2817y-2/2727-2: 
84 4724-6/4816Z® 58 0 5 0 69 3-7 
^ 4-5,b-c/9a. 
^ Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
Exceptional kernels on this ear; one 4-5b and one 9a (a-spotting not as heavy as matrix 
on 824327X-2. 
^ Exceptional kernels on this ear: one 6b, no a-matrix. 
® Exceptional kernels on this ear: one 5-6b and one 7-8b with little a-matrix in either 
case. 
Table 4.4.45. State 844816w: Origin and Test of the Heritability of the putative high spotted 
revertant which arose from state 824326w-l (Figure 4.4.42) 
Results from the crosses; 
A.) Sh bz-rcv824326w-l/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 
B.) sh bz/sh bz X Sh bz-rcv*/- bz-m4 Cv* 
-Kernel Number-
-Round- -Shrunken-
High Sp 824326W-1 Nsp 
Pattern^ 
High Sp 824326W-1 Nsp No. 
Pattern^ C% • 
A.) Origin of state 844816w: 
83 2828y-2/2727-3 1 # 113 55 96 
rows containing 
selected 
kernels^ 
84 4816w # 84 2205z # 
(Table 4.4.45B) 
B.) Test of Heritability: 
84 4723-lt/4816w 2-4 
^ 5-6,a-c. Some kernels exhibited 9b revertant sectors. 
^ Number of independently segregating C% to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
^ In addition, there was another spotted kernel, the pattern of which was not classified; 
this ear had a total of nine spotted kernels. 
Table 4.4.46. State 80g402-l: High spotted exceptions arise at a high rate (Figure 4.4.43) 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv80g402-l/Sh bz-rcy80g402-l Cy X 
sh bz/sh bz 
Kernel Number (Round) 
Cross High Sp 80g402-l Nonspotted Percent Confidence 
Pattern^ High Sp Limits^ 
A.) 80g402-l-patterned selections from 81g 27-5: 
82 4337-1/4322-9 0 0 231 
-2/4321-8* 0 75 40 
-6/4320-2 2 147 1 
-7/4321-2 3 89 3 
-8/4321-5 1 # 179 # 8 
-9/4321-4 0 3 131 
Subtotal® 6 490 52 
rows containing 83 5220w # 83 5219 # 
selected (Table 4.4.48A) (Table 4.4.47) 
kernels 
B.) 80g402-l-patterned selections from 81g 27-7: 
82 4338-3/4320-5 1 220 2 
-3t/4321-5tS 0 152 7 
-5/4320-3 5 # 61 # 51 
-8/4320-5 1 81 0 
-9/4321-1 2 80 1 
-10/4320-4 0 148 5 
Subtotal 9 742 66 
rows containing 83 5220y # 83 5220x # 
83 5220z # (Table 4.4.47) 
(Table 4.4.48A) 
selecte 
kernels 
^ 3-5,a-b. 
^ 100 X (no. high spotted/total spotted). This assumes that every high-spotted kernel 
represents an independent event. Although, not true, most were. 
^ It is 95% certain that the true rate of geminal reversion lies within this interval 
(Mainland et al., 1956). 
^ This ear contained a single exceptional nonspotted bronze shrunken kernel (see Chapter 
3.2.2.2.4). 
® Does not include 82 4337-1/4322-9 or 82 4337-9/4321-4, both of which likely lacked Cv. 
^ Selected kernels and their assigned row numbers in a column are identified by the same 
symbol. 
® This ear contained a three-kernel sector of nonspotted bronze shrunken (see Chapter 
4.3.2.3.2.1). 
Table 4.4.46. Continued 
-Kernel Number (Round)-
Cross High Sp 80g402-l Nonspotted Percent Confidence 
Pattern^ High Sp° Limits^ 
C.) 80g402-l-pattemed selections from 81g 27-8; 
82 4339-1/4321-2 3 230 11 
-2/4320-5 0 65 0 
-3/4321-3 0 21" 51 
-4/4323-6t 3 55 # 0 
-5/4320-6 3 175 0 
-7/4321-2 0 128 35 
-10/4321-10 5 142 1 
Subtotal 14 816 98 
rows containing 
selected 
kernels^ 
83 5221y # 
(Table 4.4.47) 
D.) Summary of parts A-C: 
Grand Total® 29 2048 216 1.4% 0.89-2,14% 
^ Spotting pattern here is lower than is usual for 80g402-l; one to two spots per kernel. 
This may represent a secondary change of state. 
Table 4.4.47. State 80g402-l: High spotted exceptions arise from heterozygotes (test of 80g402-l 
pattern selections from Table 4.4.46) 
Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv80g402-l/sh bz Gv X sh bz/sh bz 
-Kernel Number-
-Round Shrunken-
Cross High Sp 80g402-l Nonspotted Spotted Nonspotted No. 
Pattern^ Cv 
83 5219-4/2740-2 1 55 6 4 51 3-5 
-9/5350-8 46 4^ 4 1 44 3-8 
83 5220X-1/5348-5 6 99 6 3 110 4-10 
-5/2713-lt 0 108 10 2 117 3-5 
83 5221y-3/5348-10 4 99 4 1 82 4-10 
Total^ 11 361 26 10 360 
^ 3-5,a-b. 
^ Number of independently segregating Cy to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ This ear may represent a Type II discordant revertant (a reversion that occurred in the 
germ line and not in the endosperm), see Chapter 4.4.3.2.3. 
^ Does not include 83 5219-9/5350-8. 
Table 4.4.48. State 80g402-l: Heritability and validation of high spotted exceptions from the 
crosses A.) Sh bz-rcv80g402-l/Sh bz-rcv82g402-l Cv X sh bz/sh bz (Table 4.4.46) 
and B.) Sh bz-rcv80g402-l/- bz-ni4 Cv X sh bz/sh bz (Figure 4.4.43) 
A.) Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcy*/sh bz Cy* X sh bz/sh bz 
-Kernel Number-
-Round Shrunken 
Event High Sp Low-Med Nonspotted Sp Nsp No. 
No.* Crosses Origin Spotted Cv^ 
1. 83 5220w-1/5348-7 82 4337-8 164 4 11 3 154 4-6 
2. 83 5220y-l/2710-6 82 4338-5 57 1 7 4 70 3-5 
3. -2/2713-2t 82 4338-5 101 19 4 5 108 4-10 
4. -3/2713-3 82 4338-5 132 1 5 3 98 4-10 
5. 83 5220z-l/2710-7t 82 4338-5 66 0 6 0 54 3-6 
B.) Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcy*/sh bz Cy* X 
. Ac C-I Ds sh-m bz/sh bz 
-Kernel Number^ 
-Bronze Round 
Crosses High Sp Low-Med Nonspotted No. bz-m4 
(Validation Ears) Origin^ Spotted Cv*^ Test® 
6. 84 4813w-2/4833-5t 82 2410-5 22 2 0 3-10 0/4 
7. x-1/4833-2 82 2410-5 46 0 1 3-10 0/6 
X -2/4833-3 82 2410-5 37 7 1 3-10 n. t 
8. y-l/4833-5t 82 2409-* 85 1 4 4-10 0/4 
9. z-1/4833-1 82 2410-4 23 0 4 2-5 0/6 
10. z-2/4833-5t 82 2410-4 85 1 24 2-3 0/5 
11. 84 4814U/4833-5 82 2410-10 38 3 4 3-7 0/6 
12. w/4833-lt 82 2408Z-5 23 0 0 3-10 0/2 
13. y-1/4833-It 82 2408Z-5 9 13 5 2-4 0/4 
14. y-2/4833-10 82 2408Z-5 88 10 1 4-10 0/6 
15. y-3/4833-6 82 2408Z-5 2 27 2 2-10 0/4 
16. z/4833-1 82 2410-1 35 1 31 2 0/6 
17. 84 4815-1/4933-1 82 2410-4t _f _ _ 0/4 
-2/4834-5t 82 2410-4t - - - 0/4 
-3/4834-1 82 2410-4t - - - 0/4 
-5/4833-6 82 2410-4t - - - 0/7 
^ All kernels associated with a single number arose via the same reversion event. 
^ Female that bore the ear on which the exceptional high-spotted kernel arose. See Figure 
4.4.43 for the pedigrees of the females. In all instances the male parent was sh bz. 
Number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value at the 
0.01 level. 
^ Shrunken and colorless classes are not included. 
® Number of ears with bz-m4 over total. The absence of bz-m4 from all ears indicates that 
the exceptional high-spotted kernels were not the result of contamination (Chapter 3.16). Tests 
were performed in 1985 by crossing bronze shrunken nonspotted selections from the associated 1984 
validation ears by C-I Sh Bz Ds/C sh bz Ac. 
^ These classes were not counted. However, the high spotted phenotype was heritable. 
Table 4.5.1. Bz' alleles grouped by origin 
Bz' Alleles 
Arose on 
Ear Cross' 
Results of 
Confirmation 
Protocol are 
Presented in Table 
A.) Derived from bz-rcv(osh) (Figure 4.5.1): 
82g831 
844818w 
82 2405-21/2511 T1 
83 9503-21/C sh bz T2 
4.5.4 
4.5.4 
B.) Derived from bz-rcv812051-9 (Figure 4.4.13): 
832633y-2C 83 2633y-2/2710-4 T3 
C.) Derived from bz-rcv824333v (Figure 4.5.3): 
844819U 83g 268-21/269 T4 4.5. 5 
844819w 83g 267-35/269 T5 4.5. 6 
844819Z -25/269 T5 4.5. 6 
844820W -23/269 T5 4.5. 6 
844820X -21/269 T5 4.5. 6 
844820y -22/269 T5 4.5. 6 
844820Z -26/269 T5 y. 6 
844901Z-3lb 84 4901z-31/4716-llt T6 
855655U 84 7003B-82/C sh bz T7 4.5. 7 
855655V 84 7003B-81/C sh bz T7 4.5. 7 
855655w-1 84 7003B-80/C sh bz T7 4.5. 7 
855655w-2 84 7003B-80/C sh bz T7 4.5. 7 
855655%. 1 84 7003B-79/C sh bz T7 4.5, ,7 
855655X-2 84 7003B-79/C sh bz T7 4.5. 7 
855655y 84 7003B-78/C sh bz T7 4.5 .7 
855656V-1 84 7003B-75B/C sh bz T7 4.5 .7 
855656V-2 84 7003B-75B/C sh bz T7 4.5 .7 
855656V-3 84 7003B-75B/C sh bz T7 4.5 .7 
855656* 84 7003B-75A/C sh bz T7 4.5 .7 
855656X-1 84 7003B-74/C sh bz T7 4.5 .7 
855656%-2 84 7003B-74/C sh bz T7 4.5 .7 
855656y 84 7003B-73/C sh bz T7 4.5 .7 
855656Z-1 84 7003B-72/C sh bz T7 4.5 .7 
855656Z-3 84 7003B-72/C sh bz T7 4.5 .7 
^ Crosses (and confirmation protocol): 
Tl: Sh bz-rcvfosh")/- bz-m4 Cv X sh bz-rcv/sh bz (Table 3.12) 
T2: Sh bz-rcv(oshW- bz-m4 Cv X sh bz/sh bz (Table 3.12) 
(isolated open pollination) 
T3: Sh b2-rcv812051-9/sh bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz 
T4: sh bz-rcv824333v/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 (Table 3.13) 
(or sh bz-rcv824333v/sh bz-rcv824333v) 
T5: Sh bz-rcv824333v/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 (Table 3.14) 
(or Sh bz-rcv824333v/Sh bz-rcv824333v) 
T5: Sh bz-rcv824333v/sh bz Cv pr/pr X sh bz/sh bz pr/pr 
T7: sh bz-rcv824333v/- bz-m4 Cv X sh bz/sh bz (Table 3.15) 
(isolated open pollination) 
^ Arose as an ear sector. See Chapter 4.5.2 for confirmation protocol. 
Table 4.5.2. Rates of bz-rcv germinal reversion to Bz' in.single 
kernels, grouped by bz-rcv state 
Column 
1 2 3 4 5 
Population(s) Pop'l Total Number Number 
Size* Putative Tested Confirmed 
Bz'° 
A.) bz-rcv(osh) (Figure 4.5.1): 
82 2404-2405 2056 20 13 1 
82 2406-2408y 3026 17 8 0 
TOTAL 5,082 37^ 21 1 
* Estimated by determining the volume in ml of kernels, dividing 
by 100, and then multiplying by the number of kernels in 100 ml 
(determined by count). 
^ The number of colored kernels that arose via germinal reversion 
events as determined by the confirmation protocols outlined in Tables 
3.16-3.19. 
^ Putative Bz' are represented by colored round and colored 
shrunken kernels depending on the cross (see Tables 3.12-3.19). 
^ Col. 3-Col. 4. 
® It is 95% certain that the true rate of germinal reversion lies 
within this interval (Tables 5 and 6, Mainland et al., 1956). In order 
to use these tables it was necessary to round some values in Col. 9. 
This will have the tendency of expanding the interval, resulting in a 
confidence limit that encompasses more than 95% certainty. 
^ Col. 5/Col. 4 (Tables 5 and 6, Mainland et al., 1956 and 
Chapter 3.12). 
® (Col. 6/100) X Col. 7. This operation is performed for both 
the minimum and maximum values provided in Col. 6. 
^ (Col. 5 + Col. 8)/Col. 2. This operation is performed for both 
the minimum and maximum values provided in Col. 8. 
This value does not include several colored round kernels that 
were clearly (as judged by their number and position on an ear) the 
result of contamination. 
687 
6 7 8 9 10 
Confirmation Number Add'l Rate of Confidence 
Frequency Untested Confirmed Germinal Limits 
(min.-max.) Putative Bz'° Bz' Reversion (%)® 
(%) (min.-max.)® (min.-max.) 
(%)h 
0.12-23.81 16 0.0192-3.81 0.02-0.0946 0.00049-0.228 
Table 4.5,2. Continued 
Column 
1 2 3 4 5 
Population(s) Pop'l 
Size* 
Total 
Putative 
Bz'° 
Number 
Tested 
Number 
Confirmed 
bz-rcv80e402-l (Figure 4.5.2): 
82 2408z 1 1 0 
82 2409-2410 10 7 0 
TOTAL 6,210 11 8 0 
C.) bz-rcv824333v (Figure 4.5.3): 
84 7003B 19,652 97 17 16 
689 
6 7 8 9 10 
Confirmation Number Add'l Rate of Confidence 
Frequency Untested Confirmed Germinal Limits 
(min.-max.) Putative Bz' Bz' Reversion (%)® 
(%) (min.-max.)® (min.-max.) 
(%)h 
0-31.23 3 0-0.937 0-0.0151 0-0.09 
71.30-99.85 80 57.04-79.88 0.372-0.488 0.308-0.602 
Table 4.5.3. Female transmission of 11 Bz' alleles 
Bz' Cross Type of Kernel Number Chi-
Allele Cross* Cl bz square 
82g831 83g711/702-2 T1 58 56 
855655U 85 5655u-t/5654z T2 39 40 
855655*. 1 85 5655w-l/5647x T3 23 26 
855655W-2 85 5655w-2t/5654z T2 82 79 
855655%. •1 85 5655%-l/5647% T3 59 43 
855655%. 2 85 5655x-2/5647% T3 19 16 
855655y 85 5655y-t/5654z T2 66 81 
855656v. 1 85 5656v-1/5647% T3 79 83 
855656v. 2 85 5656v-2/5647% T3 39 27 
855656V-•3 85 5656v-3/5647% T3 66 57 
855656%. 1 85 5656%-l/5653z-3 T4 96 80 
* T1: Sh Bz'/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cv 
T2: sh Bz'/sh bz X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
T3: C sh Bz'/C sh bz X C-I sh bz/C sh bz (cl are not included in tabular ratios) 
T4: sh Bz'/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cy 
^ Test of a 1:1 ratio of Cl:bz, None of the ratios is significantly different at the 0.05 
level. 
Table 4.5.4. Results of the tests to confirm two Bz' alleles that arose from bz-rcvfosh) (Table 
4.5.1A) 
Bz' Test for* — 
Allele sh bz bz-•m4 Crossovers^ 
82g831 CI rdibz sh bz sh nsp + (2/133) 
844818W CI rd:bz sh bz sh nsp + (1/67) 
^ Protocols and expected results for these tests are outlined in Table 3.16. For each Bz' 
allele the results from the three tests taken together rule out contamination as the origin of the 
exceptional colored kernel and confirm the occurrence of a germinal reversion event. 
+ indicates the appearance of recombinant phenotypes (crossovers/total). 
Table 4.5.5. Results of the 
4.5.1C) 
tests to confirm one Bz' allele that arose from bz-rcv824333v (Table 
ML 
Allele 
Test for^ 
bz-m4 
844819U CI sh:bz sh + sp 
^ The protocol and expected result for this test is outlined in Table 3.17. This result 
rules out contamination as the origin of the exceptional colored kernel and confirms the occurrence 
of a germinal reversion event. 
Table 4.5.6. Results of the tests to confirm six Bz' alleles that arose from bz-rcv824333v (Table 
4.5.1C) 
Test for^ 
Bz' bz-m4 bz-m4 
Allele (First) (Second) 
844819w +? + (6/6) 
844819Z n.t. + (2/2) 
844820W + n.t. 
844820X +? + (1/2) 
844820y + n.t. 
844820Z + + (5/5) 
^ Protocols and expected results for these tests are outlined in Table 3.18. +? indicates a 
result which is compatible with, but does not itself confirm the occurrence of a germinal reversion 
event. + indicates a result which rules out contamination (and confirms a Bz' event), n.t. 
indicates no test was performed. 
^ + indicates the presence of bz-m4. (Number of plants carrying bz-m4/total'>. 
^ Bronze shrunken nonspotted selections for this test were drawn from 84 4819z-t self (Sh 
Bz'/- bz-m4>, rather than from an ear resulting from the First Test for bz-m4. 
^ The ear without bzMn4-spotting was very small and therefore had few bronze shunken kernels 
on which to score mutability. 
Table 4.5.7. Results of the tests to confirm 16 Bz' alleles that arose from bz-rcv824333v 
germinally (Table 4.5.1C) and one Type I discordant derivative 
Bz' Test for^ 
Allele bz-m4 Gv bz-rcy 
855655U +? n.t. + 
855655V +? n.t. + 
855655W-1 +? n.t. + 
855655W-2 +? n.t. + 
855655X-1 +? n.t. n.t. 
855655X-2 +? n.t. n.t. 
855655y +? + 
855655Z b b n.t. 
855656v-l +? n.t. n.t. 
855656V-2 +? n.t. n.t. 
855656V-3 +? n.t. n.t. 
855656W +? n.t. n.t. 
855656X-1 +? +? n.t. 
855656X-2 +? n.t. n.t. 
855656y +? n.t. n.t. 
855656Z-1 +? n.t. n.t. 
855656Z-3 +? n.t. n.t. 
^ Protocols and expected results for these tests are outlined in Table 3.19. +? indicates a 
result which is compatible with, but does not itself confirm the occurrence of a germinal reversion 
event. However, in the absence of sh Bz pollen (Table 4.5.8), these results would conclusively 
confirm the occurrence of a germinal reversion event. + indicates a result which, in combination 
with results of other tests, rules out contamination (and confirms a Bz' event), n.t. indicates no 
test was performed. 
^ The appearance of bz-rcy mutability in the Test for bz-m4 demonstrates that a Bz' allele 
was present in the endosperm but not in the embryo (Figure 4.5.4). The embryo of this kernel 
contained Cy as indicated by the appearance of bz-rcv mutability in the Test for Cy. 
Table 4.5.8. The frequency of sh Bz pollen in the population of pollen grains that gave rise to 
the 1985 series of Bz' (Table 4.5.1C) 
Results from the cross Sh bz-rcv/- bz-ni4 Cy open pollinated by the same 
pollen source used to generate the 1985 series of Bz' (cross T7 in 
Table 4.5.1); 
Column; 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Number of 
Ears 
Examined 
Minimum 
Number of 
Kernels/Ear^ 
Number of 
Pollen Grains 
Assayed 
Number of 
sh Bz 
Pollen Grains^ 
Frequency of 
sh Bz 
Pollen Grains'" 
Confidence 
Limits (%)® 
30 200 3000 0-0.001 
cr> 
vo 
^ Estimated by visual inspection. 
^ (Col. 1 X Col. 2)/2 (Since only half 
^ sh Bz pollen grains yield CI sh kernels. 
Col. 4/Col. 3. 
® It is 95% certain that the true frequency 
(Chapter 3.12). 
of the kernels can record sh Bz pollen). 
of sh Bz pollen grains lies within this interval 
Table 4.5.9. Heritablllty of Bz'-t>ale832633v-2 (Figure 4.5.5) 
Results from the crosses Sh Bz'-pale/sh bz self 
and sh bz/sh bz X Sh Bz'-pale/sh bz: 
Cross Ratio of 
Pale Rd:bz Rd^ 
84 4554y-l self 3:1 
y-2 self 3:1 
y-3 self 3:1 
84 4725-5/4554y-l 1:1 
^ Approximate ratios based on visual inspection. 
Table 4.6.1. The results of tests for genetically active elements in diverse lines 
Line Origin Family Presence 
or source bz-rcv 
mutability^ 
A. The TEL population: 
population see Table 3.4 79 6203-3 + (6/6)4 
78 5072-11 - (0/3)4 
78 5072-18 + (2/2)4 
78 5072-20 + (1/2)4 
78 5072-26 + (2/2)4 
78 5072-76 + (2/2)4 
78 5072-82 + (3/3)4 
78 5072-101 + (1/1)4 
78 5072-136 + (2/2)4 
B. Mutator-derived lines: 
2. bz-mum6-related D. Robertson 83 8225-10 + (30/30) 
83 8226-2 + (16/16) 
3. bz-mus4 82 2067-4 - (0/10) 
4. bz-mus7 82 2067-7 - (0/13) 
5. bz-mus8 It 82 2067-8 + (10/12) 
6. Purple Mutator (83 4045-7) It 84 2341y-5 + (5/13) 
7. Purple Mutator (83 4056-1) II 84 2341Z-3 + (3/14) 
8. a-mum2 84 2342y-2 + (8/8) 
84 2342y-3 + (7/7) 
84 2342Z-1 + (10/10) 
84 2342Z-5 4- (8/8) 
C. Lines with bz-rcv mutability and unrelated to the TEL 
population and Mutator: 
9. Line C 
(color converted W22) 
10. ç2 W22 
11. a sh2 no Ug 
12. rwx 
Genetic Stocks 
R. Brink 
J. Kermicle 
_g 
_g 
-g 
83 5203-21 
83 5203-22 
83 5203-23 
83 5203-24 
84 2251-14 
84 4102-lt 
84 4504y-3 
84 4504Z-2 
- (0/12) 
- (0/12) 
- (0/6) 
+ (3/13): 
+ (6/14): 
+ (5/6)f , 
+ (14/14r 
+ (6/12): 
^ For lines 13-16, 35-42 source is as reported by USDA Plant Introduction or other supplier. 
For all other stocks, source represents the individual or organization from whom seed were 
obtained. In some instances one or more generations of seed increase was performed in Ames. 
^ A family is composed of all the backcross progeny (cross 3, Figure 3.14) derived from a 
single plant in cross 1 or 2, Figure 3.14. See however *. 
^ (number of ears expressing bz mutability within the indicated family/total in the family) 
^ See Table 4.6.2 for estimates of the number of Cy segregating in ears of this family. 
® See Table 4.2.29 for estimates of the number of Cy segregating in ears of this family. 
^ Ears in these families contained a low frequency of generally low-spotted kernels. For 
phenotypic ratios of representative ears see Table 4.6.3. Ratios are not available for the F1 
family 83 5203-24 (Line C). 
® Mixture of more than one source. 
Table 4.6.1. Continued 
Line Origin Family^ Presence 
or source bz-rcy 
mutability^ 
Plant Introduction Accessions 
13. PI 162573^ 
14. 
15. 
PI 218185 
PI 317678 
Black Mexican Sweet, 
Argentina 
Papago Tribe, Az 
Havasupai Tribe, Az 
84 4547y-lt 
84 4547y-3t 
83 3713x.lt 
83 37 23x-lt 
- (0/10) 
+ (6/13) 
+ (3/12) 
+ (1/15)^ 
D. Lines without bz-rcv mutability and unrelated to the TEL 
population and Mutator 
Regulatory-Element Stocks 
16. Feu, rcu/r-g Cuna Tribe, Columbia 83g 816 -.(0/32) 
17. Mrh, bz/Bz M.M. Rhoades 83 5311Z-1 
83 5311Z-3 i 
18. Bp. o2-mfr) C-I F. Salaraini 83 5222Z-1 - (0/7) 
19. c2-m-3/c2 B. McClintock 83 5233y-5 - (0/11) 
83 5233y-2 -^(0/12) 
20. Mut. sh bz M.M. Rhoades 84 2253-1 
84 2253-3 _i 
84 2253-11 _i 
21. Ac segregating, sh bz B. McClintock 83 5322-lt _i 
83 5323-8 i 
12 others _i 
22. DE-m M.M. Rhoades 84 3022-1 - (0/11) 
84 3022-3 - (0/10) 
84 3022-6t - (0/12) 
23. a-m3:Adm M. Neuffer 84 4512Z-4 - (0/13) 
24. Sh Mr Wx r-E 84 4512y-l - (0/13) 
Receptor-Element Stocks 
25. a-ruo G. Spraque 83g 174 -.(5/5) 
26. bz-m-4 H. Dooner 83 2727 
7 others 
27. bz-mut M.M. Bhoades 83g 124 _i 
28. a-mfr)/a-ml .S 83g 767-1 - (0/10) 
-S 83g 767-3 - (0/10) 
Other 
-g 
Genetic Stocks 
84 4123-lt - (0/14) 
29. C sh bz E. Coe 83 I-lOl _i 
-g 
many others _i 
30. c Sh bz 84 3259-1 _i 
-g 
8 others _i 
31. A et 83 0122 - (0/4) 
32. Ç2 .g 83g 718-21 - (0/13) 
Maize Coop.J 
83g 718-22 -^(0/11) 
- (0/23)k 
33. C sh bz +/e115 bm4 83 2857x 
34. a2 bt -g 83g 762-1 
83g 762-2 
-vj 
o 
^ Accession number, USDA North Central Regional Plant Introduction Center, Ames, Iowa. 
^ This stock is hz, hence a backcross was not necessary to expose bz-rcv. Consequently, each 
family consists of a single individual. 
J Maize Genetics Cooperation Stock Center. 
The F1 seed from cross 1, Figure 3.14 for several families was bulked. 
Table 4.6.1. Continued 
Line Origin 
or source 
Plant Introduction Accessions 
35. PI 213737^ Navaho Tribe, Az 
36. PI 213750 Five Tribes, Ok 
37. PI 213758 Shawnee Tribe, Ok 
38. PI 213787, 
ft 
Rainbow Flint, North Dakota 
39. PI 213791, Rainbow Flint, North Dakota 
40. PI 217408, Longfellow Flint 
41. PI 279037, Pejo de Cuna, Spain 
42. PI 303881, Black Corn Japan 
Family* Presence 
bz-rcv 
mutability^ 
83 5768t-lt 
83 5768t-2 
83 3706y-6t 
83 5210y-2 
83 3709y-l 
83 3709y-2t 
83 3738y-2t 
83 2620y-2 
83 2620y-3 
83 372DX-1 
83 3721x-2t 
83 3721X-3 
- (0/14) 
- (0/3) 
- (0/4) 
- (0/12) 
- (0/6) 
- (0/12) 
- (0/13) 
- (0/12) 
- (0/12) 
- (0/9) 
- (0/12) 
- (0/8) 
Inbred Lines 
43. KYS M.M. Rhoades 
44. R168 Illinois 
45. W117 A. Hallauer 
46. WD A. Hallauer 
47. ND203 A. Hallauer 
(0/4) 
(0/8) 
(0/29)k 
(0/29)^ 
(0/28)k 
Table 4.5.2. content of families derived from the TEL population from which bz-rcv arose 
Tested Kernel Number 
Plant* 
Bronze Colored 
——Round Shrunken Rd Sh # Chi-
Sp Nsp Sp Nsp Cy^ square 
A.) Results from the cross: Sh Bz/sh bz X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
1. 84 4843W-3/4937-1 88 13 0 95 146 2 5 1.44 
2. 84 4843y-2/4938-2 125 5 3 112 231 . 1 3 0.69 
3. 84 4843y-3/4938-3 25 2 0 31 47 2 5 1.87 
4. 84 4843z-2/4939-2 56 69 5 111 196 2 3 1.46 
5. 84 4844V-1/4939-2 29 47 1 55 121 2 1 0.53 
6. 84 4844w-3/4939-5 46 51 0 90 193 2 1 0.02 
7. 84 4844x-1/4939-1 43 2 0 27 54 1 4 1.50 
8. 84 4844X-2/4938-1 92 4 4 74 171 3 4 3.53 
9. 84 4844X-3/4939-4 70 2 4 58 185 1 5 1.90 
10. 84 4844y-1/4938-4 103 6 6 128 168 3 4 2.35 
11. 84 4844Z-2/4940-2 90 8 3 96 147 3 4 0.32 
12. 84 4844z-3/4939-3 37 32 0 76 144 3 1 0.86 
B.) Results from the cross: Sh Bz/sh bz X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv 
13. 84 4843W-1/4753 208 0 0 0 189 0 6 3.30 
14. 84 4843W-2/4751 150 7 0 0 112 0 4 0.86 
c. )  Results from the cross: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X Sh Bz/sh bz; 
15. 83 2722-B/4616 44 0 1 59 95 0 5 3.25 
^ Only ears with greater than 100 kernels and that displayed bz mutability are included. 
^ Spotting pattern was predominantly 9b. 
^ Minimum number of independently segregating to obtain a nonsignificant Chi-square value 
at the 0.05 level, based on bronze round phenotypic classes only. 
^ Chi-square value obtained assuming the number of independently segregating C% in the 
previous column. Unless otherwise noted all values are nonsignificant at the 0.05 level, based on 
bronze round phenotypic classes only. 
Table 4.6.3. Phenotypic ratios and percent spotted of Ç% content test FI families exhibiting 
occasional bz-rcv mutability 
Tested Kernel Number % 
Plant Spotted^ 
-Bronze Colored-
Round Shrunken- Rd Sh 
L-^ 
l-3b 5-6b 7-8b 
Spotted- Nsp Sp Nsp 
A.) c2 W22, F1 family 84 2251-14: 
1. 85 1844-21/1825 18 0 0 175 0 0 123 0 9.32 
2. 85 -22/1823 9(lb) 0 0 214 0 0 161 0 4.04 
3. 85 -23/1830 1 " 0 0 180 0 0 161 0 0.552 
4. 85 -34/1822 12 0 0 179 0 0 174 0 6.28 
B.) a sh2. no Ua, F1 family 84 4102-It: 
5. 85 1754-21/1829 2 0 0 
6. 85 -22/1821 0 2 0 
7. 85 -23/1829 0 0 4(6-8b) 
8. 85 -24/1829 1 0 3 " 
9. 85 -27/1822 0 0 2 " 
32 0 0 
34 0 0 
183 0 0 
151 0 0 
52 0 65 
34 0 5.88 
40 0 5.56 
181 0 2.14 
149 0 2.58 
92 0 3.70 
C.) r wx. F1 family 84 4504y-3; 
10. 85 1755-21/1822 17 1 0 225 0 0 263 0 7.41 
11. 85 -22/1829 8 0 0 167 0 0 201 0 4.57 
12. 85 -23/1829 3 1 0 229 0 0 165 0 1.71 
13. 85 -24/1821 12 0 0 115 0 0 127 0 9.45 
14. 85 -25/1821 17 0 0 179 0 0 136 0 8.67 
D.) r wx. F1 family 84 4504z-2: 
15. 85 1756-21/1821 1 1 0 80 0 0 82 0 2.43 
16. 85 -22/1830 0 0 3 63 0 0 53 0 4.54 
17. 85 -23/1821 1 0 2 99 0 0 99 0 2.94 
18. 85 -24/1821 3 0 0 40 0 6 81 1 6.98 
19. 85 -25/1821 2 0 0 66 l(8b) 5 89 3 2.94 
E.) PI 162573, F1 family 4547y-3t: 
20. 85 1838-21/1823 • 1 0 0 54 0 5%^ 50%c 0 1.82 
21. 85 -22/1823 5 0 0 68 0 0 6.85 
22. 85 -23/1826 4 0 0 103 0 0 0 3.74 
23. 85 -24/1827 4 0 0 61 0 5%^ 0 6.15 
24. 85 -25/1823 15 0 0 125 0 0 0 10.7 
25. 85 -26/1821 1 0 0 97 0 0 0 1.02 
^ % spotted = 100 X spotted round/total bronze round. 
^ Refers to the spotting pattern. 
^ Estimated percentages. 
Table 4.6.3. Continued 
Tested 
Plant 
Kernel Number 
-Bronze-
Round 
Spotted-
l-3b 5-6b 7-8b 
Shrunken-
Sp Nsp Nsp 
Spotted 
Colored 
Rd Sh 
F.) PI 218185, F1 family 83 3713x-lt: 
26. 84 4539-21/4633-3 7(3-4b)0 0 161 0 0 192 0 4.17 
27. 84 -22/4638-21 1 " 0 0 164 0 0 168 0 0.606 
28. 84 -23/4638-22 1 " 0 0 142 0 0 124 0 0.699 
G.) PI 317678, F1 family 83 3723x-lt: 
29. 84 4540-21/4637-9 2 ^ 60 0 0 70 0 3.23 
Spotting pattern was not scored for this ear. 
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Figure 2.1. The Saedler and Nevers model of plant-transposable-element 
excision. The wavy lines represents the transposable 
element which contains inverted terminal repeats (IR). The 
thick regions on either side of the transposable element 
represent direct duplication of host-site DNA that form as 
a result of transposable element insertion (Figure 2.2). 
A: Excision from the host site (solid lines) is initiated 
by a transposable-element-encoded transposase which 
recognizes all members of a family of transposable elements 
by their unique IR an creates staggered nicks (arrows) on 
both ends of the transposable element. Shown are both a 
linear and a cruciform representation of the transposable 
element and its insertion site. B: The single-stranded 5' 
and 3' ends of the transposable element that result from 
transposase-induced staggered cuts are susceptible to a 5' 
exonuclease and a 3' polymerase. The action of the 
exonuclease results in degradation of the host-site 
duplication (open areas of the thick regions). The 
polymerase uses the single-stranded fringes of the host-
site duplication as templates to synthesize DNA (thick 
solid lines). It is expected that polymerase stuttering 
occurs, which would result in duplications. Template 
switching as shown in the figure can result in inverted 
repeats. Shown are both a linear and a cruciform 
representation of the transposable element and its 
insertion site. C: Depending on the resolution of the 
single-stranded region formed by template switching in Part 
B, two excision products are possible. The excision 
product on the left would arise if the single-stranded 
region was filled in to produced double-stranded DNA. On 
the right is the excision product that would result if the 
single-stranded region is removed (Modified after Caldwell, 
1986 which was modified after Saedler and Nevers, 1985) 
(•- 5' end of DNA;)-3' end of DNA;E^ insertion-site 
duplication; mma newly synthesized DNA; CZZJ 
exonuclease-degraded regions) 
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Figure 2.2. The Saedler and Nevers plant-transposable-element 
integration model. A: Following excision of a 
transposable element (Figure 2.1) the transposase of the 
transposable element/transposase complex generates 
staggered nicks at the target site (new insertion site). 
B: The transposable element and staggered cuts are aligned 
for ligation and repair synthesis. G: Repair synthesis 
fills in the single-stranded regions to form direct repeats 
flanking the newly inserted element. Both a linear and a 
cruciform representation of the transposable element are 
shown (Modified after Caldwell, 1986 which was modified 
from Saedler and Nevers, 1985) (#- 5' end of DNA;>- 3' end 
of DNA; insertion-site duplication; newly 
synthesized DNA; transposable element) 
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Figure 2.3. A listing of all possible phenotypes resulting from the 
tranposltlon of ÎJË from a replicated P-w allele (here 
represented as P-rr MP). Transposition of M£ away from Zz. 
w results in a stable P-RR allele. Following completion 
of chromosome replication and a mitotic division, the P-RR 
allele yields a red sector. If the new Insertion site 
replicated prior to Me Insertion and the tr-Mp (transposed 
MP) segregates with the P-w allele (A), a twinned sector 
of red and light variegated results. The red twin lacks Mg 
in this situation. If the tr-Mp segregates with the newly 
arisen P-RR allele (B), an untwlnned red sector that 
contains a tr-Mp forms. Alternatively, if the new Mg, 
insertion site has not replicated prior to Me insertion 
(C), HR duplication occurs. In this situation both 
daughter cells receive a tr-Mp and a twinned sector of red 
and light variegated results. The red sector contains a 
tr-Mp in this event. Finally, if HE does not reinsert 
anywhere in the chromosome complement (D), an untwlnned red 
sector that lacks Mg forms (modified after Greenblatt, 
1968) 
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A. 
Mp Loss or 
Parental Daughter Sector Multlpli-
Chromosome Chromosome phenotype cation 
P-rr-Mp P-rr 
' " " ---1 ———i——.I— red loss 
light multiplication 
P-rr-Mp P-rr-Mp tr-Mp variegated 
B. 
P-rr-Mp P-rr tr-Mo 
—  I r e d  n e i t h e r  
P-rr-Mp P-rr-Mp variegated 
C. 
P-rr-Mp P-rr tr-Mp 
— light multiplication 
P-rr-Mp P-rr-Mp tr-Mp variegated 
D. 
P-rr-Mp P-rr 
red loss 
medium neither 
P-rr-Mp P-rr-Mp variegated 
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MP LOSS or 
Parental Daughter Sector Multipli-
Chromosome Chromosome phenotype cation 
P-rr tr-Mp 
P-rr-Mp I red neither 
red neither 
P-rr tr-Mp 
B. 
P-rr tr-Mp 
red loss 
P-rr 
Figure 2.4. A listing of all possible phenotypes resulting from the 
transposition of M^ away from an unreplicated P-w allele 
(here represented as P-rr Mp). All transposition events 
result in untwinned red sectors. If transposition occurs 
to an unreplicated site (A), all of the red sector will 
contain a tr-Mp. Otherwise, if transposition occurs to a 
previously replicated site (B), only a portion of the red 
sector will contain a tr-Mp (modified after Greenblatt, 
1968) 
Ames Accessions 
Ac 613A Ac 513B Ac 613C Ac 613F 
77 5070 self 77 2851 self 77 2854 self 77 2857 self 77 2860 self 
* \ V * * 
78 5090 sib 
* 
80 3762 sib 
* 
81 5090 sib 
* 
78 3036-3038 self 78 3044-3048 self 
* * 
81 2154/1954 
(A et/A et X sh bz/sh bz) 
CI rd 
81g 174-176 self 
Figure 3.1. Pedigree and origins of sh bz lines. All crosses and selections were sh bz/sh bz self 
or sib and sh bz nsp unless otherwise noted. A * denotes an entry in column 2 of 
Table 3.1A. See Table 3.1A for descendants of these rows. Table 3.IB for a 
description of the lines, and Table 3.1C for the origins of the important Ames 
accessions 
Yg2 ç m M Wx 
7 26 29 31 59 
(Adapted from Neuffer et al., 1968) 
Figure 3.2. Linkage map of chromosome 9s 
0 
Map Position 
Examples : 
season 
winter 1982-1983' 
summer 1982-
82g 412-2t2(u) 
row number 
/ 
82 3463X-6A 
tiller, tiller number 
and ear position (upper 
lower) 
plant number 
row subdivision and 
plant letter within a hill 
Figure 3.3. Alphanumeric row, plant and ear identification system (modified after Reddy, 1982) 
Sh bz-in805137/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz 
bz rd bz sh 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz _+/+ X sh bz/sh bz Cy 
The appearance of mutability 
from this cross demonstrates 
the presence of independently 
segregating regulatory 
elements. 
Figure 3.4. Reconstitution Test for the presence of independently segregating regulatory elements 
self 
seedling test 
(control) 
Mutator X non-Mutator 
plant line 
50 F1 plants X/on bz-rcv for Cy content 
self for 50 Si families 
50 seedling tests 
for Mutator activity 
Figure 3.5. Test of the correlation between Mutator activity and Cy activity 
84 2342y-3/2234-7 
a-muin2/a-mum2 Sh Bz/Sh Bz X A/A Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv 
CI rd 
84g 184-22/185 184-24/185 
a-nixim2/A Sh Bz/Sh bz-rcv X A/A Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
fCv content test) 
(Table 4.2.30) 
85 1737 1738 1731-32 1733-34 
a-muni2/A (or A/A) Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv (or Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) X 
a/a Sh Bz/Sh Bz 
(Relation test) 
(Table 4.2.31) 
low sp 
to 
85 cont. 1735 X bz-rcv 
(Heritability of 
low spotted selections) 
high sp 
1736y X sh bz 
(Confirmation test of 
segregation of one Cv) 
Figure 3.6. Test of the correlation of mutability at a-mum2 and bz-rcv. Unless otherwise noted 
selections were bronze round 
83 5231z-2/2710-lt 
Sh bz-rcy/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
85 
self 
seedling test 
(control) 
1705-1708 
49 Fl plants 
self 
49 seedling tests 
(for Mutator activity) 
Figure 3.7. Test of the Mutator activity of a Cv-containing plant 
bz rd sp 
I 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
(OL 
CI rd 
Losses : Prior to ear 
initiation 
events 
Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz sh bz/sh bz 
If 
Single 
kernel 
losses 
Tests of 
Basis of 
Loss ; 
nsp bz sh 
from loss region 
X bz-rcv 
(Test of Regulatory 
Element Function) 
nsp bz rd 
from loss region 
X 
(Test of Receptor 
Function) 
X/on bz-rcy 
(Test of Regulatory 
Element Function for 
single kernel losses) 
nsp bz rd 
X bz-rcv 
(Alternative Test of 
Regulatory Element 
Function for single 
kernel losses and 
confirmation of the 
validity of the Test of 
Receptor Function) 
Figure 3.8. Generalized test of basis for losses of mutability 
Figure 3.9. A demonstration of how heterofertilization can and cannot mimic a loss of C% activity 
depending on the crossing strategy 
sh bz/sh bz X Sh bz-rcy/sh bz Cy 
sp 
endosperm 
embryo arising 
without hetero-
fertilization 
one possible 
genotype of 
an embryo 
arising via 
heterofertilation 
genotype sh bz 
sh bz 
Sh bz-rcv 
sh bz sh bz 
Sh bz-rcv Cv Sh bz-rcv (no Cv) 
planted 
and test-
crossed by 
sh bz 
bz ear, segregating for rd----
w/spots wo/spots 
(mimics Cy loss) 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
(or) 
Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
(or) 
Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
sp 
endosperm 
in the absence of-a loss of receptor 
or regulatory element function, 
embryo must be: 
Sh bz-rcy Cv 
Sh bz-rcv Cv 
sh bz 
Sh bz-rcv Cv 
sh bz 
planted 
and testcrossed by sh bz 
sp bz ear, segregating for rd 
c .  sh bz/sh bz Cy 
sp 
endosperm 
sh bz Cy 
sh bz Cv 
Sh bz-rcv 
Figure 3.9. Continued 
in the absence of a 
loss of receptor or 
regulatory element 
function, embryo 
must be: 
sh bz Cv 
Sh bz-rcv 
heterofertilization 
product cannot be 
confused w/ loss 
of regulatory element 
function 
sh bz Cv 
sh bz 
planted 
and test-
crossed by 
sh bz 
sp bz ear, 
segregating 
for rd 
nsp bz ear, 
all sh 
XX xxxx/xxxx 
(Sh bz-rcy/sh bz Gv X sh bz/sh bz^ 
bz rd 
prog sp 
pattern 
bz rd 
exc sp 
XX XXXX/XXXX 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz^ 
(verification ear) 
XX XXXX/XXXX 
Cv* X (Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz") 
(control ears) 
X 
[Test of Heritability] 
-J (O 
00 
bz sh nsp bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
XX XXXX/XXXX 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
bz rd nsp 
XX XXXX/XXXX 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
X 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 3.10. The series of tests performed on a single kernel exhibiting an exceptional pattern: 
Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis (including the Test of the Receptor and the 
Test of the Regulatory Element). XX XXXX/XXXX refers to a cross (or the ear 
resulting from a cross). In all figures associated with Chapter 4, bz-rcv and C% 
indicate the progenitor states 
Figure 3.11. The series of tests performed on an ear or plant sector exhibiting an exceptional 
pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis (including the Test of the Receptor 
and the Test of the Regulatory Element). XX XXXX/XXXX refers to a cross (or the ear 
resulting from a cross). In all figures associated with Chapter 4, bz-rcv and Cv 
indicate the progenitor states 
KB:. 
XX xxxx/xxxx 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz^ 
Ear or plant sectored for spotting pattern 
(progenitor and exceptional patterns) 
Sector of exc pattern Region of prog pattern 
bz rd 
prog sp 
pattern 
XX XXXX/XXXX XX XXXX/XXXX 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X (Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv 
sh bz/sh bz) sh bz/sh bz) 
(verification ear) (control ears) 
[optional Test of Heritability] 
bz rd 
exc sp 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp bz sh nsp 
w 
o 
bz rd nsp 
XX XXXX/XXXX 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
XX XXXX/XXXX 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
XX xxxx/xxxx 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz'> 
XX XXXX/XXXX 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(ear with exc sp pattern) 
bz rd nsp 
XX XXXX/XXXX 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rev*/sh bz) 
bz rd 
prog sp 
pattern 
XX XXXX/XXXX 
(Sh bz-rey/sh bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(ear with prog sp pattern) 
bz sh nsp bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
XX XXXX/XXXX 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 3.12. The series of tests performed on changes of state (excetional spotting patterns) that 
arise as discordant individuals: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis (including 
the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element). XX XXXX/XXXX 
refers to a cross (or the ear resulting from a cross). In all figures associated 
with Chapter 4, bz-rcv and Cy indicate the progenitor states 
80 
83g 
84 
0160-11/0156-10 
(C-I Sh Bz Ds/C sh bz X C sh bz/C sh bz Ac) 
cl rd w/breaks 
815/710 
(C-I Sh Bz Ds/C sh bz Ac X C sh bz/C sh bz + Cy) 
cl rd w/breaks 
4817Z/2257 
(C-I Sh Bz Ds/C sh bz Ac/4- X C - bz-m4/C - bz-m4') 
(Test of Ac versus bz-m4) 
84g 
// 
4817Z-22/2257 
cl rd w/breaks 
505 on/X C sh bz 
(C-I Sh Bz Ds/C - bz-m4 Ac/+ X/on C sh bz/C sh bz) 
cl rd w/breaks 
85 
Figure 3.13. 
5633-5635 
Pedigree of Ac line used to confirm putative colored revertants 
A. For content of bz/bz stocks: 
(cross 1) bz/bz stock X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv 
or 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
B. For content of Bz/Bz stocks: 
(cross 2) Bz/Bz stock X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv 
or 
Sh bz-rcy/sh bz 
or 
sh bz/sh bz. no 
< I 
(cross 3) colored F1 X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv 
from cross 2 or 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
C. For ÇY content of sh bz tester: 
(cross 4) Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv 
planted in isolation, 
detasseled and controlled 
(by isolation) open 
pollinated with: 
X sh bz/sh bz tester 
Figure 3.14. Crossing schemes for content tests 
Figure 4.1.1. Pedigree of lines used in the Reconstitution Test and the origin of lines used to 
test ears with unexpectedly high percentages of spotted kernels and used to test 
one-Cv lines. Unless otherwise noted crosses are: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv/+ Cv/+ X 
sh bz/sh bz 
^ Nonspotted shrunken bronze and nonspotted round bronze kernels 
were selected as outlined in Figure 3.4. 
^ The number of present in these kernels was not assayed. 
Generation 
0 
nsp 
Reconstitution 
Test 
(Table 4.1.3A) 
(Table 3.4) 
•80 5137/5621 
(Table 4.1.1) 
i bz rd sp 
1 
80g 37-1/44 
80g 37-3/45 
80g 37-4/44 
80g 38-6/45 
81 2012-1/1950 
81 2012-9/1951 
(Table 4.1.2A) 
(Figure 4.1.3) 
cy 
80g37-7/45 
(Table 4.1.2A) 
>2 C% 
80g 37-2/44 
Og 37-6/45 
80g 38-3/44 
80g 38-5/45 
81 2012-3t/2131 
(Table 4.1.26) 
(Figure 4.1.2) 
80g 401-4 selfv 
80g 401-7 self. 
nsp nsp 
w 
m 
Reconstitution 
Test 
(Table 4.1.3B) 
Reconstitution 
Test 
(Table 4.1.3C) 
Figure 4.1.2. Pedigree of lines used to test first-, second- and third-generation increases in 
the number of All selections unless otherwise noted were bz rd high sp. All 
crosses are: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv/+ Cv/+ X sh bz/sh bz 
Generation Figure 4.1.1 
80g 37-2/44 SOg 37-6/45 80g 38-3/44 80g 38-5/45 81 2012-3t 
81 2037 
81 2040 
82 2346 
82 4404X 
(Table 4.1.9) 
81 2041. 81 2050 81 2051 
81 2042y\^ 82 2352 82 2353 
82 2349 (Table 4.1.11) (Table 4.1.12) 
(Table 4.1.10) 
82 2356 
(Table 4.1.13) 
82 4327x 
82 4327y 
(Table 4.1.15) 
bz sh nsp 
83 2815x 
83 2816x 
83 2817x 
(Table 4.1.16) 
Figure 4.1.3. Pedigree of lines used in the test of one-Cv lines. All selections unless otherwise 
noted were bronze round high spotted. All crosses are: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz C%/± C%/+ 
X sh bz/sh bz 
Generation (Figure 4.1.1) 
80g 37-1/44 SOg 37-3/45 80g 37-4/44 80g 38-6/45 2012-1/1950 81 2012-9/1951 
81 2030 
82 2345 
82 4403y 
81 2035 
82 2347 
82 4405 
(Table 4.1.17) 84 4621 
(Table 4.1.18) 
82 2348 
82 4406w 
(Table 4.1.19) (Table 4.1.20) 
81 2055 
82 2354-
82 2355 
82 4324x 
(Table 4.1.21) 
82 2359 
(Table 4.1.22) 
w 
vo 
83 2627-
84 4625 
(Table 4.1.23) 
84 4628 
84 4629 
(Table 4.1. 24) 
80 5137/5621 
(Table 4.1.1) 
81 2012-10/2131 
82 2050-1/2527-1 
(Table 4.1.35A) 
Type II aberrant ratio 
• ^ 
83 5766 o 
(Table 4.1.35B) 
Test of aberrant ratio 
Figure 4.1.4. Pedigree of 82 2350-1 which gave rise to a Type II aberrant ratio. All crosses are: 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv/+ Cv/+ X sh bz/sh bz. All selections were spotted bronze 
round 
Figure 4.3.3 
82 4354/4410-8 
- bz-m4/- bz-m4 X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv Ac-flow 
(Table 4.2.3A) 
83 2607 
(Table 4.2.3B) 
// 
83 2607-7 self 
Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 Ac-flow self 
nonspotted 
round 
flow-spotted 
shrunken . 
nonspotted 
shrunken 
84 2358 on/X sh bz 
- bz-m4/- bz-m4 Ac-flow on/X 
sh bz/sh bz 
(Test of dosage of Ac-flow) 
(Table 4.2.4) 
84 4842x X Ac 
- bz-m4/- bz-m4 X Sh Bz/sh bz Ac 
(Test of basis of pattern) 
Figure 4.2.1. Flow diagram of the pedigree of the line in which Ac-flow was first uncovered 
84 4719-5/2233-5 
sh bz/sh bz X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv 
nonspotted 
round 
> f 
85 1823/1917 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Ac-flow X - bz-m4/sh bz 
(Table 4.2.6) 
Figure 4.2.2. Test of the ^  content of a bz-rcv line 
to 
Figure 4.2.3. Flow diagram showing the pedigree of the line used to demonstrate Ac-
flow is incapable of triggering mutability at bz-rcv 
Figure 4.3.3 
80g 401-1 self 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy 
spotted 
round 
81 4755-4756/3540 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv Ac-flow X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 
spotted 
round 
83 9503-23/sh bz 
Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 Cv Ac-flow X sh bz/sh bz 
controlled open pollination 
flow-spotted 
shrunken 
84 2118Z-21/2236-12 
bz-m4/sh bz Ac-flow X Sh bz-rcy/Sh bz-rcv 
flow-spotted 
round 
85 1914/sh bz 
- bz-m4/Sh bz-rcv Ac-flow X sh bz/sh bz 
(Table 4.2.10) 
Figure 4.3.3 
81 2012-lt self 2012-1/1950 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Çy Ac-flow self Sh bz-rcy/sh bz Ac-flow Cy X 
sh bz/sh bz 
82 4324z/bz-m4 2355-8t/4323-8 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
83 5741y/5765 
Sh bz-rcy/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
84 2259/C-I Ds 
(Table 4.2.5) 
Figure 4.2.4. Flow diagram showing the pedigree of 82 4324z and 84 2259, two lines which contain 
Ac-flow. All selections were bronze round spotted 
Table 4.1.3 
81 
82 
83 
2043-5/2044-4 2043-2/2044-6 2048-11/2049-10 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cv 
sh / \ rd sh / \ rd 
2448-1/2447-1 2456-4/2454-10 2445-6/2444-3 
sh bz/sh bz Cy X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
sh sh sh 
o* 
5316/bz-m4 
(Table 4.2.7) 
5317/bz-m4 
(Table 4.2.7) 
5324/bz-m4 
(Table 4.2.7) 
Figure 4.2.5. Flow diagram showing the pedigrees of three lines that do not contain Ac or Ac-
flow. All selections were bronze and nonspotted 
Figure 4.4.17 
82 4333y/4318-8 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
80 0157-2 self 
sh bz/sh bz self 
No Aç here, but M background 
spotted 
round 
nonspotted 
shrunken 
82g 755-1/754 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
spotted 
round 
83 2708y-lt/2708y-3 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy sib 
spotted 
round 
83g 267/269 
Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcy Cv X - bz-ni4/- bz-m4 
spotted 
(bz-rcv mutability) 
round 
84 7003B-30/sh bz 
Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
exceptional 
spotted 
(bz-m4 mutability) 
shrunken 
85 5650z 
Figure 4.2.6. Flow diagram showing the pedigree of the line that gave rise to a gamete that 
exhibited ^  activation. All selections were bronze 
00 
Figures which 
provide : 
Origin of 
primary 
families 
Origin of 
Cv loss 
events within 
primary families 
Figure Numbers 
4.3.3 
4.3.4 4.3.5 4.3.6 4.3.7 4.3.8 
Figure 4.3.1. Flow diagram which outlines the organization of figures associated with C% loss 
events 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
(or bz-m4/bz-in4') 
-V Ln O 
Cv retained in 988 plants 21 losses of Cv 
(Chapters 4.3.1.1-1.3) 
Figure 4.3.2. Origin of 21 losses of mutability used to calculate frequency of C% loss (Table 
4.3.2). All selections were bronze round spotted 
1980 
1980g 
1981 
1982 
Figure 
(Table 3.4) 
(original exc k) 
5137/5621 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
sp (9b) 
rd bz , 
sp (?b) 
rd bz 
nsp 
sh bz 
nsp 
rd bz 
405 402 403 
404 
401 
2012 
4410 
4.3.3. Flow diagram showing the origin of the rows containing the kernels that gave rise to 
the primary families 
1980g 
1981 
1982 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
37-3/45 
2035-2036 (24) 
2347 (12) 
1983 
4405 (12) 
// 
4405-7/4323-1 
82 4405-7t 
2601x (7) 
83 2601X-5 
83 2601X-6 
Ln 
ro 
Figure 4.3.4. Pedigree of primary family 80g37-3 as it relates to Çy loss events. Unless 
otherwise noted selections were bronze round spotted, and crosses were: Sh bz-rcy/sh 
bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz. Number in parentheses designates the number of kernels 
planted. Only rows with this designation, (), fit the criteria outlined in Figure 
4.3.2. Underlined entries are Cy loss events, see Table 4.3.1 for index. 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
1980g 
(Sh Bz/Sh Bz 
19/38-3 
X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy) 
38-3/44 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X Sh Bz/Sh Bz) 
1981 
Cl rd 
2022 
// 
2022-5/1915 
fSh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X 
Sh Bz/Sh Bz") 
// 
2022-26/2131 
fSh bz-rcv/Sh Bz 
sh bz/sh bz) 
2050 
Çy X 
1982 4233 4325z (3) 2352 (12) 
// 82 4325Z-1 
4233/4317-lt 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
1983 5213z (6) 
83 5213Z-3 
83 5213Z-5 
Figure 4.3.5. Pedigree of primary family 80g38-3 as it relates to Çy loss events. Unless 
otherwise noted selections were bronze round spotted, and crosses were: Sh bz-rcv/sh 
bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz. Number in parentheses designates the number of kernels 
planted. Only rows with this designation, (), fit the criteria outlined in Figure 
4.3.2. Underlined entries are Cy loss events, see Table 4.3.1 for index. 
A. (Figure 4.3.3) 
1980g 17/38-5 
(Sh Bz/Sh Bz X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Gy) 
CI rd 
1981 
1982 
2229 
// // 
2229-8/2137 2229-8t/2133 
(^ Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X 
4332 (8) 4334v (3) 
82 4332U-1 
// // 
4332X/4317-1 4332y/4317-l 
1983 2819 (14) 2834X (7) 
1984 
// 
2229-10/2137 
sh bz/sh bz") 
4334x (3) 
// 
4334x-lt/4322-8 
4333 (5) 2329 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh Bz Cv X 
// // sh bz/sh bz") 
4333Z/4318-8 2329-4/2434-4 
2624y (4) 2844 (10) 
83 2844V-1 
83 2844V-2 
83 2844Z-3 
4527 (13) 
2622x.y (14) 
83 2622X-2 
83 2622%-6 
// 
2622X-7/2713-8 
I 
4528 (11) 
B. 
1980g 
1981 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
38-5/45 
1982 
2051 (12) 
// // 
2051-9/2138 2051-5/2137 
2632y (3) 
2633y (3) 
2353 (12) 4327Z (6) 
4328u (4) 
1983 5336 (12) 
Figure 4.3.6. Pedigree of primary family 80g38-5 as it relates to Çy loss events. Unless 
otherwise noted selections were bronze round spotted, and crosses were: Sh bz-rcv/sh 
 ^Cy X sh bz/sh bz. Number in parentheses designates the number of kernels 
planted. Only rows with this designation, (), fit the criteria outlined in Figure 
4.3.2. Underlined entries are Cy loss events, see Table 4.3.1 for index. 
1980g 
1981 
1982 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
38-6/45 
2054-2055 (17) 
2354 (12) 
// 
2354-6/2419-5 
// 
2354-6C/4323-2 
// // 
2354-3/4317-8 2354-3t/2403-12 
1983 2627 (15) 
83 2627-7 
•vl 
Ul 
Oi 
2628 (15) 
83 2628-7t 
2651 (15) 2652 (15) 
Figure 4.3.7. Pedigree of primary family 80g38-6 as it relates to Çg loss events. Unless 
otherwise noted selections were bronze round spotted, and crosses were: Sh bz-rcv/sh 
bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz. Number in parentheses designates the number of kernels 
planted. Only rows with this designation, (), fit the criteria outlined in Figure 
4.3.2. Underlined entries are Cy loss events, see Table 4.3.1 for index. 
1981 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
2012-1/1950 
1982 
// 
2355-4t/4323-7 
1983 
2355 (12) 
82 2355-6 
82 2355-4t 
// // 
2355-4/sh bz 2355-1/4315-8 
\ \ \ 
2632X (3) 2630y.z (5) 2634w,x (9) 
83 2634X-1 
4324x (3) 
// 
2355-lt/4323-4 
// 
4324x-2/4317-9 
2639 (13) 
83 2639-3 
2840y (3) 
Figure 4.3.8. Pedigree of primary family 812012-1 as it relates to Çy loss events. Unless 
otherwise noted selections were bronze round spotted, and crosses were: Sh bz-rcv/sh 
bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz. Number in parentheses designates the number of kernels 
planted. Only rows with this designation, (), fit the criteria outlined in Figure 
4.3.2. Underlined entries are Cy loss events, see Table 4.3.1 for index. 
Figures which Figure Numbers 
provide : 
Origin of 
primary 
families 
Origin of 
nonrespons ive 
alleles within 
primary families 
10* 11* 
12 13A 13B 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
in 
00 
Descendants of 
individual 
nonresponsive 
alleles 
38 23 
24 
25 
26 
42 
31 
32 
33 
30 36 29 
40 
45 
47 
39 27 
28 
34 
41 35 
43 
44 46 37 
Figure 4.3.9. Flow diagram which outlines the organization of figures associated with cases of 
loss of receptor function. All figure numbers within this flow diagram should be 
prefaced by 4.3. Figures marked with an asterisk are associated with the multiple 9s 
gene loss phenomenon 
(Figure 4.3.11) 
83 2632Z-4/2725-5 
(C sh bz/C sh bz Gy X C Sh bz-rcv/C Sh bz-rcv) 
(Table 4.3.5) 
(Figure 4.3.13) 
bz sp rd w/losses 
of mutability 
sh bz X 84 4928y 
Test of 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.6B) 
bz sp rd w/ 
Ç losses 
84 3316B X 84 4928y X 
84 5338-5339 
(c sh Bz wx/c sh Bz wx X 
C Sh bz-rcv/C sh bz) 
Test of the Loss of Ç  
(Table 4.3.6A) 
bz sp rd w/ no 
Ç losses 
85 1711 
X bz-rcv 
on c sh Bz wx 
85 1712y 
X bz-rcv 
on c sh Bz wx 
bz sp rd w/ 
increased 
rate of 
C loss 
84 2253 
(Yg C Sh bz-rcv/Yg C sh bz 
vg C sh bz/vg C sh bz) 
bz rd sp 
85 1712z 
X bz-rcv 
on c sh Bz wx 
85 6408 
Test of Relation to Cy Test of the Test of the Loss of Yg 
(Table 4.3.7) Heritability 
of higher state 
Figure 4.3.10. Pedigree of the multiple 9s gene loss phenomenon line 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
80g 37-7/45 
(C Sh bz-rcv/C sh bz Cv X C sh bz/C sh bz") 
bz sh nsp 
81 2048-11/2049-10 
(C Sh bz-rcy/C sh bz X C sh bz/C sh bz Cv) 
82 2444-1 self 
(C Sh bz-rcv/C sh bz self) 
A 
83 2725-5/2725-2t 
(Figure 4.3.10)(Figure 4.3.13) 
(C Sh bz-rcv/C Sh bz-rcv X C Sh bz-rcv/C sh bz) 
/ 
84 2232-2 self 
(C Sh bz-rcv/C Sh bz-rcv self) 
85 c sh Bz wx/1958 
(c sh Bz wx/c sh Bz wx X C Sh bz-rcv/C Sh bz-rcv) 
Figure 4.3.11. Pedigree of bz-rcv tester related to multiple 9s gene loss phenomenon. Unless 
otherwise noted, selections were bronze round nonspotted 
1980g 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
18/37-4 
fSh Bz/Sh Bz X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv) 
1981 2018-23/1911 2018-21/1914 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X Sh Bz/Sh Bz) 
1982 4204/2434-8 4209-32/2433-4 4209-33/2518-6t 
I fSh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
I (Table 4.3.19) 
(four k (individual exc nsp rd k) 
bz sh 
nsp sector) 
1982g 760 
(Figure 4.3.42) 
1983 5305Z-1 
(Figure 4.3.26) 
5305y-l 5305y-3 5305y-4 
(Figure 4.3.23) (Figure 4.3.24) (Figure 4.3.25) 
Figure 4.3.12. Flow diagram showing the bz-n(rcv) derivatives from primary family 80g37-4 
A.) 
1983 
(Figure 4.3.10) 
2632Z-4/2725-5 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv^  
sp rd (9b) 
w/losses 
of mutability 
1983g 758-2/766 
(- Bz'-2/sh bz X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv) 
CI 
rd 
1984 4925-21/4610 4925-22/4610 4925-23/4610 
(Sh bz-rcv/- Bz'-2 Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4 Cv) 
(singe k bz rd nsp exc) 
1985 1730w 
(Figure 4.3.31) 
1730x 1730y 
(Figure 4.3.32) (Figure 4.3.34) 
B. 
(Figure 4.3.11) 
1983 83 2725-5t/2725-2t 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz') 
nsp 
bz rd 
1984 2342y-2/2234-7 
(Sh Bz/Sh Bz Cv:Mu X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv^  
CI 
1984g 182-25/185-8 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv:Mu X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(exc nsp bz) 
cr> 
w 
1985 1730V-1 
(Figure 4.3.30) 
Figure 4.3.13. Flow diagram showing the bz-n(rcy) derivatives from primary family 80g37-7 (Figure 
4.3.3) 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
1980g 19/38-2 
(Sh Bz/Sh Bz X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy) 
Cl 
1982 2331-5/2519-1 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X 
2 exc 
bz nsp sh 
sh bz/sh bz^  
1983 5211y-l,-2 
(Figure 4.3.36) 
(83 5211y-l not shown, see Table 4.3. 4) 
Figure 4.3.14. Flow diagram showing the bz-n(rev) derivatives from primary family 80g38-2 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
1980g 
1981 
1981g 
17/38-5 
(Sh Bz/Sh Bz X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Ç%) 
38-5/45 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
rd bz 
sp (9b) 
2229-8/21371 2229-10/2137 2051-4/0129 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X 
Sh Bz/Sh Bz) 
rd sp bz rd sp bz 
(6-7,b-c) 
Cl 
rd 
26-2 self 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv self) 
bz rd sp 
1982 4332y/4317-l 4333z-2t/4320-4 4333x/4318 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
nsp ear 
(Figure 4.3.45) / 
(individual exc nsp rd k) 
1983 83 5206z-2/5348-9t 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
(exc nsp rd k) 
1983 
1984 
2834X-1 
(Figure 4.3.40) 
5218y-2 
(Figure 4.3.47) 
4609Z-1 
(Figure 4.3.29) 
Figure 4.3.15. Flow diagram showing the bz-nfrcv) derivatives from primary family 80g38-5 
G\ 
1980g 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
38-7 self 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv self) 
sp 
rd bz 
(varied 
patterns) 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
sp 
rd bz 
(9b) 
1981 2201-24/2135 
1982 82 4328Z-3 
nsp sector 
(Figure 4.3.39) 
Figure 4.3.16. Flow diagram showing the bz-n(rcv) derivative from primary family 80g38-7 
E», 
1980g 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
42/38-8 
(Sh Bz/Sh Bz X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv) 
Cl 
rd 
1981 2025-4/1918 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X Sh Bz/Sh Bz'> 
1982 4241-24/2430-3 4242-21/2433-3 4242-27/2432-8t 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
- (Table 4.3.19) 
exc 
nsp 
rd 
1982g 
1983 
exc 
nsp 
sh 
exc 
nsp 
rd 
759 
(Figure 4.3.34) 
o\ 
00 
5306y-l 
(Figure 4.3.28) 
5306W-1 
(Figure 4.3.27) 
Figure 4.3.17. Flow diagram showing the bz-n(rcv') derivatives from primary family 80g38-8 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
1980g 401-1 self 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv self) 
rd bz 
sp (?b) 
1981 4755/3540 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4) 
fSh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4^  
sp 
rd bz 
1983 9503-23 
(Figure 4.3.41) 
nsp ear sector 
Figure 4.3.18. Flow diagram showing the bz-n(rcv) derivative from primary family 80g401-l 
1980g 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
402-1 self 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv self) 
rd bz 
sp (?b) 
1981 
1981g 
1982 
1983 
0161/2215-21 
(Sh Bz/Sh Bz X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cv) 
27-7 self 27-8 self 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv self) 
rd bz 
sp (?b) 
82 4338-3t/4321-5t 82 4337-2/4321-8 
(Sh bz-rcy/Sh bz-rcv Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
(small nsp sh bz ear sector) (exc nsp sh bz) 
5211W 
(Figure 4.3.43) 
5211X-1 
(Figure 4.3.35) 
Figure 4.3.19. Flow diagram showing the bz-n(rcv) derivatives from primary family 80g401-2 
1980g 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
401-6 self 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv self) 
1981 
1982 
2206-3 self 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcy Cv self) 
4150-21/4314-8t 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
1983 5340y-lt 
(nsp tiller ear) 
(Figure 4.3.44) 
Figure 4.3.20. Flow diagram showing the bz-n(rcv) derivative from primary family 80g401-6. Unless 
otherwise noted, selections were spotted bronze round 
1981 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
2012-5/2139 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
1982 2357-7/2519-1 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
1983 2618-3 
(nsp ear) 
(Figure 4.3.46) 
N3 
Figure 4.3.21. Flow diagram showing the bz-nfrcv) derivative from primary family 812012-5. Unless 
otherwise noted, selections were spotted bronze round 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
1981 1907/2012-9 
(Sh Bz/Sh Bz X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv) 
Cl rd 
1982 2342-7/4323-2 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
exç 
bz 
nsp 
sh 
1983 5212X-1 
(Figure 4.3.37) 
Figure 4.3.22. Flow diagram showing the bz-nCrcv) derivative from primary family 812012-9 
Test of 
Receptor Function 
(Figure 4.3.12) 
83 5305y-l/5308-l 
(Sh bz-nfrcv)/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz 
Alternative 83g 701/725 
Test of (Sh bz-nfrcv>/sh bz Cv X 
Regulatory Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
Element Function 
(Table 4.3.14) and Test of 
Female Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Test of Homozygote 
Viability (Table 4.3.14) 
83g 701/721 
(Sh bz-n(rcv'>/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz') 
CI rd 
84 4809 self 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/Sh Bz self) 
Test of Anther Fluorescence 
(Table 4.3.17) and Test of Form 
of Pigment (Table 4.3.18) 
85 1722 
(Sh bz-n(rcvWSh bz-nfrcv)) 
Figure 4.3.23. Analysis of bz-n(rcv)835305v-l. Unless otherwise noted, selections were bronze 
round nonspotted 
Test of 
Receptor Function 
(Figure 4.3.12) 
83 5305y-3/5308-2 
(Sh bz-nfrcv)/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cy) 
Alternative 83g 702/725, 726 
Test of (Sh bz-nfrcv^ /sh bz Cv X 
Regulatory Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
Element Function 
(Table 4.3.14) and Test of 
Female Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Test of Homozygote 
Viability (Table 4,3.14) 
Indirect Test of Male 
Transmission (Table 4.3.14) 
83g 711/702 
(Sh Bz'/sh bz X 
Sh bz-n(rcv'>/sh bz Cv) 
CI rd 
84 4810 self 
(Sh bz-n(rcv'>/Sh Bz' self) 
Ln 
Test of Anther Fluorescence 
(Table 4.3.17) 
85 1724 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/Sh bz-n(rcv)) 
Figure 4.3.24. Analysis of bz-n(rcv)835305v-3. Unless otherwise noted, selections were bronze 
round nonspotted 
Test of 
Receptor Function 
(Figure 4.3.12) 
83 5305y-4/5308-l 
(Sh bz-n(rcv'>/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz 
Alternative 83g 706/726, 760 
Test of fSh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz Cy X 
Regulatory Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
Element Function 
(Table 4.3.14) and Test of 
Female Transmission CI 
(Table 4.3.14) rd 
Test of Male 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.15) 
83g 775/758 
(Sh bz-nfrcvWsh bz Cv X 
- Bz'-2/sh bz) 
CI rd 
(sh bz/sh bz 
Test of Homozygote 
Viability (Table 4.3.14) 
84 3002z/4924y 
X Sh bz-n(rcv)/- Bz'-2) 
84 4924y self 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/Sh Bz self) 
Test of Anther Fluorescence 
(Table 4.3.17) and Test of Form 
of Pigment (Table 4.3.18) 
85 1725 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/Sh bz-nfrcv)) 
Figure 4.3.25. Analysis of bz-n(rcv)835305v-4. Unless otherwise noted, selections were bronze 
round nonspotted 
(Figure 4.312) 
83 5305Z-1/5308-5 
(Sh bz-n(rcvWsh bz X sh bz/sh bz 
Test of 
Receptor Function 
Alternative 83g 703/725 
Test of (Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz Cv X 
Regulatory Sh bz-rcy/sh bz) 
Element Function 
(Table 4.3.14) and Test of 
Female Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
83g 771/758 
fSh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz Cv X 
- Bz'-2/sh bz) 
Cl rd 
Clrd 
Test of Homozygote 
Viability (Table 4.3.14) 
84 4923 self 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/Sh Bz self) 
Test of Anther Fluorescence 
(Table 4.3.17) and Test of Form 
of Pigment (Table 4.3.18) 
85 1726 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/Sh bz-n(rcv)) 
Test of Female Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) and Test of Male 
Transmission (Table 4.3.15), 
respectively 
sh bz/85 1729z 
(sh bz/sh bz X 
Sh bz-n(rcvW- Bz'-2) 
85 1729z/sh bz 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/- Bz'-2 X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
Figure 4.3.26. Analysis of bz-nfrcv)835305z-l. Unless otherwise noted, selections were bronze 
round nonspotted 
(Figure 4.3.17) 
83 5306w-1/5308-9 
(Sh bz-n(rcv'>/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz 
Test of 
Receptor Function 
Alternative 83g 704/725, 726 
Test of 84 4811W/2235, 4641, 4642 
Regulatory (Sh bz-nVrcv'^/sh bz Cy X 
Element Function Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.3.14) and Test 
of Female Transmission Cl 
(Table 4.3.14) rd 
83g 773/758 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz Cy X 
- Bz'-2/sh bz) 
Test of Male 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.15) 
(sh bz/sh bz 
Test of Homozygote 
Viability (Table 4.3.14) 
84 sh bz/4922 
X Sh bz-n(rcv)/- Bz'-2) 
00 
84 3007y self 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/Sh Bz self) 
Test of Anther Fluorescence 85 1757 
(Table 4.3.17) and Test of Form (Sh bz-n(rcv)/Sh bz-n(rcv)) 
of Pigment (Table 4.3.18) 
Figure 4.3.27. Analysis of bz-n(rcv)83 5306w-l. Unless otherwise noted, selections were bronze 
round nonspotted 
Test of 
Receptor Function 
(Figure 4.3.17) 
83 5306y-l/5308-5 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
Alternative 83g 705/726 
Test of fSh bz-n(rcv')/sh bz Cv X 
Regulatory Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
Element Function 
(Table 4.3.14) and Test of 
Female Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
83g 774/758 
fSh bz-nfrcv)/sh bz Cv X 
Bz'-2/sh bz) 
CI rd 
Test of Male 
Transmission (sh bz/sh bz 
(Table 4.3.15) 
Test of Homozygote 
Viability (Table 4.3.14) 
84 sh bz/4921 
X Sh bz-nfrcv')/- Bz'-2) 
84 4921 self 
84 3007z self 
fSh bz-n(rcv)/Sh Bz self) 
bz rd 
Test of Anther Fluorescence 
(Table 4.3.17) 
85 1758 
fSh bz-nfrcv)/Sh bz-nfrcv^ ï 
Test of Aberrant 85 1720 on/by sh bz 85 1721 on/bv. sh bz 
Transmission (Sh bz-nfrcv)/- Bz'-2 on/bz sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.3.10) 
Figure 4.3.28. Analysis of bz-n(rcv)835306v-l. Unless otherwise noted, selections were bronze 
round nonspotted 
00 
o 
Figure 4.3.15 
Test of 84 4609-lt/4935-7 
Receptor fSh bz-n(rcv')/sh bz X 
Function sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
(Table 4.3.14) and 
Test of Female 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
rd nsp bz 
Alternative 85 1728y/1821, 1830 
Test of (Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz Cv X 
Regulatory Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
Element Function 
84 4609-lt/4558 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz 
- Bz'-2/sh bz) 
Çï X 
Cl rd 
Test of Homozygote 
Viability (Table 4.3.14) 
Test of Anther Fluorescence 
(Table 4.3.17) and Test of Form 
of Pigment (Table 4.3.18) 
Test of Male 85 sh bz/1729v 
Transmission (sh bz/sh bz X Sh bz-n(rcv)/- Bz'-2) 
(Table 4.3.15) 
84g 534 self 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/Sh Bz self) 
bz rd nsp 
85 5606 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/Sh bz-nCrcv)') 
Figure 4.3.29. Analysis of bz-n(rcv')844609z-l 
Figure 4.3.13B 
y 
Test of 85 1730v-1/1820-2 
Receptor fSh bz-nfrcv)/sh bz 
Function sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element 
Function 
Test of Male 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.15) 
85 1828/1730V-1 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X 
Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz'> 
85 1760/1730V-1 
(- Bz'-2/sh bz X 
Sh bz-n(rcv'>/sh bz) 
Figure 4.3.30. Analysis of bz-n(rcv)851730v-l 
Figure 4.3.13 
Test of 85 1730W/1820-1 
Receptor (Sh bz-nfrcv)/sh bz 
Function sh bz/sh bz Gv) 
(Table 4.3.14) 
and Female 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element 
Function 
Test of Male 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.15) 
85 1829/1730* 
(Sh bz-rcy/sh bz X 
Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz) 
85 1760/1730W 
(- Bz'-2/sh bz X 
Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz) 
Figure 4.3.31. Analysis of bz-n(rev)851730w 
/ 
Figure 4.3.13A 
Test of 
Receptor 
Function 
(Table 4.3 
and Female 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element 
Function 
Test of Male 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.15) 
85 1730X/1820-1 
(Sh bz-nfrcv)/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
14) 
85 1829/1730% 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X 
Sh bz-n(rcv'>/sh bz^ 
85 1760/1730% 
r- Bz'-2/sh bz X 
Sh bz-nfrcv^/sh bz) 
Figure 4.3.32. Analysis of bz-nfrev)851730% 
00 
Figure 4.3.13A 
Test of 
Receptor 
Function 
(Table 4.3.14) 
and Female 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element 
Function 
Test of Male 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.15) 
85 1730y/1820-I 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz X 
sh bz/sh bz Cy) 
85 1827/1730y 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X 
Sh bz-nfrcv')/sh bz) 
85 1760/1730y 
(- Bz'-2/sh bz X 
Sh bz-n(rcv')/sh bz) 
Figure 4.3.33. Analysis of bz-n(rcv)851730v 
Test of 
Heritability 
Alternative 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element 
Function 
(Figure 4.3.17) 
82g 759/753-5 
(sh bz?/sh bz X Sh Bz/Sh Bz) 
CI rd 
83 5215z/sh bz 
(sh bz?/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) 
sh bz/sh bz) 
84 2115/bz-rcv 
(sh bz?/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv)) 
00 
o\ 
Test of Ç 
Function 
85 5643/c sh Bz wx 
(sh bz?/Sh Bz (or sh bz/Sh Bz) 
c sh Bz wx/c sh Bz wx) 
Figure 4.3.34. Analysis of a putative deficiency: shbz82g759 (Table 4.3.11) 
Test of 
Heritability 
Alternative 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element 
Function 
(Figure 4.3.19) 
83 5211X-1/2727-5 
(sh bz-n(rcy)/sh bz X - bz-m4/- bz-m4) 
bz sh 
84 2112/bz-rev 
fsh bz-nfrcv")/- bz-m4 (or sh bz/- bz-m4) X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv)^ 
Alternative 
Test of 
Receptor 
Function 
Test of C 
Function 
84 2153/Ç2 
(sh bz-nfrcvV- bz-m4 (or sh bz/- bz-m4) 
sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
85 5642/c sh Bz wx 
(sh bz-n(rev'>/- bz-m4 (or sh bz/- bz-m4^ X 
c sh Bz wx/c sh Bz wx) 
Figure 4.3.35. Analysis of a putative deficiency: shbz835211x-l (Table 4.3.11) 
HBa 
Alternative 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element 
Function 
Alternative 
Test of 
Receptor 
Function 
Test of Ç 
Function 
Test of 
Heritability 
(Figure 4.3.14) 
83 5211y-2/5348-1 
(c sh bz?/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz) 
bz sh 
84 2114/bz-rcv 
(c sh bz?/sh bz (or sh bz/sh bz) X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv)) 
84 2153/Cy 
(c sh bz?/sh bz (or sh bz/sh bz) 
sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
85 5642/c sh Bz wx 
(c sh bz?/sh bz (or sh bz/sh bz) 
c sh Bz wx/c sh Bz wx) 
•vi 
00 00 
Figure 4.3.36. Analysis of a putative deficiency: cshbz835211v-2 (Table 4.3.11) 
Test of 
Heritability 
Alternative 
Test of 
Receptor 
Function 
(Figure 4.3.22) 
83 5212X-1/5320-7 
(sh bz?/sh bz X - bz-m4/- bz-m4) 
bz sh 
84 2153/Ç2 
(sh bz?/- bz-m4 (or sh bz/- bz-m4) 
sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
Figure 4.3.37. Analysis of a putative deficiency: shbz835212x-l (Table 4.3.11) 
(Figure 4.3.3) 
80g 37-7/45 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
nsp ear sector 
nsp bz 
Test of 84 2143z/sh bz Cy 
Receptor (Sh bz-nfrcv)/sh bz X 
Function sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Test of Female 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element rd 
Function nsp bz 
sh 
nsp 
bz 
84 2125/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
84g 514-21/502 
(Sh bz-n(rev)/sh bz X - Bz'-2/sh bz) 
\ Cl rd 
Test of Homozygote 85 5607y self 
Viability (Table 4.3.14) (Sh bz-nfrcv)/- Bz'-2) 
and Indirect Assay of 
Male Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Figure 4.3.38. Analysis of bz-n(rcv')80g37-7 
Figure 4.3.39. Analysis of b2-n(rcv)824328z-3. Unless otherwise noted, selections were bronze 
round nonspotted 
(Figure 4.3.16) 
82 4328z-3/4317-5t 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
nsp ear sector 
Test of 83 2610x/sh bz Cv 
Receptor (Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz 
Function sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Alternate 84 4808v/bz-rcv 
Test of (Sh bz-n(rcy)/sh bz Cy X 
Regulatory Sh bz-rcv/sh bz'> 
Element 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element 
Function 
Test of Male 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.15) 
Test of Female 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
sh nsp bz 
83 2608/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
84 sh bz/4808z 
(sh bz/sh bz X Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz) 
vo N) 
84 4808Z/4558 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz X - Bz'-2/sh bz) 
CI rd 
Test of Homozygote 
Viability (Table 4.3.14) 
85 1727y self 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/- Bz'-2) 
Figure 4.3.40. Analysis of bz-n(rcv)832834x-l. Unless otherwise noted, selections were bronze 
round nonspotted 
(Figure 4.3.15) 
83 2834X-1/2712-1 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
nsp ear sector 
Test of 84 4811y/4647 
Receptor (Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz X 
Function sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Test of Female 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Alternate 85 1729x/bz-rcv 
Test of fSh bz-n^rcvWsh bz Cv X 
Regulatory Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
Element 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element 
Function 
VO 
84 bz-rcv/4811y 
(Sh bz-rcy/sh bz X 
Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz) 
84g 515/502 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz X - Bz'-2/sh bz) 
CI rd 
Test of Homozygote 
Viability (Table 4.3.14) 
Indirect Assay of Male 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
85 5607z self 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/- Bz'-2) 
(Figure 4.3.18) 
83 9503-23/sh_bz 
(Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 Gy X sh bz/sh bz") 
nsp ear sector 
Test of 
Receptor 
Function 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Test of Female 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element 
Function 
84 2145v/sh bz Cv 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz X 
sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
nsp bz 
84 2119/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
Ln 
84g 519/502 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz X - Bz'-2/sh bz) 
CI rd 
Test of Homozygote 
Viability (Table 4.3.14) 
and Indirect Assay of 
Male Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
85 5608z self 
(Sh bz-n(rev)/- Bz'-2) 
Figure 4.3.41. Analysis of bz-n(rev)839503-23. Unless otherwise noted, selections were bronze 
round nonspotted 
(Figure 4.3.12) 
Test of 
Heritability 
82g 760-4/754-2 
(sh bz?/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz^ 
Test of 
Receptor 
Function 
Test of Ç 
Function 
82g 760-2/755-4 
(sh bz?/sh bz X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv) 
bz rd 
85 5644/c sh Bz wx 
(sh bz?/Sh bz-rcv Cv (or sh bz/Sh bz-rcv Cv') X 
c sh Bz wx/c sh Bz wx^ 
Figure 4.3.42. Analysis of a putative deficiency; shbz82g760 (Table 4.3.11) 
Test of 
Heritability 
(Figure 4.3.19) 
83 5211x-1/2727-5 
(c sh bz-nfrcv)/C sh bz X C - bz-ni4/C - bz-Tn4) 
bz sh 
nsp 
Alternative 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element 
Function 
84 2Illy.z/bz-rev 
(c sh bz-nfrcv%/C - bz-m4 (or C sh bz/C - bz-m4) 
Sh bz-rcy/sh bz (or Sh bz-rcy/Sh bz-rcv)) 
X 
VO 
Test of Ç 
Function 
85 5641/c sh Bz wx 
(c sh bz-nfrcy)/C - bz-m4 (or C sh bz/C 
c sh Bz wx/c sh Bz wx) 
bz-m4) X 
Figure 4.3.43. Analysis of a putative deficiency: cshbz835211w (Table 4.3.11) 
Figure 4.3.20 
83 5340y-l/2740-4 
(Sh bz-rcy/sh bz 
sp ear 
83 5340y-lt/5348-5 
Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
nsp ear 
nsp bz 
Test of 84 2148z/sh bz Cv 
Receptor (Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz X 
Function sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Test of Female 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element 
Function 
84 2130/bz-rev 
(sh bz/sh bz Cy 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
VO 
00 
84g 516/502 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz X - Bz'-2/sh bz) 
CI rd 
Test of Homozygote 85 5608w self 
Viability (Table 4.3.14) (Sh bz-n(rcv)/- Bz'-2) 
and Indirect Test of 
Male Transmission 
Figure 4.3.44, Analysis of bz-n(rcv)835340v-lt. Unless otherwise noted, selections were bronze 
round nonspotted 
Figure 4.3.15 
standard pattern 
for ear was 9b 
exc sp 
6-7, b-c 
82 4333X/4318 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
nsp ear 
nsp 
Test of 
Receptor 
Function 
(Table 4 
Test of Female 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
83 2822z/sh bz 
(Sh bz-nfrcv)/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
3.14) 
nsp 
sh 
nsp 
Alternative 84 4807z/bz-rcv 
Test of (Sh bz-n(rcv')/sh bz Cv X 
Regulatory Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
Element Function 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element 
Function 
83 2823x/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
nsp 
84 4807y-21/2830y-2 
(Sh bz-nCrcv^/sh bz X - Bz'-2/sh hz")  
CI 
rd 
Test of Male 85 sh bz/1727z 
Transmission (sh bz/sh bz X 
(Table 4.3.15) Sh bz-n(rcv)/- Bz'-2) 
CI rd 
Test of Homozygote 
Viability (Table 4.3, 14) 
85 17272 self 
(Sh bz-n(rcvV- Bz'-2) 
Figure 4.3.45. Analysis of bz-n(rcv)824333x. Unless otherwise noted, selections were bronze 
round 00 
o 
o 
(Figure 4.3.21) 
83 2618-3/2712-2 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz) 
nsp ear 
Test of 
Receptor 
Function 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Test of Female 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element 
Function 
84 2150y/sh bz Cv 
fSh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
sh 
nsp 
84 2133/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 00 o 
84g 517-21/502 
fSh bz-n(rcy)/sh bz X - Bz' •2/sh bz) 
CI rd 
Test of Homozygote 
Viability (Table 4.3.14) 
and Indirect Assay of 
Male Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
85 5608x self 
(Sh bz-nfrcv)/- Bz'-2) 
Figure 4.3.46. Analysis of bz-n(rcv)832618-3. Unless otherwise noted, selections were bronze 
round 
(Figure 4.3.15) 
83 5218y-2/2715-l 
fSh bz-rcy/sh bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz'> 
nsp ear 
Test of 
Receptor 
Function 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Test of Female 
Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
Test of 
Regulatory 
Element 
Function 
84 2149z/sh bz Cv 
(Sh bz-n(rcv')/sh bz X 
sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
sh 
nsp 
84 2132/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
00 
o 
NI 
84g 518-21/502 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/sh bz X - Bz'-2/sh bz) 
Test of Homozygote 
Viability (Table 4.3.14) 
and Indirect Assay of 
Male Transmission 
(Table 4.3.14) 
\ CI rd 
85 5608y self 
(Sh bz-n(rcv)/- Bz'-2) 
Figure 4.3.47. Analysis of bz-n(rcv)835218v-2. Unless otherwise noted, selections were bronze 
round 
80 5137/5621 
Confirmation Ear 
(Table 4.1.1A) 
high sp 
high sp 
83 2850X-1/2712-21 
3-4,a-b w/9a 
(Figure 4.4.2) 
80g 37-2/44 
(Table 4.1.2A) 
high sp 
82 2346-lt/4322-3 
(Table 4.1.9) 
high sp low sp low sp 
/ / 
83 2850X-2/2712-4 
7-9b 
(control ear) 
83 2850y-l/2712-21 
4-5,a-b w/f9a 
(Figure 4.4.3) 
83 2850y-2/2712-2 
3-4,a-b w/r9a 
(Figure 4.4.4) 
Figure 4.4.1. Primary family 80g37-2: Origins and interrelationships of the three primary changes 
of state. All selections were bronze round spotted (the pattern is indicated within 
the figure) and all crosses were: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz 
(Figure 4.4.1) 
82 2346-lt/4322-3 
(Table 4.1.9) 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
bz rd high sp 
pattern 
83 2850x-1/2712-21 
(Sh bz-rcy*/sh bz Cv* X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(ear with 3-4,a-b w/9a sp pattern) 
(Table 4.4.2A) 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp 
84 4650/4649% 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.1A) 
83 2850X-2/2712-4 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(ear with 7-9b sp pattern) 
(Table 4.4.2A) 
bz sh nsp 
\ / 
84 4553y/4652y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.lA) 
bz rd nsp 00 o 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.2. Receptor state 832850x-l: The series of tests performed on a change of state that 
arose as a discordant individual: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis (including 
the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.3. Receptor state 832850y-l: The series of tests performed on a single kernel 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
(Figure 4.4.1) 
82 2346-lt/4322-3 
(Table 4.1.9) 
(Sh bz-rev/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
bz rd 
exc sp 
4-5,a-b w/f 9a 
bz rd 
prog sp 
83 2850y-l/2712-21 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* 
sh bz/sh hz) 
Verification Ear 
(Table 4.4.2B) 
83 2850X-2/2712-4 
X (Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv 
sh bz/sh bz) 
Control Ear 
(Table 4.4.2A) 
[Test of Heritability] 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
84 4651/4649y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.1A) 
84 4653z/4652y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.1A) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.4. Receptor state 832850y-2: The series of tests performed on a single kernel 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
(Figure 4.4.1) 
82 2346-lt/4322-3 
(Table 4.1.9) 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
bz rd 
exc sp 
3-4,a-b w/r 9a 
83 2850y-2/2712-2 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
Verification Ear 
(Table 4.4.2B) 
bz rd 
prog sp 
9b 
83 2850X-2/2712-4 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
Control Ear 
(Table 4.4.2A) 
[Test of Heritability] 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
84 4650/46492 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.1A) 
84 4652z/4652y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.lA) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
80 5137/5621 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz) 
Confirmation Ear 
(Table 4.1.1A) 
bz rd high sp 
80g 37-3/45 
(Table 4.1.18) 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz) 
bz rd high sp pattern 
82 2347-2/4321-5 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X 
sh bz/sh bz^ 
(ear with 3-4,a-b sp pattern) 
(Table 4.4.3) 
82 2347-lt/4321-7 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(ear with 9b sp pattern) 
(Table 4.4.3) 00 I—* 
o 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp 
84 4709z/4709y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cy X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
(Table 4.4.IB) 
[Test of Receptor] 
bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
84 4708z/4708y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.IB) 
[Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.5. Receptor state 822347-2: The series of tests performed on a change of state that 
arose as a discordant individual: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis (including 
the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.6. Primary family 80g37-6: Origins and interrelationships of the two primary changes 
of state, two secondary changes of state and three germinal high spotted revertants. 
Selections were for bronze round spotted, unless otherwise noted (if applicable, 
pattern selected is indicated in within the figure) and crosses were, unless 
otherwise noted: Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz. Underlined entries represent 
changes of state 
80 5137/5621 
(Table 4.1.1A) 
high sp 
80g 37-6/45 
(Table 4.1.2A) 
nsp 
7^ 
\ 
sh nsp 
/ 
81 2043-5/2044-4 
(Sh bz-rcy/sh bz X 
sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
high sp 
I 
81 2041-2/1942 
nsp 
82 2447-3 
(control) 
low sp 
nsp 
82 2447-5 
(Figure 4.4.7) 
82 4327X-2/4315-7 
(Figure 4.4.8) 
83 2815v 
(Figure 4.4.9) 
high sp 
82 4327v/sh bz 
(control) 
4-5,b-c/9a 
83 2817y-l/2727-4 83 2817y-2/2727-2 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4) 
84 4816x _ 84 4816v-l 84 4816v-2 84 4816z 
(Figure 4.4.10) (Figure 4.4.39) (Figure 4.4.40) (Figure 4.4.41) 
80 5137/5621 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz'> 
Confirmation Ear 
(Table 4.1.1A) 
bz rd high sp 
80g 37-6/45 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz') 
(Table 4.1.2A) 
bz sh nsp 
81 2043-5/2044-4 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
(Table 4.1.6). 
82 2447-5 self 82 2447-3 self 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz self) (Sh bz-rcy/sh bz self) 
83 5343-2t/5225-14 
(low-med sp) 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.3) 
5343-2/5328-14 
(high sp) 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.3) 
bz sh nsp 
84 2311Z/2312 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
(Table 4.4.IC) 
84 2311y/2312 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
(Table 4.4.IC) 
[Test of Receptor] [Control for Test of Receptor] 00 H-» 
Figure 4.4.7. Receptor state 822447-5: Origin and confirmation. Unless otherwise noted 
selections were bronze round nonspotted 
Figure 4.4.8. Receptor state 824327x-2: The series of tests performed on a single kernel 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
(Figure 4.4.6) 
81 2041-2/1942 
(Table 4.1.10) 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
bz rd bz rd 
82 4327x-2/4315-7t 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* 
sh bz/sh bz") 
(Table 4.1.15) 
Ear sectored for spotting pattern 
(primary exc and secondary exc patterns) 
All selections from outside the sector 
82 4327v-3/sh bz 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.1.15), 
Test of Heritability] 
bz sh nsp bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
83 2817x/2816y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(Table 4.1.16B) 
83 2816x/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh std-bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.1.16A) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.9. Receptor state 832815y: The series of tests performed on kernels with an 
exceptional pattern which arose as an ear sector on the ear 82 4327x-2/4315-7: Test 
of Heritability and Tests of Basis (including the Test of the Receptor and the Test 
of the Regulatory Element) 
(Figure 4.4.8) 
82 4327x-2/4315-7 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz'> 
(Table 4.1.15) 
Ear sectored for spotting pattern 
(primary and secondary exceptional patterns) 
Sector of Region of 
secondary exc pattern primary exc pattern 
bz rd secondary 
exc sp pattern 
83 2815y-l/2729-7 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X 
bz-m4/- bz-m4^ 
bz rd primary 
exc sp pattern 
83 2817v/- bz-m4 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv ] 
- bz-m4/- bz-m4) 
(Figures 4.4.39-4.4.41) 
[Test of Heritability] 
(Table 4.4.5) 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
84 2260z/2260y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz\ 
(Table 4.4.IC) 
/ 
83 28l5x/2816y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz') 
(Table 4.4.IC) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
(Figure 4.4.9) 
83 2817y-l/2727-4 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4'> 
(Table 4.4.4B) 
exc 
bz rd 
2-3,b-c/3-5a 
pattern 
84 4816x-t/4722-10t 
fSb bz-rcv*/- bz-m4 Cv* 
sb bz/sh bz) 
[Test of Heritability] 
(Table 4.4.5) 
84 4816x/4833-9 
X (C Sh bz-rcv/C - bz-m4 Cv X 
Ac C-I Ds sh-m Bz/C sh bz Ac) 
[Validation Test] 
00 
VO 
Figure 4.4.10. Receptor state 844816x: Tests of a kernel which exhibited an exceptional pattern: 
Test of Heritability and Validation Test. The predominant spotting pattern on 83 
2817y-l/2727-4 was 4-5, b-c/9a 
80 5137/5621 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz") 
Confirmation Ear 
(Table 4.1.1A) 
80g 37-7/45 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.1.2A) 
81 2048-11/2049-10 
(Sh bz-rcv\sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cy) 
(Table 4.1.7) 
82 2444-3 self 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz self) 
83 1-111/5345-5 
(sh bz/sh bz X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcy) 
bz rd high sp 
bz sh nsp 
sh bz C%/84 2230 85 1854-1855/sh bz 
(one-Gy line) 
[Test of Receptor] 
(Table 4.4.6) 
Figure 4.4.11. Receptor state 822444-3; Origin and confirmation. Unless otherwise noted 
selections were bronze round nonspotted 
80 5137/5621 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
Confirmation Ear 
(Table 4.1.1A) 
bz rd 
high sp 
SOg 17/38-5 
(Sh Bz/Sh Bz X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy) 
38-5/45 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz) 
Cy X 
81 2229-8/2137 
CI rd bz rd 
high sp 
81 2229-8t2/2133 81 2229-10/2137 
bz rd bz rd 
high sp 
bz rd 
exc sp exc sp 
82 4334x 4333w 
81 2051-9 81 2051-10 
(Figure 4.4.13)(Figure 4.4.14) 
82 4332v 
(Fig 4.4.15) 
82 4334x-lt/4322-8 
(Fig 4.4.18) (Fig 4.4.16) (Fig 4.4.17) fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
bz rd 
high sp 
83 2624V-1 
(Figure 4,4.19) 
Figure 4.4.12. Primary family 80g38-5: Pedigrees and origins of receptor states. Underlined 
entries represent new states 
00 
M 
to 
Figure 4.4.13. Receptor state 812051-9: The series of tests performed on an ear sector exhibiting 
an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis (including the Test 
of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
(Figure 4.4.12) 
81 2051-9/2138 
(Sh bz-rev/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.1.12) 
Ear sectored for spotting pattern 
(progemtor^and^exceptioi^^ 
Sector of exc pattern Region of prog pattern 
bz rd exc sp 
pattern 3-4,b-c/3-5a 
bz rd prog sp 
pattern 9b 
83 2633v/sh bz 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X 
sh bz/sh bz^ 
Verification Ears 
(Table 4.4.5.1) 
83 2632v/sh bz 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv 
sh bz/sh bz^ 
Control Ears 
(Table 
bz sh nsp bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
84 2321z/2321y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cy X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz") 
(Table 4.4.8A) 
83 2633x/bz-rcy 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh std-bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.8B) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
(Figure 4.4.12) 
80g 38-5/45 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz> 
(Table 4.1.2) 
bz rd prog sp pattern high 
81 2051-10/2138 
(Sh bz-rev*/sh bz Cy* 
sh bz/sh bz) 
ear with exc sp pattern 
2-5, à-b, w/r 9b 
(Table 4.1.12) 
bz rd nsp 
(Figure 4.4.27) 
bz sh nsp 
81 2051/sh bz 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
ears with prog sp pattern 
9b 
(Table 4.1.12) 
bz sh nsp 
83 2829/Çx 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz Cy) 
(Table 4.4.9 ) 
83 2830/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh std-bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.lE) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.14. Receptor state 812051-10: The series of tests performed on a change of state that 
arose as a discordant individual: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
(Figure 4.4.12) 
81 2229-8/2137 
fSh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz^ 
82 4332y/4317-l 
fSh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.10A) 
Verification Ear 
(Figure 4.4.30) 
X 
bz rd prog sp 
pattern (9b) 
82 4332z/sh bz 
(Sh bz-rcy/sh bz Cv 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.lOB) 
Control Ears 
[Test of Heritability] 
(Figure 4.4.16) 
82 4333z-2/4318-8 
00 to 
a» 
bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
83 2833/2843% 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh rel-bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.IIA) 
[Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.15. Receptor state 824332y: The series of tests performed on a single kernel 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
(Figure 4.4.12) 
82 2229-10/2137 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz) 
82 4333W/4318-8 
fSh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* 
sh bz/sh bz) 
Verification Ear 
(Table 4.4.12A) 
bz rd prog sp 
pattern 9b 
82 4333Z-2/4318-8 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv 
sh bz/sh bz) 
Control Ear 
(Table 4.4.12B) 
(Figure 4.4.30) 
bz rd nsp 
[Test of Heritability] 
CO 
bz sh nsp 
\ / 
83 2820y/2843y 
fSh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
(Table 4.4.13A) 
bz sh nsp 
83 2821v/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh std-bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.13B) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.16. Receptor state 824333w: The series of tests performed on a single kernel 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
(Figure 4.4.16) 
82 2229-10/2137 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
82 4333y/4318-8 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.12A) 
Verification Ear 
bz rd prog sp 
pattern 9b 
82 4333Z-2/4318-8 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz') 
(Table 4.4.12B) 
Control Ear 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
83 2823y/2843y 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz X 
sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
(Table 4.4.14A) 
83 2824x/2843y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.14B) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.17. Receptor state 824333y: The series of tests performed on a single kernel 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
(Figure 4.4.16) 
81 2229-8t2/2133 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
I bz rd high sp 
Plant sectored for spotting pattern 
(progenitor and exceptional patterns) 
Sector of exc patter 
(1-2, b-c/4-5a) 
Region of prog pattern 
(9b) 
82 4334x-l/4317-7t 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.15A) 
82 4334x-lt/4322-8 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.15B) 
00 
ro 
vo 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp 
83 2626x/2625x 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
(Table 4.4.IE) 
bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
83 2626y/2624z 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.16A) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.18. Receptor state 824334x-l: The series of tests performed on an plant sector 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
(Figure 4.4.18) 
82 4334x-lt/4322-8 
(Sh bz-rcy/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.17A) 
bz rd z ra prog sp 
pattern 9b 
83 2624y-l/2714-2t 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X 
sh bz/sh bz^ 
ear with exc sp pattern 
4-5, a-b,w/r 9b 
(Table 4.4.17A) 
83 2624v/sh bz 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv 
sh bz/sh bz) 
ear with prog sp pattern 
9b 
(Table 4.4.17B) 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp bz sh nsp 
83 2624Z-2 self 
bz rd nsp 
84 2307z/2307y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.18A) 
84 2308z/2308y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.18B) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.19. Receptor state 832624y-l: The series of tests performed on a change of state that 
arose as a discordant individual: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
80 5137/5621 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
Confirmation Ear 
(Table 4.1.1A) 
bz rd high sp 
80g 38-6/45 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
bz rd high sp 
82 2354-6t/4323-2 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.1.20). 
bz rd high sp 
83 2628-8 
Plant sectored for spotting pattern 
83 2628-Bt/2714-3t 
fSh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(tiller ear with exc sp pattern) 
(Table 4.4.19A) 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp 
83 2628-8/2712-4 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(main-stalk ear with prog sp pattern) 
(Table 4.4.19B) 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp 
\ / 
84 2304z/2303z 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.IF) 
[Test of Receptor] 
84 2301/2303% 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.IF) 
[Test of Regulatory Element] 
00 
w 
N3 
Figure 4.4.20. Receptor state 832628-8t: The series of tests performed on a change of state that 
occurred in a plant sector: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis (including the 
Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
Figure 4.4.21. Primary family 80g38-7: Pedigrees and origins of receptor states 
80 5137/5621 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz) 
Confirmation Ear 
(Table 4.1.1A) 
bz rd high sp 
80g 17/38-7 
(Sh Bz/Sh Bz X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy) 
CI rd 
81 2024-3/2135 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
bz rd exc sp| \bz rd high sp 
82 4326w-l/2518-5t 82 4326w-2 82 4326x 
(Figure 4.4.22) (Figure 4.4.23) (Figures 4.4.22-4.4.23) 
bz rd exc sp 
83 2828y-2/2727-3 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy X - bz-m4/- bz-m4) 
bz rd high sp 
84 4816w 
(Figure 4.4.42) 
(Figure 4.4.21) 
81 2024-3/2135 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
bz rd \ bz rd 
prog sp 
pattern 
9,a-b 
82 4326w-l/2518-5t 82 4326x-l/2518-l 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X (Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Çy X 
sh bz/sh bz) sh bz/sh bz) 
Verification Ear Control Ear 
(Figure 4.4.42) 
[Test of Heritability] 
(Table 4.4.20) 
exc sp 
pattern 
5-6,a-c 
'bz rd nsp 
83 2827y-l self 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz self) 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp 
84 2160/2159Z 
(sh bz/sh bz Cy X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.21A) 
bz rd sp (5-6, a-c) 
83 2828y-2/2727-3 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4) 
(Table 4.4.25A) 
bz rd sp (5-6, a-c) 
84 2205z/sh bz 
(Confirmtlon of pale sectors) 
bz sh nsp 
83 2827z/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh std-bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.21B) 
00 
w 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.22. Receptor state 824326w-l: The series of tests performed on a single kernel 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
(Figure 4.4.21) 
81 2024-3/2135 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh Bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
bz rd exc sp 
pattern 
3-5,a-c 
82 4326w-2/2518-5t 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* 
sh bz/sh bz) 
Verification Ear 
bz rd prog sp 
pattern 
,a-b 
82 4326X-1/2518-1 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
Control Ear 
[Test of Heritability] 
(Table 4.4.20) 
bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
84 2160/2159X 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.22A) 
bz sh nsp 
83 2826x/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh std-bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.22B) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.23. Receptor state 824326w-2: The series of tests performed on a single kernel 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
80 5137/5621 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz^ 
Confirmation Ear 
(Table 4.1.1A) 
bz rd high sp 
80g 401-1 self 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv self) 
bz rd high sp 
81 4754-4/3664 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cy X sh bz/sh bz") 
bz rd high sp 
83 5341X-4/5348-3 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
Ear sectored for spotting pattern 
(progenitor and exceptional patterns) 
Sector of exc pattern 
(6.7b) 
bz rd 
exc sp 
pattern 
Region of prog pattern 
(8-9b) 
bz rd 
prog sp 
pattern 
84 2353x/sh bz 
fSh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* 
sh bz/sh bz) 
Verification Ears 
84 2353y/sh bz 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
sh bz/sh bz) 
Control Ears 
GX X 
[Test of Heritabilityj 
bz sh nsp sh nsp bz rd nsp 
84 2313z/2313y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.IH) 
[Test of Receptor] 
rd nsp 
84 2314z/2314y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cy* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.IH) 
[Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.24. Receptor state 835341x-4: The series of tests performed on an ear sector 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
CO 
w 
vo 
80 5137/5621 
Confirmation Ear 
(Table 4.1.1A) 
(Sh bz-rcy/sh bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz") 
bz rd 
prog sp 
pattern 
(high) 
bz rd 
exc sp 
3-5,a-b 
80g 402-1 self 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cy* 
Verification Ear 
(Table 4.4.23) 
(Figure 4.4.43) 
80g 401 self 
self) (Sh bz-rcv/sh bz 
Control Ear 
(Table 4.4.23) 
Cy self) 
[Test of Heritability] 
bz rd exc sp 
pattern 3-5,a-b 
Sh Bz/81 2215-22 
(Sh Bz/Sh Bz X Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Çy*) 
Cl rd 
82 4342-3/4321-5 
(Sh bz-rcv*/Sh Bz Cv* X sh bz/sh bz') 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp 
83 2811x/Çx 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz X 
sh bz/sh bz std-Cv'> 
(Tables 4.4.11 and 4.4.24) 
83 2811v/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh std-bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Tables 4.4.11 and 4.4.24) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.25. Receptor state 80g402-l: The series of tests performed on a single kernel 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern; Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatoiry Element) 
80 5137/5621 
(Sh bz-rcy/sh bz X -sh bz/sh bz) 
Confirmation Ear 
(Table 4.1.1A) 
bz rd 
high sp 
81 2012-1/1950 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz C% X sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.1.2A) 
bz rd 
high sp 
82 4324x-2/4317-9 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz^ 
(Table 4.1.21) 
bz rd 
exc sp 
83 2840X-1/2712-21 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* 
sh bz/sh bz) 
Verification Ear 
(Table 4.4.25A) 
bz rd 
prog sp 
pattern 
high 
83 2840y-3/2712-8 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
Control Ear 
(Table 4.4.25B) 
[Test of Heritability] 
bz sh nsp bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
84 2317/2316y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.IJ) 
bz rd nsp 
84 2315/2316Z 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.IJ) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.26. Receptor state 832840x-l; The series of tests performed on a single kernel 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
80 5137/5621 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz'> 
Confirmation Ear 
(Table 4.1.1A) 
81 2014-2/2013-5 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X Sh bz-rcv/sh bz'> 
bz rd 
prog sp 
pattern 
82 4325w/2519-lt 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* 
sh bz/sh bz) 
Verification Ear 
(Table 4.4.26A) 
82 4325x-3/2519-lt 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
Control Ear 
(Table 4.4.26B) 
[Test of Heritability] 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp 
(Figure 4.4.14) 
83 2803y/2803x 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(Tables 4.4.IK and 4.4.27) 
bz sh nsp 
83 2802v/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh std-bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.IK) 
00 
Ln 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
bz rd sp 
low w/9b 
84 4909z/sh bz 
(Table 4.4.43) 
Figure 4.4.27. Receptor state 824325w-l: The series of tests performed on a single kernel 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern; Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
(Figure 1.3) 
82 4405-23/4322-2t 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.1.18) 
Ear sectored for spotting pattern 
(progenitor and exceptional patterns) 
Sector of exc pattern 
(low) 
bz rd exc sp 
pattern 
84 4655v/sh bz 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.29A) 
Region of prog pattern 
(high) 
bz rd prog sp 
pattern 
84 4655z/sh bz 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.29B) 00 -p> 
a\ 
[Test of Heritability] 
bz sh nsp bz sh nsp 
84 4654z/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cy X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.28A) 
84 4654v/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh std-bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.28A) 
[Control] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.28. Regulatory element state 824405-23: The series of tests performed on an ear sector 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
80 5137/5621 
(Sh bz-rcy/sh_bz X sh bz/sh bz) 
(Confirmation Ear) 
(Table 4.1.1A) 
I bz rd high sp 
80g 37-7/45 
(Sh bz-rcy/sh_bz C% X sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.1.2A) 
bz rd high sp 
81 2045-25 self 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh h?: Çy self) 
bz rd high sp 
82 4335-1 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cy) 
Plant sectored for spotting pattern 
(progenitor and exceptional patterns) 
82 4335-lt/4323-3t 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cy 
sh bz/sh bz') 
Sector of exc pattern 
(1-2, a-b) 
(Table 4,4.30A) 
bz rd 
exc sp 
pattern 
(1-2, a-b) 
83 2617x/bz-in4 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* 
- bz-m4/- bz-m4) 
(Table 4.4.30D) 
[Test of Heritability] 
82 4335-1 self 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cv self) 
82 sh bz/4335-1 
(sh bz/sh bz X Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cv) 
Region of prog pattern 
(high) 
(Table 4.4.30B-C) 
bz rd nsp 
00 
•o 00 
83 2617z/C^ 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz X 
sh bz/sh bz std-Cv) 
(Table 4.4.31) 
[Test of Receptor] 
Figure 4.4.29. Regulatory element state 824335y-lt: The series of tests performed on a plant 
sector exhibiting an exceptional pattern; Test of Heritability and Test of Basis 
Figure 4.4.30. Regulatory element state 83 2833-3: The series of tests performed on a change of 
state that arose as a discordant individual: Test of Heritability and Test of 
Basis 
bz sh nsp 
83 2833-3/2843X-5 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(ear with exc sp pattern) 
(l-4b) 
(Table 4.4.11A) 
bz rd exc sp 
pattern (l-4b) 
84 2351z/sh bz 
(Sh bz-rcy*/sh bz Cv* X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.IIB) 
[Test of Heritability] 
bz sh nsp 
84 4526v/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cy X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
[Control] 
(Figure 4.4.16) 
82 4333Z-2/4318-8 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.12B) 
83 2833-6/2843X-5 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(ear with prog sp pattern) 
(high) 
(Table 4.4.IIA) 
00 
Ln O 
bz sh nsp 
84 4525/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh std-bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.28C) 
[Test of Regulatory Element] 
82 2354-6/2419-5 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.1.20) 
bz rd prog sp pattern (high) 
83 2627-11/2712-8 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(ear with exc sp pattern) 
(2-4b) 
(Table 4.1.23) 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp 
84 2304y/2303y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.28E) 
83 2627/sh bz 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(ear with prog sp pattern) 
(high) 
(Table 4.1.23) 
bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
84 2302/2303% 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.28E) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.31. Regulatory element state 832627-11: The series of tests performed on a change of 
state that arose as a discordant individual: Test of Heritability and Tests of 
Basis (including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
80 5137/5621 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
(Confirmation Ear) 
(Table 4.1.1A) 
bz rd high sp 
Sh BZ/80E 38-7 80g 38-7 self 
I 
CI rd bz rd med-high sp 
81 2043-3/sh bz 
bz rd 
4-5b sp 
82 4326w-2/sh bz 
bz sh 
81 2201-23 self 
bz rd 
fine-low sp 
crown-type 
82 4328v 
(Figure 4.4.33) 
81 2201-24/sh bz 
bz rd 
fine-low sp 
82 4328v 
(Figure 4.4.34) 
83 2826x 
(Figure 4.4.35) 
Figure 4.4.32. Primary family 80g38-7: Pedigrees and origins of three regulatory element states 
(Figure 4.4.32) 
81 2201-23 self 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cv self) 
bz rd exc sp 
pattern (fine-low) 
(crown-type) 
82 4328v/4316-lt 
(Sh bz-rcv*/Sh bz-rcv* Cv* X 
sh bz/sh bz^ 
(Table 4.4.32A) 
bz rd prog sp 
pattern (high) 
82 4328x/sh bz 
(Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.32B) 
[Test of Heritability] 
(Figure 4.4.34) 
82 4328z-2/4317-5t 
[(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv 
sh bz/sh bz) 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp 
\ I 
83 2842x/2832z 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz X 
sh bz/sh bz rel-Cv) 
(Table 4.4.33A) 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp 
\ / 
83 2842y/2832z 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz X 
sh bz/sh bz rel-Cv) 
(Table 4.4.33B) 
[Test of Receptor] [Control] 
bz rd 
low sp 
bz rd 
low sp 
84 2354w/sh bz 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cy* X 
sh bz/sh bz^ 
(Table 4.4.32C) 
[Second-Generation 
Test of Heritability] 
84 4656y/4656z and reciprocal crosses 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.33C-D) 
[Test of Regulatory Element] 
Figure 4.4.33. Regulatory element state 824328v: The series of tests performed on a single kernel 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
(Figure 4.4.32) 
81 2201-24/2135 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
bz rd exc sp 
pattern (fine-low) 
82 4328y-l/4317-5t 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.34A) 
bz rd prog sp 
pattern (high) 
82 4328z-2/4317-5t 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.34B) 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp bz sh nsp 
83 2832z/2831y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.35A) 
[Test of Receptor] 
83 2831y self 
(Sh bz-rcy*/sh bz 
self) 
bz rd nsp 
83 2831x/2832y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.35B) 
[Test of Regulatory Element] 
bz rd low sp 
83 2832X-2/2728-3 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X 
- bz-m4/- bz-ni4) 
(Table 4.4.34C) 
[Second-Generation Test [Test of Slippage] 
of Heritability] 
bz rd low sp 
84 4907z self 
(Sh bz-rcv*/- bz-m4 Cv* self) 
(Table 4.4.34D) 
00 Ul 
o\ 
Figure 4.4.34. Regulatory element state 824328y: The series of tests performed on a single kernel 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
bz rd nsp bz rd nsp 
\ 
83 2831y self 
84 4906 self 84 4905 self 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz +Cv self) 
(Table 4.4.36A) (Table 4.4.36B) 
\ 
(Figure 4.4.32) 
82 4326w-2/2815-5t 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz^ 
(Table 4.4.20) 
bz sh nsp 
83 2826x-4/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cy* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(ear with exc sp pattern) 
(3-5, w/f9b and high) 
(Table 4.4.22B) 
83 2826x-5/bz-rcv 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(ear with prog sp pattern) 
(high) 
(Table 4.4.22B) 00 Ln 
Figure 4.4.35. Regulatory element state 832826x-4: The origin of a change of state that arose in 
a single kernel or as a discordant individual 
(Figure 1.1) 
81 2012-1/1950 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz'> 
(Table 4.1.2) 
bz rd 
prog sp 
pattern 
(high) 
bz rd 
exc sp 
82 4324v-1/4317-9 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.37A) 
82 4324X-2/4317-9 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.37B) 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
83 2838/2837%,y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.38A) 
\ / 
83 2836/2839 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.38B) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
bz rd low sp 
(crown-type) 
bz rd low sp 
83 2840Z-4 84 2203z/sh bz 
(Figure 4.4.37C) (Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv* X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.39) 
Figure 4.4.36. Regulatory element state 824324v: The series of tests performed on a single kernel 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
00 Ui 
VO 
(Figure 4.4.36) 
82 4324v-1/4317-9 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.37A) 
bz rd exc sp 
pattern (low, crown-type) 
83 2840Z-4/2727-3 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X 
- bz-m4/- bz-m4'> 
(Table 4.4.37C) 
z-5 self 
rcv/sh bz self) 
[Test of Heritability] 
(Figure 4.4.36) 
83 2839-10 self 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz self) 
84 2319Z
(Sh bz-
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
/ 
85 1953/0% 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz X 
sh bz/sh bz Cy) 
(Table 4.4.28E) 
84 2318/2319y 
fsh bz/- bz-m4 Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.28E) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
bz rd low sp 
(crown-type) 
I 
84 4707/sh bz and reciprocal crosses 
(Sh bz-rcv*/- bz-ni4 Cy* X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.40) 
[Test for Dosage] 
[Second-Generation Test of Heritability] 
Figure 4.4.37. Regulatory element state 832840z-4 Origin and Tests of Basis 
00 ON 
Figure 4.4.38. Regulatory element state 822359-lOt: The series of tests performed on a plant. 
sector exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Test of Basis 
(Figure 1.3) 
81 2012-9/1951 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.1.2A) 
bz rd high sp 
82 2359-10 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cy) 
Plant sectored for spotting pattern 
(progenitor and exceptional patterns) 
82 2359-10t/2403-4 82 2359-10/4320-4 
(Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv* X fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz') sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.1.22) (Table 4.1.22) 
Sector of exc pattern 
(4-8, a-b) 
bz rd nsp bz sh nsp 
84 2309z/2309y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.28F) 
Region of prog pattern 
(7-9, a-b) 
bz sh nsp bz rd nsp 
84 2310z/2310y 
(sh bz/sh bz Cv* X 
Sh bz-rcv/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.41) 
[Test of Receptor] [Test of Regulatory Element] 
(Figure 4.4.9) 
83 2817y-l/2727-4 
(Sh bz-rcv824327x-2/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4') 
(Table 4.4.4B) 
exc 
bz rd 
9b pattern 
84 4816y-l/4833-7 84 4723-8t/4816y-l 
fC Sh bz-rcv*/C - bz-m4 Cv* X fsh bz/sh bz X 
Ac C-I Ds sh-m Bz/C sh bz Ac) Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv*) » 
[Validation Test] [Test of Heritability] 
(Table 4.4.44A) 
Figure 4.4.39. Receptor state 844815y-l: Tests of a kernel which exhibited an exceptional 
pattern: Test of Heritability and Validation Test. The predominant spotting 
pattern on 83 2817y-l/2727-4 was 4-5,b-c/9a 
(Figure 4.4.9) 
83 2817y-l/2727-4 
(Sh bz-rcv824327x-2/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4^ 
(Table 4.4.4B) 
exc 
bz rd 
9b pattern 
84 4816y-2/4833-10 
(C Sh bz-rcv*/C - bz-m4 Cv* X 
84 4722-14t/4816y-2 
(sh bz/sh bz X 
Ac C-I Ds sh-m Bz/C sh bz Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz Cv*) 
os 
o\ 
[Validation Test] [Test of Heritability] ^ 
(Table 4.4.44A) 
Figure 4.4.40. Receptor state 844816y-2: Tests of a kernel which exhibited an exceptional 
pattern: Test of Heritability and Validation Test. The predominant spotting 
pattern on 83 2817y-l/2727-4 was 4-5,b-c/9a 
(Figure 4.4.9) 
83 2817y-2/2727-2 
(Sh bz-rcv824327x-2/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4) 
(Table 4.4.4B) 
exc 
bz rd 
9b pattern 
84 4816z/4833-7 
(C Sh bz-rcv*/C - bz-ni4 Cv* X 
Ac C-I Ds sh-m Bz/C sh bz Ac) 
[Validation Test] 
84 4724-5/4816Z 
(sh bz/sh bz X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz ç%*) 
[Test of Heritability] 
(Table 4.4.44B) 
00 
cr> 
Figure 4.4.41, Receptor state 844816z; Tests of a kernel which exhibited an exceptional pattern: 
Test of Heritability and Validation Test. The predominant spotting pattern on 83 
2817y-2/2727-2 was 4-5,b-c/9a 
(Figure 4.4.23) 
82 4326w-l/2518-5t 
(Sh b2-rcv824326w-l/sh bz Cy X sh bz/sh bz) 
bz rd prog sp 
pattern 5-6,a-c 
83 2828y-2/2727-3 
(Sh bz-rcv824326w-l/sh bz Cy X - bz-m4/- bz-m4") 
(Table 4.4.45A) 
exc bz rd 
9b pattern 
84 4816w/4834-2 
(C Sh bz-rcv*/C - bz-m4 Cy* X 
Ac C-I Ds sh-m Bz/C sh bz Ac) 
[Validation Test] 
84 4723-lt/4816w 
(sh bz/sh bz X 
Sh bz-rcv*/sh bz 
œ 
o\ 
ç%*) 
[Test of Heritability] 
(Table 4.4.45B) 
Figure 4.4.42. Receptor state 844816w: The series of tests performed on a single kernel 
exhibiting an exceptional pattern: Test of Heritability and Tests of Basis 
(including the Test of the Receptor and the Test of the Regulatory Element) 
(Figure 4.4.25) 
80g 402-1 self 
fSh bz-rcv#/sh bz Cv self) 
81 0161/2215-21 
(Sh Bz/Sh Bz X 
Sh bz-rcv#/Sh bz-rcv# 
81 2215-6/1928 
(Sh bz-rcv#/Sh bz-rcv# 
81 2215-7/1938 
Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4) 
Cl rd 
82 2408z/sh bz 
(Table 4.4.48B) 
81g 27-5 self 81g 27-7 self 81g 27-8 self 
(Sh bz-rcv#/Sh Bz Cv self) 
82 4337/sh bz 82 4338/sh bz 82 4339/sh bz 
(Sh bz-rcv#/Sh bz-rcv# Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
(Table 4.4.46A) (Table 4.4.46B) (Table 4.4.46C) 
82 2409-2410/sh bz 
(Table 4.4.48B) 
Figure 4.4.43. Receptor state 80g402-l: Pedigree of lines which gave rise to germinal high-
spotted revertants (bz-rcv# represents bz-rcv80g402-l). Unless otherwise noted 
selections were low spotted bronze round 
80 5137/5621 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Gv X sh bz/sh bz^ 
bz rd sp 
SOg 401-6 self 401-1 self 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv self) 
bz rd sp 
81 
bz rd sp 
2206/bz-m4 4754-23/bz-m4 4755/bz-m4 
(Sh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4) 
(or Sh bz-rcv/Sh bz-rcv) 
bz rd sp bz rd sp bz rd sp 
82 2404-2405/sh bz 
(Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 
2406-08y/sh bz 
Cv X sh bz/sh bz'> 
CI rd 
82g Bz'82g831 
(Table 4.5.1A) 
83 9503/sh bz 
(Sh bz-rcv/- bz-in4 C% X sh bz/sh bzl 
CI rd 
84 Bz'844818w 
(Table 4.5.1A) 
Figure 4.5.1. Flow diagram which outlines the pedigrees of the populations used to test the rate 
of germinal reversion of the bz-rcv(osh'> state and the origin of the two Bzl alleles 
derived from this state 
00 
o 
80 5137/5621 
fSh bz-rcv/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
bz rd low sp 
80g 402-1 self 
fSh bz-rcv#/sh bz Cv self) 
bz rd low sp 
81 
82 
2215-6/1938 2215-7/1938 
fSh bz-\:cv#/sh bz Cv X - bz-m4/- bz-m4^ 
(or Sh bz-rcv#/Sh bz-rcv# Cv^ 
CD 
•vj 
bz rd low sp bz rd low sp 
24Q8z/sh bz 2409-2410/sh bz 
(Sh bz-rcv#/- bz-m4 Cv X sh bz/sh bz> 
Figure 4.5.2. Flow diagram which outlines the pedigrees of the populations used to test the rate 
of germinal reversion of the bz-rcv80g402-l state, bz-rcy# represents bz-rcv80E402-
1 
82 
82g 
(Figure 4.4.17) 
4333y/4318-8 
(Sh bz-rcv#/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz^ 
bz rd sp (4-5 b-c on 9a) 
755-1/754 
(Sh bz-rcv#/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz) 
bz sh sp 
(4-5 b-c on 9a) 
bz rd sp (4-5 b-c on 9a) 
83 2708X-1 self 
(sh bz-rcv#/sh bz Cv self) 
bz sh sp 
(4-5 b-c on 9a) 
2708y-lt/2708y-3 
(Sh bz-rcv#/sh bz Cv sib) 
bz rd sp 
(4-5 b-c on 9a) 
2708y-3/2857y-8 
(Sh bz-rcv#/sh bz Cv X 
sh bz/sh bz) 
bz rd sp 
(4-5 b-c on 9a) 
83g 268/269 
fsh bz-rcv#/sh bz Cv 
(or sh bz-rcv#/sh bz-rcv Cv) 
X - bz-m4/- bz-m41 
Cl sh 
84 Bz'844819u 
(Table 4.5.IC) 
267/269 764-1/756-2 
rsh bz-rcv#/sh bz Cy (Ac C-I Ds sh-m Bz/C - bz-m4 X 
(or Sh bz-rcv#/Sh bz-rcv# Çy) Sh bz-rcv#/sh bz Çy) 
X - bz-m4/- bz-m41 
bz sh sp 
(4-5 b-c on 9a) 
7003B/sh bz 
(sh bz-rcv#/- bz-m4 
sh bz/sh bz) 
Çy X 
Cl rd 
Bz'844819w-84482Qz 
(Table 4.5.1C) 
pale pink rd sp 
4901z-31/4716-lit 
(Bz'844901z-31) 
(Table 4.5.1C) 
Cl rd 
85 Bz'855655u-855656z-3 
(Table 4.5.1C) 
Figure 4.5.3. Flow diagram which, outlines the pedigrees of the populations used to test the rate 
of germinal reversion of the bz-rcv824333v state and the origin of the 24 Bz' 
alleles derived from this state, bz-rcv# represents bz-rcv824333v 
00 
w 
Figure 4.5.4. Development of the embryo sac which gave rise to the Type I discordant revertant 
Bz'855655z. Since segregation of nuclei is random, the reversion events (X) 
depicted in B2, B3, B5 and B6 need not result in Type I discordant revertants such 
as Bz'855655z and as depicted in Figure 4.5.4B. In fact a reversion in the nucleus 
marked by X in B2 will result in a Type I discordant revertant only 50% of the time, 
while reversions in the nuclei marked by X in B3, B5 and B6 will result in Type I 
discordant revertants only 25% of the time. 
! A. Development of the embryo sac. Segregation of nuclei is random (0 represent nuclei). These 
events occur after meiosis II. 
! Megaspore Intermediates Mature Egg Sac 
! 
Egg Cell: bz-rcy Cy 
Synergids 00 
Bzl Cy 
bz-rcv Cv 
Antipodals 00 
B. Schematics which refer to the developmental pattern outlined above, and which show the six 
types of reversion events that could have led to the origin of Bz'855655z (O's represent bz-rcv 
nuclei and X's represent Bz' nuclei and X represents the nucleus in which the reversion took 
place). 
B1 B2 B3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 00 0 00 0 00 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
X 0 X 0 X 
X X X 0 X X 0 0 X 
X X XXX 0 X xoo 0 0 000 
X 0 0 
X 0 0 
00 
Ln 
Figure 4.5.4. Continued 
B4 B5 
0 0 0 0 
0 00 0 ox 
0 0 0 X 
0 0 0 0 0 X X X 
X 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 000 0 0 , 000 
0 0 
0 0 
B6 
0 
0 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
0 
00 
X 
0 
000 
00 
•Vj 
81 
(Figure 4.4.13) 
2051-9/2138 
fSh bz-rcv812051-9/sh bz Gv X sh bz/sh bz) 
bz rd sp 
(3-4 b-c on 7-8 a) 
2633y-2/2710-4 
(Sh Bz'-pale/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bzï-ear sector 
(Sh bz-rcv812051-9/sh bz Cv X sh bz/sh bz)-remainder of ear 
pale rd sp 
83g 758-6/769-1 
(- Bz'-2/sh bz X Sh Bz'-pale/sh bz Cv) 
j CI rd nsp 
00 
84 4554y 
Test of Heritability 
(Table 4.5.9) 
4929X-22/4936A-6 
(Sh Bz'-pale/sh bz X sh bz/sh bz Cv) 
exhibited pale round w/ fully colored spots 
Figure 4.5.5. Pedigree of Bz'-pale832633v-2 and its descendants 
Progenitor 
ç% 
9b 
or 
Cv Change 
of State 
1-2, a-b 
Group I 
various low b-spotting 
(e.g. 1-4, 2-4, 1-3) 
00 
00 
3-5 b 
Group II 
4-8, a-b 
Figure 5.1. Confirmed C^ changes of state. Members of Group II can cycle back to 9b spotting 
Phenotype in the 
Absence of Cy 
Phenotype in the 
Presence of C% 
bz nsp bz nsp 
bz-rcv > Bz Bz 
bz nsp bz sp 
pale Bz pale Bz sp 
Figure 5.2. Mutations of bz-rcv 
Allelic 
Designation 
bz-nfrcv^ 
Bz' 
bz-rcv states 
Progenitor 
bz-rcv 
Phenotype in the 
Presence of Cy 
1-2, b-c 
2-4 b 
2-5, a-b 
3 a-b 
3-4, a-b 
9 b 
or 
9 a-b 
3-4 b 
3-4, a-c 
3-4, b-c/3-5a 
3-5, a-b 
4-5 b 
4-5b/7-8a 
4-5, a-b 
State 
Designation 
Secondary 
Changes of 
State 
824334X-1 
824325W 
812051-10 
832628-8t 
832850X-1 
832850V-2 
832347-2 
832840%.1 
824326W-2 
812051-9 
802402-1 
832850V-1 
822447-5 
824332* 
824332y 
832624V-1 
8 b on pale Bz 
832633y-2 
2-3, b-c/3-5a 
832815y 
4-5, b-c/9a 824327x-2 
824333y -
5-6, a-c 824326W-1 
6-7 b 835341X-4 
Figure 5.3. Confirmed bz-rcy changes of state. 
2-3 b/2-3a 
844816% 
Underlined entries can cycle back to 9b spotting 
C Sh bz-rcv. 
Phenotype Genotypic 
Conditioned Designation 
bz rd nsp C Sh bz-n(rcv) 
C - bz-nfrcv) 
cl sh nsp bz-nfrcv) 
Figure 5.4. Stable, null mutations of bz-rcv (bz-n(rcv) alleles). Dashes in genotypic 
designations indicate putative deficiencies 
Figure 5.5. Nine stages (designated by Roman numerals) in the life 
cycle of a corn plant. Stage I begins at tiller initiation 
and ends at tiller-ear initiation. Mutations that occur 
within Stage I result in plant sectors. Stage II begins at 
main-stalk ear initiation and ends at ear spikelet 
initiation. Mutations that occur during Stage II result in 
ear sectors. Stage III begins at ear spikelet initiation 
and ends before the DNA replication following meiosis II. 
Mutations that occur during Stage III.result in single 
exceptional kernels. Stage IV begins after the DNA 
replication following meiosis II and ends at the time of 
main-stalk ear initiation. The division following meiosis 
II establishes two lineages. Stage IV occurs in the 
lineage that includes the egg. Mutations that occur during 
Stage IV result in Type II discordant individuals. Stage V 
begins after the DNA replication following meiosis II and 
ends prior to the DNA replication preceding the first cell 
division of the endosperm following fertilization. 
Mutations that occur during Stage V result in Type I 
discordant kernels. Stage VI begins after the first cell 
division in the endosperm and before DNA replication in the 
final cell division. Mutations that occur during Stage VI 
result in multi-cellular kernel sectors. Stage VII begins 
after DNA replication in the final cell division of the 
endosperm and continues up to the point at which a newly 
arisen Bz' allele could not express color. Mutations that 
occur during Stage VII result in single-cell sectors 
(modified after Kiesselbach, 1949) 
884 
Microsporogenesis Megasporogenesis 
DNA replication 
following 
\ meiosis II 
III 
spikelet 
initiation 
spikelet 
initiation 
IV 
tassel 
initiation 
II 
tiller ear 
initiation 
main-stalk 
ear 
initiation 
tiller 
init. 
first^ -—^ 
cell 
division 
of endosperm 
VI 
fertilization 
VII 
final 
cell division 
885 
Photograph 3.1. 'Able' atomic bomb explosion at the Bikini atoll on 1 
July 1946 
886 
Photograph 3.2. Spotting scale; 1-9 designate increasing rates of 
spotting. Present on some kernels are both a- and b-
spotting. Kernel 4 exhibits a clear example of b-
spotting. The smaller spots on kernels 7-9 are a-spots 
887 
Photograph 4,1,1. The interaction of Cy with bz-rcv. A: bz-rcv 
without (nonspotted bronze), B: bz-rcv with 
(9b spotting on a bronze background) 
888 
Photograph 4.2.1. A-C: A comparison of the interactions between bz-ni4 
and the standard Ac versus bz-m4 and Ac-flow. All 
kernels are bz-ni4/bz-m4/bz. A: two doses of standard 
Ac• B: four doses of standard Ac, C: two doses of Ac-
flow. A and B are from the cross bz-m4/bz Ac/+ 
Ac/+ X bz/bz (84 4556z/3002z-l), while C arose from 
the cross bz-m4/bz-m4 Ac-flow/Ac-flow X bz/bz (84 
2358-2/4719-3t, Table 4.2.4). D-E: The dosage 
interaction of Cv832840x-4. D: two doses of bz-rcv 
and two doses of Cv832840x-4. E: one dose of bz-rcv 
and one dose of Cv832840x-4. D arose from the cross 
Sh bz-rcv/- bz-m4 Cv832840x-4 X sh bz/sh bz (84 
4707-5/4720-4, Table 4.4.40A) and E arose from the 
reciprocal cross (84 4722-9t/4707-5, Table 4.4.40B) 
889 
Photograph 4.3.1. State 851712z of the multiple 9s gene loss 
phenomenon, from the cross c sh Bz/c sh Bz X C Sh 
bz-rcv/c sh Bz (85 1717/1712z, Table 4.3.8). The 
multiple 9s gene loss phenomenon breakpoint is in 
coupling with Ç, The colorless sectors arise via the 
loss of the single copy of the Ç allele contributed 
by the pollen parent 
Photograph 4.4.1, The interaction of selected states of bz-rcy with Cv. 
A: bz-rcv824327x-2 (from ear 82 4327x-2/4315-7, 
Table 4,1.15). A close-up view of this kernel is 
provide in Photograph 4.4,2, B: bz-rcv832B15v (from 
ear 83 2815y-4/2729-2, Table 4,4,4), a derivative of 
bz-rcv824327x-2. C: bz-rcv844816x-t (from ear 84 
4816x-t/4722-10t, Table 4.4.5), a derivative of bz-
rcv824327x-2. The reduced a-matrix (as compared to 
kernel A) can be readily discerned if the photograph 
is examined under a lOX magnifying lens. D: bz-
rcv824326w-l (from ear 84 2160-22/2159z-l, Table 
4.4.20A). Note pale sector (marked with arrow) that 
contains fully colored spots. E; bz-rcv824325w-l 
(from ear 84 4909z-21/2256, Table 4.4.43). Note 
characteristic 9b revertant sector (marked with 
arrow). F: bz-rcv824333v (from ear 82 4333y/4318-l, 
Table 4.4.i2A). This kernel has a single-cell a-
matrix similiar to that seen in Photograph 4.4.2 
891 
892 
Photograph 4.4.2. Close-up view of kernel A from Photograph 4.4.1, the 
interaction of with the receptor state bz-
rcv824327x-2. Note the single-cell a-matrix and the 
b- and c-spotting 
893 
Photograph 4.5.1. Kerne] from 85 1844-34/1822 (line 4, Table 4.6.3) 
which is entirely nonspotted with the exception of a 
small sector of high (9b) spotting. This sector 
represents a change of state of Cy from weak to 
strong or an activation of Cy 
